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Exuact

Jrom the Last Wiil and Testament

of the late

Reo. John Bampton, Canon oJ Salisbury

' . . . I give and bequeath my Lands and Estates to the Chan-

cellor, Masters, and Scholars of the University of Oxford for ever, tp
have and to hold all and singular the said Lands or Estates upon
trust, and to the intents and purposes hereinafter mentioned; that is
to say, I will and appoint that the Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Oxford for the time being shall take and receive all the rents, issues,

and profits thereof, and (after all taxes, reparations, and necessary

deductions made) that he pay all the remainder to the endowment of
eight Divinity Lecture Sermons, to be established for ever in the
said University, and to be performed in the manner following:

'I direct and appoint that, upon the first Tuesday in Easter Term,
a Lecturer be yearly chosen by the Heads of Colleges only, and by no

others, in the room adjoining to the Printing-House, between the
hours of ten in the morning and two in the afternoon, to preach

eight Divinity Lecture Sermons, the year following, at St. Mary's
in Oxford, between the commencement of the last month in Lent
Term and the end of the third week in Act Term.

'Also I direct and appoint, that the eight Divinity Lecture Sermons

shall be preached upon either of the following subjects-to confirm
and establish the Christian Faith, and to confute all heretics and

schismatics-upon the divine authority of the holy Scriptures-upon
the authority of the writings of the primitive Fathers, as to the faith
and practice of the primitive Church-upon the Divinity of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ-upon the Divinity of the Holy Ghost-
upon the Articles of the Christian Faith, as comprehended in the

Apostles' and Nicene Creeds

'Also I direct, that thirty copies of the eight Divinity Lecture
Sermons shall be always printed, within two months after they are

preached; and one copyshall be given to the Chancellor of theUniver-
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sity, and one copy to the Head of every College, and one copy to the
Mayor of the city of oxford, and one copy to be put into the Bodleian
Library; and the expense of printing them shatl be paid out of the
revenue of the Land or Estates given for establishing the Divinity
Lecture Sermons; and the Preacher shall not be paid, nor be entitled
to the revenue, before they are printed.

'Also I direct and appoint, that no person shall be qualified to
preach the Divinity Lecture Sermons, unless he hath taken the
degree of Master of Arts at least, in one of the two Universities of
Odord or Cambridge; and that the same percon shall never preach
the Divinity Lecture Sermons twice.'



PREFACE
'History should be studied always as a Process; not as a picture.'

These words of a well-known ecclesiastical historian may serve as a

pretext, if not a justification, for the present work now offered for
consideration by those interested in one of the more remarkable and

impressive phenomena in the long record of human achievement.
Its aim has been to comprise within the compass of the eight lectures,
delivered on the foundation of the Reverend John Bampton, Canon
of Salisbuf!, r survey of the relations of the Papacy and the Christian
Church, paylng particular attention to their character within the
first six centuries. It will be generally allowed that such a method is
justifiable, if only because it was within that period that certain main
principles came to be formulated which served as a basis of thought
and action for something like ten centuries. There may perhaps be

some who would suppose that the ground covered in a survey of this
kind has already been so well trodden as almost to exclude the pos-

sibility that anything which has not already been examined and re-
examined could conceivably come to light. Yet if it should prove that
these pages contain little or nothing which may fairly be represented

as a new or strictly speaking original discovery, it may yet be found
that a reconsideration of well-known as well as less familiar evidence

may not have been wholly without value in the cause of historical
truth. The fact, which scarcely admits of denial, that'the Papacy has

often been treated with an admiration too blind or a hatred too fierce'

to make it difficult for any conclusions which might in any sense be

described as impartial to be presented, suggests that there may still
be room for reopening a discussion, the general lines of which have

become unhappily hardened by prejudice and mutual intolerance. It
must, of course, be admitted that such a goal as absolute objectivity,
however important as an ideal, must in the last resort be unattainable;
yet its very elusiveness should only senre to stir the scientific his-
torian to further effort, even though in the end it eludes his grasp.

A further consideration may seem to justify the present under-
taking. In the course of the last half-century or so, Progress in the

sphere of textual research and criticism has been, relatively speaking
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so rapid and its results often so far-reaching, that studies which pre-
date the more recent discoveries will now appear, through no fault of
the authors concerned, misleading where they are not actually
erroneous. Typical examples of monuments of modern scholarship,
especially in the realm of patrolog"y, are to be seen in the Ecclesi.ae
occidmtalis monurnmta iuris antiEtissirni of the late Professor
Cuthbert Hamilton Turner, and in the edition of the Acta Con-
ciliorurn Oecummicorurn by Dr. Eduard Schwartz now in the course
of completion. And the'se are only two of many possible illustrations
of the development just mentioned.

Finally, it cannot well be gainsaid that one of the most remarka$e,
and perhaps to ecclesiastical historians of the future one of the most
welcome, movements of our time is the one which is leading to a
better understanding and a deeper sympathy between Christians
holding widely differing traditions and adhering to contradictory
systems of Church order. Speaking generally, however, it remains a
fact that those of the Papal Obedience continue to find themselves
normally excluded, whether by authority or by conscience or by both,
from any participation in worship or consultation with their fellow-
Christians, apart from co-operation in movements of a purely
sociological character. Even to a more superficial outlook, there
cannot fail to be something arresting in this policy of abstention,
sufficient at least to provoke a re-examination of the logical basis of
such a position.

It is possible after all that the following pages may contain an
element of the unexpected. Here and there it may emerge that there is
better support for the papal case than has been hitherto acknow-
ledged: elsewhere evidence which has often been regarded as pro-
viding unmistakable proof of its acceptance will appear to be more
readily capable of a quite different interpretation. But to those to
whom the ultimate demands of papal doctrine seem in the end
unacceptable there must come inevitably a sense of tragedy that so
great gifts as those which the Roman see appears to have enjoyed
did not in fact prove capable of better use in the interests of Christen-
dom as a whole. It may be that by u fuller recognition of its status
in the history of our Faith there will grow a more generous acknow-
ledgment of its appropriate place in the glorious reunited Christen-
dom of the future.

In the preparation of these lechrres and in the laborious task of
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setting them out in a form suitable for publication, the writer desires
to express his very deep gratitude to many friends who have helped
him by their advice, sympathy, md encouragement, more particu-
larly to the Rev. Dr. N. P. Williams, Canon of Christ Church, Lady
Margaret Professor of Divinity in the University of Oxford, former
Lecturer on this foundation, Dr. A. Hamilton Thompson, formerly
Professor of History in theUniversity of Leeds, the Rev. Dr. F. L.
Cross, the Rev. T. M. Parker, and the Rev. E. Kemp, Librarians of
Pusey House, Oxford, Dom Gregory Dk, O.S.B., of Nashdom
Abbey, all of whom have given generously of their time in reading the
leqtures in manuscript and typescript; to the Rev. E. H. W. Crusha,
for kindly assisting in the heavy task of proof-reading; and finally to
the Rev. R. L. I.ewis, who has liberally given of his skill in compiling
the Indices; to which he would add his grateful acknowledgment
of the painstaking care shown by the printers in handling a highly
intricate text, and as always of the generous consideration shown to
hirn by the S.P.C.K. and its indefatigable Secretary.

TREVOR JALLAND
Olmono,

November, rg4?.
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The Modern PaPacY

But the majestic River floated on,
Out of the mist and hum of that low land
Into the frosty starlight, and there mov'd,
Rejoicing, through the hush'd Chorasmian waste,
Under the solitarY moon: he flow'd
Right for the Polar Star, past Orgunjb,
Brimming, and bright, and large: then sands begin
To hem his watery march, and dam his streams
And split his currents; that for many a league
The shorn and parcell'd Oxus strains along
Through beds of sand and matted rushy isles-

" Oxus, forgetting the bright speed he had
In his mountain cradle in Pamere,
A foil'd circuitous wanderer-till at last
The long'd for dash of waves is heard, and wide
His luminous home of waters opens, bright
And tranquil, from whose floor the new-bath'd stars

Emerge' and shine "n"" if"rfr3l"ti1;ro , sohrab and Rustum,
l. 8zs

Acts xv, 6. 'And the apostles and elders came together for to
consider of this matter. And when there had been much dispuling'
Peter rose up, and said unto them, Men and brethre-n, y9 know how

that a good i"ttit. ago God made choice_amonB 99, 1!rat $e Gentiles

by myinouth should hear the word of God, and believe'.

On the morning of Monday, July 18, r87o, as the early glow of

dawn was slowly spreading across the sky of nofth Italy, an expr€ss

train which had left Rome at half-past seven o'clock on the previous

evening was clanking on its way across the plains of Lombardy. For

some weeks past the stifling heat of summer in the paPal capital had

been quite unbearable, and as the train neared the frontier of

Piedmont, the fresh air blowing down from the mountains must have

reached the weary travellers like a breath of new life. Awakened by

the glimmering daylight and the cool of dawn, Monsignor Felix

Dupinloup, bishop of Orleans, felt in the pocket of his douillette and

drew out his brevLry. As he turned over its pages to find his places

for the current feast of St. Camillus of Lellis, his companion'

Monsignor Louis Haynald, archbishop of the metropolitan see of

Kalocsa, in HungarJ, who was occupying the opposite corner of the
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compartment, leaned forward in the direction of his fellow-bishop.
'Monseigneur', he said, 'nous avons fait une grande faute,. The
bishop of orleans looked up, paused for a moment, and then, gentry
raising his hand, showed that he had already begun the recitattn of
his Office.

unless we are familiar with the series of remarkable and por_
tentous happenings which had preceded this apparently common-
place and unimportant train journey, we are tik;ly to nna the arch-
bishop's remark puzzling, if not merely trivial. tn"t it *", i, ,ro
sense the latter might have been judged from the evident seriousness
with which the words were uttered i yet even to those who are well
acquainted with its historical- setting its precise meaning must
necessarily remain something of an enigma. 

-

That others too have found the archbishop's words enigmatic is
shown by the diy"lg:1!_interpretations put forward by bioiraphers,
Thus Maynard, in his life of the bishop of Orl.rrrs,r exilainJth'at tfr"
speaker intended to express his conviction that tfre attitoa" 

"Jopt.aby his companion and himself at the recent vatican council, in com_
mon with some of the most prominent and influential members of
the catholic hierarchy, had been altogether mistaken. on the other
hand, Lagrange, also in the course of1 description of the character
and work of Monsignor Dupanloup,z sugg.rt* 

"r, 
armost contra-

dictory view. In his opinion Monsignot H"fn"rd was deproriif not
the fact that the bishop of orreans and his supporters had resisted
the proposals of the majority at the council, u"t, o" the contrary, that
they had not been suficiently resolute in their opposition.

Is it possible to decide which of these rival interpretations is the
correct one ? To-form an opinion it is necessary to recall briefly the
Iater stages of the council, from which the two bishops had"now
finally withdrawn. From March 6 onwards, when the schmta on the
Primacy and Infallibility of the Roman pontifi had first reached the
assembled bishops, both Dupanroup and Haynald had maintained
an unrelenting opposition to its adoption in any form, chiefly, ,, it
will appear, on the ground that *.h a definition at that priti.ul",
historical juncture would be in the highest degree ,inopportune,.
some, in fact, of those who supported this attitude"had be.n pr"p*.a

1 Maynard, Vie de Mgr Dupanloup, vol. iii, p. zgz.z Lagrange, vie de Mgr Dupanrouf ,'vor.iii, p. .or, quoted by Mourret, F., concilcdu Vaticant r9r9, p. go8.
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to go even further and had actually questioned the historical basis on
which the proposed definition was supposed to rest.l What is more,
the opposition of the 'inopportunists', as they are often called. had
been maintained as late as July 13, when at the eighty-fifth con-
gregation held on that day out of six hundred and one votes received,
as many as eighty-eight had registered non placef, while of the rest
no less than sixty-two recorded placet iuxta modum.z The significance
of this minority vote can be better appreciated when it is realized
that membership of the congregation in question (from which not
less than seventy bishops then in Rome were absent and so refrained
from voting) included a large 'official' element, i.e. twenty-three
Cardinals in Cwia, forty-one superiors of religious orders, and no
less than forty-three bishops possessing no actual jurisdiction of any
kind, while among those who voted non placet were many of the most
distinguished and outstanding members of the Roman Catholic
hierarchy. After the congregation, however, the counsels of the
Minority appear to have become divided, and to a joint letter intended
to be presented to Pius IX on the morning of the fourth public
session which had been announced for Monday, July 18, not more
than fifty-five signatures could be obtained. The purpose of the
letter was to explain and justify the absence of the signatories from
that session, among whom were the two travelling companions
Dupanloup and Haynald. It was drawn up on the explicit pro-
posal of Dupanloup himself, but for whom the inopportunists
would probably have followed the lead of Haynald in resolving to
appear at the session if only to record for the last time a final and
inexorable nofl plamt. As it was, the gentle persuasiveness of the
bishop of Orleans carried with him the majority of those present.
'We could not vote placet', he pleaded, 'for nobody would
believe us; we could not vote non placet for the Catholic world
would not understand us, and might be scandalized'.8 The letter
itself, which is patently sincere in expression and unmistakably
pathetic in tone, pointed out that the signatories (who included,
besides the two already mentioned, the archbishops of Prague and
Besangon, the Cardinal primate of Hungary, the archbishops of

x The opinions of the Minority are discussed by Butler, Dom C., The Vatican
Council, r93o, vol. i, pp. ro6-ra9, who gives an excellent account of the proceedings
of the council based on reliable sources.

2 Mansi, Concilia,vol. lii (iv), rz4g fr.
3 Butler, @. cit., vol. ii, p. rSZ ff.
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Paris, Lyons, Munich, olmiitz, and Milan) had arrived at the con-
-viction that no real good could possibly result from their presence
at the session then imminent, since they could not do otherwise than
renew the negative vote already recorded at the eighty-fifth con-
gregation. They were proposing therefore, they said, to return to
their dioceses, with the unhappy feeling that they would frnd serious
uneasiness of conscience among their flocks on their arrival.l

Their action in thus abandoning the council before the session
without formal permission to do so may be thought to have been
justified by the general ztmia abeundi issued by the Pope and pub-
lished at the eighty-sixth congregation held on July 16,2 though it is
doubtful whether Pius had really intended that it should have effect
before the public session already fixed.

If, therefore, we take into account the proposal made by Haynald
at the inopportunists' meeting as well as his consistent attitude
throughout the debates on infallibility, it would seem most impro-
bable that Maynard is justified in interpreting the archbishop's words
as implying a conviction that the position taken up by the Minority
had been fundamentally in error. similarly, although Dupanloup's
eventual answer after finishing his Office has not been recorded, his
known expression of opinion at the private meeting just mentioned
makes it unlikely that he had undergone a complete change of view
in such a comparatively short time. On the contrary, all the evidence
points to the conclusion that Haynald's real meaning was that he and
his fellow inopportunists had been guilty of a grave error in not
carrying through their resistance to the end, concluding with a
spectacular demonstration of their disapproval at the public session,
and thus that of the two interpretations of the remark in the train
the one supplied by Lagrange is the more correct.

In actual fact the almost complete abstention of the inopportunist
party had the e ect, as we shall see, of enabling the definition of the
primacy of the Roman Pontiff, contained in the Constitution Pastor
Aeternus, to be passed with a vote only a little short of unanimity,s
sufficiently harmonious at any rate to satisfy the few remaining
scruples of the more critical among the bishops, as to the legitimately
oecumenical character of the dogma. Thus Lagrange observes,

r Mansi, Concili.a,vot.lii (iv), col. ll2,5i Collectio Lacensis, r89o, vol. vii, col. 994.2 Coll. Lac., vol. vii, col. 76o fr.
3 Mansi, Concilia, vol.lii (iv), col. r33S ; Coll. Lac,,ibid., col.487.
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'From this point of view, if mistake there was, let us call it a fortunate
mistake ! Felix culpa!'r

Opinions may differ, however, assuming the correctness of
Lagrange's explanation, as to whether in saying that he and the
inopportunists had made a great mistake Haynald was actually
correct. It might be argued, of course, that it would have been more
consistent as well as more honest, though perhaps more dangerous,

to have stayed in Rome a few hours longer, and to have recorded a

final negative opinion at the fourth session. On the other hand, it is
possible to say that the adoption of the Constitution at that session

was a foregone conclusion, and that, as the signatories of the minority
letter had pleaded, no further protest could conceivably do any good.

Some, no doubt, would take a quite different view and be disposed

to ask whether the Vatican Constitution in whole or in part was not
itself 'une grande faute', while others would find in it a real safeguard

of the integrity and permanence of the authentic Christian tradition.
Yet others again would roundly describe the whole Roman Catholic
position as altogether a sin against reason and historical truth, and

would treat the Constitution as no more than a hopeless attempt to
save an already doomed ship.

That some such view as the one just mentioned was firmly held by
the majority of the thinking population of these islands at the close

of the last century is so probable as not to be in need of demon-
stration. In fact, it is not too much to say that from the sixteenth
century onwards the greater part of the Anglo-Saxon race has looked
on the Papacy with suspicion if not with active hostility. In more
recent years, however, it has been possible to observe some slight
but unmistakable modification of this attitude. Hostility has indeed
often been replaced by indifference or even contempt. But in other
quarters deep-rooted suspicion has gradually softened into rnore
generous and perhaps more intelligent appreciation. No doubt the
revolution in thought and ideas which accompanied or followed the
war of r9r4-r8 considerably accelerated this process, and it is

perhaps not too much to expect that it will be aided rather than
impeded by the experience of the present conflict.

Not only have English politicians come to recognize that the
Papacy, in spite of its loss of Temporal Power, as the head and centre
of administration of by far the largest organized body of Christians,

' Op. cit,, vol, iii, p, t6z, quoted by Mourre:t, Concilc du Vatican, P. 3o8.
4
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is a political force to be taken into account in international afiairs,
and have therefore thought it worth while that this nation should
have its diplomatic representative at the Vatican, but it is becoming
apparent to some of the leaders of the Established Church, though
perhaps scarcely as yet to a large proportion of its rank and file, that
the Roman Communion at least represents an important aspect of
Christian life and thought which ought not to be ignored. This latter
point of view has also been clearly shown in a number of official
pronouncements issued not only by Anglicans, but by conferences
in which representatives of various non-Roman Christian bodies,
including Anglicans, have recently taken part. on these and like
occasions the significance of the Papacy has almost inevitably
emerged, particularly when the problems of Christian reunion have
been the chief subject of discussion. We may quote as an example
the official report of the Lambeth Conference of r9o8, where it was
formally stated, with reference to the subject of Christian disunity,
that'there can be no fulfilment of the divine purpose in any scheme
of Reunion which does not ultimately include the great Latin Church
of the West'. As these words are reiterated aerbatim in the report
of the Conference of rgzo as well as that of r93o,1 they may be
regarded rightly as something of an approximation to an official,
and certainly up-to-date, expression of opinion on the part of the
Anglican hierarchy on this subject. As such, it is clear they are
undoubtedly deserving of serious attention at least by members of
the Anglican Communion.

Yet if we examine their meaning carefully, we shall find ourselves
faced with a somewhat surprising conclusion. The statement affirms
that no reunion scheme which leaves the Roman Catholic Com-
munion out of account (for this we take to be the allusion in the not
strictly accurate phrase-'the great Latin Church of the West') can

I The statement first makes its appearance in the Report of the Lambeth
Conference held in r9o8. See The Six Latnbeth Confuences, r9z9; r9o8, p. 4z"i
rgzo, p. r44i The Larnbeth Confumce, rg3o, p. r3r. The statement as given io thi
report of the Conference of r9o8 goes on, 'But they (sc. the Committee appointed
to consider and report upon the subject of Reunion) realize that any advance in
this direction is at present barred by difficulties which we have not ourselves
created, and which we cannot of ourselves remove'. It should be noted, however,
that the expression occurs in each case in the Report of the Committee concerned
with the Unrty of the Church, and that it forms no part of the formal Resolutions,
for which alone the Conference, as a whole, is responsible (see r93or p. 63, and d.
Resolutioa gz, tg3o, p.48).
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conceivably be regarded as in accordance with God's will. It is, of
course,unnecessaryto point out that the Roman Catholic Communion
as it is to-day, and possibly as it has been from the beginning, is
bound up with the belief that the Roman see, as the see of St. Peter
the Apostle and of his successors, exists de iure dioino. Do these
words mean then that 'ultimately' some belief in the divine origin of
the Papacy must be accepted by all, if such a scheme of Reunion is
to become practicable as may be held to be in accordance with the
will of God ? Conceivably not. Yet what is the alternative ? Apparently
the idea that when the 'great Latin Church of the West' has 'ulti-
mately' rid itself of the incubus of papal authority, it will become a
suitable partner in a co-operative society of Christians. Perhaps we
can only suppose that the real implications of this remarkable state-
ment have never been fully thought out. Yet never has the need for
such consideration been greater than at the present time. Not only is
Christianity in many countries faced with active hostility, if not with
actual persecution, but surely it is scarcely an exaggeration to say
that at the present moment its very principles are at stake. Can we
afford therefore to neglect any longer the paramount need for a
united Christian front against that alliance of the forces of secularism
which unhappily finds its supporters not only on the side of our
most determined political enemies, but even among those whom
we count our staunchest and most loyal friends ? Dare we
neglect to explore afresh the differences which exist between
Christians, particularly those which divide the 'historic churches'
of Christendom?

We have seen that to a considerable degree the importance of the
Papacy in the world of politics has already been recognized. It
thus,appears that much prejudice in that sphere has already been
overcome. But what of the religious sphere ? Faced by a philosophy of
life which has thrown down a challenge to Christian ethics, is it
sufficient for us to explore, as is already being done, ways and means
by which Christians of all kinds, not excluding 'the great Latin
Church of the West', can co-operate for the social welfare of man-
kind ? Are we not bound to go deeper than this and examine afresh
the dogmatic basis of those ethics, and in so doing to reconsider the
problems of Faith and Order, which have given rise to fundamental
differences of belief and discipline among Christians ? Is it not
possible that after all the Papacy is a Christian institution which can
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only be discarded or .ignored at the cost of some serious loss to
Christianity as a whole? And if that is true, as the evidence of history
would appear to suggest, ought we not to go further still and ask,
with suitable respect, 'Is the Papacy of heaven or of men'? It will be
the purpose of these lectures to examine these and cognate questions
anew, in the hope that by applying to them what may be described as

modern methods of historical criticism we may find ourselves better
equipped to give a fafu and, as far as may be, strictly objective reply.

We shall begin with a description of what may be called the
'apotheosis' of the Roman see at the Vatican council, and then
consider briefly the encyclical letter of Leo XIII, Satis Cograitum,
as a typical papal utterance on the questions debated at the council.
This will lead us to examine afresh the grounds for the belief that
it was part of Christ's intention that His disciples should be an
organized society. In the second lecture we shall inquire how far
the widence of the New Testament justifies the assignment of a

peculiar status in relation to that society of the Apostle St. Peter, and
shall go on to describe the origin and primitive organization of the
church of Rome. Next we shall discuss the surviving evidence as to
the attitude of non-Roman Christians to that church or to its bishop,
during the period previous to the council of Nicaea. At the same time
we shall analyse some of the earlier signs of what may be called
papal self-consciousness in the same period. Then will follow in the
fourth lecture the consideration of the last organized persecution,
and of the great reaction which followed, particularly in its effects,
not only upon the Church at large, but especially upon the Roman
see. Here too we shall watch the effort made by the Church to
substitute for an inchoate federal order a closely knit oecumenical
organization, with a machinery capable of dealing with an embar-
rassingly well-disposed Empire on its own terms. The period which
next calls for treatment is that which is marked by the consolidation
of papal authority in the West and by the rapid development of the
eastern concept of an irnperator sacerdos. The last three lectures will
show the essential continuity of the papal theory and practice amid a

changing historical environment from the beginning of the seventh
century to the present day.

We have devoted by far the larger proportion of our space to the
first six centuries, not merely because it was during those centuries
that the principles which subsequently governed the relations
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between the Papacy and the Church gradually emerged, but also

because nothing less than a right understanding of the evidence as

to those relations can possibly qualify us to pronounce aright on the
legitimacy or otherwise of the principles themselves. It is here
chiefly that we hope to shed some new light on old problems. If the
present treatment of the later history may appear somewhat
abbreviated it is because it seemed best to direct attention chiefly
to those periods in which the leading ideas of later centuries were
formed and developed. Yet for the completeness of our project,
namely to show that the Papacy is not only an interesting subject
for historical study, but a living religious force no less integral to
the life of the twentieth century than to that of the first, it was
inevitable that we should include in our survey the whole process of
its majestic evolution.

I
Let us betake ourselves now to Rome and watch the drama which

unfolded there on the very morning when the returning bishops,
including those two whose conversation has already formed a subject
for discussion, were being speedily conveyed across the Swiss
frontier. At nine o'clock, in accordance with normal procedure of
the Vatican council, the fourth public session was due to begin. As
the hour approached, a crowd of interested spectators, already
assembled in the Piazza di S. Pietro and in the nave of the great
basilica, gazed at an almost interminable procession of Cardinals and
Patriarchs, primates and archbishops, bishops and abbots, including
the generals of a number of religious orders as they entered and passed

up the centre of the church. On arriving under the central dome,
each one knelt before the high altar in adoration of the Most Holy
Sacrament exposed, and then proceeded to the north (or right-hand)
transept, which since the opening of the council had been used as

the conciliar aula. To-day, as previously on the occasion of public
sessions, the folding screen which normally separated the m.la from
the rest of the building had been removed, thus making it possible
for at least a proportion of the more inquisitive of the crowd which
thronged the nave of the church to feast their eyes on the amazing
pageant unfolded before them.

With its back towards the general public and in the middle of the
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arch leading into the transept stood the conciliar altzr, while within
each side, eastern and western, ranged four tiers of seating,
making a brave display with their red plush cushions. In the highest
tier were the seats for Cardinals and Patriarchs, below it those for
the archbishops, bishops, and abbots, while lower still were the
places for the heads of the religious orders. In the centre, within the
transept itself, stood the movable pulpit, provided for the use of those
who wished formally to address the council. Beyond, at the far end
of the aula and most conspicuous of all, was raised the papal throne,
its impressiveness enhanced by , broad flight of steps. The throne
itself was draped with a shimmering cover of white silk, bespangled
with gilt stars, and surmounted by an immense crimson canopy.
Below it were the seats of the Cardinal presidents. Two texts in
gigantic lettering adorned the walls, the one immediately above the
papal throne being an appropriate quotation from Luke xxrr, 32,
and the other a petition addressed to the Blessed Virgin M"ry.

Such was the stage. Now for the actual drama. After the bishops,
wearing their red copes and white linen mitres, had taken their places,
the proceedings began with a votive Mass of the Holy Ghost,
celebrated without chant by the Cardinal priest of St. Agnes, after
which, in accordance with ancient custom, the open text of the holy
Gospels was set upon the altar. At this point Pope Pius IX himself,
accompanied by the Cardinal deacons Gasparri and Mertel, makes
his entry. There follows the Litany of the Rogations. The Gospel
of the Tu es Petrus is sung by one of the Cardinal deacons, and at
its conclusion the Pope intones Veni Creator Spiritus in his familiar
high-pitched voice. The hymn ended, everyone rises and sits down.

The great moment is now at hand. Had we been there we should
hpve seen Mgr Fessler, bishop of sankt Polten, and secretary-
General of the Council, proceed to the throne and humbly present to
the Supreme Pontiff the text of the Constitution Pastor Aeternus,who
thereupon handed'it to Mgr Vallenziani and directed its contents
to be read. This was done in clear and more than usually audible
tones, compared with the rest of the proceedings. There followed the
formal vote-taking. While this was in progress a storm, which had
evidently been brewing since the early hours of the morning, broke
over the city with a sudden and almost supernatural violence. No
doubt to the more imaginative this striking phenomenon seemed to
be an expression of the voice of heaven itself, though obviously the
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interpretation of its significance must have varied according to the
standpoint of the individual observer. To the more phlegmatic,
however, it was no more than a coincidence that the recurring
placet, uttered successively as their names were called by five hundred
and thirty-three bishops and other members of the council, was
punctuated by the most vivid shafts of lightning. As each flash shot
through the gloom, the broad expanse of Fontana's dome resounded
with re-echoing peals of thunder. Thus to a scene already sufficiently
impressive as a work of human agency, nature itself might seem to
have added dramatic effect far beyond the capacity of the most
ingenious theatrical artist. By this time the aula was filled with a

lowering darkness, so that when the moment had arrived for the
result of the voting to be formally announced to the Pope, and the
solemn formula of papal confirmation to be proclaimed, the cere-
monial light of the pontifical bugia had acquired an unusual, though
no doubt,'on this occasion at least, most practical convenience.

Out of the surrounding gloom came the Pope's thin, silvery voice :
'The Decrees and Canons, which are contained in the Constitution
just read, have with two exceptions pleased all the Fathers; and We,
with the approval of the most holy Council, define both the Decrees

and Canons, as they have been read, and confirm them with apostolic
authority'.r

Then with the singing of the familar words of the western
Church's solemn act of praise, the Te Danm, in which the bishops
were joined by the assembled multitude, the fourth public session

of the Vatican council was brought to a triumphant close. So at
least it must have seemed afterwards to the frail Sovereign Pontiff,
whose reign had already all but equalled the traditional years of
St. Peter, and who had had the additional satisfaction, so it is said,

before he finally left the aula, of receiving the submission of the only
two bishops who had dared to record their non placef and thus to
persist to the very end in an attitude of opposition to the Constitu-
tion, now finally approved and confirmed.

II
It is well known that this Constitution defined the infallibility of

the Roman bishop in the twin spheres of faith and morals. But it is
L Coll, Lac., trol. vii, col. +82 f .
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not always appreciated that the language used is carefully balanced
nor that the document was in origin, and therefore presumably
remains in fact, only an isolated fragment detached from its original
context. It follows from this that if we are to understand aright
the precise nature of the jurisdiction and authority here assigned
to the Roman bishop, we are obliged to take into account not
only the Constitution as a whole, of which the definition of infalli-
bility forms only the concluding chapter, but its general historical
context.

In studying this we are bound to begin with the rules of procedure
which governed the general conduct of conciliar business. These
had been laid down by the brief Multiplices inter, published at the
pre-synodal congregation held on December z, 1869.l Here it was
prescribed that the initiative in proposing questions for the council's
consideration was to be considered as belonging solely to the Pope,
and although the bishops were permitted to address requests to a
special congregation De Postulatis appointed to receive them, the
decision as to whether the matter contained in them should in fact
be introduced was most strictly resenred. No doubt in so large and
heterogeneous an assemblysome suchregulation was indispensable, and
we have no right necessarily to regard as an oppressive limitation of
the bishops' freedom a measure in the absence of which it is doubtful
whether business of any sort could have been conducted. Further,
follovying the precedent of the council of Trent, it was provided that
there should be two modes of assembly: the general congregation,
the proceedings of which were heldin catnera, and the public session.
Here again we have no ground for criticizing the adoption of the
same distinction which certainly exists in principle as a part of the
most democratic parliamentary procedure and is frequently followed
in practice.

As to the introduction of actual matter for debate, it was prescribed
that all questions submitted to the council were to be carefully
prepared and examined by a commission of theologians and canonists,
nominated by the Pope in person, and only after they had been
printed and circulated in the form of a schemd among the bishops

r Mansi, Concilia,vol. I (ii), col. er5* fr.; Coll. Lac,,vol. vii, col. q fr..It should
be realized, however, that in consequence of the decree issued by the presidents
of the council, February zo, Mansi, op. cit., vol. li (iii), col. ts f,, this procedure
was subsequently modified in order to expedite the work of the council.
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could they be formally introduced. Those who desired to address
the council had to send in their names beforehand. Others might
speak subsequently, if sufficient time permitted. In the event of
serious difficulties or amending proposals arising, they were to be
referred to one of the four deputations or committees, elected by
the council itself, of which by far the most important was the
deputation De Fide. These bodies reviewed the various proposals
and amendments, added their own comments, printed and circulated
them to the bishops and eventually brought them forward at a

general congregation. Once a schema had reached its final form and
received the approval of a substantial majority, a public session was
held at which the Pope presided in person. At such a session a public
recitation of the decrees with the relevant canons in their final form t

took place, the bishops being entitled to vote placet or non placet but
not otherwise, after which the result of the voting was formally
made known to the Pope. In the event of the result being favourable,
he would direct their promulgation in the manner already described
and accord to them final confirmation.

It is only if we bear these rules of procedure in mind that we shall
find it easy to follow the successive stages through which the Con-
stitutio Dogmatica I de Ecclesia Christi, usually known as Pastor
Aeternus, actually passed, before reaching the form with which, as

approved and confirmed on that fateful Monday, July r8, r87o, we
are here concerned. It was on January zt of. the same year that the
original schema De Ecclesia Christi, already drawn up by the papal
theological and canonical commission, had been circulated in print
among the bishops. It consisted in all of fifteen chapters, to the first
of which thirteen canons were attached, to chapters eleven and twelve
three canons, and to the remaining chapters five more; thus there
were originally not less than twenty-one canons in all. The first
section, chapters one to ten, treated of the nature of the Church as

the Mystical Body of Christ, as a supernatural and yet visible
society, of the necessity of its communion for the attainment of
eternal salvation, of its indefectibility, its infallibility, and of its
jurisdiction. Next, chapters eleven and twelve dealt with the primacy
of the Roman see and with its right to exercise temporal power,
though surprisingly enough making no mention whatever of the
question of the day, namely the infallibility of the Roman bishop.
Finally, the last three chapters contained a description of the proper
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relations of Church and State. That its contents appeared to the
council to be of a highly controversial character may be judged from
the fact that when on February zz the bishops were invited to
submit their observations on the schmta to the deputation De Fide,
no less than three hundred separate statements of opinion were
received. Thus it soon became evident that to debati and carry
through the Constitution in anything like its original shape and
length would be likely to occupy the attention of the council for
many months, if not for years.

Meanwhile; however, the congregation De Postulatis, which had
met on February 9, was recommendittg the immediate introduction
of some definition of papal infallibility. Probably a good deal took
place behind the scenes of which no record has been preserved, and
this may sufficiently explain the delay which ensued. Not till March r
did Pius IX give his formal approval to the recommendation just
mentioned, and even then allowed five more days to elapse before
actually making the fact of his approval publicly known. on the
same day that this was done a new formula, prepared by the original
papal theological commission, was published. This document
treated outright the subject of papal infallibility and an additional
period of ten days was allowed, in which the bishops might submit
any comments which they saw fit to be made on the eleventh chapter
of the schema and also on the new additional formula. Yet further
delay followed, and it is said that not till April 20 was it generally
known that the Pope had taken the momentbus decision of 'bringing
on the infallibility question after the (third) session, the first thing,
and out of its course'.

We may perhaps feel disposed to ask why so much apparent
hesitation and procrastination was necessary. The answer is perhaps
supplied by various entries which appear in a diary of the pro-
ceedings of the deputation De Fide, of which the authorship is
probably to be assigned to Mgt Ignatius Senestr6y, bishop of
Ratisbon, one of the more prominent supporters of the definition of
infallibility. These show that the council had no sooner opened
than the Roman Curia began to realize that, if the procedure
outlined by the brief Muhiplices inter, which we have already
described, were to be strictly followed, it was unlikely that the
debate on the first schena De Fide would conclude before the
following autumn (i.e. of r87o), and that consequently the second
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sherna De Ecclcsia could not be brought forward before the winter
r87o-7t, with the quite staggering ptorp..t that the chapters dealing
with the Roman primacy might well not be reached till the beginning
of 1872.

There is every sign that at first as much freedom in debate as
possible was permitted by the Cardinal presidents; some might
even say more than was reasonable or consistent with efficiency. It
is certainly not true that in the earlier stages the machinery of
closure was improperly applied. Yet those responsible were bound to
face certain unpleasant yet undoubtedly relevant facts. First there
was the prevailing uncertainty of the political situation, particularly
in central Italy; secondlythere were the vast and ever-mounting costs
of the council's maintenance ; and in addition the unmistakable
impatience on the part of many bishops, and especially, so it is said,
of Pius himself, that 'the question' should be settled with so much
expedition and finality as might be possible. Hence it is in no way
surprising that the demand for some modification of the original
prograrnme became quite irresistible.

Day after day fresh petitions and counter-petitions in vast mass
were pouring into the office of the Cardinal presidents; many were
even addressed to Pius in person. All the same the presidents, no
less than Cardinal Bilio, head of the deputation De Fide, remained
adamant in insisting that the council must adhere to the original
programme. The suggestion made to their doyen, Cardinal de
Angelis, that he should support the project of taking the chapters
on the Roman primacy out of turn was rejected by him with courtesy
and firmness. This made it perfectly clear that nothing short of
personal intervention on the part of the Sovereign Pontiff could
conceivably extricate the council from its impasse. As, however, he
had already caused it to become reasonably clear which of the two
sides of this particular question he was personally disposed to favour,
the promoters of a change of programme must have felt distinctly
confident of eventual success. Yet even they had to endure some
measure of disappointment. The best answer, and in fact the only
answer, which they received from the Pope's private secretary was
quite delphic in its ambiguity, namely, that the Holy Father would
do what seemed fitting (quod corgruwn widuetur). From one who
in an emergency had not hesitated to say'La tradizione son'io', such
a reply must have sounded a little commonplace. Meanwhile the
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impatience of the fathers was only accentuated by the dogged
persistence of the deputation De Fide in continuing a seemingly
interminable discussion of the dogma of the Most Holy Trinity. It is
not surprising therefore that yet a further appeal was addressed to
the Pope, once again praying that decisive instructions be issued
that that part of the schema De Ecclesia which concerned the Roman
primacy be introduced without further delay. It was immediately
followed by u personal letter addressed by Dupanloup to the Pope,
imploring him in terms of the strongest possible urgency 'while
there is yet time, to spare the Church and the Holy See from evils
that may become disasters for Christendom during long ages, and
cause the loss of an incalculable number of souls'.I All was in vain.
Pius had by now finally made up his mind, and the course of events
was irrevocably set.

Even so it was not till the month of April had almost run out that
on the zTth the attention of the deputation was suddenly diverted
to the consideration of 'the question'. Then at the forty-seventh
congregation on the zgth it was dramatically announced by the
Cardinal presidents that the chapters on the Roman primacy would
be considered forthwith.z

It has been necessary to describe in detail the long and rather
tedious process leading to the debate and gradual formulation of the
schema, from which Constitution Pastor Aeternus was evolved, in
order to appreciate the fact to which we have already called attention,
that, properly speaking, the Constitution itself is no more than an
isolated fragment, torn from its context, and considered and adopted
in detachment from its appropriate setting by sheer force of circum-
stances. But it has been possible by this means to acquire some insight
into the methods by which the business, particularly the unofficial
business, of the council was conducted.

We must now turn to the Constitution itself.s It opens with a

short preamble in which it is affirmed that 'the Eternal Shepherd
and Bishop of our souls, in order to ensure the permanence of His
saving work of Redemption, enjoined that a holy Church should be
built, in which as the household of the Living God all faithful

1 Mourret, Conci.le du Vati,can,p. z7o.
2 Mansi, Concilia, vol. li (iii), col. +62 ; Coll. Lac., vol. vii, col. 74o.
8 Mansi, Concilia, vol. lii (iv), col. r33o ff.; ColI. Lac.,vol. vii, col. 482fr,;

Denzinger-Bannwart, Enchirtdion symbolorutn, r4-r5th ed., rgzz, r8zr ff.
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people would be included in a bond of united faith and love'. To
this end, it is stated, our Lord had prayed in the words of John xvrl,
zo,'that they all may be one'. So besides giving a divine commission
to His Apostles, He also willed that there should be apostles and
teachers in His Church to the end of time. Moreover, to secure the
abiding unity of the episcopate, He set St. Peter at the head of all
the rest, and appointed him as a perpetual source and visible
foundation of the common faith and life of the Church, on whose

stability its sublime structure would rise to heaven. It was added
that because the gates of hell did not cease to attack this divinely
laid foundation, the Pope had determined with the approval of the
council to proclaim a doctrine as to the institution, perpetuation,
and content of the apostolic primacy, which, in accordance with the
ancient and continuous faith of the universal Church, was to be

accepted by.all the faithful; and in addition to condemn all errors
prevailing to the contrary.

The first chapter of the Constitution, therefore, under the title
'of the establishment of the apostolic primacy in blessed Peter',
opens with an affirmation of a primacy of jurisdiction, promised to
and actually conferred upon St. Peter by Christ, in support of which
the Scriptural texts, Matt. xvl, 16 ff., John T, 42 and xxl, 15 ff. are

adduced, and concludes with a formal repudiation of the view which
would deny that St. Peter received any primacy ofjurisdiction beyond
the rest of the apostles either severally or collectively, as well as the
one which argues that he received it only through the Church and
not immediately from Christ Himself. In the canon which follows,
the opinion that St. Peter was not appointed by Christ as princeps

of all the Apostles, and head of the Church Militant, as well as the
view that he received only a'primacy of honour' and not of 'real and

actual jurisdiction', is condemned.
The second chapter which bears the heading 'of the perpetuation

of the primacy of blessed Peter in the Roman bishops' begins with
the declaration that for the sake of the endurance and stability of the
Church it was indispensable that all that our Lord assigned to the
office of St. Peter should possess the character of permanence. In
support of this are cited three well-known patristic quotations: the
first derived from the speech of Philip, Cardinal presbyter of the

'title' St. Peter ad oincula, and legate of the Roman see to the first
council of Ephesus (43r), as it was addressed to the council, with a
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few unimportant explanatory glosses;l the second from the familiar
description of the primitive Roman church given by Irenaeus in his
Adztnsus haereses;z and the third from the petition, probably com-
posed by St. Ambrose, addressed by rhe council of Aquileia (rgr)
to the Emperor Gratian, in which reference was made to the Roman
church as 'the source from which go forth the privileges of sacred
communion'.3 As before, a canon follows, this time denouncing the
belief that St. Peter did not possess successors to his primacy over
the universal Church de iure diztino, and that the Roman bishop is
not in fact his successor in that primacy.

The third chapter deals with the subject 'of the scope and nature
of the primacy of the Roman bishop'. It opens with an explicit
reaffirmation of the decree of the council of Florence, in whicrr it
was defined that 'the apostolic see and Roman bishop holds a
primacy in relation to the whole world', that'the said Roman bishop
is the successor of blessed Peter, the prince of the Apostles and the
true Vicar of Christ, the head of the whole Church, father and
teacher of all Christians', and that 'to him has been entrusted by our
Lord Jesus Christ a plma potestas of ruling and governing the Church
universal; even as it is contained in the actaand holy canons of the
oecumenical councils'.a It goes on to declare that the Roman church

1 schwartzrE,., acta conciliorun oecametricorumrTom. r, vol. i, pt. iii, p. 6o f.
(Acta grcmca ro6, 3r). The citation omits 'roi a&tQ6dEozco d{ovolo,ril 6eo1ti6e,,, rai
A$ecv td's d,p'aprias'. It inserts 'et praesidet' although there is nothing corresponding
to this in the Greek text. This session does not appear in the eotl. Casi.nensii.
Schwartz, op. cit., Tom. I, vol. iii, p. 94 (Act. lat. 35, zo). Cf. Acta, Tom. I,
vol. i, pt. iii, p. 59.

2 Ado. Hau.,3,31 2. For a full discussion of the significance of this passage, see
below, p. ro9 ff.

8 Mansi, concilia, vol.lii (iv), col. r33o. coll, Lac,rvol. vii, col. 483 f. 'ea sede,
e qua venerandae communionis iura in omnes dimanant'. The text in Ambrose,
Ep. n, 4,M.P.L. r6, 986, reads: 'totius orbis Romani caput Romanam ecclesiam,
atque illam sacrosanctam apostolorum fidem ne turbari sineret, obsecranda fuit
clementia vestra (sc. imperatoris); inde enim in onrnes venerandae com-
munionis iura dimanant'. The context shows that Ambrose is eager to prevent a
renewal of the local schism in the Roman church in conseguenc" of the dmperor's
indulgence to the anti-pope Ursinus; the phrase 'inde 

-. . . dimanant' 
-would,

therefore, seem to involve no more than an acknowledgment of Damasus as the
true bishop of Rome, though it implies that the Emperbr was believed to possess
the right to decide between the rival claimants.

a Mansi, concilia, vol.lii (iv), col. l€gz; coll. Lac.,vol. vii, col.484. 'Ipsi (sc.
Romano pontifici) . . . pascendi, regenfi ac gubernandi universalim ecclesiam
a Domino nostro Iesu Christo plenam potestatem traditam esse; quemadmodum
etiam in gestis oecumeniconrm conciliorum et in sacris canonibus clntinetur'.

Butler, op. cit., vol. ii, p. rr? f., eramines the question as to whether .etiam' in a
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possesses a principatus of 'ordinary' authority over all other churches,
and that this power of the Roman bishop's jurisdiction, being in very
deed episcopal in character, is in fact immediate. Consequently all
the clergy and faithful everywhere are subject to him in matters of
faith and morals, as well as in other questions which pertain to
ecclesiastical discipline. At the same time it is pointed out that this
power in no way infringes that of the ordinary and immediate juris-
diction exercised by the bishops as successors of the Apostles over
their own people, but rather has the efiect of strengthening and
safeguarding it, as was taught by Gregory I.l Nevertheless, for the
due exercise of this supreme power the Constitution insists that it is
indispensable that the Roman bishop should enjoy freely means of
unhindered communication with bishops and churches everywhere,
and that as a consequence no State can be permitted to exercise any
veto on such communication.

In addition to the foregoing, it is affirmed that the Roman bishop
is the supreme judge of all the faithful, and that in all ecclesiastical
causes an appeal lies to his judgment, which is to be final and
irreversible, and to admit of no appeal to an oecumenical council.
The concluding canon rejects the opinion that the judicial power of
the Roman bishop is not all-inclusive, but is only one of inspection
or direction, and that he enjoys only the larger share of such
power, as well as the view that his power is neither ordinary nor
immediate.

In the fourth and concluding chapter of the Constitution, entitled
'of the infallible rnagistuium of the Roman bishop', it is defined that
his apostolic primacy includes the supreme power of declaring
doctrine, a belief always held by the Roman see, confirmed by the
continuous practice of the Church and proclaimed by oecumenical
councils, especially by those in which the East and the West have
been assembled in a bond of faith and charity. In support of this
confirmatory sense is the true reading in the Florentine decree (see Denzinger,
Enchiridion No. 649) as against 'et', which would naturally make the scope of the
'potestas' dependent on the correct interpretation of the ?gesta concilior-um' and
the 'sacri canones'. In the Greek version of the decree the reading is rci.

But Butler points out that 'etiam' is found in the original text preserved at
Florence and hence concludes in its favour. He does not, howev"r, uppe", to have
noticed that the most natural equivalent of the Greek ilto)alrBdveras is not
'continetur' but'definitur'.

t Ep. ad Eulog. Reg. VIII, Ep. go. M.P.L.77, g3g..Meus namque honor est
honor universalis Ecclesiae. Meus honor est fratrum meorum solidusvigor. Tum
ego vere honoratus sum, cum singulis quibusque honor debitus non negalur'.
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assertion quotations are included from the celebrated formula of
Hormisdas (actually in the form in which it was received by the
so-called eighth oecumenical council), and from the formulae of
union adopted at the second council of Lyons and later at the
council of Florence.

In fulfilment of their office, it is stated, the Roman bishops have
ever concerned themselves with the spread and maintenance of the
purity of Christ's teaching, and from all time bishops, whether
severally or collectively in councils, have had recourse to the
apostolic see for the remedy of injuries to the faith. Consequently
the Roman bishops, either after the assembly of oecumenical councils,
or by ascertaining the mind of the Church at large, whether through
local synods or other methods, have defined the doctrines, such as

they had learnt by divine aid to be consistent with the holy Scriptures
and apostolic traditions, to be held by the Church. At the same time
it is denied that the Popes had been promised the Holy Ghost to
enable them to promulgate fresh doctrine, but rather to safeguard
jealously and to expound faithfully the revelation of the 'deposit of
faith' delivered by the Apostles. This doctrine, the Constitution
affirms, has always been loyally accepted and followed by orthodox
bishops and teachers, since they have realized that, in virtue of our
Lord's promise contained in Luke xxlr, 32, the see of St. Peter must
ever be secure against every kind of error. Thus a chari.s-rna of truth
and of indefectible faith was conferred on St. Peter and on his
successors, chiefly for the purpose of preserving the integrity, unity,
and permanence of the whole Church.

The Constitution goes on to say that in spite of the evidence of
history it has become necessary, in view of the disposition on the
part of some to depreciate the authority of this apostolic function, to
assert in solemn terms the precise character of the prerogative which
it pleased Christ Himself to associate with the highest pastoral office.

Up to this point we have summarized and to a considerable extent
abbreviated the terms of the Constitution. But in view of its general

importance to our subject, though not perhaps without some risk of
exaggeration of its significance at the expense of its context, it may be

desirable to render the final paragraph of the fourth and concluding
chapter in extenso:t

1 Mansi, Concilia, vol. lii, col. 1334 ; CoIl. Lac., vol. vii, col. 487. 'Itaque Nos
traditioni a fidei Christianae exordio .perceptae fideliter inhaerendo, ad Dei Sal-
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'So We in sincere loyalty to the tradition received at the very
starting point of the Christian taith, to the glory of God our Saviour,
the promotion of the Catholic religion and the well-being of
Christian nations, with the approval of the holy council, teach and

define as a dogma divinely revealed that when the Roman bishop
speaks ex cathedra, that is to say when, in performing his office as

pastor and teacher of all Christians in virtue of his supreme apostolic
authority, he defines by means of the divine aid promised to him in
blessed Peter a doctrine regarding faith or morals to be held by the
whole Church, he enjoys that infallibility with which the divine
Redeemer willed that his Church should be endowed in defining a

doctrine concerning faith or morals ; and " that for this reason,

definitions of the Roman Pontiff of that kind are irreformable of
themselves and not as a consequence of the consent of the Church.'
The chapter (and so too the Constitution) concludes with a very
brief canon prohibiting any contradiction of the foregoing definition.

We have given particular emphasis to this document, in view of
its value as a summary of the whole doctrine of the origin, status,

and function of the Roman see, as it had come to be generally held
by members of the Roman Catholic Communion in the nineteenth
century.

It would be a matter of considerable interest to examine at this
stage not only the implications of the Constitution, but also the
history and significance of the numerous technical terms of Christian
theology which it employs. In the interests of due proportion,
however, we are bound to refrain from such investigation here.

We shall therefore venture to hope that for the moment a series

of comments mainly of a general character will suffice.
The most remarkable characteristic of the Constitution Pastor

Aetunus to the careful student of papal history, apart perhaps from
the precise form of the phraseology in which the definition of the in-
fallible magisteriuae is cast,is its striking lack of genuine originality. To

vatoris nostri gloriam, religionis Catholicae exaltationem et Christianorum popu-
lorum salutem, sacro approbante Concilio, docemus et divinitus revelatum dogma
esse definimus: Romanum Pontificem, cum ex cathedra loquitur, id est, cum
omnium Christianorum pastoris et doctoris munere fungens, pro suprema sua
Apostolica auctoritate doctrinam de fide vel moribus ab universa Ecclesia tenendam
definit, per assistentiam divinam, ipsi in beato Petro promissam, ea infallibilitate
pollere, qua divinus Redemptor Ecclesiam suam in definienda doctrina de fide vel
moribus instructam esse voluit; ideoque eiusmodi Romani Pontificis definitiones
ex sese, non autem ex consensu Ecclesiae irreformabiles esse'.

3
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put the point in the opposite way we might say that its most notable
feature is its close adherence to that which long before the nineteenth
century had become immemorially traditional. Nor is this really
surprising in view of the evidence which we are proposing to con-
sider. This will show, we believe, that the Roman see was recognized
by other churches as possessing from very early times, if not in fact
from the beginning, an undoubted primacy in the sphere of doctrine,
at least in the sense of a right to be heard in preference to others.
Even those who would favour an ambiguous or even a negative verdict
cannot forget the fragmentary nature of the evidence at our disposal,
nor the extent to which, in this case as with many other historical
problems, particularly." of the first and second centuries, we are
dependent on inference and reasonable conjecture. Equally, as we
venture to believe, it will emerge that the primacy of jurisdiction
here claimed so insistently, namely the right of the Papacy to act as

supreme judge in matters of discipline, if not traceable so far back
as the doctrinal primacy, is at least contemporary in respect of its
development with the evolution of episcopal jurisdiction. If therefore
the Constitution is in any respect in error, it is so not so much because

it is false to the facts as it presents them, but rather because the
historical presuppositions on which it rests, though accepted as

axiomatic at the time of its composition, have in more recent years

come to be regarded as in need of considerable reshaping, if not of
complete reconstruction. This need not mean, however, that we must
necessarily conclude that a large proportion of organized Christianity
took a false road at a comparatively early stage in its career, nor that
we shall reach a higher degree of consistency by admitting some

measure of divine providence behind the Church of the Apostles,
while denying any such grace to the Church of those who succeeded

them whether in time or in office. The best than can be hoped is

that our presentation of history may more accurately describe the
actual course of events, md that we may succeed in some measure in
resisting that temptation, which so constantly besets every historian,
even the most objective, of depicting earlier periods with the lines
and forms of a later age.
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The Problem of the Church

Our subject concerns the mutual relations of the Church and the
Papacy. We have already studied at close quarters the most authori-
tative and recent account which the Papacy has given of itself. It
will therefore be not irrelevant to examine as its sequel the account

which the same authority has given of the Church. It is perhaps sur-
prising that so little attention has been directed to ecclesiological
doctrine. Yet the explanation may be simpler than it appears. May
not this apparent neglect be due at least in part to the prevailing
conviction among Christians that St. Paul in his Epistles had already

treated the doctrine so exhaustively that no further definition was

felt to be necessary ? The fact of the Church was accepted and little
thought was given to its place in Christian theology till the nineteenth

centurf, when, after the prevailing spirit of criticism had challenged

the verytitle deeds of the Christian religion, it was felt to be inevitable
that this doctrine among others should be re-examined and restated.

As we have already seen, had it been possible for the Vatican

council to complete its immense programme (and there seems no

inherent reason why at some future date this might not be taken up
afresh), we should be in possession of a formal and authoritative
definition of the nature and meaning of the Church, which, though
compiled essentially from the Roman standpoint, would necessarily

be deserving of the most serious attention on the part of Christians,

and particularly of those who are unable to envisage any divinely
sanctioned scheme of reunion which does not 'ultimately include the

great Latin Church of the West'. All the same, we are fortunate in
possessing in the encyclical letter Satis cognituml issued by Pius IX's
immediate successor Leo XIII, June zg, r8g5, what may be regarded

as a convenient summary of the principal contents of the schema De

Ecclesia as originally submitted to the Vatican council.
In this letter, after repudiating the view that the Christian Church

belongs to that class of things which both in respect of their origin
and of their constitution belong to the realm of the purely contingent,

the Pope asserts that it was not of a federation of Christian groups

but of a single structure (aedificfum) that our Lord Himself was

t Acta Apostolicae Sedis, Commentarium Officiale, r9o9- (in progress), vol. xxviii,
pp.708-737. See review of Satis cognitum, by.Stone, D., in C.Q,R., Jan. 1897,

pp. z8g-9t7.
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speaking when He promised 'I will build My Church'. He goes on
to say that since the purpose of the Church is to secure the benefits
of salvation to all mankind, it is indispensable that it should have
the character of permanence. Moreover, since permanence is only
possible on condition of internal coherence, there arises the necessity
for a duly authorized and constituted authority, namely the episco-
pate, the responsibility of which is the propagation of a pure and
unimpaired faith as well as the government and administration of
the whole Christian society. Of this hierarchy, it is declared, the
Papacy is the divinely constituted centre of unity, from which
emerges the necessary consequence that to its control all other
bishops are both individually and collectively subject.

The principal affirmation of the encyclical may be summed up
thus: Christians are organized in a single, visible, coherent, and
permanent society, governed and administered by an established
hierarchy, of which the principle of unity is to be found in the
Papacy, and that it possesses this character and constitution by
divine appointment.

A noticeable feature is its elaborate appeal, in spite of the well-
known dictum attributed to Cardinal Manning, to the authority of
history. p'e may therefore feel some confidence that a similar appeal
to historical evidence is at least in harmony with the,outlook of its
distinguished author, and that one of the greatest figures of modern
times would not have been wholly unsympathetic towards our
examination of the evidence as to the character and constitution of the
Christian society on modern historical principles.

Those who are familiar with the Satis cognitum will be aware that
the author appears to assume the truth of a number of important
presuppositions, which a rigid application of the historical principles
just mentioned would no longer permit us to take for granted.
Among these is the view that all the sayings attributed to Christ in
the New Testament are to be taken as nothing less than His ipsissirna

oerba, and are therefore of equal validity as historical evidence.
Unhappily from the point of view of a simple treatment of the subject,
in the face of modern criticism we can no longer adopt such an
attitude without some reasoned defenee, and if this is to be made, we
must inevitably examine the more recent forms which the wide
variety of present-day criticism has taken.

In the first place, we ha:ve to meet the denial that Christ had
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any intention of leaving behind Him a 'single, visible, coherent,
and permanent society'. Thus it has often been asserted that in view
of the considerable place taken by apocalyptic concepts in His
teaching, such a plan must have been altogether beyond the range of
His thought, if not fundamentally inconsistent with aWeltansehauung,

which presupposed an immediate or almost immediate 'consummation
of the end'.

As an example of such an assertion we may quote the words of
Loisy: 'We can only speak of a Church when the Church has come

into existence, that is to say, following the rejection of the Apostles'
preaching byJudaism, when Christian groupswere obligedto organize

themselves more and more, and finally outside the religious organiza-
tion of Israel . . In the place of the expected "kingdom", the
Church came into being, and the conception of the Church took the
place of that of the "kingdom" in accordance with the accomplished
facts'.r

Besides the denials of the 'eschatological' school we must notice
an opinion widely prevalent in certain critical circles during the last
half-century, to the effect that neither of the two passages, found in
the Gospel of St. Matthew alone, in which the word ircrc)qola

actually occurs, can be admitted to have formed part of the strictly
authentic oral tradition, on which it is supposed the authors of the

original sources, used by our evangelists or else actually embodied in
their works, must have relied. Thus Bultmann dismisses Matt.
xvl, r8-r9r fls an utterance, not of Christ Himself, but of a Christian
prophet of the first generation, which only subsequently acquired
Dominical status. Similarly, he attributes the three preceding verses

of the same passage as a 'name-legend' devised by the early Christian
community.z Martin Dibelius, though less radical in his conclusions,
equally rejects as unhistorical the whole passage describing St.

Peter's confession, even in the form presented by Mark Yfir, 27-29,
adding that in Matthew'it has become a typical legend, name-giving

and vaticiniu?n ex eaentu included'.3
Though each of these types of criticism properly requires separate

discussion, it is not without relevance to remark at the outset that
the principles of the Formgeschichtliche school h4ve in some measure

at least spared us the trouble of meeting the arguments put forward

1 Loisy, A., L* Cvangiles synoptiqua, ,gd7-8; vol. ii, p. 18 f.
s See Redlich, E. 8., Form Criticism, 1939, P. 136 f. I lbid., p. r87.
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by the more advanced exponents of a purely eschatological inter-
pretation of the Gospels. It is relevant to quote in this connexion the
words of an eminent former lecturer on this foundation: 'It seems,

then' he writes, 'that the form of the earthly no less than of the
heavenly Christ is for the most part hidden from us. For all the
inestimable value of the Gospels, they yield us little more than a

whisper of His voice; we trace in them but the outskirts of His ways'.I
If this were really true, we might perhaps feel disposed to abandon
any attempt to recoyer a strictly reliable and authentic picture of
His real intentions, as a journey without sign-post, Dap or compass,

on which there would be none to redirect us if we went astray. IJnless,
therefore, we are willing to acquiesce in such a relative agnosticism
we must be prepared to face the eschatological problem on its own
ground.

It may be suggested that writers such as Loisy do not state the
facts with strict accuracy, when they argue that in the present form
of the Gospel tradition the 'kingdom' has been displaced by the
Church.z It is, of course, undeniable that logiaexist such as those con-
tained in Mark Iv, rr, and Luke xIt,3z,in which the society composed

of the original disciples is clearly distinguished from the 'kingdom'.
Yet there are others in which the 'kingdom' appears to be not so

much the subject of hope or expectation as an entity already realized
under existing conditions.s Again, there are those in which, so far
from its coming being associated with a catastrophic parousia, the

'kingdom'is clearly described as the fruit of slow and patient develop-
ment.4 But even supposing that the chief contention of the eschatolo-
gists holds good, and that the Gospel is in essence an Interimsethik, it
may be dispirted whether this necessarily excludes the possibitity
that our Lord envisaged the existence of a p6rmanent society which
would be characterized by the adoption of such an Ethik as a prin-
ciple of conduct. There is in fact much that is attractive in the point
of view represented by von Htigel: '(The writer) would take his stand
very deliberately with those who indeed find a genuine and full

1 Lightfoot, R. H., History and Interptretation of the Gospels,Bampton Lectures
for 1934, p.225.

2 Op. cit., vol. ii, p. 9.t E.g. Luke xvrr, zo f ., where 'in your midst' as a rendering of Emls 6p6iv is
much to be preferred. Cf. Plummer, A., ,St. Luke , 1898, p. 4o6.

n E.g. Mark rvr 30-32=Luke xtrr, r8f.:Matt. xul,3r-32; Luke xurr 2o f.:
Matt, xrrr, 33.
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eschatologlcal element in our Lord's life and teaching, yet who dis-
cover it there as but one of two movements or elements-a gradual,

prophetic, immanental, predominantly ethical element; and this
sudden, apocalyptic, transcendental, purely religious element. Indeed,

the interaction, the tension between these two elements or movements

is ultimately found to be an essential constituent, and part of the

mainspring, of Christianity, of religion, and (in some form) even of
all the deepest spiritual life'.l Or, as it has been said by a more

recent Anglican author, "'Crisis" is to be the perrnanent condition
under which the Church works. The eschatological stage will last

until the end of the world. Christians can never settle down, and the

conduct suitable to an interim must last indefinitely'.2
We may remark, however, that Form Criticism has undoubtedly

performed a valuable task in warning us to be on our guard against

a certain complacency in regard to our sources, and in helping to
indicate the extent to which even the genuine Dominical logia may

have been modified, or even expanded and supplemented, under the

influence of the various points of view represented in the early

Christian community.s Thus we should be prepared to allow for the

possibility that some part at least of the eschatological element in the

Gospels may reveal the impress of a predominantly apocalyptic

outlook on a largely ethical and prophetic original, with the possible

result that teaching which made deliberate provision for a visible
and lasting organization may have been obscured or even misinter-
preted by means of an unbalanced eschatological emphasis. What is
indeed more likely than that the more enthusiastic and unpractically-
minded members of the original group of disciples in a white heat of
excited expectation should have succumbed to the temptation to
anticipate the future, and by this means antedated the fulfilment of a
process, which in our Lord's own mind may well have required, not

a few years, but even centuries, for its full accomplishment?
Yet even if we are certain that the eschatological school has mis-

represented or misinterpreted the evidence, it does not necessarily

follow that the actual community of our Lord's original disciples
and their adherents was more than an accidental aggregation of

I Etqnal Life,p.ix. 19rz.
I Lowther Clarke, W. K., Divi'ne Hurnanitg, 1936, P. 16o n.
s A possible example of such influence may be seen if Mark tx, i:Luke tx, 29

is comiared with Mitt. xvl, 28.
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individuals. Indeed, such a view has frequently been upheld by
competent and distinguished advocates. Thus an eminent Liberal
Protestant has argued: 'Individual gifts (Xapioltono) imparted by the
Spirit to different members of the community answered all needs.

It was the Spirit acting in each one of the faithful, which determined
in this way particular vocations, and assigned to this one or that,
according to the individual's capacity or zeal, ministries and offices,

which apparently were meant to be provisional in character'.I Such

a theory, however, seems to be open to at least two main objections.
First, if it were true that the experience of direct personal inspiration
was an integral element in the primitive Christian consciousness,

and was itself bound up with the conviction that within the lifetime
of the first generation the existing world order, temporarily infused

with a fresh and transient outpouring of the Spirit, was presently to
be replaced by another, it becomes difficult if not impossible to
explain the considerable success of Christian propaganda among

communities predominantly Gentile in race and outlook, to whom
such conceptions were almost wholly unfamiliar. Secondly, we may

note the lack of any clear signs of an inevitable reaction, such as

would naturally have followed had these ideas formed a leading

element in the Gospel; nor can we account for the survival of the

religion itself, when the imminent cataclysm, which on this view
must have appeared to be its principal raison d'6tre, in actual fact
altogether failed to occur.

No doubt a variety of explanations has been devised to meet these

objections and to account for the fact of survival. These generally

take the form of a description of the supposed process by which
formless, spirit-moved communities were gradually transformed into
a hierarchically ordered Catholic Church. Thus Harnack has sug-

gested that the emergence of a visible organized society was due

solely to the irresistible impulse of the common Christian coo-

sciousness to realize an ideal unity which would provide a substitute
for the racial unity of the people of God.z Yet he does not apPear

to meet the obvious rejoinder that to the Gentiles, who unlike Jewish
Christians had no experience of racial unity, the need for finding
such a substitute would not have appeared obvious. On the other

1 Sabatier, Les reli.gions d'autori.tC et la religion de l'Eslritt t9o4,p. 59 f. A similar
view appears in Sohm, R., Kirchenrecht, vol. i, 1894, pp. zz-28.

2 Dogmengachhhu, vol. i, r93r, p. 5o f.
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hand, a wholly difierent explanation has been put forward by
Sabatier. In his view the concept of a universal Church was solely
the product of the creative imagination of St. Paul.l We are bound,
of course, to admit that as 'children of the same father', united by
'the closest bonds of relationship', the communities which owed their
orlgin to him, such as those to which his extant epistles were
addressed, would be readily disposed to recognize themselves as

forming part of a larger unity and that even this recognition was due
in some measure at least to Pauline inspiration. Yet we have to beware
of a temptation to exaggerate a distinction between the Pauline and
non-Pauline communit-ies, and to ignore the fact of a perfectly free
interchange of ideas and of a community of life and outlook betwben
the two groups, as well as the presence of non-Pauline elements
within the Pauline churches tfremselves. No church provides a more
striking illustration of this than the Roman church itself, which no
doubt owed much to St. Paul's work, yet had in fact in some sense
come into existence before his actual arrival. In such a church it is
scarcely conceivable that any theory of Christian organizationwould
have been accepted solely on St. Paul's own individual and personal
authority.2

There remains the concept of a society which is in essence
invisible. After making an occasional, spasmodic appearance both in
the primitive and mediaeval periods, it was resurrected, at least in
some form, by the reformer Martin Luther. Even in our own time it
has not lacked its advocates. Thus Hatch, whose Bampton Lectures
marked the beginning bf a new epoch in the study of Christian
origins, affirmed that although it is 'indisputable that our Lord
founded a Church', yet in primitive Christian thought, and so
presumably in the mind of our Lord Himself, the Church is in fact
'synonymous with the elect'.3 Since, however, the precise number
and extent of the elect ex hypothese is known only to God, we are
evidently face to face once more with the 'invisible'conception. The
lead given by Hatch was quickly followed by others, notably by
Sohm.a Yet the view advanced by this latter author markedly

1 Sabatier, @. cit., pp. 6r-63.
E The influence of others beside St. Paul, such as that of Apollos at Corinth, must

not be forgotten.
s The Organization of the Early Christian Churches, 1888, pref., p. xii.
a Kirclenrahl, in two vols, 1892, rgz3 i further developed inWesan und flrerung

des Katholisistnus in Abh. d. K. Sdchs, Gesclls. d, Wiss,, Phil, hist. Kl., r9o9,
vol. uvii, pt. 3, pp. 33S-39o,
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diverges from that of his forerunner. Insisting no less strongly than
Hatch on the distinction already drawn between the Church as a

religious idea and the Church as a concrete organization or institution,
he comes to the surprising conclusion that it was the Christians of
the first generation who were responsible for confounding the two,
or rather were guilty of the crime against religion involved in identify-
ing the idea with the concrete society. It is, of course, perfectly
possible that the true character of Christianity remained concealed

from the first to the sixteenth century. But it has to be remembered
that on Sohm's own showing the process of confusion had already
begun in the period to which the greater part, if not the whole, of our
existing canonical Christian literature is to be assigned, and hence

it would seem that the very sources of evidence are themselves

vitiated. This he himself is bound to acknowledge, and for him the

only escape from an agnostic impasse lies in a quite arbitrary in-
sistence on the essential purity of the supposed ecclesiological
opinions of Martin Luther. Yet it is by no means certain that that
great, but possibly wrong-headed reformer, is so convenient a dans

ex machina as Sohm himself would wish. It is, of course, notorious

that Luther's original teaching on the subject of the Church was

considerably modified, if not distorted, by those who claimed to be

his disciples, and we are left with an uneasy suspicion that Sohm

has unconsciously been guilty of a confusion, less perhaps in degree

but not less real in fact than the one which he so boldly attributes to
the Urkirche itself. After all, Luther was nothing if not a child of his

age. And it was an age distinguished neither by a clear perception of
historical and critical principles nor by 

" 
high standard of Christian

ethics. Thus we must allow that his theories were inevitably con-

ditioned by his environment. In fact, it is perhaps not too much to
say that they were a product of sheer logical necessity. As one who
had consciously and deliberately revolted from 'historic Christianity',
he was compelled to deny the identity of the hierarchically organized

Catholic Church with the true Church of God, and to postulate the

existence of a new church 'sola fide perceptibil:is'. Yet this does not
mean that he would have easily recognized his own doctrine in the

quasi-Platonist concept of an 'ideal' Church, so dear to Lutherans of
a later period, and more recently to Sohm himself. Though driven by

the logic of his position to avoid using the besmirched phtase die

Kirche Gottes, and to substitute for it die Genehdc der Heiligen, in
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his vernacular bible, he did notipsofacto transform the q'hal yahrteh
into a cioitas, Platonica, or substitute for a sensuous ob;."t one of
merely noumenal perception. On the contrary, he believed himself
to be reviving a strictly Hebraic concept, and to be restoring the
authentic teaching of St. Paul. What he failed to perceive was that
the Scriptures themselves supplied, by means of their ineluctable
evidence for the existence of a visible objective [Jrchristenturn,
a refutation of his own subjective doctrine.l

It will further serve to support our argument that so far from
misrepresenting our Lord's intention in regard to the future, the
canonical authors were strictly faithful to His thought, if we explore
for a moment one of the sources of which He made use to give that
thought formal expression. Attention has frequently been drawn to
the probability that the description of Himself as 'the Son of Man' is
derived from Daniel vlr, 13. (We do not think it necessary to discuss
the hypothesis that our Lord Himself actually used the expression
to denote the mythological Messiah, dear to apocalyptic and pseudo-
epigraphic writings, but that Gentile influence was responsible for
the form of those sayings in which He appears to identify Himself
with this eschatological figure.) It is now appreciated that the
Danielic 'Son of Man' is a collective symbol rather than an individual
person. He is in fact a personification of the 'people of the saints of
the Most High'.2 It is thus entirely reasonable to suppose that in
applying this expression to Himself (as we believe Him to have done),
our Lord intended to display His conviction, to quote a recent
author, that'God's plan must be to include others with Him. Hence
the dominant motive of His life was to form a band of those pre-
destined to be the true Israel, the corporate "Son", in prophetic
language, "the remnant". . . . so He chose the Twelve to be the
nucleus of His kingdom. For a time He was alone, for they listened
to His teaching and wondered at His signs without realizing their

1 sohm's assertion, Kirchenrecht, tg23, vol. ii, p. r35r to the effect that the
failure of primitive Christianity to'reiari the socilty Jf tft" 'people of God' as
essentially invisible ineviably gave birth to 'Catholicism'is doubtless true, though
the author himself missed its real significance. As to the merit which he assigns to
Luther, we rnay note the comment of Kattenbusch, F., Die Vorzugsteiluig des
Petrus, p.35r, where he affirms of st. Paul 'noch jedem, der von-der Ktche
"gelehrt" hat, auch Luther, weit tiberlegen geblieben ist,.I Daniel vrrr 13, t8 etal. Note especially v. z7.en this idea and its place in
our Lord's thought, see Lowther Clarke, Diztine Humarityr rg36, pp. 9-4o, esp.
pp. 16 ff.
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implications. The turning point came when Peter confessed that

He was the Messiah. Then tLe Church, which had hitherto consisted

of Himself, Who alone realized God's will for His people, came into
existence . . the spiritual house began to be built'.l

We have cited these words at length because they seem adequately

to sum up the conclusions of recent scholarship both in this country

and abroad, conclusions which if accepted (and it appears to us that

no others based on reason or sound judgment are actually possible)

are unmistakably far-reaching in relation to the subject in hand.

No doubt it may be true that Tu es Petrus contains no more than

a promise, and it might conceivably be argued, assuming for the

moment the genuineness of the saying, that even if it was our Lord's
intention to create a society, the intention was never actually rcalized.

Those who attempt to argue on these lines aPPear to ignore the highly
significant character of the liturgical act performed on the eve of
His Passion. For even if Tu es Petrus only foretells the foundation

of the Church, Hoc est mim Corpus fneutn certainly postulates its

achievement. The Church is present in the Upper Room, made

visible in the persons of our Lord and the Twelve. It is symbolized

in the sacrificial act by which Broken Bread and Outpoured Wine are

offered, like the life of the Messiah Himself, to be 'a full perfect

and sufficient sacrifice, oblation and satisfaction for the sins of the

whole world'. His Body and His Blood are Himself, with whom He

solemnly identifies the drcrc}4 oia of His institution to be'a reasonable,

holy and lively sacrifi.ce'. The historical sequence and logical con-

nexion is continuous and unbreakable. The identification of the true

Messiah with the ideal Israel does not exist only in the heavenly

sphere. It becomes incarnate in the Church of the Upper Room.

It seems then that we have every reason to discard any theory of
the original character of the Christian Church which would identify
it with a purely invisible society. Yet a serious problem still remains.

If the new society is visible, what is its character ? To answer this

we may begin by asking what is the primary meaning of. ircrc)qoia in

the New Testament. Is it the local coinmunity or the universal

society? Of the importance of this question there can be no doubt,

1 Lowther Clarke, oD. cit.,p. r 6 r. Cf. Gloege, G., Reich Gottes tmd Kirche im N T.
:NTIiche Forschungent 2, 4t 1929, pp. zr8, zz8. 'Der Retter ist nur Retter als

Schdpfer eines neuen, erldstdn gerechtfertigten Volkesn: Linton, O.i Das Ploblnt
der urkirclze, Uppsala, Ig3z (I). Teol. z, p. r48r'Der Messias ist keine Privat-
person. Zuihm gehdrte eine Gemeinde.Zu ihm gehiirt die Herde'
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for with but a single isolated exception t it is the only collective noun
(as distinct from expressions, significant no doubt, but evidently
metaphorical), which is used to describe a group or society of
Christians in the canonical books.2

We may inquire first of all why this word was chosen in preference

to an obvious alternativein ouvay@yfi. Each could claim the authority
of the Septuagint version, though of all Greek renderings of q'hal
Yaharch, 2rcrc\r1oia is by far the most common.

Yet, with the single exception already mentioned, it is ircx\r1ol,a

which is used exclusively in the New Testament to denote the

Christian society, whether local or universal. Perhaps the real explana-

tion lies in the fact that it is .a term which even in classical Greek

usage was not wholly secular in meaning, and in the later canonical

and deut€fo-czrronical books of the Old Testament is used without
qualification of a gathering or assembly unmistakably national, and

hence, in the case of Judaism, undoubtedly also religious in character

Hence it was felt to be specially appropriate to the Christian com-

munity. In actual fact, its adoption served to emphasize three im-
portant beliefs: first, that the new society was not strictly speaking

new at all; it was nothing less than the ancient Zrcdt4oia ro0 rcuptou

re-formed and re-established by the true Messiah; second, that it
was no mere confederation of local communities more or less loosely

associated in the pursuit of common ends and linked together by the

possession of common ideals, but a single organic people, the true

Israel of God; lastly, that it owed its existence, not to human con-

venience or mutual arrangement, but to the 'calling out'of the elect

from the world by the Word of God; in brief, that its title deeds

had been drawn up and signed by the hand of the Lord of Hosts

Himself.
There is thus a very strong presumption that it is the universal

sense of €rr)tlodo which is primary, and it may be noted that in
spite of some disagreement still prevailing among lexicographers,

the general trend of opinion lies unmistakably in this direction.
We may now take account of the probability that, as used by the

early Greek-speaking Christians,' it served as a rendering of some

already current Aramaic term. Can we identify the word which it

r James u, z.
2 See Excursus A,'The significance of, Ercx)rqoia', where the evidence for con-

clusions summarized here is set out in greater detail-
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represented ? To essay this task we are bound to take the evidence
of the New Testament as a whole into account. Out of the hundred
or so occurrences of ircdlr1o{,d therer'about a quarter of the total
are to be found in the Acts of the Apostles. Careful examination of
these shows that nearly half are used to denote the original com-
munity of Jerusalem (mostly without any qualification; for whenever
it refers primarily to the Church in some other locality, the place-
name is added, unless the reference is already clear in the context).
Only two examples are found of its use in the plural, these being to
some extent offset by two other passages where it undoubtedly
describes the universal Christian society. From this evidence we
are bound to infer that, at least so far as the author of the Acts was
concerned, the word denoted primarily the whole Church of God,
not merely a local congregation. Historically speaking, it begins as a
small community localized in Jerusalem, and at first the congregation
in Jerusalem is the Church. Later, as Christianity spreads, the content
of ircdtqodc comes to include congregations in other places, yet
without qrodification of the original concept of a single community.
Evidence of a similarly universalist meaning of the word in St. Paul
is abundant. He speaks, for example, not of 'th. church of Corinth'
but of 'the Church of God which is in Corinth'. And if this is true
of his earlier writings, it is certainly more and not less true of those
belonging to the end of his ministry. On the other hand, in the later
canonical books, such as the Apocalypse and the Catholic Epistles,
in perhaps a majority of instances drcrc\qoia appears to denote a local
congregation, though again even there examples of its use in a univer-
salist sense are certainly not lacking.

We turn now to the Gospels. Before considering the only two
actual occurrences of the word, both of them in St. Matthew, we
must call attention to the frequent use, if not of the word itself, at
least of suitable metaphors in order to express its meaning. Just as
the simile of 'shepherd' or 'ruler' is freely applied by our Lord to
Himself as the ideal Head, so 'sheep' or 'flock' is used of the ideal
Israel now realizedinthe body of His disciples. And it is particularly
striking that it is this metaphor which, either in quotation from Old
Testament prophecy or in passages which appear to be actual
Dominical logia, occurs not in one, but in all four of our existing
canonical Gospels. Where the Church is not described as a'flock',
it is called a 'kingdom', which our Lord does not hesitate to identify
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with the Messianic dominion assigned to Him by His heavenly
Father. The evidence is far too extensive to be considered in detail
here, but sufficient has perhaps been said to make it highly probable
that the concept represented by these metaphors is universal before
it is narrowed to the particular.

It is possible now to render this conclusion final and incon-
trovertible in the light of the two isolated Gospel instances of the
word €rctdtr1oi,a itself.

The context of the first of these, including the famous Tu es Petrus,
which blazes down in gigantic letters from the inner circumference
of the cupola of St. Peter's, is sufficiently well known to need no
description. But for the sake of clearness we include a rendering of
the two passages:

In Matt. xvr, r7-r9, we read: 'And Jesus in His reply said to him
(i.e. St. Peter): "Blessed art thou, Simon, son of Jonah, since flesh
and blood did not reveal this to thee, but My Father who is in heaven.
I Myself also say to thee, Thou art KephA', and upon this kephd' I will
build My irrc,tr1ol,a and the gates of hell shall not overpower it. I
will give thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever
thou bindest on earth shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever
thou loosest on earth shall be.loosed in heaven" '.

In Matt. xvrlr, r5-r8, there is: 'But supposing thy brother does

[thee] a wrong, go, reprove him privately; if he listens to thee, thou
hast won over thy brother. But if he does not listen, bring with thee
one or two besides, that "at the word of two or three witnesses every
saying may be confirmed". But if he disregards them, report it to the
ircdtqota; and if he disregards the tr<rcAqola as well, treat him as a
pagan or an alien. Of a truth I say unto you, whatsoever ye bind on
earth shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever ye loose on earth
shall be loosed in heaven'.

For the moment we must assume that both these texts contain
either as a whole or in part genuine Dominical logia, and ignore
the possibiltty that the compiler of this Gospel in his characteristic
way has put together in a single context sayings actually delivered
on quite distinct occasions. Even so some very evident difficulties
remain. If, as seems clear, drcdtrloia in the first passage denotes not
only a universal society which exceeds the limitations not only of
space but of time as well, we are confronted with a sense of the word
which goes considerably beyond the meaning already recognized
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as its primary one in the rest of the New Testament. On the other

hand, 
-in 

the second passage it is apparently used'with primary

reference to a local congregation seemingly small in membership,

though the possibility cannot be excluded that a saying originally
,uniiersalistihas been 'localized'in the process of transmission. If,
however, as seems probable, the local church mentioned is in fact

the primitive ]udaeo-Christian community in Jerusalem, it is by

,ro *1*, inconceivable that the concept of the ideal Israel identified

with the local community is in the background here no less than in

the earlier examples of the use of the word by the author of the Acts.

Is it possible that conjectural restoration of the actual Aramaic term

or teims used by our Lord himself, here rendered in both passages

by the single Greek expression €rcrcl1ola', may throw further light

or ot1' Lord's meaning? Of the possible terms used to render either

the Hebrew race collectively or a single Hebrew community the

most common one in Rabbinical usage of the first century is kenlshta'.

The probability that this was the actual word on our Lord's lips is

definitely strengthened by the appearance of the form keninhtd in

those Syriac versions of the passages under discussion which have

the closlst finguistic affiliation to the Palestinian Aramaic probably

spoken by oui Lord and His Apostles. Although the word itself

primarily denotes a'gathering', its meaning is certainly not confined

io that of a merely local assembly-in fact, there is evidence that in

the pre-exilic period individual synagogues were disposed to identify

themselves with the true or ideal Israel of God to the exclusion of the

rest of the Jewish race. Thus it would seem most probable that the

kmishta' rndshVy dh J 6 shu' ah represented here by rilv 2 rc t<\r1 o i av p'ou

is no mere individual localized congregation; it is nothing less than

the ideal 'synagogue' of the Messiah Jesus-the true universal

Church and Israel of God, soon to become actual in the Christian

fellowship.
We may claim then to have shown grounds for belief not only that

our Lord Himself intended to create a permanent, universal, while

at the same time exclusive, society of His disciples, but also that He

conceived of this society, not as a new creation but rather as a

refoundation of the original Israel henceforth to endure for all time.

Yet in a human environment desire for permanence demands

some provision for organizationand control in order to secure under

changittg conditions preservation of identity. It is reasonable there-
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fore to expect that our Lord would have provided also for this. [n our

succeeding lecture the evidence for such provision will be examined

with particular reference to the place assigned to St. Peter in the new

order.

Excunsus A.-The Significance of ircrc)qoia in the New Testarnmt

The normal wordr used to denote the Christian community in the

New Testament is drcdqoia.z As there is considerable probability
that in adopting this term as a description of their society Christians

were influenced in some measure by the frequency of its use in the

Septuagint, it is relevant in the first place to inquire what light that
usage can throw upon the present inquiry.

In LXX it is found in roughly one hundred distinct contexts.s In
all these it serves to render qAhAl in the Hebrew original, or else a

term which is a direct derivative of, qdhdl.a In the earlier writings it
is frequently used with some qualification, suggesting that to the mind

of the translators the word by itself was felt to possess a general, non-

religious significance.6 In the later books, however, it is often found

used in an absolute sense without qualification,o and by the time we

reach the Hellenistic writers, such as Philo, examples occur of the

use of the word in an ideal or supernatural sense.T

But in addition to drrlq ota as a rendering of q'hal Yahaseh we

also find a few instances of ouvoyufi, which itself is also used to
translate 'edhAh. Although wvo.yay , like drcrc)tqoiu, originally must

have been used to express the idea of a gathering or assembly,s in

l The only other term used to describe a Christian gathering is owayayri

James u, z.- I Apart from its use to denote the Christain community, it is also found in the New
Testament in the classical sense of a meeting of the Efpos, Acts xlx, 32,39 f' But it
must be remembered that such constitutional meetings were endowed with a

quasi-religious character. Cf Aristophanes, Equitu, 768 ff.
s It is also found occasionally in the other Greek versions of Aquila, Symmachus,

and Theodotion.
' Found in r Bao. xrx, 20: r Sam. xlx, zo; Ya\t .:oil1, l2:Ps. xxvlt n l YaAp.

IJVII, 27:Ps. t-xtlltt, 27.
6 E.g. q'hal Yahweh: trcdrqoi.o. tnllotov, Deut. loilIl, 2ff.; t Chron. xxVIII, 8, etc.

Cf . qdh'dl 75p:3tcr.)o1o(cv oou; Lam. r' ro; Ecclus. :ocY, 2.
u E.g. in r and z Chron., the later Psalms and the Apocryphal writings.
? Itls a common habit of Philo to assign to it the epithet 0eia, e.g. in Conf . Ling.

r44. Such a usage is altogether foreign to the Old Testament and New Testamenl.
Eisewhere he qrialifies it as fepd, e.g. So*. z, r84, r87. Josephus' ol! the other hand
only uses the word in a secular sense' e,g. Ant. t6, gz', 19, 332.

t Num. s, 4 i xxvtl, r7; :oxr, 16.

+
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later usage it is normally restricted to mean the building in which
such a gathering would be held.r

It may therefore be supposed that these two terms lay ready to
hand as a description of the primitive Christian community, ircrc)rr1o(,a

and ouvaycoy$.Yet of these there must have been a strong bias in
favour of €rrctrrlolo,fo4as we have seen, auvayayri, by the beginning
of the Christian era, if not for some time previously, had come to
acquire a localized sense. But there were other reasons which
naturally led to the choice of €rcr)qoi,a. It served to emphasize the
extension in space of the Christian body and to exclude 'congre-
gationalist' notions, i.e. the view that each local Christian group
constituted in itself the'people of God'; secondly, it served to stress

the essential continuity between the New and the Old Israel, between
the d,yrcr, of the New Testament and the sh'Ervth of the Old; lastn

and perhaps most significant of all, it helped to express the conviction
that the Christian society had not come into being as a matter of
human convenience or by man's disposition, but had in fact been

formed by divine institution and appointment.
Until the latter half of the nineteenth centur! it was probably taken

for granted generally that in Christian usage the primary meaning of
the word was the 'totality of Christians', its use as a description of a
local or individual community being treated as derived and secondury.

During the latter half of the century, however, a change of view
began to take place, and under the influence of the prevailing outlook
it was widely held that Christian ideas and institutions were deeply
indebted to the organization of the Greek urban communities.z
Separate existence, it was held, preceded federation. And even since

that time views of this kind have continued to dominate the attitude
of Protestant scholarship as a whole to this question, as may be

seen from the fact that a number of lexicographers and compilers
of 'word-books' continued to assign to ircrc\r1oia as its primary
meaning 'the local community'.3 More recently, however, a marked

, V*\p.L:oilrr,8:Ps. rJo(Iv, 8, where it is used to render nied.In the New Testa-
ment, as we have seen, it is used once only of a Christian gathering, James tt, z.
Otherwise it denotes a Jewish place of worship (55 examples).

E.g. Hatch, The Organizatian of the Early Christian Churcha', r88r.
3 So Preuschen-Bauer, Griechisch-Deu*ches Wdrtqbuch zu den Schiften des

N.?.t, rg37i Abbott-Smith, Manual Greeh l*xicon of N.7., tgz"i Kdsters,
Lcxikon f. Tltcoheieund Kirclu, 1933, s.v. Khclu (R.C.). For the opposite view see

Gayford, S. G., Art. 'Church', in Hastings' Dictianary of the Bible, and
Robinson, J. A., Art. 'Church', n EncVcloprcdia Bfrli'ca. Moulton-Milligan'
TocMry of tSe N.?.t, r9r5, appears to suptrtort the htter vicw.
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reaction has been noticeable. Thus such modern authors as Zorcll,
Linton, and Schmidt all agree in giving 'universal society' as the
original sense of the word.l

It may perhaps seem that this is merely a philological question,
possessing no more than a purely academic interest. But it should not
be forgotten that 'the practical importance of a right doctrine of
the Church is very great. So long as scholars thought that indepen-
dent communities combined to form the Church in the first instance,
reversion to their original independence seemed justifiable'. But if
'the Church was one from the beginning, and by nature cannot be
otherwise, disunion is clearly contrary to God's will'.2

T,et us pass on therefore to consider the light which the evidence
provided by the use of the word in the New Testament can throw on
the problem. We shall begin with the Acts of the Apostles. By this
means we shall be able to follow the chronological order of develop-
ment,3 and at the same time avoid having to beg the question of the
authenticity of the relevant passages in,the Gospels. Out of the one
hundred or so instances of the word in the New Testament, no less
than twenty-three appear in that book.a Of these the word is used
absolutely, i.e. without any qualification, in eight passages,d in each
of which the context makes it clear that the reference is to the
primitive communiT at Jerusalem. In two further instanceso there
is the same reference, but with the addition of Cv slepoooltip.orsi

similarly, in two other cases? the use of the phrase dv'Avrrcyelg
restricts the meaning to the local community. To these two othersE

t ZorellrF.,Lexicon@accitatisN.?.r, r93r ; Linton, O,rDas Problandq (Jrhirche
i.n dq neuaren Forschung, tg3zi Schmidt, K. L., Att. ixrLqok, in Kittel, G.,
Theologisches Wdrterbuch zum N.7., 1996.

2 Lowther Clarke, W. K., Divine Humattity, 1936, p. r55.
8 In adopting this method we are following the precedent set in the article by

K. L. Schmidt, just cited, and also of Dr. Lowther clarke in his essay on 'The
origins of Episcopacy' in Episcopacy Ancient and Modun, edd. Jenkins, c. and
Mackenzie, K. D., r93o, pp. 8 ff., who justifies it by arguing that there is 'no reason
to doubt the general accuracy of the data given in the Acts. . . . If the Acts is
dated about a.o. 8o the development of the ministry must have corresponded with
the impression in the minds of his readers'. This line of reasoning seems to provide
a case for a similar treatrni:nt of the Lucan picture of the primitive irc'.)opto.I Out of these only nineteen are actually relevant. Acts vrr, 38, describes the
'Church' of the O.T.; Acts xx, 32,39,4o,ih" 'Assembly' in thJcity of Ephesus.sActsvrrr;vtrrr3;xlrrrr5iKVr2Tiwr4122ixvlltraz.Ifwithsomeauthorities
we read inttr 4Trrfi €rKbotg, a further erample can be added, but there is better
support for the reading €d td ada.6.

' Acts vln, r i xt, 22. ? Acts xt, z6; xrrr, r. t Actr sr 3 i g, t7.
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may be added, in which the word is used without gualification, but
where the context makes it clear that the allusion is to the local

churches of Antioch and Ephesus respectively. A single example of
the expression ror' €rrlqoiovl occurs in connexion with the local

churches of South Galatia. In two passages, and no more, is the word
found in the plural,z Finally, there are two contextss in which there

can be no reasonable doubt that it is used to denote the universal

Christian society.
At first sight it would appear that a stronger case can be made for

the view that the primary sense of the word in New Testament usage

is the local community. But its strength is only superficial. As we

have seen, it was natural that the word should be used in first instance

of the original nucleus at Jerusalem,a which at least for a short time
roughly included the whole of the existing Christian society. But by
an equally natural process of extension it came to be used first of
Christian communities of Palestine,d then of Syria,6 and finally of
the province of Asia.? In fact, these communities appear to be

regarded in no way as separate entities, but simply as expansions of
the original drrtrrloia of, Jerusalem.s

Similar evidence is provided by the Epistles of St. Paul. The
earliest use of the word here clearly refers to the primitive community
at Jerusalem (or perhaps of Judaea).8 On the other hand, the first
Epistle to the Corinthians provides a number of examples of the word
used in a universalist sense. Thus at the beginning of the letter the

Apostle writes 'the Church of God which is at Corinth,e which he

then goes on to define as 'them that are sanctified by Messiah Jesus,
called as holy ones, with all that call upon the name of our Lord
Messiah Jesus in every place'.ro The same epistle offers a further
example of an allusion to the primitive Palestinian community,ll

1 Acts xrvr 23. I Acts xv, 4r i xvr, 5:
! Acts rx, 3r ; xx, 28. A variant, though of inferior authority, in rx, 3r, is ai . . '

drxtrToicr.
r Acts Ix, 3r. s Acts xv, 4. 6 Acts:or, e8.
? Notice that in successive verses, Acts xv, 3, 4, it refers first to the community

at Antioch and then to the one at Jerusalem.
E Gal. t, 13.
t r Cor. r, z; cf. z Cor. r, r. It should be observed that he does not describe the

Christian body at Rome as an drrtrrloia. SeeRom. r,r-7. Yet contrast Gal. r, a;
r Thess. t, t i z Thess. t, r.

10 r Cor. r, z.
tL lbid., s, 9. Cf. Gal. I, 13, and Phil. trr,6. It is important to observe that St.

Peul evinces no special concern for the financial support of the 'saints', except those
of ferusalem. r Cor. xvr, r-3.
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while in saying 'God hath set some in the Church, first apostles, . . .'t
there remains little room for doubt that the author is referring to the
totality of Christians.

A contrast with the usage of the Acts is the frequent appearance in
Pauline writings of the qualification 'of God'z or'of [iessiah',3 the
former being found once only in the Acts, the latter not at all.+ Yet
if there is one sign above all others that the conception of what
constitutes membership of the Christian Church is the same for St.
Luke and St. Paul alike, it is the fact that both equally assign primary
importance to the acceptance of the fact of the Dominical Resur-
rection. If St. Paul pays special attention to the primitive drcdtqoio- at

Jerusalem, it must be because he regards it as the divinely called
remnant of the ancient qdhdl, from which the new society derives its
being.6

When we pass on to the later Epistles, a further difference is to be
noted. Here attention is directed primarily to the universal society,
while the thought of the local community is relegated to the back-
ground. Thus out of thirteen examples of the word in the Epistles
to the Ephesians and Colossians, not less than eleven are used with a

universalist meaning.o So too if in Colossians the Church is described
as the 'Body of Christ' of which Christ Himself is the 'Head',2 ltt
Ephesians Christ and the Church are actually placed on the same
level.s Further, it is in Ephesians that we find a description of the
ideal Church as'holy' and'blameless', expressions which elsewhere
are applied to individual Christians.e Some have attempted to draw
a sharp contrast between the conception of the Church which appears
in St. Paul's earlier writings and that which emerges from this later
ones. But such contrast as there is can be explained if the changed
conditions are taken into account.

In contrast to the marked emphasis on the importance of the
primitive 2rct<)rqolc- at ]erusalem, to which even St. Paul himself
appears to have been prone at one time,r0 the Apostle felt bound to

1 r Cor. xII, a8. o E.g. r Cor. I, r. t E.g. Rom. xvr, 16.
n E.g. r Cor. xvt, r-3. How far any idea of the Church as 'invisible' was from

St. Paul's thought may be seen by his use of r Cor. xrv,4 f., rz.
6 See note above.
u Eph. t, 22i rrr, ro, zr ivr 23-2Sr 27, zg, 32.
? Col. r, 18,24. Cf. Eph. tr z?iY,23.t Eph. ttr, zr, zgb ; yet contrast 'ibid., v, z+, zga.

' Eph. v, 28. Cf , ibid., r, 4; rr, zt iv, z7 ; Col. r, zz
r0 See above and cf. Acts :nr, ,r 241Gal. tr, rz.
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insist on the Churchis supernatural origin,r and even on its identifica-
tion with the Messiah ]esus Himself. If in the earlier writings he

uses the metaphor 'body' to describe the intimate relation of
Christians as individuals to one another,2 it was only to be expected

that when the need arose to call attention to the divine institution of
the whole Christian society that he should identify the 'Body' with
Christ.s

A further use of the word calling for mention at this point, thg

importance of which will be found to be discussed elsewhere, is with
reference to places of Christian assembly, or what are sometimes

called'house-churches'.4
The evidence provided by the rest of the New Testament apaft

from the Gospels need not long detain us. All twenty instances of the

word in the Revelation clearly refer to local communities.E The same

appears also to be true of its use in the third Johannine Epistle and

in the Epistle of James.6 On the other hand, in the deutero-Pauline

Pastorals the phrase 'God's house, that is the Church of God the

Living One, the pillar and foundation of the truth',2 can only mean

the totality of Christians, and the same must hold good also of
'a festal assembly and Church of the first-born, who have been

enrolled in heaven', a phrase found in the Epistle to the Hebrews.s

Though the term itself is lacking in r Peter, there can be no doubt
that the idea of a universal society underlies the words'an elect race, a

royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for God's own possession'.e

We turn now to the Gospels. In spite of the fact that the word
ircx)tqoia is found only in St. Matthew in contexts the authenticity
of which as actual Dominical hgia has been regarded by some as

highly suspect, it cannot be denied that even 'if the word is not else-

where attested. . . . the thing is there'.lo Thus in St. Mark our
Lord is represented on the eve of His Passion as deliberately applying
the words of Zechariah to Himself and His disciples: 'I will smite

1 Phil. rttr zo. Cf. Gal. w,26. 2 r Cor. xIrI, rz ff.; Rom. xrr, 4 ff.
3 See above. Attention may also be drawn to his use of the metaphor of marriage,

Eph. v, z8-32. Cf. z Cor. xr, z.
a r Cor. x\ru, 19; Rom. xvr, 4; Phil. tv, zz; Philemon z; Col. ry' 15 f. Cf. Acts

ttr 46.
5 Rev. Ir-rII; xxtt, 16. o 3 fohn 6, 9, ro; James v, 14.
? r Tim. IIr, rS ;cf . ibid.r rII, 5. On the other hand,ihd,,v, 16, appears to refer to

the local community. Cf. also r Pet. rr, 5; Heb. x,2r.
E Heb. xtt. zg.Ibid.rrr, r2roccurs in a quotation from Yclp.ftirr23: Ps.loilr' 23
t r Peter tr, 9; cf. ibid., t, r;v, z f . r0 Lowther Clarke, Q. cit,, p. r99.
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the shepherd and the sheep shall be scattered abroad'.I In connexion
with this and with the parallel quotation in St. Matthew,z it should
be remembered that the term r6'Eh (shepherd) is frequently used in
the Old Testament as a description of the national ruler,3 just as gdz

(sheep or flock) denotes the 'people' or nation.a It would seem,

therefore, that the phrase just quoted was specifically chosen by our
Lord because it served to describe His own relation to the new
society as well as to stress the corporate unity of the disciples. The
same metaphor is also found in an isolated hgion preserved by
St. Luke : 'Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's good pleasure

to give you the kingdom'.5 It occurs frequently in the Fourth Gospelo
and occasionally elsewhere in the New Testament.T Besides this, we
also find the metaphor of the Kingdom applied apparently to the
apostolic collegiurn: 'Of a truth, I say unto you, that ye which have
followed me, in the new creation, when the Son of Man shall sit
upon the throne of His Glory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones
judging the twelve tribes of fsrael'.8 In the face of evidence such as is

afforded by sayings such as these it is impossible to deny that it was
part of our Lord's deliberate intention to impress this fact upon
the minds of His original disciples, namely, that He and they together
constituted the new drrlqoi,a of God, not a fortuitously aggregated
assembly, but the true corporate Israel of God.

In the face of what has just been said, it is plainly impossible to
reject on purely a priori grounds any logioz in which our Lord is
represented as assigning a corporate character to the fellowship of
His disciples. At the same time, we must judge each of the Matthaean
passages on its merits.

At first sight it would appear that the irctdtrloia in Matt. xvlrr,

1 Mark xrv,27.
! Matt. )onrr, 3r. It should be observed that Matthew adds'zfs notpvtls'.
tVery conrmon in this sense in Zechafiah x-xrv; yet also found earlier, e.g.

Jeremiah Lr, 23, and possibly in Gen. NLrx, 24. Parallels exist in other Semitic
literature; cf. art.'King' in E.R.E., vol. vii, col.7z6. 'Many inscriptions have been
found in which a king boasts that his god had appointed him king of his land and
shepherd of his people'.

n Very frequent in Ezekiel, e.g.:oortv, 6.
6 Luke xtt, g2. A similar distinction is drawn between tlne notplcov (:drrboic)

and the Boor)teio in Diclache 9, 4i to, 4.
u fohn x, passim. Cf . ibid., nI, 16. ? Heb. xrrl, 20 ; r Pet. tr, 25 i v, 4.
8 Matt. xrx,28. Although a similar saying is found in Luke :rxrr, 29 f., the dis-

crepancies are too marked to justify assignment to Q. Cf. Streeter, 8.H., The Four
Gospels, tgz4, p. 288.
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r5-r8, is essentially the local community as distinct from the

it<rc\qota in Matt. xvl, r8, which seems to bear a transcendental

significance. It is on account of this contrast that some who accept

the authenticity of the latter have felt bound to reject the former.l Yet
it is possible that the contrast is more superficial than real. It is by

no means improbable that Matt. xvIII, r5-r8, in common with other

matter peculiar to the first Gospel, was derived ultimately from
members of the original community at Jerusalem, who, as Streeter

suggests, had fled to Antioch to escape from the misfortunes of their
fellows following the martyrdom of James in 62. The possibility

that this logion had acquired in their hands a certain change of
emphasis favourable to the authority of the primitive Jerusalemite
community should certainly be taken into account. Allowance may

have to be made for the influence of an interpretation placed upon

the irrtrl ol,o.to which our Lord referred, more restricted in its scope

than the original Dominical concept. Moreover, if the hypothesis of
an Antiochene origin for the first Gospel in its present form be

accepted, it is remarkable that in a community in which presumably

by the last decade but one of the first century the Gentile element

formed a large proportion, the seemingly harsh expression €ortt oor,

clonep 6 20vcrc3s rcai 6 rdldvqs should have been accepted without
modification. Yet even if we regard this phrase as a midrash, its almost

naive exclusiveness seems to bear testimony to the genuineness of the

remainder. Of the passage as a whole it may be said that, assuming

that the logion formed part of the tradition derived from Jerusalem,
there would be every reason for the 'conservatives', who looked to

James as their leader, to treasure a saying which appeared to assign

to the drcdtr1oto,, identified in their viewwith the Jerusalemite Urhirche,

a decisive voice regarding matters in dispute between Christi.ans.2

As to Matt. xvl, 16, the genuineness of which as a Dominical logion

must be assumed here, the context appears to throw no light on our
lThus Lowther Clarke, Dioi.ne Humanity,p. r58, says:'ft is safer to suppose

that Christ did not speak these words. On His lips they would refer to the synagogue,
which is improbabli, or else to the later organized Church, in which case it would
mean nothing to the first hearers'. Is it possible that a third possibility, to which
in view of the foregoing evidence this latter objection would not apply, has been

overlooked, namelythat the original allusion was the ideal Israel' a concept by no
means unfamiliar to circles accustomed to Messianic expectation ?

s Thus Foakes ]ackson, F. J., and Kirsopp Lake, Beginnings of Christianity,
London, r9ao, vol. i, p. 33o, n. A, point out: 'The advice to lay a quarrel before the
community has in itself no sign of date. The same advice might have been given
by any Rabbi'. '
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present inquiry, unless we may also assume the identification of the

lrcdtr1ola with the Boor,leCcg, in which case it seems more probable

that the former word bears a universalist sense.l

We could be more confident about this conclusion if it were possible

to reach any certainty as to the Aramaic or Hebrew original, which
is here represented by ircrc)qota. Assuming the latter to underly the

word in question, we might be reasonably certain that qdhAl was the

original, and thus include this passage along with the rest in which
ircdtrloia is used to denote the totality of Christians. Still assuming

a Hebrew original, 'edhAh is also a possibility, though the meaning

would not be affected to any appreciable extent. Besides these two
terms the Rabbis made frequent use of sibbfrr, signifying in the Old
Testament a 'heap' or'crowd', and used both of the whole Hebrew

nation and of an individual community. Another Rabbinical term is
hcnEseth Isracl; again the bias would be in favour of a general

rather than a local meaning.
M*y, however, prefer to believe that it is Aramaic rather than

Hebrew which underlies the word in question. In this case three
possibitities are suggested by the usage of the Targums, namely

q'hdl.d., sibbilra', and most commonly of all kenishta'. It is remarkable

that in those Syriac versions of the New Testament which have the

closest linguistic affinity with the Palestinian Aramaic most probably
used by our Lord and His disciples, ircdtqoia and ouvayu^7i are

represented by kmfrshtd; there is thus a high degree of probability
that this or a dialectically related word was actually used by them.

As to its meaning, the fact that kenishta' or its cognate might be

rendered either by irr.)trl oia, or ouvayayi would naturally suggest

that the truly primitive conception of the Christian society was

simply that of a sect within the parent society of Judaism. No doubt
at first official Judaism was content to regard it as such. On the other

hand, it is reasonably probable that the Urkirche, though in fact at

first no more than a ouvo.yufi, held itself to be the only true Israel,

sharply distinguished from the apostate body now abandoned, thus

making a claim not unlike that of similar communities belonging to an

earlier date. Identification of the sect or local body with the whole

community gives ground for holding in that both the passages con-

1 Bearing in mind what has been said above, this would apply no_,le_ss to
Matt. x\[rr, r5-r8, than to Matt. xvr, 16, since for a few years at least the Urki'rche

at Jerusalem and the totality of Christians were virtually identical.
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II

St. Peter in the New Testament and the Early
Roman Episcopate

Moribus antiquis res stat *'-m[::"2X*".

Luke xrr, 42. 'And the Lord said, Who then is that taithful and wise
steward, whom his lord shall make ruler over his household, to give
them their portion of meat in due season ?'

'It is not without significance that the title deeds of the greatest of
the Christian Churches should rest on a doubtful tradition, an un-
certain relic and words which in all probability were not spoken by
Christ'.l These words occur in an illuminating article on the Papacy
contributed to one of our well-known encyclopaedias, and describe
supposed characteristics of the Roman church which seem to the
author to contain the seeds of dechy, of disintegration and of ultimate
dissolution. He is, however, by no means the only writer who had
permitted himself the luxury of wishful thinking on this subject. Ever
since Hobbes sardonically described the Papacy as 'not other than
the Ghost of the deceased Roman Empire, sitting crowned upon the
grave thereof',2 its enemies have not been slow to prophesy its immi-
nent decease. Thus in 1875 Renan, who had no doubt good reason to
desire such an event, declared his conviction that 'on the death of
Pius IX the Conclave, under Jesuit influence, would elect a "fanati-
cal" Pope, who would be expelled from Rome by the Italian Govern-
ment. Thereupon the moderate section of the Italian Cardinals
would put forward a rival claimant to the tiara, who would seek to
strengthen his position by coming to terms with the Kingdom of
Italy. Mutual anathemas and excommunications would follow, and
in the resulting chaos the Papacy and the Catholic Church would
founder and disappear'.3 ft seems superfluous to call attention to the
falsification of his prophecy.

You will recall, on the other hand, that in a famous Historical

1 E.R.E.,Art.'Papacy', vol. ix, col. 628a.
2 Leuiathan, pt. iv, c.47, ed. Smith, W. G. D., r9o9, p. S4+.
3 Quoted by Binchy, D. A., Church and State in Fascist ltaly, r94r, p. 30.
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Essay Macaulay, after contrasting the ephemeral transience of the
kingdoms of this world and the persistent survival 'full of life and

youthful vigour' of the 'august dynasty' of the Papacy, ventured to
foretell that the Catholic Church'shall still exist when some traveller
from New Zealand may in the midst of a vast solitude, take his stand

on a broken arch of London Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul's'.I
It is clear from the context Macaulay would have been quite willing
to allow the applicability of his words to the Papacy. Since the pes-

simism of the forecast mentioned above has not been justified by the
event, one may reasonably inquire whether its basis is as real as our
sceptical author imagines; whether 'the greatest of the Christian
Churches' does in fact rest on'a doubtful tradition, an uncertain relic
and wordswhich in all probability were not spoken by Christ'. We may
appropriately begin by explaining what we believe to be his meaning.

By'" doubtful tradition' he evidently alludes to the one traceable

from at least the last quarter of the second century onwards, if not
from a century earlier, which has consistently associated the last
years and death of the Apostle St. Peter with the foundation of the
church of Rome. By 'an uncertain relic' he means the mortal
remains of the Apostle, still believed by perhaps the majority of tfre' 
Christian population of the world to rest beneath the confessio in the
great basilica of St. Peter. And finally by'words which in all pro-
bability were not spoken by Christ', he is indicating, though perhaps

not exclusively, the Tu es Petrus, which is among the logia ascribed

to our Lord by the author of the first Gospel.
Since we may fairly take the doubts here expressed as repre-

sentative of a widespread attitude of mind towards the Papacy on
the part of a considerable proportion of English people, and not least

of those who might claim to belong to the Anglican Communion,
and in view of its evident relevance to our subject, it will provide a

convenient plan for our discussion to examine each of these criticisms
in turn, beginning with the last. At the same time we should wish to
point out that in our view it is the 'tradition' alone which appears to
be strictly indispensable. For obviously if it could be proved beyond

doubt that St. Peter never had any direct connexion with the capital

of the Roman Empire, it would follow that the claim of the Roman

bishops to be the successors of St. Peter in that see, and consequently
1 Macaulay, T. 8., Historical Essays contributed to the Ed,inburgh Reviat,

tEssay on Von Ranker' October, r84o.
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heirs of a supposed privilege, would be difficult, if not impossible, to
establish. On the other hand, if it should turn out that the dust
enshrined in the confesio at St..Peter's were indubitably that of some

person other than the Apostle, or even if no more than an agnostic

attitude to the question of the relib's authenticity were reasonably

possible, it might be held that the papal case had not been seriously
affected. So, too, if the arguments against the Dominical genuineness

of the Tu es Petrus were to prove impregnably strong, it might still
be possible to show that the Roman see had enjoyed a peculiar
relation to the rest of the Christian Church long before the par-
ticular applicability of the Petrine texts to that see had been observed.

Yet in view of the significance of those texts, and especially of the
Tu es Petrus, as possible indications of concepts existing in our
Lord's own mind, irt is of paramount importance that we should re-
examine their claim to authenticity particularly in the light of nrodern

criticism. For it is plain that should the case go against them, the
contention that the ascription of a peculiar status to the Roman see,

however primitive, must be dismissed as an early corruption incon-
sistent with the mind of our Lord Himself, would be considerably
strengthened. We therefore propose to take this question first, and

then subsequently to discuss the evidence for the authenticity of the

'doubtful tradition' and the 'uncertain relic'.
We begin by quoting afresh the version Matt. xvl, r7-r9:
'And Jesus in His reply said to him (i.e. to St. Peter): Blessed art

thou, Simon, son of Jonah, since flesh and blood did not reveal this
to thee, but My Father who is in heaven. I Myself also say to thee,

Thou 
^ft 

KephA', and upon this kephd' I will build My ixrcI1oia
(kmishta') and the gates of hell shall not overpower it. I will give thee

the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou bindest
on earth shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou loosest on

earth shall be loosed in heaven'.
So far as our existing manuscript evidence goes, there is absolutely

no ground whatever for impugning the authenticity of this passage

as part of the original text of the gospel. It is found entire in all known
manuscripts and versions, and such differences of reading as exist

are trivial and unimportant. It follows from this that attacks on its
trustworthiness as evidence of our Lord's purpose must proceed

along lines other than those of textual criticism.t
I See Excursus A, Harnack's theory regarding the Tu es Petrus.
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Naturally it must seem surprising at first sight not only that this
lngion has been preserved in the first Gospel alone, but that it is
Iacking in St. Mark's Gospel, which is generally believed to be directly
dependent on St. Peter's own evidence as to the facts of our Lord's
human life. A common explanation, that St. Peter out of his modesty
deliberately suppressed the saying when communicating his material
to St. Mark, is by no means convincing. Nor, on the other hand, is it
easy to accept the interesting though rather insecure hypothesis that
it formed part of the supposed lost ending of that Gospel.l Yet even
if in the last resort we allow that St. Mark was unaware of its
existence, such an admission does not provide a conclusive argument
against its genuineness. The very existence of the Synoptic Problem
arises from the phenomenon that both Matthew and Luke contain
an abundance of matter not found in Mark, and of the genuineness
of at least a faft proportion of this matter as representing our Lord's
actual words there can be no feasonable doubt. Nor can the fact that
this logion rests on the sole authority of Matthew be admitted to be
negatively decisive; on the contraryrthere are reasons,now to be con-
sidered, for believing that some at least of Matthew's peculiar matter
is derived from a source or sources not less reliable than any other
which underlies our existing Gospels.

Whence, then, did the editor of Matthew derive this section of his
material ? A strong case has been advanced in recent years, by a well-
known authority on the Synoptic Prroblem, for Antioch in Syria as
its actual place of origin.2 He has pointed out that in order to account
for its general acceptance, particularly in Rome, where a distinctly
critical attitude was adopted to the admission of works of supposedly
apostolic provenance to the New Testament Canon, 'Matthew . . .
must have been vouched for as Apostolic by some very important
Church'. Such a conclusion is attractive, if only for the account which
it enables one to give of the evident interest of that Gospel (to quote

1 Turner, C.H.,Catholic and Apostolic,Essay on'St. Peter in the New Testament,'
r93r, p. r87, conjectures:'We cannot indeed say whether the lost ending (sc. of
Mark) may not have contained, as it certainly contained an appearance of the
Risen Christ to St. Peter, so also a confession by Peter of the Divine Sonship,
and a commission by Christ to His chief Apostle; I think, in fact, as we shall
see later on, that it did'. On p. r9z fr, he gives the grounds on which his con-
jecture is based, and suggests further (p. rgg) that Matthew, in xvr, r3-2o, has
'combined in one episodes that were related indeed, but in actuaf history quite
distinct'.

8 Streeter, B. H., The Fow Gospels, t9z4t p.5oo ff.
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the same author) in the 'doings and primacy of Peter'.r It may also
be stated, without discussion, that he gives reasons for postulating
the year 85, ,r the most probable date for the publication of this
Gospel.

If correct, this date would allow ample room for the conjecture
that as a consequence of the political disturbances in Jerusalem
leading to the massacre of Jarnes the Lord's brother in 62, the church
of Antioch was enlarged and perhaps embarrassed by 

" 
formidable

influx of Judaeo-Christians of the old conservative party, with which
St. Paul had already come into conflict. A direct result of this pro-
bable migration may well have been the revival of the etrlier tension
between the conservatives, on the one side, who as of old claimed for a
narrow legalistic standpoint the authority of James (now considerably
enhanced by his reputation as a martyr), and on the other the Hel-
lenists, who were rightly confident of the patronage of the great
apostle of the Gentiles, We may take it as highly improbable that
these Judaeo-Christian refugees arrived empty handed. fn fact, one
can be reasonably certain that they brought with them something
like a collection of Dominical logia, sayings in which the eschato-
logical interest was prominent. For these it may be supposed that the
authority of the Apostle Matthew was claimed, with the counter-
signature of James written in a martyr's blood.

Streeter has suggested that on their arrival at Antioch our refugees
found at least one document already enjoying an established reputa-
tion. Nor is it fanciful to identify such a document with our hypo-
thetical Q, in addition to which in all likelihood, during the next
decade or so, the church of Antioch received and immediately
welcomed the Romano-Petrine Gospel of Mark.g

With tha fall of Jerusalem and the gradual disappearance of mutual
suspicion and prejudice, it would be natural for a demand to arise
for combination of the divergent but by no means mutually exclusive
traditions. Fortunately the church of Antioch was able to claim
close connexion with the one Apostle, namely, St. Peter, who repre-
sented in some sense a tia media between the opposing tendencies.
We may therefore regard it as highly probable that the compiler of a
joint publication would do his utmost to secure any material which
would serve to strengthen the authority of. this 'centre of unity', now

r Streeter, og, cit,, p. 5o4.
3 Id., e. cit., p. grg.

2 Id., op. cit., p. 524.
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clearly recognized in the person of Simon, son of Jonah, and eagerly

incorporate it in his work.l
That much of the peculiar matter in Matthew, as, for example, in

xvIII, r5-r8, displays a markedly Judaeo-Christian tone plainly

strengthens the case already put forward. Even if we accept Streeter's

view that the Tu es Petrus was derived, not from the material, oral

or written, brought by the refugees from Jerusalem, but 'from the

local traditions of Antioch',2 which must have jealously preserved

any evidence as to the special status of St. Peter, now claimed

as its own Apostle, it is difficult to see why traditions of this kind
should be n0cessarily less genuine than those which had emanated

from the mother church at Jerusalem. It is therefore not easy to
admit, except on purely a priori grounds, that by the time the con-

flated Matthaean Gospel came to be set down, 'the written Gospel,

Mark, had been in use long enough . . . to dry .tp the stream of
genuine independent tradition'.3 Nor can we altogether exclude the

possibility that a passage such as the Tu es Petrus, with its unrnis-

takable Aramaisrns and legalistic tone, formed an original part of a
floating tradition, common to the churches of Jerusalem and Antioch

alike.
Arguments against the genuineness of the saylng which stress the

singularity of the content here assigned to ixrc)tqota, in view of what

has been said elsewhere, do not aPPear to demand any further atten-

tion: We may therefore pass on to discuss those which take a more

subjective form.
It has been pointed out, for example, that it is inconceivable in

view of the relation of St. Peter to the apostolic Church that there

could have been any general consciousness of a peculiar status such

as seems to be assigned to him by these words. Besides this, it is
argued that the known conduct of the Apostle both before and after

the Resurrection is in no way consistent with the presumed charac-

teristics of a 'Rock', and therefore that this evident inconsistency

must be held to exclude the possibility, assuming the correctness of
the interpretation which identifies it with his person rather than with
his faith,4 that our Lord could have applied such a term to him.

Taking the latter objection first, we may reply that in spite of the

Apostle's inconsistency of character, his description as a'Rock'is not

1 Streeter, op. cit., p. 5r5.
" Il,, oP. cit., p. 254.

'Id., o0. cit,, p. z5g.
a See Excursus B.
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altogether impossible. Indeed, it may be said in general that it is
not always the most consistent personality which proves in the end
to be the strongest and most reliable support for others. In fact,
actual consciousness of past failure such as that of St. Peter often pro-
vides a motive for a fresh and more decisive reorientation of the will.
We might even say that St. Peter was chosen because in him most
evidently the new Israel showed itself true to type. St. Peter, like
Israel, was selected by the providence of God; like Israel he failed,
but again like Israel he was converted by the power of God's grace,
and by the power of the same grace was enabled to strengthen his
brethren. t

The historical objection to the authenticity of the Tu es Petrus
demands more detailed treatment, and can only be examirred
adequately by estimating afresh the significance of the data of the New
Testament and of early Christian tradition as to the status and office
of the Apostle. In connexion with this investigation we should do well
to keep in mind some words of warning uttered by u distinguished
scholar of this University only a few years ago. 'We of the Church of
England', he wrote, 'and Protestant scholars in general since the
Reformation, have failed to give its due weight to the testimony
supplied by the New Testament, and in particular by the Gospels,
to the unique position there ascribed to St. Peter'.I

First of all, then, in regard to the picture of St. Peter presented by
Mark, it is relevant to notice that his record is ostensibly based on
the account of an eye-witness, who was himself one of the Twelve.2
The identity of this witness with St. Peter is sufficiently guaranteed,
not only by the Apostle's place within the select group chosen to
accompany their Master on exceptional occasions, but by the
tradition, constant from Papias onwards,a which associates him in
some way with the actual writing of the Gospel. In addition to those
passages in which St. Peter is mentioned in company with others,
though always first in order, in at least half a dozin others he alone
is specified by name. In this way the author seems to wish his readers
to recognize, either that he acted as leader or spokesman of the rest,4

1 Turner, o0. cit., p. r8r.
2 Mark tr 2t, zg f.; v, 38 i rx, 33 ix, S"; xr, rr (reading of @, i, k), 15, z? ixtv,32,

where the impersonal plural is used. Cf. Turner's essay in j.?.,S., vol. xxvi, April,
1925, pp. zz8 fr.

3 Cit. ap. Eus. H.8.3,39, r5.
' Mark r, 36 i vtrt, zg i Ix, 5 ; x, a8.

5
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or else for some unexplained reason was to be distinguished from
them.l It is doubtless true (as we have already pointed out) that if
we had this Ggspel alone we should indeed know nothing of any

explicitly Dominical basis fpr a peculiar prerogative assigned to him,
yet it is perhaps not less remarkable that we should also be ignorant
of much that might be said in disparagement of his character.

The impression given by Mark is more than confirmed by the

other evangelists. Luke adds new occasions on which his name is

the only one of the Twelve selected for mention.2 To the same writer,
in addition to the inclusion of a further question addressed by the

Apostle,3 and of a personal appearance to him of the Risen Lord,a

we owe the unique Domini cal logion in xxlt, 3r, 32, which the evange-

list may have derived from the local tradition of the church of
Caesarea. This saying reads:

'Simon, Simon, behold Satan has sought to have you all, that he

may sift you as wheat; but I have prayed for thee, that thy faith
tail not. And do thou, once converted, stablish thy brethren'.

If it is not easy to see here the institution of a pennanent office, we

can scarcely do less than recognize in it a Personal commission of
leadership and initiative.6 Moreover, in view of what has already

been said in the previous lecture as to the precise occasion of the

constitution of the new ircrc)rr1oto, it is noteworthy that this saying

occurs in close connexion with the riarrative of the Last Supper.e

Matthew's sketch of the Apostle is distinguished by two opposed

characteristics. He omits or blurs certain details which are Present or

even distinct in the two previous portraits;? on the other hand, he

r Mark, vlrr, 32f.; xrv, 29, 37, Turner, Cathalic and. A?tostolic, p. r85,-calls
particular attention to the use of d.va1.,,vqo0ets in xI, zrrby saying:'who but Peter
would have noted that "Peter remembered and said"?'

2Thus in two passages vllr' 45:Mark v, 3r, and xxttr 8:Mark xw,-r3' the
name of St. Peterls introduced by Luke, while in the account of his call, Luke v,
r-rr, which appears to be independent of Mark I, :^6-2o, the words addressed to
St. Peter aloni (v, ro),'Mfi $oBo0' dnd rcA vfiv dvflpdrous tcv (ayp6v', are found.

I Luke xrl, 4r.
a Luke xxrv, 34.
6 The first to interpret this text as implying that St. Peter was set over the Church

was Ambrose, -In Fs. 43, enarr.4o. M.P.L. 14, 1169. C.S.E Z. vol. lxiv., ed. Pet-
sctrenig, M., 1919, p. zgz. The earliest Roman writer to make use of it is Leo I,
Serm. a,3. P.t. S+, iSr ; on which see the present writer's Life and Times of St. Leo

the Great, tg4r, p. 67.
0 The o"oitive leads up to the solemn consecration of the Twelve (:Matt.

xIx, z8) and culminates in the injunction to Peter.
? E.g. Matt. x:ir, ao:Mark xt, zr ; Matt. xxvt, 4o:Mark xrv, 37.
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introduces the name of Peter in connexion with two sayings from
which it is lacking in our other authorities.r In addition, he adds two
complete incidents, the walking on the water and the discovery
of the stater in the fish's mouth, in both of which Peter is the central
figure.2 But none of these rivals in importance the logion Tu es Petrus,
inserted by this Gospel as the immediate sequel of the Petrine
confession of our Lord's Messianic office at Caesarea Philippi.a

In spite of its great familiarity, the. real significance of the words
here ascribed to our Lord has not always been rightly understood
and must therefore be briefly re-examined. First of all, it should be
observed that the saying is introduced by a striking affirmation. Our
Lord declares that the confession just uttered is so tremendous in its
consequences, and so far beyond the wit of man to attain by unaided
intuition or reason, that its origin is to be ascribed, not to human
agency, but to a peculiar revelation imparted to the Apostle by the
Eternal Father. Then as the complement of this privilege, the Son
Himself also bestows one of His own giving (,I Myself also say to
thee . . .'). The solemn words which follow proclaim in effect that
the eponym now bestowed upon Simon is no mere nickname like
Boanerges. Illrpg (Kepha) fiterally denotes the Apostle himself as

'Rock', and it is on Peter as on rock a that the foundations of the new
€rcdtr1o[,a, described in the metaphor of a building, are to be laid.
Against that building so erected, in virtue of the immovable nature
of the substance on which its foundations rest, neither the forces of
evil nor of death can ultimately prevail.d Next, to the simile of the

1Matt. xv, rs:Mark vrr, ry;Matt, xvtll, zr. Cf. Luke xvrr,4.
2 Matt. xrv, z8-3r; xvlr, 24-27.
I Matt. xvl, r7-rg.
a See Excursus C: 'St. Peter as the Rock'.
5 The meaning of mi)tot. {Eou has been disputed. Against the more general view

that it is a symbolic expression for'evil', it has been argued, e.g. by Harnack, A., in
Sitz-Bq.d.kdngl. preuss.Akad.d.Wiss, r9r8,h.xxxii, pp. 657 fr., and more recently
by Badcock, F. J., Theology,July, 1937, vol. >orxv, No. zo8, pp.38 ff., with reference
to the Scriptural and apocryphal evidence that it means 'physical death'. Yet in
view of the further evidence presented in Theology, Nov., rg37,vol. xxxv, No. zo9,
p. zgg f., this conclusion cannot be regarded as decisively established, and some
allowance must be made for passages which 'definitely connect Sheol-Hades both
with sin and with destruction, so that it could be argued that Sheol-Hades repre-
sents the powers of evil. Dr. Charles, on Enoch lxiii, ro, has shown how the meaning
of Sheol changed in the period between the old and New Testament'. In any case,
the fact that z'i).or, dSou is used without the article shows that it is a stereotyped
expression. Bemard, J. H., in Erpositor, June, 1916, pp. 4ot-9, interpreting the
phrase with referencb to Matt. vrt, 24-27, makes the interesting suggestion that
notat" (iou is a mistranslation of an Aramaic expression, cf. Daniel vrrr, 2, 'ubhal,
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rock, following the line of thought suggested by the metaphor of
the building, is added the metaphorical promise that in the new
palace or kingdom (which we here take to be an anticipatory descrip-
tion of the €rr.)tqoda conc€ived of as already constituted) St. Peter

is to hold the office of steward or rnajor domo (not merely that of
porter, as has sometimes been supposed),I and in virtue of his pos-

session of the keys, it will be his function to administer the royal
substance. But in addition to his administrative authority there is
added also legislative power. He is to hold the place of final arbiter
or referee, ffid frorn his decisions there will lie no appeal.z

Against the view that such a prerogative was assigned exclusively
to St. Peter, it is natural to find the verse Matt. xvrrl, r8, quoted:

'Of a truth I say unto you, whatever things ye bind on earth, they
shall be bound in heaven; and whatever things ye loose on earth,

they shall be loosed in heaven'.
This logion, as is well known, is the immediate sequel of the

passage, already discussed, referring to the mode of settling disputes

between members of the new ircdtr1oia.3 In view of its editor's
familiar practice of assembling his material in paragraphs relating to
the same subject, it is insecure in the case of the first Gospel to make

use of the immediate context, as a clue to the interpretation of a.

particular passage. But in this instance there seems no cogent reason

against reading the second logion as the achral, rather than merely

the literary, sequel of the first, and,.thrrs explaining its meaning as an

assurance that final decisions pronounced by the Church (there is no

ground for restricting the scope of the assurance to the Twelve alone)

will be ratified by God. Such a promise, however, is not inconsistent

with the provision of a final arbiter or referee, whose function is to
express ultimately the nature of the Church's decision.

rendered in LX>( zrpds tff z:i;rg Ai\,i1t If what our Lord actually said was 'the
floods of Hades' (cf. Gen. vrr, rr), it would be easier to account for the use of
xotloyioouol.

l.fhus Leo, Serm. 3,3. P.L. 54, 146, calls Peter 'regni caelorum ianitor'. But
Goudge, Nap Contmentary, 1928, pt. iii, p. r69a, calls attention to the significance
of the plural rle?s and holds that the place assigned to Peter is not that of porter
only but of chief steward. Cf. Luke xtr,4?..

dA* 
" 

duly commissioned Rabbi possessed authority to determine questions of
casuistry under the Otd Covenant, so Peter is given the same power in the new
ix;)tqoia. Cf. Acts xr 47. But it should be noticed that it is not primarily a 'power of
absolution'. For a late survival of the more strictly correct interpretation, see

Ep. Cletnmti,s ad Jacob. 2,6- M.P,G ,2,26,4t.
3 Cf. Luke xt,25.
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The fourth Gospel is remarkably well supplied with personal
notes regarding the Apostles. Nor is 'Simon Peter', as he is habitually
called here,r any less prominent than in the synoptists. It may per-
haps be regarded as significant of the writer's wish to call our atten-
tion to his importance in relation to the Gospel narrative as a whole,
that here his naming as KeThA'appears at the very outset of the
Ministry, while a parallel to the Messianic confession at Caesarea is
recorded in connexion with the 'eucharistic' discourse at Caper-
naum.2 So again at the Last Supper,s after the Arrest,4 on receiving
the report of Mary Magdalened (where St. Peter is apparently the first
to appreciate the meaning of the 'e*pry tomb'), and finally on the
shore of the sea of Tiberiaso- in each case it is St. Peter who is the
leader and who is almost unique in showing any capacity for initiative.
The trustworthiness of the whole of this last incident has indeed
been called in question on the ground that it forms part of a chapter
which is demonstrably of the nature of an appendix to the Gospel
as a whole. Without, however, raising either the vexed questions of
the traditional ascription of this Gospel to John the son of. Zebedee,
or of its general historical reliability, it is certainly relevant to the
problem of the authenticity of this passage in particular, to point
out the remarkable resemblance which the incident here described
bears to a similar storyr assigned by St. Luke to the preliminary stages

of our Lord's ministry.z The evident fact that this Lucan episode is
not completely identical with the record of the call of the first four
apostles as set down by Mark-Matthew,s may possibly suggest that
Luke has conflated two originally separate traditions, one describing

lTurner, Catholic and Apostolic,p. rg7f. n., points out: 'Our Lord always
addresses the apostle as Simon, save in Luke xxrr, 34: Luke is in this respect the
least primitive of the four Gospels. Ill,rpos, when used alone, has, as a nickname
(if one may use the phrase), the article always in Mark (rrr, 16, obviously does not
come into aecount) except in vttt, 33-omitted probably because the article has
been used in the preceding verse-and according to W. H., in XIII, 3, where Tis-
chendorf may be right in inserting it with Aleph D. S6S. Matthew twice, Luke four
times, John three or four times, drop the article; and so later writers like Clement
and Ignatius. On the other hand, Matthew is the only Gospel where Peter, not
Simon, is used in the narrative before the record of the bestowal of the surname'.

'John vrr 69r'ori et 6dyros ro0 @eo0'. Cf,t, 4rr4gi xr,z7;Marktrz4; Luke
rv, 34. It should be noticed that the Aramaic Kephd'occurs only in the fourth
Gospel, though it is frequent in St. Paul's Epistles: r Cor. r, rz;trr,zzi rx,5i
xv, 5 ; Gal. r, 18 ; u, 9r rr t 14. Contrast Gal. tt, 7,8.t John Nrrtr 24.

4 lbid., xvrrr, r5 f.
5 lbid.,w.,2ff,

t lbid.,xxr,2-rr.
? Luke v, r-rr.
E Mark I, r6-2o:Matt. rv, t8-zz.
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the call and the other the draught of fishes. As a consequence of this
confusion, Luke may be thought to have substituted for the com-
mission to St. Peter, wliich in the Johannine account follows the
scene by the lake side, a Petrine version of the promise 'I will make

you fishers of men', elsewhere addressed to Peter and Andrew and
probably intended for James and John as well. Thus in Luke's form
of the logion the words are spoken to St. Peter alone, 'Fear not, from
henceforth thou shalt catch men'.I There is also much that is attrac-
tive in the view which regards the Johannine appendix as supplying
the record of that appearance of Christ to Cephas or Simon mentioned
by St. Paul and St. Luke. If either of these theories are accepted, the
case for the genuineness of the threefold charge:

'Simon, son of John . . . feed My lambs. . . Simon, son of

John . . . shepherd My sheep Simon, son of John . .

feed My little sheep',z

appears reasonably strong. As to its significance, it may be said that,
even if these words constitute a formal restitution to the Apostle of
an apostolate forfeited by the thrice repeated denial, it is difficult to
regard such an interpretation as exhaustive, or to exclude the pos-

sibility that they also involve the bestowal of at least a personal com-
mission, the scope of whichis co-extensive withthe new noip'vr1 (flock).

Does the portrait of St. Peter's status and office as here repre-
sented find support in the evidence of the Acts and the Epistles ?

So far as the testimony of the Acts is concerned, it is evident to the
most casual reader that in almost half the narrative, he is the most
prominent figure. His is the initiative which leads to the election and

ordination of Matthias to fiIl the vacant apostleship;3 his voice first
bears witness to the nature and realiry of the new Pentecostal gift ; 

n to
him is accorded by special revelation the divine purpose that the

devout'God-fearers', no less than those actually 'within the cove-
1 See above, p. 54, n. 2, and cf. Bernard, St. John,I.C.C., vol. ii, p. 688.
t John xxl, r5-r7. 'Bdorce td' d,pvi,a pov . . . rof'p'anve rd' zrpilBani pou . . . B6oxe

rd. npop&.nd. p,ou'. There is a certain progression in the charge. To 'feed'
sheep is a greater responsibility than merely to 'tend' them. The earliest-known
example of use of this text in the interests of the Roman see is Leo I, Serm. 4, 4.
P.L. S+, r5z. Yet it should be noted that Cyril Alex., Comm. in Eu. Ioann. rz (on
)oil, r5-r7), M.P.G.74,749, interprets it of a restoration of Peter's apostolate,
considered to be forfeit by his threefold denial, cf. Augustine, Serm. 295, 4.
M.P.L.38, r35o. Elsewhere Augustine, 9enn.296,3,5, rr. M.P.L.38, 1353-8;
De agon. Clvist.,30,32. M.P.L.4o, 3o8,'cum ei dicitur, ad omnes dicitur', inter-
prets the charge as given to all the Apostles.

3 Acts r, 15. { Ibid,,II, 14.
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nant', should be admitted to share the privileges of the Gospel;l
by him the freedom is secured which one day his fellow-apostle will
make known throughout the Roman world. These are but a few yet

significant illustrations of the important and outstanding place taken

by him in the reconstituted irrchl oi,a of. God.
As to the Epistles, we may consider first the evidence of St. Paul

in his letter to the Galatians. We shall assume for this purpose the

correctness of that reconstruction of New Testament chronology
which treats this epistle as the earliest of his extant writings, and

would assign it to a period shortly before the apostolic council in

+g3 In view of its value for the light which it sheds on the person,

work, and teaching of the author, it is surprising to discover how
much it has to tell us in addition about the relation of St. Peter to the
primitive Christian community. For in spite of the author's evident
preoccupation with the need of justifying the credentials of his own

apostolate in the face of a determined challenge, he does not hesitate

to affirm that his chief purpose in visiting jerusalem three years

after the occasion of his conversion was 'to make the acquaintance of
Cephas'.3 He admits that he did indeed encounter ]ames'the Lord's
brother' as well, but makes it clear that this meeting was purely
accidental. Why was it so important to introduce himself to St. Peter?

Can we exclude the possibility that St. Paul had some problem of a
pastoral or administrative nature, regarding which he had reasoh to
think that St. Peter's opinion would be not only valuable but decisive ?

Following his allusion to this meeting, he goes on to record how on

the occasion of a second visit to the mother church fourteen years

later, a formal division of work was made between St. Peter and

himself, and exclaims, not without a slight hint of sarcasm' but with
almost characteristic disregard for grammatical syntax:

'From those who appear to be somewhat (whatever they actually

were makes no difference to me-God takes no account of a man's

person) I say, those who appear to be somewhat imparted nothing to

l Acts, x, z.'eioeBfis rcai $oBoilta,os rdv @e6v', as Turner, opt. cit,, p. 2o3, n.
remarks: 'Almost a technical phrase for an uncircumcised proselyte'(cf. Acts x, az ;

XIII, 16, z6). Turner's comment on the episode is,ibid., p.2o5:'Peter has here
secured the freedom of the Gospel which Paul is to preach'.

2 Id., 'Chronology of the N.T.,t in H.D.B., vol. i, col. 424b.
s Gal. r, 18. Turner, op. cit., p. zrr f., appears to regard the word f'oropfioat as

implying that St. Paul received on this occasion some of the instruction to which
he alludes in r Cor. xvr 3. Cf. xr, 23.
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me in addition. On the contrary, when they saw that I had been
entrusted with the Gospel of the Uncircumcision, as Peter had been
with that of the Circumcision (for He that worked mightily in Peter
to make his apostolate effective worked mightily also in me in relation
to the Gentiles), and when they recognized the grace which had
been given me, James, Cephas, and John, evidently pillars, gave to
me and to Barnabas right hands of fellowship, that our mission should
be to the Gentiles, and theirs to the Circumcision'.I

St. Paul then relates how, under pressure of the conservative
influence presumably emanating from the legalist party in the mother
church, St. Peter showed some inconsistency in his attitude towards
the Gentile element of the church in Antioch, in consequence of
which the author had felt, moved to make a formal public remon-
strance in St. Peter's presence, on the ground that his fellow-apostle's
change of mind belied his earlier, more tolerant conduct.

It is sometimes argued that this description of the authorities of
the mother church, in which St. Peter appears to be no more than
the second of three 'pillars', as well as St. Paul's confessedly critical
attitude towards his fellow-apostle, is utterly inconsistent with any
belief in a peculiar prerogative enjoyed by his colleague in virtue
of a Dominical commission. But can we explain why St. Paul makes
so much of Petrine inconsistency and only notices in passing the
same defect in Barnabas, one who almost from the first had been
his intimate friend and ally ? We may admit that St. Peter was
inconsistent, and may even grant that the Pauline protest was
justified, though we should bear in inind that we have no means of
knowing St. Peter's side of the case. Yet St. Paul must have had a

reason for so emphasizing the seriousness of his co-apostle's action.
We can only infer that a decision made by St. Peter, even if hasty and
ill-considered (a view which we must in fairness allow to be unsup-
ported by evidence), was liable to be accepted as the norm, and
that because of this St. Paul rcalized the urgency of an immediate
protest, before any irremediable harm, as he supposed, might be done.
On his showing, St. Peter seemed likely to bindwhere he had formerly
Ioosed, and thus the freedom of the Gospel seemed to be in danger.
Only so does the real implication of the Pauline protest become clear.

1 Gal. tt,6..g. The word or0los is used in r Tim. IIr, r5, of the Churchitself.
Cf. Rev. ttt, 12. Clement Alex. (cit. ap. Euseb. H,E. z, r), has this order of names,
James, John, Peter.
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The order of the names 'James, Cephas, and John, evidently
pillars', also calls for some further notice. Of the importance of
James the Lord's brother (we assume the identity of this James with
the person mentioned in r, rg), in relation to the church in Jerusalem,
there can be no doubt. In fact, evidence both within and without the
New Testament agrees in assigning to him the status of head of the
local communiry,l comparable if not identical with that of the single
bishop in relation to the local church a century or so later, Moreover,
it is clear that after his martyrdom in 62, he was succeeded by his
brother Simeon, though perhaps not till after the confusion accom-
panying the destruction of the city had disappeared and the shattered
ruins of the local church had been eventually restored. This early
example of an apparently hereditary succession, namely of those
who were members of our Lord's own family, has suggested, on the
analogy of an oriental Khalifate, that the primitive conception of a

Christian 'primacy' was attached not to Rome but to Jerusalem, not
to Peter, but to |ames ; and further that the final disappearance of
this idea was a purely accidental consequence of the successive

catastrophes which befell the latter city betrveen 69 and r35. Yet it
is probable that the tradition of a universal primacy of James does not
begin to take shape till the beginning of the third century at the
earliest, and then only in the obscure and not very reputable 'pseudo-
Clementine' literature.z Of evidence that James made decisions of
universal application there is none; James gives his vote at the apos-

1Cf. Acts xrt, rZ, dnayyei\arc'IdrcilBgt roi zo?s riDe$o?s rohu.It is clearfrom
vet. z that it is James 'the Lord's brother' who is meant. For a discussion of the
relationship of 'His brethren' to our Lord, see e.g. Bernard, St. John,I.C.C., vol. i,
p. 8+ ff.

I The Pseudo-Clementine writings include (r) the Recogttitions in ten books, the
Greek original of which has perished. They are known to us chiefly in a Latin
version by Rufinus of Aquileia and in a Syriae compilation, and relate how Clement
of Rome came into contact with the Apostle Peter and witnessed his contest with
Simon Magus at Caesareti Q) the twenty Homilies preserved in Greek; (3) two
Epitomes also in Greek, derived from the Homilies and 'other connected writings';
(+) a Syriac Epitome derived from the Homilies and Recognitions. Prefixed to the
Homikes are two apocryphal letters, at Epistle of Petet to Jarnes, and an Epistle of
Clanent to James,M.P.G. z, z5-28. This is the only part of the Homi.lies which has
survived in Rufinus'version. In the former of these Ephtles (c.i. M.P.G. z, zS) the
Apostle, in addressing James, seerns to imply that he regards him as his superior,
calling him:

'Lord and bishop of the holy Church, under the Father of all'.
Similarly, in the latter Epistle Clement is represented as describing how he

addressed a letter to James, informing him of the death of Peter and of his succession
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tolic council and as president of the local church records it last, but
it is the summing up of a chairman, not the verdict of an arbiter.l
If anything, the narrative suggests that it was the evidence of
St. Peter which turned the scales of decision in favour of St. Paul.z

We cannot therefore regard the order of names as given in the letter
to the Galatians of those who were 'evidently pillars' (a metaphor
which is not the antithesis but the complement of the 'rock' in
Matt. xvr, 18) as dictated by more than a natural inclination to put in
the first place the name of one who was in so unique a relation, not
only to the local church, but also to our Lord himself.

A minor point, though possibly not without significance, is that
(as distinct from our other authorities who use both names, sometimes

separately, sometimes in conjunction) St. Paul, with only two excep-

tions (each in the Epistle to the Galatians and in successive verses),8

consistently refers to St. Peter by his surname in its original
Aramaic form, though graecized as Cephas, thus actually, if unin-
tentionally, calling attention to his character as'Rock'. In the former
Epistle to the Corinthians, where his usage is wholly consistent, the
position of the name in relation to those of others in the same con-

text is possibly significant. Thus in two passages referring to divisions
in the Corinthian church the order might suggest that St. Paul

regarded him as possessing some priority; a like explanation pro-

to the Apostle's see and to his teaching office. Hete (Pracf. M.P.G. z, gz f,) he
writes:

'Clement to James, the Lord and bishop of bishops, who rules the holy church of
Jerusalem [of the Hebrews] and the churches everywhere excellently founded by
the providence of God'.

Later (c. z, M.P.G., 21 36), in the same letter, Peter is represented as saying:
'I appoint for you this man Clement as bishop, to whom I entrust my chair of

teaching'.
According to Waitz, H., Die pseudoklementi.nen Homi.Iien und, Rekognitionen,

Leipzig, r9o4, in Texte u. unters,,vol. x, pt. 3, the Homi.lies and Recogniti.ons were
put together in their present form c. 3oo-35o bytwo different Arian compilers, but
both editors made use of the same source, namely, a lost Clementine romance
entitled lleptoiot ll(tpou, which probably originated in Rome c.2oc-:25o. This in
its turn was based on the Gnostic-Ebionite treatise Kqp&yp.ara ll€rpou, to which
the heretical bias of the Clementines is to be traced. (It is to be distinguished from
the Kripuytta drcxlv1ocaorcrdr, probably known to Hermas and, if so, to be assigned
to the earlier half of the second century.) It was not till the later years of the fourth
century that the 'Clementines' became known in the West through the Latin
version made by Rufinus. Cf. also Chapman, J., 'The Date of the Clementines,' in
Zeitschr.f . N.T. Wiss, vol. ix (r9o8), pp.2r-34, r47-r54.

1 Acts s, 19. Contrast rptva with €Eofe tois dnoori\ots (v. zz).
2 lbid., w, 7 ff. s Gal. lr7r8.
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bably accounts for the same position of the name in a later passage,
while it is noteworthy that of all the Resurrection appearances, both
personal and general, cited in the fifteenth chapter, the one to Cephas
occurs first in the list.l None of these allusions is capable of bearing
much weight in isolation, but taken together their combined strength
appears to be considerable.

It is probable that neither of the two general epistles traditionally
attributed to St. Peter is the actual work of the Apostle, and though
a stronger case can be made out for the authenticity of the former than
of the latter, its absence from the so-called Murator'ianutn, a Canon
of Scripture most probably of Roman origin dating from the period
including the end of the second and the beginning of the third
century, appears to tell decisively against direct Petrine authorship.z
In any case, neither of these documents supplies any evidence which
might bear upon our present inquiry.

A further passage which might conceivably claim our attention as

a possible reference to the apostle is the section in the Apocalypse in
which the mission and martyrdom of the 'Two Witnesses' is
described. The hypothesis recently put forward that they are to be
identified with SS. Peter and Paul has not, however, met with general
acceptance,and the passage must therefore bedismissed as irrelevant.s

In conclusion, a further argument against the Petrine primacy
based on Scriptural evidence calls for some notice. It is sometimes
supposed that those passages in the New Testament in which
mention is made of our Lord as 'the foundation', or else of the
Apostles generally or of the Twelve in particular as 'foundations',
tend to disprove the authenticity of the Tu es Petrus, and hence the
attribution of any peculiar privilege to St. Peter on our Lord's
authority. Yet those who argue on these lines appear to have over-

1 r Cor. t, t2irtr, z?.3t.;U;a.rrx, 5, where in a passage referring to the'other
apostles and the Lord's brethren'generically, Cephas alone is mentioned by name.

2 It is all but universally agreed that z Peter is neither Petrine nor even apostolic,
but is to be assigned to the first half of the second century. See lVeru Cornmmtary,
pt. iii, p. 653 f. As to r Peter, there is some attractiveness in the view advanced by
Streeter, Pri.rnitioeChurehrp. rzS,thattheworkconsistsof threeparts,alateeditorial
address and salutations, r, r f ; a sermon, I,3-Iv, rr, probably given to Christian
neophpes; and finally a pastoral letter, perhaps some two or three years later in
date. It is far more probable that the place of origin is proconsular Asia than Rome.
The actual compilation is conjecturallyassigned by Streeter to Aristion the presbyter.

8 See Turnet, Catholic and Apostolic, p. zry f.. Charles, R. H., Reaelation, I.C.C.,
r9zo, vol. i, pp. z8o ff., favours an identification of the 'witnesses' with Moses and
Elijah, rvhich appears far more probable.
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looked the consideration that the Matthaean metaphor differs frorn
the rest. There nothing is said regarding a foundation, since the
presence of rock renders it unnecessary. The fact that St. Paul
and the author of the Apocalypsel are using a different idea shows

that their words are irrelevant to the question under discussion.

Our survey is now complete. With the evidence before us it is

difficult to imagine that there can be any satisfactory final con-
clusion but one, namely, that the extensive authority assigned by
anticipation to St. Peter in the Tu es Petrus is amply supported, and
that consequently any argument against authenticity on the supposed

ground of its uniqueness must necessarily collapse. Here, then, we

seem to find the true explanation of the frequently recurring pheno-
menon that whether it be in Jerusalem, Antioch, Iconium or Corinth,
it is St. Peter's point of view and St. Peter's position which has to
be taken into account. No one appears to be concerned with the
views of his brother or Simon Zelotes. It is Simon the Rock alone

whose attitude appears to possess a certain finality, and from whose

decision there would seem to lie no appeal.

II
We now pass on to consider the dvidence for a connexion of St.

Peter with the origins of Christianity in Rome. With considerable
ingenuity a previous holder of this Lectureship has sought to defend
the view that the Apostle's earliest contact with the imperial capital
was the immediate or almost immediate sequel of his deliverance
from imprisonment under Herod Agrippa I.2 We cannot, however,
feel confident that the arguments which he has put forward are

strong enough to support his thesis, and would prefer to adopt a

somewhat agnostic view in regard to that period of the Apostle's life
which intervened between his deliverance and his subsequent
appearance at the apostolic council of .49.s Have we any means of
knowing what follows ?

At first sight it may appear that the absence of any indubitable
evidence within the limits of the New Testament must tell decisively

1 r Cor. rlr, rr; Eph. trr 2oi Rev.:o<t, 19.
I Edmundson, G., The Church of Rome in thc First Century, Bampton Lectures for

r9r3, p. 50.
s There is of course a gap in the chronology of St. Peter's career, perhaps of as

much as two€years. Cf. Turner, Art. on'Chronology in the N.T.', H.D.B,, vol. i,
e,ol.4z4b.
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against the trustworthiness of an admittedly post-apostolic tradition.
The only possible Scriptural testimony which can be reasonably

quoted in favour of St. Peter's residence in Rome is the highly
ambiguous salutation addressed by the author of r Peter to the
recipients of his Epistle on behalf of the 'co-elect lady in Babylon'.I
But this is surely too fragile a basis on which to stand so tremendous
an hypothesis, itself so pregnant of consequences. On the other hand,
once we leave behind the canonical literature, w€ are confronted
with a considerable body of evidence strong in quality and widely
dispersed both in time and space. Thus in the first Epistle of Clement,
which may be assumed to be a work composed in or about 96 and

rightly ascribed to a person of that name, whose status in the Roman

church was undoubtedly one of some importance, while describing

the unhappy consequences of Jealousy and envy' ((fi)tov rcai $06vov)
the author alludes to the martyrdom of SS. Peter and Paul.2 His argu-
ment has no doubt a direct relevance as an admonition intended for
the Jealous and envious'inthe churchof Corinth,inviewof theknown
connexion, direct or indirect, of both apostles with that church,s
but it would lose much of its needed force if it did not reflect a belief,
not less well established in Corinth than in Rome, and one which
certainly was to be widely accepted before the end of the second

century,4 that both Apostles had actually lived and died the death of
marlyrs in Rome itself.6

The probable implications of Clement's argument are carried a
stage further by 

" 
letter of Ignatiuso written not more than twenty

years later and this time addressed to the church of Rome itself, in
which he refers to the two Apostles as 'monitors' of Roman Christians.
Unless the author had been confident that there were in fact solid
grounds fbr associating both these distinguished names with that

I In view of the dubious authorship of this epistle, see above, p. 63, it is
difficult to make any use of this expression as evidence in support of the Apostle's
residence in Rome. It should be mentioned, however, that parallels to a use of the
word as a description of Rome are found in Rev. KvIIr, z, and, n Si.byll. 5t r43i
z Baruch, rr, r, ed. Charles, R. H., in Apocrypha and Psadepi.grapha of O.T., tgrg,
vol. ii, pp. 4oo, 486.

2 r Clement, 5. See Lowther Clarke, W. K., First Epistle of Clemmt, 1937,
pp. r4-r8.

I So much at least is implied by r Cor. r, rz. a See below.
5 Clement's argument seems to be that Christians in Rome were well acquainted

with the kind of tragedy which might result from {ftros xai $06vos, since they had
witnessed the consequence of such in the deaths of 'the heroic apostles'.

6 Ad Romanosr 4.
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church, it is difficult to see why he should have chosen them for
special mention. On the other hand, if his words are understood as
more than a general allusion to apostolic admonition, why, it may be
asked, in writing from Asia Minor, should he choose to mention the
name of St. Peter, who so far as we can see had no genuine Asiatic
connexions ?r ,

Yet in the last resort we are bound to admit that evidence of this
kind taken alone falls considerably short of positive demonstration.
For the earliest known direct affirmation that St. Peter as well as

St. Paul lived and died in Italy (the previous sentence in our authority
seems to justify our taking this to mean Rome) we have to wait
another half-century or so. Such an afirmation is first found in a

letter addressed to Pope Soter by Dionysius, bishop of Corinth.2
Almost a contemporary of Dionysius, frenaeus, who was familiar

with the traditions of Asia, Gaul, and Rome,tdescribes both Apostles
as 'founders and builders' of the church of the imperial capital.s

From this point onwards, St. Peter's connexion with Rome is
treated as an established and generally acknowledged fact. As
examples we may cite from among western authorities the so-called
Muratorianurn, possibly the work of Hippolytus, bishop of Rome, in
the first quarter of the third century, but certainly not later than his
time, which explicitly mentions the death of St. Peter in a context
showing that the author regarded it as a matter of particular interest
to Roman Christians;a Tertullian, who treats the tradition of the
Apostle's life and work in Rome as something beyond dispute;d and
finally Cyprian, who assumes a connexion between St. Peter and the
origin of the see held by his contemporaries Popes Cornelius and
Stephen I.6 Eastern writers of the same period are not less positive,

1 Even the address with which r Peter opens, if genuine, is insufficient to prove
that St. Peter had actually resided there.

8 Cit. ap. Euseb. H.E. 2,25, 8. Ed. Schwartz,E., Eusebii. Opra, vol. ii, G.C.,S.,
r9o3, pt. i, p. r78. The other two extractsfrom this letter cited byEusebius, I{.E.
4, 23,9 ff., ed. cit. ibid., pp. 376,378, are sufficient to show that Dionysius was
familiar with the early history of the church of llome, though the possibility cannot
be excluded that his statement regarding the Apostles is derived from a mistaken
interpretation of Clement's epistle, with which he was evidently well acquainted.

3 Ado. har. 3, 3,2 f .
a Fragrn. fuIurat. 37.
5 De Praestritt. haq.32, zi 36,3i De baptismo,4,4; Ado. Marci.on, 4, 5, zi

Scorpiace, rSr 4.
8 De cath. eccl, unit, +, var, lect, Ed. Hartel, G, Cypriani O1tua, C.S.E.L, vol.

iii, pt. i, p. zrz. At the same Clprian's dominant view is that the'cathedra Petri'
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and though such second- and early third-century evidence as we still
possess is confined to Alexandria, as represented by Clementl and
Origen,z there is no reason to believe that the tradition was not in
existence elsewhere

If, then, we may safely repudiate the application of the epithet
'doubtful' to this tradition, so early and so widely attested, can we
also reject the allegation of 'an uncertain relic'? Let us hear once
again the well-known words of Gaius, Roman presbper in the last
years of the second century:

'But on my side', he writes in reply to the arguments of Proclus,
theAsiatic Montanist, 'I can point out the "signs of victory" (rp6naco.)

belonging to the Apostles. For if you will please take a walk to the
Vatican or along the road to Ostia, you will find the "signs of victory"
of those who established this church'.3

Gaius, as a presbyter of the Roman church, was presumably a

responsible person. And he was evidently mnning a considerable
risk if Proclus had discovered that the 'signs of victory', that is the
burial sites, or at least the places of martyrdom, were in fact 'un-
certain'.

But possibly it may be felt that this passage falls short of a claim
to possess the actual apostolic remains, and that Eusebius in so inter-
preting it misunderstood his source.a If this be so, the earliest positive
witness to the existence of the relics will be found in the Depo$tio
Mmtyrum,E which, though incorporated in the later Kalmdar oI
Filocalus, itself was probably first drawn up in the early years of the
fourth century. From this source it is usually inferred that in the
later months of the pontificate of Xystus II, as a consequence of a
fresh outbreak of persecution under the Emperor Valerian, the
remains of the Apostles were hastily removed from their original
burial places in the Vaticamtm and on the Via Ostia, and concealed,
perhaps originally only as a temporary measure, in the cemetery

is the source of episcopal authority generally, not merely of the Roman see. Cf. also
Ep. Firmikani, Inter Cypr. Op. No. 75,6. 17. Ed. cit. pp. 8r3 f., 8ar.

1 Clement Alex., Adutnbrat. in r Pet,5r 13. M;P.G. 9, 732.
8 Origen, Comm, in Gen.3, cit. ap. Eus. H.E. 3, z, ed. cit. vol. ii, pt. i, p. r88.
3 Cit. ap. Euseb. H.E. z, 25, 6 f . ed. cit. vol. ii, pt. i, p. ry7 f .
a For a probable example of such misunderstanding, see below.
5 M.G.H., Auct. anti.qu. vol. ix, Chron. mi.n. vol, i, 9, p. 7r f. The.original text

can be. restored with some certainty in the light of the derived Mmtyrologium
Hinonymianurn Edd. De Rossi, J. 8., Duchesne, L. in ,4.SS. (Boll.), November,
vol. ii, p. [8+]. See Lietzmann , H., Petrus und Paulus in Rom,z r9"7 t p. ro9 ff.
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formerly Ad Catacumbas, now called after St. Sebastian, on the Via
Appia. The date assigned to the cosrmemoration of the Apostles is

June zg, 258. Moreover, it should be remembered that the fact of
their temporary burial on this site is further guaranteed by a

memorial inscription erected by order of Pope Damasus I.t With the
establishment of religious toleration under Constantine I, and the
recovery of its property by the Church, a desire would naturally
arise to restore the apostolic remains to places approximately the
same as their original traditional burial sites. This desire, no doubt,
gave considerable impetus to a plan, which,it may in fact have
originated, to construct basilicas on these sites to do honour to the
twin apostolic founders of the Roman Church. Though the churches
themselves have not only been completely rebuilt but undergone
considerable modifications at different periods, the Constantinian
canfessionp-.r or reliquaries appear to have remained substantially in-
tact, and for this reason it is held that the apostolic relics themselves

still repose in the very places where they were originally deposited in
the first half of the fourth century. At the time of the rebuilding of
St. Peter's in the sixteenth century careful records were made of the
extent and disposition of much ancient material in the vicinity of the
confessio of the Apostle,2 while in more recent years, in the light of
this and other evidence, a considerable amount of scientific investiga-
tion has been undertaken both there, at St. Paul's, and in the cata-
combs of St. Sebastian.s Although'the evidence brought to light is

scarcely of the quality which would seem to justify a decisive

verdict, yet it may be held substantially to have strengthened the
case for authenticity.

To sum up the results which our investigation has reached. We
may reasonably claim that of the original charges directed against the

'title deeds of the greatest of the Christian Churches', if the one pre-
ferred against the authenticity of the relics ought to be returned as

r lhm, M. (Teubner edn.), Damasi epigrammata,26, r9g5, p. 3r. This inscrip-
tion is in all probability the source of the fantastic story related by Gregory I,
Registrum IV, 3o. Edd. Ewald, P. and Hartrnann, L. M., in M.G.H. Ebp. vol. i,
pt. i, r89r, p, 265. Cf. a Eastern form of the.legend in Baumstark, 4., Rdm.

Quartakchr., vol. xv (r9or), p. 2So, referring to the Clzronhon of Michael Syrus,
ed. Chabot, J. B., r899/r9oo, pp. ro5, rz3. For a later mediaeval tradition regarding
the temporary burying place of the Apostles, see Rossi, J. 8., Roma sotterr., 1864,
vol. i, p. r8o, Itinerarium, col. iii.

r The evidence has been collected by Lietzmano, H., @. cit., pp. r89-zrr.
s Cf. Styge4 P. Il ,nornmcnto apostolico della oia Appia, 1916.
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'not proven', the evidence submitted justifies dismissal of the other
two; in other words, a decidedly favourable verdict ought to be
given regarding not only the Petrine texts, but also the tradition of
the Aposqle's residence and death in Rome.

III
We may now turn to inquire in what sort of environment St. Peter

worked during the short period of his Roman ministry. The answer
must be of the utmost brevity and will as a consequence be inevitably
under the limitation of having to substitute reasonable conclusions in
the place of discussion of a number of points, which would otherwise'
deserve fuller examination.

To begin with, we must picture a ghetto in the quarter known as

Trasteverer as it existed in the last years of the Roman Republicz and
under the early Principate. Mean, squalid houses intersected by
narrow tortuous lanes housed a dense population, a large proportion
of which were descendants of slaves or at best freedmen of the noble
Roman families.s Before long the more fortunate and perhaps less
scrupulous members of the Jewish race and cultus succeeded in
improving their social position. In fact, there is good reason to think
that the privileges accorded by the early Emperors to Roman Jews
were due at least in part to a recognition of their financial obligations
to this strange, irrepressible people.a As to their numbers, it has been
estimated that by the end of the first quarter of the first century
they could not have fallen far short of fifty thousand out of a total
urban population of something like one and a quarter millions.

Like other oriental cults, Judaism could claim its adherents and
even converts from among the native or at least non-Semitic citizens,
and it may have been due in some degree to its cosmopolitan
character that the cult remained more loosely organized in Rome than

1 A ghetto remained in existence in this quarter of the city as late as 1556; and
to this day the locality retains much of its pristine squatror.

a Cf. Cicero, Pro Flacco z8; ed. Teubner, p. zz4. Sarrday and Headlarn, Rom.dw,5
I.C.C. r9r4, p. xx, observe that 'Cicero's speech makes it clear that the Jews in
Rome were a formidable body to offend'.

t The Roman freedmen were sufficiently important and numerous to possess a

synagogue of their own at Jerusalem; see Acts vI, ro.
a Berliner, Geschichte d. fuden in Rom, 1893, p. 5 ff. For further details as to the

early history of Judaism in Rome, cf. Schiirer, E., Geschichte des jiidischen Volkes,'
1898, vol. iii, p. z8 (Eng. Trans., 1885, Div. ii, vol. 7i,p, z3z tr.). It was Augustus
who first assigned to the Jews the Trastevere region, which had previously served
as an enclave for prisoners of war.

6
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elsewhere. Each synagogue, as it seems, enjoyed a considerable
measure of individual independence, and, unlike those of Alexandria
which were controlled in respect of discipline and finance by a com-
mon presbyterium, administered its own affairs.l

The earliest source to tell of the existence of Christians in the
capital is to be found in the list of greetings appended by St. Paul
to his Epistle to the Romans, which we take to be an integral part of
that letter.2 The list, while containing a high proportion of common-
place names, includes some at least which suggest that even at this
early date the Roman nobility had not remained wholly untouched
"by the new faith. Moreover, it embraces, in addition to a few Jewish
names, ten which are Greek and four Latin, a suggestive proportion
in estimating the composition of the original Christian community.s
As to its organization we know nothing. We may, however, infer
from the inclusion of Prisca and Aquila at the head of the list that
their house was a centre (perhaps at first the only centre) of the new
society.a It may also be assumed that there were leaders to whom the
letter was delivered and who would be responsible for its publication,
but they are not specified.

How long Prisca (or Priscilla) and her husband had been Christians
w€ cannot be certain, but there is some probability it the view that
the expulsion of Roman Jews, or at least the suppression of their
social activities, ordered by Claudius in the middle of the century,d
must certainly have affected Christians of Jewish origin. In view of
the courteous hospitality shown by this couple to St. Paul, in both
Corintho and Ephesus,T it is natural to assume that they were already
Christians before the repressive measures of the government rendered
it expedient for them temporarily to vacate their town residence. On

l The question as to whether Jewish organization at Rome constituted a unity
or not has beendisputed. Cf. Sanday and Headl^m, oP. cit., p. xxiii; Dix, G.,
inLaudate, vol. xv, 1937,p. ro6 f., who quotes Frey, J.8., in Rechcrclus de Science
Religieuse, vol. xx, p. 269 and vol. si, p. ra9, holds that 'the Jewish unit of self-
government was the Synagogue-congregation, not the Jewish community as a

whole', as against La Piana, C., in Haroud Theol.ogical Review, vol. s' tgz7,
pp. 36r ff.''' bn the integrity of the Epistle as it has come down to us, see Williams, N. P., in
Nau Comrnmtary, pt. iii, p. +45 f ,

8 Cf. Sanday and Headlam, o1t. cit. p. xxiv.
a Rom. xvr, S, 'ri1v rw' otxov ait6v ixx)tIoiov'. Cf.ibid., ver. 15.
6 Acts w., z f. The comments of Schiirer, oP. cit. vol. iii, pp. 3r ff., on the nature

and extent of this 'expulsion' are important.
6 Acts xvut, r ff. 7 lbitl., t8f.
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their return, however, which we may suppose coincided with thp
more benevolent rule of Nero in his early years,r their house woul'd
naturally be once more at the Church's disposal. It would seem,
therefore, that by the time of St. Paul's arrival in the capital, they
had been 'in Christ' for at least eight years.z Obviously they must
have been among the first to welcome the Apostle, and their loyalty
may well have consoled him in the disappointments and setbacks
which his ministry in the capital, carried on in spite of the limitations
of enforced detention, evidently suffered.

Whether or not, as Eusebius suggests,s the Emperor's court to
which the Apostle had appealed gave a verdict of acquittal, and thus
enabled him to enjoy a few years' freedom, must remain undeter-
mined. Our existing evidence is far too fragmentary to enable us to
reconstruct with any certainty the history of the last years of his life
which followed the conclusion of St. Luke's record in the Acts. fn
fact, the silence of our authorities, allowing for the obscurity of the
chronology of the Pastoral Epistles,a and for the ambiguity of
Clgment's allusion to the Apostle's journey to the 'western limit',
strictly permits us to say no more that is positive of him in this
connexion than of his fellow-Apostle St. Peter. Nevertheless, whatever
may have been the facts now concealed from us, we can reasonably
suppose that from the beginning of the seventh decade onwards to
the time of theirmartyrdom both Apostles spent at least some time in
the capital. But to assert more than this involves a dangerous essay in
conjecture.

It is appropriate at this stage to make some reference to the
widespread, if not early, tradition of St. Peter's alleged episcopate of
twenty-five years. And in view of its evident connexion with the
date assigned to the Apostle's death, it will be convenient to discuss
concurrently these associated problems. We are informed on the
authority of the Chronicon of Eusebius, of which only fragments of

1 See Dio Cassius, Fragrn. 37, t7, on the irrepressibility of the Roman Jews.
2 For the chronology followed here, see Turner, C. H., Art. 'Chronology of N.T.',

in H.D.B., vol. ii, col. 424b. For St. Paul's connexion with the early Roman
church, see Excursus C: 'St. Paul in Rome'.

s H,E. 2, 22, z Ed. cit. vol. ii, pt. r, p. 16z. It should be noticed that with his
usual caution, the historian does not readily commit himself to the historicity
of this 'period', but safeguards himself by the use of \6yos E26c, one of the phrases
regularly employed by him when citing traditions, as to the historical trustworthiness
of which he felt some lack of confidence.

a See e.g. Harrison, P. N., The Problen of the Pastoral Epistles, tgzr.
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the original have sunrived (though happily preserved in part in a

Latin version by Jerome,I in addition to a complete Armenian
version),2 that St. Peter began his ministry in Rorne in the second

year of Claudius, i.e. 4zf 43, and was martyred with St. Paul in the

lourteenth year of Nero, i.e. 68/69. On the other hand, the entry of
his name in the fourth century papal list, the Catalogus Liberianus,s

gives 3o and 55 as the terminal dates, while significantly noting the

actual day of the martyrdom as June zg. The discrepancy between

these two authorities is obvious enough, yet this should not blind us

to the fact of their agreement as to the duration of his ministry,
namely, the traditional period of twenty-fi.ve years.

We need not pause to discuss how the cgmpiler of the Catalog

believed his figures to be reconcilable with the data of the New
Testament. What is important to notice is that both he and Eusebius

alike were evidently trytng to do duty to a common and presumably

established tradition. It was formerly believed, notably by that great

patristic scholar and church historian Lightfoot,4 that this tradition
could be traced back at least to the Chronicon of Hippolytus,s that is
to say to the first quarter of the third century, but further investiga-

tion has led to the generally accepted conclusion that' even if the

Chronicon actually included a papal list beginning with the name of
St. Peter (and this has been by no means universally conceded)' it
almost certainly did not contain more than a few scattered historical
entries, and certainly not any figures of regnal years.6

r Eusebius-Hieron5rrnus, Clron:icoa, Olymp. ccxi, Nero xiii in Eusebii Opera,
G.C.S., vol. vii, p. r85, ed. Helm, R., r9r3.

2 Eusebii. Opera, G.C.S. vol. v, ed. Karst, J., rgrr (German transl.)
s M.G.H., Auct. antiqu., vol. ix, Cltron. min. vol. i, p. 73.It is important to notice

that the same date recurs here to which we have already called attention in the
Depositio Martyrum, see p. 67,i.e. properly the date of the first translation of the
relics.

a St. Clement in Apostokc Fathers, r89o, pt. i, vol. i, p. 269 f. Lipsius, -Dz-e

Bischofslistm des Eusebi.usrn Na^te Studiett. zur Papstchronologie (lahrb . f . protu!, Theo-

togie,iol. vi, r88o, p. 233 ff.), assigns a list of Popes to the pontificate of Victor I,
c. r9o.

6 Hippolyti. Opua, G.C.S. vol. iv, ed. Helm, R., 1929.
6 Caspar, 8,., Die dlteste rdrni.sche BischoJsliste in Schr. d. Kdnigsb. Gel.-Geselk,,

z. lahtg. Geisteswiss. Kl., Heft. 4, tgz6, p. t7ofr.., makes out an elaborate case

in favour of such a list having formed part of Hippolytus' Chronhon in its original
state. For his conjectural restoration of the list, see p. 4o4. Schmidt, C., in his
review of Caspar's work, appended to his Studien zu dm Pseudo-Clmtmtinm in
Texte u. (Jnters., vol. xlvi, ft. l, Berlin, 1929, P.357, confesses himself unable to
decide between Bauer, A., Di.e Cfuonik des Hippolytos hn Matrftmsi.s graecus rz
in Texte u. (Jntus., vol. xxix, Pt. I, 19o6, p. 156 f., who denies that the Chionico
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It is generally agreed that the victimization of Christians procured
by Nero towards the conclusion of his principate, as recorded by the
historians Tacitusl and Suetonius,z took place in 64, and in default
of evidence to the contrary it might be supposed that the Apostles
were certainly among those put to death at this time. On the other
hand, we have no right to assume that the Tacitean'multitudo ingens'
necessarily included the leaders. Our earliest authorities for a down-
right assertion that the deaths of both Apostles took place in Nero's
reign are the apocryphal Acts of Paul and Acts of Peter,s both dating
from the last twenty years of the second century. In neither work,
however, are their deaths associated with the executions which pre-
sumably were an immediate sequel to the Neronian incendiarism.
Yet in two respects the Acts of Peter shows originality; it places the
death of St. Paul a year later than that of his fellow-aposile,a and it
fixes the arrival of St. Peter in Rome by associating it with the advent
of Simon Magus, alleged to have occurred in the second year of
Claudius, i,e. 4zl+3,6 a date which is scarcely easier to reconcile

contained any papal catalogue whateirer, and the view upheld by Caspar, whose
more important conclusions will be found summarized in Di.e dlteste rdmische
Bischofsli.ste in Papsttum und l{aisutum, ed. Brackman, A., 19z6, p. r ff. Schwartz,
8., Eusebius Werke, G.C.S., vol. ii, pt. 3, c. 7, p. ccxxv , D. z, rgo9, however, asserts
roundly,'Ich stimme hierin den Ausftihrungen Harnacks Chronohgie, I, S. r72fr.,
gegen Lightfoot um so eher zu, als ich die Existenz einer einzigen alten rdmischen
Liste entscheiden bestreiten muss'.

t Ann.rxvr 44.
2 Vita N*onis, 16,2.
s Acta Apostolorunt Apouypha. Edd. Lipsius, K.A., and Bonnet, M., r89r-r9o3,

pp.23 ff:45 ff.
4lbid,, Acta Petri r. The Decretum Gelasianum 2rz,ed. Dobschiitz, E. von,

Texte u. Untas., vol. xxxviii , rgtz, p. 7 (the date of this chapter is late 4th cent., see
below), ascribes the belief that the Apostles'deaths took place in different years to
'heretics' chatter'. The first known allusion to the opinion that they occurred on
tlne same day is found in the Catalogus Liberianus, M.G.H. Auct. ant. vol. ix,
Chron. min. vol. i, pt. 9, p.73. The tradition seems to be adumbrated by Tertullian
De Praescript. 24, 4. Dionysius Cor. cit. ap. Eus. H.E. z, zS, 8, ed. Schwartz, 8.,
in Eusebii Opera, vol. ii, pt. r, p. r78, is content to say 'rcard.rdv xanpdv', an idea
which the author may have inferred from r Clem.mt 5.

6 lbid., Acta Petri 5. The author holds that Peter spent twelve years in Jerusalem
in obedience to a Dominical injunction. Schmidt, C., Studien zu dm Pseudo-
Clmtentinen in Texte u. Unters., vol. xlvi, pt. r, p. 36o, n. 2, suggests that he derived
this idea from the Kuygma Petri, cit. ap. Clem. Al. Strom.6, S, +3. Cf. Apollonius,
cit. ap. Eus. I/.8. 5, r8, 14. ed. cit. vol. ii, pt. r, p. +78. The Simon Magus saga
appears in its earliest form in Justin, Apol. r,26,56. It is generally believed that
Justin's story was derived from a species of false etymology, due to his discovery
of an inscription (itself recovered in t577) to a Sabine deity 'Sembni sanco deo'.
Schmidt, @. cit., p. 36r, holds thdt mention of Simon's arrival in Itome in the
reign of Claudius was made in Justin's Syntagm.a, now lost.
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with New Testament data than those of the Catalogus already
noticed.

If Eusebius was consciously or unconsciously indebted to this
egregious information, whence did he derive his idea of the twenty-
five year ministry? We have already excluded Hippolytus.l What
other source remains ? It is known that Eusebius made considerable
use of the almost contemporury Chronicon of Julius Africanus,z a

primitive and perhaps somewhat crude, but none the less commend-
able, attempt to co-ordinate Christian, Jewish, and secular history.
This work was based on the Greek chronological unit, the Olympiad,
and its author is believed to have arrived at a rough chronology by
assigning one or more Olympiads to each of the names which were
found in the episcopal lists at his disposal. Thus to each entry in the
earliest part of the Roman episcopal list there appears to be assigned

three such units, making an episcopate of twelve years. How natural,
then, if space permitted, to assign to an Apostle a double allowance !

Here then may be some approximation to the real explanation of this
enigmatic but evidently unhistorical Petrine pontificate.

w
If the Christian community at the time of St. Paul's arrival was,

as we have seen, still in an embryonic stage of development, par-
ticularly in regard to organization,s is there evidence to show what
kind of organization was in existence immediately after the Apostles'

1 See above, p. 72. Even supposing his Chronicon included a papal list, it was
almost certainly a list without regnal years.

2 Eusebius-Hieron. Chrotticon, ad ann. Abr. MDLXXI, ed. Helm, R., pt. r,
p. r13. Africanus'work was completed c. zzo.

s If St. Peter was known to have resided in Rome previous to the sending of the
Epistle to the Romans, still more if he was then in residence, it is scarcely con-
cJivable that St. Paul would not have mentioned his name. Some have supposed
that he had St. Peter's supposed work there in mind when he explained the cause

of his delay in coming: 'making it my aim so to preach the Gospel . . . that I
might not build upon anothet man's foundation . . . so I have been actually pre-
vented from visiting you' (Rom. *vrzo-zz). But this, so far from proving that St.
Peter's presence there had been the cause, may rather imply the contrary. For if
St. Peter had previously arrived in Rome, his'foundation'there would have con-
stituted a perrnanent impediment to St. Paul's plan. In any casc, it does not follow
that the general principle here enunciated provided the only possible explanation
of the hindrance. As to the origin of Roman Christianity, the unknown Italian
author, known as Ambrosiaster, has preserved some faint recollection of a pre-
apostolic community, which suggests that it was originally dominated by a

Judaeo-Christian outlook. See his Comm. in Rom. Prol. ap. Ambrose, Opera, PL,
t7,47 f.
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lifetime? Quite recently the hypothesis has been put forward that,
for the first fifty years or so of its post-apostolic existence, the church
of Rome 'might not inappropriately be called "presbyterian"'r in
constitution. This conclusion, if accepted, would have an efiect,
not only on the history of the Christian ministry in general, but
more particularly on any account which might be given of the
origins of the Papacy, so far reaching that it necessarily demands a

careful re-examination of the evidence.
In view of what has been said about the markedly Jewish ante-

cedents of the Roman Christian community, there are strong
a priori grounds for supposing that the earliest form of Christian
organizaion in that city was closely modelled on its existing Jewish
prototype.z But it is obviously impossible to discuss its character in
any detail before we have first outlined what we believe to have been

the general course of development of the Christian ministry else-

where.
Till almost the close of the nineteenth century the possibility that

that ministry could have taken any other form other than one whiclt
was purely local was scarcely envisaged. With the publication of the
document known as the Teaching of the Ttpekte Apostles, however, a

new phase in the study of the subject may be said to have opened.

As a result, a theory that in its original state the Christian ministry
was twofold came to be widely accepted. The highest and most
important officers in the Church, it was believed, were those who
held the status of 'apostles, prophets, or teachers', and whose qualifi-
cations were of an essentially 'charismatic'3 or prophetic nature.
Strictly subordinate to them was the local administration in each

individual community, consisting of two orders of bishop-presbyters
and deacons.4 So long as it could be affirmed with some confidence
that the so-called Teathing of the Twelzte Apostles was a document of
late first-century origin, views of this kind had a considerable vogue"

More recently, however, there have been signs that the tide of
enthusiasm which greeted its first appearance as reliable evidence
for the immediately post-apostolic period is beginning to ebb. In

1 Streeter, B. H., The Primitioe Church, p. zzr.
I See above, p. 69.
t E.g. by Harnact, A. von, Entstelrung uud Entwickelung du Kirchetnterfassung

und des Kirchewechts, r9ro, p. 19.
a A recent exponent of this view is Headlam, A. C., Doctine oJ the Church ana

Reunion, Bampton Lectures for r9ao, p. 97 and n. 3.
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fact, there now appears a marked inclination among modern writers
to treat it as an essay in imaginative archaism or else as a handbook
of Christian practice pretending to apostolic authority, but achrally
composed by u Montanist prophet towards the conclusion of the
second century.l It may well be that the last word on this elusive
subject has not yet been spoken, but it is perhaps not temerarious to
suggest that as a result of more mature and balanced consideration of
the work, much that has been affirmed with some confidence on the
whole subject of the ministry during the first quarter of this century
may soon be recognized to be in urgent need of drastic revision.

Nor perhaps will revision in this direction alone be necessary.
'fhe 'charismatic' hypothesis just mentioned, now somewhat dis-
credited, took over the view popularized by Lightfoot as to the original
constitution of the local hierarchy, since at the time of its appearance
few were disposed to challenge his interpretation of the early evidence

which regarded Crtorconos (a term which for the moment we may
represent by the non-controversial episcopus rather than 'bishop')
and npeopirepos (presbyter) as alternative designations of the same

office.2 Nowadays, however, a disposition to treat such a view as

open to question can no longer merely be dismissed as 'uncritical'. It
has been suggested, for examtle, that the local ministry in origin con-
sisted solely of presbyters, and that the terms &nl,orcoros and Ecd'rcovos

were used to describe distinctions of function rather than of office.3

Closely akin to this is a more recent view, which prefers to describe

the rninistry, at least up to the end of the period covered by the Acts,

as'undifferentiated',4 a theory commendable alike for its simplicity
and its inclusiveness. Such a conception of primitive Church order
would of course embrace not only the 'seven' of Acts vr, but also

the presbyters of Jerusalem, South Galatia, and the 'presbyter-
episcopti'of the church of Ephesus, as described by Luke.6

:o(I, ro.
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Yet if the ministry was at first'undifferentiated,' it is clear that by
the end of the second decade of the second century, at least in some
churches, certainly in those of Asia Minor and Syria, a process of
differentiation into three distinct orders of bishops, priests, and
deacons had somehow taken place.l We need not suppose, and pro-
bably have no right to suppose, that this process followed precisely the
same course or had been accomplished everywhere by the same date.z

In fact, the markedly 'parochial' character of early Church history
suggests precisely the opposite. It ffi?y, however, be regarded as likely
that, in general, measures adopted by churches in large centres of
population would serve as a model for those of less important cities,
and that this applies to the ministry as well as to other elements in
the Church's life. Thus it is probable that differentiation began at an
earlier date in Rome and Corinth, for example, than in Puteoli.

In the later Fauline period, episcopi are distinct from deacons in
the Epistle to the Philippians,s thus providing evidence for the years
6o-64, and by the time the Pastoral Epistles reached their present
form, in which we assume them to have appeared shortly after the
Apostle's decease,4 not only is the deacon clearly distinct from the
episcopus, but the episcopus himself, who here always appears in the
singular, is apparently also distinct from the presbyters as well. Thus
it would appear that in localities near the coasts of the Aegean
differentiation of the ministry had already begun at least before the
end of the third quarter of the first century.

Hitherto, however, we have found nothing which throws any
direct light on the constitution of the ministry in the church of Rome.
For this we must wait for the appearance in the last decade of the
first century of the famous epistle to the Corinthians, the author of
which is undoubtedly Clement, a prominent person, if not an
episcopus, of the Roman church at that time. The subject of the

1 Ignatius, Epi.stles, passim.
t See Streeter, Pimitiae Church,p, z6r. In admitting this, we are not committed

to acceptance of the author's contention that Episcopacy, Presbyterianism, and
Independency may equally claim to have existed side by side as the defacto ministry
of primitive Christianity.

i Philippians, r, r.
a Two recent studies of the Pastoral Epistles agree in the main as to the con-

clusion that these letters consist chiefly of direction and regulations of a sub-
apostolic origin, while incorporating a proportion of genuine apostolic material. See
Harrison, P. N., The Problem of the Pastoral Epistla, rgzr and Falconer, R.,
Pastoral Epistles, ry97.
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epistle, as is well known, is the disorder prevailing in the church of
Corinth, information about which had recently been received in
Rome. That the Roman church should intervene in the controversy

need not be taken, as is sometimes done,l as an early indication of the

exercise of juridical authority over a neighbouring church, but rather
as a very natural reaction to a situation involving the reputation of
another Christian community, with which members of the Roman

church were probably tinked by ties of race and kindred.z The fact of
this connexion may also be held to justify the assumption that such

evidence as the epistle supplies about the organization of the churc-h

of Corinth may also be regarded as holding good of the church of
Rome, and that the converse may equally be true.8

To discuss adequately the various problems raised by the evidence

of this epistle would properly demand lengthier treatment than is
possible here. Instead, we must be content to summar:wea few only of
the more probable conclusions. Clement's predominant theme is that of
'common order'in the Church, of which in the latter part of the letter
he undertakes to demonstrate the basic principles. The first of these is

that such 'common order' is a matter of divine institution; this he

shows by calling attention to the existence of a three-fold ministry,

together with an order of laity in the orgarizatron of the church of the

Elder Covenant.a On this ground he argues that such 'order' must

belong no less to the Christian Church, and in support he calls

attention to the practice of the Apostles, who'appointed their first-
fruits, having tested them.by the Spirit, to be bishops and deacons'.6

He then purports to quote an Isaianic prophecy to show that this

appointment equally was a matter of divine pre-ordinance.B Nor
t E.g.by Batifiol,P., L'tglise naissante, rgrg, P. r54 f.
z Coiinih had been refounded in 46 a.c. as a Roman coloria,and there is therefore

every reason to suppose that many Corinthians were descended from existing
Roman families.

3 If monepiscopacy had existed at Rome at this time and not at Corinth, it is

scarcely conceiva6le that Clement would not have exclaimed at an apparent defect
in Corinthian Church Order.

{ t Clmtent, 4o f . Some have supposed that his argument here points to the
eristence of monepiscopacy at Rome, on the ground that by this time the actual

Jewish hierarchy was extinct. If this was his meaning, however, one could wish that
he had made it less ambiguous.

5 lbid.,42,4.
s llid.', i"', i. On the sourc€ of this text, fsaiah ,:x, t7,the sigg$ca1ce of which

appear io'h"t" escaped the notice of Headlam, Docttine of thc Chwchr-P. 97, and

ol-3,'r"" Lowther Chrk", W. K, Fbst Episth of Clenent, pp. 25 and roz;,id.,
Episcopacy Ancient and Modernr P. 30.
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was this all. After the example of Moses himself, the Apostles de-
liberately took steps to prevent the possibility of future disorder.

'Our Apostles also knew', he says,'through our Lord Jesus Christ,
that there would be strife over the dignity of the bishop's office. For
this reason, since they had perfect foreknowle.dge, they appointed the
aforesaid persons (i.e. bishops and deacons) and subsequently th"y
gave an additional precept, that when they should fall asleep, other
approved men should succeed to their ministry. Persons, therefore,
who were appointed by the Apostles, or subsequently by other
eminent men, and have ministered blamelessly . such we con-
sider to be unjustly deposed from their liturgical office. For it will be

no small sin on our part if we depose from the episcopate those who
have in blameless and holy wise offered the gifts. Blessed are those

of an older generation . . . who came to a fruitful and a perfect end.
For they have no need to fear lest any one depose them from their
assigned placs'.r

It will be noticed that we have rendered the ambiguous word
zrpeopthepol as referring not to an order in the ministry but rather,
as occasionally in other patristic authors,2 of an 'older generation',
which we also take to be its meaning in c, lJ, as earlier in cc.3 and zr.
Such a rendering ought not to be regarded as a drastic cutting of the

Gordian knot, since there are undoubted parallels to the use of the

word in this sense.s

It seems not irrelevant further to ask whom Clement has in mind
when he writes in c.4zof 'the Apostles' and in c. ++of 'our Apostles'.
At the beginning of the epistle he had explicitly named SS. Peter and
Paul in a context which seems to associate them closely with the

church of Rome.4 Hence, as he nowhere alludes to the Twelve
generally or to any others by name, it may be thought not unreason-
able to hold that 'tle Apostles' here are the same pair already men-

tioned. In this case he would appear to say, 'SS. Peter and Paul

then (themselves victims of the very sins of which the Corinthian
Christians have been guitty), forseeing the dangers arising from

1 r Clement, 44, r:5 (Lowther Clarke's version in the main). There is doubt as

to whether in $ z we should read &npoufir, (permanence) or dncvop$v. The former is
Lightfoot's conjecture. See Lowther Clarke, oP. cit., p. ro3.

t E.g. IrenaCus, Adv. haer. 3, 2, 2i 4, 26, z-Si 4, 32, r. Cf. Turner, C. H.,
'Apostolic Succession' in Early History of the Church and Ministry, ed. Swete,
H. 8., r9r8, p. tz+, n, t.

s See below.
a r Clement, 5.
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ambition and disorder, ordained episcopiboth in Corinth and at Rome;
later they made further provision that certain of these should succeed

to their apostolic office. Yet although such men have blamelessly

performed the liturgical office which is their prerogative, you have

improperly removed them from their position'.I
Though there are, as we believe, adequate grounds for rejecting

the view that Clement formally identifies episcopi with presbyters, yet
in the face of this evidence it appears equally impossible to deny
that he refers to the episcopate in a way that suggests that it was

held by more than one person in a single community. It may be

pointed out further that we are bound to infer from Clement's
description that the function of the episcopate at this time was purely
and solely liturgical.z Thus it may well be that his frequent use of
liturgical language, to which commentators on this document
repeatedly call attention, is due to his deep sense of the outrage which
has been committed by unjustly depriving ministers of the liturgy of
their peculiar office.

If it be asked how this plurality of the episcopate arose, it is

impossible to offer more than conjecture in reply. It is probable from
the evidence in Acts, r Corinthians and Romans that the primitive
basis of Christian liturgical organization was the'house church', such
as that of Prisca at Rome.3 It is equally probable on the same evidence

that in large centres of population such as Rome and Corinth, more
than one such 'house church' would be acquired at an early date

by " rapidly expanding community. Now when an Apostle was

present, to him would properly belong the privilege of 'Breaking
Bread', as in Acts xrx. But to whom would it be assigned in the
Apostle's absence? The natural inference from Clement, who
evidently refers to established and recognized custom, is that it
would be given to an episcopus, and thus a plurality of house churches
would at first naturally lead to a plurality of episcopi.

If, then, we have succeeded in making a case for what we may call
polyepiscopacy' as an apostolic institution at Corinth, and may legiti-

1 r Clement,44.
2lbid.,44,4, where it is explicitly stated thatit belonged to the d,nlorcotot 'to

offer the gifts'. Notice also that they are directly associated with the \ecrovyyta in
44,2,3, 6, and cf .-er,6; 4o,5, passages which appear to imply a distinction between
drtoxorot and tpeoB$repoc. For later evidence, see e.g. Ignatius, Smyrn.8; Hippoly-
tus, Apostoli.c Tradition,3t 4 f., ed. Dix, G., r93?, p. 5.

8 Acts tt,46;Ntt, tz; r Cor. xvr, 15, 19; Rom. xvt, S, 14.
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mately infef the same form of organization to hold good of the church of
Rome at the close of the first century, we may naturally go on to
inquire how it came about that in the course of the next century
a plurality of, episcopi disappeared, not only in these churches, but
apparently everywhere else, excePt possibly at Alexandria, and that

monepiscopacy, such as has prevailed in the Church ever since, took

its place.
In the lifetime of the Apostles, in cities such as Corinth, where we

have supposed a number of 'house churches' to have been in
existence from an early date, we may infer from St. Paul's own

words that periodical gatherings of the whole urban Christian

community must have taken place from time to time, possibly on

every 'first day of the week'.I Since only the largest 'house church'

would be sufficient for the purpose, the episcopus of that church

would naturally preside on such occasions, and in virtue of this

prerogative may be supposed to have acquired a certain honorary

precedence.2 But there is yet another factor to take into account.

Side by side with the episcopate, we may conjecture that there existed

a single corporate ptresbytffiu4s out of which it may be assumed that

under apostolic direction the episcopate and diaconate had originally

emerged. To this body still belonged the functions of administering

discipline and propeft]r as in the case of its Jewish prototype. But,

again, in the absence of the founder-Apostle some chairman would

be needed for the proper despatch of business, and one who, as

occasion arose, might also represent the local church in its external

relations. Can we doubt that the official already mentioned, whom

for convenience we may call the archi4iscoPffi,4 would be the obvious

person to occupy such a position ? Nor is it difficult to imagine that

he would come to be regarded as the bishop of the whole community.d

On the other hand, we have no right to suppose that such a develop-

ment took place simultaneously in all churches,o though we may

1 In view of Acts rr, 45, the possibility that the 'Breaking of Bread' took place

on other days of the week as well cannot be excluded.
2 Cf. Lowther Clarke, Episcopacy Ancient and Modern, P- 4r-
3 If, as is possible, the Roman Jews were so otgarized, the conjecture has

considerable probabilitY.
a Streeter, 

- 
Primitiae Church, p. z6o, paradoxically holds that 'archbishops' are

more primitive than'bishoPs'.
6 Lowther Clarke, Fi'rst Epi'stle of Clement, p.24.
6 Cf. Dix, G.,'turisdiction in the Early Church' II, in Laudate, vol. xv, June,

r937, No. 58, p. ttzf.
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reasonably hold that in the case of large centres of population, as we
have already suggested, such as Rome, Asia Minor and Corinth,
where the need was greatest, it would naturally happen there before
the rest.

If it be asked what became of the rest of the episcopal college, the
obvious inconveniences of plurality in the face of a growing centraliza-
tion may account for their disappearance in many places. In others,
however, it seems that'polyepiscopacy'lingered on in the office of the
chorepiscoprzs, which even in the West managed to survive in some
places, in spite of the manifest disapproval of the Roman see, as late
as the age of Charlemagne.l It is, moreover, remarkable that we have
to wait till the middle of the third cqntury before finding a clear-cut
assertion of monepiscopacy as a Catholic principle.z

In view of the fragmentary character of the evidence at our dis-
posal, not to mention its uncertain chronology, it is difficult to be
positive as to a date for the beginning of monepiscopacy at Rome.

But if we are justified on the authority of the Muratorianum in
assigning the ShQtherd of. Hermas to the middle of the second
century,3 it may be inferred from his allusions to the ministry, though
by no means free from obscurity, that the change was already com-
plete by this time.a Yet, even so, it would seem from his evidence that
the position of the bishop as the head'of the localchurch and president
of thepresbyteriumwasstill liable to bechallenged, and that theRoman
church of his day was not free from dissension arising from rival
claims to the 'first seat'.6

1 See Gore , C., The Church and the Mini^stryrs 1936, Additional Note D ii,
'Chorepiscopi', p. 33o ff.

2 Ep. CorrcM, zp. Cypriam Epp. No. 49, zt ad fi.n. C.S.E.L. vol. iii, p. 6o8.
Ct. Ep, CorneWi ad Fabium, ap. Euseb. H.E. 6, 43, rr. ed. Schwartz, 8., Eusebii
Opera, vol. ii, pt. z, p. 618. It is noteworthy that the earliest examples of such an

^":frW' rl;n!.,^r;I| i?lt:',' i, now widery believed, e.B. by Bard enhewer,
Geschichte d. alth. Lit, vol. ii, p. 6ro, this work is to be attributed to Hippolytus of
Rome (tzgS), the author's statement'Pastorem vero nupaime temporibus nostris
in urbe Roma Hermas conscripsit sedente cathedra urbis Romae ecclesiae Pio
episcopo fratre eius', seems trustworthy as the assertion of one who was almost
Hermas' contemporary. We cannot treat the allusion to Hermas in Cat. Libq.
Vita Pii, as an independent witness since it is probably derived from the Mura-
toianum. The chief argument against so late a date is based on the allusion to
Clement in Hermas, Vis. 2,4, 3. But we have no certainty that this Clement was
identical with the author of the epistle to the Corinthians.

4 Vis.3, 5, r ; Sirn.8,7 ; Mand. rrr 7.
5 The so-called Ascmsion of Isaiah, ed. Charles, R. H., rgoo, p. zz f. esp. 31 27,

if of Roman origin, may also reflect this struggle.
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In view of the testimony already advanced and of inferences which,
as we hold, may reasonably be,made from it, we should claim that
of 'presbyterianism' in the proper sense in the early Roman church
there is absolutely no trace. That the presbytqiurn existed at Rome
as elsewhere, as indeed it was bound to exist, if the constitution of
the Roman church was to be faithful to the primitive Judaeo-
Christian model, is scarcely open to doubt. But its administrative
authority was, as we should hold, wholly distinct from the liturgical
status of the episcopate and diaconate, particularly of the former.
And even if episcopacy began as a plurality and later contracted
into a single office, it remains not less probable that the primitive
episcopi were, as we learn on the authority of Clement, appointed by
the Apostles. Are we to say that Clement was improperly indulging
his imagination, when he leads us to infer that they were so appointed
by the authority of our Lord Jesus Christ Himself ?

We might at this point appropriately conclude this lecture, if it
were not for the existence of an important body of evidence which
appears at first sight to shatter at a single blow the case just stated.
It is supplied by those intricate and somewhat elusive documents,
the early Roman episcopal lists. Few early sources have been sub-
jected to such thorough and minute scrutiny. Yet even to-day it
cannot be said that their innermost secrets have been fully
probed.

The most important surviving examples are those which appear in
the Adousus haereses of Irenaeus,l in the History and the Chronicon

ot Canon of Eusebius,z in the Catalogue Liberiarrus,s in the numerous
so-called Index Catalogues, nine of which appear in the Introduction
to Mgr Duchesne's monumental edition of the Liber Pontifi.calis, and
finally in the Liber Pontifualis itself.l Other lists are those given by

L Ado. haer.3,3,3. ap. Eus. Ff..E. 5,6, r. ed. cit. vol. ii, pt. r, p.438; cf. id.,ibid.,
ap. Eus. ibid.,4, rt, r f. ed. cit. ibid.,pp.32o,32z.

2 For a summary of Eusebius' lists derived from his EccWasti.cal History
(completed finally in 325), and his Chroni.con or Canon (3rr), see Schwartz,E.,
Eusebius Werke, G.C.S., vol. ii, pt. 3, p. 6 ff., where a description of other papal
lists will be found. Cf. also Caspar, 8., Die dltesu rdm,. Bischofsliste, 19z6, p. r59 f.;
Helm, R., h Abh. der prass. Akad. Phil.-hist. Kl. fot r9a3, No. 4t t924,p.37.

s M.G.H. Auct. antiqu.,vol. ix, Chron. min., vol. i, p, 73; Mirbt, C., Quellen zur
Geschichte da Papsttums und des rdn. Katholizismus,s rg34, No. rz5, p. 52 f.

a Described by Lightfoot,,Sf. Clemmtrvol. i, p.3rr, as'Leonine'. See Duchesne,
L., Liber ponfficalis, Introd. pp. xiv-xxiv , r4-4t, in Biblioth. d. Ecoles Frangaises
d'Athdnes etde Rome, 1886. Mommsen, Th,Gestarorn.pont. M.G.H., 1898. vol. i,
p. xxxiii ff.
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Pseudo-Tertullian,l Optatus,2 Epiphanius,s and Augustine,4 which
though for the most part lacking independent value, exhibit a number
of points of interest. In addition to all these we may not omit to
mention the fragmentary list of Hegesippus,6 which is thought to
represent the surviving portion of an originally complete series now
lost, but possibly reproduced by later authorities.

With the exception of the list of Irenaeus, which is unique in
making a clear discrimination between SS. Peter and Paul and their
episcopal successors, most of the lists agree in supplying what
purports to be a continuous series of Roman bishops from the
apostolic age down to the time of compilation, including at its
starting point the name of St. Peter.6 As to date of composition, the
frenaean series is plainly the earliest of those which we possess;

whether it is in fact the earliest of those of which we seem to have

knowledge depends entirely on the view which is taken of the

celebrated passage quoted by Eusebius from the Hypornnemata of
Hegesippus. In the context of the quotation we are told that the

author had affirmed the identity of the form of faith as taught by the

bishops wherever he went. He then adds, after mentioning the epistle

"t':ff:il:t.h,rr"h of the corinthians persisted stedfastly in the

authentic teaching, till the time when Primus was bishop in Corinth.
I made acquaintance with them on my voyage to Rome and stayed

many days with the Corinthians, during which we shared refresh-

ment in the authentic teaching. And when I came to Rome I made

for myself a "succession" (6ca6oyrjv) until Anicetus, whose deacon

was Eleutherus. From Anicetus Soter receives (the teaching) in
succession and after him Eleutherus. But in each succession and in
each city it (i.e. the teaching) remains'exactly as the law and the

prophets and the Lord declare .''t
It should be noticed that in another passage, quoted by Eusebius

just below from the same work, the author calls attention to the

1 See Lightfoot, ,St. Clmr'ent, vol. i, p. q6.
s De schisrn. Don.2,2t 3. C.S.E.L., vol. xxvi, p. 36.
8 Panar.27,6. ed. Holl, K., G.C.,S. vol. i, p. 3o8, r9r5.
t ED. 53, z. C.S.E.L., vol. xxiv, p. r53. ed. Goldbacher, A., 1895.
6 Cit. ap. Eus. H.E. +, 22, 2 f. ed. Schwartz, 8., vol. ii, pt. r, pp. 368,

370.
. e Except Indcx Cat. IX. Corbie ii, ed. Duchesne, Li.ber Pontfficalis, vol. i, P. 3r,
which omits the name of St. Peter.

See note 5 above.
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precise juncture to which the beginning of false teaching in the mother
Church of Jerusalem was traceable.r

What did Hegesippus mean when he wrote that after his arrival in
Rome 'f made for myself a "succession" '? 2 Lightfoot and many
others have believed him to affirm that he drew up for his own
benefit a succession list of the bishops of Rome, inclusive of the
name of Anicetus, i.e. just after the middle of the second century. If
this view could be regarded as certain, it would provide evidenee of
the existence of a list some thirty years or so older than the one
preserved by Irenaeus. But Lightfoot was not content with his
exegesis of Hegesippus; he went so far as to claim that the lost list
had been substantially reproduced by Epiphanius,s and that the
Epiphanian series was therefore to be regarded as an authority for
the succession of Roman bishops from the Apostles to the middle of
the second century, to which the author himself had added an

appendix bringing it up to date for his own time.
The chief objections which can be raised against the existence of

a list in Hegesippus' Hypornnemata are: first, that as it is probable
that Eusebius had the whole of that work at his disposal, it is scarcely

conceivable, in view of his great interest in the subject of episcopal

succession, that he would not have included it intact in his Ecclesiasti-

cal Histary. The fact that he fails to do so is most easily explained by
the view that no such list was in existence. Secondly, it has been

argued that EcoEoXr), rendered by Lightfoot and others 'succession
list', cannot bear this meaning at so early a date. Those who take this
line urge that even by Eusebius the word is still used in other senses

than this, and that in the pre-Nicene period it normally denoted
rather the abstract idea of 'succession' than the concrete one of a

t H.E, 4, 22,5. ed. cit. ibicl., p. 37o, namely from the time of Thebouthis, who
appears to have been a disappointed candidate for the episcopate.

2 'EroEolplz &rooqod.prlv'. Lightfoot, St. Clem.enl, vol. i, p. 328, renders the words
'I drew up alist of succession'.Ib'i.d., n. t, he adds:'As regards the interpretation
given to EcoEoxfu noteSoiloc it is sufficient to quote [Eusebius] H.E. v. 5'. In our
view it is by no means sufficient, since the possibility remains open that EraEoXf

did not bear the meaning in Hegesippus'time which it had come to acquire among
Christian writers by the beginning of the fourth century. The rendering given in
the text is the one proposed by Turner, C. H., 'Apostolic Succession' in Essays on
the Early History of tIrc Church and the Ministry, ed. Swete, H. B., p. tr8, n. z,
where his comment is: 'The phrase is odd, but it is not much odder than & €x,iow

8rcEoXf . Obviously the word was already technical to Hegesippus, the symbol of a
whole theo4/.

t Panar. 27 r 6. ed. cit., p. 3o8. It is now coming to be recogntzed that Lightfoot's
view as to the meaning of this passage cannot stand. See below, p. 87.

7
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series of names in succession.r But in this case inocqod,p,qv (I made
for myself) becomes almost unintelligible. Supporters of this objec-
tion are therefore disposed to find a textual corruption in this word.z
Others, however, like Harnack, who also regard Lightfoot's view as

unacceptable,prefer,on the strength of 'permansi ibidem' ('I remained
in the same place, i.e. in Rome till the time of Anicetusr) to emend
Er,oEoX{u to EoarptBi" ('I made for myself a succession' to 'I made
for myself a stay').3 We cannot, however, place much reliance on the 4'

accuracy of Rufinus' rendering,a and his version may well be a

courageous attempt to correct a phrase, which in this case may be
supposed already to have become unintelligible by the end of the
fourth century. Finally, there is the objection based on the argument
of the context, which suggests that succession lists as such are not
Hegesippus' main concern. Rather his object is to show up to what
point in its history Christians in each local church persisted in
undivided loyalty to 'the authentic teaching . . . as the law and the
prophets and the Lord declare'.6 His information about the Urkirche
of Jenrsalem is admittedly somewhat indefinite, though this is
doubtless due to loss of contimity, itself a consequence of the
catastrophe which had recently befallen the city.6 But in the cases of
Corinth and Rome he writes from personal experience. He has been
to both places recently, and has verified the facts for himself. Returned
home he jots down his Memoirs, ild for the benefit of eastern readers
points out that Anicetus is the last Pope but one. If we wish to press
the change of tense, we may infer that he had himself been in Rome

1 Thus Caspar, E., Die dlteste rdm. Bischofsliste, 19z6, p. zzz f ., who holds that
EcoDoxi was at first used in the abstract sense of 'tradition', though by the time of
Eusebius it was coming to acquire the more concrete meaning of a succession of
bishops as a vehicle of the tradition. Cf. Turner, o0. cit., p. r23, n. r.

2 So Schwartz, 8., Eusebius Werke, vol. ii, pt. r; p. 37o, 4F. crit., where he
describes the word as 'alte Schlimmbesserung, um eine Liicke zu fullen'. Cf. id.,
ibid.,vol. ii, pt. 3, p. ccxxv, rr. 3r 'Mit dem Excerpt aus Hegesipp., IIII, zz, g, ist
nichts anzufangen; es ist hoffnungslos verdorben'.

t Adopted by Harnack in Chronologie, vol. i, p. r8o. Cf. Lightfoot, op cit.,
vol. i, p. r54; Turner, op. cit., p. r18, n. z, who remarks: 'The egregious proposal
. . . comes to grief on the simple fact that Hegesippus did not "make a stay till
Anicetus", but arrived under Anicetus and made a stay till Eleutherus: Eus.
H.E. iv. rr,7'.

a Rufinus is seldom an exact translator. .

5 We know from Irenaeus, Ado. hau, 41 3, cit. ap. Eus. H.E. 4r rr, r. ed. cit.
vol. ii, pt. r, p. 3zorthat Cerdo was excornmunicated under Hyginus, who according
to that writer was Anicetus'immediate predecessor but one.

0 I.e. its destruction following the revolt of Bar Cochba in:165.
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under Soter, and that Eleutherus was now Pope at the time of writing.
On this showing there would seem to be no more reason to 'make for
himself a succession' of the Roman bishops than of the Corinthian
or the Hierosolymite. Thus lye seem to be led back to the second

objection, namely that ErcEoXi ought not to be rendered by
'succession list'.

If we could be more positive about the meaning of this word, the
problem might be regarded as settled in a negative sense. But there
is evidence that even in pre-Christian writers it might possibly be

used of a series of names.r It is impossible therefore absolutely to
rule out such a meaning here, however unlikely it may be.

What then are we to say regarding the claim to have discovered

Hegesippus' supposed list in Epiphanius ?2 The chief support for
this theory lies in Lightfoot's rendering of the passage which
describes the beginning of heresy at Rome, in which Epiphanius
seems to say:

'A story has come down to our own time how Marcellina was the
ruin of a great number of people in the time of Anicetus, bishop of
Rome, who succeeded Pius and those before him',

Lightfoot somewhat arbitrarily discards this rendering and insists
that f.trOev Ei eis ipfls must mean 'paid us a visit', and not 'a story
has come down to us', in spite of the fact, admitted by him, that the
latter rendering is supported by Eusebius. From this he deduces that
the papal list which follows is directly dependent on Hegesippus.s
Most modern authorities, however, such as Ho[,a have rejected his
interpretation and prefer the one given above. We may thus conclude
with some confidence that if in fact Hegesippus 'made for himself a

succession ( ? list)', which is by no means certain, it did not lie in

1 Turner, op. cit., p. rg7 ff., gives a useful collection of the usage of Elc8oxr)

and its cognates. He shows that it is used in sl* different senses by Eusebius,
with two instances meaning 'list or table of successive bishops' (p. zo4: Eus. If.E.
5, 5r 9 ; 5, rz, z).

2 See above, p. 85. The same view is adopted by Turner, op. cit., p. rr8,
and by Lawlor, H. C., Eusebiana.

? Op, cit,, vol. i, p.3zg.
aHoll, K., Epiplnnius Werke, G.C.S., vol. i, p. 3o8: "'fi)t1* eis ripds" ist

nicht zu iibersetzen "es ist zu uns gekommen"-(das miisste zpds fip''6,s heissen)
sondern bedeutet nach stehenden (iibrigens auch sonst verbreiteten) sprach-
gebrauch des Epiphanius (vgl. Index unter Epyeoflat): "es ist auf uns oder an uns
gekommen, die kunde ist auf uns gelangt" '. This view is accepted by Schmidt, C.,
Studien zu den Psado-Clenentinm in Texte u. (Jntus., vol. xlvi, r929t p. 3g? f.,
but is contested by Turner, C. H., in j.?.,S., vol. xviii, t9r7,.p. r19, n. r.
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front of Epiphanius. It would seem, therefore, that even if any such
list ever existed, it is now irretrievably lost.

We may look next at our earliest surviving list preserved by
frenaeus, important enough to be set out here in full:

'When therefore the blessed Apostles (i.e. Peter and Paul) had laid
the foundations and erected the church (i.e. of Ronle), they entrusted
the liturgical office of the episcopate to Linus. And Anencletus suc-
ceeds him, after whom Clement is ordained to the episcopate in the
third place (in the series) from the Apostles. Yet though he actually
saw the blessed Apostles and conversed with them, and afterwards
had the paching of the Apostles ringing in his ears and their paradosis

in sight, he was not the only one; for many were still surviving at
that time who had been instructed by the Apostles. . . . And
Euarestus succeeds this Clement; and Alexander Euarestus; then in
the same manner Xystus is made the sixth after the Apostles, and after
him Telesphorus, who also bore noble witness. Afterwards Hyginus,
then Pius, after whom was Anicetus. When Soter had succeeded
Anicetus, now Eleuthenrs possesses the order of the episcopate in the
turelfth place from the Apostles. By the same order and the same

teaching both the paradasis in the church and the Gospel of Truth
have come down to us frorn the Apostles'.r

Irenaeus' main purpose here is. to demonstrate the truth of his
assertion in the preceding sections,2 namely that the doctrine of local
churches in his time was identical with the original body of teaching,
described by him in accordance with the usage of the New Testament
as the puado$s, the nature of which he illustrates by means of a

brief synopsis of the epistle of Clement.s His proof consists in show-
ing an unbroken continuity of teachers, whom he identifies with
successive holders of the Roman episcopate,4 t continuity which is
also proved to exist in other churches from the logical necessity that
their teaching must concur with that of the Roman church on account
of its superior origin or authenticity. As this passage will be dis-

t Ado. har. g, g, g.
s lbid.,3t 3,3, 4.

2 lbid.,3, 3, r f.

a Whatever Irenaeus' original view as to the relation of one name to the next,
it is clear that Eusebius took the list to be one of a chronological succession.
Lightfoot, oD. cit., vol. i, p. zo3, accepted Eusebius'view; yet notice that Turner,
Aposnlic Succession, p, r29, n. 3, points out that with Irenaeus it was not so much
a question of a succession of 'orthodox' bishops, as of 'good' bishops. The earliest
example of the idea of a succession of 'grace' in the later sense appears to be in
Hippolytus, Apostoli.c Tradition,3, 5. ed. Dix, G., p. 5.
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cussed further in the following lecture,r we can postpone more
detailed examination of disputed points for the moment. Here we
are only concerned with the important data supplied by frenaeus as

to the beginning of the Roman episcopate. But before attempting to
estimate its historical value in connexion with the question of the
origin of monepiscopacy in that church, we must briefly review the
remainder of our surviving lists.

V.ry careful investigation, such as that undertaken by Caspar,z
has shown that all existing lists are ultimately dependent on the one
either cimpiled or used by lrenaeus. After him they diverge into two
directions, an eastern stream represented by Eusebius in his History
and Chronicon,s and a western one to which belong the anonymous
poet known as Pseudo-Tertulliana and the Catalogus Liberianus6 with
its derivatives.o Epiphanius' list may be dependent on Eusebius, or
else represents a reversion to an early third-century catalogue such
as Caspar supposes to have been included by Hippolytus in his
Chronicon.T

There can be no doubt that the chief, if not the only source of
Eusebius' chronology of the Roman see during the first two and a

quarter centuries was the Chronicon of ]ulius Africanus,s which, at
least so far as the Roman see is concerned, provided him with
evidence as to its occupants, and a very rough chronology down to
the fourth year of the Syrian Emperol Elagabalus (azr). The purpose
of this work was to show by means of consecutive lists the respec-
tability and historicity of Christian origins in comparison with the
acknowledged history of ]udaism and the Roman Empire. But it is
quite clear that in dealing with the problem how he was to include

1 See below, p. r r r ff.
2 Die dlteste rdm. Bischofsliste, 19z6, p. z2r.
I Eusebius' papal lists are traceable in both these works (see above, p. 88, n. +).

Of the Chronicon only fragments of the original Greek have been preserved by
Syncellus, Cltronographia (c.8oo), e.g. ad ann. r85, in C.S.H.B. vol. 4r, p. 670
:Eusebius-Hieronymus, Chronicon, ad ann. Abr. 2246. See Die Ch.ronik des

Hinonytrus in Eusebius Wuke, vol. vii, pt. r, ed. Helm, R., 1913, p. 2rS.
a See above, p. 84. The date of this work is much disputed. See Bardenhewer,

Gesch. d. altk. Lit., vol, ii, p. 432 ff.
6 In its original form finished in 336. It was subsequently continued down to

354 in the pontificate of Liberius.
6 I.e. the Liber Ponfficalis and perhaps tlrle Index Catalogues.
7 The former view is upheld by Holl, K., Epiphanius Werke, vol. i, p, 3o8; the

latter by Caspar, 8., oP. cit., p. $4fr.
8 On this work, see Gelzer, A., Sextus Julius Afri'canus, t898.
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the list of Roman bishops, the author was beset by the limitation tha!
the catalogues before him were no more than name-lists, and, like
Irenaeus'series, gave no indications whatever of chronology. In the

case of Irenaeus no doubt chronology in itself was a matter of
indifference. To him it was not chronology but continuity which
mattered. But to Africanus some kind of chronology, however rough
and approximate, was indispensable. As already mentioned,l it seems

that his solution of the problem was to fit the names at his'disposal

into a scheme of Olympiads, allowing so many units to each entry
according to the number of entries to be accounted for. In this'way an

important step was taken towards the provision of a thoroughly
chronologized list such as we find in the Catalogut Liberiarrus, where

at least in its present form, in addition to notes of contemporary

consulates and imperial synchronisms, the duration of each ponti-
ficate is stated in years, months, and days, for the earlier entries no

less than for the later ones. It may be said without more ado that so

far as the earlier entries are concerned, all these data are based on

pufe conjecture, and hence are probably devoid of historical value; in
fact, it is not till we reach the resignation of Pope Pontian on Sep-

tember 28, 235,2 that we find the first trustworthy date in papal

history, and only with the decease of Lucius, Mar.h 5, 254, that
papal obits begin to be reliable.s

Hippolytus, rival of Callistus" as bishop of Rome, provides in his

Chronicon a western counterpartto the work of Africanus. Owing to
the fact, however, that it has only been preserved complete in three

Latin versions,.one of which is incorporated in the Kalendm of
Filocalus,a it is difficult to be certain whether or not in its original
form it contained a papal list. The version known as the Libu
gmerationis prirnusB has a table of contents which mentions such a
list, yet no list follows; and a similar table which prefaces the text
of the Greek original recently recovered, but unhappily containing
only the first part of the work,6 omits any mention of one.
'In spite, therefore, of the elaborate case built up by Casparz in
1 See above, p.24. 2 Cat. Libu,, Vita Pontiani.
3 Caspar, 8., Geschi.chte, vol. i, p. 44.
4 M,G.H., Auct. antiqu., vol. ix, Chron.min.,vol. i, pp.8gff., r38. ed. Mommsen,

Th., 1892. Cf. also ibid.,p.3, and Duchesne, Lib. Pont. vol. i, p. viii ff.
5 See Caspar, Die dlt. rdm. Bischofsliste, P. 175.
6 Hippolytus Werke, G.C.S. ed. Helm, R. (Bauer, A.) rgzg, from the recently

discovered Codex Matritensis.
? Caspar, o8. cit,, pp. r7o-4o8.

*
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defence of the hypothesis that a catalogue without dates but con-
taining brief historical notes (subsequently incorporated in the
Catahgus Libuiam,.r), was an integral part of the Greek original, we

should prefer to suspend judgment pending the emergence of further
and more conclusive data.

Clearly from the beginning of the third century the importance of
history was beginning to be appreciated by the Church, though the
principles which must govern scientific historical writing were only
partially appreciated. Hence it is during this century that diver-
gencies in the lists begin to appear. The list included in his Adoersus
Marcionmt. by the anonymous author known as Pseudo-Tertullian,l
plausibly assigned by Casparz to the middle of the third century,
inserts before the Irenaean entry 'Anencletus' the name 'Cletus',
which we may take to be a shorter form of the same proper noun.
The same duplication reappears in the Catalog Liberianus,s the
date of which in its earlier form is probably not later than $6.
But here a further divergence is apparent. The entry'Clement' occurs

immediately after Linus, and before 'Cletus' and 'Anaclitus'. It is
clear that the emphasis laid by Irenaeus on the value of Clement's
epistle as evidence of the authentically apostolic character of thJ
Roman pmad,osis had created a considerable impression in the West
and probably gave rise to the tradition with which Tertullian was

".q.r"irrt.d. 
Whether or not the latter derived it from Rome itself,

which he had certainly visited, must remain uncertain, but it is by
no means improbable. This tradition affirmed outright that Clement
had been ordained directly by St. Peter. That it was due to some

knowledge of the Pseudo-Clementine literature is evidently impos-
sible, since the earliest date which can be assigned to these writings
in their present form is somewhere in the middle of the fourth
c€ntury, and we have good reason to believe that they only became

widely known in the West through the Latin version provided by
Rufinus.

We may therefore conclude that the placing of Clement im-
mediately after Linus by the Catalogus Liberiarats has nothing to do

with the influence of the Pseudo-Clementines. Further peculiarities

of the Catalogus in its existing form are the complete omission of the

entries of Anicetus and Eleutherus, with the result that'the years of

1 See above, p.84, n. r. 2 Op. cit., p. 2zr.
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Anicetus are assigned to the previous entry, Hyginus, and the years
of Eleutherus to his predecessor Soter. Apart from the evident
confusion in the list at this point, which appears to have baffied the
most ingenious attempts at disentanglement, it is reasonable to
suppose that at least the first of the omissions is almost certainly to
be explained as a haplographical error, which in some form may also

account for the second. There are, in addition, a number of dis-
crepancies in the later dependent lists, of which space forbids mention,
but which are probably traceable to these early mistakes.

As to the displacement of Clement, the inversion persists in the
lists of Optatus and Augustine (which also show other minor peculiari-
ties), though Optatus, on whom Augustine is probably d.ependent,
retains only Cletus and omits any of the various longer forms of the
name.

It was believed by Duchesne that the archetype, from which the
lists described by Mommsen as the Ind,ex Catalogucs were derived,
could not be earlier than the middle of the fifth century. This view
has been somewhat modified by Mommsen, who prefers a fourth-
pentury date, possibly previous to the publication of the Catalogus
Liberianu.s. It is at least remarkable that out of the nine complete
Latin catalogues, all show Clement in his usual place, while two of
them, Codex Coloniensis, ztz (Saec. u) and Codex Albigmsis 2

(Saec. tx from a copy dated 6Tl), enter 'Cletus' as 'Aniclytus' and
'Anelitus' respectively, a phenomenon which points to the composition
of the original at a time when the Greek Anencletus was the only form
known.r

The Libq Pontificalzs, which in its most primitive form appears
as the Catalogus Felicimus, belonging to the earlier half of the sixth
century, retains the duplication of 'Cletus' and 'Aneclitusr' but
introduces Clement between the two, a sign that the more correct
Irenaean tradition has made some headway against the 'Liberian'
blunder, but has not succeeded in wholly removing it.

The difficulty of reconciling this late fourth-century view of the
chronological position of Clement was apparent to Jerome, who
mentions it as a variant tradition, but does not consider it worthy
of discussion. That valiant mallar haqet'i,corum, Epiphanius of
Salamis, who visited Pope Damasus I on his own account in 38e,
must have at once scented in it a potent cause of unorthodoxy,

L Liber Ponfficalis, ed. Duchesne, vol. i, pp, 24,26.
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since he thought it desirable to devote a whole paragraph to an
ingenious explanation of its origin. Here most fortunately he took
the opportunity of including a short papal list, which may be copied
from an official catalogue of that time. In view of the use of the later
western form'Cletus', it is in any case scarcely probable, as has been
supposed, that it is derived from either Irenaeus or Eusebius. Still
less are we justified, as has been pointed out above, in supposing that
it reproduces the lost list of Hegesippus, even if such a list ever
existed. His theory that Clement was originally ordained by the
Apostle, and then withdrew in favour of Linus and 'Cletus', has,
however, one special point of interest. It appears to suggest that the
ghost of a memory that the original constitution of the church of
Rome had been 'polyepiscopal' still haunted the papal archives.
That such a ghost occasionally made its presence felt, is shown by a

singular and otherwise unintelligible entry in the Index Cataloguc,
Codex Coloniensis 2tz, already mentioned, where after the entries of
'Linus' and 'Aniclytus' we read 'isti ztiaante Dom. Petro seduunt',
which may be paraphrased 'they were bishops in the lifetime of the
Lord Peter'. Stranger still is the phenomenon also appearing in this
document, that while the traditional entry of twenty-five regnal
years is assigned to Peter, the total number of years allotted to
'Linus' and 'Aniclytus' is thirty-three. These figures can only be
made intelligible on the assumption that the author believed that in
St. Peter's lifetime'Linus' and'Aniclytus'for a period at least shared
the episcopate.

A ghost of any sort, even a papal one, may be a frail kind of prop
for an hypothesis. But we should remember that the frenaean list
insists very strongly on the connexion between Clement and the
Apostles, for which he probably had good authority, otherwise he

could scarcely have given it so important a place in his argument
without running serious risk of attack. In addition, keeping in mind
the total absence of figures from any list previous to those of the
fourth centurf, we may feel there is some reason for believing that,
though Irenaeus may have been perfectly correct in his assertion that
all the names which he cites were names of those who were 'allotted
the episcopate', he was nevertheless mistaken in supposing that the
tradition which he found in Rome was simply a list of success'i,oe

holders of the episcopal office, and did not include some names

which were actually those, not of predecessor and successor, but
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rather of contemporaries, If this be so, we seem to have found at

long last a means of ending the conflict between our apparently con-

tradictory data. Supporters of traditional episcopalianism may be

disposed to regard our conclusion as a somewhat dubious asset, and

may still believe that the evidence would justify a less revolutionary
explanation. We should be content if it were admitted that some

further ground has been won in the direction of vindicating epis-

copacy as an integral and primitive element in the organization of 'the
greatest of the Christian churches', and of its justification as an

apostolic institution.

Excunsus A

Harnack's theory regarding tlte 'Tu es Petrus' .

The most serious attack which has hitherto been made on the

integrity of this passage, Matt. xvt, 18 f., was published by Harnack in
r9r8.r Starting with the contention that zril\oc {Eou rightly means

'death', and not, as is generally held, 'the power of evil', he went on

to argue that the expression 'death shall not prevail' cannot strictly
apply to an abstraction and must properly apply only to a person.

Hence it must originally have applied to Peter, and from this he con-

cludes that the words rcai ini raii7 rfi rr€rpg oircoiop,rioa y'ou rfiv
ircrc)tr1oi,av are in fact an editorial interpolation.

In support of this conclusion, Harnack quotes in the first place

the evidence of the works of Ephraem Syrus, in which he comments

on the text of the Diatessmon of Tatian. In the Latin version of his

Hymrui et Sermones, on Isaiah Ltv, r7,2 we find 'Vectes inferni non

praevalebunt adversus te'. Similarly, in the Latin version of his

Eaangelii concardantis expositio,s he quotes, 'Beatus es Simon -

et portae inferi te non vincent' and later 'Tu es Petra'. This, in
Harnack's view, shows that the text of the Diatessaronknew nothing
of the interpolated clause. As an example of other patristic authors who
reveal some knowledge of a purer textual tradition of this passage, he

cites Macarius Magnes, Unigenitus, 3, 22,4 in which the author is
probably reproducing an opinion of Porphyry. Yet as we gather from

1 Der Soruch tibq Petrus als dm Fels der l{irche, Sitz.-Ber. d. k. preuss. Akad. d.
Wiss., r9r8, H. xxxii, pp. q7-65+.

2 Ed. Lamy, T.J., r88z-86, vol. ii, p. r56.
t Transl. Aucher Mecharista, ed. Moesinger, G., 1876, p. r53 f.
a Ed. Harnack, A., Texte u. Unters. xxxvii, 4, tgrr, p. 56. ;
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the same workl that Porphyry himself was familiar with a text which
included &z.i ra$ry1 rfi nlrpg, we must suppose that he referred airffs
not to ircdtqoiav but to t€rpg. It is highly probable that Porphyry
derived this interpretation from Origen,2 in whose works we meet
it again and again.s

Later authors who retain the memory of this earlier view are

Ambrose,4 and Epiphanius.d It last makes its appearance in Jerome,6
only to be finally rejected. As to our existing text, Harnack points
out that our earliest witness in its favour is Tertullian.T The evidence
of Clement of Alexandrias is inconclusive, since in quoting the passage

as a whole he omits xvr, 18. Harnack infers from Justin Martyre that
nothing was known of the supposed'interpolation' in his time.

When we come to examine this apparently impressive case, we
find that it depends on two main assumptions: first, that r$)to,c

{Eou can only mean 'death', and second, that if the whole text had
occurred in Tatian's Diatessaron, Ephraem must have quoted it. The
fact that he quoted only certain phrases appears to Harnack a

sufficient proof that only those phrases were present in the original,
As to the first of these assumptions we must refer to our brief

discussion of the point elsewhere.l0 Sufficient has been said to show
that the argument in favour of so exclusive an interpretation is not
strong enough to bear the weight of Harnack's case. As to the second,
we may reasonably ask what evidence there is for the original text
of. the Diatessmon. The Codex Fuldensisil must of course be discounted,
since it is known that the translator made use of the Vulgate in
rendering scriptural quotations. But we are fortunately in possession

of two ancient versions, one in Arabicl2 and the other in Old Dutch.l3
Whatever the relation of these two versions to the original, it is at
least remarkable in this connexion that both versions contain the

1 Quoted by Macarius Magnes, oP,cit.,3. 19.
2 Harnack, Der Spruch fibu Petrus, p. 64r, n. 4,
8 De pincip. 3t 2t 4. 'Petrus adversus quem portae inferi non praevalebunt'.

Cf. C. Cels.2,77; Hom. r, ro in Ps. xxxviii i Hom.7, t in Esai.; Cotntn. in Matt.
xvl, r8.

a Bxpos. in Lucatnr T, 5.
6 Cotnm. in Matt. xvr, 18.

5 Panar.3ot z4i 8o, tr.

7 De Praescr. hau. zz; De Monog. S; De Pudicitia, zr.
8 Strorn. 6, rS, r3z i L t7, t66.
10 See p. 55, note 5.

s Dial. c. Tryph. too.
11 Ed. Ranke, E., 1868, p. 85.

12 French version by Marmardji, A.-S.r 1935, p. 2zS; an English version by
Hamlyn Hill, Earhest Life of Chri.st, 1894, p. 136 (cf. also p. 356).

t3 The Li6ge Diatessaron, edd. Plooij, D., and Phillips, C. A., r9z9tp.258 f.
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whole of the passage under discussion. Moreover, if we examine
Ephraem's commentary, we find in the immediate context of the
passage to which Harnack has called attention the following:

'Dominus (W?n ecclesiam suan, aedifumet, aediftcarit turrim, cuius

fundamenta omnia, Euae erant wperaedifi.canda, portme possml'.1

A natural inference from these words is that the text of the
Diatessaron which Ephraem had in front of him also included the* 
rrrppo.ed'interpolation'.

Yet to make good his case Harnack has to postulate such an inter-
polation. He has produced abundant evidence from the works of
Origen, showing that in the view of the Alexandrine the Dominical
promise referred not to the Church but to Peter, a view which
appears to have been followed by Porphyry and others. What he
has failed to establish is that the words preceding it formed no part
of the original text of St. Matthew's gospel.

Excunsus B

St. Petq as the'Rock'

As in the case of drcrdzlola, it is relevant to a right understanding of
this saying to have in mind something of the background of Hebrew
thought. The term qzr is applied to God Himself in Deut. )offIr, 4;
z Sam. nrrr, 3;Psalmxvllr, 3 r ; Isaiahxm4 rc jbitl., xlrv,8. ,Sdld is used
in the same sense in z.Sam. xxrl, z, and'ibhin in Isaiah xxvrtt, 16

(cf. Rom. IX, 33, and r Pet. tt, 6-8, where the passage is quoted in
" conflation with Isaiah vrn, r4). The word kepha'itself is found only in

Jer. Iv, zg and in Job xxx, 6 (in the plural), where it is perhaps an
Aramaic loan-word.

As to Rabbinical usage, in connexion with Isaiah Lr, r f., where gzr
is used as a description of Abraham, Goudge, in the Netp Com-
mmtary, pt. iii, p. r68a, quotes a midrash (source unverified) which
runs: 'God is like unto a king, who wished to build himself a house.
He digged and digged, but in each place water sprang up and
destroyed the foundation he had dug. At Iast he chanced to dig,
where deep down he came upon a rock (petra); then said he: "Here
will I build". In like manner Gqd, wishing to create the world, looked
upon the generation of Enoch that would be, and that of the flood,
and said: "How can f make a world out of such sinners, who will

I Ed. Moesinger, p. rS4.
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people it with those who will annoy me" ? But when he saw Abraham,
he said: "Ah, here is a rock upon which I can found a worldr' '.
Goudge points out that here Abraham is represented 'as a rock
prevailing against the flood, md also as bearing the burden of the
whole of creation', and adds with reference to the same passage 'the
rock shuts off the under world and is a stepping stone into the upper
onet.

The patristic authors who comment on Tu es Petrus show no sign
of having attempted to interpret it in the light of a hypothetical
Aramaic original. Had some of them been aware of the probability
that the single word kapha' underlies both r€rpos and r€rpo, they
would not have attempted to press a difference of meaning between

the two Greek terms.
In actual fact it is this ignorance which serves to account for a

somewhat remarkable diversity of interpretation traceable not only
as between the writings of one author and another but sometimes

even between those of the same author.
The earliest writer explicitly to comment on the passage is

Tertullian, who in De praescr, haer. 22, 4. ed. Rauschen, p. 3z f ., and
in De Pudic. zr, plainly identifies the 'Rock' with the person of St.
Peter himself. Elsewhere, however, in Adv. Marcion. 4, t3, he refers
its meaning to Christ. Origen, on the other hand, interprets it first as

'every disciple of Christ', of whom St. Peter is the type, and then
as indicating the Apostles generally, Comm. in Matt. rr. G.C.S.
Origmis Opera, vol. x, p. 86. Cyprian, De unit.4, explains it of St.
Peter. Hilary of Poitiers interprets it of faith in Christ, De Trin. z,
23i 6,36 f. : the same view reappears in Ambrose, Expas. in Lucam,

6, 97 f, De Incarn, 33 f. Ambrose, however, also suggests that it
means Christ Himself, Ep. 43,9, but St. Peter in De Fide, 4, 56.
'Faith in Christ'reappears in Epiphanirs, Ancor. 9 i in Chrysostom,
Hom. in Matt., 54, z, Hom,. in Gal. ad init. ; in Ps.-B asil, Comm. in
Esai.2,66; in Cyril Alex. In Esai. 4, zi Dial. de Trin.4, although the
same author, In Esai.3, had already explained it of Christ Himself. A
quite perplexing diversity of explanation is found in Jerome, who
takes it of the 'Chair of Peter', in Ep. tS, z; of St. Peter, in Comm.

in MatL xvr, 8; of the Apostles generally in Adv. Jov. t, z6; and of
Christ in Ado. Joa, z, 37 i n Augustine, 'the apostolate of St. Peter'
rn Psal. c. pafi. Don.; 'St. Peter' in In Psal. x:rx. Enarr. 3, S; In
Psal. Lxrx. Enarr. 4; 'Christ' in Sqm. 76, t 1 Tract. in Eo. Ioann.
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tz+, S; Retract. rr zt: and again in Leo f, where two views are repre-
sented that it is St. Peter and that it is St. Peter's faith, Serm. 3, z;
5, 4 (on which see the present writer's Life and Times of St. Leo the
Great, pp. 68-24, 476 fr.).

It may be said, however, that the evidence as to patristic views has
exegetical interest only, since, to quote a modern Protestant writer, it
is'quite certain, and is now generally admitted, that the words "this
rock" refer, not to Christ, nor to Peter's confession or faith, but to
Peter himself'.I

Excunsus C

St. Paul in Rone

The story of St. Paul's direct association with the early Christian
community at Rome begins with the welcome given to him at Appii
Forum, a town some fotty miles distant from the capital, and again
at Tres Tabernae ten miles away, as recorded in Acts xxvllr, r5.
After his arrival in the city, as a prisoner awaiting trial by the
Emperor's court, the Apostle was probably entrusted to the care of
the princeps peregrinorurn, under whose authority he would remain
during the two years which appear to have elapsed between the date
of his arrival and his trial. In conformitv with his status as a Roman
citizen, he was kept in Ebera custodig, which permitted him to enjoy
free and unhindered intercourse with those who resorted to his
rented lodging.

Until comparatively recent times, the traditional story, as recorded
for example by Eusebius,2 as to St. Paul's subsequent career has been
generally accepted. Many would still hold that the Apostle's appeal
to the Emperor resulted in his acquittal, and that subsequently he
found opportunity, not only to revisit the churches of the East,
especially the church of Ephesus, but actually travelled as far west as

Spain.
It must be rcalized, however, that there is no direct evidence

supporting the historicity of this 'second' period, and that among the
chief considerations in its favour is the supposed necessity for finding

1 Stevens, G. 8., Theology of thc Neus Tatament, 19o6, p. r39.
2 H.E. z, 22. Ed. cit., vol. ii, pt. t, p. 16z.It should be noticed that with his

usual caution, Eusebius does not agtually commit himself to acceptance of the
story as genuine. The fact that he usts the eo['ression 'ldyos SXet' shows that he felt
some doubt regarding its absolute trustworthiness.
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a place for the later epistles, including the 'Pastorals', outside the

already known period of the Apostle's life. If' on the other hand, we

can assign the 'Epistles of the Captivity' if not to the imprisonment
at Caesarea,l at least to the known internment at Rome, there remain
only the 'Pastorals'. As is generally known, serious doubts have been

raised in recent years on linguistic grounds against the integrity of
these letters in their present form,z and there are solid reasons for
believing that our letters are post-Pauline in composition, even if,
as is highly probable, they incorporate some authentic Pauline

fragments.
As to the supposed journey to Spain, it ought to be realized that

this rests on somewhat insecure support. For apart from the hope

expressed by the Apostle in Romazs3 that such a journey might
eventually prove to be possible, we have to rely solely on an obscure

phrase in the Epistle of Clunmt.a Yet it should be appreciated that
rd fipp,n rfis }ioeats may be interpreted as 'the goal or objective in
the West', i.e. Rome itself,6 quite as naturally as'the boundury or limit
of the 'West', a phrase which has been widely understood to mean

Spain.6 For a direct mention of the 'Spanish journey' we have nothing
earlier than the late second-century apoc,ryphon, The Acts of Petu,I
whence it is probable that the tradition found its way into the

Fragmentwn Muratorianums and so into the general belief of the

Church.e
1 Acts xxlr 27.
t E.g. by Harrison, P. N., The Problen of the Pastoral Epistles, rgzr,
I Rom. xw, z4-8.
a t Clenantr SrT.
6 So Harrisoa, oD. cit., p. ro7 and n. r.
6 Lowther Clarke, First Epistle of Clmtmt, P. 89 f., retains this rendering, while

admitting that 'such a journey is difficult to reconcile with the data of the N.T.'
? Cf.Jages,M.R., ApocvyphalNewTestament,P.3o4r VercelliAc*of St.Peter,r.

The Gnostic author of these 'Acts' had an obvious motive for disposing of St.
'Paul, in order to the leave the field open for his hero. The document may be as

late as aao.
E Fragm. Murat. 37 ff. 'semota . . . profectione Pauli ab urbe ad Spaniam

profiscentis', in a passage in which he appears to distinguish between the credibility
of St. Luke's records and of the supposed 'second period'. It is noteworthy that
Eusebius omits any reference to the 'spanish journey' in the pass-age cited above

t E€. Athanasius , Ep. ad Dracontiurn, 4 ; Cyril of jerus., Catech. 17, 13.



III

The Church and the Roman See beJore Diocletian

plures effi cimur quoti es rnetimur "'"ot+fffr;;;,x :aTilL:5:':ianorum.

Rom. r, 8. 'I thank my God through Jesus Christ for you all, that
your faith is spoken of throughout the whole world'.

Almost all students of Church history would to-day be disposed to
agree that Eusebius of Caesarea, in spite of his evident shortcomings,
his turgidity of style, his inability to digest and arrange attractively
or even always intelligibly the vast arnount of material which fortune
or his own extensive reading had put at his disposal, has received
something less than fair treatment at the hands both of our own
great historian of the Roman Empirel and of a former incumbent
of this University church.z Forwheneverything possible has been said
as to his demerits as a writer, historian and chronologist, few can be
so ungenerous as to deny the extent of our indebtedness to his
inexhaustible industry, which has placed at the disposal of posterity
a very considerable number of citations from earlier writers. But for
him works which in his time were still preserved intact in the store
cupboards of the libraries at Caesarea, Jerusalem and Alexandria
might easily have remained utterly unknown to-day.

Thus it is to Eusebius that we owe almost all that is recorded
of the Roman see during the second and third centuries. Even so we
could wish that he had been better informed about western literature
and the affairs of western Christendom generally, and more par-
ticularly as to the main subject of these lectures. For although the
information supplied by him concerning the Papacy in the second
and earlier half of the third centrrry is scanty, such as he has to tell
us on this subject for the thirty years or so immediately previous to
his own time is positively meagre and inaccurate in chronology. But
in one, who wrote of Tertullian as a Roman,s who was ignorant
of the location of the see of Hippolytusa and who evidently knew

1 Gibbon, Dechne and Fall. ed. Bury, f. 8., 1939, vol. ii, p. r44,
2 Newman, f. H., Aians of the Fourth Century, 1839, p. z8z.
3 Eus. H.E.2,25,4. ed. Schwartz,E., G.C.S., vol. ii, pt. r, p. 176.
I [d,.riW.,6r zo, a. ed. cit., p. 566.
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very little about Cyprian,l these defects are perhaps not really
surprising.

Contrasted with the lively personalities of Ignatius of Antioch,

Justin Martyr, Marcion of Pontusn and Irenaeus of Lyons, to mention
only a few of the more prominent narnes in the life of the Church
in the second century, the numerous occupants of the Roman see in
that period appear to the student of Church history as little more
than a series of 'lay figures'. How few, very few, there are of whom a

single distinctive fact has been recordedlz No doubt hagiographers
and canonists have done their best to fill the hiatus, but their work
is normally of greater interest to students of pious romance and ten-
dentious legislation than to one who aims at the reconstruction of
genuine history. Yet for the preservation of such little trustworthy
knowledge of the second-century Papacy as we still possess, it is to
Eusebius that almost the whole credit must be given.

In appreciating the relative significance, however, of such facts as

Eusebius has recorded regarding the history of the Roman see,

whether in his own text or in the excerpts which he has included
from other writers, it is important to bear in mind his professed

object in compiling his famous Ecclesiastical History:
'To hand on in writing . . . (a record of) those who led and pre-

sided with distinction over this society (sc. the Church) in the most
outstanding local churches (zrapor,xtars)'.s

It follows from this that the recording of papal history formed a

1 Eus. H.E. 2,3. ed. cit., p. 638.
I Thus Irenaeus, Ado. haq. 3, 3, 31 5, qualifies Telesphorus, 'ds xai Ev66{as

dp"oprrlploev', which is often understood to mean that he died as a victim of per-
secution. It does not follow, however, tltat 'ip.apripqoa" is used in any but a quite
general sense. The entries in the current Roman Missale and Bret:imi.un describing
all Roman bishops from Linus to Marcellus as'martyrs'rest on no certain historical
evidence. The only name to which the title in its later sense can be assigned with
any confidence is that of Xystus II, August 6, 258, cf. Cyprian, Ep. 8o. C.S.E.L.
vol. iii, p. 8gg. Even in the case of Cornelius this attribution is doubtful. Cf.
Cylrrian, Ep. 39, z, ed. cit., p. 582, and Caspar, Geschi.chte des Papsttums, vol. i,
p.44,69 f., with note r. The extent to which legend has supplied the shortcomings
of history may be seerr by consulting Vita Cornelii,in Liber ponfficalis, ed. Duchesne
vol. i, p. r5o. As to'the other names of second-century Popes, we could say that
Pius had an eccentric brother called Ffermas (Cat. Libuiazzs), who was the author
of the famous document called the 'Shepherd', that Anicetus was of a prudent and
generous nature (Irenaeus, ap. Eus. H.E. 5,24, t6'1, that Soter was distinguished for
his charity (Dion. Cor. ap. Eus. f/."8'. 4t 23,9 f.), and that he showed tolerance to
those who differed from the Roman church in matters of discipline (Irenaeus, ap.
Eus. Ff.-E. 5,24, 14f.), but little or nothing more than this.

s H,E, r, t. ed. cit., p. 6.
8
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part, perhaps an important one, but in the last resort a Part only, of
his immense pioneer undertaking. And it is for this reason that we

cannot refuse,to pardon his lack of attention to many questions, on

which we might wish to have been more fully informed, nor fail to be

grateful for such details as he has thought fit to supply. But the con-

sideration that the annals of the Roman see are in fact only one among

the many subjects in which he professes himself to be interested,

suggests not only that much has perished which might ser:ve to con-

firm and deepen an impression already created by what has been

preserved, but should also remind us that such inferences as are

possible from the material provided fall very far short of providing

a complete and correctly perspectivized picture of the actual relation

of the Roman church to other churches during this period.

It is, however, forflrnate tfr"t 
I*" 

have also at our disposal a few

early authorities in addition to those cited by Eusebius. From the

first of these, the epistle of Clement to the Corinthians,l there may

indeed be little to throrv light on our subject. Its chief interest for us

here lies in the fact of the intervention of the Roman church in the

domestic affairs of the church of Corinth. Yet it must be admitted
that the writer does not claim superior authority for the determination
of the crisis. For while he evidently insists on the apostolic (*d
perhaps the divine) origin of the episcopate, he does not call attention
to any supposed privilege attaching to the Roman church. We must,

however, presume that its help had been invoked in some way. If the

aggrieved episcopi of Corinth did not themselves report to that church
what had taken place, the information must have been conveyed to
Rome by some means, and it is most natural to suppose that it had

been transmitted through members of the party which sympathized

with the victims of an act of local injustice.
No doubt the fact that Corinth had been refounded as a Roman

colony in 4+ n.c., and presumably now included a high proportion of
citizens of Italian stock in its population, made such an apPeal very
natural, nor can we be surprised that the writer should say with
reference to the legates of the Roman church, who are bearers of the

letter, and who are to 'be witnesses between you and us':

1 See above, p. 77 fr.
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'This we do, that you may know that our concern has been and
still is solely that you may soon be at peace'.I

Yet it might not be unreasonable to infer from these words that
the Roman church was already conscious of some degree of external
responsibility, such as does not appear to have been realized by the
geographically neighbouring churches of Thessalonica or Philippi,
though the latter was also probably linked to Corinth by blood
relationship in virtue of a common colonial status. As we shall see,

it will not be long before the thought, which seems to underlie this
Clementine consciousness of responsibility, acquires a greater measure

of precision in papal correspondence, particularly in the light of St.
Paul's own words:

'Beside those things that are without, that which cometh upon me

daily, the care of all the churches.'2
If it is true to say of the Roman intervention that 'the authority is

implicit, it being left to subsequent generations to make explicit the
reasons which prompted an instinctive action',3 we are still left with
the question as to the source from which theinstinct itself was derived.
Instincts are usually traceable to habits of past generations. Was the
source in this case merely the habituation of the Roman people to
the government of others; or was it not rather, as the whole tone of
the epistle would suggest, some custom which could claim a sanction
apostolic or even Dominical in origin?

II
The earliest of non-Roman sources forthe attitudeof otherchurches

to the Roman church is lgnatius, bishop of Antioch, at that time
capital of the province of Syria, and according to Josephus, in point
of secular distinction, the third city in the Empire. Ignatius, while on
his way to suffer death at Rome as a Christian leader, opens his letter
to the church of that city with the following words:

'Ignatius, who is also Theophorus, unto the church that hath

been favoured with the munificence of the Father Most High, and

of Jesus Christ His only Son; to the church that is beloved and

enlightened by the will of Him who willed all things that are

in faith and love toward Jesus Christ our God; even to her that

I r Clem.mt,63. 2 z Cor. xI,28.
3 Lowther Clarke, First Epistle of Clenat't, p. 20.
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presides in the region of the Romans' country. that presides in

love'.1
Certain points may be mentioned in regard to this passage. First,

it is addressed not to the bishop of Rome, but to the Roman church.

Secondly, in estimating the significance of the language used, we must
not fail to make allowance for an oriental exuberance of expression.

Attempts have been made to read into it a whole-hearted acknow-

ledgment of the Roman primacy. It is true that the w ord nporca|qp,€vr1,

here rendered 'presides', might possibly be translated 'has the
primacy', provided that 'primacy' were understood according to the

primitive sense of primatas.2 But it is not a natural rendering, and

would be dismissed by many as tendentious. Further, the meaning

of the expresdion'in the region of the Romans' country'3 is certainly
not self-evident. If we follow the existing text, we may regard it as a

possible description of the West generally, or more particularly of
Italy, judged from the standpoint of an Eastern. If, however' we

accept the rather attractive emendation which has been proposed,

nporca?r1p,bq iv rdrE ygoroi (that presides in the place of Christ),4

we are still without any indication about the precise content of this

'presidency'. In any case, as we have already pointed out' it is the

Roman church which is said so to 'preside', and not the Roman

bishop, who is not mentioned. Perhaps the real clue to its inter-
pretation lies in taking this clause in close connexion with one which
follows : 'that presides in love'. Efforts to explain dyd.n'r1s as a synonym

for the whole Church have not been very successful.b It seems much
more natural to suppose that Ignatius awards this title of honour to
the Roman church as a just recognition of its abundant merit.

On the other hand, it should be noticed that, in writing to another

church, namely of the Ephesians, in spite of bestowing on it abundant

praise, he does not describe it as the church which 'presides in the

province of Asia'. It is doubtful therefore whether we can simply

dismiss this expression as nothing more than a flattering allusion to

L Ep. ail Rom. praef. ed. Lightfoot, J. 8., vol. ii, p. r89 ff.
s I.e. the status enjoyed bythe first-born of a farnily.
z 'tv rdztE Tpphv 'Pap,alav' . The absence of definite articles is at least suspicious.
a See Phillimore,I. S., int.?.,S., vol. xix, r9r8, pp.272 ff, who compares Magn- 6,

rporco2qp.€vou roi d,rwx*rou eis rdrov @eoi'. Cf. also EPh. g; Smyrn.8.
u E.g. by Funk, F. X., 'Der Primat d. rdm. K, nach Ignatius u. Irenaeus' in

Kircherzguch. Abh. vol. i, pp. z-Iz, r8gZ. Although d.ydtry is frequently used by
Ignatius of a local church or churcheS, e.8. Trall, 13, r i Rom. g, 3; Philad.g, a, it is
never used of the universal Church;
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the place of honour held by the Roman church as the church of the
imperial capital. And even if we take his language at its lowest pos-
sible value, it is difficult not to feel that the author must have had
some very serious reason, possibly one additional to the consideration
already mentioned, for displaying such evident admiration and

respect, which is all the more remarkable as proceeding from one

whose own church was itself richly endowed with both secular and

spiritual advantages.
No doubt Rome possessed many fascinations for the average pro-

vincial, whether his main interest was worldly or religious. As the
capital and chief centre of imperial administration of that tirne, as a

focus of. art, culture, and education, not to mention its recently
acquired architectural grandeur, it rnust have inevitably drawn many
sculptors, painters, men of letters, as well as men of action and
practical ability, within the orbit of its attraction. And once they came

under its spell, there as a rule they remained.
What was the ordinary Christian's attitude towards Rome itself ?

Ignatius, as we have seen, writes with great respect for the Roman

church, but he nowhere mentions the imperial city for which he had

obviously little reason to feel any strong affection. Yet we have con-
stantly been told, and a modern historian has quite recently revived
the idea,l that such recognition of the Roman primacy as appears
in non-Roman writers of this centuryr and even later, is nothing more
than a reflexion in the Christian church of the veneration felt for the
city of Rome in the secular Roman world.

What Christians of the period really thought about the city of.

Rome may be judged from the uncomplimentary allusions to it in the
Apocalypse,z or from Tatian'g sardonic reference to 'Roman arro-
gance'.3 And in the face of expressions used by those who, like
Tertullian, were eager to satirize the methods by which she rose to
power,4 or, following the example of Hippolytus, denounced the
whole ordered majesty of Roman rule as a diabolical parody of the
Kingdom of God, can we seriously suppose that the respect paid by
Christians like Ignatius to the Roman church is explicable solely by
the view that it arose from the association of that church in their

1 Kidd, B. J., Roman Pimncy, 1936, p. 14.
2 The argument of this section is indebted to Dix, G.,'Jurisdiction . . . in the

Early Church' in Laudate, 1938, vol. xvi, p. 43 fr.
8 Orat. adv. Graecos,35. M.P.G.61877,
I Ad Nationes, rr 7.
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minds with the centre of Roman government? Surely it would be

much nearer the truth to say that it was honoured not because of but
in spite of its imperial associations. In view of the evident abhorrence
of secular Rome felt by second-cenfirry Christians, it must be

supposed that they had an overwhelmingly strong reason for honour-
ing its church which no mere recognition of worldly prepotence can

be sufrcient to explain. It is also remarkable that no other religion,
such as Judaism and Mithraism, which one might have supposed

would inevitably find in Rome a focus of organizatron, ever came to
attach any special importance to its establishment there. Even the
Imperial cultus itself, in spite of the obvious possibilities of the
capital as a centre of co-ordination and propaganda, remained local
and provincial in character, in such wise that Rome was the one place

where it was not regarded with any great favour.l
Yet in spite of the evident distaste of second-century Christians

for the imperial capital, a feeling which its rulers reciprocated by
consistently regarding the new faith as a religio illicita,z it was

apparently in Rome that Christianity persisted in locating its primatial
centre. During the second century this primacy was accepted as a
matter of practical convenience. As yet no one troubled to ask the
reason. Only when questions began to arise, did it become necessary

to show that the primacy rested not on the secular greatness of Rome
but on the traditional and, as we believe, historical connexion of the
Roman see with St. Peter, the supposed heir of a peculiar Dominical
privilege.

If the emphasis on this connexion and privilege appears earlier in
Africa than elsewhere, md then only in the third centurlr it may be

explained perhaps either as an accident of survival (for the lacunae in
our documentary evidence for the history of the preceding hundred
years are demonstrably large) or else by the serious challenge to
traditional Christian order and discipline which first made itself felt
in the West in that church.

Attention,however,is sometimes directed to the fact that there is no
trace in our existing evidence of any appeal to the 'Petrine texts' in
second-century authors. Yet it must be remembered that the second-

century apologists, who laid the foundations of the later definitions on

l The cult of Rome and Augustus flourished in the provinces, such as Asia
Minor, but was conspicuously absent in ltaly.

t E.g.Pliny, EP.gZ.
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Trinitarian doctrine, are equally silent about the familiar texts bearing

on that doctrine, and it is noticeable that the period in which Petrine

texts begin to be given prominence is the very same as that which is

marked by a hitherto unfamiliar appeal to the authority of Scripture

in favour of Trinitarianism. To the second century it is the oral

apostolic paradosis or body of teaching believed to have been delivered

to their immediate successors by the Apostles, and not its partial

embodiment in the apostolic writings, which is still the primary

authority. Hence it is a mere anachronism to treat the Roman

primary in the second century as a thing of purely secular growth,

and to Justify this view by calling attention to the fact that it is only

ln the following century that it begins to acquire an ecc post facto
scriptural justification. The scriptural appeal is lacking for the very

simple reason that it was not till towards the close of the second cen-

tury that a collection of Christian writings came to possess a g-enerally

acknowledged canonical status. It is often forgotten that it is tradition
not Scripture which is, strictly speaking, primary, and that among the

criteria, by which the claim of a particular document to canonization

was judged, was included that of conformity with a pre-existing body

of doctrine.
Let us now see what evidence there is in the period following the

martyrdom of Ignatius of what may be called a pragmatic recognition

of the Roman primacy. The same evidence may also serve to show

how that primacy was conceived.

A very striking feature of the life of the Church in the second

century is the immense variety of its speculative activity. Doubtless

this is to be attributed mainly to the impact of the Hellenistic

genius on the Christian revelation, and to the need of expressing

itrrt revelation in an idiom which would satisfy the intellectual

outlook of the Graeco-Roman world. To a less extent it is to be

explained by " quite deliberate attempt to adjust the principles

of the new faitl to conform with the catcgories of oriental

theosophy.t
At the same time other forces were at work. In spite of the cleavage

between Christianity and its parent stock, now complete, the indirect

influence of Judaism still persisted. Moreover, in those parts of the

Empire remote from large centres of population, in which Graeco-

1 For a description of the real character of Gnosticism, see Kirk, K' 8., Vision of
God,Bial:npton Lectures for r9a8, r93r, pp,2o7-2t9.
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Roman culture never obtained a very secure foothold, native
enthusiasm was by no means a negligible Quantity.

As a result, scarcely half a decade of this century passes without
some new development in doctrine or practice. Yet in spite of the
immense and often perplexing diversity of these movements, the
Christian man of letters, the Christian philosopher or revivalist,
each and every one of them appears to betray a common pre-occupa-
tion. If it is true that'in the second century all roads led to Rome',t
it is also true that those roads were crowded with Christian teachers
and writers all intensely eager to purvey their new philosophies. Thus
we learn from an eminent ecclesiastical historian that 'from the
provinces to Rome in the second century went a constant stream, as

frenaeus tells us, of "the faithful who are from everywhere". . . .

To Rome then journeyed Polycarp from Smyrna; Valentinus from
Egypt; Cerdo from Syria; Marcion from Sinope ; Justin 'from
Samaria; Tatian from Assyria; Hegesippus from Jerusalem; ]ustin's
pupils Euelpestus from Cappadocia and Hierax from Phrygia;
Rhodon, Irenaeus, and Florinus from Asia; Proclus and other
Montanists from Phrygia; and Praxeas, their adversary, from the
same region'.z But, as the same writer illustrates further in a later
chapter,s it was not by any means only the 'faithful' who had re-
course to the capital. Those whom frenaeus regarded as anything but
'faithful'were to be found pn the road side by side with those who
would by him be accounted orthodox. It can not merely be said that
like the well-known Abercius of Hierapolis, they undertook the journey
solely in order 'to see the royal palace and to behold the golden
robed, golden slippered queen',4 even if the idea of undertaking it,
as he suggests in his own case, Day have been due to divine inspira-
tion. For in any case, unlike Abercius, who went home again after his
visit, most of them stayed there, and set up their 'warring lecture
rooms with which the Roman church was furnished'.6 As has already
been pointed out, we shall not exhaust the possible explanations of
this remarkable phenomenon by pointing to the overpowering

r Prestige, G. L., Fathqs and Hereths, Barnpton Lecfures for r94o, p: 55.
2 Kidd, B. J., History of the Church, vol. i, p. rr8.
s Id.., iffid., p. 353 ff.{ Abercius Hierapol. in Enchiridion Fonthrm H.E. Ant.r ed. Kirch, C., r9a3,

No.r55. It maybe noted that Chavasse, C., Bride of Christr rg4o, tr. rr7, takes
Abercius to refer to the local church of Rome.

5 Prestige, op,cit., p. 65.
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magnetism of the imperial capital. For what indeed had Rome to
offer to the man of letters, the philosopher or the revivalist, which
other cities in the Empire, Alexandria for example, could not provide,
and perhaps provide somewhat better? Nor can we readily accept the
interpretation of Irenaeus' famous chapter on the Roman see, to be
mentioned at a later point, which makes him affirm that'it was not so
much the truth which they found there, as the truth which they
brought with them thither that made the Roman church the reservoir
of Christian tradition',t since exegesis of this kind appears, at least
in our view, completely to invert his whole argument. In any case

truth which is represented by no more than the highest common
factor of widely differing types of experience is not easy to identify
with the whole truth revealed by Jesus Christ. For the possibility
must always remain that some one among its various and often
contradictory exponents has preserved an element in the original
presentation of that truth already forgotten or ignored by all the
rest. How can we explain then this second century Drang nach Rom?
Mry there not have been a conviction, common to Justin, Valentinus,
Marcion and the others, that in some way or another, the Roman see

had an inherent right to pronounce an opinion on their doctrine, and
moreover that the nature of its decision, i.e. whether favourable or
adverse, would seriously affect their prospects of success in obtaining
for their teaching general acceptance by the Church at large ? All the
same, if theattitudeof the Roman see wasunfavourable, as forexample
towards Valentinus and Marcion, it did not mean that the teacher
responsible for the condemned doctrine decamped at once elsewhere.
On the contrary, he usually stayed on in Rome, endeavouring to
propagate his doctrine in spite of official disapproval, and in extreme
cases managed to procure the election of a rival bishop of Rome who
could be guaranteed to give it the desired sanction. Thus in a negative
no less than in a positive direction there are strong indications that
de facto if not de hre the Roman see was being treated as the universal
referee and its doctrine as the norm.

III
If we wish to test the truth of this view we cannot do better than

turn to frenaeus and follow carefully the line of argument used by
him to controvert the case of the exponents of the new Gnosis,

1 Kidd, o?, cit,, p. rr8.
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which had then only recently acquired prominence. A common

defence put forward by these theosophists of the second century was

not to reject the necessity of being in possession of the Apostles'

teaching. No one ventured to deny this need. It was accepted by them

no less than by their opponents. On the contrary, in reply to those

who like Irenaeus might be disposed to point out that there were

novel and even original elements in their doctrine, these newfangled

teachers did not hesitate to affirm that in the original process of the

pmadosis (ot handing over) of the Christian revelation, certain

details after being withheld from the whole body of the Apostles

had been imparted to a select few only, and that it was from this

secret and specially privileged source that their peculiar tenets were

derived.l
It was chiefly against this affirmation of the existence of a secret

element in the original paradosis that Irenaeus wrote his famous

Advqsas haereses, in the third part of which he begins his great

offensive on the Gnostic position. This part opens with an appeal

to the original preaching of the Apostles, which, as the author asserts,

was committed to writing in the four canonical gospels. Thus St.

Matthew is the originator of the tradition in Jerusalem, which he

himself published in writing, St. Peter and St. Paul of the tradition
in Rome, handed down in writing by Mark and Luke, St. John of the

tradition in Ephesus published by himself.2 So, says Irenaeus,

anyone who chooses to do so can verify for himself in every local

church what the actual tradition originally delivered by the Apostles

really was. But if he wishes to know how we can prove that it is not

defective, it is possible to produce an ascending list of names associat-

ing the present-day teaching by an unbroken succession with the

Apostles themselves, thus showing that the authentic paradosis is

wholly comprised in the existing doctrine of the episcopal churches.

For, he argues, even supposing the Gnostic theory of a secret

element in the paradosis were true, it is inconceivable that the

Apostles would not have imparted it to those to whom they committed
the charge of their respective foundations.s

It has been necessary to paraphrase Irenaeus' words at some

length, in order to grasp his method of approach to his subject, of
which the crucial section of this chapter in his book forms an essential

part.
1 See belowr p. rr5. 2 Adv. haer, g, t, t. E lbid,r 31 3r r.
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Let us see how he proceeds:
'Yet because it would be a very lengthy proceeding in a book such

as this to set out the series of successions belonging to all the churches,
we are proposing to show that the existing faith of that most noble,
ancient, and well-known church, founded and established at Rome
by the two most famous Apostles Peter and Paul, the faith, I say,

which it still holds, and which comes down to our time by means of a
series of successions of bishops, is actually identical with the parado$s
given by the Apostles, that is "the faith proclaimed to mankind".
Thus we refute all those who in differentways, either through private
judgment or vainglory, or else in blindness and perversity, make un-
warrantable additions. For every church, that is, the faithful in each

place, in which the identical paradosis given by the Apostles is always
preserved by those who preside in each place, is necessarily in agree-
ment with this church because of its superior origin'.r

It is obviously impossible to discuss this passage here with the
thoroughness which its numerous difficulties naturally demand. We
shall therefore devote our attention in the main to the last sentence,
wherein the major crux evidently lies. A few preliminary comments
are necessary. It will of course be remembered that this section as

well as the previous one has been preserved only in a Latin version of
the whole work, which a distinguished patristic scholar believes to be
almost contemporary with the original.z We shall see presently that
this question of date is of great importance, in helping us to restore
conjecturally the original Greek text. Secondly, we assume that
traditio represents zrcpdEoocs and have deliberately introduced the
Greek word, in order to make it clear that'tradition'in English does

not adequately represent the force of the original paradosis, from
which, to quote a predecessor in this lectureship, 'the idea of pro-
clamation and the note of authority are seldom or never absent'.
As used by Irenaeus it also appears to mean 'the body of teaching
originally delivered' by the Apostles.a

Further, it is noticeable that saccessiones is here used in the plural,
not of several churches, but of one only. This shows that the rendering
'succession' in the singular (assuming that sutcess'iones represents

I Ada. hacr. gr 3, z.
s Sanday, W.-Turner, C. H., Nosum Testammtutn S. Irenaei, Old Latin Texts,

vii, 1923, p. lxiv. But see also p. xcvi.
8 Prestige, @, cit., p. 22fr,, where evidence as to the early use of zcpdSoors is

given.
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EaoEoloi) does not accurately represent the idea underlying the Latrn
or Greek in this context, which being in plural must denote here, not
a mere list of names, but the replacement of one holder of the office
by the next; in fact, 'series of successions', though possibly cumber-
some, seems to be needed to convey the real sense of the term.l

We now approach the chief problem. What is the significance of
propter potiorem principalitatern,which we take to be the true reading,
and for which we have suggested 'superior origin' as a possible

rendering I A right decision here is of the greatest moment, for on it
must depend the answer given to a number of subsidiary problems.
What is the most probable Greek text underlying these words ?

Unhappily this question is rendered vastly more difficult than usual
owing to doubt as to the correct reading. But if we bear the date of
this version in mind, we shall find our first clue by excluding later
meanings of principalitas and its cognates, and preferring instead

those for which there is authority not later than the middle of the
third century. This guides us to the senses of 'authenticity' or
'origin'.2 If we select the latter and reject later meanings, we can

easily account for the hctio com,munis 'potmtiorern' as a later cor-
rection of potiorenr. given in the original form of the Clermont MS.,
a correction which must have seemed only natural by the time

1 Cf. Irenaeus, ibid., 4, 33,8. Used in the singular, it signifies 'one step' in the
series of 'succesciones' from th6 apostles. This is clear from the use of the expression
'principali successione', which must be the 'original succession'as opposed to later
ones. Cf. for this meaning of principalis Tertullian, De praesu. 32, r-3, For the
significance of EroEop) in the pre-Nicene period, see above, p. 8S f.

8 It is fortunate that we are able to some extent to check the meaning of. prin-
cipalitas as used here by the fact that in the case of three other passages in which it
occurs we still possess the Greek original text. These te Adoqsus hau. r,26, t bis
and,ibi.d., r,3rr r. In the first it is used to render i{ouoi,as in a phrase describing
the 'Demiurge', in the second to translate aifiewios, signifying the 'self-moved
source' (there seems no compelling reason to translate oiilewta here as 'absolute
Power'), and in the third, where it again corresponds to oi$ewio, the meaning of
which is the same as before. The fact, however, that the Greek term is used to
describe Gnostic ideas renders its exact sense somewhat obscure. In 4, 38, 3 it
occurs in the phrase 'principalitatem habet in omnibus Deus' as a translation of
'npateiec iv r6ocv d @eds', where its sense appears to be one of 'priority'.

Other instances of the word, where the Greek original is lacking,arcibid., r,3o, 8 ;
3, r r, 8 ; 3, ra, S i 4, 34, 6 i +, 35, z bis ; 4, 36, r i S, 14, r.z. In all of these the mean-
ing is akin to 'source'or'origin'.

The use of the cognate adjective pincipalis and of its adverb pincipali.ter sewe
to confirm this interpretation. Cf.ibid.,3, rr,8 Dls; 4,26,2i 4,35,2i 5, t+,2;
S,2rr 2 i 5,27, z. For use of principalitas elsewhere in a similar sense, cf. Tertulliar4
De praescript. 3r; Dc anirna, 13; and for principalis, principehtr, Cyprian, Ep.

59, r4l Jerome, Ep. tz4, 4. C,S,E,L. vol. lvi, p. r16.
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principa.litashad acquired its later authoritarian sense. On this show-

ing it would seem that Harvey's suggestion Erd. riz ilo;$opardpav

dpX4, for the Greek original ought to be regarded as highly probable.t

It is impossible to pursue here the many other fascinating problems

raised by this elusive passage.2 Instead, in the light of the conclusions
1 Irenaeus, Ado. haer. ed. Harvey, 'W. 'W.. 1857, vol. ii, P. 9, note, where he

mentions 'Er.,i rriv 2{aipercv rparciov' of Salmasius, 'Erd rlv i.rcavat/pav d"pytiv' of
Grabe and 'Ed. rlv txavarlpav d.pyadrqro' of Stieren. Cf.ibid.'P,279, n.5, where

Harvey indicates 6w$op6rcpoc as a probable original of 'differentes', the sense of
which appears to be similar to that of 'potiorem' in this passage.

, Among these is, first, the question of the true antecedent of in qua'. Is it
'Ad hanc . . . ecclesiam', that is, the church of Rome ? or is it 'omnem ecclesiam'?

The question is of some importance, as the answer appears to affect the precise

nuanci of 'necesse est'. Yet even if it may be argued that a relative clause more
naturally qualifies the noun which immediately precedes it, i.e. 'omnem ecclesiam',
there is no really insuperable objection to taking it as qualifying'hanc ecclesiam'.

In any case, if it be referred to 'omnem ecclesiam', it would merely serve to supply
an additional and not very convincing reason for the'necessity'of 'having recourse

to'or'agreeing with' (we will not prejudge the sense of 'necesse est convenire [ad]'
at this stage), namely that the authentic tradition in the church of Rome has always

been preserved, not by the succession of bishops nor even by the local faithful,
but'by those who are from everywhere', by which must be meant presumably either
passing visitors or at best those who have settled in Rome comparatively late in life.
i,{o aoutt it may be said that these visitors or immigrants brought with them the
traditions of their own churches, and thus ensured that the local tradition of the
church of Rome was kept up to the mark. But it is not difficult to see that such a
line of thought makes utter nonsense of the whole argument and is in any case

completely at variance with the thought underlying 'potiorem principalitatem'.
It w;uld seem therefore that Harvey is less h"ppy in his suggestion that dv f, if it
be the correct original of in gua', must relate to 'omnem ecclesiam'. His alternative
suggestion of f, 'inasmuch as', is preferable. Secondlyr w€ take 'undique'in its late

Laiin sense as equivalent to 'ubique'. Cf. Lewis and Short, s.v. undique, lI, r.
Yet even so it is difficult to believe that lrenaeus' translator could have written:
'Every church, that is, the faithful who are everywhere, in which a tradition im-
parted by the Apostles has always been preserved by those who are everywhere'.
bearing in mind the frequency with which Irenaeus stresses his conviction that
the successors of the Apostles are the guardians of tradition (e.g.ibid.,3, 3, r-3), it
seems impossible that he could have said simply of ravtayoi eioi'u. Hence we

may find 
-some justification for the emendation 'qui praesunt undique' and explain

the reading 'qui sunt undique' by assimilation to the preceding line. If adopted, it
gives the virysuitable rendering'Those who preside in each place', i.e. the bishops

in each local church.
We are now in a better position to consider the next of the chief cruces of the

passage, namely 'necesse est convenire [ad]'. First of all, is the 'necessity' here
-mentioned 

moral or logical? And whichever it be, does 'convenire ad'mean'have
recourse to' or 'resort to'; and not rather 'agtee with'? Admittedly if 'potentiorem
principalitatem'is in fact the correct reading and is to be rendered 'more powerful
-authoiity', 

the'necessity'would appear to be a moral one. But the fact that we have

rejected tlis reading, :rnd preferred 'potiorem principalitatem' in the sense of
'superior origin' renders the possibility tbat it is logical rather than moral still open.

N& we havi only to ask how the argument that'every church . . . in which a

tradition imparted by the Apostles has always been preserved by those who preside
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already reached, we may summarize what appears to be the author's
argument.

Irenaeus states that the task of retailing all the 'successions-series'
of all the churches would be impossible.l He therefore proposes to
give a typical example, the 'successions-series' of the church of Rome
and by this means he believes it possible to prove that the present-
day faith of that church represents the whole and not merely a part
of the original body of teaching imparted by the two Apostles.

Yet, he adds, to reproduce the 'successions-series' of all the
churches would in any case be rather a waste of time, because, with
the 'successions-series' of the church of Rome before us we have
sufficient proof. For if by the production of this 'series' we can prove

in each place' is moraUy bound to 'have recourse' to or 'agree with' the church of
Rome really contributes to frenaeus' case to see that it is quite irrelevant. For
on his showing the authentic tradition already exists in every local church in virtue
of the 'series of successions', to which he has referred in the previous chapter
(i.bid.,3, 3, r).

We have still to decide how 'convenire ad' ought to be rendered. It should be
carefully noted that if the translator wished to express the idea of 'having recourse
to'as in ibid,,3,4, r, he used'recurrere [in]'. On the other hand, in his rendering
of z Cor. vr, 15, we observe that ]€rome does not hesitate to write 'quae conventio
Christi ad Belial'? We cannot therefore reject this iense, as has sometimes been
done, on the ground that it is impossible as Latinity. As a rendering of ciap"Bolvew

zrpds it would be quite natural. Only some further points of lesser importance need
mention. It should be remarked that some commentators and translators appear
to have failed to appreciate that 'annuntiatam hominibus fidem' is an allusion
to Rom. r, 8, 'i nf,orr,s ip6v xaroyydtr)eros dv 6\qt rQ x6op,qt) Besides this, the
phrase 'praeterquam oportet, colligunt' has occasioned some difficulty. With it we
may comparc ibid,, 4, 26, z, 'reliquos, qui absistunt a principali successione et
quocumque loco colligunt, suspectos habere'. If the meaning in this later passqge
is 'derive conclusions' it might be thought that such a sense would have demanded
'e quocumque loco'. Yet there is support for this usage without the preposition in
Quintilian, Inst. z, ?ot S, et freq. i.Ud. Qn the other hand, to take 'colligunt' as
intransitive, so as to mean 'form themselves intoillicit assemblies' (forwhich Harvey,
ad loc. proposes the Greek nop' 6 6ei ouvdyouow), appears harsh here, and in
fril., 3,3, z, irrelevant to the argument. Finally, it may be mentioned that the
Clermont and Vossian MSS. read 'Paulo et Petro', which in view of the later
tendency to prefer St. Peter may represent the original order. Cf. e.g. Eusebius
H.8.3, z. ed. cit. p. r88.

r It is perhaps improper though not irrelevant to suggest that Irenaeus had not
found it easy to trace any very complete 'successions-series', except in the case

of the church of Rome. Eusebius, who deliberately set out at a later date to
collect 'succession-lists' as material for his History, admits that he was unable to
ascertain any reliable dates for those whom he supposed to be the early bishops
of Antioch and Jerusalem, while in the case of his own see, Caesarea in Palestine,
he could not trace back the succession further than Theophilus, who was himself
a contemporary of frenaeus. Hence our author may have found in his argument
regarding the 'potior principalitas' of the church of Rome a convenient way out of'
the difficulty.
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the identity of the parad,osis of the Apostles with surrent Roman

doctrine (i.e. refute the contention of the Gnostics that what is now

taught is not all that was originally imparted), the same proof will
show that in other churches the apostohc paradosis is identical with
that which the bishops (adopting the simple emendation praesanf for
sunt) still preserve. For it is quite unthinkable that the Apostles could

have imparted anything to the other churches which was not con-

veyed to the church of Rome, especially in view of the fact that the

latter had SS. Peter and Paul for its original teachers.

Apart from many other respects in which this passage has been

misunderstood, it has not usually been noticed that Irenaeus'intention
is to prove, not, as we might supPose, that the current teaching of
the Church did not exceed the parado$s of the Apostles, but the

precise converse of this, namely that the scope of the original
paradosis was exactly coextensive with the doctrine of the Church in
his time, and was not 'plus a little something' of which the Gnostics

presumptuously claimed a monopoly.
If this interpretation be allowed, we need not delay to consider

whether or not comtmire ad means 'resort to' or 'agree with',r nor

speculate about the limits of the principalita.r here assigned to the

Ro-"t see. If we are to be faithful to the author's meaning, we shall

find here no more than explicit'recognition of the Roman see as

'a norm in questions of faith'.z

w
It may, however, be said, 'I admit you have shown some reason to

believe that a bishop such as Irenaeus, in whom it may be said with
justice that the streams of eastern and western traditional thought to

some extent coalesce, unhesitatingty recognized the "normality" of
the Roman see in the sphere of doctrine, and that he associated this

characteristic with the fact of its origin from the primates of the

apostolic band, SS. Peter and Paul, whose eminence was a guarantee

ol the integrity of its pmadosi* But can the same be said as to his

attitude towards a claim by that see to exercise jurisdiction over other

churches? Does not his generally acknowledged rebuke of Pope

Victor I give a direct negative to the possibility that any such claim

on the part of the Roman see in his time could be justified in virtue
1 The question is examined on p. rr4' n.
2 Cf. Dix, G., in Landate, vol. xvi, 1938, p. z4o'

SEE BEF'ORE
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af. a supposed legacy from a privilege of arbitration assigned to
St. Peter ?'

In 4nswering these questions fairly it will be useful in the first
place to have before us the traditional account of Pope Victor's
action. The sources for it are to be found in the documents quoted by
Eusebius and in the interpretation put upon them by him in his
record of a controversy on the subject of Paschal observance which
took place in the concluding years of the second century.z It has been
inferred from these that about this time information had been
received in Rome that somedissension existed in Asiaon this question,
whereupon Pope Victor recommended the holding of synods in
different places to discuss the matter. As a result, with one exception,
it was agreed that Easter should be kept on the Lord's day (i.e.
Sunday), and that on this day the Paschal fast should come to an end.
The exception was the synod of the proconsular province of Asia,
held under the presidency of Polycrates of Ephesus, which duly re-
ported its decision to Pope Victor. It was to the effect that as the
churches of that province had always been accustomed to obsenre the
fourteenth day of the Paschal month (it was of course for this reason
that they were known later to their opponents as Quartodecimans),
they proposed to continue this custgm.2 Yet as soon as Victor knew
of this decision, he at once withdrew his communion from the re-
calcitrants and informed other churches of the action which he had
taken.

In some quarters, of which frenaeus is thought to be typical, the
news was received, according to the accepted view, with considerable
dismay and even resentment; in fact Irenaeus appears to have
believed it to be his duty to utter an open protest.s In the end, it is
thought, the Pope either withdrew his excommunication in the face
of such serious opposition, or else refrained from giving it final effect.
In either case it would seem that Quartodecimanism gradually dis-
appeared and was extinct even in Asia at the time of the Nicene
council.a

Considerable importance has been attached to the affaft of Pope
Victor I by historians, not less by those who assign a primitive origin

r Eusebius, H.E. Srz3 f. ed. Schwartz, E., vol. ii, pt. r, p. 488 fi.
2 Cit. ap. eund. ibid., S,24, t-8.
8 Cit. ap. eund. ibid., S, 24, tz-r7.
a Ps.-Tertullian, Ado, omn. haer.8. C.S,E.L. vol. xxxvii, p. zz5.
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to the Roman primacy than by those who deny it.t That it should be
capable of a diametrically opposed use as a controversial weapon
is at least surprising, and might in itself suggest that in some way the
evidence had been misunderstood. Yet in spite of this obvious objec-
tion, the traditional view of the afrair, which is demonstrably
dependent on the trustworthiness of Eusebius, has gone on being
repeated, till it has become part of the stock-in-trade of ecclesiastical
historians.

Now we have only to glance at the material supplied by Eusebius
to see that it is not by *y means easy to make it form a strictly
coherent story. For while the historian's own words and the extract
quoted by him from the letter of Polycrates refer explicitly to the
local churches of Asia and to their Quartodeciman convictions,z
neither of the two citations from frenaeus appears to have anything
directly to do with Asia; in fact, the latter one seems to describe
exclusively the attitude of the Roman church towards the practice
of residents or visitors of provincial origin,s the only reference to
Asia occurring in his description of the relations between polycarp
of Smyrna and Pope Anicetus. It is not less remarkable that in the
previous extract Polycrates neyer once refers explicitly to Pope
Victor or to the Roman see. The more carefully we look then at these
documents, the more doubtful we feel that Polycrates and Irenaeus
are really talking about the same thing. fn fact, it is only possible to
produce coherence by making certain assumptions which our existing
texts may permit, but do not necessarily demand. It is usually sup-
posed, for example, that when Irenaeus writes of 'observants' and
'non-obseryants' he refers to the Quartodecimans andtheir opponents.
But his actual text does not mention Quartodecimanism. Hence it is
perfectly possible that he is referring either to the observance or non-
observance of the Paschal fast mentioned in the previous extract, or
even to the celebration or non-celebration of the Paschal feast itself,
and is therefore not really discussing Quartodeciman custom at all.

t E.g. by Batifiol, P., L'6glise naissante, p. 74ff. and by Scott, S. H., Eastern
Churches and the Papacy, p. +8. See also aurhors quoted in Turmel, !., Histoire du
dogme de la Papaut6, p.74fr.

2 Eus. ibid., 24, r, z-9.

- 
3 Irenaeus, cit. ap. Eus. op. cit., S, 24, 14 f . 'tots drd x6v zropor.xtitv . . . IId\uxd.pzrov

'ht}qprioovros dv rff 'Pdpn.' Notice also that in c. e5 Eusebius includes a synodical
letter of the province of Caesarea in Palestine, which mentions only that it is the
custom of that province to observe Easter on the Alexandrine date, and hence is
but loosely connected with what pr6cedes.

9
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Wittrout, however, examining these and many other problems raised

by this highly perplexing passage at this point, we may briefly sketch
the lines along which something like a satisfactory solution can be
reached.

First of all, it must be appreciated that of all the controversies
which had previously disturbed the peace of the Church, Paschal
disputes were among those which would inevitably be of very real
interest to a person in Eusebius' position. The plain reason for this
lies in the fact that it was one of the chief items in the ecclesiastical
policy of his imperial patron and hero, Constantine f,l to bring about
common acceptance of an agreed method of reckoning the Paschal

date. For this reason we should not be greatly surprised to learn
(though he does not tell us so himself) that Eusebius had ransacked
the libraries at Caesarea and Jerusalem in order to trace any source
which might support the imperial project'ultimately carried out by
synodical resolution at Nicaea. This, as we shall see, amounted to a
general agreement to abandon the method of keeping Easter accord-
ing to the dates fixed by Jewish calculation, and to adopt that which
was then being followed by the churches of Rome, Africa, Egypt,
and elsewhere.z Eusebius, like his master, was no doubt supremely
anxious to promote uniformity (though probably from totally
different motives), and it was therefore distinctly gerrnane to his
purpose to assemble any evidence. which in the remotest possible
way might senre to show that Paschal questions had been previously
settled by the same method as at Nicaea, namely by a majority vote,
and that uniformity had not been imposed by the fiat of. a single
bishop, whether it was Victor of Rome or Alexander of Alexandria.

Now any careful reader of his History knows well enough that
Eusebius is not particularly discriminating in his use of sources,
that he is just as liable to include side by side two contradictory
authorities without attempting a synthesis, as frankly to misunder-
stand those whom he quotes.s Hence we cannot exclude the possibility
that in this case he may have mistaken what was in fact a purely
domestic dissension within the Roman church for a controversy of
almost oecumenical magnitude, and thus succeeded in giving a

1 Cf. Eusebius, Vita Const,3, r8. ed. Schwar!z,E.,vol. i, p. 85.
2 Id., ibid., 3, ,9.
8 See.McGiffert. A. C.,'Church History of Eusebius'in N.P-N. Fathers, vol. i,

p. 50 f., r89o. Bright, Eusebius, H.E.,Introd. pp. xlvi fr, 1872,
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quite misleading impression about the character of the affafu which
he purports to describe. In other words, it is conceivable that he has
been guilty in this case of making the very blunder which so con-
stantly mars the work of the historian, namely of reading into the
past the concepts and practice of his own time.l

After studying his authorities afresh, is it possible to derive from
them a coherent view of the situation, as they, rather than their
sponsor, actually present it ? Taking first the extract from Polycrates,
we notice that the writer's principal contention is that, as the
Quartodeciman custom, still observed and upheld in Asia, forms part
of the apostolic paradosis,on this ground it can in nocircumstances be
abandoned. On the other hand, the former of the two passages
quoted on the authority of Irenaeus, as we have already pointed out,
does not in itself explicitly mention the Paschal feast (unless 'the
day' referred to in the opening sentence be taken as an allusion to it);
instead, the author contents himself with saylng that, in regard to
diversities in individual practice regarding the feast, the church of
Lyons had achieved a modus tsiztendi by simply allowing each of the
faithful to follow his own private custom, and concludes somewhat
paradoxically by calling attention to the value of diversity as supply-
ing bvidence of a common faith.2 Finally, the latter Irenaean passage
is almost entirely concerned to demonstrate the fact that up to a

certain recent point in time, a policy of toleration in regard to
Paschal diversity had been consistently pursued by the Roman see.3

The whole subject bristles with obscurities, but these need not
daunt us in attempting some sort of cgnjectural reconstruction, on
the lines suggested by a recent Russian scholar.a It may be supposed
in the first place that at some date, probably in the earlier half of the
second centuryr the Roman church had adopted the practice of com-
memorating the closing events of our Lord's earthly life on the first
day of the week nearest to the day of the Jewish passover,d and we

I On the difference between the Paschal controversies of the second and the fourth
centuries, see Duchesne, L., 'La question de la P6que' in Ranue des questions
historiques, vo[. xxviii, r88o, p. 5-zz.

2 Cit. ap. Eus. F/..8. S,24, rzf.
E Cit. ap. Eus. H.E. ibid., 14 f .
a Zernov, l{., 'Eusebius and the Paschal Controversy', in C.Q.R., vol. cxvi,

April, 1933, p. e8 ff.
5 Duchesne, oP. cit., p. 7, holds that the change had already taken place by the

trme of Xystus I (a.o. rr5-r25?). But it is not easy to be confident that this is
Irenaeus'real meaning in the passage already mentioned.
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may conjecture that it was the adoption of this custom which gave

rise to an association of that day with a yearly commemoration of

the Resurrection. On the other hand, those who came from the East,

particularlyr zls we may suppose, from Asia proconsulare's, either as

temporary or permanint iesidents in the capital, quite naturally

retained their own custom, to which everything apPears to point as

being original, of observing the fourteenth d"y of the Paschal

month.r As a result a considerable degree of local diversity arose. For

some time, however, it appears to have passed unnoticed, though we

may perhaps infer from Irenaeus that Pope Soter made some

auemit to impose uniformity. The crisis came after the election of

the Airican2 Victor I to the papal thronen who being characteristically

Latin in outlook aimed at securing a greater measure of local dis-

cipline. A tense situation developed in which it is even possible that

" "h"rg" 
of Judaising was preferred against the Asians, and the dis-

pute fiially 
"u*. 

to a headat a Roman synod at which a sentence of
-"""o**rnication 

was passed against the dissenters.e This decision,

as a matter of general interest, was eventually communicated to other

churches, with the usual request for assent, which seems to have been'

freely given, if we follow Eusebius, by all except those of the province

1 It is clear that later writers treated the Quartodecimans as a species of-Judaiser.

See Hippolytus, Elenchos (Phitosophumena),8,..r8, r' ed' Wendland, P" 1916;
ps. Teri. Ado, omn. haq. {. C.S,E.L. vol. xxxvii t p. 225. For later evidence as to

Quartodeciman survivals, see Epiphanius, Panar.5o, G.C.^S. ed. Holl, K., vol. ii,
p.z+4ff. and Socrates, H.8.6, rr;6, t9i7,29'- z iiber Pontifi.calis, ed. Duchesne, L., vol. i, p. r37.

s The only ihrasewhich appears to tell against this interpretation is c.24, rr,
."i, ni dno*6io, dtras drrtrr,oils', where Eusebius appears to be summarizing the

"urti"i 
part of lrenaeus' letier. Our view as to whether the historian fairly repre'

sented iris authority must depend on our general opinion lbout his trustworthiness'

On this question, see abovi and Lightfoot, Art. Eusebius of ,Caesmea in D.C'B'

"oi. 
ii, p. Zz6. Tire view that Victor after all only'thr-eatened' to excommunicate

the esian thristians appears to be untenable in the face of Eus. f/.^O. 5, 24, 9,

{r,pA-t tffs'Aotos ni"a,i'dpo ,o?s 6prdpors dxx\qotocs.r&s 
"'apowtos 

dttot€pveov,6s dv

&epo6o{oioas, rfiS *orr$, Evcioea-E retpd,'1t, rcai orrl\5,ier ye 8cd ypo1.t1.td'rav,-d'tcoL<oulFous

,,i*os-d"p6r7r'riis E*rior- d,votolpritr'al dDdl{ous. -The use of 'onl\0rc$ec', alt' almost

technical term for the action prescribing a condemned person or group of persons,

shows this clearly 
""""gh. 

The fact that Eusebius uses 'relp6'roc' meansthat in

his view the sanction 
"*u, not adopted by the Church as a whole' That he

exaggerated the scope of Victor's proscriptiorlcan be seen from his inclusion in the

U"riifre whole 'at"" (u. it appears) of Asia Minor, in spite of the fact that just

;;;;" t" hua .tut"d tirut ttre only supporters of the Quartodeciman practice were

the churches of the proconsulat ptooit"" (see ibid., 5, 24,.r). The-only.possible

""pport 
for the vie# just mentioied is in'rois rcarot\looopdvos' ($ 7), -which 

need

*""r, no more than'imazed'. Cf. Liddell and Scott, s.?. esp. on the Middle voice'
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of Asia. These strongly protested in favour of the Quartodeciman
custom. Objection also was made by the church of Lyons, which
urged that the former policy of toleration should be continued.l
There is no trace of a protest against Victor's action on grounds of
principle. No one suggested that he had not the right to act as he had
done. The sole point at issue is whetlrer in fact the Roman custom
can be upheld as authentically'apostolic'. And on this question the
synod of Ephesus appears to have been in a minority of one. It would
seem therefore that the affair has no bearing whatever on the problem
of a papal primacy of jurisdiction. Victor and his synod simply
excommunicate a group of their own members. The rest of the church
is only indirectly affected.

On this interpretation it is evident that the traditional account is

seriously misleading. In fact, the more closely it is examined, the more

evident its defects qua history become, the most obvious being the
superimposition of the later'oecumenical' conception of ecclesiastical

discipline on an outlook which at this time remained demonstrably

'parochial'. In Eusebius' lifetime the Church, now one of the
religiones licitae of the Empire, was beginning to be oecumenically
minded, but to suppose that it had already begun to be such at the
end of the second century, is to run counter to all our existing
evidence and to render the history of the third century quite unintel-
ligible. We are not then to suppose that Quartodecimanism provides

an early example of a challenge to papal authority. If anything is

challenged, it is the right of the Roman church to manage its own
1 Cit. ap. Eus. I/..8. St 24, tz-r7, Irenaeus cites as an example, in addition to

those already mentioned, the charitable behaviour of Pope Anicetus and Polycarp
of Smyrna towards one another, in spite of disagreement on Paschal observance.
He does not, however, make it clear what was the precise point in dispute. About
this three principal views have been held: (r) it was a question whether or not
any Paschal feast should be kept at all, Anicetus being opposed to such celebration

Qi1 n1pdv $ r7) and Polycarp in its favour Qqptir'l, a view which makes it difficult
to accOUnt fOt 'ouni1etev', a term not naturally used Of 'non-obseryance': (Z) it
was a question whether the festival should be preceded by a fast-so Polycarp-
or by 'nor-ro Anlcetus-to which the objlction already mentioned equally
applies, though it seems to be supported by the earlier extract from frenaeus
(S rz f.) : (l) rt was a question whether the t'estival should be kept on the 'fourteenth
day'(of the month Nisan)-so Polycarp<r on the Sunday following-so Anicetus

-the chief objection to which is the absence of any mention in this extract of the
'fourteenth day', though we may reasonably infer from Polycrates'letter ($ 4) that
this was Polycarp's practice. On the whole (3) seems the least unsatisfactory, but cf.
for a full examination of the problem, Schmidt, C., in Gegtrdchejesz, Exk, III,
'Die Passahfeier in der kleinasiatistischen Kirche', in Texte u. Unters., vol. xlii,
pp. s77-725, r9r9.
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affairs. The alarm of Irenaeus, if indeed his letters are tightly
associated with this affair, seems to be due not so much to his belief
that an act of 'papal aggression' had been committed, as to a fear
lest by precipitate and too rigid discipline over its own members the
Roman church might suppress a part of the apostolic paradosis,

In concluding this section it is desirable to pay some attention to
the secular background of the events taking place in the life story
of the Roman see. Hitherto we have made little mention of the con-
temporary Roman State or of its system of government. This is

largely due to the apparent absence of contact between Church and

State except in a somewhat incidental fashion during the years already
reviewed. The State was certainly aware of the existence of Chris-
tianity, as is shown by Pliny's correspondence with the Emperor
Trajan,l but no occasion had arisen to bring the two into violent
conflict. At least half a century more was to elapse before the latent
contradiction between the monotheism of Christianity and the
official polytheistic theanthropism of the State became impossible of
concealment. Henceforth, till the reign of Galerius, the relation
between the two is essentially one of more or less active hostility.

The reign of the Emperor Septimius Severus, whose declining
melancholy was used by Gibbon to illustrate his dictum that'the
possession of a throne could never yet afford a lasting satisfaction to
an ambitious mind',2 has been regarded by secular historians as the
opening of a new epoch in the annals of the Roman State. There are,

moreover, good reasons for believing that it coincided with the earlier
stages of a certain change of ethos within the Roman church, and it
is perhaps not without significance that the elevation of a soldier of
north-African origin to the principate almost synchronized with the
election of a north-African, Victor I, to the pontificate.s Thus in the
last decade of the second century the respective successors of
Augustus and St. Peter were alike Latin in culture and African by
birth. If the rule of Severus gave impetus to a reaction of the native
Latin spirit within the western Roman commonwealth against those

Greek and oriental ideas, which had been so evidently predominant
in the West during the latter half of the second century, the episcopate
of Victor marks unmistakably the beginning of a rapid process of
latinizztion of the western Church, in which hitherto, as the names

' Epp.96 and 97. 2 Ed. cit,, vol. i, p. r38 (tgzg).
3 Liber Ponfficalis, ed. Duchesne, L., vol. i, p, r37.
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of his predecessors in the episcopal office sufficiently illustrate,
Greek or at least non-Latin influence had been very considerable.

Victor was almost certainly the first occupant of the Roman see,

who was able to trace the origin of his family from pure Latin stock,
since he was probably a descendant of the legionary-colonists, who,
domiciled on the site of ancient Carthage, had made the Coloniafulia
a centre of Latin thought and culture, more authentically Roman
because less exposed to the allurements of a decadent Hellenism and

the insidious propaganda of an aggressive Orientalism than the
imperial capital itself.

As a promoter of greater cohesion, particularly on the question of
liturgical observance, but strictly (as we have argued) within the
limits of the local Roman church,l we have already watched him at
work, and have remarked the stern sanctions with which this clear-
sighted provincial, true Latin as he was, inheriting to the full the
disciplinary training of his forefathers, attempted to secure a measure

of local uniformity, even if it meant reversing the tolerant and perhaps

hesitant policy of his predecessors. We may surmise that he brought
with him to Rome one of the earliest copies of the first Latin version
of Holy Scripture,z and it is scarcely fanciful to conjecture that now
for the first time Roman Christians assisted with amazement and
perhaps with some feelings of pride at the public celebration in the
idiom of their forebears of the most solemn mysteries of their
faith.s

With the pontificate of Victor I the second century comes to an

end. We have seen that though Christianity had already reached

Rome before the actual arrival of SS. Peter and Paul, the tradition
which associates the work and martyrdom of both Apostles, and par-
ticularly of St. Peter, with the capital is well-founded. We have

traced the development of the Roman episcopate from a primitive
stage in which it seems to have existed in plurality, to the later one of
monepiscopacy. We have considered the significance of the evidence

I See above, p. reo f.
2 It is possible that previous to Victor's pontificate the only Latin version of

Scripture current in Rome was the expurgated New Testament produced by
Marcion. See Harnack, A., in Texte d. Untus., vol. xlv, r9"r' pp. 47-54. An early
African version was certainly known to Victor's contemporary Tertullian.

s Greek was still in use in the West as a liturgical language in Tertullian's time;
see his De spectantlis, zS. The persistence of Greek culture in the church of Rome
appearc to be indicated by the use of Greek characters in the inscriptions on papal
tombs so late as the pontificate of Eutychian (f483).
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to be found in second-century literature on the question of the
relation of other churches and non-Roman Christians to the Roman
see throughout the period. Briefly summarized, it can be described as
the recognition of that see as in some sense the 'norm' of the whole of
existing Christendom. It may be viewed as a 'primacy of normality',
particularly it the sphere of doctrine. Testimony is yet to seek for a
Roman self-consciousness of this primacy. It is this evidence which
the third century begins to supply.

V
Victor's successorrZephyfinus, may have been unfairlytreated by

Hippolytus, yet it is unlikely that he possessed either the initiative or
the inclination to follow in the path already marked out by the
his African predecessor. This was left to the possibly unscrupulous,
though certainly successful, Callistus I. Apart from the importance
of his work as an administrator, the career of this pontifical mounte-
bank, even as recounted by his highly unsympathetic biographer,
reflects some valuable light on the internal condition of the Roman
church at the beginning of the third century.r His story, so full of
undeniably human interest, bears retelling in brief.

Convicted by his master Carpophorus of misappropriation of funds
and by the praefectus whi of disturbing the privileged Jews, Callistus
became the unwilling companion of a group of Christians deported
some time previously to the Sardinian mines. Here he remained for
some five years or so until happily rescued under cover of an indul-
gence obtained by Marcia, the Christian-minded concubine of the
emperor Commodus. Thus unexpectedly and perhaps undeservingly
awarded not only remission of punishment but freedom from his
legal owner, the fortunate Callistus presented himself before Victor,
who is portrayed as finding himself somewhat embarrassed by this
surprising turn of events. The election of Zephyrinus,z however,
proved something of a godsend and the miscreant slave, who, if
we are to believe Hippolytus, had been fortunate to escape with his

1 The storyis told not without evident relish and probably with some embroidery
in Hippolytus, Elmchos (Philosophumma), 9, rz, r-4. Ed. Wendland, P., G.C.,S.
1916, p. 246 tr.

s Hippolytus is our sole authority for the character of Zephwinus, against whom
he prefers charges of venality as well as of incompetence. See ibid., 9,7 t z; 9, r r, r.
ed. cit., pp. z4o, z4S.
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life, suddenly appeared in the influential role of archdeacon and
custodian of 'the cemetery'.I Precedent for treating the holder of the
former office as preferentially 'papabilis', already existing in the case

of Eleutherus,z and one to be followed with striking frequency down
the ages of papal history, readily suggested him as the most promising
candidate for the vacancy which presently occurred, and so, in,the
acid invective of his opponent, 'he supposed himself to have got
what he was hunting for'.3

It is tempting to pause for a moment to inquire how far Hip-
polytus' character sketch of this remarkable personality is worthy
of credence, especially when we remember that he had every reason
for wishing to give his readers the worst possible impression. Dis-
appointed and embittered men rarely make good biographers, par-
ticularly of their successful rivals, yet even if we make every allowance
for exaggeration and parti pris, we must appreciate that it would
hardly have been good policy on the part of the writer to reproduce
nothing better than malicious slander. Deliberate misrepresentation
must have evoked a rejoinder of,which some trace, if it had ever
existed, would surely have been preserved. Can we say none was
made, because none was possible? Nevertheless, the fact that Hip-
polytus could bring himself to write, as he did, reflects an unfavour-
able light on the state of his own mind, and contrary to his intention
only serves to evoke some feeling of sympathy towards the victim of
his unqualified abuse. Perhaps we ought to be ready to allorv some

soundness of judgment even in the 'venal' Zephyrinus, who saw in
Callistus a person fit to be entrusted with a position of financial
and administrative responsibility. Purely selfish avarice is not often
found in combination with a total disregard for the welfare of
those concerns in which personal as well as corporate interests are
involved.a

Before describing the situation prevailing in the Roman church on
Zephyrinus' decease, we may notice a few points of historical value
in the Callistus saga. In the first place, the small but relatively im-
portant part played by the lady Marcia not only illustrates a certain
sympathy detectable in high Roman, particularly feminine, society

1 Hippolpus, Elenchos (Philosoplrumena), 9, 12, 14. ed. cit., p. 248.
z Hegesippus, ap. Eus. I/..8. 4,22,3.
8 Hippolytus, ibicl., 9t t?t 5. It should be noticed that he avoids giving the title

&rioxotros to Callistus
I For a different view, see Prestige, Fathers and Hqetics, p.4o ft.
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towards Christianity,l such as we have already noticed as existing in
the same circles towards fudaism more than a century earlier,2 but
is suggestive of the role which before long a 'converted' imperial
court would assume for itself in ecclesiastical affairs, and of the not
altogether healthy influence soon to be felt, particularly among the
clergy, of powerful and richly dowered ladies of fashion.s Secondly,
in contrast to the conscientious and stern administration of the Stoic
Emperor Aurelius we may gather that the reign of the athletic
Commodus involved something of a reaction in favour of toleration,4
if not indulgence, of Christianity, 

^ 
policy which it is unlik.ely that

one so generous and humane as his successor Pertinax did anything
to reverse.6 If, however, in his later years Septimius Severus in the
supposed interests of social welfare issued an edict prohibiting con-
versions to Judaism and Christianity alike,0 it is probable that the
effect of its operation scarcelytouched the capitalitself ; in any case,

he is said to have shown consideration to Christians among the
official classes.

We may conjecture that it was under cover of a law issued by
Severus confirming the privileges of the collegia tenuiorurn or funerary
guildsz that the possession of property by the church first began to
acquire a semblance of legality, though as Duchdsne has pointed out,8

the known aversion of the official church for the collegia and all their
workse makes it highly improbable that any formal step was taken on
the part of the ecclesiastical authorities to obtain recognition of such

a collegium.,l0 even if it had been possible. In'any case, we know that
1 Hippolytus, Elenchos (Philosophumma), g, z, to. ed. cit., p.247. 'Mapxlo . . .

ofioa $r\60eos rrollor{ Koy,66ou', Hippolpus himself dedicated his 'zrepi d.vaord.oeia,s'

to the Empress Mamaea. Cf. Hipp. Op. ed,. cit., vol. i, pp. zgt-4.
' E.g. Papia Poppoea in the reign of Nero.
8 Cf. Coll. Avell. r, 9. C.,S..CI.L. vol. xxxv, p. 4i Ammianus Marcellinust z7t

3t 14.
a Eus. H.E. S, 2r, t. ed. cit., 484. The martyrdom of the senator Apollonius in

this reign, related ibid., z, was no doubt an exception. The fact that it was recorded
is to be attributed to Apollonius'status.

6 For his character, see Gibbon, Dechine, ed. Bury, J. 8., r9z9 vol., p. ro8 ff.
6 Spartianus, Vita Seooi, in,Scr. Hist. Atq, ed. Teubner, 1884, vol. i, p. r48.

Cf. Eus. H,8,6,3, 3, ed. cit.,p. 524.
? Marcian, Digest, 47, zzt r. See De Rossi, Roma sol/., vol. i, pp. ror-8, and

cf. Tertullian, Apol. 39.
s Histoi,re ancienne. de l'igliset, vol. i, p. f 8+ f.
e Cf. the case of Martial, bishop of Merida in Cyprian,E0.671 6. ed. Hartel,

G., C.,S..4.2. vol. iii, p.74o.
10 The collegia seldom exceeded a few dozen in membership, while the church of

Rome at this time may well have numbered close on 3orooo souls.
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early in the third century the church was already in actual possession

of a cemet"ryrr and that under the Emperor Alexander it succeeded

in obtaining an imperial rescript allowing it to retain property (pto-
bably a place of worship) which had been claimed by the guild of
refreshment-room proprietors.2 That property of this kind was now

owned by the church as a corporate body must be seen as a factor of
considerable importance in the life of the Christian community,
not least because it may well have contributed something to an

increase in the Roman bishop's influence and authorlty. For it is

plain that the fact of having under his care the church's real estate as

its principal trustee made him increasingly independent of the good

will of the richer families.s Previously it had always been possible for
the legal owners of property to secede to one or other of those

numerous sects, which perhaps to a greater extent in Rome than else-

where challenged the claim of the church to be the sole representative

of orthodox Christianity, and by taking their property with them to

leave the church, as yet possessed of nothing which it could call its

own, in a position of some embarrassment. The fact that it had now

become in some sense a tolerated owner of land, and soon after per-

haps of buildings as well, marks a definite stage in the long process

by which, after attaining State recognition, the Roman see ultimately
acquired the possession of temporal power.

We must now retrace our steps to watch the dramatic turn of
events after the death of Zephyrinus, leading ultimately to a new

I The fact that Hippolytus, ibid., 9, !2, 14, says that Zephyrinus 'roirror (sc.

Rd.AArorov) peraydryav . . . eis rd xor.ltn1rrjplov KaaloaToer', distinctly suggests that
it was the only cemetery corporately owned by the church at this time. That
there were others in private ownership is shown by the mention of Callistus'
burial, I:ibu trtont. ed. Duchesne, L., vol. i, P. t4r, as having taken place in the
cemetery of Calepodius on the Via Aureka. The cemetery later known as that of
Callistus came to be regarded as the official burial place, since it was there that all
the bishops of Rome from Antherus (236) to Miltiades (314), with the exceptions of
Marcellinus and Marcellus, were buried, though the graves of Eusebius and Gaius

lay at some distance fromtherest. Previous to Zephyrinus, who was buried near the
cemetery of Callistus (cf. de Rossi, !.8., Roma sott,, vol. ii, pp. g-47,and D.A,C.L.
vol. ii, col. 1665, n. r), the earlier bishops had been buried at the Vatican. It has

been suggested that cessation of the practice was due to alterations made in the
neighbourhood of the site. The change may also have been caused by increasing
public hostility to Christianity, and by a desire to avoid any risk of a clash with the
mob such as occurred in connexion with the burial of Callistus.

2 Vita Alexandri Seoeri,49. Hist. Aug. ed. Teubner, vol. i, p. zgo.
s The earlier Coeneterium Dornitillae is an example of a catacomb which, though

used for Christian burial since the end of the first century, had remained in private
ownership.
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schism within the Roman church. How this came about may be
briefly explained. In his early days Hippolytus, it seems, had been
present at the doctrinal lectures which frenaeus must have given
during his stay in the capital,l and later on had listened with attention
and sympathy to that great Alexandrine master Origen.z As a result,
it is not surprising to find him, after his advancement to the pres-
byterate,s taking a very definite stand in the dogmatic controversies
which distracted the Roman community at the close of the second
century. Of what nature these controversies were may be appreciated
when it is remembered that the Church had only recently succeeded
in vindicating the reasonableness of the apostolic tradition as against
the rationalism of those Hellenistic Orientalists, generally described
by the term'Gnostics'. Impelled by a very proper though dangerous
ambition to provide an exposition of the faith 'in terms of modern
thought', these purveyors of a supposedly true knowledge (yvttocs)
had devised an essentially dualistic theology and a strangely sub-
Christian doctrine of salvation. It was to meet the onslaught of their
insidious propaganda that writers like Irenaeus had been led to
emphasize, among other points of Christian doctrine, the unity of
God.a But in less skilful hanils than his such emphasis might easily
distract attention from the Christian limitations of his argument that
a rational view of the universe demands belief in a single First
Principle or Monarchia, and by stressing the singularity of God come
to imply that He was also uni-personal.6 The supreme crux naturally
arose as soon as the question as to the relation of Christ to the God-
head had to be answered. It was here that the strict upholders of the
Monarchia, the'Monarchians' as they were called, found themselves
in a dilemma. ft seemed that one had to choose, either to regard
Christ as one who had acquired the status of God, in virtue of the
adoption of the human Jesus by divine election, or else to treat the
being of the Son as no more than a temporary projection of the God-
head, analogous to the self-manifestation of the same Godhead as

1 Photius, Bihl. clc,d. nr. M.P.G. ro3, 4or f. who refers to a lost work of Hip-
polytus, Syntagma.

2 Jerome, De dr, inl. fu in Texte u. Untos., vol. xiv, pt. r, p. 35 f.
8 It is not certain whether this took place under Victor ot Zephyfinus, though the

former seems more probable.

' We are told by Eusebius, H.E. 5,20, r. ed. Schwartz, E., vol. ii, pt. i, p. 48o,
that he was the author of a polemical treatise against the Gnostic Florinus cntitled
'Ilepi p,ovapylos'.

5 See Teitullian, Ado, Praxeam, g.
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Father and Spirit under other conditions and for other purposes. The
three names might thus be regarded as descriptive merely of three

successive rnodes of being. Hippolytus sought to evade this dilemma
by following the line of thought suggested by the teaching of his

master lrenaeus and his contemporary Origen, and interpreted the
relation of the Son to the Father in terms of the Logos concept, first
found among Christian writers in the Fourth Gospel. The chief
characteristic of his teaching was that Christ as Logos became

strictly personal only with a view to creation, but in becoming so

assumed the whole character of Godhead. Thus it was only in virtue
of the Incarnation that Fatherhood and Sonship could be regarded as

permanent elements in the unity of God.l That such a Christology
would not satisfythe demands of Christian consciousness as expressed

in the apostolic tradition was evident even to Hippolytus' contem-
poraries, who, unable to appreciate the more subtle aspects of his

theory, roundly accused him of 'ditheism'.
It is possible that Hippolytus was only stating a fact when he

alleged that Zephyrinus was 'unfamiliar with the decision of the

church'.z Perhaps the Pope found little interest in the interminable
wranglings of the Roman savanfs and would have preferred to let
well alone, so long as no real danger of schism threatened. But it
seemed impossible to avoid making some pronouncement. The
'Adoptionists', following Theodotus the Younger and Artemon on

one side, and the'Modalists,' disciples of Noetus and Sabellius on the

other, were equally eager for what they could get of 'official' support.
Could Zephyrinus continue to hold aloof? We may perhaps credit the

astuteness of Callistus with the discovery of away out.3 Let the Pope

issue an official statement of doctrine, or make a public profession of
faith, which, while embodying the essential elements of apostolic

tradition, would satisfy both parties. Zephyrinus complied in the

following terms: 'I acknowledge one God Christ Jesus, and beside

Him no other as begotten and passible'. He added, perhaps on a
different occasion: 'It was not the Father who died but the Son'.4

Such a statement was undoubtedly meant to preserve the charac-

teristically Roman 'norm' or via rned:ia in doctrinal controversies. But

l The sources for Hippolytus' Christology arc Contra Noetum, ro-r5, and
Elenchos, ror 33.

'Eletuhosr g, rr, r. ed. at.rp.z45.
.ld.,ibid., z.

' Id.,ibid.,3. ed. dt.,p.246.
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nothing less than downright approval of their theory could satisfy
Hippolyttrs and his'immediate entourage, who from now on adopted
an attitude of uncompromising opposition, not only to the Monarch-
ians, but also to the 'official' party represented by the Pope and his
archdeacon.r

At the time of. Zephyrinus' death everything pointed to the pro-
bability of an open schism. For there was no doubt that Callistus
enjoyed the confidence of the majority including those who saw in
him a skilful diplomatist as well as others who, though probably
indifferent to Christological speculation, recognized a competent
man of business, and thus took proper account of a qualification
which in later times often proved decisive in settling the issue of a
papal election. What is more, some at least of the electors, recalling
the gossip of some ten years or so ago about the escapades of his early
career, may well have thought that it gave some promise of more
lenient treatment in the matter of Christian discipline. Hence the
election of Callistus was almost a foregone conclusion.

How soon Hippolytus decided on definite countermeasures we
have no means of knowing with any certainty, but the fact that the
new Pope made some attempt to conciliate the dissidents by ex-
communicating the Modalist Sabelliusz suggests that the decision
was not reached till some time after the election had taken place. It
was now Callistus' turn to issue a profession of faith. This he did in
language which, like that of. Zephyrinus, dexterously steered a middle
course between strict Monarchianism and the Logos Christology of
his intransigent adversary.s Yet it is likely that whatever he had said
would have given little satisfaction in that quarter. By some means or
other Hippolytus thereupon procured episcopal consecration,4 and

1 Hippolytus, ibid,
s Id,, iMd.r g, t2, 16-19.

2 Id,.,ibid., g, 12, r5. ed. cit,, p, 248.

a This is implied by Hippolytus himself, ibid., Proenr.. 6. ed. cit., p. 3; ibid.,
9, !2, er. ed. cit., p. z4g.He is frequently described as a bishop by eastern writers,
e.g. by the compiler of the Canons of Hippolytrzs (5th c.) in Riedel, W., Kirchen-
rechtsquellen des Patriarchats Alexandrien, rgoo, p. r93 ff., and others quoted in
Lightfoot, J., ,St. Clement, vol. ii, pp. 328, 343. The view that he held the see of
Portus, based on the Chron. Pasch. (see Lightfoot, oP. cit,, p.314), upheld by Otto-
boni in ry7t an.d once widely accepted, has now been generally abandoned in spite
of Lightfoot's gallant effort, ibid., p. 432 fr., to save it even at the expense of some
concessions. It is equally clear that he denied the title xefldttxtl ircrc)qoio to the
adherents of Callistus ,'Elutchosr gt rz,25. ed. cit., p. z5o, and insisted on describing
them as a EcDooratreiov, ibid., gt t2t zof.,?g,26. ed. cit., p. 249 fr., or even as
Ko)trr"otcs,voi, iffid., g, tz, 26,
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from now on represented himself as the true bishop of Rome and his
followers as the true church.l

Callistus, however, was not content to restrict his interest to the
field of dogmatic definition. Various problems of discipline affecting
the moral conduct of clergy and laity and the relation of Christian
marriage law to the law of the State insistently demanded attention
and were solved with marked promptitude. The first of these con-
cerned the exercise of the Church's power of absolution. During the
previous century, at Rome and possibly elsewhere, there appears to
have been a tradition that the Church had power to remit, even if
only once, the gravest offences.z Yet tqwards the end of that period
a wave of rigorism had been steadily (preading, md it now bicame
necessary to reassert the Church's competence. This was done by
Callistus in the form of a pronouncement that he was prepared after
penance to reconcile to the Church those guilty of grave sexual
offences.3 Next there was the question as to the treatment of a bishop

1 Hippolytus, ibid., 9, 12, zo f. ed. cit., 2, p. z4g.
2 Such a view must have been held by Pope Hyginus (". .S5), who according

tcj Irenaeus, Adts. haa,31 4, 3. cit. ap. Eus. H.E.4, rr, r. ed- SchwartzrE., vol. ii,
pt. r, p. 32o, repeatedly absolved Cerdon of the sin of heresy. Tertullian, De praescr.

30, 3. ed. Rauschen, G., in Flor. Patr. 19o6, p.4r, affirms that the same treatment
was given to Valentinus and Marcion. A similar standpoint, namely that sins
against faith or morals may be absolved, was defended by Dionysius of Corinth
forty years later, see Eus. .I{..E. 4, 23,6. 6d. cit., vol. ii, pt. t, p. 374. No doubt it
may be thought that Dionysius was exceptionally liberal, though he seems to imply
that the same sort of generosity was shown to'Marcionites at Rome. Further
evidence for the Roman attitude in this matter, at least so far as heresy is concerned,
may possibly be found in treatment of Montanists apparently recommended to
Pope Eleutherus (r78) by Irenaeus, cit. ap. Eus. H.8,5,3,4. ed.cit., vol. ii, pt. r,
p. 432, and even if Eusebius is somewhat ambiguous about the precise nature of the
request addressed to Eleutherus, there is no doubt that the possibility of remission
of the sin of heresy is implied. On the other hand, Tertullian, whom Kirk, K. E.,
Vision of God, r93rr p. zzz, takes to be representative of 'the general Catholic
view on reconciliation in the second century' allows penance but no remission for
murderers, adulterers, and apostates, and for 'an intermediate class of grave sins
one reconciliation after penance' (cf. De poenit. Tr g, rz). On the progress of
rigorism, see Kirk, o?. cit., p. 224 ff. It should be noted, however, that the problem
of reconciliation after apostasy did not become acute until after the persecution of
Decius. Tertullian, however, seems to imply, De pudic.5, that apostasy and murder
were still regarded as irremissible at Rome in his time. Cf. Origen, De orat. 28,8.
G.C.S. vol. ii, p.38o.

3 Hippolytus, op. cit,, g, rz, ?o. ed. cit., p.24g. The sin of heresy is particularly
mentioned. Galtier, P., L'EgIise et la rimission des pichds, 1932, p. 168 f., argues on
the basis of Hippolytus,ihid., that the real'edict of Callistus'was concerned only
with the admission of schismatics and heretics, and that, in so far as it mentioned
the possibilityof absolution, itwas not concerned with the cases of criminous bishops
and of clergy who married after ordination, nor with the legalisation of concubinate
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convicted of a capital sin. Callistus ded that such a bishop was not
to be degraded.l In addition he showed himself prepared to treat with
tolerance clergy who married twice or even three times, and also
those who had contracted such a relationship after ordination.2
Besides these problems, some answer had to be given to the question
arising from the refusal of Roman civil law to recognize the union
of a free woman and a slave or freedman as legal marriage. Callistus
decided to accord to these unions ecclesiastical recognition, thereby
insisting upon the slave's right to enjoy the common privileges of a
Christian.e

Each one of the Pope's decisions was used by Hippolytus as the
ground for a charge of laxity, lack of scruple or worse.a Yet there is

unions, since in none of these was any question of absolution at stake. But it is
difficult, irt the face of $$ zo, 24, to deny that Hippolytus seems to have seen in
Callistus' 6pos a licence to sexual indulgence, and that quite apart (rcai yd.p xat)
from his attitude towards 'concubinage'. Nor can we be certain that Tertullian,
De pudic. r, 6, represents with any degree of fairness what Callistus actually said.
It has to be remembered that our sole evidence regarding his action comes from
embittered opponents, never a reliable source for the conduct of an adversary.
Galtier, oF, cit,, p. r8z, points out that while Tertullian refrains from charging his
opponent with innovation, Hippolytus does not hesitate to do so, and regards this
as a proof that they are not referring to the same topic. Yet the possibility remains
that both were correct. The real enemy was rigorism, and it appears to have been
met by safeguarding what was traditional and by solving new problems in a spirit
at once evangelical and just. If applied tradition is innovation, innovation it must
have been, but not otherwise. .

r This question had perhaps not preriiously arisen. Probably Callistus only
allowed such treatment to those guilty of heresy or sexual sin. But Callistus'
attitude involved the recognition of an important principle, on which Stephen I
acted at a later date (see below p. r7z), namely that the effect of ordination as
imparting'character' is indelible.

2 It was generally held that r Tim. ttt, z, cf. Lev. :oil, 13 f., Ezek. xLtv, 22,
excluded 'digamous' marriages in the case of bishops. Cf. the present writer's
Life and Times of Leo the Great, r94r, p. to8, et al.

3 Callistus' decision merely accorded the same recognition as had already been
given, in spite of State law to the contrary, to marriages between freedmen and
bondwomen. See Hippolytus, Apostolic Tradition, ed. Dix, G., 1937, p. zZ f. For a
later Roman view of these marriages, see the present writer's oI,. cit,, p. 146 f. and
n. tz6.

I Hippolytus, op. cit., g, tz, rS,25. ed. cit., pp. 248, z5o, where he calls his rival
a 'cheat' (y"rls), a 'blackguard' QrovoDpyos) and a 'lawbreaker' (dvopr.os). He
evidently wished to represent that the effect of Callistus' measures was simply to
licence the three capital sins of murder ($ zS) by condoning the procuring of
abortion, adultery ($$ zo, 24, zS) and heresy ($$ zo, zr), and went so far as to hint
that the practice of allowing a second baptism had been introduced ($ a6) by the
Elchasaites with Callistus' connivance, iW., 9t t3t r, 4 fr. Finally, he charges his
opponent with simony, Com, in Ruth. ed. cit., p. rzo,l. rz, probably the earliest
example of such a charge against thc Papacy
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good reason to believe that Callistus did no more than reaffirm
traditional Roman practice, and that if there was innovation it was
rather on the side of his opponent.I In any case, the latter can scarcely
be acquitted of a very unattractive form of self-righteousness and
might even be charged with a certain lack of sincerity.

Whether or not the Elenchos (or Philosophurnena as this work of
Hippolytus was till recently more usually known) was published
during the lifetime of Callistus, it is probable that his inveterate rival
persisted till the day of the Pope's death in unrelenting opposition.
Leader of a group, which even at the first cannot have been very
numerous, and which probably tended to dwindle as the weary
schism dragged on, the anti-pope upheld with undaunted courage and
tenacity the cause of which he believed himself to be the divinely
chosen protector, the purity of the faith and discipline of the Roman
church. Nothing more is known of the pontificate of Callistus. Yet
apart from the great cemetery which still bears his name, his memory
is perpetuated in more than one Roman locality, even if allowance
must be made for the influence on topography of late and untrust-
worthy legends.2 It is equally significant of the sparseness of our
material for the early history of the Roman church that of the thirteen
years covered by the pontificates of his two successors, Urban I and
Pontian, only one certain fact has been recorded, namely the approval
accorded by the Roman synod of the sentence against origen com-
municated by Demetrius of Alexandria.s There is, however, good
reason to believe that during this period amicable relations existed
between the church and the Roman government, as represented by
the religious connoisseur Alexander Severus, and that the measure of
toleration which it had enjoyed at the hands of his predecessors was
perceptibly enlarged.a That the influence of Hippolytus at this time
had not sensibly diminished may be judged from the fact that he felt

1 See above, p. r3r ,1.2.
t We learn from the Passio Callisti that he was a victim of Alexander Severus'

secret police, which in view of the known tolerance of that Emperor's policy seems
highly improbable, though it is possible in view of his burial having taken place,
not in the episcopal vault near Zephyrinus but in the cemetery of Calepodius,
that he died in some sort of public disturbance. It has also been suggested that
the ancient place-name iuxta Callistum is to be explained by the existence in that
locality (associated with sailors with whom Libo pont ed. cit., vol. i, p. r4r,
connects Callistus' origin) of the earliest 'titular' church founded under his
auspices.

3 Jerome, 8p,33, S. C.S.E.L., vol.liv., p. 259.
r Eus. H.8.6, ?tt 3t 4. ed. cit., p. 568; 6, 28.
IO
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himself competent to address to the Empress-mother a treatise on the

Resurrection,l though with what result is not known.

A successful conspiracy led by the Thracian peasant-general

Maximin not only extinguished the reigning dynasty but led to a

reconciliation between the opposing parties in the Roman church:

More from political than religious motives the barbarian tyrant
directed a vigorous though short-lived attack on its leaders,z who may

have been among the more prominent supporters of the previous

regime. Of this attack the reigning Pope Pontian and the anti-pope

Hippolytus were the principal victims.s Condemned alike to a linger-

ing death of hard labour in the Sardinian mines, it is probable that

the two rivals became reconciled, and that the fruits of this recon-

ciliation were to be seen in Pontian's voluntary resignation of his

office,4 in which he was followed by his rival, who is said to have

urged his adherents to be reconciled with the bishop elected to fill
the vacant see.6 Since scarcely any trace is to be found of his schism

in the years after his death, it is highly probable that sorne such appeal

was actually made, and that it was not unheeded. It must therefore be

reckoned to his credit that his resistance to the 'official' church, un-
like that of both earlier and later schismatics,o at least caused no

permanent cleavage in the Roman community.T Further proof of his

final reconciliation with his opponents might be derived from an

entry appearing in the Fqiale ecclesiae romanae,s a primitive Roman

liturgical kalendar recording the dates and places of burial of

1 See above , p, t26, n. r.
2 Eus. H.E, 6,28. ed. cit., p. 582. It is unlikely that any general edict was

published. So far as we know only Rome and the province of Syria, the late

bmperor's country of origin, were affected. Probably less promine:rt Christians
were left undisturbed.

s Cat. Lib.Yita Pontiani: 'Eo tempore, Pontianus episcopus et Yppolitus pres-

byter exoles sunt deportati in Sardinia in insula nociva (?) Severo et Quintiano cons.

lzlsT'.- -{-tb;d,,'in 
eadem insula discinctus est IIII Kat. Octobr'. This date is remarkable

as being the earliest in the history of the Roman church, September 28,235, which
can be iegarded as chronologically dependable. See Caspar, oP. cit., vol. i, p. 44.

5 We owe this sidelight on Hippolytus' character to an inscription set up by

Damasus I. Damasi Epigrammata, 37. ed. Ihm., p- 42.
t E.g. Novatian, on whom see below, pp. 16o, r68'ff.
t Uiless perhaps we can find a hint of the schism's persistence in Eus. If.-E.

6, 46,5. ed. Lit., rrol. ii, pt. 2,p.628, where reference is made to the letter addressed

t" 'ttrJ 
Roman church by Dionysius of Alexandria, which the historian calls

'}arrcovtrci1 6cd,'Imto\tirou', on which see Dix, G., oP. cit., P. xxxiv and note f .

s Included in the chronographic compilation of Filocalus, ed. Mommsen, Th.
M.G,H. Auct. antiqu. vol. ix, Cltron, min. vol. i, P. 7t f ., r&gz-
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numerous local martyrs covering the whole of the third centurlr
where it is stated that, while the remains of Pontian were buried in
the papal crypt at the cemetery of Callistus, those of Hippolytus were
placed in the catacomb bearing his name on the Via Tiburtina, thus
showing that they had been brought back from his place of exile with
the official approval of the church.

Yet it must always remain one of the strangest paradoxes of history
that within a hundred years of his death the memory of Hippolytus'
real place in the life of the Roman church had been almost com-
pletely obliterated. Even Eusebius, who quoted from his works with
evident approval and appreciation, and was aware of the fact of his
bpiscopate, was evidently ignorant of the location of his see.l The
tradition that in some way he had been connected with a schismatic
movement holding rigorist views on discipline was plainly known
fotty years later to Pope Damasus I, who was responsible for an
inscription placed to his memory in the Hippolytean cemetery.2
But by describing him as an adherent of 'Novatus' (slQ, even the papal
archaeologist reveals some measure of ignorance about his actual
history. Similarly Jerome, who like his master Eusebius, supplies
us with the titles of many of Hippolytus' works, some of which he
probably cites without acknowledging his indebtedness, shows that
he knew him to be a bishop while confessedly remaining ignorant
of the see in which he presided.s The same is generally true of the
innumerable eastern writers who from the fourth to the fourteenth
century not only were aware of his existence, but frequently quoted
from his writings.+ :

All the same the admiration and respect felt for him by at least
those of his contemporaries who shared his opinions was shown by
the erection to his memory, possibly within his lifetime, of a statue
representing him as a Christian bishop teaching from his cathedra.
This memorial, which by a happy accident was rediscovered in r55r
on the Ago Vqanus near the site of his chief sanctuary, has come
down to us in a sadly mutilated conditionr ]et sufficiently well pre-
served for it to be possible to read the inscriptions on its base, which
set forth a list of some seventeen of his works and, in addition, a

' H,E. 6, zo, z. ed. cit., vol. ii, pt. z, p. 566.t Damasi Epigrammata,3T. ed. Ihm, p. +".
3 De air. inl. 6r, in Texte u. Untus., vol. xiv, pt. r, p. 35.
a Citations from these authors are conveniently collected in Lightfoot, op. cit,,

pp. 326-35o.
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description with a table of dates for the years zz2-333 of his well-
known Paschal cycle.l Yet even so the list is not exhaustive, for
besides those enumerated at least eighteen other writings are known
to have existed, including some which have come down to us in a
more or less perfect state, others of which only later versions have
survived, and yet others of which only the titles are known.z

These works by their comprehensive range and diversity of
subject-matter reveal their author at once as the father of methodical
exegesis of Holy Scripture in the West, a pioneer in the intricate
Iabyrinth of sacred and profane history, a formidable controversialist,
a sober apologist, acquainted with the elusive science of chronometry
and skilled in liturgiology, homiletics, perhaps even the delicate art of
poetry. With sr-lch a record before us how can we explain the strangely
unappreciative treatment accorded by the Roman church to one of
her most distinguished sons ?

No doubt the fact of his schism and of his bearing towards the
'official' church will account for much. Yet this alone is insufficient,
in view of the probability of his rehabilitation at any rate shortly
after his death.s It cannot be doubted that the real explanation lies,
partly in the traditional indifference of the Roman mind towards
those things which lay outside the immediate realm of the practical
and the concrete, but chie{ly in his use of Greek as a medium of
self-expression at the very time when, as we have seen, the Roman
church was becoming conscious of itself as a western, non-Hellenic
institution, and when Latin was becoming its official literary and
liturgical idiom.a Possibly, if he had been fortunate like Clement and
frenaeus in finding convenient though not always lucid interpreters,
it might not have been left to the East to preserve most of his writings,
and to modern scholarship to appreciate them afresh at something
like their true value. It is a strange irony that the ignorance and
superstition of later centuries experienced some hesitation between
a legendwhich depicted his martyrdom in somewhat sadisticlanguage,

I The probability that the statue was erected during Hippolytus' lifetime or
at the latest shortly after his death becomes all the stronger if it is remembered that
his Paschal cycle had already been discovered to be unworkable within eighty
years of that event and replaced by another.

2 A detailed description of them will be found in Lightfoot, o!. cit., vol. ii,
pp. 388-4o3; cf. also D.?.C. vol. vi, col. z4g3-25o5.

I Included in the chronographic compilation of Filocalus, ed. Mommsen, Th.
M.G.H. Auct. antiqu. vol. ix, Chron. min. vol, i, p. 7r f., r8gz.

a The next anti-pope, as we shall see, wrote in Latin.
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the images of which had been borowed fiom his namesake in classical
mythology,r and one which made of him a pagan gaoler to St.
Lawrence, appropriately converted by the archdeacon's edifying
behaviour.2

Of his surviving works three alone are perhaps sufficient to illus-
trate at once his diverse genius and inexhaustible industry. We have
already become acquainted with his Elutchos,s through the use which
we have made of the abundant material contained there for a recon-
struction of the inner history of the Roman church in the first
quarter of the third century. In actual fact, however, this material
is of the nature of a lengthy parenthesis within an elaborate and
methodical defence of the truth as embodied in the authentic tradition
of the Church, following ttre now familiar model of the author's
master, frenaeus. In this treatise, of which perhaps the most valuable
part to the student of dogma is the concluding chapter, Hippolytus
surveys the whole field of religious and philosophic speculation, his
purpose being to demonstrate that while every heresy has its roots in
either pagan philosophy, sensual mysteries, or pseudonymous
astrology, none but the teaching of the true Church is identical with
the paradosis of the Apostles, of which the canonical New Testament
is regarded as a satisfactory presentation.

Equally typical of the wide scope of his learning, this time in the
sphere of chronography, is his Chronicon a Though perhaps somewhat
indebted to other works like those of Julius Africanus and Clement
of Alexandria, who enjoy the credit of being the first to present

lPrudentius, Peistqhanon, De Passione S, Hippolyti (c.4or), quoted by
Lightfoot, of . cit., p. 332 fr.

8 Ado of Vienne (t8Z+), Martyrologiurr, sub. rv. Id. Aug. M.P.L. rzg, 3zz f.I Until 1842, when a considerable part of this work (possibly the whole of the
remainder) was recovered in a fourteenth century MS., only the first book was
known to be in existence. At the time of the publication of the additional matter
in r85r it was at first attributed to Origen. Two years later D6llinger contended that
Hippolytus was its real atithor, and this is now generally acknowledged. Cf.
Duchesne, Histoires, vol. i, p. 3r3.I Its existence was known from the list of Hippolytus' works inscribed on the
base of his statue (see above), and was confirmed by an allusion to it in Elench. ro, r.
ed. cit., p, 265. Until the recovery of a portion of the Greek original in a Spanish
lMS. (Codex Matitatsis saec. x) in r9o5 nothing was known of the text except
through three Latin versions: The Libu gatuationis I and If, the latter forming
part of the compilation of Filocalus (gS+), and in the so-called Chronicon Alexandi-
wrn (Barbarus Scaligeri). [or these texts, see Hipltolytus Woke, G.C.S. vol. iv.
ed. Bauer, rgzg, and M.G.H, Auct. antiqu. vol. ix, Chron.trin.rvol. i, pp. ?8 ff. ed.
Mommsen, Th., 1892.
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Christianity as an essentially historical religion, it is the earliest
systematic essay on the part of a western writer, the purpose of
which is to harmonize the biblical data with the generally accepted
evidence handed down by secular historians. By this means the
Incarnation of the Word is shown to be the focal point of all human
events, whether sacred or profane,

Finally we must notice his Apostobc Tradition,r once known to
scholarship as the 'Egyptian Church Order', so-called from the fact
that until rgoo its contents were known only in Coptic, Arabic, and
Ethiopic versions. This work is particularly valuable for the light
which it throws on the liturgical and disciplinary practice of the
Roman church in the second and third centuries. In addition, the
book affords an intimate view of the inner life and devotional habits
of the Roman community at this period of an altogether unique
character, since we possess nothing resembling it in regard to any

other church. Through itwe learn how bishops were consecrated and
presbyters ordained, what was the Roman church's attitude towards
confessors, how baptism was given, md above all how Christians wor-
shipped. The heritage of Christendom has been enriched by such a

legacy.
The tale of the gradual recovery of these three works and of their

eventual restoration to their true literary parent may be regarded as

somewhat symbolical of the returri of their author, already noticed,
to the stage of sober history. Nor can any serious doubt remain as

to the rightfulness of their attribution. The same, however, cannot
be said as to the view which ascribes to Hippolytus the so-called

Muratorian fragmcnt,z in regard to which present-day scholarship is

by no means as yet unanimous. This document, containing the

earliest known catalogue of Christian writings described by its author
as'received in the Catholic Church', is probably a later Latin version

1 The Apostolic Tradition has como down to us 'in a more deplorably battered
condition than that of any other important early Christian document' (ed. Dix, G.,
1937, p. ix).

2 First published in q4o from an eighth-cent. MS. by Muratori. As early as

r89o it was pointed out by Lightfoot, St. Clmtnf, vol. ii, p.4o8, that it was impos-
sible 'to explain the phenomena of, this document, if it is preserved to us in its
original language. The whole cast and connexion of the sentences are Greek'. Even
if the paronomasia (1. 6Z) 'fel enim cum melle misceri non congruit', is not in
itself a sufficient proof of originality, seeing that a parallel phrase from the Greek
of Irenaeus, Ada. haa. 3, 17, 4, was probably familiar to the author, its ascription
to Hippolytus has recently been upheld by Bonwetsch in Nachr. d. Gdtt. Gal. d.
Wiss., rgzg, p. z7 fr.
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of a lost Greek original. Whether it represents a formal decision upon
the limits of the New Testament issued for the specific purpose of
excluding heretical writings, or merely a description of the standpoint
of the Catholic Church, which at the time of its publication had

already become traditional, is still an open question. The fact, how-
ever, that it appears to have exercised but little influence on the
subsequent attitude of the Roman hierarchy towards this question, as

well as the presence of a number of parallels with his acknowledged
writings, suggest strongly that we have here yet another work of for-
gotten Hippolytean authorship, rather than an official document.

Mention of this enigmatic fragment, the date of which undoubtedly
falls within the period of Hippolytus' lifetime, makes it necessary to
call attention to some developments observable during this period in
the life of the Roman church, which as often in the course of history
provided precedents for similar developments elsewhere. Out of the
struggle with oriental Hellenism it emerged that appeal to an oral
paradosis, the authenticity of which, as we have seen, was believed to
be guaranteed by an uninterrupted succession of authofized teachers

leading back to the time of the Apostles, was insufficient in itself as a

proof of authenticity. Parallel with the struggle between rival oral
paradoses there was developing a contest between rival documentary
traditions, the issue of which could only be determined by some

decision as to which documents were in fact in accord with the
authentic paradosis.t It is probable, however, that the views expressed

by the author of the Muratorianutn,like'the description of Church
Order given by the Apostolic Tradition, represent a standpoint which
was already obsolescent at the time of its composition.2 Nevertheless
it has preserved evidence of an important and undoubtedly primitive
phase in the evolution of a Christian Canon of Scripture.

The need for fuller documentary statements of tradition to serve

as a basis for catechetical instruction must have been apparent at an

early stage in the Church's career, but it is important to observe that
the earliest sign of its fulfilment is to be found in the records of the

1 It should be appreciated that the admission of any book to a place within the
Canon of a local church depended chiefly on its conformity with the Local paradosi's.

Not even real or supposed apostolic authorship sufficed as a criterion for this
purpose. The point is important to bear in mind in any discussion of the mutual
relations of 'scripture' and 'tradition'. In the fourth century 'Scripture' became
paramount as the only authoritative parudo$s possessing universal validity. In the
third century the local para.dosis stil remained primary,

t Dk, G., o0. al., P. xi.
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church of Rome. Discussion of the origin and development of the
creeds can find no place here. It must suffice to say that in view of
the evidence of the Apostolic Tradition, the origin of the old Roman
creed, from which our present Apostles' Creed is directly descended,
is to be set back at least as far as the middle of the second century
and may well be considerably earlier.l

Not less important, however, were the changes taking place in
regard to the accepted view of the ministry.z Hitherto, after the
emergence of monepiscopacy, the early conception of the nature of
succession (Er,aEo;gr)) had remained substantially unaffected; all that
happened was that it became generally acknowledged, as the testi-
mony of Irenaeus sufficiently indicates, that the bishop for the time
being of the local church was the embodiment of its unbroken
tradition, while it was tacitly assumed, again by Irenaeus, that the
links in the 'successions-series' which antedated this monepiscopal
development were themselves the names of successive bishops. Here
too the need for documentary evidence came to be appreciated, and
thus there were drawn up those episcopal catalogues of which once
more the Roman lists provide certainly the best and most ancient
surviving examples. The purpose of these episcopal lists as distinct
from the earlier successions-series was to vindicate, particularly in
event of a disputed claim, as for example between Hippolytus and
Callistus, the title as a successor of the Apostles possessed by any
given claimant.s It is, however, in Hippolytus that we seem to see

the earliest clear traces of the process by which St. Peter came to be
accounted the first bishop of Rome. That he was so reckoned by
frenaeus seems highly improbable.a Yet the description of Victor I
by Hippolytus as'the thirteenth bishop in Rome from Peter' renders
it almost certain that this author treated the Apostle as a bishop,6 and

I For recent discussions of the origin and development of creeds, see Lietzmann,
H,, 'Die Anfiinge des Glaubenbekentnisses' in Fastgabe f. zt. Harnack, rgzr ; id.
'Symbolstudien', im Zeitschr. f. N.T. Wiss. vol. xxi-nii, tgz2-g; Badcock, F. J.,
History of Creedsz, t938.

I For a brief account of the origins of the Christian ministry, see above, Lecture I I.
t This consideration suggests the a pfiori probability that Hippolytus' Chroni.con

included a papal list. Yet, as we have seen above, p. 9or the existence of such a

list must remain at least doubtful.
a See A&s, haer. g, 3, z f.
5 Ap. Eus. H.E. S, 28,2.
It is well known that there is some uncertainty about the number assigned by

Irenaeus to Pope Hyginus in the series. Tn Adct. haer. g,3, 3, cit. ap. Eus. &[.8.
5,6; r. ed. SchwarE,E.rG.C.,S. vol. ii, pt. l, p.438, it may be inferred thet he is
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in this way a highly pregnant contribution to the past history of the
Roman see and to its future development in relation to the rest of the
Church was made. Yet it was not his own church alone which was to
feel the influence of this remoulding of the 'succession' concept.
We find in the preface to his masterpiece the Elenchos a terse and
highly significant description of the office of a bishop. Here, after
speaking of the importance of his work as a means of laying bare the
errors of pagan culture, he proceeds:

'These, however, will be refuted by none other than the Holy
Ghost conveyed in the Church, Which the Apostles were the first to
receive, after which they imparted It to those who had.accepted the
faith aright; of these men we are in fact the successors, sharing the
same spiritual endowment (14dpts), the same high priesthood, and
the same magisterium, being in fact accounted as guardians of the
Church'.r
'eighth' (no number is given in his case, but Xystus I, his predecessor but one, is
described as €rros dnd 6w dnoqrd)\av and here the Latin version is in agreement).
On the other hand,iffid.,3,4,3, ap. Eus. H.E. +, rr, r. ed. cit., vol.ii, pt. r, p.3zo,
we read 'drl 'Yylvou 6s fiv Evaros irioxonos', and again ia iW,, rr 27, rr ap.
Eus. I{.8. iffid., z, ed. cit. p. 32",'&i' 'Tytvov Evqrov rLfipov rfis ir'toxonercfit
ErcEoXfs duro rtl dnoord)\av Eyowos'. Yet in each of these passages the Latin
version reads'octavum'. Cyprian, Ep.7+, z. ed. Hartel, p. 8or, probably following
frenaeus, ibid., 3,4, 3, writes 'sub Hygino episcopo qui in urbe nonus fuitr' and
Epiphanius, who appears equally to be following lrenaeus, Panar.4r, r. ed. Holl,
K., G.C.,S. vol. ii, p. gt ; ibid., 42, r, ed. cit., p. 95, writes €voros in both passages.
It is certain that Epiphanius definitely regarded St. Peter, with or without St. Paul,
as a bishop, and it is likely, in view of the statement made by Hippolytus mentioned
below, that this view was accepted by Cyprian, though we cannot altogether exclude
the possibility that his figure arose from the duplication of Anencletus with Cletus
(see above). As to the statements of frenaeus, it should be remembered that the
Greek text of Ado, har. r,27, ri 3,4t 3, has only come down to us through
Eusebius, and it is noteworthy that Eusebius himself reckons Hyginus as 'eighth'
by implication, for n H.E. 4, 5, 5, ed. cit., p. 306, he describes Telesphorus
Hyginus'immediate predecessor, as '€B8opos', and inH,E.5,pnaef . r. ed. cit., p.4oo
Eleutherus, his fourth successor as t6<,,rECroros'.

It has been argued from this discrepancy that even in Irenaeus'time the precise
order of the names was still uncertain. So Schwartz,8., Eusebius Werke, vol. ii,
pt.3 (vii), p. ccxxv. Caspar, 8., however, Dic dlt. rhn. Bischofsli.stc,p,z43, holds
that it is probable that Cyprian is responsible for the confusion, since by the middle
of the third century the theory that St. Peter was the first bishop of Rome-had
become firmly established. It should be noticed that in his Latin version of Eusebius,
H,8.4, rr, r. ed. cit., p.3zr, Rufinus writes: 'sub Hygino, qui erat in urbe Roma ab
apostolo nonus episcopus', perhaps reproducing Cyprian, while dotting his 'i's'
a4d crossing his 't's'. It is therefore not impossible that by this means the Latin
virsion exercised a reflex influence on the text of Eusebius citing the original Greek
of lrenaeus. Yet in his version of H.E,4r Sr S, Rufinus writes'Telesphorus sep-
timus', and of H.E. gr Tnaef ., r. 'duodecimus . . . Eleutherus', ed. cit., pp. go7, 4or.

1 Hippolytus, Elenclws, r, ptacf.6. ed. cit., p. 6.
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The fact that Hippolytus uses the ambiguous term yd.pr,s (here
rendered'spiritual endowment') makes it dfficult for us to be precise

about his meaning. Yet it is not hard to see here an early source of that
later view of episcopacf, in which the emphasis lay on the valid
communication and reception of sacramental grace rather than on
the sure transmission of an immutable paradosis

Yet so far as the mutual relations and respective spheres of
authority of the episcopate, presbyterate and diaconate are con-
cerned, Hippolytus, as illustrated by the ordination rites incorporated
in his Apostolic Tradition,r is strictly traditional. We should notice
carefully how these rites differentiate the functions of the three orders.
In the case of the episcopate, spoken of as receiving the'original
spirit' which was bestowed on the Apostles, they include'feeding the
flock', 'serving as high priest', 'ministering' ()tenoupyo6vra),2

'propitiation' (ifal d"oxeo1ac), and 'ofiering the gifts' (trpoos€peov rd"

Eripo), to which are added 'authority to forgive sins', 'to assign lots'
(Ec8duru dtripous), and 'to loose every bond'.3 On the other hand,
while the prayer for the ordination of a presbyter is composed partly
of the same formula as that to be used for a bishop, yet at the precise
juncture where episcopal functions begin to be enumerated, it
diverges with a petition specifying 'the spirit of grace and counsel

that he may share in the presbyterate and govern', and compares his

office to that of the Mosaic elders.a As to the diaconate, the writer
insists that the deacon 'is not ordained for the priesthood, but for
the service of the bishop'r oot to'be 'the fellow-counsellor of the

clergy but to take charge of property and to report to the bishop',5
and goes on to. insist that he is not appointed to share the 'Spirit of
the presbyterate'. Similarly the ordination prayer is content to
specify as his functions 'bringing up' (sc. the gifts already mentioned)

and 'ministering'.6
For the moment we must be content to notice two salient points in

the evidence of Hippolytus. Firstthe episcopal office, as here described,
is still primarily and essentially liturgical. The same is equally true
of the diu.onut", except that mention of the duty of taking care of
the Church's material resources is included. On the other hand, the

presbyterate is shown to be only indirectly concerned with liturgy.

1 Ed. Dix, G., e. cit,, iii, p. 4 f.
2 Id., op. cit., p. S.
o Id., @. cit., ibitl.

t Td., @. cit., vlji, p. r3 f.
5 Id,, oP. cit., ix, p. r 5 f.. Id., op. cit., p. q f .
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If a presbyter participates in the ordination of a fellow-presbyter, it
is explicitly specified that he does not ordain but only'seals', bY which
the author appears to mean that he expresses outwardly his approval
of the admission of a new member to the presbytuium, the function
of which is evidently judicial. Clearly evidence of this kind as to
the differentiation of ministerial functions during the pre-Nicene
period is of the utmost importance. Let us see to what extent there

exists confirmatory testimony. First during the period before Hip-
polytus, it is clear that in Ignatius sole authority in liturgical matters

is reserved to the bishop,l while, if we may trust Epiphanius, the

heretic Marcion appealed for the judgment of his case, not to the

bishop but to the presbyterium;z this clearly accords with the view

expressed by Hippolytus, that if the bishop enjoys the exclusive

privilege of the sacerdotiu.m, he does so as a lineal successor, through
the Apostles, of Aaron 'the liturgical priest', while judicial functions
belong exclusively to the presbytqiurn as the heir of the prerggatives

of Moses'the consecrated judge'.a Again, in the third century even

so strong an episcopalian as Cyprian believed that the consent of the

presbyterium was necessary before giving absolution,a and felt
constrained to apologize for ordaining without their approval,E and

that in spite of the fact that he can say elsewhere that every function
of the Church is to be controlled by the bishops.o Similarly not even

a former bishop of Rome, according to Pope Cornelius,T felt qualified
to give the presbyterate to one who had received only clinical baptism

without previously obtaining the sanction of the Roman presbyterium.

Thus paradoxically the presbyter of the second and third centuries

was far more a Christian 'magistrate' than a 'priest'. If Cyprian
recognizes (and he is not only the first explicitly to do so, but in the

third century seemingly unique) that under conditions of persecution

a single pt *byt.t, u."o*p"tti.d by a single deacon, may'offer' in the

I Smym.8, r. It should be noticed, however, that the phrase used by Ignatius
,$ Sv in"6s dn,.rp&lp', does not of itself exclude a layman, still less a deacon,

ihough it is improlaUte in view of the importance attached by this author to the
ministry, that the former is intended. Nevertheless the passage provides no secure

basis for the assignment of liturgical functions to members of the ptesbyttiutn
at the beginning of the second century.

2 Pani. 42, i, 7 . ed. cit., p. 95. Cf. Hippolytus, C, Noetum, t, where he mentions
the excommunication of Noetus by the presbytuiurz of Smyrna.

t Dk, @. cit., p. 4 f., r3 f ' 4p. zg. ed. cit., p. 547 f.
a Ep. zor 3. ed. Hartel, G., p. 528. u EP. 33, r. ed. cit., p. 566.
? Cit. ap.-Eus. H.8.6, +s, ri. ed. Schwartz, 8., G.C.S. vol. ii, pt.2, Pp' 62o,

6zz-
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presence of confessors in prisonrl we are in no way ,compelled to
draw the usual conclusion that the presbytqium under perfectly nor-
mal conditions had already begun to assume the exercise of liturgical
functions. At this time the only proper priest was the bishop, and so
far from the presbyter being regarded inevitably as his liturgical
deputy, there is evidence that, for a time at least, in many places in
absence of the bishop his liturgical function was supplied not by a
presbyter but by a deacon.2

The significance of these developments will be discussed more
fully in the following lecture. It must suffice for the moment to state
that it helps to explain the absence of evidence for the exercise of
jurisdiction by the bishop of Rome up to the period of Constantine I.

VI
We may now turn to inquire what evidence there is as to how

other churches regarded the Roman see during this period. Our first
important witness must be the north-African Tertullian.

As soon as the news of Callistus' 'reforms' spread to North Africa,
the dour old presbyter, blazingwith the fire of Montanist enthusiasm
and indignation, sat down to indite in his De Pudicitias a scorching
rejoinder. Serious attempts have recently been made to show that
the bishop here censured by this buthor is his own ecclesiastical
superior, and not Callistus at ail.a Yet if this be so, it is difficult to see

why he should have refrained from mentioning the object of his
reproof by name, while, if it was the bishop of Rome whom he had
in mind, in view of the outbreak of the Hippolytean schism, uncer-

t Ep. S, z. ed. cit., p. 479: 'presbyteri quoque qui illic apud confessores ofierunt,
singuli cum singulis diaconis per vices alternent'. Cyprian's argument in the con-
text is that if several presbyters make a practice of visiting the confessors together,
the prison authorities may forbid such visits altogether. Yet it is scarcely possible
to believe that he has in mind anphing more than a temporary expedient.

I That at the beginning of the fourth century deacons were already in the habit
of celebrating the Eucharist in certain local churches seems to be a natural inference
from the prohibition of the practice issued bythe council of Arles (gr+), canon 15 :

'de diaconibus quos cognovimus multis locis offerre, placuit minime fieri debere'.
See Kirch, C., Enchiridion Fontiumr, No. 323.t Esp. c. r, 9-ro. He describes Callistus' measures as 'edictum . . . p€r€mp-
torium', and assigning to him the title 'Pontifex marirnus, quod est episcopus
episcoporum'professes to quote as the Pope's own words, 'Ego et moechiae et
fornicationis delicta paenitentia functis dimitto'.

d It is difrcult to believe that he could have assigned a title so peculiarly Roman
as 'Pontifermarimus'to the bishop of Carthage even in irony. Lawyers are usually
careful to get their localcolour correct.
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tainty as to the rightful occupant of the Roman see might sufficiently
explain the omission.l It may be remarked, however, that his con-
tention as a Montanist is not so much that the decisions reprobated
are improperly lax, as that they are altogether ultra aires. Only the
true 'Church of the Spirit' can pardon sins, and even it will not remit
those which the incriminated bishop has claimed to absolve.z

To this work we shall have to return presently. Attention must
first be called to certain other passages in which mention is made
either of St. Peter, of his Dominical commission, or directly of the
Roman see. Let us look first at the De Praesmiptione,s In this book,
one of Tertullian's earliest surviving works (c. zoo),the main purpose,
like that of Irenaeus, is to refute the 'exception' of the Gnostics that
if their doctrine differs from that of the 'official' Church, it is because
it is derived either from scientific investigation philosophy or from
secret knowledge not imparted to the Apostles. After rejecting the
former as futile, he demands whether it is conceivable that those to
whom'it was given to know secrets which it was not lawful for the
people to understand could have been ignorant of anything';4 then
with inexorable logic he inquires:

'Was anything concealed from Peter, named the rock of the Church
soon to be built, who actually obtained the keys of the kingdom of

1 The case in favour of identifying the object of Tertullian's censures with the
bishop of carthage has been urged very strongly by Galtier,P., L'Eglise et la
rimission des pcchds, pp. r4r-r83. The possibitity that 'benedictus papa', ibid.,
13, ?, could refer not to the bishop of Rome but to the bishop of carthage cannot
be excluded, in view of e.g. Acta Felicitatis et Perpetuae, Texts and Studies, vol. i,
pt.2,p,8z,ed.Robinson,J.A., Cambridge, r89r; cf. Cyprian, EFD.8, r. ed. cit.,
p. 485 ; 23, tit. ed. cit., p. 536. On the other hand, 'apostolice, , ib.id., 2r r S, applied
directly to a bishop would seem to point to the see of Rome rather than that of
Carthage. It has been argued by Adam, K., Das sogeflnante Bussedikt des P . Kallistus,
t9t7, that the 'edict ' to which Tertullian referred was simply a decision in the
particular case of bishops guilty of mortalsin. Yetit should benotedthatin De Pud.,
41 4rhe appears also to allude to Callistus' attempt to regularize slave marriages.

I Tertullian's doctrine of forgiveness of sins is admittedly ambiguous. For his view
while still belonging to the 'Great Church', see above, p. r3r, n. z. The De pudicitia,
however, was written after his conversion to Montanism, and in it he repeatedly
asserts that only the Montanist prophet under the inspiration of the Spirit can grant
pardon, ibid.. 16 and zr. In addition, an increasingly rigorist outlook caused the
author to enlarge the catalogue of sins for which no human pardon was possible,
ibid, tg, and for which not even the intercession of Christ would be availa6le, or, if
available, could not avail. For a discussion of Tertullian's theory of Penance, see
Kirk, K.E. op. cit,, p. 5r4 ff.

3 Ed. Rauschen, G., in Florilqi.am patr., fasc. 4, 19o6.
I lbid.,zz,r-4.ed.cit.,p.32f.Notethatinthesamework,c.23(ed.cit.rp.34f.),

the author refers to St. Peter's controversy with St. Paul, Gal. rr, rr.
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heaven, and authority both to loose and to bind in heaven and on
earth ? ' I

It is difficult to believe that Tertullian here conceives of the
Dominical charge as conveying more than a privilege personal to
St. Peter himself, yet the passage is noteworthy as supplying the
first known allusion to the Tu es Petrus in patristic literature. At the
same time it is significant of its future use in connexion with the
primacy of the Roman See that our author interprets the words as

meaning that the Apostle was endowed thereby with a prerogative
which was operative beyond the limits of the terrestrial sphere.2

The most characteristic argument of this treatise occurs in a later
chapter, where he says: 'whatever is original is Dominical and true;
whatever is of subsequent introduction is extraneous and false'.3 Let
the Gnostics therefore bring out their spiritual pedigrees, md it will
be seen at once that only churches of indubitably apostolic foundation
can 'make a return' showing their apostolic descent by way of an

uninterrupted'series of successions'.4 Giving examples, he cites the
traditions of the church of Smyrna about the appointment of Polycarp
by St. Jottn and of the church of Rome about the ordination of
Clement by St. Peter.6 Whatever evidence of tJre kind the Gnostics
may produce he roundly asserts to be plain forgery. The passage is
also of interest as providing evidence for the currency in Africa of a
belief in St. Peter's residence in Rome.

We now come to one of the crucial texts, believed by some to
point to an explicit acknowledgment of the Roman primacy. Let us

note carefully what it says.

The author is enumerating the more outstanding churches of
apostolic origin, such as Corinth, Philippi, and Ephesus. He then adds :

'If, however, you are near Italy, you have Rome, where a title
deed lies handy for us as well. Ah, that church! How fortunate

I De hacscriltt'ione, zzr3. ed. cit., p. gz f..
2IM.r 'consecutum et solvendi et alligandi in caelis et in terra potestatem?'

This is of course a sornewhat misleading paraphrase of Matt. xvr, 19. Note that
Qrigen, Cornrn. in Matt. tz, !t. G.C.,S. vol. x, pp: 86 ff., h commenting on this
passage repudiates the view that the promise included one of immunity from
physical death. See also above, p.95.

8 lb,id.r 3rr 3. ed. cit., p.44.
4 lbid., 32, t-3. ed. cit., p. 44 f. It may be remarked that Tertullian uses (var.

lect.) 'episcoporum . . . successiones'. Cf. Irenaeus, Ada. ha*. 31 3, z, 'succes-
siones episcoporum', on which see above, p. rrr f.

6 On the origin of this tradition see above, p. gr.
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it is! to whom the Apostles gave all the fulness of ttreir doctrine
and their life-blood too, where Peter attains the Lord's passion;
where Paul is rewarded with the death of tohn'.t

That Tertullian recognized a primacy in the Roman see can be
scarcely open to doubt, though as we shall see, so far as our evidence
takes us, it is not a belief to which he felt it necessary to call much
attention. But to suppose that he has ,it exclusively in mind in this
passage makes nonsense of his argument.' His point here is not
primacy, but 'title deed to possession' (auctoritcu), based on the
fact of direct or indirect apostolic origin. It is only by ignoring the
technical meaning of this legal term that any idea of primacy or
jurisdiction can be read into his words.2

We may remark that besides the passage already mentioned there
are at least three others which appear to imply his acceptance of the
tradition about St. Peter's residence and death in Rome.3 A further
passage from his treatise Scorpiace, belonging to the later or Mon-
tanist period of his life, provides a characteristically 'individualist'
application of the Tu es Petrus.

He is writing of the free access to heaven granted to every Christian
and demonstrating the falsity of pagan myths which assigned a
power of exclusion to certain inferior deities. Then he proceeds:

'For even if you suppose that heaven is still closed, be mindful that
the Lord has left'behind here His keys to Peter, and through him to
the Church, which every single person who has been questioned and
confessed will take with him'.a

Evidently there is nothing to be gleaned here about belief in any
prerogative peculiar to the Apostle; in fact such a prerogative appears
to be implicitly denied by reason of his assertion that it belongs to the
Church as a whole and so to every baptized Christian. But it is
interesting to remark how far the authoi has travelled by means of
his paraphrase from the plain meaning of his text.6

I De Pracsoiptione, g6,3. ed. cit., p. 5o.
2 Tertullian appears to be thinking of someone going to Rome to fetch the

auctoritas, after the fashion of a lawyer's clerk procuring a deed of transfer. For this
sense of 'auctoritas', see T-ewis and Short, s.o. II, H, where the XII Tabula ap.
cicer., ofr. t, rz, 3? and other ciceronian examples are given. There is reason to
believe that legal terminology is, if anything, more conservative than ecclesiastical.

3 Tertullian, De baptismo, 4t 4; Scorpiacer r5r 3 f.; Ado. Marcionent, 4, 5,2.a Scorpiace' to, lz.The Scmpiace,i.e.the antidote against the scorpion;s Jting, is a
later treatise against Gnosticism.

5 Cf . De Traescript., 2zt 3. ed. cit., p. 32 f.
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Finally we have to consider certain further points arising from his

Montanist treatise the De Pud.icitia already mentioned.r In the

relevant chapters, which, as we have argued, appear to allude directly
to the disciplinary regulations of Callistus I, he has already repudiated

the doctrine that the Church has power to remit after penance the

sins of adultery and fornication.z Later on he reverts to the Pope's

claim to have power to forgive such sins and demands with
indignation:

'As to your present decision, I should like to know on whatground
you assume this privilege of the Church: can it be that, because the

Lord has said to Peter: "upon this rock I will build my Church, to
thee I have given the keys of the heavenly kingdom"; or because:

"Whatsoever things thou shalt bind or loose on earth, shall be bound

or loosed in heaven", for this reason you infer that the authority of
loosing and binding has descended to yourself as well, that is to say'

to the whole church of Peter's kin? What kind of a person are you

who contradict and misrepresent the evident purpose of the Lord,
when He conferred this privilege on Peter simply in his own person?

"IJpon thee", says He, "I will build my Church", and "I will give

the keys to thee", not to the Church, and "whatsoever things thou
shalt bind or loose", not what they have bound or loosed. My point
is confirmed by what follows. On him the Church has been built up,
I mean, through his own agency; he himself has inserted the key'.3

Following this line of thought, the author goes on to give examples

of the use of the 'key' by St. Peter, in giving baptism to the Jews
for the forgiveness of past sins, in binding Ananias with the bond

of death or loosing the lame man from his infirmity, and in deciding
under the inspiration of the Spirit to what extent converts were

obliged to observe the Mosaic law.4

The studied rhetoric of Tertullian's style raises a number of
exegetical problems. What does he mean by 'the Church'? Has the
word the same connotation all through the same passage ? How far,

if at all, does he quote here, as he seems to be doing just above, the

ipsissima aerba of the bishop's 'edict'? What is meant, above all, by

the phrase which we have rendered 'the whole church of Peter's kin'?
I C.S.E.L. vol. xx, r89o, p. z+9fr. 2 See above, p. r45 f.
s De ?rudicitia,2r, grrr. ed. cit., p,269 f. It should be observed that accuracy

in quotation is not one of this author's strong points. Note 'dedi' in $ 9, 'dabo' in

$ ro.
I lbid.r zt, t3.
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As to the first of these, we should notice that earlier in the same
chapter he explicitly acknowledges that the Church has the authority
to remit sins, but speaking on behalf of the Montanist sect, and
presumably citing a Montanist utterance, adds 'I will not do it,
lest they commit other sins as well'.r There he is vindicating the
exclusive right to exercise this power for the Montanists, and it
is not less probable that the 'Church' has the same connotation in
the section under review,2 though with an exception shortly to be
noticed.

The question whether or not Tertullian is repeating here the
actual words of the decision which he criticizes, is obviously of
cardinal importance; For evidently, if it were possible to show con-
clusively that he does so, we should have before us the earliest
instance, and that of early third-century date, of use by the Roman
see (we assume, it will be remembered, that the'edict' is Roman and
not Carthaginian in origin) of the famous Petrine text. Even so,
however, it would scarcely follow that it was being used in support
of the Roman primacy, unless we could be certain that the phrase
'the whole church of the kin of Peter' also formed part of the
supposed papal utterance.s Yet it seems clear from the form which the
argument takes that Tertullian himself was aware that he was not
quoting Callistus. Else why in citing the Tu es Petrus as a possible
justification should he.employ such obvious irony? Had Callistus used
the text himself, it is hardly conceivable that his critic could have
written the words 'On what ground do you assume this privilege of
the Church ? Can it be because . . . ?' If he knew quite well that the

I De pudicitia,zt, r f.: 'Sed habet, inquis, potestatem ecclesia delicta donandi.
Hoc ego magis et agnosco et dispono, qui ipsum Paracletum in prophetis novis
habeo dicentem: "Potest ecclesia donare delictum, sed non faciam, ne et alia
delinquant" '. Cf. ibid., t, g.

2 lbid., 2t t 9.'unde hoc ius ecclesiae usurpes ? ' Galtier, P., L'CgIise et la rdmi.ssi.on
des p6chds, t932, p. r47 fr., discusses whether the author is alluding to the 'official'
or to the Montanist church, and whether 'ecclesiae' is genitive or dative. Shortly
before Tertullian has asserted that the Church has the power to forgive sins (ebad.,

ztr 7), but there he clearly means the Montanist church, so he goes on to inquire
irouically'whence do you usurp this right of the (sc. Montanist) church'? But cf.
Koch, H,, Cathedra Petri, rg3or p. 5, n. i Caspar, 8., Primatus Petri, rn Zeitschr. d.
Saa.-Stift. f. Rech*gesch. Kanon Abt. rrti, t927, p. rr, note 3. Here we take
'ecclesiae'to be genitive, which is not excluded by 'dabo tibi claves, non ecclesiae',
since in Tertullian's view the authority of the Montanist church is independent of
Scripture, being derived from direct inspiration.

" ftd,zrt9.'idcircopraesumisetadtederivassesolvendietalligandipotestatem
id est ad omnem ecclesiam Petri propinquam'.

II
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text had already been cited by his opponent, it would scarcely have

been necessary to use such a form of expression.

Furthermore, if the Pope had in fact thus argued in support of his

claim to give such decisions, ffid had actually written (or said) that

in virtue of the Petrine promise he had authority to loose and to

bind, it is likely that Hippolytus, who must have been at least as

well informed as Tertullian, would have mentioned the fact, at any

rate in connexion with the legalisation of concubinal unions,l though

Callistus might have regarded it as a proper use of Petrine authority

in its original sense. We may therefore conclude that, with the

possible exception of the words quoted earlier in this chapter of the

treatise (and even these may be a rhetorical exaggeration), none of
the phrases or arguments used is necessarily Callistine.

But what is the meaning of 'every church of Peter's kin'?z Does

it refer to a view possibly already current in some parts of the West

that each church enjoyed its authority to forgive sins in virnre of a
direct or indirect derivation from the Roman see ? May we not say

that the logic of the context demands rather an allusion to a claim

that the Roman church itself possesses this authority chiefly because

it is more 'related to Peter' as its 'hero' and 'Oecist' than other

episcopal churches?

Harnack, however, in arguing3 against the conclusion to which

we have already alluded,a that the bishop here censured is not of
Rome but of Carthage, has urged that the word which we have

rendered 'kin' (propinamr.) ought to be understood in a strictly
geographical sense, but in order to sustain his case he is obliged to

ireat 'whole' (omnem) as a corruption of 'Roman' (rotnanam'). It is

perhaps not surprising that his view has not been generally accepted.E

i'ot ro far from showing that 'kin' does not give the right sense, he

has rather confirmed this rendering by the nature of the expedient

necessary in order decisively to exclude it. Nor does he appear to

1 See above, p. tg2. ! See P. r49t n. 3.
s 'Ecclesia Petri fropinquam' in Sitz.'bq. d. pranss. Ahad. d. W. Phil.-hist' kl'

rgzT,vol.xviii. Cf. alro KOhlet, W., Omnis ecclecia Peti propinqya, rg38,-where the

hypothesis is put forward that the expression reflects the influence of hero-cults,
especially prevalent in the East, though not without pqrallels in the West. We may

troi16 
"rp. 

G.f t)'Aber von einem "Primat" des rdmischen Bischofs darf man nicht
sprechCn, diesen Anspruch hat Kallist nicht erhoben'.

{ See above, p. r44.
5 It has been solidiy refuted by Caspar, 8., Primatus Petrt, rgzT,andby Koch, H.,

Theol, Qrcrtakchrift, 1928, p. 169.
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have noticed the extent to which Tertullian's writings are impreg-
nated with the thought of spiritual relationship,l and that such a

sense is wholly consistent with the context.

WI
It is now time to see what had been happening at Rome following

the receipt of the news of Pope Pontian's resignation, while a prisoner
on the island of Sardinia, and of the submission of the anti-pope
Hippolytus. Probability suggests that Antherus, the common choice
of the now reconciled parties, was already of an advanced age at the
time of his election. At all events his death occurred after a pontificate
of little more than a month.z

The reign of his successor Fabian introduces us to a fresh develop-
ment in local organization. From the Catalogus Liberianu.t we learn
that 'he appoftioned regions to the deacons'.3 As his pontificate out-
lasted the rule of Maximin the Thracian by some eleven years or so,

it is by no means impossible that during the constant disorders which
affiicted the peace of the Roman State for the six years of the colour-
less reign of Philipa following Maximin's assassination, the Roman
church enjoyed sufficient immunity to enable it to set its house in
order, and to reorganize its resources to meet the possibility of a new
attack. Fabian's successor Cornelius has preserved for us in his letter
to Fabius of Antiochs a valuable record of the constitution of his
Church at this time, in which he affirms that besides the bishop,
'there were forty-six presbyters, seven deacons, seven subdeacons,

forty-two acolytes, fifty-fwo exorcists and readers including door-
keepers, and more than five thousand widows and persons in a state

1 See Koch, Cathedra Peti, p. zz.
2 Cat. Lib.Yita Antheri.
I lbid. Vita Fabiani: 'hic regiones divlsit diaconibus'. The phrase may mean

either that he assigned two of the fourteen Augustan regiones to each of the
seven deacons, or that he originated the seven diaconal regions, the earliest
reliable evidence for which is not earlier than 4oo. Gregory l, Re!.8, 14, says:
tlonge retro'.

a Eus. H.8.6,34. ed. cit., vol. ii, pt. z, p. 588, relates with some caution a story
that when Philip wished to take part in the Easter rites of some church not specified
he was not permitted to do so until he had received absolution after penance. Cf.
Cfuon. Pasch. M.P.G. gz, 668. Caspar, Geschichte d. Papstt., vol. i, 5o, is mistaken
in identifying the bishop in question with Fabian.

5 Cit. ap. Eus HE.6,43,rr.ed.cit.,vol. ii, pt.2, p.618. JK ro6. The letter
is of interest as being (unless r Clen ent be so reckoned) the earliest genuine papal
document which has survived.
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of distress'.r It is probable that these statistics were derived from
some official account books, containing lists of persons to whom
regular salaries or maintenance allowances wefe due.2 If this be so,

they reveal not only the extent of the financial and economic respon-
sibility, to which by ,ro* the episcopal government of the Roman'
church was committed, but also the important fact that the Roman

clergy had already become a salaried body, independent of any civil
occupation for their means of livelihood. Furthermore, the form of
the list suggests that stipends were graded according to status, the
lower offices being grouped together as sharing the same rate of pay.3

Finally it should be noticed that the seven orders, minor as well as

major, bearing the same titles as those familiar to the Western Church
in after ages, are already in existence; following the three highest, the

origin of which, as we have seen, lies in the most primitive period,

come those of more recent introduction; the subdeacens first, whose

institution is stated by the Liber Pontifi.calis to have been due to
Fabian himseH,a as the coadjutors of the deacons; then the acolytes,

whose number suggests that one was assigned to each presbyter as an

assistant; and finally the fifty-two exorcists, readers and doorkeepers.

How these latter were distributed we have no means of knowing, but
if, as we shall see, there were probably some eighteen titu6s or pri-
vately owned buildings in Christian use at this time, it may be con-
jectured that one of each order was seconded to a particular church.

It was inevitable, owing to its strictly limited numerical con-

stitution of seven, that the diaconate would tend to overshadow the

presbyterate in influence and importance; in fact, as we have pointed
out, from early times and for many centuries the archdeacon' or

head of the diaconal collegium, was usually regarded as the obvious

candidate when it became necessary to fill a pontifical vacancy.o Nor

1 It is possible, especially in view of Dion. Cor. ap. Eus. I/.-8. 4,23,9 f. ed. cit.,
vol. ii, pt. r, p. 376 f .,in which he speaks of the charity of the Roman church under
Soter to provincial Christians, that some of the 'dependents' of that church belonged

to other churches. Otherwise, the number seems almost fantastic. Cf. Zernov, N.,
in C.p.R. vol. cxvii, lan., 1934, p. 333.

a Caspar, oP. cit., vol. i, p. 5r.
s Bp. Corneli.i, ap. Eus. ibid.: 'dfoprcords Et rci d.vayvtioras d'pa nu\apo?s 6do roi

newtjrcovra'.
n Ed. Duchesne, L., 1886, vol. i, p. r48, Vita Fabiani 'Hic . . fecit VII

subdiaconos'.
5 The word titulus (Lewis and Short, s.o.) is originally used of an 'inscription',

then in a special sense of a 'notice' exhibited on property, thus the 'property' itself,
o See above, p. rz5.
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is there lacking evidence that for some centuries to come this body
formed the dominant element in the local church, and often exercised
considerable influence on papal policy.

On the other hand, the presbyterate continued to fulfil its original
function as a judicial and disciplinary corporation,r of which the
episcopus remained as before the ex oflcio chairman. Yet already signs
of a change to come are apparent, for which no doubt the steady
process of numerical expansion of the church was largely responsible.
The diaconal college was becorning increasingly absorbed in financial
administration in addition to personal attendance on the bishop in his
liturgical capacity. Hence as the need for some measure of decen-
tralization became clear, it was obvious that of the two orders the
more numerous presbyterate was in a better position to supply the
need.2 But the peculiar conditions of the third century supply a

further explanation. Hitherto persecution, so far as it afiected the
church of Rome, had not seriously disturbed its normal life, and
when a vacancy in the pontificate occurred it was speedily filled. The
Emperor Decius, however, as we shall see, introduced a new policy of
creating confusion and disorder by striking at the heads of the
Christian communities,s with the result that following the execution
of Pope Xystus II and the entire diaconal college under his successor
Valerian, a period of no less than eleven months had elapsed before
it became possible to elect a successor. During the interval the con-
duct of the church's worship and affairs must have been solely in
the hands of the presbyterium,.+ Privileges once acquired in time of
emergency arc not readily abandoned or withdrawn when normality

1 'We can infer from Sactatnentarium Serapionis, zJ (r3), ed. Funk, F. X., r9o5,
p. r88, that this was so in Egypt, where the duty of a presbyter is described as

'oixovop.ffoar'; equally we learn from Cozstitutiones ecclesiae Aegyptiacae, z.(32),
ed. cit.,-p. ro3, which probably reproduces a source emanating from Asia Nlinor
belonging to the third century, that the presbyterate's chief function was to
administer discipline. What was true both of Egypt and Asia at this time may be
taken as some indication of prevailing practice at Rome.

2 In view of the evidence in the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus, we ought
firmly to resist the temptation to ,""i l"t"t theory based on 

-already 
established

practice into a more primitive envirorment. There is really nothing to show, as
we have already pointed out, that.the presbyterate, as distinct from the diaconate,
was originally regarded as possessing an inherent right to be regarded as the only
possible order to which the bishop's liturgical functions could be delegated.

3 See below, p. 156.
t Cat. Lib.Yita Xysti: '(et presbyteri praefuerunt) a cons. Tusci et Bassi

[258] usque in diem xii Kal. Aug. Aemiliano et Basso cons. [259]'. On the authority
for ihe words bracketed, see Li6q pont. ed, cit., vol. i, p. r55 f. and note 5.
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is restored. Hence we are not surprised to find that it is reported of
Xystus' successor Dionysius that'he gave churches and cemeteries to
the presbyters'.r Doubtless this suggests some delegation of liturgical
functions, though it may really mean much less. The same source,

i.e. the Libq Ponfficalis, describes a measure adopted by Pope

Marcellus early in the fourth century by saying'this (Pope) established

the twenty-five tituli in the city of Rome in the manner of spheres of
jurisdiction, in regard to baptism and penance of many who were
coming over from the heathen, ffid in regard to the burial places of
martyrs'.2 As it is highly probable that public administration of
baptism continued to be restricted under normal conditions to the
bishop until late in the fourth century at Rome,3 the reference to
that sacrament must be taken to mean baptismal prepaiation. Such
preparation together with the disciplinary decisions necessary in
regard to penitents must always have formed part of the normal
pastoral functions of the Presbyttrfutn Care of cemeteries, as we have

seen, belonged to it already, a natural assignment in view of the
necessity for determining the rightfulness of any particular claim
for burial within the Church's property. It seems therefore abundantly
clear that the presbyters in the third century had as yet no regular
responsibilities of a liturgical character. Any idea that at this time they
had become the normal locum tmentes of the bishop in celebrating
the Eucharist is altogether excluded. And if further proof were

needed, we might anticipate by pointing out that even at the beginning
of the fifth century, while consecration of the elements has been con-
ceded to surburban and rural presbyters, the non-liturgical character
of the office is preserved at least to this extent within the urban limits
that instead of consecrating themselves the city presbyters receive

thefermentum or consecrated loaf from the Pope's Mass by the hands

of acolytes for distribution to their own congregations.a
l Liber ponf. ed. cit.,vol. i, p.rS7:'Hic presbyteris ecclesias dedit et cymiteria et

parrocias diocesis constituit'. We are to understand the last phrase of the assign-
ment of episcopal spheres in the rural area of Rome, not of the establishment of
some sort of parochial divisions within the city. 'Parcechia'at this time still denotes
what we now describe as a'diocese'.
' t lbid., ed. cit., vol. i, p. 164:'Hic . . . XXV titulos in urbe Roma constituit,
quasi diocesis, propter baptismum et poenitentiam multorum qui convertebantur
ex paganis et propter sepulturas martyrum'

e Caspar, Geschichte, vol. i, p. 56, n. 5.
a Innocent I, Ep. zS, S. JK :rr, 5. The Lib. pont. ed. cit., vol. i, p. 168, credits

Pope Miltiades (f 3r4) with the adoption of this expedient. We may admit that in
all probability the custom antedated fnnocent I, and may well have been in origin
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To refirrn to Pope Fabian. From such evidence as we possess we

may well judge him to have been a man of imaginative foresight and

practical energy. If he was deficient in any quality it was probably

inability to form a correct judgment of character. His successor has a

good deal to say in his letter to the church of Antioch about the ante-

cedents of his formidable rival Novatian,r and describes how this

man, in whom we shall presently recognize the second great anti-

pope, had been ordained presbyter by 
" 

former bishop (whom most

authorities have identified with Fabian),2 in spite of his having

received baptism clinically and thus, according to the view prbvailing

at the time, being in some sense a defective member of the Christian

ecclesia.s It would also seem that the bishop had acted in the teeth of
an adverse vote supported by all the clergy and a large section of the

laity.e How injudicious was his neglect of so important an expression

of opinion will be seen in the subsequent course of events.

The Emperor Decius, who -:lirtly to be reckoned among the

more conscientious as well as the more disinterested of the Roman

princes, found himself, perhaps not without some feeling of distaste,

master of the empire in the later months of the year 248. His accession

marked the close of a long succession of undistinguished principates,

of which the latest has left but one enduring impression on the pages

of history, the celebration of the Ludi saeculares, as is generally sup-

a temporary measure, at first necessitated by the circumstances of the persecution
and th"n continued in time of peace. It should be observed that Duchesne, oF. cit.,
p. 169, n. 4, in citing Innocent appears to overlook the fact that urban clergy are

excluded from the soope of the concession granted to the suburban and rural pres-

byters. In the case of the former, communion of the people by m9an9 of. tbie fer'
i*t *is to continue in force. This seems to imply at least that only the suburban
and rural presbyters \ilere permitted to consecrate (conficere) as a normal practice,

and may t[us be taken to imply that the city presbyters were not at this date per-

mitted to do so.
L Ep. Cornel:i'i, ap. Eus. H.E. 6, 43, t7. ed. cit., vol. ii, Pt. 2, PP. 6zo, 6zz.
I Ctrnelius , iMA,, r3, speaks of Novatian as one who had been affiicted with an

evil spirit in his youth, and had received prolonged treatment by exorcism. He was

thereiore probably already middle-aged at the time of his admission to the pres-

byterate. This points to Fabian rather than one of his predecessors as the bishop
responsible.

f Th" earliest known synodical allusion to clinical baptism as an impediment to
ordination is Conc. Neocaaar. Canon ra.

r For other references to the requirement that a bishop must consult at least the

clergy before proceeding to ordination' see above, p. r43.
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posed, for the last time. A hardJiving provincial, bred in the moun-
tains of Pannonia, and eager to effect a political as well as a moral
regeneration of the Roman State, he believed, like Julian a century
after him, that these ends could best be attained by demanding an
expression of common loyalty by all its citizens to the primitive,and
austere cultus of the Roman people. From indirect, though coR-
temporary evidence,l we may infer that an edict was published
requiring everyone to give proof of such loyalty by conformity to
the traditional ceremonies associated with pagan sacrifice, and
threatening in the event of refusal the penalty of exile involving
confiscation of property and loss of civil rights.z

It is by no means certain, as has often been supposed, that this
measure, as such, was directed primarily against the Christian Church.
Yet that every Christian was faced with the necessity of choosing
between conformity and refusal is, of course, obvious. The fact
that the Emperor could say, as it is reported of him, that he would
endure with more forbearance the advancement of a rival in the
principate than the election of a new bishop to the see of Rome,3
suggests that he was not blind to the formidable opposition which
might be engendered by , Church determined on grounds of con-
science to withstand his will. In any case, so far as we know, Christians
furnished the only considerable body of nonconformists ; chief among
them were a number of bishops, including Pope Fabian himself, who
appears to have succumbed to the consequences of imprisonment.4
The number of those who were actually put to death was probably
not large. Far more serious than losses on this score were the defec-
tions, real or fictitious, of a multitude of the Church's adherents,
and even of some outstanding bishops. In certain churches special
problems made their appearance. Those at Carthage arose chiefly
from too liberal and perhaps often injudicious distribution of
superfluous merit by confessors to persons who, less stalwart than
themselves, were seeking to evade the disciplinary consequences
of their failure. And everywhere, in a greater or less degree, and

l Although the actual text of the edict has not been preserved, much may be
inferred about as contents from allusions in Cyprian, De lapsis,3, 8. C.S.E.Z. vol. iii,
pt. r, pp. 238, z4z; Ep. 43,3. ed. cit., p. Sg2; Dionysius Alex. ap. Eus. Ff..E. 6,4r,
rr 23,

I Cf. Anti-manichaean Edict, Cod. @eg. XIV, iv, 4-7, ed. Haenel , p. 44.
3 Cyprian, Ep. SS,9, r. ed. cit., p.63o.
I Cat.I:ib.Yita, Fabiani. For the character of the persecution in Rome itself, see

Acte Tryphonis, ed. Cavallieri, F. de, n Studi e testi, vol. rx, r9o8,
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not least at Rome, there arose the general question of the conditions
which should govern the readmission of those $ilty of actual or
formal apostasy.

Evidence shows that it was chiefly division of opinion on this
matter which gave rise to a fresh schism within the Roman church.

Once again the tolerant practically-minded diaconate found itself in
opposition to the more vigorous and perhaps more spiritual pres-

byterate, whose leader and spokesman on this occasion was the
presbyter Novatian.

It is an unfortunate though not uncommon accident of history that
we know of his character and conduct chiefly through the evidence

of Cornelius, his successful rival in the papal election, which w:ls

probably held after the receipt of news of Decius' unexpected death

in battle against the Goths.
Cornelius has represented that Novatian was one who had always

cherished the secret ambition that he would one day sit on the
throne of St. Peter, though publicly protesting his unwillingness to
accept the office.l Yet from what we can learn from other sourc€s,

it is by no means improbable that his protests were sincere and that
he accepted his position as anti-pope with the genuine conviction
that only so could the church be saved from moral and spiritual
disaster. The legacy of his writingsz handed down to posterity, many
of them pseudonymous and only recently restored to their true
author, shows him to be a man of painstaking study and ascetic zeal.

His De Trinitate was the first and for long remained the only sys-

tematic treatment by a western writer of this cardinal doctrine of the
Christian faith.s It was a tragedy that such a personality should have

been alienated from the corporate life of the 'great Church'. Yet
had the policy of rigorism triumphed, with which his name was to be

associated, the Church would have lost her power to heal the wounds
of human frailty, to extend hope of new strength to the stumbling
and the fallen, and must in the end have dwindled to an insignificant
handful of self-righteous sinners, no longer intent upon the salvation
of others because oblivious of their own.

L Ep. Cornelii, ap. Eus. H.8.6, 43,7. ed. cit., pp. 614, 616.
2 D.T.C. vol. xi, cn.l.8t7-zr.
s Ed. Fausset, W. Y., r9o9. Jerome, C. Rufin. 2, t9. M.P.L.23,464, shows that

in his time this work was still known as Novatian's. In De vir. inl. Jo, ed. cit., p. 39,
he mentions the titles of a number of Novatian's writings which have since perished.
Cf, Bardenhewer, Geschi.chte, vol. iiz, p. 63o ff.
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How did it come about that the Church was saved from this
disaster? As we have seen, the first impact of the new imperial
religious programme on the Christian communities resulted in an

alarming proportion of defections from strict loyalty to the exclusive

claims of their religion. Everywhere, and particularly in Rome and

Carthage, were to be found those unfortunates who, rather than risk
imprisonment or worse, had performed some perfunctory religious
act, sufficient at once to satisfy the official requirement and to exclude

them from the Church. Swift was the bitter and ineluctable remorse.

Yet what hope remained of restoration to Christian communion ?

We have already seen that the dominant policy in the Roman

church had hitherto been one of leniency towards those guilty of
capital sins. Schism, heresy, carnality, each in its turn had found
therapeutic rather than excisive treatment at the hands of a sovereign

healer. Now it was the turn of apostasy. Could the same mercy

already freely accorded to the rest be denied? Opinion on this question

was sharply divided both in Rome and Carthage and passions were

running high.
At Rome the presbyters, who were responsible, as probably still

elsewhere, for the maintenance of discipline, many of them perhaps

of an older generation with little sympathy for the foibles of youth,
now favoured a policy of extreme caution; in fact some were willing
to concede restoration only on the imminence of death. The dan-
gerous factor was that in maintaining this attitude they were confident
of the support of those members of their order who had acquired

honorary presbyteral status by suffering imprisonment for their
refusal to conform to the imperial requirements. There seemed there-
fore every likelihood that this time a policy of rigorism would be

triumphant. Yet as on a previous occasionr it was the practical

common sense of the Roman diaconate which saved the situation and

upheld the Church's prerogative of mercy.
At Carthage almost exactly the opposite peril was threatening.

Cyprian, recently elected to the episcopate r2 andfaced with the choice

of conformity or punishment, had withdrawn from the scene.a The
Carthaginian presbyterate however, especially those of its number
who had recently acquired similiar status as presbyters in con-

r In the election of Callistus rather than Hippolytus, see above, p. r3o.
2 248 or early z4g.
E Ep. diac. ront. ap. Cypr. Ep. 8, r. ed. cit., p. 485 ff. Cf. Cypr. EpP, 7, t2, r'4, 43.
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s€quence of their imprisonment,l and may perhapS have been unduly
elated at receiving an unexpected and possibly unmerited dignity,
appears to have set about exercising its disciplinary authority with
singular lack of prudence and discrimination.z As a consequence it
seemed that the whole penitential system of the Church was in danger
of rapid dissolution. A timely letter from the Roman diaconate,
which sede aatante was in charge of that chmrch's external afiairs, not
without an undertone of reproof at what may have appeared cowardly
conduct on his part, showed Cyprian that he could count on its
moral support in enforcing some measure of discipline.s Even so the
situation in Carthage was precarious in the extreme, and its delicacy
was rather aggravated by the presence of a minority of the pres-
byterate under the leadership of a certain Novatus, perhaps a defeated
candidate for the Carthaginian episcopate, who, probably indifferent
to the crucial question regarding restoration of the lapsed, saw in the
measures being taken by their bishop a direct challenge to the
traditional judicial privileges of their order, which they now deter-
mined to vindicate at all costs. Believing that much depended on
securing the support of his fellow-presbyters at Rome, Novatus
and a few accomplices made off thither. What he found there must
have been scarcely to his satisfaction.a

As soon as the tension created by the first execution of the terms
of the edict had relaxed, a process which may well have been
hastened by the news of the Emperor's death in the Gothic campaign,d

the Roman clergy and laity met to elect a new bishop. The clear choice
of the majority was Cornelius,o a man, to judge by Cyprian's estimate,
of somewhat limited attainments,T yet whose very mediocrity under
the circumstances probably constituted an important qualification.
Indeed his election seems to supply a signal example of that occasional

I On the honorary prbsbyterate of a conf,essor who has sufiered imprisonment,
see Dix, G., Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus, x, p. 18.

2 Ep. confess. afric. ap. C1pr. Ep. zS; cf. Cypr. EbO. tS, 16, t7, z6 et al.
8 Ep. diac. ratn. ap. Cyp". 8p.8. The evidence that it was written by the Roman

deacons is to be found in the omission of that order among the salutations in $ 3
(p. +88). The problem created by indiscreet leniency on the part of conferisor-
presbyters did not exist at Rotne, where the presbperate favoured a rigorous policy.
The Roman diaconate was evidently willing for the reconciliation of the lapsed
after penance, with the exception of catechumens.

n Cypr. EP. Sz, z f , ed. cit., p. 6ry fr.
5 Gibbon, Decline, ed. Bury, J. B. (1929), vol. i, p. z69.
u Cypr. Ep. SS,8. ed. cit., p.629.
7 lbid., 'quietus alias et modestus'.
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intervention, by means of which a watchful Providence appears to
have saved the Roman church from imminent disaster

The attitude of the Roman presbyterate in regard to the burning
question of the hour remained on the side of caution. If it was less

prone to leniency than the diaconate, it was as yet, however, only
moderately rigorist.l But the election of Cornelius served as a signal

for the advocates of rigorism to gather their forces. It was precisely

at this stage that Novatus and his fellow-presbyters arrived from
Carthage. Any disagreement there neight have been about the con-
ditions under which the lapsed could be reconciled was quickly
relegated to the background, and from now on a considerable pro-
portion of the Roman and Carthaginian presbyterate were united in
common resistance to the episcopate.2 Strong in the support of his

new allies, Novatus felt that the time had come to take a decisive

step. Novatian permitted his election to the Roman see to take place,

perhaps with some reluctance, and once his consecration had been

procured, the schism was afait accun1li.s For the second time within
half a century there was an anti-pope in Rome who was assured of
the backing of a large section of the prepbyterate, both ordained and

honorary.
Naturally letters notifying the fact of Cornelius' election were the

first to reach Carthage,a but they were quickly followed by others

telling of the counter-election of Novatian.d The synod of Carthage

naturally hesitated between the rival claimants, until it had been

assured that the appointment of Cornelius had been carried out with
due regard for democratic precedent and ecclesiastical custom. It then

acknowledged his claim and condemned Novatian as a schismatic.G

t Ep. prab. rorn. ap. Cypr. Op. No. 3o. ed. cit., p. 549.
2 It is clear that at first the confessor-presbyters at Rome, especially such out-

standing personalities as Moses, Maximus and Nicostratus (cf. Cat. Lib, Yita
Fabiani) were on the side of rigorism and opposed to Cornelius and the diaconate.
We may note that Novatian and Novatus are frequently confused by Greek writers,
who usually identify the former with the latter, e.g. Eus. H.E, 6, 43, t et al;
Socrates, H.E, 4,28.

s Cornelius, Ep. cit. ap. Eus. H.8.6,43, 8, describes Novatian's consecrators as

'simpletons' brought to Rome from some obscure places in Italy for the purpose,
and adds that at the time of the consecration they were not even sober. To those
acquainted with the devices of religious controversy, the story has a strangely
familiar ring.

a Cl.prian, ED. 45, z f. ed. cit., p. 6oo f. It is clear that he heard of it only on the
eve of the first synod held in April, z5r.

5 lbid,, z: cf. Ep,68, z. ed. cit., p. 745.
I lbid., r.
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At the same time other letters were addressed by each of the trvo

Roman parties to the heads of the 'greater' churches, Dionysius of
Alexandria and Fabius of Antioch.t Dionysius evidently decided to

accept Cornelius, perhaps chiefly because he disapproved of the

rigorism represented by Novatian;2 Fabius, on the other hand,

according to Eusebius, preferred to suspend judgment.s It was no

doubt on this account that both Cyprian and Cornelius personally

addressed letters to Antioch informing its bishop of the decisions of
the recent Roman, I-talian and African synods; and in a later letter
Cornelius supplied his correspondent with a lengthy and probably

somewhat tendentious account of the origin of the schism, the greater

part of which has been fortunately preserved by Eusebius.a

It must have been about this time, i.e. after the first synod of
Carthage, that Cyprian drew up the first edition of his well-known

treatise De cathol,icae ecclesiae unitate. Undismayed by the rejection

of his claims by the churches of Africa, the Roman supporters of
Novatian resolved to set up a schismatic organization at Carthage,6

and it is likely that the arrival of their mission headed by Novatus

stimulated Cyprian to supply his ally Cornelius with substantial

literary aid. Meanwhile Cornelius and his synod decreed the ex-

communication of the anti-pope, his consecrators and supporters.o

It is against such a background that Cyprian's important and

1 This is to be inferred from Dionysius Alex. ap. Eus. H.E, 6,45 f. ed. cit.,
pp.626,628.

2It is probable that the letter of Dionysius preservedibid. was not the only or
even the first reply sent to Novatian.

8nbid.,6,46,3. ed. cit., p.628. In summoning Dionysius and other important
bishops to a synod at Antioch, Fabius was perhaps setting a precedent. He evidently
believed that the question at issue, whether purely disciplinary or involving in
addition a decision between the rival claimants of the Roman see, was one of major
importance, which no merely local church was competent to adjudicate on its own
authority.

{ Eus. H.E. 6, 43, 3 f . ed. cit., p. 6t4. Only what appears to be the last of these

letters has sunrived ($$lS ff.). To judge from Eusebius' description ($ 3) it is probable
that Cornelius wrote in Greek.

5 Egt. Cornelii, ap. Cyp"..E'pp. No. 5o. ed. cit., p. 613 f. In a previous letter ap.

Cypr. No. 49, ed. cit., p. 6o8'ff., Cornelius mentioned that a group of confessor-
pterbyt"t" had abandoned Novatian and returned to him. For the Novatianist
mission, see Cyprian, E!.52, ed. cit., p. 6t8 ff.

6 Ep. Comelii, cit. ap. Eus. H.8.6143. ed. cit., p. 614 ff. The repentance of one

of the consecrators is recorded in $ ro. He was deposed, but received into lay com-
munion at the request of the Roman laity. Successors to the other two wer€ con-
secrated by the Pope and 'provided' for the vacant sees. Cf. EP. Comelii ap. Cypr.
Epp. No.5o. ed. cit., p. 613 f., where the substitution of Zetus for Euaristus is

mentioned though without specifying the name of the see.
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much-debated treatise is to be studied, and here again the purpose
of the writer, an appeal for loyalty to Cornelius, must always be
kept in mind.

Much confusion in this regard has been caused by the peculiarly
disordered state of the manuscript tradition, resulting in serious
difference of opinion of the actual history of the treatise itself.
Difficulties arising from striking discrepancies between manuscripts
had been observed so early as 1563, when the edition of Manutius
was published, but it was not till the appearance of Hartel's edition
in the Viutna Corpus in 1868 that the controversy reached its height.
The real crux arises frorn the different forms in which Chapter IV and
the first five lines of Chapter V have come down to us. These difier-
ences can be readily observed by comparing the text of the passage

in the Benedictine edition (reprinted by Migne)r with that edited by
Hartel.2 It is easy to see at a glance that the former text includes a
number of phrases emphasizing the need of communion with the see

of Peter, while in the latter stress is laid on the importance of unity
within the episcopate. Archbishop Benson in his St. Cyprian3 argued
that the Petrine or'Primacy' text had been evolved by an ingenious
editing of the 'episcopalian' text, which alone he believed to be
Cyprianic, and by the unscrupulous introduction of a number of
spurious and tendentious interpolations.

It has been pointed out recently that a satisfactory solution of the
problem can only be reached by a thorough examination of the whole
body of textual evidence contained in the manuscripts.a An early
contribution to this study was made when Chapman published the
results of his investigations in 19oz-3.6 Chapman, however, still
believed that the 'episcopalian' or non-interpolated text was the
primary document, though he concluded that the Primacy text was
a later edition of the same passage written to support the cause of
Cornelius at Rome, and that both were equally Cyprianic in author-
ship. Strangely enough, by means of the same evidence, Batiffolo
reached a conclusion which w:ul practically the opposite of Chaptrran's,

namely that the Primacy text was primary, the'episcopalian' a later

t M.P.L.4.
3 Benson, E. W., Cyprian, his life, his times, his work, 1897.
a See p. 163, n.l.
6 Retsue bdnidictin, rgoz-3. Cf. the same author's Stuclies on the Early Paltacy,

r9a8, pp. z8-5o.
6 Batiffol, P., L'Aglise naissante7, r919, pp. +4o-7.
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modification by Cyprian's own hand. Clearly a final verdict had not
been reached.

Quite recently Fr. Bdvenot, S.J., has re-examined the whole
question.l His conclusions which are of far-reaching importance may
be briefly summarized. After comparing more than a hundred of
the one hundred and fifty manuscripts of Cyprian's works known to
exist which contain this treatise, he has pointed out that they
may be divided into seven groups. Starting with those in which there
is the whole of the alternative Primacy text, followed by the text as

given by Hartel, and comparing them with the manuscripts giving
this latter text conflated with additional matter, that is the text on
which Benson founded his hypothesis of interpolation',2 he argues
that the so-called 'interpolated' text is simply a conflation of the
Primacy text and the Hartel text in that order, and not, as Benson
supposed, a modification of the latter by means of additions from the
former.s Thus at a single blow the whole theory of interpolation' is
shattered. Nor is this all. By carefully analysing the order in which
the Cyprianic treatises occur in different groups of manuscripts,
Bdvenot reaches the conclusion that the single manuscript which
gives the Primacy text alone, those which contain the Primacy text
followed by the Hartel text and distinguished by the transposition of
a sentence from one to the other (i.e. differing from that group of
MSS. which gives both texts, as Bdvenot says, 'end on' and intact),
and finally those having the 'conflated' text, all go back to a common
archetype.4

Chapman had already shown that on linguistic grounds alone no
case against the Cyprianic authorship of the matter additional to the
Hartel text could possibly be upheld.6 Bdvenot carries the argument
a stage further, pointing out that whether the Primacy text is the
original or not, the author of either text undoubtedly had the other in
front of him. As on his showing that the Primacy text did not include
the last four lines of Chapter IV and the first five lines of Chapter V
(as given in the Hartel text), it follows that if the Primacy text were
secondary, the author in composing it must have deliberately omitted
this passage. The high degree of improbability that he would have

sacrificed lines which, though certainly not irrelevant to his argument,
1 B6venot, M., 'St. Cyprian's De Unitate' in Anal. Greg., vol. xi, Scr. Fac.

Theol. Sect. B. No. 5, Rome, 1938.
8 Benson, @. cit.rpp.2oc-zr t Id., @. cit.,p, 5r.
e B6venot, opt. cit., c. vi. u Id., @. cit., p. 53.
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were moie relevant to the argument of the Hartel text, lends con-

siderable support to an already strong case in favour of the origin-

ality of the Primacy text.r We may note in conclusion that the result

of bdvenot's work has been to correct the results arrived at in the

course of their investigations by his predecessors, Chapman and

Batiffol, and to show that while Batiffol was right as against Chapman

in postulating the priority of what B6venot calls the 'end on' text (i.e.

where the Primacy text and the Hartel text appqar side by side) to the

'interpolated version', the French scholar had not succeeded in dis-

tinguishing the Primacy text as a distinct version from the one

supplied by the Hartel text of the same chapter (with the additional

lines of the following chapter) in the same treatise.

Now that the two texts have been decisively, and, as we believe,

finally distinguished, the task of ascertaining what light the De Unitate

may throw on the nature of Cyprian's real attitude towards the Roman

see is considerably eased. Once it is admitted that the text con-

taining the passage on the Petrine primacy is not only authentic but

actualiy the original, we can see clearly the reasons which led the

author to adopt this particular form of argument as a defence of the

position of Cornelius as opposed to that of Novatian. The jurisdiction

of tn. presbyterate had hitherto not been seriously challenged in any

church. But- what was to happen if the bishop and the presbyterate

(or at least an influential section of that body) were at variance ? How

could the superior validity of the bishop's judgment be established,

in particular against the claim of a rival bishop ? Cyprian, using an

idea which he probably derived from Tertullian, appeals against the

jurisdiction of ihe presbyterate to a Dominical institution, and shows

that Cornelius, as the heir of St. Peter's see, has thereby inherited the

promise made to St. Peter,2 and thus is the living embodiment, of a

pmad.osis delivered to the Apostle by none other than our Lord him-

self.s Let no one in the Roman church presume, he argues, to dispute
1 B€venot, of . cit,, p. 55 tr.
z In view *-np.5i,'S. 

"a. 
cit., p. 63o, there can be no doubt that Cyprian regarded

the bishop of Rome as the actual successor of the Apostle.
t Cyprian also uses the commission given t9 St. Petercs the basis of his argument

againsithe laxist policy of the confessor-presbyters 1! C-arthage, ald in fav-our of a

slrgle cathedra, ieg"ried more as the sourcl of disciplinary than of dogmatic

u"l-n"rity. Ct. Ep. is, s,ed. cit., p. 594.
It may be reri.arliCd that witi-Cyprian the content of the original paradosi's has

ut*ort *ttolly lost its former doctrinal character, and instead has become a paradosis

ot,rttity, i.e. unity of discipline. See esp..Ep. 45'-3, ed. cit., p' 6ozr 'unitatem a

Dominl et per apostolos nobis successoribus trsditam'.
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disciplinary judgments endorsed by the successor of St. Peter, for
we have proof that the judgments of St. Peter are endorsed by no
less than divine authority. They are in fact the judgments of God. In
the church of Rome as elsewhere by divine appointment there can
be only one episcopal cathedra, to which the claims of Novatian are
proved to be false by the fact that it is Cornelius and not he, whom the
rest of the episcopate has acknowledged.t

It remains to inquire what is the precise meaning of the striking
phrase usually rendered 'but the primacy is given to Peter'.2 Are we
to suppose that these words, taken together with other expressions
referring to the Petrine origin of the Roman see and to its heritage
of his privileges in the sphere of discipline, imply * acknowledg-
ment of a Roman primacy of jurisdiction? Much of course depends
on what our author means when he writes primacy (pimatum),
especially as, so far as we know, he is the first Latin author to employ
it as a description of the Petrine commission. Yet in view of its use
elsewhere by the same author of the 'preferential rights' of Esau as

the first born,3 it is most unlikely that the writer meant it to imply
'superiority' or'pre-eminence', still less'predominance' in relation to
other sees. fts use seems rather to express the belief that St. Peter
possessed a certain 'right to take the initiative',e a belief not incon-
sistent with the conclusions already reached about the significance of
the evidence supplied by the New Testament. Thus if we render the
word as'primacy' we must bear this sense in mind. Cornelius, as we

1 It is in connexion with the process of verification of Cornelius' claim to be the
true bishop of Rome that we must read Ep. +8,3. ed. cit., p. 6o7 :'ut te (sc. Corne-
lium) collegae nostri et communicationem tuam id est catholicae ecclesiae unitatem
pariter et caritatem probarent firmiter et tenerent'. It may be noted that some MSS.
omit'id est'.

2 'Sed primatus Petro datur'. This is the reading of B€venot's Primacy text, op.
cit., p. 4o.

8 De bono patimtiae, 19. ed. cit., p. 4r r : 'Esau . primatus suos per impatien-
tiam lentis amisit', Ep.7g,25, ed. cit., p. 798 : 'Esau primatus suos inde perdiderit'
Evidently Cyprian had Heb. xu, 16, in mind.

a That this is the true sense of 'primatum' here receives some support from
ED.7rr 3. ed. cit., p. TTgrwhere he writes: 'Nam nec Petrus quem primum Dominus
elegit et super quem aedificavit ecclesiam suam, cum secum Paulus de circum-
cisione postmodum disceptaret, vindicavit sibi instanter aut adroganter adsumpsit.
ut diceret se primatum tenere et obtemperari a novellis et posteris sibi potius
oportere . .' Cyptian does not reject the view that St. Peter held the'primatus'.
All that he denies is that St. Peter did not appeal to his possession of it to justify a
demand for obedience. Yet if 'primatus' at this time really denoted a Juridical
primacy', it is difficult to see how St. Peter could have refrained in Cyprian's view
from insisting on his authority.

t2
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have said, was confronted by a recalcitrant group among the Roman

presbyters, who were claiming, and in view of prevalent custom not

witholt some show of justice, that the presbyterate had the right to

determine questions of discipline. Cyprian's purpose therefore was

to prove that in virtue of a power of disciplinary judgment believed

to have been entrusted by our Lord to St. Peter, the bishoP, in

addition to his recognized iiturgical privileges, inherited a like power.

The clue to a right-understanding of this part of his argument would

seem therefore to lie in the gradual acquisition of disciplinary

authority by the episcopate at the expense of the presbyterate, and in

the parall"i d.n"iopment by which the presbyterate in losing its

judicial prerogativ., *"r siowly acquiring most of the liturgical

privileges hitherto confined to the episcopate'r

We may now direct our attention to two other passages in Cyprian's

writings of tmt period where reference to the Roman see appears' fn

a lettei addressed to Cornelius he states that:

'We know that we have implored persons journeying (to Rome)

alone to acknowledge and hold fast to the womb and root of the

Catholic Church'.2
At first sight this might seem to presuppose the view that the

Roman see is the only source of the Church's being. Yet this is more

than doubtful. The letter was written when the proof of the validity

of Cornelius' election had only just been received and at a time when

in some quarters certain doubts may have still remained' Cyprian

appears tlierefore only to express his concern lest through ignorance

or lack of certainty some Africans should mistake the false for the

true episcopate at Rome.

ln it e second of these passages, which also occurs in a letter to

Cornelius, CyPrian writes :

'As if it were not enough for these (schismatics, i'e' the la:rist party

1 On this development, see above, rl9, rP ff', r51 f' 
-.

, E;.--;5, 3. "i. "it" p. 6.7 i 
-"tot enim singulis navigantibus ' ' ' nos

scimus hortatos esse ut ecciesiae catholicae matricem et radicem agnoscerent ac

tenerentt.
Other examples of 'matrix' in Cyq4an are E2t' 7,t, ?' ed' cit" P'772' where the

allusion is to Catho-li" t;fi;; o"71";t"tr, "i. 9d. cit- p. z3r1in a metaphorical

passage referring to the iocal i{oman church] The following instances of 'radix'

;;; fr; ,rot"i , Ep.-4;: ,. ;J.-"it., p. 6oo, used of the lfurch generally, with par-

ticular reference tothJ rehtionsof.iRoman schismatic with the local Roman church;

E;:;;,-;. 
"J. 

cit., p.7,gt.nos autemqui ecclesiaeunius caputet radicem tenemus"

l;;fi;h h" 
"ppear. 

to U" speaking o] the rightful bishop of Rome, in a passage

repudiating Novatian's claim.
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at Carthage) . . to have set up for themselves outside, apart from
the Church and against the Church, a conventicle of a wretched sect

. . . on the top of all that has happened up till now, they have the
effrontery, after a bishop has been provided for them by sectarians, to
sail offto the very cathedra of Peter, and to take with them letters from
schismatics and those who are no Christians to the "original" church,
whence the one society of bishops has been derived, without reflecting

that the Romans are the people whose faith is praised in the words of
the apostle, men to whom an erring faith has no access'.I

At first sight this is a very impressive description of the Roman

church. Yet it is important to bear in mind that Cyprian is chiefly

preoccupied with anxiety lest any countenance whatever should be

given to the Carthaginian schismatics. This latter party does not seem

to have appealed to the Roman see against the rejection of their stand-

point by the synod of Carthage, but simply to have followed the

normal procedure of sending letters to foreign churches notifying them

of the election of Fortunatus2 in the place of Cyprian, who was

regarded as having forfeited his right to be bishop. In speaking of the

church of Rome as the 'original' church,s Cyprian makes no notice-

able advance on the language of Tertullian ia he is simply alluding to

the usual theory of the origin of the episcopate in western churches,

which identified its apostolic source with St. Peter.6 Yet it would be

difficult to deny that Cyprian acknowledges his profound respect for
the Roman see, and by phrases such as these materially contributed,
though perhaps unconsciously, to a fuller recognition of it as the

primatial see of Christendom. Such an expression as the cathedra

Petri could not fail to appeal to the imagination even of the least

imaginative.
Yet before long even Cyprian was to find himself in serious

t E0. Sg, 14. ed. cit., p. 683: '. . navigare audent et ad Petri cathedram adque

ad ecclesiam principalem, unde unitas sacerdotalis exorta est'. The allusion to the

'words of the apostle' is probably to Rom. l, 8.
2 lbid.,9. ed. cit., p. 676. Felicissimus who headed the mission to Cornelius

had acted as deacon to lr{ovatusrbefore the departure of the latter to Rome; .Ep.

S2tz. ed. cit., p.618. In reporting the election of the anti-bishop Fortunatus, his

supporters acted precisely as Cornelius'and Novatian's respective parties had done,

See above, p. 16o.
s lbid., r4. 'ecclesiam principalem'. Possibly the 'authentic' as opposed to

schismatic church. For the significance of 'principalis' and its cognates, see aboYc,

p, rt?, n. 2.
a See above, p. 146 f.
5 Cf. Irenaeus, Ado. haer. 3, 3, z; Cyprian, Dc uritatc, 5.
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disagreement with.the Roman disciplinary tradition. To explain how

this came about we must resume oqr account of the events which

followed the establishment of Cornelius.

The elevation of Gallus to the principate appears to have occasioned

a revival of Decius' policy of compulsory conformity with the State

religion. Among the victims on this occasion was Cornelius himself.

He was banished to Centum-cellae where he died, possibly from the

effect of ill-treatment.r After a brief interval Lucius was elected his

successor, only fo be banished in his turn. The successful revolt of
Aemilian2 was probably responsible for a prompt revision of his

sentence, though he survived his return only by a few weeks. The

date of his death is the first of a series of papal obits to be recorded

in the Depositiones episcoporum.s

The new Pope, Stephen I, had been Lucius' archdeacon and like

him was of Roman origin.a His pontificate is chiefly remarkable for

his treatment of an appeal addressed to him by the churches of Leon

and Merida, and for his controversy with Cyprian on the validity of
schismatic baptism. Normally these two affairs are treated in isolation

from one another. We shall, however, attempt to show that there is

in fact a close connexion, which has not generally been observed.

It may fairly be conjectured that the schism created by the support

given by the distinguished personality of Novatian to a rigorous

treatment of the lapsed did not quickly disappear. For a time at least

his influence, in spite of all that Cyprian might write against him, con-

tinued, and even in some degree may have come to overshadow the

less distinguished auctoritas of Cornelius. The problem which faced

the latter, namely of restoring unity within the Roman church, must

lAlthough Ciprian, 8p.6t,3. ed. cit.,p. 696, cf.E!.,67,6. ed. cit., p.74t,
describes Cornelius as a martyr, we cannot be certain that he is not using the term
in its general sense. Cat. Lib.Vita Cornelii, reads : 'cum gloria dormitionem accepit',
and in his sepulchral inscription 'martyr' is clearly a later addition. His remains

were subsequintly translated to the cemetery of the Gerts Cornelia near the papal

crypt in the cemetery of Callistus.-'-Bury, 
J.8., in his edition of Gibbon, Dechne (tgzg), vol" i, p- z7z, gives

May-June to Septembet, zS3, for the reign of Aemilian. His concessions to the

Senatl probably led to a stricter application of the Decian edict.
s Cai. Lib. and Lib. Pont. assign three years and a few months to his pontificate

in error. The correct date of his death, March S, 254, appears in the D4tosition*,
M.G.H. Auct. antiqu., vol. ix, Cltron. min.rvol. i, p. 7o. Cf . Lietzmann, f{., Petrus

und Paul:us tn Rotnzrp. g.
4 Lib. Pont.ed..cit. vol. i, p. r53 f. Vitae Lucii et Stephani. For the view expressed

here about the character of the controversy between Stephen I and Cyprian, the
present writer is indebted to Zernov, N., in C.Q.R.lan. rg34, vol. cxvii, p. 3o4 ff.
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therefore have remained under his successors Lucius and Stephen.

This may help to explain an apparent inconsistency in Stephen's
policy, namely his seeming indifference to the progress of Nova-
tianism in the Roman colonia of Arles.l Faced by u formidable
minority, he may have believed that the utmost possible tolerance

of a different standpoint should be allowed, and that the return of
schismatics to the Church should be facilitated by every legitimate

means.

Cyprian is our sole informant regarding the Arelatine situation.2

Both he and Stephen, it appears, had received from Faustinus of
Lyons and from other Gaulish bishops letters showing that Marcian of
Arles had adoptedan extreme formof Novatianism and hadabandoned

the communion of the Catholic episcopate.3 He writes therefore to
Stephen urging him to represent to the bishops of Gaul that Marcian
should be excommunicated forthwith,  and also to the church of
Arles instructing them that their bishop has been replaced by another,

who will supply spiritual needs of the lapsed.6 If Stephen acts rightly'
the writer adds, he will be upholding the glorious reputation of his

predecessors; and once action has been taken, he should report the

name of the bishop who has been substituted for Marcian so that
the church of Carthage may know with whom to communicate.

What was the sequel to Cyprian's action ? In view of the absence of
reference to the affair in any of his surviving letters, it seems highly
probable that Stephen, faced with the problems created by Nova-
tianism in his own church, preferred to leave the Gaulish churches

to settle their own difficulties.
1It received this status probably under Augustus, see Dict. Greek and Roman

Geog.,vol. i, p. r96b.
2 8p.68. ed. cit., p.744fr.
s lbid., r. That Marcian's Novatianism took an extreme form appears to be

implied by'sine spe pacis et communicationis'. The Roman Novatianists were
willing at least to give communion in articulo mortis. Marcian had carried the
rigorism of his master a stage further.

a That he had not yet been excommunicated even by the bishops of Gaul seems

to be implied by ibid., z, 'necdum a nobis abstentus' and ibid,, 4.
6 The phrase'abstento Marciano', ibid.r 3, need not imply that in Cyprian's view

the right to excommunicate him rested with Stephen alone-in fact such a view
seems to be excluded by ibid., +. Marcian is to be excommunicated by Stephen and
the bishops of Gaul, and Stephen is to nominate his successor (presumably because

the local church of Arles could not be trusted in the circumstances). Cyprian pro-
bably did not appreciate the nature of the precedent which he was thus creating; yet
cf. Cornelius' action above, p. 16r n. 6. The fact that there existed between Rome
and Arles a close political connexion would give Stephen reasonable opportunity for
selecting a suitable candidate for the local church
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But it is also possible that by this time the question of the validity
of schismatic baptism had arisen, and that Stephen's attitude had

already brought him into conflict with other churches. The usual

view is that he came into collision with Cyprian first and only sub-

sequently with the Easterns.l Yet is this strictly correct? A passage in
the famous letter of Firmilian of Caesarea in Cappadociaz on the

subject seems to imply that the friction between Stephen and the

East preceded rather than followed his controversy with Cyprian;
moreover the relative shortness of Stephen's pontificates appears to

make it necessary to assign an early date to the beginning of the whole

affair. We have already seen that there was some support to be found

for Novatian in the eastern churches,a probably including Firmilian's
own church, and it is possible that on the deaths of Cornelius and

Lucius, Novatian renewed his efforts to win their favour. Hence when

Stephen initiated a policy of seeking to win over his rival's Roman

t E.g. Kidd, B. f., Histmy, vol. i, p. +69 f.
t Ap. Cypt. Epp. No. 25. ed. cit. pp. 9t*z?. (For une view that this document

is a n-orth-African version of a Greek original, see Benson, oP, cit.rpp,372-7.)
Note particularly$ 25, p.826:'modo cum orientalibus,quod nec vos latere con-
fidimus, modo vobiscum qui in meridie estis'. Benson, oD. cit., P. 353, n. 6, argues
that the usual view is tenable. (r) Because that order is accepted by Eusebius.
(z) On account bf Dionysius' statement in Eus. f/..8. 7, 5, 4, ed. cit., p. 64o:
;.,1r otiEe dxetvoc rcowovfoov 6cd rilv ofiv ro&n1v airlov', which he takes to refer
to an earlier collision with the African church on the same subject. (f) Because

during the three years of Stephen's pontificate, Dionysius addressed to him only
one letter, while no less than three of his 6n the same topic belong to the single year

of Stephen's successor. For an early view identical with that put forward in the
text, see Dom Maran, Vita Cypriani, zg.

The following considerations are to be weighed as against Benson. (l) Even if
Eusebius believed, as he appears to dorH.8.7,2,3. ed. cit., p.636-8, that the
controversy began with a clash between Stephen and Cyprian, we cannot be certain
that he was correct. Not only \ilas he very imperfectly informed as to Stephen's
pontificate, of which he has very little to say, cf. H.E. 7, 5, 3. ed. cit., p. 64o, but
w" 

"uttnot 
always trust-him to interpret his sources aright (see above on the

seeond centuryPaschal controversy, p. r18 f.). (z) Dionysius, writing to Xystus II,
ap. Eus. H.8.7, S,4. ed. cit., p. 64o, speaks of Stephen's letter to the Easterns:
'iteord.Xxec pti i0, rpdrepov'. (f) The letters quoted by Eusebius from the
Dionysian corpu.s are not necessarily exhaustive, in fact H.8.7r 5, 3, P. 640.
,1eutlpov . . . ztepi parrtop.aros . . . dzreord\i1v' clearly shows that his letter to
Xystus was not the first which Dionysius had written on this subject. It seems much
mtre likely that Dionysius became acquainted with Stephen's controversy with
Firmilian, at the beginning of Stephen's pontificate, but only aftu he had written
the letter quoted in H.E. 7, 5, t f. ed. cit., p. 6f 8.

t StephendiedAugust 2,z57.Cf.Eus. H.E,7,e.ed.cit., p.6g6z'y't1oiv. . . odD'

6)\ocs dmcit'.
r See above p. 16r. Possibly there were some who persisted all along in regarding

Novatian as the rightful bishop of Rome.
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supporters by reaffirming the traditional Roman attitude towards

..hir*"tic baptism,l thereby acknowledging that of the Novatianists,

the anti-pope's eastern supporters would naturally exPress some

indignatio". to this Stephin's reply may well have been a threat

(probably not more) of excommunication.2 Realizing that this would

i olve the severance of economic as well as spiritual relations, it is
not inconceivable that Firmilian felt bound to withdraw his protest,

though he refrained for the time being from openly expreg{ng his

feeliigs.a Only so can we sufficiently explain the bitterness of his Car-

thagiiian letter whenat last the opportunity had come for showing his

disipproval of the Roman policy in consequence of Cyprian's rep-ort'

Meanwhile a grave disciplinary problem had arisen in the West'

What was to be Jone if a bishop was found guilty of apostasy; ought

he to be deposed ? In the course of a recent attempt in Spain 
!o- 

pro-

cure confoimity with the State religion it seems that two bishops,

Basilides and Martial, whose sees were probably Leon-Astorga and

Merida respectively, had compromised themselves in pagan prac-

tices.a Subsequently Basilides had accepted penance and resigned his

office, ,pp"r.rrtly in the hope of being admitted to lay communion.E

Then changing hit *ittd, as it seems, he had made his way to Rome

with the inientlon of procuring restoration.o Meanwhile the church of

1 For Callistus' policy and the question of whether or not this represented

the traditional practiic" of th" Roman church, see above, p. r3J f. Rufinus, I/"8'
Z, g (E*. H.fri. ed. cit., p. 639), affirms that the traditional liberal practice was

!"dot.ua not by Stephen bui6y Cottrelius. If Stephen was respo_nsible for-soare

innovation, it is scarlely conceivable that he could have said, as Cyprian alleges,
.Nihil innovetur nisi quld traditum est'. Had the contrary prevailed hitherto, it is
ft*a io imagine that sime evidence of local protest worrld not have survived.
-;-Ep. iiinysi.i Alex. ap. Eus. I/..8. 7, 4. ea. cit., p. 64o, in a letter addressed in
XV.l* II, rientiorrs thit Stephen hai written to him regarding the churches of
Asia Minor, 'cis odEt dredvors rcot'vav$oar'.

3 It is clear from Ep .Dion. Alex. ap.Eus. I{..8. 7, 5, I f., that the eastern churches

agreed to recognize dtephen. Dionyslius, however, does not say that they repudiated

Novatian's disciplinary standpoint.
a Cyprian,ep.07. ed. "it.,p. 735 ff. In $ r their crimes are described as 'idolo-

latriae"'and irrJfurrdorrr* fu"ittot,rit-' ; in $ 6 he adds that according to the letters of
Felix and Sabinus of Leon-Astorga, and another of Felix of Saragossa, '-Basilides

. . . in Deum blasphemaverit et-se blasphemasse confessus sit', while 'Martialis

. . . pr""r"r gentilium turpia et lutulenta convivia in collegio diu frequentata

et flLs in eodem collegio exterarum gentium more apud profana sepulchra

depositos et alienigenis consepultos, actis etiam publice habitis apud procuratorem

du^cenarium obtempera*"" ,"ldololatriae et Christum negasse contestatus est'.
6 lbid., 6.
6 lbid.,5. Cyprian does not say that Stephen had actually acceded to his request'

though thi t"tlJt. already received from Spain make this probable.
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Leon-Astorga, or at least a section of it led by the presbyter Felix,
had elected a new bishop for that see in the person of a certain
Sabinus. On hearing of the favour shown to Basilides by the Roman
church, the electors of the new bishop wrote to the see of Carthage
(and possibly to other churches) hoping to win its support.

Before describing the significance of Cyprian's reply, one or two
points deserve attention. In the first place, so far as the Spanish
bishops are concerned, he represents that Basilides had voluntarily
resigned il of Martial's resignation, still less of his deposition, he says

nothing. Even with Basilides it is not a case of a formal revision by the
Roman see of a verdict pronounced by a local church. In any event
Martial appears to have succeeded in retaining his episcopate and
hence had no need to appeal to Rome or to anyone else. Next, whether
or not Stephen had actually acknowledged Basilides,z Cypriaq
evidently believed that he would do so, and held that, in view of Old
Testament precedent,s violence would thereby be done, not merely to
ecclesiastical but to divine law. It was this, and not any supposed
usurpation of authority on the part of Stephen, which roused his
indignation. Lastly, there is,, some reason to hold that in refusing to
16,gard a lapsed bishop as ipso fafio deposed, as Cyprian,wished,
Stephen was upholding the traditional attitude of the Roman church
to this question.a

The true significance of Cyprian's letter is that it marks the end of
his patience with Stephen's policy, by which in the writer's opinion
the unanimity of bishops had long been seriously endangered. The
Spanish affair had finally convinced him that in spite of his earlier
repudiation of Novatian and the loyalty which he owed to Cornelius'
successor, he could hold his hand no longer. For in addition to the
question of the lapsed bishops, there was also the earlier problem

t 8p.6.
2 IUd.,5. Cyprian describes Basilides' journey to Rome thus: 'Romam pergens

Stephanum collegam nostrum longe positum et gestae rei ac veritatis ignarum
fefellit, ut exambiret reponi se iniuste in episcopatum de quo fuerat iure depositus'.
This clear mention of Basilides' deposition contradicts the evidence about his volun-
tary resignation in $ 6. It seems likely that Cyprian was relying on inaccurate infor-
mation. As to the result of Basilides' 'appeal' to Stephen, the form of expression
used by Cyprian does not necessarily imply more than awareness on his part that
such an 'appeal' had been made. His contention is that Basilides' apostasy had
ipso facto caused him to lose his episcopal status. In any case he is careful to
describe Stephen as a victim of ignorance or deception.

t Hebrew precedents as to the treatment of an unworthy or illegitimate priest-
hood are cited in $$ r-+.
' 'See above, p r3r f.
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created by the recognition of the validity of schismatic baptism by the
Roman see, of which Cyprian had been aware for some time. He had
refrained from mention of it in the hope that Stephen would go no
further in the direction of compromise with schism. Now the report
of the Pope's action in the case of Basilides had finally shattered his
most cherished ideal-the solidarity of the episcopate. Cyprian's dis-
appointment is one of the tragedies of history, but there is a sense
perhaps in which it was inevitable

Quite soon after Stephen's election, as it seems, the question
whether Novatianist baptism should be treated as valid or not had
been raised. Cyprian's personal decisionl against validity, in spite of
the Novatianist use of Catholic formulas, was based on the principle
that there can be no sacraments outside the one Church.z Yet he
makes it plain that in so deciding he is not expressing more than a
personal opinion, and implies that every bishop has a right to decide
the.question for himself.3 It was probably as a consequence of some
inquiry that he first became acquainted with Stephen's policy in the
matter. Probably the Pope had argued, as no doubt Callistus had
done before him, that those who differed from the Church only on a
question of discipline and who otherwise shared the Church's faith
ought to be treated differently from those who were openly opposed to
that faith.a As we have seen, he had every reason for wishing to make
the widest possible concessions in facilitating the return of those who
supported his rival Novatian.d Cyprian, on the other hand, was faced
by two mutually hostile rivals and may have believed that unity would
be more speedily restored by a policy of more rigid exclusiveness.

In following it he could show that, at least in some measure, north-
African tradition was on his side.6 Yet outside the province of Africa

' ED.6g,ed. cit., p.749,addressed to a certain layman Magnus, perhaps aRoman
who had felt uneasy about the policy followed by Stephen.

2 lbid,, r : 'dicimus omnes omnino haereticos et schismaticos nihil habere potes-
tatis ac iuris'. The Roman view was that schismatics enjoyed'potestas'without'ius'.

8 lhid., 17: 'nemini praescribentes quominus statuat quod putat'.
a ft seems from $ 7 tbat Magnus had cited this argument.
5 ProbablyStephen'spositionlocallywasbynowagooddealstrongerthan.Cyprian's.
6 In Ep.7r, 4. ed. cit., p.774i Ep. 73,3. ed. cit., p. 78o, he alludes to his earliesr

authority against validity, namely a synodical resolution adopted at Carthage
under Agrippinus, c. zr3, to which Tertullian may also refer in Debaptisrno, rS,
C.S.E.L, vol. xx, p, zr3. Cf. De pudicitia, 19, ed. cit., p. z6z. For further
sr&tport of cyprian's view see the anonymous author of, ado. Novat, de lap$s, 3,
ap. cypr. op. ed, cit., p. 55. It was also upheld by some churches in Asia Minor,
according to Firmilian, ap. cypr. Epp. No. ?5, ed. cit., p. 8a3, and Dionysius Alex,
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proconsulmis, it seems, a more liberal view prevailed,r and awareness

of divergence inevitably led to inquiries being addressed to the see of
Carthage on the subject. Eighteen Numidian bishops2 and two from
Mauretanias addressed Cyprian on different occasions, with the

result that a corporate expression of opinion against validity was given

by a synod held under his presidency.a Information about this decision

was sent not only to the bishops of Numidia and Mauretania,6 but to

Stephen as well.6 It is likely that Cyprian in his turn was beginning

to feel the need of Stephen's support in a rather delicate situation.T

We are not surprised therefore to find that in writing to Rome he

insists that every individual bishop must be free to act according to

his own judgment.s
News of the reception of the Carthaginian mission there gave

occasion later for much criticism of Stephen's conduct on the part

of Firmilian.e Yet in fairness it must be admitted that we have only

the Cyprianic version of the affair and do not know what there was to

be said on the other side. Even if Stephen may have shown himself

unduly conscious of his position as occuPant of the see of St. Peter,lo

and perhaps insufficiently sympathetic towards the Cyprianic policy,

Ep. ap. Eus. f;L.@. 7,7, S. ed. cit., p.64+, mentioning synods on the subject at
Iconium and Synada. Di-onysius himself, however, states, ibid.,7r 7, 4.-ed. cit.,
that his predecessor Heraclas took the opposite view and evidently favoured
tolerancebf diversity ($S). It would appear thatwhen Jerome in De vir.inl.69,
ed. cit., p. 38, affirmed that Dionysius iupported Cyprian, he was not quite exact.

I Thd is clear from the large numbef of abstentions at Cnrrian's synods. Cf.
the anonymous author of De R&apti.smate, ap. Cypr. Op. ed. cit., p. 69 ff.

2 Their names are mentioned in the address of. Ep.7o. ed. cit., p. 7o6.
s See .Ep. 7r, ed. cit., p. 77t fr; Sent- Episc. ed. cit., p. 435. Cyprian's firstreply

toJubaianusislost. OwEp.T3,ed.cit.,p. TTSfr.,ishissecondletteronthesubject.
It is probable from Ep.7t, z, that validity had never been denied in Mauretania.

r The names of thirty bishops who took part in it are mentioned in Ep.7o, ibid.,
p.766.

6 lbid.
u Ep.7z. ed. cit., p.77sff. Soden, H., 'Der Streit zw. Rom und Carthago iiber

die Kitzertaufe' in KgI. Preuss, Hist. Inst. in Rom, vol. xii, I9o9, argues that this
letter belongs to the second synod of eighty-seven bishops in e56. Yet the reference
($ r) to the letter to Quintus (Ep. Zr) as 'nuper expressum', and to the synod as

'nuper' seems to link the first synod, EP. 7r and 8p.72 together.
z-fust as earlier no doubt Cornelius had felt the need of Cyprian's support.
8 Cf.8p.73,26. ed. cit., p."6,and Sent. Ep*c. ed. cit., P.435f.:'neminem

iudicantes aut a iure communicationis aliquem si diversum senserit amoventes'.
8 Ep. Firnil. zS. ap. Cypr. Op. ed. cit., p. 846.
to lbid., 17: 'qui sic de episcopatus sui loco gloriatur et se successionem Petri

tenere contendit' . . . 'qui per successionem cathedram Petri habere se praedic6t'.
it may be that Firmilian is recalling expressions used by Stephen in his reply to
Cyprian's Ep,Zz. ed. cit., p,8z7.
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which he evidently treated as an arbitraryinnovation, there is no reason

to believe that the behaviour of the Carthaginian legates, judged

from the standpoint of tact and diplomxclr was wholly above censure.

Knowing only some of the facts, we should hesitate to pronounce
judgment. Moreover it is by no means impossible that the unhappy
legacy of the Spanish affair and of Cyprian's rather rash conclusions

was in great measure responsible for a certain stiffness on the side

of the Pope.r Finally it should be remembered that if Stephen had

consented to change his attitude, he would have conceded at one

stroke the correctness of the Novatianists' position, whose practice

was identical with that of Cyprian in the matter.2 His choice there-

fore may be said to have lain between resigning or retaining his see.

In such a situation it is not surprising that he offered little en-

couragement to Cyprian's legates, and that when they persisted in
demanding his support, he gave instructions that they should be

refused all hospitality.l The mission had only one coufse open, since

communion with Novatian was impossible, namely to return home.

Presently an aggrieved but quite uncompromising letter reached

Carthage from Stephen, a,s we may infer from the few sentences

which have been preserved:
'If therefore any persons shall come over to you from any schism

whatsoever, let nothing be repeated save what is customary, that

the hand be laid on them with a view to penance, for the schismatics

themselves do not baptize on their own part those who come over to

them from one another, but merely give them communion'.4
l See above. Cyprian n EP.7zr 2. ed. cit., p.776 f.,had urged that the clergy

who had compromised themselves with schism should only be received back into
lay communion. Yet, as we have seen, this was also the attitude of Cornelius to
the promoters of Novatianism; see above, p. 16r, n. 6.

2 That some Novatianists were rebaptizing converts from the'Great Church'is
clear from Ep. 72, z. ed. cit., p. 77g. At first sight Stephen, ap. Cypr. EP. 74, r. ed.
cit., p. 799, appeats to deny this, yet 'alterutrum' should be noticed. Is it possible

that-stephen is alluding to an understanding which had been reached between the
Novatianists and survivors of the earlier Hippolytean schism?

s The sole witness is Firmilian, ap. Cypr. Op. No. 7i,25.
4 Cit. ap. Cypr. Ep. 7+, rt zt 4. ed. cit., pp. 7gg,8oz. 'si qui ergo a quacumque

haeresi venient ad vos, nihil innovetur nisi quod traditum est, ut manus illis in-
ponatur in paenitentiam, cum ipsi haeretici proprie alterutrum ad se venientes non
baptizent, sed communicent tantum'. For the interpretation of this terse Roman
dictum, see Ddlger rn Antike und Christentum l, r9"9t PP. 79,319, and Weyman,
Hist. Jabb., vol. xlix, r9a9, p. gzg.It is to be noted that Stephen makes no dis-
tinction between those who differ from the Church in matters of faith, and those
who di:ffer only on a question of discipline, but says broadly'a quacumque haeresi'.
Stephen like most of the Roman bishops had little patience with subtle distinctions.
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Stephen's appeal is to the paradosis. No more and no less. But he
insinuates not without some irony that certain Roman schismatics
are in fact more faithful to tradition than Cyprian himself. To the
latter such a reply must have come as a serious shock. But its effect
was not o4ly to destroy at a single blow his ideal unity; it seriously
menaced his own status. How in such circumstances could he any
longer conduct himself as true bishop of Carthage and as the up-
holder of episcopal government based on the impregnable Petrine
origin and foundation of the episcopate ?l

His failure to win the support of the Roman see now made it all
the more urgent that he should find allies elsewhere, md strengthen
so far as he could his own position in relation to other African
churches. Probability suggests that he addressed a number of the
'greater sees', but of their replies, if any, only one has been preserved,
the letter of Firmilian, bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia.2 This
document, to which we have already called attention, in spite of its
outspoken criticism of Stephen's disciplinary policy,s at times
bordering on invective, and of its attitude towards those who held a
divergent view, bears a certain unwilling testimony to the prestige of
the Papacy in his time.a If, however, as it has been said, 'he makes
short work' of the papal claims,6 it is rather because Stephen had
asserted no more than the fact that he as the legitimate bishop of
Rome had a right to define what wls the traditional custom of the
Roman church;6 of 'papal claims' such as later centuries were to
experience, there is no trace. But it must surely be admitted that in
arrogance and self-righ.teousness Firmilian was fotib princ4ts.T

Encouraged by the Pope's attitude, a number of Cyprian's op-
ponents in Africa now took the offensive, and roundly accused him

' Ep. 33, r. ed. cit., p. 566. Here the author frankly interprets Matt. xvt, 18 f.,
as the title deed of the episcopate as a whole. Ct. Ep,43, S, ed. cit., p. 594: 'cathedra
una super Petrum Domini voce fundata'.

2'Cit. ap. Cypr. F.'I't. No. 75, ed. cit., p. 8ro ff.
3 Not disdaining the tones of the bitterest irony, e.g. $ 25. The letter as a whole

is in no sense a model of Christian charity.
a Notice, i6rld., t7 2 'Petri . . . super quem fundamenta ecclesiae collocata

sunt . . . Stephanus qui per successionem cathedram Petri habere se praedicat'.
It is noteworthy that Firmilian makes no attempt to refute his opponent or to deny
these statements.

5'Kidd, B. J., History,vol. i, p.47o.
6 See above, p. r75.
? Firmilian, o?. cit., $ z+. His assertion that Stephen supposed that he could

excommunicate anyone from the universal Church is a sheer imputation, even if it
rep5esents what Stephen may have believed,
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of behaving as a 'bishop of bishops', tyrannously seeking to impose

his will on his fellow.-bishops through fear of what might be the

outcome of resistance.l It was probably at this time that Cyprian

thought it wise to re-edit his De unitate, and by removing its allusions

to the peculiar Petrine heritage of the Roman bishop, and sub-

stituting phrases which expressed more fully his favourite doctrine

of the co-ordination of the episcopate, to stimulate a greater desire

for real unity among the African churches.2 But it was also necessary

at the same time to check the growing movement of opinion adverse

to himself. With this object in view another general synod of the

African provinces was assembled, at which eighty-six bishops under

Cyprian's presidency reaffirmed his policy in regard to schismatic

baptism.s Full of relief at this tactical success, Cyprian informed

certain of his correspondents among the bishops of its result, so

important for himself.a But in each of these letters there was a

significant omission. The writer utters not so much as a word against

the treatment of his legates at Rome following the previous synod.

Surely there can be only one explanation of this remarkable silence.

Cyprian was unwilting that his strained relations with Stephen should

be widely known, since he realized that'communion with the apos-

tolic see of the West was an essential element in his theory of an

episcopate enjoying together a common Petrine inheritance.s It seems

that Stephen and Cyprian have shared each in his own way the same

unmerited fate-the misunderstanding of posterity. But Cyprian

far more than Stephen desenres to rank as one who successfully

1 Cyprian's words quoted at the beginning of. Sent.-4tisc. ed. cit., p. 435f.rare
usually-thought to reflr to Stephen. It is, however, far more probable that_he is
quoting 

" "h"tg" 
made against himself. The synod appears to have made no

mention of Stephen's behaviour, but the bishops present had good reasorn to fear
that opposition to Cyprian might have had serious consequences for their own
chutches. Evidence of iheit material dependence on the see of Carthage is supplied
by Epp, z, zi 6z;77i 79. For this reason cyprian had_reason to fear a lack of
ftankiiess itt itt" debate. itlis frequent insistence that bishops were free to follow
their own line in disciplinary questions, e.g. in EPP. 55, zt 1 69, 17 i 72, 3 i 73, 26,
would scarcely have blen so n-cessary if he had not given the impression that'he
aimed at enfoicing conformity with his own practice by means of economic pressure.

, The re-edited text is the one referred to above, p. 166 ff, as the Hartel Text, ed.

Hartel, p. zog. The changes are in cc. 4 and 5.
3 Sent. episc. ed. cit., p. 435 ff.
t Epp. Zl and 74. ed. cit., p. 778 fr., Zgg ff: Cyprian did not hesitate to criticize

Stephen privately, e.g. EP.74r t.
s- De uni.tate, 5'. ed. cit., p. ar4: 'episcopatus unus est culus a singulis in solidum

pars tenetut', Qf , 8fi0,66, 8. ed. cit., p. 7g3 i 68, 3, p. 746 and note 3r r.
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vindicated his primacy over other bishops and who testified by a
significant silence to the importance of the verdict of the see of Rome

in the ordering of the Church.

IX
Yet if Stephen's pontificate had been troubled by continuing

schism within his church and controversy without, it remained largely

undisturbed by conflict with the State. His successor Xystus II was

less fortunate. The reigning Emperor Valerian, faced like Decius by
the menace of hostile invasion from the East, revived his predecessor's

religious policy in his later years.r Cyprian and Dionysius of Alex-
andria suffered banishment (257),2 and in the following year the

Roman church in the person of its higher clergy felt the extreme

rigour of the law. In a single day, August 6, 258, there perished Pope

Xystus and four of his deacons.s Three days later came the passion

of the famous archdeacon Laurence, and at about the same time the

remaining two members of the diaconal college were put to death.a

During the following month Cyprian was crowned with martyrdom.b

For eleven months the Roman see was left desolate. Stunned by these

blows, not till the ill-fated Emperor had himself become an igno-

minious prisoner of the Persians did the church of the capital nerve

itself to elect a new chief pastor.

Its choice fell upon the presbyter Dionysius,o whose reign has some

ecclesiological interest, already mentioned,T but is also remarkable for
the light which it throws on the relations of the sees of Rome and

Alexandria. This is supplied chiefly by what is known of the cor-

respondence of the two bishops,s both named Dionysius, arising out

I Acta lnoconsularia ap. Cypr. OP., Pt.3. ed. cit., p. cx. On the eastern menace,

see Gibbon, Decline, ed. Bury, J. B. (1929)' p. a8g ff.

' Ilicl., and Eus. H.8,7, rr. ed. cit., p. 6S+ ff.
s This was a conseguence of a new edict imposing the death penalty_, the terms

of which are given in cyprian, Ep. 8o, r. ed. cit., p. 8gg f. T}lre Dqositi.ones

Martyrutn, tW.G.n. Auct. intiqu,, vo!. ix, Chton. min,, vol. i, P. 7r, assigns to
August Xystus, buried in the cemetery of Callistus, together with Agapett's and

Feficissimls, buried in the cemetery of Praetextatus; the Liber Pontificalis. e!, cit.,

vol. i, p. r55, supplies the names of two other deacons. As to the effect of these

executions on the Roman church, see above, p. r53 f.
4 Lib. pont., ibid.
5 Acti proc. ap. Cypr. of ., p. cxi ff. Cf- Vita CyPr., ibid., p. cvi ff.
6 Lib. pont. ed. cit., vol. i, p. r57.
? See above, p. r54.
E Eus. H.E.';, ,6,'r Athan. De sent. D;og, M.P,G. 25, 479;,id'-D.e.denetis,

M.P.G. r,s,+sgiid.,Di synoais,M.P.G,z6,77o; Basil, EP,q;id.,De Spiitu S' zg'
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of the success achieved by the teaching of Sabellius, at one time almost

dominant in the church of Rome,t but now' it seems, highly popular

in his native country.z Uneasy at its progress' Dionysius of Alex-

andria had already sent a word of warning to Pope Xystus,s but it was

not till his return from banishment under the more benevolent regime

of Gallienus that he felt able decisively to intervene.4 The churches

which were the objects of his criticism appealed against his teaching

to the paradosis of 'superior origin' found at Rome,6 whereupon

the Pope assembled his presbyterate to examine the doctrine con-

tained in the documents forwarded to him by Dionysius' opponents'o

The outcome of this was that the bishop of Alexandria received an

invitation from Rome to explain his position more precisely, together

with a concise statement of the official Roman doctrine.z The state-

ment is highly characteristic of the mind of the Roman church in all

doctrinal qrr.rtiotts; a direct appeal to an inherited pmadosis, enforced

by relevani quotation from Holy Scripture, and apparent indifference

to verbal contradiction. It is essentially the formulation, not of a

speculative theologian, but of a'plain **":
The election of Pope Dionysius coincided with the beginning of

some forty years of peaceful relations between the Church and the

Roman Siate, of which the rescript of the Emperor Gallienus to

Dionysius of Alexandria and other Egyptian bishops authorizing them

to resume occupation of all buildings dedicated to the Christian cultus,

alienated in the periods of persecution, is a signal example'e It is

unnecessary to assign any special motive to the imperial bounty,

other tharr a desire to win a greater measure of public support

against his numerous rivals. A less favourable estimate of his character

liould ascribe it to a distaste for problems of administration, or to a

nerveless indolence.

1 See above, P. rzg f.
r TL; Libvan Penfupofis, i.e. Cyrene, Berenice, Arsinde, Ptolemais, Sozusa'
a Eus. H.8.7,6. ed. cit., vol. ii,p.64z'
a Athan. Oe sent. Dii.'5. 

- i 'Potiorem principalitatem', see above, p' rtz f
6 Athan. De sYnodis,43.
? Ep. Di.on. fio*. ip..{,h"tt. De decretis,26. Aftagment only was addressed to the

Church of Alexandiia ; ia,, O, sant. Dion. 13, mentions a personal.letter from the

n;; ;; the bishop. th" Alex4ndrine sent in "E)revxos rco,i 6'ro\ovta contained in

four books , ibid., 17.-- i S"" Harnack, i+.., Lrhrbuch d. Dogmmgesch'a, Y9f i, p'77r ff', where he com-

pares this document to Leo's letter to Flavian, lK 423, and to Agatho's letter to

ih" E-putor,lE zrog. See below, PP.3o7,365'--; t# rescript is pieserved in Eus-I/'E'7, t3, ed' cit'' p' 666'
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Edicts of real toleration, however, are still in the future. A mark
of imperial recognition scarcely less significant is the intervention of
Aurelian on the side of the opponents of Paul the Samosatene, and
his assignment of the cathedral church of Antioch'to those with whom
the bishops of the "sect", in Italy and the city of Rome, were in
correspondence'.r The bishop of Rome in question was Felix f, whose
chief claim to notice is that in the course of the next century and a
half he came to be accounted the putative author of a doctrinal
treatise of Apollinarian origin.2 Yet even the fathering of pseudony-
mous eastern writings on the Papacy may be regarded by some as a

direct if undesirable testimony to its prestige.
The two Popes who followed, Eutychian and Gaius, have left no

deep impression on the memory of history, and it is only with the
episcopate of 'Marcellinus that the Roman church can once more
usefully claim our attention. His reign is distinguished by its coin-
cidence with the most systematic attempt to destroy Christianity
which the Roman State ever essayed, and by his own ignoble conduct
under persecution, of which evidence has been preserved only by a
remarkable vicissitude of history. It is to the nature and extent of that
attempt, as well as to its far-reaching results, that we shall turn our
attention in the following lecture.

1 Eus. H.8,7,30, 19. ed. cit., p.7t4.
2 In spite of the fact that Jaffd-Kaltenbrunner, Reg. pont. rom., vol. i, p, 23,

includes this among the genuine papal letters, there can be no doubt at all that it is
pseudonymous. By the time of Cyril of Alexandria it was certainly being quoted
as an actual letter of Pope Felix I (see his Apol. c. Oiant., Anath. 4. M.P.G. 76,
343), and was so cited by the Alexandrine presbyter Peter at the first council of
Ephesus, Mansi, Concilia, vol. iv, rr83 ff. The use of forged documents by the
Apollinarians was first exposed byLeontius Byz. Ado.fraud. Apoll. M.P.G.86, z,
1947-76. The Felician forgery was not detected till 553, see Mansi, Concilia, vol.
viii, 8ar. Cf. Lietzmann, H., Apollinaris und seine Sclrule, rgo4, p. rz4.
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The Papacy and the Canstantinian Autocracy

Ahi, Constantin, di quanto mal fu matre,

ill i: H #ilT;li#",,:H'll"*:t
DeNrr, fnfano, rix, rr5.

Luke vt, 26. 'Woe unto you, when all men shall speak well of you !

for so did their fathers to the false prophets.'

At the outset of our study of the relations of the Church and the
Papacy during the fourth century, it is most desirable to call atten-
tion to two important developments, one a.ffecting the character
of the Church as a universal society, the other the organization of the
local community, both interacting on each other, and in various
respects modifying the relation of the Roman church to other
churches. In the first place we must recall that although there are
already evident signs in the preceding century of the growth of a

common mind between local churches.in regard to questions of
doctrine and discipline, and even, as we have seen, about the source
from which decisions on disputed points were rightly to be sought, it
is equally clear that like the cfuitcu itself in the quasi-federal organiza-
tion of the pre-Diocletianic Empire, the local church of the civhas
remained to some extent an independent unit, and in consequence
questions were usually settled locally in the paroechia affected. As
the third century proceeded, this 'parochialism' began to give way to
a wider outlook, yet of regular 'inter-parochial' organization there is
little or no sign. Cyprian indeed gathered synods of bishops, but he
did so only to meet an immediate need.r Everywhere there are the
signs of ex tempore improvisation. Yet future developments were
already being foreshadowed. Thus Pope Cornelius 'provided' suc-
cessors somewhere in It"ly to the consecrators of his rival Novatian.2
Serapion of Antioch and Dionysius of Alexandria made decisions for
clurches other than their own and appear to have expected them to be
obeyed.s It remains, however, something of a paradox that, so far as

our evidence goes, if the interpretation placed here on the action of
1 See above, p, t74 fr.. 2 See above, p. 16r, n.6.
8 See Eus. H.E. 6, 12, 4. ed. cit., p. 544 ; id., ibid., 7, 6. ed,. cit., p. 642.

t3 r8r
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Victor I and Stephen I is correct, the Roman see seerns if anything
to have been somewhat behind the other two great sees in exerting

authority of this kind.
From this it would appear that those who are seeking evidence for

the exercise of universal jurisdiction on the part of the Papacy in this
pre-Nicene period are after all on the trail of a chimaera. The emer-
gence of an accepted view about the extent of the Roman see's

authority lags slightly behind a parallel development in the Church's
self-consciousness. It is only when the Church has begun gradually to
abandon its primitive 'parochial' outlook, and under sheer pressure

of circumstances to face the consequence of the new relation between

itself and the Empire, that it begins to create the necessary oecumeni-

cal machinery in order to meet an oecumenical Empire on equal

terms.
An important by-product of this pfocess is seen in the gradual

formulation by the Church of its own universal law. Just as it had

been found necessary to meet the varied attacks of false teaching, not

only with an oral paradosis, authentically apostolic, but with the docu-

mentary evidence of recognized Christian writings, so to equip the
Church for its new oecumenical function something more than un-
written local or even general 'custom' was demanded. The fourth
century, however, shows us no more than the beginning of this pro-
cess. Hence it has to be remembered that at the time of the council

of Nicaea the idea of a code of ecclesiastical law of universal validity
is still in the future.

In the second place we have to notice an important change taking
place in the orgarization of'the local community. W" have already

seen how towards the middle of the third century the bishop was

beginning to lose that monopoly of liturgical functions which he had

hitherto possessed.l No doubt deacons and even presbyters (at least

in baptism) had co-operated in liturgical acts, but for all that the

bishop and the bishop alone remained the sacerdos. In consequence'

however, of various circumstances, local expansion' persecution and

the like, episcopal deputies were increasingly in demand. Thus it
came about, perhaps at first as a temporary expedient and only later

as an established custom, that in Rome and elsewhere presbyters, in
some places (at least for a time) deacons, were being author2ed

under certain exceptional circumstances to consecrate the Eucharist.
I See above, PP.80, r38, r53.
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Meanwhile the replacement of the primitive 'parochialism' by "more oecumenical outlook was leading to recognition of the bishop
as the representative of the local church. His growing contact with
other churches tended naturally to endow his opinions with an en-
larged prestige, and thus gradually to give him a prescriptive right to
a deciding voice in questions which earlier might have been regarded
as belonging primarily to the jurisdiction of the presbyterium.L In this
respect it is scarcely an exaggeration to say that the fourth century
witnessed something very much like an exchange of functions
between the episcopate and presbyterate in the local church.

This consideration has an important bearing on the question of the
expansion of papal authority. For in view of what has been said it is
as unreasonable to expect to find the bishop of Rome exercising juris-
diction, universal or otherwise, as to exclaim at its absence, during a
period in which the bishop's office was essentially doctrinal, litur-
gical and sacramental. Only when we see bishops generally beginning
to act as judges have we the right to expect similar evidence of the
Roman bishop exercising analogous authority. It is certainly not
lacking in the fourth century.

I
. The period which now claims our attention includes a series of

events, which taken together constitute an historical crisis of such
magnitude and far-reaching effect that even to-day its consequences
are not yet fully exhausted. Among its causes will be found the un-
expected and seemingly accidental acquisition of supreme power by
the Emperor Diocletian, who in spite of his obscure Dalmatian origin
appears to have been endowed with a more than ordinary share of
political foresight and common prudence. On account of his intimate
connexion with the latest and most severe persecution of the Church,
it has not always been easy even for the most impartial of ecclesiastical
historians to include in their portrayal of his character sufficient
recognition of the qualities of integrity and mildness, for which,
judged from a strictly objective standpoint, he would seem to have
been distinguished. Hence if he has been represented as a monster
of cruelty and sadistic vice, it is chiefly because legend has not

1 It should be remembered that the bishop was in any,case chairman of that body,
once monepiscopacy had been established.
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scrupled to besmirch the memory of a strong and perhaps con-
scientious ruler.

To describe at length the nature of the constitutional and admini-
strative changes inaugurated during his regime does not of course
fall within the scope of our subject, although much might be written
of their influence on the future character and organization of the
Church. Here it is chiefly to his politico-religious policy that we
must restrict our attention. How far this was envisaged at first either
by Diocletian, or by his colleagues in the principate, as necessarily
involving a war of extirpation against the universal Church may well
be doubted; yet we can scarcely imagine that passive opposition or
even active hostility to any plan of imposing conformity to a pagan
cultus approved by the State, in view of experience already gained
from previous attempts of a similar kind in the reigns of Decius and
Valerian, had not been in some measure anticipated by the imperial
government from the first.

But while Decius and Valerian may have believed that such a
policy was demanded in order to extinguish possible foci of 'fifth
column' activities at home in the rear of the army defending the
Empire's life on the Gothic frontier, to Diocletian it must have
appeared at any rate at the outset much more as an essential element
in the restoration of military discipline seriously weakened by the
indulgent administration of his immediate predecessors. So much at
least must be judged from the restriction of the scope of the first
Diocletianic edict to those engaged in active service with the army.l
The extension of its application in the following year to the civil ser-
vice showed that the movement for the restoration of discipline was
being carried a stage further. This time, however, it became clear
that the Christian society was regarded as the chief obstacle to a
satisfactory fulfilment of the official policy. A law was issued formally
declaring all Christian assemblies illegal and ordering their property
and buildings to be confiscated or destroyed, and in addition measures
more radical than any of those which had preceded required the
surrender (traditio) and public destruction by fire of all Christian
sacred literature.z

1 The first of these anti-Christian measures appears to have been promulgated
by Galerius: Eus. H.8.8,4,3. ed. cit.,p.746.

I Eus. H.8.8, z, 4f. Cf. Lactantius, De morte pers. rg, r. C.S.E.L., vol. xxvii,
p.r87.
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Such extrbme action against a not inconsiderable proportion of
the population of the Empire could scarcely be expected not to
provoke some active resistance. Spasmodic acts of sabotaget took
placg, and even in some provinces an actual military revolt.z These
acts, however, only had the effect of driving the government still
further in the direction of a policy of complete suppression, and
to issue edicts requiring conformity to be extorted by means of
impriso'nment and even torture from those of the clergy who declined
to conform to the pagan cultus. Finally, this time reviving the policy
of Decius, proof of loyalty to the State religion was demanded of the
whole population.s It should be noted that in none of these edicts
was the penalty of death formally imposed. on the other hand, the
possibility that it might be exacted on a parallel charge still remained
open.4

If we ask how the Roman church fared under this regime, we find
ourselves dependent on scattered and fragmentary information.
From mutually independent sources,6 however, it may be inferred
that Pope Marcellinus together with a nurnber of his clergy obtained
immunity from further persecution by performing some gesture of
outward conformity. Moreover, it would appear that in the eyes of
Christians their offence was considerably aggravated bythe surrender,
doubtless under pressure, of a number of sacred books to the imperial
authorities.

Legendary inventiveness used this unfortunate lapse as a source of
edification by adding a sequel, in which Marcellinus was represented
as repenting of his cowardice and expiating his offence by martyrdom.
Thus at least the Liber pontifualis.o It is, however, unfortunate for
his good reputation that there is some convincing, if somewhat
obscure, evidence that a quite serious attempt was made to effect in
his case a darnnatio rnemoriae.

What actually happened may be inferred with some probability
1 Lact. o0. cit., 13, 3 i id.,ibid., 14. 2 Eus. H.8.8,6, 8. ed. cit., p. 75o.
8 Eus. Mart. Pal. 3, r. ed. cit., vol. ii, pt. z, p. gro.
a Eus. H.8.8, z, 5, in referring to the edict mentions the penalty of imprison-

ment, but says nothing about death as a punishment. Probably Diocletian hoped to
avoid its use, perhaps more from a motive of prudence than from considerations
of humanity.

6 Augustine, C.litt. Peti.l. z, gz (zoz). C.S.E.L. vol. lii, pt. ii, p. r25;id., De
uni.co baptisrno, t6, 27. ed. cit., p. 28; Acta synod, S,inuessae, Mansi, Concilia,
vol. i, rz5o, on which see Duchesne, Lib. pont., vol. i, p. lxxi tr.

6 Ed. cit., vol. i, p. t6z.
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from the significant testimony of the papal lists. The Catahgus
Libqiarus includes his name with a regnal period from June 30,295,
to October zS,3o4.l As this latter date coincides with Diocletian's
Vicennalia in Rome, a time when the application of the law is likely
to have been at its strictest, it is probable that he died a violent
death. Yet if his name actually appears in the D4tositio Episcoltorwn

it is evidently a slip, for the date grven shows that Marcellus his suc-

cessor and not Marcellinus is the person meant.2 Moreover he is
passed over in silence by the compiler of the Martyrologium hiuony-
mianum. Similarly in the Ind.ex Catalogues,s which as we have seen

depend on an early, perhaps fourth-centurfr original, mention is

*"d" either of Marcellinus or of Marcellus, usually of the latter,
but always with the regnal years of the former. It seems therefore not
impossible that those who knew what had happened did their best to
exclude the name of Marcellinus from the annals of the Roman

church.a But the popular appeal of legendary romance is always

stronger than that of sober fact, and it was thus that the apostate was

forgotten and the repentant martyr took his place.

On the death of Marcellinus the Roman see remained widowed for
over a year. Meanwhile, as before, there followed in the wake of
persecution an array of disciplinary problems, more especially as

this time a new offence against Christian loyalty, the crime of
traditio or handing over sacred books, had been created in con-
sequence of the recent legislation. The newly elected Marcellus, a

Roman presbyter, to judge from the evidence of a Damasine in-
scription, soon showed himself a stern disciplinarian.6 From a second

inscription dedicated to his successor Eusebiuso we also gather that
the measures taken by him were bitterly opposed by " certain
Heraclius, who perhaps for this reason ought to be reckoned as

belonging to the pathetic line of anti-popes. In consequence of serious

disorders resulting from the schism, Marcellus incurred the penalty

of banishment.? In this way we can account for the singular paradox

L Cat. Lib.Yita Marcellini.
2 M.G.H. Auct. antiqu., vol. ix, Chion. min.rvol. i, P.7o.
8 Ab. trtont. ed. cit., vol. i, p. 14 ff.
a Constantine I procured a similar condemnation of the memory of his former

colleagues, Maximian and Licinius, see below, P. I9o, n. r. The treatnent of the
name of John Chrysostom early in the fifth century provides a further example of
the adoption of the same procedure by the Church.

5 Damasi Episr. No.48. ed. Ihm., p.Sr.
s Op.cit..No. 18. p.25. z Op.cit.ribid.
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that the very fate which he probably intended for his predecessor

narrowly missed Marcellus himself. It is clear that the regnal
years of Marcellinus as originally given in the Liberian Cataloguel
leave no room for his rigorist successor, ild though the name

of Marcellus also appears, his regnal period has only been

reconciled with the dates already inserted by means of a makeshift

alteration.
The widespread confusion which befell Diocletian's 'new order'

after his resignation of the principate and the subsequent usurpation
of Maxentius, was probably responsible for a less rigorous application
of the 'conformity' laws. Thus it is far more likely that the banish-
grent of Pope Eusebius was a police measure to check civil disturb-
ances arising from divided counsels within the Roman church than
part of a deliberately anti-Christian policy on the part of the
'usurper'.2 How serious this division had become is suggested by
the inJerval of two years which elapsed before a generally recognized
candidate for the vacancy was found in the person of Miltiades. Of
his brief but undisturbed pontificate of three and a half years it will
be time enough to speak when we watch the amazing and in some

respects unhappy revolution which the Church underwent as a direct
consequence of the policy of general toleration under Constantine,
at once its benefactor, tyrant and evil genius.

Let us return f.or a moment to the secular background of events.

The ancient capital of York, which holds an honoured place in the
political and ecclesiastical annals of this country, may claim with
justice to be among the natural localities where supernatural issues

have been determined, in that it was in this city that the dying
Emperor Constantius I designated Constantine as his successor.s It
was a choice of the son born to him by Helena his divorced wife in
preference to his younger sons, whose more royal descent might
have recommended, if their youth had not forbidden their selection,

1 Vita Marcellini: 'ann. viii. m. iii, d. xxv'.
s Not only did Maxentius with good reason cultivate friendly relations with the

Church, in the face of strong opposition to his regime on the part of the pagan
nobility and senate, but he gave proof of his friendship in a rescript requiring the
restoration of Church property. See Augustine, Brets, collat, anm Donat. 3, 34.
C.S.E.L. vol liii, p. 8+.

'3 Anon. Auctor z, 4in Fragm. Hist. Graec. ed. Miiller, vol. iv, p. r9r ff.; Zosimus,
Hist. nov. z, 9; Eus. Vit. Const. !,2r. ed. cit., vol. i, p. 18; Lactantius, De mort.
perc.24. C.S.E.L, vol. xxvii,part ii, b., p. zor ; Aurel. Vict. Caes. 4o, all imply that
Constantine found his father on his death-bed.
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a judgment which suffices to justify his place among the more
prudent if not the more distinguished holders of the Roman
principate.

Acclaimed Augustus by the loyal enthusiasm of his father's
legions, Constantine I nevertheless began his imperial career in the
f'ace of very considerable disadvantages. Thus, for example, it was
highly improbable that either of the dominant partners in the dyarchy
created by Diocletian would readily acquiesce in his irregular
elevation; Maximin Daza in the East, because he found himself
once again face to face with an old rival, and Galerius in the
West, who had intended the succession to Constantius for his
own favourite Severus. At present therefore Constantine had to be

content with receiving legal recognition, not as Augustus, but in
the subordinate rank of Caesar. But it soon became evident to
him, as it had to others, 'that if he wished to live, he must
determine to reign'.r

For the moment, however, he was forestalled by the revolutionary
creation as Caesar of Murentius, son of the ex-Augustus Murimian,
who regardless of his solemn engagements with his former colleague

Diocletian to remain in retirement took occasion by his son's

elevation himself to reassume the purple. Yet after all, from the point
of view of Constantine, the pride of the aged but by no means incom-
petent Emperor proved a valuable ally. The revived ambition of the
father fatally encouraged the innate indolence of the son and in-
directly hastened the disappearance of the only serious rival to
Constantine's growing influence in the western provinces, further
testimony to which was presently given by Maximinian in his offer to
Constantine of his own daughter Fausta in marriage, together with
the legal status of Augustus. Following the abortive Italian expedition
of the Emperor Galerius, his hurried promotion of Licinius to equal

rank with himself and his reluctant recognition sf the claim to
sovereign power of Maximin Daza, in addition to the assumption

of Augustan rank by Morentius, a bewildered empire found itself
the subject no longer of two only, but of six supreme masters. Of
rhese Maximian was defeated and allowed to commit suicide by
Constantine two years later. Even so there still remained four to bar

his way to absolute and unrivalled authority.
It has been necessary to retell in brief the tangled story of imperial

I Gibbon, Dechne, ed. Bury, |. B. (1929), vol. i, P.43o.
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politics during the five years which elapsed after the death of his
father, Constantius I, in order to call attention to an important
clue for a right understanding of Constantine's religious policy,
especially of the motives which led him to accord toleration to
Christianity. But it must not be forgotten that in spite of the
wealth of praise which has been showered upon Constantine by
Christian historians and panegyrists, the real credit for being the
first to cancel the Diocletianic programme of compulsory conformity
with the state religion probably should be given not to him, but
to Galerius.

The edict which was published on April 3o, 3rr, was issued

originally in the names of the four Augusti, Galerius, Maximin,
Constantine and Licinius, and in view of its importance for the
future of Christianity deserves to be quoted in full:

'Among the various measures which we are constantly adopting
for the advantage and profit of the State, we had in truth formerly
purposed for our part to effect a general reformation according to
the ancient laws and common order of the Romans and specially to
ensure that even the Christians, who had abandoned the religion of
their forefathers, should revert to a sound,belief, since for some cause

such wilfulness and such folly had attacked and possessed the said

Christians that they no longer followed the customs of the ancients,

which perchance their own ancestors had first established. On the
contfsrlr in a spirit of caprice and self-pleasing, they made laws

for themselves to keep, and assembled together people of all kinds
over a wide area. Finally, when we had issued a precise order that
they should conform to the customs of the ancients, many were

reduced to submission because of their peril, many too were dis-
possessed. Since, however, the majority of them adhered to their
purpose, it became evident that while refusing the worship and d.rty
owed to the gods, they were not revering the god of the Christians
either, in consideration of our most merciful kindliness and having

regard as well to our continual practice of granting pardon to all men,

we have decided that our most generous licence should be granted to
them too, so that there may be Christians once again, and that they

may assemble their meetings, provided that they do not act contrary
to good order. We shall inform the judges about their procedure in
another letter. So, according to this our licence, they will be bound

to pray their god for the safety of ourselves, of the State and their
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own, that the State may be kept unharmed on all sides, and they rnay

be able to live at peace in their homes'.I
In view of the 'prescriptions' there can be no doubt that this edict

possessed full legal force in all parts of the Empire. It recalls the
purpose and scope of earlier legislation on religious conformity and

specifies the obduracy of Christians as the only obstacle to its
execution. Of special interest is the opinion here expressed that the

welfare of the State depends on the fulfilment of religious obligations

by every citizen. Thus the dilemma of Christians, who are said to
have been prevented by their own wilfulness from conforming to the

religious practices of the State, and by the law from following their
own,is to be resolved by permitting them to enjoy corporateexistence,
provided that no breach of order is thereby created.2 It can scarcely

escape notice that this legislation looks back to the early day.s of the

principate and confers oq the Christian society almost precisely the

same privileges of exemption from the religious obligations imposed

by the custom of the State and of corporate freedom'as had been

assigned by the earlier Emperors to the Jews, and that the condition
on which it was granted, namely that no disorder should ensue,

l The edict is given in full by Lactantius, op. cit., 34. ed. cit., p, 2r2fi., but
without the 'prescriptions'. These are to be supplied from the version provided
by Eusebius, H.E. 8, 17, r ff. ed. cit., pp, 79o, 792, 794. Yet in his first edition of
the H.E. Eusebius had mutilated them by the omission of the name and titles of
Maximin Daza (perhaps also of Maxentius), while in the later (common) edition the
name and titles of Licinius are also omitted. This is to be explained by the damnatio
tnemoriae applied to them by the victorious Constantine. Eusebius, moreover, has

not hesitated to tamper with the sense, apparently to support his own standpoint.
For example, he renders 'multi etiam deturbati sunt', which may mean 'deprived
of property' or perhaps 'deterred','r\etoror 6t rapayIAwes tavrotous $ovd.roas

&trl$epov', which has the effect of heighteniag the penal character of the earlier
laws, and consequently increasing the credit which he seeks to assign to his hero
Constantine. Similarly 'conventicula sua componant' might mean 'build their
meeting places'; yet'componere'in the sense of 'build'has only poetical authority,
and 'conventiculum' can as easily mean an 'assembly' as the place in which it is
held (cf. Lactantius, iW.,48, g. ed. cit., p. z3z; Turner, C. H., Eccl. occi.d.

mon. iur, can., vol. i, p. r9oa, tgza, note). Eusebius, however, boldly translates

'roj;s otxov5 du ols ouvfiyowo ouv06tow'. Equally his rendering of 'disciplina' by
'Errr,ortjp,rf instead of 'eirafto' obscures the real character of the condition on
which the imperial 'indulgentia' was granted. The expression 'denuo sint
Christiani'looks back to the quasi-legal status assigned to the Church by various
third-century Emperors, such as Alexander Severus, Gallienus, and Aurelian; see

above, pp. r27, r?9.
t Notice, ibicl., ed,. cit., p. zr3,'ita ut ne quid contra disciplinam agant'. For

evidence about the growth in this period of the sense of a religious obligtion to the
Divine and of monotheism, see BatiffolrP,, La paix constantinienne, Excursus B,
Summus Deus, p. r88 ff.
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recalls the circumstances which had led to the occasional suspension

of their privileges.l
The next two years witnessed the disapPearance from the scene of

imperial politics of both Galerius2 and Maxentius, the latter as the

defeated opponent of Constantine's occupation of the capital.a Six

months later Maximin Daza in his turn was defeated by Licinius.a
Meanwhile as undisputed master of the West, Constantine proceeded

to turn the edict of 3rr to good account within his own dominions.

As we have seen, it had indeed accorded toleration to Christians, but
it had apparently been silent as to their right to recover real estate

lost during the period of compulsory conformity. Yet as Maxentius
had already teturned confiscated property to the Roman church, so

Constantine now applied the same measure to other churches, at any

rate in Africa.s Later, in concert with Licinius, who was paying a

short visit tO Milan to espouse his colleague's sister Constantia,G it
was further decided that such restoration was to be effected without
compensation. It is probable, however, that the formal instructions
on the subject, which we still possess, sometimes mistakenly described

as the 'Edict of Milan', come from the hand not of Constantine but
Licinius.T To a later age, and even to some of his contemporaries, it

I See above, p. 70.
2 Lactantius, o0. ,it., 3g. ed. cit., p. 2ro f.; Eusebius, o1t, cit-r 8, 16. ed. cit.,

pp.788,79o.- - a Lact. oI). cit.,44. ed. cit., p. zz3 f .; Eus. oP. cit.,9, 9. ed. cit., pp. 826, 848, 83o.
a Zosimus, o1t, cit., 2, 17 i Lact. op. ci't., 45-5o, ed. cit., p. 2"5 ff. ; Eus. ob. cit.,

9, ro, ed. cit., p. 838 ff.- 
5 This rescript is known only from its preservation by Eus. I/..8. 16, 5, t5-r7,

ed. cit., vol. ii, pt. z, p. 887. The fact that it follows after Eusebius' version of the
so-called 'Edicf of Milan' i. tro t""ron for supposing that it was not published till
after March 3r3, as Seeck, O., Regest'en der K. u. P., r9r9, P. 16o, suggests' On
the contrary, i; is far more probable that Constantine issued decisions of this

sort immediately after the fall of Maxentius in October, 3r2. After all, Maxentius
had already set a precedent by restoring church property to the church of Rome,

see above, p. r87, n. z. The allusion to tfi ircx)tt1otg rfi rcoflo\cxfi reflects the existence

of rival "i"i-r 
to church property in North Africa and may owe something to the

influence of Miltiades.
6 Lact. opt. cit., 45, r i 48, 2.ed. cit., pp. zz5, zz8.
? Lactantius, op.-cit.,4b. ed. cit., p. zz8 fr., attributes a rescript to Licinius pub-

lished at Nicomedia, in which he refers ($ 4), 'prius scriptis ad officium tuum datis'

and ($ 7),'cer:taantehac forma' to some earlier decision. This was in all probability a

document defining an agreed policy adopted by Constantius and Licinius as to
the vexed question of the restoration of church property' about which, -in our
view, the edict of Galerius of 3rr had said nothing or at most was ambiguous.
The new rescript had the effect of removing all conditions limiting such restoration
($ 4), 'amotis omnibus condicionibus' (which Eusebius, H.E. ro, 5, 6' ed' cit',
p.'dS+, mistakenly renders, 'd$atpe0e,nttv navre).its tfitv atploecov'), and was in
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was almost unthinkable that such a mark of benevolence towards the
Church could have been due to the initiative of any but the first
Christian Emperor. By such means was formed the legend of Con-
stantine, the ideal Basileus, a saga which in due time gave birth to
a strange and monstrous brood. Yet the Constantinian p,Aflos was

already in being before Eusebius laid down his pen.

The legacy of the now abandoned policy of the Diocletianic
regime, however, was not confined to problems connected with
property. A more serious difrculty, md one which was to test the
diplomatic skill of Constantine to the utmost, was that created by
the attitude of the rigorist party in the Church, particularly in Africa,
towards those who in time of persecution to a greater or less de1 ree

had conformed to the former imperial injunctions, and especially
towards tJne traditores, i.e. those who had been responsible for handing
over sacred books to the authorities. In the opinion of a majority
of the African church such an act constituted a very grave form of
apostasy and rendered the culprit liable to the most extreme ecclesias-

tical sanctions; and if, as often happened, he was a bishop, it was

held in accordance with the rigorist standpoint generally prevalent in
that region that his episcopal status was ipso facto void.r

News of disorder had evidently reached the Emperor soon after his
defeat of Maxentius, since to this period belongs a rescript of his
addressed to Caecilian, bishop of Carthage,2 informing him about the
disposal of an imperial bounty to 'servants of the legitimate and

most holy catholic religion',3 and observing that instructions had

this respect directly opposed to the policy of Maximin, who though loyal to the
edict of 3rr in his rescript, as quoted by Eusebius, H.E.9,9ar rn. ed. cit., pp.834,
836, 838, addressed to the praetorian prefect Sabinus (cf. Sabinus'own edict ap.
Eus. op. cit., gr r, 3-6. ed. cit., pp. 8oz, 8o4, omitted in Eusebius, .I/..8. znd edn.),
nevertheless actively discouraged the restoration or re-erection of Christian
buildingsl see Eusebius, q2. cit., g,9a, rr. ed. cit., p. 8g8. Licinius'rescript gives
the appearance of being an official decision interspersed with explanatory notes.
Cf. Batiffol, ops. cit., p. 232-z+o. The absence of formal 'prescriptions' makes it
most unlikely that it is a document possessing the full force of an imperial edict,
and may well be traceable to the hand of Licinius alone (so Seeck, O., 'Das
sogennante Edikt von Mailand':.uo Zeitschr.f. f(G. vol. xii, r89r), for the issue of
which Eusebius, by introducing a short preface from the hand of Constantine,

@. cit., ro, 5, r-3. ed. cit., p.88g ff., attempted to procure the credit for his hero.
I On the edict requiring 'traditio', see above, p. r84. For the view that for any

grave sin a cleric was reduced to lay communion, see above, p. 16r, n. 6.
2 Cit. ap. Eus.I/..8. ro,6, r ff. ed. cit., p. 89o.
s lbid.,'3m1per6v rfis dvildop,ou roi dywtdtqs raflo\cxfis |pgoxelo,s', probably

denoting the clergy and perhaps the bishops in particular. It is noteworthy that
Hosius is first mentioned here in the capacity of the Emperor's confidential adviser

for ecclesiastical affairs.
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been given to the proconsul Anulinus and to the vicarius of the
African provinces to check certain disturbances. Caecilian himself
was enjoined to bring any obdurate offenders to judgment before the
civil courts.

Unfortunately for Constantine's project of a universal monarchy
supported by u united loyal Christendom, the recalcitrant Africans,
who declined allegiance to Caecilian as the ordinand of a bishop sus-
pected of the offence of traditio,l insisted on presenting an appeal to
the Emperor, urging him to appoint an impartial commission of
Gaulish bishops to judge between them and their catholic op-
ponents.z The immediate sequel of this was a rescript addressed to
Pope Miltiades,s instructing him with the bishops of Cologne, Autun,
and Arles as assessors to hear the case presented by either side of the
African or Donatist controversy (as it later became known after the
name of the rigorist leader Donatus). In addition to the assessors,

Miltiades, probably with Constantine's approval, assembled fifteen
bishops from north and central Italy to assist him in judging the
case.4 Thus a Gaulish commission under Miltiades' presidency had
become in effect an Italian synod. Its verdict went in favour of
Caecilian, as we learn from Optatus, on the positive ground that
Donatus had confessedly rebaptized and'admitted lapsed bishops to
penance, and on the negative one that real evidence against his
opponent's character was lacking.d Nothing daunted by this adverse
decision the importunate Donatus once more solicited the Emperor's
intenrention. After a vain attempt to dispose of both claimants,o it

r See above, p. r84.
2 The choice of bishops in Gaul to act as judges was perhaps due to the absence

of any general persecution in those provinces. Cf. Optatus, Ab. c. Don. r., zz.
C.S,E.L., vol. xxvi, p. 25 f. It is unfair to argue, as Augustine did, Ep. 88, r.
CIS.E.L. voi. xxxiii, pt. r, p. 4o7, that the Donatists were the first to invoke State
aid against their opponents. Actually they were only following the precedent
already set by the appeal of the synod of Antioch to Aurelian.

3 Cit. ap. Eus. H,E. ro, 5, 18 ff. ed. cit. p. 882 ff. Cf. Ep. ad Chratum, ap.
Eus. I{,.E. ro, 5,24. ed. cit., p. 889.

1IUd.,'fi ip,er€pa orepp6rqt',It appears that considerable latitude was left to
the Pope to determine the precise mode of procedure to be adopted. In such a case

the Emperor realized that he was on unfamiliar ground. Notice that in addressing
Miltiades as'rr,ltccirore' the Emperor assigns to him honorary rank as proconsul.

5 The effect of Miltiades' action was to create a solid majority in favour of
upholding Roman tradition about the questions in dispute. For the tradition on
rebaptism and the treatrnent of lapsed bishops, see above, p. qz fr.

0 Optatus, opt. cit,; r, zg f. ed. cit., p. 4 f . The synod assembled in the Lateran
palace, which now makes its appearance in ecclesiastical history for the first time.
Probably it had already been assigned to the Pope as an official residence. It is to
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was decided to investigate the charges preferred against Caecilian's
consecrator, Felix of Aptonga. Yet even when these were held to be

groundless by the judgment of a presumably impartial civil tribunal,r
the Donatists persisted in complaining that their case had not
received full and adequate examination. Finally Constantine sum-
moned a representative gathering of western bishops to meet at

Arles, which once more gave its verdict against them,z while making

the concession that those who could prove that at their baptism they
had testified to their belief in the Trinity were to be admitted to
communion by imposition of the hand alone; others who could not
satisfy this test to be baptised de nozto,s The members of the synod

conveyed their decisions to Pope Silvester f, who had succeeded

Miltiades at the beginning of 3r4, and requested that if the Emperor
approved, they should be made known through the Roman see to the

rest of the Church.a
It is unlikely that the idea of summoning such a council came from

Miltiades himself, who must have regarded the verdict already pro-
nounced at Rome against Donatism as sufficient. Indeed the letter
addressed to the bishop of Syracuse clearly Proves that on this
occasion it was Constantine himself who took the initiative.s The
execution of his plan for the restoration of 'good order' showed that

be noted that Miltiades speaks last as the presiding judge in accordance with
senatorial procedure. For an explanation of the lack of evidence against Caecilian's
character, see Augustine,8p.43, 14. ed. cit., p. 96.

1 The effect of Donatus' appeal was to cause both litigants to be detained, id.,
op. cit., r, z5f. ed. cit., p. z7 f. In their absence, perhaps on the advice of the
Emperor, an attempt was made to procure the consecration of a candidate agreeable
to both parties, but it was thwarted by Donatist obstinacy.

2 The minutes of the trial of Felix are givin in Optatus, Opta, App.II, Acta
purgationis Fekcis, ed. cit., p. rg7 ff. The words of Aelianus,ibid.,p.2o3: 'Caesares
ita pietatem christianis exhibere dignantur, ut disciplinam corrumpl nolint', are .
most probably an allusion to the condition of tolerance laid down in the edict of
3rr,'ita ut ne quid contra disciplinam agant', on which see above, p. r89 f. n. r.

The absence of any allusion to the supposed edict of Milan strengthens the case

against its existence. A second investigation was held in the following year with a

similar result. Cf. Seeck, otrt. cit., p. 163.
3 Optatus,, Opua, App. III. ed. cit., p. zo6 f. For other texts, see Turner, C. FI.,

Ecclesi.ae occi.d. mon,iur, mtt. Tom. I, p.38r ff, 1899. A letter from Constantine
summoning Chrestus,bishop of Syracuse, is preserved by Eusebius,I{.8. ro, 5, zr ff,
ed. cit., p. 888 f., which is rernarkable, if as is probable Chrestus was at this time a
suffragan of the Roman see.

a Thus showing that the Roman see was regarded as the normal intermediary
of correspondence arnong the western churches. Cf. Cyprian's,request to Stephen,
above, p. 169.

6 See above, tr.3.
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he intended to make the already existing, Empire-wide Christian
society into an important instrument for supplying the necessary
cohesion between the various subject races of his dominions. For the
first time representatives of no less than forty-four local churchesl
met together and-highly significant-at the bidding of the Emperor.2
Their synodal letter, already mentioned, which now claims our notice,
did not hesitate to express the regret of the writers at the absence of
the Pope (who was actually represented by two presbyters and two
deacons), and their conviction that his presence would have lent
greater success to their labours, more weight to their verdict, deeper
joy to their gathering. The clause in which they agreed that his
absence was explained by sufficiently serious reasons3 is unfor-
tunately mutilated of its conclusion, though as it stands it speaks

significantly of the honour of Rome as the throne of the Apostles and

the place of their martyrdom.a
At this point follows a short paragraph explaining that the

assembled bishops had taken the opportunity of their meeting to dis-
cuss a number of disciplinary problems, which, though specially
interesting to themselves, would in theii opinion be regarded as

relevant to all.5 The letter (according to the text given in the Vienna
Corpus) proceeds:

'It has been our good pleasure therefore in the presence of the
Holy Ghost and His angels, that in the existing state of. peace (de

quiete praesentl we should pronounce decisions on those matters
which were causing conqern to each one of us: it has also pleased us

that a letter should be written first by you, who hold the greater

I For their names and sees, including the bishops of York, London and (?)

Lincoln; see Turner,oP. cit., p. 398 ff. It is to be noticed that the Roman legates
appear in the fifth place in the series. It is highly probable that Marinus, bishop of
Arles, whose name appears first in the prescription of the letter, presided at the
council; see Turner, oP. cit., p. 38r b.

2 Turner,ibill.
s Tumer, op. cit., p. 382b, 'sed quoniam recedere a partibus illis minime

potuisti . . .'. We can only conjecture that on this earlier occasion some internal
disorder, such as had occurred under Popes Marcellus and Eusebius (see above,
p. 186), rendered his presence necessary in the capital. Thus accidentally, as it were, a

valuable precedent for absence from important synodical assemblies was established,
which in the fifth century was to provide Leo I with sufficient excuse for declining
to attend the council of Chalcedon. For Silvester's election, see M.G,H. Clton,
rn'in., vol. i, p. 76.

{ The passage also shows signs of corruption. Turner, @. cit., p. 38eb, con-
jectures' apostolorum corpora usque hodie sedent'.

5 Optatus, Qpoa, app. IIII, ed. cit., 9. zo6 f.
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dioceses (Wi maiores dioceses tmes'), to be conveyed by you especially
to all. But as to the nature of our opinions, we have added somewhat
to the letter of our humility'.t

The text as it stands, being evidently corrupt in more than one

place, even in the Vienna text defies a satisfactory translation, and

has thus given rise to a number of ingenious emendations. Leaving
aside minor points, we may proceed directly to the consideration of
the phrase 'you who hold the greater dioceses', usually taken to refer
to Silvester. An obvious difficulty here arises from the improbability
that any bishop, even the bishop of Rome, could be described at this
time as 'holding a "diocese"'. The first clue therefore to a better
and probably the only correct interpretation of this elusive expression

lies in taking the word 'diocese' in its contemporary meaning of a

civil circumscription. Following this line of thought Turner has pro-
posed a very attractive emendation (annumte qui maiores dioceses

tmet) which gives the simple rendering 'with the approval of him
who holds the greater dioceses',2 an intelligible phrase and an

accurate description, yet not of Silvester, but of Constantine himself.
In any case the unemended text provides a highly insecure basis

for the view sometimes held that the fathers of Arles bear witness to a
current belief that an extensive sphere of authority was enjoyed by
the Roman see.

On the other hand, it may be remarked that a further emendation

@n^i te praesmfe), proposed by the same editor for the irrelevant
phrase 'in the existing state of peace' (de ry'iete praesmt), gives the

following highly satisfactory rendering :

'It has been our good pleasure . that we should pronounce

decisions as though you yourself were present . . .'3
If this be accepted, it is not difficult to see in these words some

further confir*ation of our hypothesis that even in the pre-Nicene
r Optatus, Opuarp. zoT: 'placuit ergo praesente spiritu sancto et angelis eius, ut ex

his, quae singulos quoque movebant,iudicare proferremusde quiete praesenti; placuit
etiam antea scribi ad te, qui maiores dioeceses tenes, per te potissimum omnibus
insinuari'. 'et angelis eius' looks suspicious. The Coder Notsariensis reads 'prae-
sentibus patribus sanctis evangelistae eiusdem'. It is tempting to read for'angelis'
'evangeliis', explaining the error by haplography.

2 Cod. Par.lat. rzogj reads: 'placuit etiam antequam ante qui maiores dioceseos

tenes . . .' Cod. Col. biblioth. cap. ccxi,i gives a fragment of the letter and reads

'antiqui diocisis'. Cod. Nooar. biblioth. ca|. ,ctctc reads 'ante' omitting the rest
Turner, oP. cit., p. 383b, proposes the emendation mentioned in the text.

3 Turner, op. cit., ibid.; 'Placuit . . . ut . . . iudicia proferremus quasi te
praesente'.
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period, at Ieast in the West, the Roman see was regarded as qualified
in some sense to give a decisive opinion on disputed questions of
doctrine and discipline.

'He who held the greater dioceses' was evidently at this stage pre-
pared to allow the Church a considerable degree of independence,
at least so long as he happened to be in sympathy with its prevailing
outlook.l But if it appeared to him at any time that the Church's
decisions were in need of amendment, Constantine was not one to
hesitate in taking the necessary steps to that end. Yet in view of his
subsequent treatment of the Donatists,2 the favour originally shown
to Catholics can scarcely be regarded as prompted by any but purely
political motives.

II
It was not till ten years after the council of Arles, however, that by

the final defeat of Licinius at the battle of Chrysopolis he achieved
his last and greatest ambition.s

Hitherto the effects of Constantine's policy had been felt directly
in the West alone. But from 32+ onwards they were to be experienced
also in the dioceses of Thrace, Pontus, Asia, and the East.a There
too the religious policy of the dyarchy'had left a legacy of dis-
ciplinary problems for the Church, particularly in Egypt,u in addition
to which there had arisen a serious doctrinal controversy, the origin
of which went back six years or so before Constantine's final victory.
An Alexandrine presbyter, Arius, of independent outlook and out-
spoken opinions, had censured what he believed to be Sabellianism in
the teaching of his bishop Alexander, only to find himself con-
demned.6 His appeal to the bishops of Bithynia was favourably

r See Optatus, Opera, App. V, ed. cit., p. eo8 ff. Yet in spite of p. zo9, 'dico
enim, ut se veritas habet, sacerdotum iudicium ita debet haberi, ac si ipse dominus
residens iudicet', he did not consider himself lacking in competence personally to
revise an episcopal iudicium. See Augustine, Epp. +3, 7, 20. ed. cit., p. ror ; 88, 4.
ed. cit., p. 4ro ; c. Cr*c.3,70,8r. ed. cit., p. 485.

2 Augustine, C. part. Don. post gesta.,33, 56. ed. cit., p. r58.
8 For date 324 (Gibbon, ed. Bury, rgzg,vol.i,p.47S, gives 3e3), see Seeck, O.,

Regutm d, I{aiser u. Pdpste, rgrg, p. tj4.
a Until the middle of the fourth century Egypt formed part of the 'Dioecesis

Orientis.' See Gibbon, Decl:ine, ed. cit., 1929, p. 576 fr.
5 Consequent upon the exile and subsequent tolerant policy of Peter I of

Alexandria. The leader of the Egyptian rigorists was Meletius, bishop of Lycopolis .
6 The earlier stages of the controversyare recorded by Socrates, H.E. r, 5. ed.

Bright, W., 1878, p. 4 ff. It should be remarked that Alexander thought it necessary
to inform Pope Silvester of the action taken. See Ep. Liberii,JK. zrz, 4. ap. Hilary,

r4
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received by that Eusebius who had recently become bishop of
Nicomedia,r and was in due course transmitted to the Emperor. As

a result a rescript conveyed by Constantine's ecclesiastical adviser

Hosius, bishop of Cordova in Spain, peremptorily ordered bishop

and presbyter to compose their differences.2 But unfortunately for
the success of this imperial method of settling controversy a con-

siderable number of bishops assembled at Antioch had meanwhile

pronounced a verdict which indirectly supported Alexander.e The

situation so created made specially urgent the execution of an

imperial project, of which perhaps something had already been

heard, namely of assembling the largest possible council of bishops,

the original purpose of which appears to have been to bring to an

end the long and wearisome controversies connected with the

calculation of the correct date for the observance of Easter.a The
ultimate choice of Nicaea as the actual place of assembly instead of
Ancyrad may well have been due to the suggestion of the ambitious

Eusebius, who as a consequence of the change probably hoped to

influence the course of its deliberations.

Coll. Antim. Par. Ser A, vii. ed. Feder, A., in C.S.E.L. vol.lxi, Pt. r, P. 89, where

it is said that Alexander mentioned the excorununication of eleven of the higher
clergy of dexandria, including deacons a''S well as presbpers. Alexander, Ep. ap.
Theodoret, H.E. r, 41 6r. ed. cit., p. 25, mentions five presbyters and six deacons,

together with two Libyan bishops. Cf. Sozomen, H.E. r, r5.
1 Eusebius had formerly been bishop of Berytus, the second most important

see in the region of Antioch. Cf. Athanasius, Apol. c. Arian.6. M.P.G,25, z6o;
id. Hist. Arian.7. M.P.G. zS,7ot. Possibly he owed both his original appointment
and his translation to Nicomedia, the see of the then imperial capital of the East,

to the influence of Constantia, wife of Licinius. It is clear that he was aiming at
acquiring for his see a primacy over the whole of the 'Diocese of the East ' as it then
existed.

2 Eus. Vit. Const.2,64fr, ed. cit., vol. i, p.6Z fr.
3 A synodal letter sunriving onlyin a Syriac version, Cod. Par.6z, is our authority .

for this. Attention was first called to this document by Schwartz,E.,in Nachr. d.

Gdtt. Ges. d. Wiss., r9o5, p. z7t ff.. It is addressed to 'the bishops of Italy subject to
the great see of Rome'. Mention is also made of an answer of approval_received

togeiher with twenty-five canons for transmission to the eastern churches. Un-
happily the scribe did not fulfil his promise of including them, with the result that
nothitrg is known about their contents. See on the same synod, Seebergr. E., in
N. Stidim z, Gesch.d. Theol.u. d. Kirche,vol. xvi, r9r3. The fact that it con-
demned Eusebius of Caesarea is perhaps sufficient rbason for his omission to
record anything of it.

a In his rescript to the council, the Emperor laid particular stress on this as the
main business before the assembled bishops. See Eus. Vit. Const.3, r7 fr. ed. cit.,
vol. i, p. 8+ ff.

6 On the imperial letter transferring the venue of the council to Nicaea, see

Schwartz, art. cit., p, 278,
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At this gathering, known to posterity as the couhcil of Nicaea, some
two hundred or more local churches were represented,l among them
the see of Rome, the legates of which were two presbyters.z Apart
from these, and of course Hosius of Cordova, not more than fourteen
churches belonging to the western dioceses sent repreSentatives.s At
the council's deliberations, it may be remarked, though their names
appear in the second place in the series, the Roman legates did not,
so far as we know, occupy the place of presidents, as some would
have wished to find.a

Of the results of its work, by far the best known is the Creed.s Its
subsequent prominence, however, was due not so much to the
council's action as to the use made of it by Athanasius, bishop of
Alexandria, chiefly as a safeguard of traditional doctrine. For con-
trary to the usual view it is doubtful whether either in East or West,
except perhaps in Alexandria, it was at first regarded as possessing
any really crucial importance. Council after council attempted to
improve on it, and it probably owed its ultimate survival, though in a
considerably modified form,6 to the belief that it represented an

authoritative decision on doctrine pronounced by an impressive num-
ber of assembled bishops, which had established uniformity in the
East in regard to Paschal observance,T and had incidentally provided

1 Turner, oQ. cit., vol. i, p. 36 ff.
2 A reason for Silvester's absence is supplied by Theodorct, H.E. r,7, 3. G.C.S-,

ed. Parmentier, L., p. 30, namely advanced age. More probably he did not think it
worth while to appear.

3 It must be remembered that at this time the whole of the Empire west of the
province of Thrace belonged to the western sphere of administration. It is, therefore,
not strictly accurate to account as 'westerns' only the representatives of churches in
Italy, Gaul, Spain, and Africa.

a The question as to who actually presided is, in the presence of ambiguous
evidence, difficult to answer. No doubt Constantine when he was present did so.
Eu* Vit. Const. 3, 13, ed. cit., p. 83, speaks of 'np6<6por', though it is probable
that the term is used to denote bishops generally. The fact that Hosius'name occurs
first in all lists of subscriptions suggests that he presided as the Emperor's repre-
sentative, though probably not as Gelasius Cyz. H.8.2, 5,3, G.C.,S. ed. Loeschke,
G., p. 44, states as a legate of Silvester.

5 There is no critical edition of the original Creed of Nicaea. For different texts,
see Athanasius, -Ep. ad loo. g. M.P.G. 26,8r7; Basil, Ep, rz5, z; Eus. ap,
Socrates, H.8., t, 8, zg. See also Badcock, History of Creeds, p. r8o ff. A con-
venient collection of creeds is Lietzmann,H., Symbole d. alt. Kirche, 19o6.

6 See below, p.2Sr.
7 Ep. Concilii ad qisc. Aeg. cit. ap. Theodoret, H.E. !, g, rz. ed. cit., p. 4r,

stating that in future all the churches of the East would keep the same day as was
observed at Rome and Alexandria, but ignoring the fact that these two churches
at that time were not in agreement about the basis of its calculation.
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the Church with a nucleus round which the Canon Law of the fufirre

was to be formed.
It is not without significance that the term 'of identical being'

(6pcoofiorcr,)l as a description of the relation of the Son to the Father

(which became in later years in some sense the battle cry of those

who contended for the use of the Nicene definition as the only

perrnanently satisfactory basis for a restoration of ecclesiastical unity)
appears to have been accepted by the council only with some reluc-

tance. In fact, if we are to believe Eusebius, its adoption was definitely

recommended, or in other words imposed, by Constantine himself.z

It has been held that its chief recommendation from his standpoint

was its ambiguity, and that as originally used it was patient of inter-
pretation not less satisfactory to the rationalists of Antioch than to
the allegorists of Alexandria. Yet if this were so, it is difficult to see

why it was avoided or even implicitly rejected by numerous sub-

sequent synodical definitions. Hence it may be that the imperial

preference was due to a quite different consideration. Obviously we

cannot exclude the possibility that its introduction was suggested to

the Emperor by his ecclesiastical confidant Hosius, who in his turn
had in all likelihood been influenced in its favour by the bishop of
Alexandria. If this be admitted, it is not improbable that Hosius

became its willing advocate, for no reason other than its evident

convenience as the Greek counterpaft of the traditional western

definitions regarding the Trinity, as exemplified by the writings of
tlre anti-pope Novatian. In a word, 6p"ootlocov was at first recom-

mended, and later came to be accepted, as the most convenient Greek

expression of the western paradosis on this central mystery.3

Of the twenty canons issued by the council only the one usually
1 References to the use of the term are to be found in Athan. De Synodis, 45,

M.P.G.26,773; Hilary, De Synodis, 8r, 86. M.P.L. ro, 534, 538 ; Basil, E2' 52, z'
ed. Venet. vol. iii, p.2o7 f. in connexion with the synod of Antioch (z6g) which
condemned Paul of Samosata, see above, p. r8o. Unfortunately our authorities do

not make it certain whether PauI himself used it or objected to its use.
z Eusebius, Ep. ad Caesari.mses, cit. ap. Soc. f/..8. r, 8, zg, explicitly says so'.

Yet he may have exaggerated the Emperor's personal responsibility in order to
exculpate himself in the eyes of his own church of having acquiesced' even re-

luctantly, in its introduction.
3 It is possible that by this time it had become a traditional Alexandrine term

to describe the relation of the Son to the Father. It is used twice with reference

to God or Christ in Clement Alex. Strotn. z, t6. G.C.S. ed. Sttihlin, O., vol. ii,
p. rS"i 4, t3. ed. cit., p. 288, and in the former passag€ in such a way as to suggest

in"ift" *o"ta agree with the Nicene usage. It is likely, if we may judge from
Rufinus, ApoI. pio. Ori.g. Pamph. 5. M.P.G. r7, 58r, a Latin version of Pamphilus'
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reckoned as the sixth need be quoted here. The text of this canon in
its original form mns as follows:-

'Let the ancient customs in Egypt, Libya and the Pentapolis pte'
vail in such wise that the bishop of Alexandria has authority over

them all, since this is also customary for the bishop in Rome;
similarly both in the case of Antioch and in the other provinces, so

that the privileges belonging to the churches are safe-guarded;
moreover it is generally evident that if anyone becomes bishop apart
from the approval of the metropolitan, the great council has deter-
mined that such an one ought not to be bishop; yet if two or three
by reason'of (individual) contentiousness oppose the agreed opinion
of all, one which is well justified and according to ecclesiastical

custom, let the opinion of the majority prevail'.r
T<i understand this canon aright, as well as the two which im-

mediately preceded it,2 it is necessary to have in mind the background
of recent events. As to the fourth canon, we must recall that at least

from the middle of the third century the see of Alexandria had begun

original work, in which Origen, Comm, in Heb. is quoted, that Origen himself used
the word to denote identity of the Son's being with the Father. We may surmise
that it was first suggested to Hosius by Alexander of Alexandria on the occasion of
the former's mission, see Sozomen, H.E. rr 15, 6 ; Socrates , H.E. 3, 7, 12, and by
him communicated to Constantine. Athanasius (I/isl. Arian.r 4z. M.P.G.25,744),
if the usual interpretation of 'o8zos rai rlv €v Nwotg rtetv d{(ilero' be correct,
evidently believed that Hosius'part in the evolution of the Nicene symbol was a

decisive factor. Yet that '6p,oo$o,'ov' was ambiguous is undeniable. Apart from the
phrase 'roirr' iot\v irc tfis o&otos roi flo.tp6s' it was consonant with Sabellianism;
on the other hand, if the latter component of the word were stressed, it might
accommodate a materialist view, with which, as Arius himself pointed out,
Manichaeans could easily come to terms. Cf. Ottley, R. L., Doctine of the fncama-
tion,6 rgrg,p.3rS ff. But it should not be forgotten that it was convenient as a Greek
rendering of Tertullian's phrase, 'unius substantiae', Ado. Praxearnr 2, or of Nova-
tian's 'communionem substantiae', De Trinitate, 26, which in spite of the author's
rigorism in discipline, doubtless, as he himself says, authentically represents the
regulaoti.tatis of the Roman see. It is remarkable, however, that Athanasius himself
seems on occasion purposely to avoid its use. Thus in his earlier Orat. c. AT ian., t, g.

M.P.G. z6r zg, he uses the term only once, and avoids it even where the context
seemstodemandit. Cf. ibid,,r,?o,2t,58. Butinhis later Desynodis,54.M.P.G.z6,
789, he emphas2es its indispensability as a bond of union.- i Hefele-Leclercq, Conciles, vol. i, p. ssz; Mirbt, Quellcn$, No. rrr : rd' d.pyoea

801 xporetra, rd 2v Aiytinr<p, xai Atp6g roi Ilewar.6).et., ciore rdv'A)etavEpedas
d*io*ono, r6,wav toirav Eyew riy 2{ouoiov, dzrerDr) rcai rQ iv rff 'Pdpp &rtorc*rE rofirc
oivt1il€s ilonv. ipotas 8t rai xord"Awdyer.av rcai iv rats d)trss &tapyio,'l td. tpeopeta

oeileoflat. toils ExxAnoiats. xa06\ou Et zrpriErl)tor Exeivo, 6rr, ei tw yapls yvcilt4s ro0
p1rporro\ltou ytvor,to drtoxetos, tdv roto&tov i1 p,ey,i)tt1 orivoDos 6pwe.pi:. 6eiv etvat
'|trlorconov. 

id.v pdwot rfi rcocvfi rdvtay {iSrp, ei).6yq oiop xai xard, rovdvo itcx\t1otaorwdv,

0rio i rpe0s Et' oitceiov $ctroveoxlov &:!"?A€y.4,oc, xpotetra f7 r6tv nAet'6vuv {fi$os.
2 Canons 4 and 5.
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to exercise a sort of primacy over the provinces to the west of the
Nile delta.t It is unlikelythat all the Libyan bishops readilyacquiesced
in this development, and hence we may suppose that in the confusion
resulting from the recent persecutions some had probably succeeded

in regaining a measure of independence. Shortly before the council,
Alexander had evidently attempted to reassert his supposed rights,
and on meeting with opposition had not hesitated to excommunicate
the malcontents, who thereupon probably made common cause with
the local opposition to Alexander in his own church.2 Moreover, the

verdict recently pronounced at Alexandria against the presbyter
Arius and his associates had been openly challenged by the action of
Eusebius of Nicomedia in admitting the defendants to communion.s
We may also conjecture that a recent disputed episcopal election to
the see of Antioch+ had probably given rise to some controversy
among the churches of Syria, and this may have checked the move-
ment, then rapidly on the increase, which favoured the grouping of
local churches according to civil provinces under the presidency of
the bishop whose see was located in the provincial metropolis.d

1 See above, p. r8r.
2 Canon 5 : ' lt rxpotluytq. fi $Aovet rci,g fi rwc tot aitg dqii.q. rcO Ctt o rc&rou' and 'orirars

oi, hpdloyovpdvas npooxcxpourdtes rQ &rwx6nE xord, \6yov d.rcotvtivqroc napd, ri,ot'v
etvac 66{aocv', clearly reflect the relations between Alexander and Arius. We learn
from Socrates, H.E. r, 6, that Alexander excornmunicated Secundus of Ptolemais,
metropolis of the province of. Libya Superior (Cyrenaica), md Theonas of an
unknown see in the province of Libya Infnior (Marmari'ca). Cf. id.,ibid.,r,g.
In view of the allegation byArius thatAlexander's doctrine was Sabellian, id.,ibid.,
r, 5, and the known prevalence of Sabellianism in Libya in the third century (see

above, p. qg), it may fairly be conjectured that the controversy with the Libyan
bishops was more concerned with jurisdiction than with doctrine. It should be noticed
that effect of Conc.JVic. canon 6 was to give Alexander all for which he was contend-
ing, and we should therefore understand 'd, d.pyoio E?q rporetra'as an allusion to the
customs which were already in force in the third century. It seives to show that as

yet the Church could only appeal to 'custom' in the absence of any generally recog-
nized, 'oecumenical' authority. The intention of the canon was plainly that Alexander
should enjoy metropolitical rights over five provinces, 'Ef.ouoiav rd.vruv tor}tav'.

s Sozomen, H.E. r, 15, ro. Eusebius endeavoured to win support from the
provinces of Palestine (perhaps to counteract the growing influence of the see of
Antioch, to which canon 6 in securing the rights of other churches appears to
allude) by pleading Arius' €use with Paulinus of Tyre. See Theodoret, H.E. t,6.
G.C.S. ed. cit., p.27.

a See above, p. r94, n.3, and Schwartz, 8., Nacb. d.kdn. Ges.d.Wiss. zu Gdtt,
r9o5, p. z7z fr.. Cf. Eus. Vit. Conrt. 3, 62. ed. cit., p. ro9 f.

5 Canon 6: 'yo.pis yvtittrts roi p,Trpono),hov'. This emphasis on the indis-
pensability of the approval of the metropolitan may have merely rendered per-
manent and normal something which had hitherto rested on 'custom', but it was a
definite step in the direction of hierarchical organization on an 'oecumenical' scale.
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The fifth canon, while safeguarding the authority of the local
bishop, seems to have had as its object the strengthening of mutual
episcopal loyalty, and in addition the provision of some restraint on

an arbitrary use of the now established episcopal jurisdiction, by
prescribing the regular assembling of provincial synods.r

In view of these enactments it is reasonable to expect a formal rul-
ing in regard to the privileges of the sees of Alexandria and among
others Antioch such as was now provided by the sixth canon. In fact
it is possible that its compilers were disposed to regard it as in some

sense in the nature of a quid pro quo.If Alexander, like other bishops,
was to be deprived of absolute authority by the fifth canon, he had
at any rate the satisfaction of having his claims over the provinces
to the west of Egypt explicitly recognized by the sixth. Even so, the
compilers perhaps felt the need of justifying their action, and for
this purpose, possibly again at the suggestion of Hosius, went on to
invoke the privileges of the see of Rome as a precedent.

In view of what has just been said, it is interesting to note the
various accounts which have been given of this sixth canon by writers
of widely differing standpoints.

Thus it has been asserted by a learned ecclesiastical historian that
'the First Oecumenical Council knew nothing of the doctrine of papal

supremacy'.2 Elsewhere the same wtiter observes that the language of
the canon 'is not what would be natural on the part of any assembly

of Christian bishops who believed that Christ had given to the Roman

see a plenitude of jurisdiction, which differed not only in degree but
in kind from that of any other see whatsoever'.3 The usual answer to
this line of argument has been to affirm that only the patriarchal
rights of Rome were in question, and that its papal authority can

therefore be tacitly assumed to be there in the background.l Yet it
may be pointed out that it is not patriarchal, but metropolitical
rights, which are the subject of the canon, and that the former as

distinct from the latter do not clearly emerge till the time of Justinian
I, over two centuries later.6 A more reasonable explanation is that
by the first quarter of the fourth century the Church, as we have

seen, had scarcely as yet accustomed itself to speak in the language of
1 Canon 5.
2 Bright, W,, Canons of thc first Four Oecumenical Councilsz, r88o, p. er.
3 !d., Roman See, 1896, p. 8o.
{ Hefele-Leclercq, Conciles,vol. i, p. 56o ff.
5 See e.g. Mansi, Concdlia, vol. ix, r78 ff.
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jurisdiction whether papal or otherwise, and that in consequence the
crucial question which see possessed its plenitude did not arise.
Yet it is clear that some abnormal authority (2(ouodc) was in fact
assigned to the Roman see and it is not impossible that in the early
fourth century it extended throughout the whole of Italy. Later on
it suffered some diminution through the acquisition on the part of
the see of Milan, as a temporury imperial residence, of a local primacy
roughly corresponding to the area administered by the vicarius
Italiae in the northern part of the peninsula.r We may conceive,

therefore, that the compilers of the sixth canon 'knew nothing of the
doctrine of papal supremacy'. Yet we ought not to forget that they
had only lately grown accustomed to the idea of metropolitical
jrrrisdiction ; and the fact that the council endowed the custom of
holding casual and occasional synods of bishops, whose sees lay within
the same civil provincial boundaries, and strengthened the authority
enjoyed by metropolitan bishops, hitherto quite vague and only
spasmodically asserted, with the positive force of written laws, shows

that something in the nature of an ecclesiastical revolution had been

accomplished. Before Nicaea the local church and its bishop had
been the only essential and recognized unit of ecclesiastical organiza-
tion. Whatever else there was rernained accidental and contingent.
Now for the first time local churches were rccognized as grouped in
provinces, and their bishops subordinated to the authority of the
metropolitan.2 It is clear that the Church was moving in the direction
of providing herself with the machinery for corporate action as an

oecumenical society on an equal footing with an oecumenical State.

Surprising though it may seem to many who have grown accus-

tomed to view the council of Nicaea through the eyes of the fifth
century and later, there are good grounds for believing that neither
those who were present there, nor most of their contemporaries,
seriously expected either that the Nicene symbol was a final and

sufficient standard of orthodoxy, or that the Nicene canons would
serve as a permanent and unalterable basis of Canon Law. As later
history shows, they themselves made little of the symbol 3 and

1 Cf. Bury, 1.8., History of the Latq Rotnan Empi.re, r93r, vol. i, p. 27, n.
2 Conc. Nac. canons 4-6.
8 In its synodal letter to the church of Alexandria, Socrates, H.E. r, 9. ed. cit.,

p. ao ff., the council has something to say on the subjects of Arius, Meletius and
the agreement reached about the determination of Easter, but alludes to the canons
and to the symbol in quite general terms: (ed. cit., p. ar)'ei Ed rc dllo drcvovt"0q i
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readily disregarded the canons when it suited their convenience.l
In fact it was probably not least because the Roman see came to
regard first the symbol and then the canons as absolutely binding,
that these ultimately acquired that final character attributed to
them in all parts of the Churchz roughly a century after their
publication.

The pontificate of Silvester I would not have called for any special
notice if it had not marked the beginning of an era of material
prosperity for the church and see of Rome. The romances composed
by fifth-century Roman authors have at least this amount of historical
basis, that by personal gift of the Emperor and of members of his
family that church acquired for the first time property and buildings
which were truly worthy of its status as the premier church in
Christendom. It is probable that even before Constantine's first
appearance in Rome in 3rz his wife Fausta had assigned her palace
of the Lateran to the Roman bishop as an official residence,s though
the erection of the basilica Constantiniana doubtless belongs to a later
period in his reign.a To the Emperor's support, and possibly to his
initiative, was due the building of a new church of impressive
dimensions on the place of St. Feter's martyrdom,d and a smaller
building to the honour of St. Paul on the corresponding site. To
these churches were translated from their temporary resting-place
in the catacomb of Sebastian the relics of the great Apostles.o Among

iSoyp"orio0q . . . d.voloer. (sc. 'z{.lCfouEpos) r.pis ip,6.s, dre Er) xoi xiprot xq,l xowuvdg
r6v yeyevqp.tvav tttyydvarv'. One would not judge from this that the council itself
attached very much importance to either. The conciliar theory of the fifth century
was yet to be born.

1 Thus in spite of canon 15 prohibiting episcopal translations, Eusebius of
Nicomedia succeeded in obtaining the see of the eastern capital within twelve
years of the council, and Athanasius cites three Scriptural passages against the
practice, Apol. c. Ari.an. 6. M.P.G.25,26o, but altogether omits to guote the canon
(unless indeed ro,pd. vdp"ov be taken to allude to it; on the other hand, it would as
easily mean 'contrary to custom' like zopd rdv rdvova in the text of the canon itself).
If the canon was later quoted against Arianizing careerists, it was not sufficiently
supported by public opinion to prevent translations. Basil, Ep. r88, r. ed. Paris,
1839, vol. iii, p. 39r f., so far ignores the authority of canon 8 as to decide the
treatment of Novatianists (rri0cpor.) in a sense contrary to its ruling. On the other
hand, canon 15 continued to be observed by the local church of Rome down to
the time of Pope Formosus, who was the first Pope to be translated from another
see, and centuries later, 'translation' u'as still being treated as a technical irregularity.

s Athan. Ep. ad Afros r, M.P.G.26, rozg, and see below, pp.23S, zgz.
3 Grisar, H., History of Rome and the Popes in the Middle Ages, rgn-rz, vql. ii,

pp. z9r ff.
{ Ibid. 6 See above, p.6Z f.
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other important buildings which c:une into the possession of the
Roman church at this time was the basilica Sessoriana,the gift of the
Emperor's mother Helena,r later to be enriched with a relic of
the true Cross.z

We also learn from the Liber Pontifrcal:iss that the Emperor not
only made extravagant gifts of sacred ve'ssels for these and other
churches but liberally endowed themwith estates not only in Rome itself
and its immediate neighbourhood, but in south Italy and Sicily and

even in more remote parts of the Empire. The revenue derived from
them must have far exceeded the actual amount needed for the main-
tenance of public worship. It is therefore scarcely surprising that
within fifty years of Constantine's death energetic protests began to
be made against the increasing luxury and worldliness of the

'established church' in Rome.4

It has already been suggested that the most reasonable explanation

of the whole of Constantine's religious policy is tllat it was initiated
and carried into effect from purely political motives. With that pious

but misdirected ingenuity, with which his Christian admirers from
Eusebius of Caesarea onwards sought to assign even to his

commonplace activities a religious character, it was alleged that the

Emperor undertook the task of refounding Byzantium as his epony-

mous capital, because of his pupposed disapproval of Rome as an

ineradicably pagan city, intending that another altogether uncon-
taminated by heathen tradition should take its place,6 or else, as a

still later author suggested, because it was his wish that the bishop

of Rome should enjoy undisputed possession of the city in which his

see was located.o There may well be some truth in the allegation that

he found Rome distasteful, but his reason for feeling it so is much

more likely to have been his impatience with the deeply-rooted

democratic traditions and associations of the once proud Republic.

1 Grisar, H., op. cit.,vol.ii, p. 136.
2 The distribution of portions of this relic is first mentioned by Cyril of Jeru-

salem (f+8), Catecheses,4,roi ro, 19 i13,4. M.P.G.33,+69.6&5.776.
8 Libi pont. ed. cit., vol. i, Vita Silvestri. Caspar, o!. cit., vol. i, p. ta6, n. t,

hotds thaf this material at least is genuine, and derived from contemporary in-
ventories.

aCotl. Atsell, z, rzr. C.S.E.L., vol. xxxv, p.43. Note that in virtue of Cod.
Theod.XVI, ii,4, the Roman church was legally permitted to receive legacies.

s Chronicon Pichale, ad ann. 328. M.P.G. gz,7o8, records the foundation of the
city.

s Donatio Const. (c. ?8o), 18. See Mirbt, QuellmtrP, ro7, No. zz8.
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However much ancient Rome might have become reconciled with
a blend of monarchical ideas and republican institutions, so charac-
teristic of the pre-Diocletianic principate, it was certainly ill-adapted
to play the part of a centre of'government under the new autocracy.
Not only did it represent the old order and a state of imperial
organization in which local administration still enjoyed some measure
of individual freedom, but even its Empire had been little more than
an aggregate of looselyfederated 'cities' and 'provinces', an association
rather than a single homogeneous entity. Under Constantine, however,
the Diocletianic ideal of a closely knit and jealously administered
imperium was largely rcalized. In his 'new order' the. city on the
Bosporus displaced the city on the Tiber. Constantinople was hence-
forth in fact, if not in name, the mistress of the world,r and even when
the principate was divided and separate spheres in East and West
respectively were recognized, it was not always Rome but some other
city such as Milan, Arles, Trbves, or even Ravenna, which enjoyed the
privilege of imperial residence.

After celebrating his aicmnalia during one of his brief visits to the
former capital on July 25, 326,2 Constantine left the city for the last
time. His contemporary Silvester died eleven years later,s and there
followed the ten months of the pontificate of Marcus. Within this
very brief period at least one event of importance took place, which

L Cf , Li.bu Ttont.Yit. Bonif. III, ed. cit., vol. i, p. 316 ; Cgnc. in Trullo, Canon 36,
which show the logical development of this in the eeclesiastical sphere.

2 Jerome, Chroricon, ad ann. Abr. 2342, ed. cit., p. 23r. M.G,H. Chron. min.,
vol. i, p. z3z.

s M.G.H., ibid., pp. 70,76.In after years Roman Christians must naturally have
been perplexed by the comparative insignificance of Silvester in relation to his
master Constantine, and should in consequence have indulged in a good deal of
'wishful thinking'. It is to this source that we must trace the abundant crop of
Silvestro-Constantinian legends. Among the more notable and astonishing of these
is the one which relates how the Emperor was baptized by the Pope and how as a
mark of his gratitude the former issued an edict which proclaimed that 'throughout
the whole world bishops should respecd the Pope as their head, just as all imperial
officials obeyed the king'(Caspar, Gachichte, vol. i, p. ra8). The famous 'Donation
of Constantine', of course, belongs to a much later period (see below), but it is not
difficult to see in the earlier romtu-lce its genuine, though perhaps less prolific
ancestor. Duchesne, L., Lib. pont., vol. i, p. cix ff., held that these legends were of
oriental origin. It has been shown, however, by Levison, 'Konstantinische Schen-
kung und Silvesterlegende' in Miscellanea L. Ehrle, ii, rgz4, p. r59 ff., that where
the Latin text is the original the place of origin is Rome itself. It may be surmised
that a powerful motive leading to their compilation was a desire to instruct the
parvenu Gothic regime in its proper duty towards the Roman see. For a probable
explanation of the source of the baptismal legend, see Duchesne, ol2. cit., vol. i,
p- 46.
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has exercised a lasting influence on the customs and worship of

Christians all over the world since that time. It was the appearance of

the list of Roman episcopal obits, known as the Depositiones epis'

coporannrl which records in order according to the yearly kalendar

th" dut t of the decease of the occupants of the Roman see from

Lucius to Silvester, together with the companion D4tositiones

martyrurn or feriale ecclesiae rortanAe,z supplying a similar list of the

dates and places of annual commemorations of Roman martyrs, but

significantly including as its first entry Decembet 2$t'Natus Christus

in Betlem, fudeae'.
The fact that the Emperors themselves from Aurelian onwards lent

considerable official support to the movement for popularizing the

cult of SoI Invicfzs,s and the success of this propaganda in Rome, as

well as a growing enthusiasm for the observance of its chief annual

religious fistival, the winter solstice, in the belief that it marked the

y""tty rebirth of the solar deity, lends considerable probability to the

ui"* that the choice of this particular date for the annual com-

memoration of the human birth of the 'Sun of righteousness' was

dictated largely, if not solely, by a laudable desire to baptize a festival

of pagan origin and endow it decisively with a Christian character.4

Not tess ty*pto*atic of a more attentive Roman interest in our Lord's

human nature was the dedication, probably under Pope Marcus, of

a church, later to be known as the basil,ica Liberiana, in honour of

His Virgin Mother.6

III
By the time |ulius I had been elected to the Roman bishopric,

rendered vacant by the death of Silvester's successor,o what is often

described as the'reaction' to the council of Nicaea had already begun

I M.G.H. Auct. ant. vol. fu, P. 70.
2 lbid.,p.?r f.

3 See Batifiol,P., La paix constantinianne,' r9r4, p. 69 ff.
a Lietzmann, H.; op.-cit., p. ro3 ff., shows that January 6 was originally kept at

Rome, as at Alexandria and elsewhere, as the annualcommemoration of the Nativity,
a fact to which the Preface of the Epiphany in the existing Missale Rommtum still
bears witness. It is significant, however, of local conservatism that it was not till
36r that the Emperor Constantius gave formal recognition to the innovation.

5 Caspar, Gachichte, vol. i, p. t3z.
c Eb&ed February O, gtl. Sit ci Marcus had died nearly five months prwiously

the interval seems surprisingly long. Possibly there was some internal dissension of
which we have ttow ho infoimation, sufficient to delay the election. The Libq
pontificalis, ed. cit., vol. i, P. 2o5, mentions'exilio fuit mensibus X'. If we could read

V for X, we might have a clue to the cause of the delay.
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to gather force. That Constantine himself wasonlyprepared to enforce

its decisions so long as it seemed to him convenient to do so, is

shown by his arbitrary recall of the leaders of the minority at the

council without apparently waiting for annulment of their original

sentence by synodical action.l Soon Arius himself was back in

Alexandria and local dissension flared up afresh. But on the death of

the old bishop, whose claims to primacy in the East had been accorded

at the recent council a limited recognition, the pace of the'reaction'

rapidly quickened.
Th; rigorist schism headed by Meletius in Alexandria and dating

from the last of the persecutions probably hoped that its leader,

whose episcopal status had been explicitly recognized by the recent

council,i *orrld succeed Alexander. It was only to be expected there-

fore that, when on Alexander's death his archdeacon Athanasius was

chosen and their own bishop ignored, the schismatics would see to it
that Meletius'successful rival would pay dearly for his victory.a After

some four years of wrangling, providing the ambitious Eusebius of

Nicomedia with an admirable opportunity for fishing in troubled

waters, the charges against Athanasius were heard by the Emperor

in person.a Possibly he suspected that the incriminated bishop was

,roi abov" using political means for achieving spiritual results,6 but

whatever the truth, nothing as yet could be proved. Athanasius was

therefore allowed to return. Little more than three years elapsed and

he was once more put on his trial. This time the case was heard by

an imperial official, on whose report Constantine decided to repeat the

1 This is the usual view, e.g. Kidd, History, vol. ii, p. 53. Seeck, O', Geschichted'

V"tii.-a. ant.Welt, vot. iii, p.428, and Stein,8., Gesch. d. spdt'tdn. Reichs,

rgz8,b. 165, note t, ttota tUi the sentences were annulled in consequence of a

;ir#;*;l lf th"it excornmunication at a later session of the Nicene council

itr"n late in November 329. Athan . Apol. c. Atian. 19. M.P.G. 25, 357, mentions

lfr"-d*""d of Euseblu" "f Nicomedia, supported by Constantine himself, that

Arius should be readmitted to Alexandrine communion. If such a second session of

tn" l."""if ever took place, it was probably attended by a few bishops only, most of
whom were in immediate contact with the eastern court'

i Con". Nic. Ep. ad. Alexand. 6, cit. ap. Socrate",4:4',t,9,6'
r it 

"V 
b"g"n with an appeal to the-most influential bishop in the East, Eusebius

of Nicomedii, see Athan. Apot. c. Aian,59' M'P'G'25,356'
-- ; i;;r;;, i., Di" Festbiife des h. Athanasius . . . aut dettt Syrischen iibersetzt,

t852, p. 26.--ilitt"". 
, ibid.,6e6z; Socrates, H.E. r, 27' ro; La1s9w, of - cit., pp. z7-, 77,8o.

For some iight ott a little known side of Athanasius' character, see the Meletian

iltt"r ;"uii.hed in Bell, H.I.,Jeuts and Chnstians in Egypt, 1924, pp' 38-99, esp'

p.58 ff.
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experiment of summoning a representative council.r It met at Tyre in
the latter half of 335, and after hearing the evidence of a commission,
the members of which according to Athanasius behaved with un-
scrupulous partiality, voted to deprive him of his see.2 This time,
as some evidence of political intrigue on the part of the accused had
come to light, Constantine deemed it was sufficiently serious to
justify sentence of banishment.s The place chosen was the city of
Trdves, which the Emperor's eldest son, the Caesar Constantine II,
had made his headquarters.4

The following year, on May zz, Constantine I died at Ancyro.6 As

a ruler he certainly merits the eponym 'the Great' bestowed by
posterity. Yet we may hesitate to acquiesce in the title of 'Equal to
the Apostles'assigned to him by an obsequious oriental clergy, which
saw nothing incongruous in his self-description x 'episcopas of the

external affairs (of the Church)'.0 !

By his will the Empire was once more divided into distinct spheres

of administration, under his three sons by Fausta. To Constantine II
was assigned eventually direct authority in Gaul, Britain, and Spain,

with some part of Africa or of the 'diocese' of Idy, and a vague

suzerainty over his younger brother Constans in Italy, the rest of
Africa, the ripa Gothica and Illyricum including the 'diocese' of
Thrace, while Constantius II received simply the 'diocese' Orimtis
(including Egypt).7 Under pressure from his eldest brother, Con-
stantius agreed, perhaps with reluctance, to rescind the sentence

1 The Emperor's letter to the council of Tyre, Eusebius, Vit. Const. 4t 42t
ed. cit., p. r34, shows this clearly

2 Larsow, op. cit., p. 28 ; Athan., opt. cit.,26. M,P.G. 25, 385.
s Athanasius, op. cit.,87. The charge was one of attempting to hinder the export

of Egyptian grain to Constantinople, a measure calculated to endanger the stability
of the government. The fact that Athanasius mentions it erplicitly may show that
the charge was false, but it is possible that Constantine knew more than Athanasius
was disposed to record.

a Eus. Vit. Const. 4,6t, z. ed. cit., pp. r42fr.
5 Kidd, Historyrvol. ii, p. 68.
6 Eus. op. cit,,41 24. ed. cit., p. rz6,
? Whatever Constantine's real intentions in regard to the succession may have

been, it is certain that mutual jealousies and court intrigues successfully prevented
them from being carried into effect. Some uncertainty exists about the extent and
composition of the respective spheres assigned to or acquired by the three sons
who were all proclaimed Augusti on September 6, 337. For the view stated in the
text, see Gibbon, Decline, ed. Bury, J. 8., rgzg,vol. ii, p.589. As to the religious
policy or convictions of the three Emperors, it is doubtful whether the evidence
justifies their being'pigeon-holed'with the neatness of Kidd, History, vol. ii,
p.69.
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against Athanasius, permitting him to return to Alexandria.l Yet as

this was tantamount to setting aside arbitrarily the synodical decision
of Tyre,z from the very first, in spite of the Emperor's favour, his
position appeared alarmingly insecure. Two further events, the
assignment of the 'diocese' of Thrace to Constantiuss and the acquisi-
tiorr of the premier see of Constantinople by that unscrupulous
careerist Eusebius of Nicomedia were quickly to make it altogether
untenable.a So when new charges of a criminal nature against
him made their appearance, both sides appealed to the Emperors.s

As we have already suggested, what may be called the unprepared-
ness of the Church for the new environment, which had come into
being as a result of the toleration of Galerius, and later of the 'most-
favoured-religion' policy of Constantine, is an essential clue to a

right understanditrg of the maze of synod and counter-synod, syffi-
bols and anti-symbols of this period which confounds the historian
and amuses the sceptic. One point, however, emerges with pellucid
clarity-the fourth century gives no support whatever to a doctrine
of an intrinsic infallibility in the decisions of oecumenieal councils.
For although the council of Nicaea had decisively condemned Arius
and his supporters, ten years later'two other councils,G inferior per-
haps in numbers but not in gravity, respectively deposed his chief
opponent Athanasius and pronounced in favour of his rehabilitation.
The fact was that the Church had not as yet worked out its own theory
of oecumenical authority, and as a consequence was at the mercy of
the only oecumenical power then in existence-the Sovereign Augus-
tus-or when there was more than one, either of the dominant partner
in the dyarchy, or else of the nearest at hand. The sees of Rome and
Alexandria provide almost isolated examples of resistance to the

1 Athan. Apol. c, Arian.87. M.P.G. zS,4oS.
2 See above, p. 2ro.
8 Gibbon-Bvry, op. cit.,vol.ii,iMd., assigns this transference to 339. In view

of what has been said, p. zro above, it seems that the 'diocese' and not the province
only of Thrace is meant.

a Athan., ibid., 6. He succeeded Paul, now banished for the second time; cf.
' id,., Hist. Aian,7. M.P.G. zS,7or.

6 Id.'ApoI. ad Constantiurn,4. M.P.G. z5,6oo. The idea of addressing an appeal
to the Roman see'does not appear to have presented itself at this stage.

6 I.e. the councils of Tyre and Jerusalem 335. For the former, see abovel for the
latter, Eus. Vit. Const. 4, 43-7, ed. cit., vol. i, p. r35 ff; Socrates, H.E. r, 3. ed. cit.,
p. 56. An earlier investigation had been ordered by Constantine to take place at
Caesarea in 334, which Athanasius had declined to attend. For the date, see Bell,
opt, cit., p. 48.
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growing subordination of the Church to the State, though the reasons

for such resistance were perhaps by no means the same in both
cases. At Rome, where an inherent consenratism impeded an imme-
diate appreciation of the change which was taking place, opposition
was certainly passive and perhaps for a time even unconscious;r

Alexandria, on the other hand, as represented by Athanasius, recog-

nized even before Constantine's death the serious hindrance con-

stituted by the new situation, not only to its acquisition of an

undoubted primacy in the East, but even to such exercise of extra-

diocesan authority as had been formally endorsed by the sixth canon

of Nicaea. If therefore the State adopted the standpoint that ecclesias-

tical unity, regarded as an essential element in the maintenance of
political order, necessitated the supersession of the doctrinal and

disciplinary decisions of that council by some compromise to which
the majority could rally, it was inevitable that sooner or later the

Augustusin the Eastz andAthanasiuswould come intoviolent conflict.
We may reasonably conjecture that the first suggestion of any

dissension in that part of the Empire was conveyed to Pope ]ulius
through the legates of Eusebius of Nicomedia, now of Constantinople,

who came to announce the enthronization of the latter's nominee, a

certain Pistus, to the'vacant' see of Alexandria.s Meanwhile, however,

the nominee withdrew, and to settle the question Gregory of C"p-
padocia was solemnly 'provided' by imperial edict.a Athanasius

thereupon found it expedient to leave his city and seek allies in the

West. On his arnval in Rome, following that of his own legates, it

r The earliest example of open resistance in any form to the State on the part of
the Roman see may be found in the protest of Boniface I against the law of Theo-
dosius II, assigning jurisdiction within Illyricum to the see of Constantinople. Yet
in this case the fact that the protest was addressed to and actually supported by
Theodosius' own colleague, ffonorius, precludes us from regarding it as such
without qualification. On this, see further below, p.275.

2 That he did not meet with the same opposition from the western Sovereigns
was due partly to their preoccupation in mutual hostilities, and partly to the
drifting apart of the respective policies of the western and eastern spheres of
government, which increasing as the years elapsed led to an actual cleavage by the
ind of the century, though in name at least the theory of imperial unity persisted.
See below, p. 265.

3 Athan. Apol. c, Ari.an.24. M.P.G.25,288. The appointment itself, whatever
may be said against the manner in which it was carried out, was strictly correct. The
council of Tyre had deposed Athanasius, and, properly speaking, the see of
Alexandria was vacant. Even if a miscarriage of justice had taken place, Athanasius
put himself in the wrong by affecting to ignore its verdict. Cf. Larsow , o7t. cit., p. 30.

a Athan. Ep. Encyc. 5. M.P.G. 25, 25"; Larsow, o1t. cit., ibid.
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became known that one at least of the Eusebian representatives had

already taken his departure.r Such had been the surprising sequel to

an open discussion between the two opposing eastern parties at the

Lateran. Moreover, besides Athanasius, yet two other plaintiffs,
Marcellus of Ancyra,2 himself perhaps a victim of Eusebius' ambition,
and Paul of Constantinoplea appeared in Julius' Presence. Letters had

already been addressed by the Pope to the Eusebians urging the

submission of the whole dispute to a fresh council,a a proposal which
itself appears to have originated with the Eusebian legates, and

actually to have included mention of Rome as its appropriate venue.

The evidence of Athanasius himself, however, and the production
of the minutes of the recent proceedings showed the Pope clearly

enough that no ordinary synodical procedure would be sufficient. A
second letter therefore followed, in which he invited the Eusebians to

present themselves at Rome and to make out their case against

Athanasius in person.6

It is doubtful whether even Julius himself entirely realized the

tremendous significance of his invitation. For, if he had wished, hee

could not very well have asserted in a more unequivocal fashiono

a primacy of jurisdiction for his see, which now emerges for the first
time into the daylight of history.

1 These legates had arrived to announce the election of Pistus; the fact that
Gregory was to take his place was probably the immediate cause of their return.
It is-noi certain that Athanasius' primary object was to 'appeal' to the Roman see.

Probability suggests that the court of Constantine II was his ultimate objective,
where his Larfiei favourable reception must have encouraged him in the expectation
of finding renewed support. The death of the Emperor, March 30,34o, on the field

of Aquileia rendered this project impossible.
, 

^d bishop of somewhat reactionary Sabellianizing opinions. If, much to the

scandal of the Easterns, he succeeded in satisfying Julius about his orthodoxy,
it may perhaps have been due to a traditionally favourable attitude towards this
heresyatRome,seeabove, p,rzgf.;andEpiphan. Panar.7z,z.G.C.S.ed.HollrK.,
vol. iii, p.256 fr.

t Kidd, ilirtory, vol. ii, p. 25. In view of the later relations between the sees of
Rome utri Cotr.tuntinople, the appearance of Paul before Julius has special interest.

a Athan. EQt. Encycl.-7. M.P.G. 25, zg7 ; Hist. Arian. g. M'P.G. 25,7o4.It does

not seem thai at this stage Julius proposed that the new council should be held in
Rome.

s It is one of those decisive incidents in history, the real character of which was

but little appreciated at the time of its occurrence. Yet it must be observed that on

Julius' owir'showing, the initial proposal to hold a fresh council came not from
irimself but from the Eusebian legates. See below, p.2t4, n. 4, and cf. Ep. fulii,ap.
Athan. Apol. c. Ari'an.2e.,2t. M.P.G. 25,279.

o It is ilear from his letter (c. gS), that the Pope considered that after the Roman

council had given its verdict, further discussion of the subject would be superfluous'

r5
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The reply of the Eusebians, unhappily known to us only through
the Pope's third letter,r and in a summary provided by the historian
Sozomen,2 is highly instructive. Their grounds for refusing the
invitation do not include the obvious one that it was a highly pre-
sumptuous act on the part of Julius to have issued anything of the
kind.e On the contrary, they contented themselves with saying first
that the interval was too short, next that the unsettled state of the East
rendered their presence there necessary, and thirdly that the case of
Athanasius had already been satisfactorily settled at Tyre. We are
fortunate in possessing the Pope's replya intact, which as the earliest
complete papal document of indubitable authenticity, may rightly be
regarded as possessing exceptional interest.

Julius' letter is a masterpiece of diplomacy, combining as it does in
a remarkably fair measure firmness with the spirit of conciliation. But
perhaps its most remarkable characteristic is its almost complete dis-
regard of the doctrinal issue and its repeated emphasis on the dis-
ciplinary aspect of the case. The doctrines of Arius and Marcellus to

rwhich it alludes are nowhere examined. All the writer has to say is
that the former with his supporters had been condemned by the
'great council' of Nicaea,s and that the latter had justified himself to
the satisfaction of the Roman see.6 On the other hand, he devotes a

considerable amount of space to such questions as the authority of
councils,T the status of bishopss and the importance of 'custom' as a

1 See note 4 below. 2 H.8.3,8,5 ff.
3 The Eusebians evidently contented themselves with affirming the final validity

of the council of Tyre, see Ep, fuhi, zz.
a Julius I, Ep. ad Antiochenos, ap. Athan. Apol, c.,Arian., zt-35. JK. 186. From

the fact that the letter is addressed to members of an Antiochene synod and mentions
first in the heading, not Flacillus, who had displaced Eustathius as bishop of
Antioch in 33o, but Dianius (reading Atavlq for Aovtq), bishop of Caesarea in
Cappadocia, we infer that Dianius and not Flacillus acted as its president. In view
of canon 6 of Nicaea this appears at first sight surprising; on the other hand, it
seems to support the view that neither creed nor canons of that council were as
yet regarded as finally authoritative.

5 Evidently Julius knew nothing of its supposed confirmation by the Roman
see. If he calls it 'p.eyo)fi' (c. 4), he probably alludes not to its 'oecumenical'
character, but to its numerical impressiveness, cf. ibid,,29. Note that Athanasius
uses a similar argument, see below, p.Z4o,and contrast Ep, Libnii, below, p.45.In
later times it was believed that the council had submitted its decisions to Silvester
for approval. See the Roman synod of 385, Mansi, Concilia, vol. vii, rr4o. For other
inventions, see below, p. 333, and Duchesne, L., Lib, Pomt,, vol. i, p. cxxxv.

6 .Ep. cit., 23, 32. 7 lbid., zz f .
8 lbid., z5.It is sometimes supposed that Julius is alluding to an argument of the

Eusebians intended to discount the superior value of a judgment of the Roman see
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final court of appeal.l Yet he nowhere suggests that the decisions of
Nicaea are final. On the contrary, his whole argument presupposes
the possibility that the verdict of one synod may be subsequently
revised or even cancelled by another.z

The historian Socrates has asserted that Julius3 was the first Pope
to enunciate the theory that councils might not make canons con-
trary to the opinion of the Roman bishop. Even if this were true, it
must be admitted that the historian's mode of expressing the papal
privilege is anachronistic. In the fifth century Canon Law was as yet
immature. In the fourth century the later 'oecumenical' idea of a

canon of universalforce and application was quite unknown. The most
that can be said is that Socrates gave expression to a view which by
his time had become widely accepted.a

Nevertheless it is more than doubtful whether Julius himself
really says anything of the sort. What he does affirm is that, supposing
the case against the two chief opponents of Arianism, Athanasius and

in advance. More probably the Eusebians referred to primatial claims put forward
by the see of Alexandria. It is not without significance that apparently the same
Secundus QW., z4) who had led the Libyan opposition to"bishop Alexander (see

above, p.2or ff.; cf. Socrates, H.E. r.9. ed. cit., p. zo), nowtakes a prominent
place among the opponents of Athanasius.

t lbid., zr, ',cav6ve! drooro\ctcot';ibid.r 3or'roig d'trd r6v dnoordlav xovdvas' . , .

'tapo)e\vpdvavrdr xovdvav' ; ibid., 32,34,'tapd. rcavdva' ; ibid., g5,'rcard, tdv drcx)rt1ot'

aonrciv xovdva'.It is clear that'rcavtiv'here denotes either tunwritten custom' rather
than any specific written canon in the later sensb, since at this time universally
acknowledged canons did not exist, or else'rules'enshrined in writings ascribed to
the Apostles, €.9. r Tim. v, r9 f. ;Tit. r,7.

2 lbid., zz. The possibility that a verdi"f pronounced by Nicaea itself may be
revised is certainly not excluded. |ulius appears to argue that Athanasius had not
actually been deposed at the council of Tyre Qbid., zg). This was strictly speaking
true, since the deposition itself did not take place till the council had been trans-
ferred to Jerusalem.

8 H.E. z, r7r'ro0 ixx)tqoloortKoi xovivoE rcdle{owos, g,ri Ee0r rcpd, yv<6pn1v roA

i1tto,<6aou 'Pdp1s xavovt{etv rds irx}v1ol.as. Cf. Sozomen, H.E. g, to.'etvo,c yd'p v6pov,

6s dxupo dtro$atv* rd topd, yvdpqv rport6p,a'a ro0'Pi.r,p'ototv intorc&nou', who appears
to be summafizing Julius'own words.

Possibly Socrates had in mind the provision of Sardica (see below,p. zzo) and
forgot that this was posterior to julius' letter. No doubt if, as some have believed, thc
historian was a Novatianist, he had good reason to emphasize the superior juris-
diction of the Roman see as a salutary check to aggressive tendencies on the part
of the Catholic bishop of Constantinople. The theory finally became apart of Canon
Law through its inclusion in a 'false decretal' of Julius JK trgS. ed. Hinschius,
p. 456.

a Yet as we shall see the council of Ephesus (43r) merely reported its findings to
Celestine I without asking for approval; see below,p.229. The council of Chalcedon
in its synodical letter sought Leo {s confirmation of its canons, but there was good

reason for this action on their part. See below, p. 3ro.
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Marcellus, to have been proved, according to the prevailing custom

of the Church, information should have been sent to 'us all', t especially

in view of the apostolic origin of the churches involved, adding that
such action was certainly requisite in a case in which the see of
Alexandria was implicated.2 Yet his insistence on the right of the

Roman see to be'consulted is evidently limited by the context.

Julius has a sense of injury, not because a council has given its verdict
without first asking the opinion of the Roman see, but rather because

the co-operation of the whole Church has not been invited, and this
sense of injury is deepened because one of the bishops just con-

demned is in fact bishop of Alexandria. If all bishops ought to be

invited to pass judgment on accused members of the episcopate,

much more ought the bishop of Rome in a case involving that par-

ticular see.3 Yet even if this was all that Julius actually said, in saying

it he enunciated a principle which could easily be applied to other

cases, for which no exact precedent was in existence.

Historians have'usually leen so preoccupied with the doctrinal
aspect of the mid-fourth century controversy that they have generally

overlooked the real cause of Juliui' anxiety, which seems to betray

itself in language of brotherly appeal for co-operation, namely the

signs already manifest of an attempt to create an 'eastern Papacy'

out of the see of the eastern capital. Eusebius was actually overtaken

by death before his plans could mature, and his successors for nearly

a century were men of insignificance in comparison with their con-

temporaries in that part of the Empire. But in the long run the seed

which he had thus sown began to bear fruit. It was the eastern

solution of the new problem created by the changed relation of
Church and State, and by the need for a truly oecumenical outlook.

Stated in plain language, it involved the replacement of the primitive
conception of the paradosis as something received from the Apostles

and transmitted by their successors in the teaching office by some-

thing entirely new, namely the identification of the paradosis with the

E6ypa of Augustus. If the appeal of Julius to the twofold apostolic

L Ep. fuliir 35. '€6ec ypasffvat' n6,oov rlp?v, ivo oirar napd, rilrtov 6pt'o0fi rd 6lxo,tov' .
2 lbid., 'fi d.yvoetre 6rt' roho dlos $v, npdtepov yp6.$eo0ar, fip,iv, xai oitots Ev0ev

6pl{eo0ac td. 6/xola'. There can be little doubt that Julius is alluding to the reports
sent to his predecessor as to the alleged erroneous doctine of Dionysius of Alexandria
p. r78 f. On which, see above, p. r7g.- 8 lbirl.,'ei p,tv ofiv tc rowolov Sv $norreuilAv eis rdy dntoronov rdv dxei (sc.'.dAefau-

Dpefas), €Eer. zrpris rilv ivroAilo (sc. er rfi'Pdty,p) ixdtqotov ypo$tivac'.
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pmadosis of the church of Romel shows that he was able to perceive
the development which was in progress,z it is much to his credit. But
it has to be remembered that in the interest of his project, Eusebius
of Nicomedia had no alternative.s The Roman primacy of doctrine
and jurisdiction was already in the field. To some it might soon appear

that it had come into existence, not for the sake of the Roman see

alone, but for the safeguarding of the apostolic parado$s throughout
the whole Church

The immediate purpose of the papal letter which we have been

considering was to announce that at the recent provincial synod of
the Roman church,a held in the 'titular' church of Victor, the same

presbyter who had been Silvester's legate at Nicaea, Athanasius and

Marcellus had been admitted to communion.s The reply of Eusebius

was to use the occasion of the consecration of the new cathedral of 6

Antioch for holding a fresh council with all the impressiveness Pos-
sible, not excepting of course a citation issued by the Emperor Con-

stantius himself.o Here for the first time since Nicaea a dogmatic

question, namely the temerarious views of Marcellus of Ancyra, the

rashness of which had not beeri detected by the unspeculative

Westerns at the recent Roman council, came to the forefront. But
in addition to pronouncing the excommunication of Marcellus the

council formally endorsed the rehabilitation of Arius. We may note

carefully the only argument which the authors of the synodal letter

adduce in favour of the correctness of Arius' beliefs, namely the fact

t Ep. fulii, 35. 'oix oirr,rls o; IIaJ\ou 6tatd'{ect, oi1 oirc,ls ot' lyr€ees
zropo6r6riti"orr, dtrlos rinos iorlv orJzos ral rcanvdv d dntrfiieug'a . . . d y6'p rapeAfi$ay'ev

zropd roi p,arcapl'ou Illrpou toi d.troar6\ou, roitta xoi 6piv E2l<i'.
2 The use of 'Koldv':'rrovel' is significant as the precise contradiction of

'quod traditum est'.
3 The see of Constantinople was always at a disadvantage in relation to other

great sees in being unable to claim direct apostolic foundation. It was only at a later
time that an apostolic 'founder' in the person of St. Andrew, the first of the
Apostles to be called by Christ, and hence perhaps supposed to be the original
depositary of the ltaradosis, was provided by the inventive genius of eastern his-
toiians. See Caspar, Gachi.chte, vol. ii, p,748.

a Athan. Apo[. c. Arian, zo. M.P.G.25, z8r, states that more than fifty bishops

were present.
u de muy infer from the same writer, ibid., 33, that other victims of 'Eusebian

'aggression' from the provinces of Thrace, Coele-Syria, Phoenicia and Palestine

were similarly admitted.
6 The so-called 'Encaenia' council of 34r. Cf. Athan. De synodis, zz. M.P.G. 26,

7zo, where a fragment of the synodal letter is preserved. The authors protest that
ihey receiv" rro o1h"r faith than the original tradition z 'otwe d.Mlv rwd. ttort'v nopd'

#1v i{ d.pyfis napa}o9etoav dief.6.p.e0a'.
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that he had succeeded in satisfying the Emperor Constantius of his

own orthodoxy. That such a contention could be made provides

further illustration of the emergence of this new and altogether

revolutionary principle, that the right to determine doctrinal ques-

tions belonged to the Sovereign, or in other words to the State, a view

which for many centuries was to become dominant in the East, and

but for the almost ceaseless though often passive resistance of the

Roman see would have probably become established throughout the

whole Cfurch.
w

The diametrical opposition between the supporters and opponents

of Athanasius, as represented by the councils of Rome and Antioch,

shoyed that an impasse had been reached, from which as things stood

theie seemed no escape. Henceforward the only possible solution

appeared to lie in making an attempt to summon a truly'oecumenical'

cluncil at which both sides would be fully represented.l By arrange-

ment of the Emperor Constans, with the acquiescence of his eastern

colleague, it w;s ordered that a council ol this character should

".r.*t!. 
at Sardica, which, situated as it was on the border between

the eastern and western spheres of administration, seemed likely to

provide a kind of 'no man'S land' as a meeting-ground for the two

contending parties. Probably it was the intention of the government

that the new council should re-examine the questions at issue de nooo.

The majority of the council, however, insisted on treating the re-

habilitation of Athanasius as a res iud.icata.a Whether or not their

attitude was due to the belief that the judgment of the recent Roman

council was final, it had the effect of vitiating the pacific, if mistaken

purpose of the Sovereigns from the outset. The minority, composed

mainly though not entirely of Easterns, who evidently did not share

the bilief of their colleagues, can scarcely be blamed therefore for

1 Athan. Apol. ad Const. a. M.P.G. z5,6ot; Hist. Aian. t5. M.P.G. 25, 7og.lt
was signifi"uit of the growing subordination of the Church to the State in the

East tiat the bishops fiom tie Di.oecesis Orimtis were accompanied by two state

officials belonging io the entourage of the Emperor, a cofnes and the castrmsis

(s. patatii; r""-B,riy, History of theLater Rornan Empire,vol. i, p. 33, n. z, and Cod.

Theod.,VI, xxxii, r ; XII, i, g8).
r Hiiarv, Coll.'Antiar. Pai. Ser. A IV, i, 14. ed. Feder, A., C.,S..E'./'. vol. lxv,

p. 5? f., in'a letter drawn up by the minority council. A strictly impartial view of
ihJ situation is only possi6le if this and other documents of eastern origin are

given the same clnsideration as the evidently biased account provided by
Athanasius.
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refusing to have any share in the proceedings, though it may be re-
gretted that they saw no other remedy than the holding of a rival
council.l Theirattitude was ignored by the majority,who quietly went
on with the agenda.

Apart from the confirmation of the verdict in favour of Athanasius
and Marcellus, already pronounced two years previously at Rome,
and the reaffirmation of the Nicene definition of faith,z which from
now on begins to play an important part in the controversy, the
majority council of Sardica is chiefly remarkable for itg series of
'canons'.3 Like those of Nicaea they are clearly the product of
immediate circumstances, though in a sense they continue the same

lHilary, ibid., z3 ff. ed. cit., p. 6f ff. Cf. Athan. Hist. Ari.an., 44. M.P.G.
25,74S,In the end the dissident minority did not hesitate to declare Julius, Hosius
and other prominent Westerns deposed. For a convincing demonstration that
both couneils were held side by side in Sardica itself, see Zeiller, J., Les origines
chrit. dans les proo. danub., rgt8, p. 236, who prefers the testimony of Sozomen,
H.E. 3, rr, to that of Socrates, H.E. z, zo. The same author also shows reason to
believe that the majority council was attended by ninety-eight members, the
minority by at least eighty.

I Not, however, without considering an alternative, see Athan. Tom. ad Ant. 5.
M,P.G.26, 8oo. The text of the synodal letter has been preserved by Theodoret,
H.E. 2,8. G.C.S. p. ror ff. The comment of Turner in j.?.^9. vol. iii, r9oz, p. 386,
n. a, is important: 'Probably it was only through the stress of the Arian struggle
in the years after the Council of Sardica that first the Creed and then the Canons of
Nicaea came to be placed on a pinnacle of commanding and unique authority.
St. Hilary of Poitiers in 356 was still unacquainted with the Creed; and of the
numerous extant versions of the Canons those th4t can go back to any part of the
fourth century are very few'. Sei further on the creed o1 Sardica, Ziilier, ogt. cit,,
p. 4s fr.

3 Turner, C.H., Eccl. occid. mon.iur. ant.Tom.I, r93o, p. 4Sz ff. The genuine-
ness of the canons was vigorously attacked by the Old Catholic historian Friedrich,
f., in Sitz. Bu. d. kdn. bay. Akad. d. Wiss. philos.-philol. u. hist. Kl., r9or,
pp. 417-476, Di.e Undchtheit du Canones oon Sardica, also ibid., tgoz, pp. g83-426,
who argued that originally they were drawn up as a forged appendix to the Nicene
canons, and only subsequently, when their falsity had been detected, assigned to
Sardica. To this Turner, 'The Genuineness of the Sardican Canons' in j.?.,S.
vol. III, r9o2, pp. 370-97, produced a wholly satisfactory answer, which reduced
Friedrich's arguments to little more than elaborate special pleading. The only
point still seriously in debate concerns the question whether of our existing texts
the Greek or the Latin is to be regarded as original. Turner favours the latter; in
support of the former, see Hankiewiu, G. von., 'Die Canones von Sardica' in
Zeitschr, d. Sao. Stiftg, fiir R.G. Band XXX, Kan. Abt. ii, p.44-49, who relies
almost wholly for the support of his thesis on the originality of our present Greek
text of canon 6 (as numbered in Turner, EccI. occid. mon., Tom. I, pp. 498, 5oo).
It may be remarked that the so-called canons are properly no more than an epitome
of the conciliar minutes. Their peculiar form is perhaps explicable by the lack of
any competent stenographers among the Westeros, after the secession of the
Easterns along with the 'official' secretariate. But the 'canons' of Arles show similar
characteristics, see Turner, op, cit,, Tom. I, pp. 38r ff.
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process of legislation which Nicaea had already begun. The recent

ambitious career of Eusebius of Nicomedia evidently remained a

serious preoccupation to the'compilers,and gave rise to the imposition
of even more extreme sanctions against episcopal translations than
those which the former council had prescribed.l But the inadequacy

of the Nicene legislation had become apparent also in other respects,

particulatly in its failure to provide an appeal from the judgment of a
provincial synod. The remedy proposed by Sardica was twofold:
first by strictly limiting all personal appeals of bishops to the civil
power2; and secondly, in any suit between two bishops, by providing
that neither party should himself appeal to the judgment of the

bishops of another province, but that if one of the parties were

aggrieved, either his own judges or the bishops of a neighbouring pro-
vince should address themselves to the Roman bishop; if he decided

that the case ought to be heard afresh, he could appoint judges, other-
wise he was to confirm the verdict already given.s It was further
agreed that in the event of a condemned bishop filing an appeal, his

see was not to be provided with a successor until the case had been

settled by the verdict of the Roman bishop.a Finally, in the second

part of the third canon (as numbered by Turner), it was enjoined that
in the event of a deposed bishop having appealed to the Roman see,

the Roman bishop, if he thought fit, might refer the matter to the

bishops of the neighbouring province, who were to decide the matter.

But on request of the appellant he might send a persohal repre-
sentative, md in that event it would be permissible for him to
delegate, if he wished, some of those presbyters who had already
heard the case at Rome.

t Conc. Nic. canon 15, contented itself with the requirement that the translated
bishop should return forthwith to his original see, without stipulating any penalty.
Conc. Sard. canon r, ed. cit., p. 452f., on the other hand, deprived the offender
even of lay communion. Perhaps here we may find a trace of Spanish rigorism.

2 Conc. Sard. canons 5 and 6. ed. cit., p. +62fr.. The provision that those who
have recourse through their deacons to the Emperor by way of Rome are to deliver
their request to the Roman bishop is to be noted. The Pope, if he finds it justified,
is to expedite the mission to the imperial court. Such a regulation was perhaps
aimed at defending the correctness of the course <if action taken by Athanasius.

3 Canon 3, ed. cit., p. 455 ff. It is possible that the author had in mind the dispute
which had been going on for some time between bishops of Libya, like Secundus
and Theonas, and the bishops of Alexandria, see above, pp. 2o2, zr4, n. 8.

a Canon 3, ed. cit., ibid., evidently directed against the intrusion by Eusebius
and his supporters, first of Pistus and then of Gregory into the see of Athanasius.

5 Canon 3 b, ed. cit., p. 46o ff. It should be noticed that this part of the canon,
unlike the remainder, opens with the expression, 'Placuit enim',
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One has only to contrast the very limited appellate jurisdiction
which is here assigned to the Roman see (and assigned, in the view
of the bishop responsible for the proposal, as appropriate to the
peculiar office of episcopal jurisdiction regarded as belonging to
St. Peter and thus to the see where his memory was preserved : 'Petri
apostok memoriarn honoremu.r') with the more extensive authority
conveyed to that see by the edict Ordinarioru,rn sententiasl some

thirty-five years later, or even with the actual procedure already
followed by Julius himself,2 to see how eager the council was to do

nothing which might be regarded as doing violence to the existing
rights of the provincial synod. In this connexion we may quote some

words of the late Professor Turner, 'in a system of judicature which
allowed and yet limited appeals, which left each case to be dealt with
by local knowledge, and yet introduced an arbiter superior to local
prejudice, I can see nothing alien to the needs of a generation which
was feeling its way to an increasing closeness of federation, or to the
circumstances of a moment when the Pope had just earned the special

gratitude of al.l Catholic Christians by giving audience to the protest
of Athanasius against his synodical condemnation in the East.'3

Both councils of Sardica, that of the minority as well as of the
majority, issued synodical letters, the former significantly addressed

to Gregory of Alexandria and Donatus of Carthage, including a
number of others such as Amphion of Nicomedia and also perhaps

surprisingly three Campanian bishops;a the latter to Pope Julius
alone.6 This letter of the majority contains a remarkably outspoken
testimony to the belief of the authors in a Roman primacy, which
reads:

'That which has been our constant belief hitherto, remains our
present conviction; experience serves to prove and confirm, what
each of us has only heard with our ears.6 For those words are true,
which the most blessed apostle Paul, teacher of the Gentiles, spake

concerning himself : "Ye seek a proof of him, that speaketh in me,

even Christ",7 though in fact, since the Lord Christ dwelt in him,
1 See below, p.246 f . 2 See above, p. zr3 f.
3 Art. cit. in J.T.S. vol. iii, rgoz, p. 389.
a Hilary, Coll. Antiar. Par. Ser. A iv, i. ed. cit., p. 48 ff. The letter devotes

considerable space to the doctrinal vagaries of Marcellus.
6 ld.,ibid., Ser. B II, z. ed. cit., p. lz6fr..
6 The writers appear to refer to a general belief that the authentic Christian

tradition is to be found at Rome.
? z Cor, xrlr, 3.'€zei Eorcpriv (qreire rc8 iv iltoi)tolofivros Xpr,oroA'.
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there can be no doubt that the Spirit spoke through his mind and

used his body as a means of utterance. So, well-beloved brother,

though parted from us in the body, You were present with us in a

harmony of thought and will; the explanation of your absence was

both reasonable and expected,r otherwise you might have been

attacked by schismatic wolves, with treacherous wiles, or yelped at

by heretical curs raving with madness, or insulted by the devil's

poisonous blasphemies, a serpent in very deed.2 For it will seem

L.rt 
"t 

d highly appropriate, if the Lord's bishops, each from his

own province, report to the head, that is to the see of Peter the

Apostle'.3
Indirect and perhaps unintentional testimony has been given to the

importance of ihi. l.tt.r as evidence for the attitude of a group of
bishops towards the Roman see in the middle of the fourth century

by those who have excluded the last clause as a later editorial

udditio.,.a Considered in its context, however, the impugned clause

may be seen, not as an irrelevant insertion, but as supplying an

1 We have no evidence as to what form Jqlius' 'excusatio' took. Possibly in view

of the earlier decision in favour of Athanasius at Rome, he held that his presence

at Sard.ica would be unnecessary. FIe was represented, however, by the- two
presbyterc Philoxenus and Archid"mus, see Athan. A2ol. c. Arian.5o. M.P.G.25,
Zlz, i"a Hilary, Coll. Antiar. Par. Ser. B 11,2, z, where a Roman deacon Leo is

it".o *""tioned.-Transcribers of the Sardican canons, observing that no mention

of Roman representatives appeared in the Norni'na Episcopoturn, -remedied 
the

apparent omiJsion by transfoiming Vincentius of Capua, Januarius of Beneventum,

utri C"tipodius of Naples into papal legates, where, as Zeiller, o0. cit., p.244, n- 2,

poi"t* orit, the phrase 'legatus sanctae Romanae ecclesiae' makes its appearance for

ihe first time. See Turner, Eccl. occid, mon.Tom.I, P. 546'-- 
2 Possibly there was some sort of conspiracy on foot to compelJulius, if his_person

could be setured, to assent malgri lui to tlrre condemnation of Athanasius. If there

*ur, it is highly probable that ii was known to the Illyrian bishops. Julius himself
olup"a, but his 

-r.r""".rot 
was less fortunate. The allusion is of interest as marking

the irrst of a long series of attempts to compel the submission of the Roman see to

the view tro* t"pidly gaining glound in the East that the Emperor vras the proper

depositary of the authentic Christian tradition.
i Hit"ry, CoIl. Antiar. Par. Ser. B II z, t. ed. cit., p. n6.It is difficult not to

believe that the authors had the Tues Petru.s in mind. The reference to St. Paulas

well as St. Peter may perhaps look back to the idea underlying lrenaeus, Ado. haer.

31 31 2'"' i Th" latest exponent of this view is Caspar, o1t. cit., vol. i, p. 587, who follows

Turmel, !., Histoire du dogtnede ta papattti, p. z5r, n. r. He insists that the ex-

pression Gf"rt" ad sedem Petri' cannot be earlier than the perigd of the great

iecretals of Innocent I; it might be said, however, that the Roman bishops readily

alopted to their own use phrases of this sort which had previgusly been used by
Jn"'S*t". There is plenty olprecedent for the use of 'referre' in the sense of 'report',
cf. Lewis and Short, s.v. II B, a, d.
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additional, though perhaps not very convincing, justification for the
Pope's absence from Sardica. On the other hand, the real significance
of the letter can only be appreciated when we take into account the
territorial provenance of those who attended the council. Of the fifry-
nine names mentioned in Turner's text, some thirty-nine or so are of
the bishops whose sees were situated in provinces belonging to the
area known as Illyricum, six are from Spain, while only one is from
Gaul, five from northern and four from Southern Italy. In view of
this proportion we may rightly regard the opinions here expressed as

specially characteristic of those churches which felt the need of some
check on the autocracy of provincial and regional councils, and as

marking a definite step fonuard in the direction of creating that new
oecumenical machinery, the lack of which in the new situation was
slowly coming to be appreciated. The fact that the Easterns contented
themselves with a repetition of the policy of deposing those with
whom they were in disagreement, without offering any positive
contribution to the solution of the Church's common problems,
showed that they were far behind their western brethren in realiza-
tion of the danger of being satisfied with the provisions of the council
of Nicaea.t

For the moment, however, the Sardican canons remained to some
extent a dead letter. Yet this is certainly far from being true of the
council's judicial decisions. A general revulsion of feeling in favour
of Athanasius was their immediate sequel, culminating in the granting
by Constantius of licence to return to his see, which in any case had
been vacant for the past ten months following the death of the in-
truded Gregory.z It is difficult not to regard this change of attitude on
Constantius' part as due to purely political considerations, but what-

1 Turner, Art. cit. in j.?.S. vol. iii, tgoz, p. 386 f., calls attention to the fact
that 'At Antioch, in 34r, the eastern bishops had indeed contented themselves
with deciding, in this matter of episcopal trials: (a) that if the bishops of the pro-
vincial synod-the court of first instance-were divided in opinion, the metro-
politan should call in bishops from the next province to help in adjudicating the
case (can. xrv) ; (b) that if the provincial synod was unanimous, no appeal could lie
at all (can. xv)'. Cf., however, as to the date of these canons, Schwartz, 8., Nachr. d,
Gdtt. Ges. d. Wiss., r9rr, p.:89ff.; Bardy, G., art. 'Antioche' in Dict. de droit
canonique, vol. i, col. 594.

2 It seems that following his meeting with Athanasius at Aquileia early in 345
(Athan. Apol, ad Const. g, M.P.G. zS, Sgi), Constans exercised his influence
with his brother on the bishop's behalf. Gregory died June z6 of that year. In
August of the following year Constantius finally confirmed his licence for Athanasius'
restoration.
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ever the cause, Athanasius was left undisturbed for the next six and

a half years.
Meanwhile after securing the eastern frontier against the Persians,l

Constantius was free to turn his attention to the West, where in 35o

his brother had fallen by the hand of a usurper's emissaries.2

V

While Constantius was gradually reasserting the authority of his

imperial house, Pope Julius died and was succeeded after an interval

of a month by Liberius.s Thus the stage was set for a spectaculartrial

of strength between two powers' the State in the person of Con-

stantiusfnow sole Augustus and master of the Roman world, and the

Church represented by Liberius, bishop of Rome and guardian of the

'potior principalitas'; in other words, between two rival conceptions

of tn" .orrt." of dogmatic truth, the will of the Sovereign and the

apostolic paradosis. The struggle has often been misconceived as

simply " .ont.rt between Nicene and para-Nicene standards of

orthoio*y, ffid insufficient attention has perhaps been paid to the

aspect of the struggle just mentioned in which the main offensive was

directed against the person and policy of Athanasius. For it was here

chiefly that the impirial strategy failed of its purpose. To this fact

perhaps more than any o-ther Athana.sius owes the reputation awarded

io him by posterity, as a single-minded, unswerving and imperturb-

able champion of orthodoxy. Of his single-mindedness the evidence

which we have already adduced may suggest some doubt; of his

constant and unmovable adherence to the Alexandrine tradition we

can be confident. We shall see presently that it was this constancy

which in the end secured the victory for Nicene orthodoxy, finally

recognized and imposed by Theodosius the Great.

The main events of this struggle must now be recalled. Con-

stantius had scarcely established himself at Milan before news of

fresh disorders at Alexandria began to reach the court. Before the

middle of 353 an embassy arrived from Athanasius,4 crossing the

passage of a"imperial officer already sent to summon him before the
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Emperor.l For the time being, however, the summons was mere[y

disregarded. Undeterred Constantius decided to consolidate the

West by calling a representative council to meet at Arles. Already

Pope Liberius appears to have become considerably disquieted

by the receipt of letters both for and against Athanasius,z and

himself sent Vincentius of Capuas to Arles to urge the desirability

of a councifa *n'te at the same time he despatched a legation to

Alexandria instructing Athanasius to present himself for re-examina-

tion, and even threatened excommunication in the event of refusal.s
, The new council of Arles coincided with the celebration by Con-

stantius of his vicennalia on October ro' 353. Here signatures con-

demnatory of Athanasius were obtained from all the bishops present,

including the Roman legates,o with the exception of Paulinus of

Tr}ves, who immediately received sentence of banishment.

Liberius found himself at this point in a most unenviable dilemma.

Athanasius had so far ignored the summons both of Pope and

Emperor. The Emperor's reaction had been prompt and decisive.

Was Liberius to do no more than utter a feeble echo of the imperial

verdict? Constantius, however, had already supplied the answer,T and

the Pope's eYofts to avoid so distasteful a course proved wholly

fruitless. The only ray of light on an otherwise grey and clouded

horizon was provided by the happy arrival in Rome of Lucifer of
t lbid.It is clear that something fresh must have occurred sufficiently serious to

warrant a fresh appeal from the Easterns to Julius, demanding the reversal of the

verdict of 34r, and to cause Liberius to summon Athanasius to a second hearing.
See Epp. Liberii, lK ztz,in Hilary, Coll. Antiar. Par. Ser. A YII, z, ed. cit., p. 90 ;

!K!zo7,ibi.d.,Ser. B III, r. ed. cit., p. r55.- 2'See note above and cf. Ep. Liberii,lK zrz, z. ed. cit., p. 9o, 1. r5 ff.
s He had been legate of the Roman see at Nicaea, and subsequently as bishop of

Capua had been Present at Sardica.
A Ep. Libeii,lK zrz, r. ed. cit., p. 8q f. We may infer from Ep. Libtii ad Hosium,

lK zog, in Hilary, colt. Antiar. Par. ser. B VII, 6. ed. cit., p. 167, that I 'iberius'
o*tr piutt had been for the council to assemble at Aquileia. Notice that besides the

ca*" of Athanasius he refers to 'multa alia' as needing settlement.
E Ep. Liberii, JKfzoT. ed. cit., p. r55 : 'litteras etiam ad eundem (sc. Athanasium)

per supradictos presbyteros dedi, quibus continebatur, quod, si non veniret, sciret
-se 

alienum esse ab ecclesiae Romanae communione'. fn the previous sentence

mention is made of determining a question of 'discipline' in his case. It is clear that
a Pharaoh 'which knew not Joseph' now sat in Peter's see. On the genuineness of
this and other letters of Liberius, formerly held by many to be spurious, see below,
p.229, n. 3.- 

o Besides Vincentius, Liberius had commissioned Marcellus, another Campanian
bishop, as his legate. It is clear from the letter of the minority council of Sardica

that there were a number of Campanian bishops who dissented from the policy of
Julius, see above, P, 2r3. ? At Arles in gse.
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Caliaris, principal see of Sardinia, whose zealf.or orthodoxy, which he
wholly identified with the cause of Athanasius, was equalled or even
exceeded by his lack of tact and diplomacy.t Possibly Liberius dis-
played some deficiency in judgment of character in choosing such a
person as his legate to the impatient Constantius and in entrusting
him with a personal letter to the Emperor.

In that letter2 the Pope shows himself only too well aware of the
gravity of the issue.

'I have never acted', he pleads, 'in h spirit of pride nor with desire
for honour, but only in accordance with the law (of the Gospel). I
reached my present position-my God is my witness-simply against
my will; and my sole ambition, so long as I live, is to continue to hold
it without offence. Moreover I have never executed injunctions of my
own, but those of the Apostles, as they have been for all time laid down
and observed. After the custom and paradosis of my predecessors, I
have permitted no enlargement, no diminution of the episcopate of
the city of Rome. Keeping safe that faith, which has been passed on
through a succession of many great bishops, among whom there have
been numerous martyrs, my constant hope is that it will be preserved
unimpaired'.3

Not a strong or original utterance perhaps, but dignified, restrained
and above all characteristically Roman.a In fact it may be said that

1 Also mentioned in JK zrr, 2r3, zr5, zt6. His lack of diplomacy coupled with
a complete disregard of canonical principle was shown in his presumptuous
ordination of the presbyter Paulinus to thesee of Antioch. Paulinus was the leader
of those who had for various reasons remained loyal to Eustathius, deposed and
exiled by Constantine I in 33o. By this rashness Lucifer precipitated a schism which
lasted nearly half a century. Not content with this, in conjunction'with some
Spanishand Italian associates hefomented a minor schism in the West,characterized
by an attitude of extreme rigorism towards converts from Arianism. See Coll. Atell.
2r 14. C.S,E.L. vol. *xxv, p. to.

2 Ep. Lib*i.i ad Constant. hnp. lK ztz (SS+). Hilary, Coll. Antiar. Par. Ser. A
VII, ed. cit., p. 89 ff.

3 Ep. Librii,lKzrz,3. ed.cit.,p.9r: Note the following: 'et nunquam mea
statuta sed apostolica, ut essent semper firmata et custodita, perfeci. Secutus morem
ordinemque maiorum nihil addi episcopatui urbis Romae, nihil minui passus sum.
Et illam fidem servans, quae per successionem tantorum episcoporum cucurrit,
ex quibus plures martyres extiterunt, inlibatam custodiri semper exopto'.

a In these words Liberius refers to his conviction that the apostolic paradosishas
been faithfully transmitted by his predecessors in the Roman see. Later, however, in
the same letter, after pointing out the superficiality of the recent proceedings at Arles
(c. 5. ed. cit., p. gz), he urges that a fresh council ought to be called at which the
recent reaffirmation of the Nicene formula at Sarfica can be endorsed (c. 6. ed. cit.,
p. 93). This request is remarkable as being the first explicit reference on the part of
a Roman bishop to the Nicene definition as an authoritative statement of belief.
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such strength as it possesses lies wholly in its unoriginality. Con-
sciously or not, Liberius laid bare in a few laconic phrases the
tremendous issue at stake. If Constantius were to have his way, it
would not be 'statuta apostol'ica', but edhta and sama resnipta
which would determine in future the Church's faith and conduct. In
his path stood only the frail figure of the Roman bishop. It was

evidently impossible that such resistance as the Pope could offer
would in any way avail to avert the inevitable disaster.

Historians have frequently devoted so much of their attention
either to providing a laboured apology for Liberius' so-called
'apostasy' or else to placarding his 'fall', that they have had little
leisure to mark the real significance of his place in history. Attention
has been quite needlessly and mistakenly directed to his supposedly
craven abandonment of the Nicene symbol in favour of some Arianis-
ing formula, or to his treacherous desertion of Athanasius, without
any serious attempt being made to estimate how far at this date,

even by those bishops who inclined to the support of Athanasius,
the Nicene symbol was as yet regarded as an absolutely final and

unalterable statement of doctrine,l or to reflect whether Liberius
may not have had some fresh justification, about the details of which
we are now ignorant, for regarding Athanasius as an intransigent
disturber of the peace of Church and State alike.

On the Emperor's arrival at Milan, events began to move with
lightning swiftness. His programme left no room for uncertainty; it
was nothing less than to procure general acceptance of the verdict
recently pronounced at Arles, condemning Athanasius and endorsing
the rehabilitation of Arius. After a determined but altogether fruitless
attempt on the part of Eusebius of Vercelli, acting on behalf of
Liberius, to obtain a reaffirmation of the symbol of Nicaea, the

debate was brought to a decisive issue by its transference from the
church to the imperial palace.z Even so the pro-Athanasian minority
kept up the struggle and persistently refused to subscribe to the

bishop of Alexandria's condemnation, urging that to do so would be

an uncanonical act.3 To this we are told Constantius bluntly replied:
1 This is evident from their attitude at Sardica, see above, P. zr9, n. z ; and from

the fact that Hilary of Poitiers appears to have been unaware of its existence before

356. See De Synodis, gr. M.P.L. ro, 543.
s Athan., Hist. Aian. 3b+. M.P.G. 25, 728 tr Cf. Lucifer, Mori.adurn est,4.

M.P.L. r3, ror5.
3 Ep. I-ibri.i,lK z16 (SSS) in Hilary, CoIl. Antiar. Par. Ser. B VII, z. ed. cit.,

p. 164 ff.
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'What I will, let that be accounted a canon; the bishops of Syria

suffer me to speak thus. So either obey, or suffer exile with the rest'.r
It is doubtful whether either the Emperor himself or those who

heard him grasped at the time the full implications of his pronounce-
ment. But even a specious allusion to the council of Tyre was in-
sufficient to cloak the naked shamelessness of his ecclesiastical abso-

lutism. His utterance was recognized however for what it was in fact,

namely a declaration of war on the apostolic parado$s, by three out-
standing western bishops, Dionysius of Milan, Eusebius of Vercelli
and Lucifer of Caliaris, who incurred the inevitable penalty for taking

up the challenge.
Weary of councils as perhaps too suggestive of a free and demo-

cratic regime, Constantius decided to secure adherence to his pro-
gramme on the part of the rest of the episcopate, including the Roman

bishop, by means of signatures to a document drawn up by the

imperial chancery.2 On Liberius' stubborn refusal he was arrested

and brought under escort to Milan. Threats alternated with entreaties.

All was in vain. Liberius remained obdurate,s and thus for the fust
time Christians witnessed the unhappy spectacle of a Pope driven into
exile by a Christian Emperor.

In the following year at the Emperor's bidding a further Gaulish
synod, this time at Biterrae, accepted the situation. Of the only two
dissentients one was Hilary of Poitiers,a who probably appreciated
more clearly than most of his western contemporaries the dogmatic

issue at stake. He was thereupon exiled to Asia Minor. That valiant
old Nicene Hosius equally received a summons to submit, but for the

time being postponed a decision in his case by simply ignoring the

imperial commands.d

1 Athan. ot. cit.,33. Even if Athanasius is himself responsible for the opprobrious
epithet'Xey6pevor.', the utterance loses nothing of its significance in regard to the
prevailing attitude in the East by its omission.

2 Caspar, op..cit., vol. i, p. 174.
I The genuine record of Liberius' examination before Constantius is in Theodoret,

H.E. z, 16. G.C.,S., p. r3r ff. The account given by Athanasius, op. cit., 39, is of
little historical va1ue.

a Hilary, De Synodis,63. M.P.L. ra, Szz. The other was Rhodanius of Toulouse.
6 He had been present at Milan, and in spite of his refusal to agree to the

council's decisions had been allowed to return home in peace. This fact strengthens
the case for believing that Constantius' motives were far more political than
religious; obviously a supporter of Athanasius in distant Spain could do far less

harm than in Italy. His letter to the Emperori cited by Athanasius, o1t. cit., 44,
contains a striking assertion of the proper independence of the spiritual power,
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Meanwhile what was happening to Liberius ?

After the failure of every possible means to procure his submission
(at any rate the Pope showed himself to be entirely proof against

bribery,l a practice which now began to make its appearance in
ecclesiastical controversy and would soon grow to alarming pro-
portions) he was despatched to Beroea in Thrace.z Worn out by
more than a year's exile, beset by the advice of friends and the
attacks of his enemies, the unhappy bishop at last consented to make

public his excommunication of Athanasius,s already threatened but
not as yet put into effect.a In addition he gave his signature to a
statement of belief which had been drawn up at Sirmium five years or
so previously.6 Thus the custodian of the apostolic pmadosis did
obeisance to the Edyp,a of Caesar Augustus.

possibly the earliest of its kind. When summoned to Sirmium in 317,he consented
to communicate with the supporters of Arius, but persisted in his refusal to abandon
Athanasius to the day of his death. Cf. Athan. @. cit., ibi.d.; De fuga, 5. M.P.G.
25,649.

1 Athan. op. cit.,35,37. 2 Soz. H.E.4, rrr 3.
s Ep.Liberii, JKt zoT,Hilary,Coll. Antiar.Par.Ser. B III, r. ed. cit., p. r55.

Jaff6-Kaltenbrunner, Regesta, vol. i, p.32, is evidently mistaken in assigning this
letter to 3sz-g; it alludes to Liberius'reaction to the letter of the Easterns addressed
to Julius I, to his summons to Athanasius on pain" of exconununication and finally
to the actual pronouncing of sentence. It occurs in the collection of documents
published by Constant (following Pithou and Le FEwe, Iate sixteenth cent.) in
rTzr under the title Fragmmta ex hbro S. Hilarii . . Constant accepted the
genuineness of this and all other letters included in the collection, but met with
tittle support. Following their rejection by the Bollandists in Acta Sanctorum,
September, vol. vi, pp. 754'18o, they have generally been regarded as spurious,
e.g. by Batiffol, P., La paix constantinienne, p. 5r6 ff. Already however Duchesne,
.Libbre et Fortunatien'in Milanges d'archiol. et d'hi,st., vol. xxviii, r9o8, p. 3I ff.,
was disposed to argUe for their authenticity, and Feder, A., 'Stud. zu Hilarius von
Poitiers, r', in Sifa.-Bq. d. wim. Akad., vol. clxii, r9o8-9, No. 4, contending that
t11e Fragmmta were in fact surviving extracts of a larger work by Hilary under the
title Opus historicum adoersus Valmtern et Ursacium, in which the compiler had
frequently introduced his own commrnts, finally and decisively proved their
g"t rritr"n"rs. Th9 position of the letter JKfzoT at the beginning of the Liberian
collection is to be explained as due, not to its having been written first, but to the
evidence supplied in it of an attitude of hostility on the part of the Pope towards
Athanasius at the beginning of his pontificate.

1 lbid.,ll. 14 f.
6 Ep.I:iberii, JK t zr7. Hilary, Coll. Antiar. Par. Ser. B VII, 8. ed. cit., p. 168 ff.

Here he mentions his acceptance of 'fidem vestram (sc. orientalium) et catholicam
. quae Syrmio a pluribus fratribus et coepiscopis nostris tractata, exposita et
,uscepta est'. Much discussion has taken place regarding which of the many state-
ments of belief issued at Sirmium is meant here. The fact that the editor added 'haec
est perfidia Arriana'has led some to suppose that it-was the'Anomoean'creed of 357,
in which the use of oioia with its compounds and derivatives was proscribed. But
the date of Liberius'submission makes this most unlikely, andit is far more probable

fi
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We must now see what had been happening at Rome following the

Pope's secret removal to Milan. On the very day of his arrest the

Roman clergy, deacons and presbyters alike, met in conclave, and in
the presence of the laity took an oath that they would never consent

to acknowledge any other bishop so long as Liberius was alive.t

Constantius, however, who was probably quite unaware of the

strength of loyalty in the capital to his victim, took steps to provide

an immediate successor. The archdeacon Felix was found after all to

be amenable to proposals, and after having been clandestinely con-

secrated installed himself in the vacant palace of the Lateran.z But

the {aity would have none of him and it was seen that when he

presided at the liturgy the congregation quietly melted away.3

Such then was the unhappy state of affairs when the Emperor paid

the last fleeting visit of his life to the capital.a At once he was beset by

throngs of women of high social standing, that class of Roman society

to which successive Roman bishops from Victor I onwards had

managed to endear themselves, urgently entreating him to restore to

themtheirrightfulbishop.6TheimperfurbableConstantiusturneda

that he was referring to the so-called 'Long' Sirmian creed, see Athan. De Syn. 27,

M.P.G. 26,736 ff., drawn up under the leadership of Basil of Ancyra in 35r. This
creed reproduced substantially the 'Dedication' creed of Antioch t 34r, T.'ietzmann

H., Syibole, p. 27, and was regarded as sufficiently orthodox by Hilary in 356, De

Syn. jA. M.P.L. ro, 5o9ff., even if in after years, following the dibdcle of Ariminum
aid S"leo"ia, his editor felt bound to characteize tt as'perfidia',ibid.,9. ed. cit.,
p. r7o. The gathering of western bishops whilh w^as held at Sirmium in 357 and

prod,r""d the so-callid 'Blasphemy' (Athan. De Syn. 28. M.P.G., 26, 74o, and
ilituty (original Latin text.), opt. cit., rr. M,P.L, ro,487), took place 9n th9 occasion

of Constantius' visit, which occurred after October I7r 357. See Ammianus

Marc. Lib. 16. ro, zr' and cf. Seeck, O., RegestmrP- 2o4,
1 This fact is vouched for by the author of the first document, Quae gesta sunt

i.nter Libqiutn et Felicem @i.scopos, contained in the so-called Collecti.o Aoellana, ed.

Guenther, O., in C.S.E,L. vol xxxv, p. r. He was doubtless no friend of the
,official'church of Rome, but there seems no reason to reject his trustworthiness.

2 Felix is described as 'archidiaconus' in CoIl. Aoell, r. ed. cit.ribid., cf. Theo-
doret, H.E. z, t7, 3. G.C.S. p. t37; 'presbper' in the Libq pont. ed. cit., vol. i,
p. 2o7. Athanasius ,-Hist. Ariin., 75. M.P.G. 25, 784, narrates the circumstances of
'hi" 

"or.*""ration 
in contemptuous language. He mentions Epictetus of Centum

-cellae (Civita Vecchia) as t6e Emperor's principal agent in the matter. Cf. Jerome,
De vir.'inl. 98. ed. cit., p, 4j, who includes Acacius of Caesarea in Palestine among

Felix' consecratofs. Foi Epictetus, see Ep. Libeii, JK f zr8 and cf. Theodoret,
op. cit. z, 16. ed. cit., p. r33 ff.

8 Theodoret, ibid.
a Amm. Marc. Lib. :'6, to, 20; M.G.H. Claon. mi'n. vol. i, P. 239.
6 Theodoretribid.rrecords that the women attempted to persuade their husbands

to intervene. They, however, ungallantly declined on the specious ground that
interference on their part would incur the Emperor.'s displeasure, saying, 'the
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deaf ear to all their prayers and laconically observed that with one
bishop already they had no need of two.t So when he departed for
the East on May 29,357, he left Felix II in possession.

The news which greeted him on his arrival in Sirmium some five
months laterz must have been at once gratifying and embarrassing.
The assent of Liberius to the condemnation of Athanasius and his
subscription to a colourless dogmatic formula had removed the
principal ground for prolonging his exile, already some eighteen
months in duration. But to permit his return at this juncture might
only serve to aggravate the disunity already prevailing in the West.
Constantius therefore decided on a last effort to reduce the remaining
centres of western resistance to submission. Once again the aged
Hosius was summoned to the court, and now at last in common with
other Westerns approved a formula which excluded the use of the
Greek terms oioiu and 6p,oo$ocos from the language of dogmatic
definition.s on one point, however-and that probably to Con-
stantius the most important-he remained obdurate. Even a year's
detention had no effect; let the Emperor do his worst, he would die
in communion with Athanasius. So in the end he was allowed to
return and to the last persisted in his repudiation of Arius.a

Meanwhile Liberius began to grow impatient at his enforced
absence from his see. He successfully approached some prominent
Italian bishops to solicit the Emperor on his behalf,s and early in the
following year was brought to Sirmium, where in concert with the
court bishopso and a few Africans he signed a new formula, which
had been drawn up shortly before at a council held at Ancyra under
the leadership of Basil, bishop of that see, and incorporated 'of equal
Emperor will of course forgive you; and you will either get what you want or at
worst come away scathless'. It would appear ftolra Lib. pont. ed. cit., vol. i, p. zo7,
that among others the lady Constantia, daughter of Constantine f, had a share in
promoting Liberius' recall, and that on his return she provided him with an
asylum on her estateat St. Agnes on the Via Nornentana.The mausoleum built for
her by her husband the Caesar Gallus, now described as a'baptistery', still remains,
and is remarkable for its innocence of Christian symbols in its decoration.

1 Theodoret, ibitl,
8 Amm. Marc. op. ci.t., t6, tor zt.
8 This is the famous 'Blasphemy' of Sirmium. See p. z2g, n. S.a Athan. op; cit., 45. M.P.G. zs, 749, who asserts that Hosius was already a

centenarian.
u Epp.Liberii,JKt zr8, t zrg.onthegenuinenessof theseletters,seep. 22g,n.3.
6 Germinius of Sirmium, IJrsacius and Valens. The latter two were typical

'weathercock' prelates, who throughout the controversy had veered with Jvery
change in the imperial policy.
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being' (6\,otas oioias) as a substitute for the famous Nicene term,r in
the belief that it expressed the same truth without being liable to the
same objections.2 At last Constantius decided to allow Liberius to
return, and published an edict intimating that the restored exile and
Felix II would for the future share the Roman see.3 The feelings of
satisfaction on the part of the Pope's friends at the prospect of his
return therefore were somewhat tempered by their dismay at so

flagrant a violation of canonical precedent, and in consequence the
publication of the Emperor's decision was greeted with derision
mingled with indignation.a A conservative Roman populus rejected it
with scorn and tumultuously gave vent to its disapproval: 'One God,'
they shouted'one Christ, one bishop'.5

It is not surprising that the imperial plan proved utterly unworkable
from the first, and when at length it came to street riots the Senate
intenrened and expressed the popular will by issuing a mild sentence
of banishment against Felix. Apart from a single raid on the dis-
reputable quarter of the Trastevere and the temporary seizure of the

Julian basilica, the anti-pope contented himself with the enjoyment of
the adequate revenue derived from his estates at Portus, and Liberius
was henceforward left in sole occupation.o

Even so he must have had little peace of mind. Apart from the
1 Epiphan. Panm, Z3,3, r. ed. cit., vol. iii, p, z7t.
2 In view of Hilary's comment on'6p.oto6ooos' in De syn.7z fr. M.P.L. to, S2Z,

the possibility that '6pot-' was regarded as equivalent to 'par' rather than'similis'
should be taken into account.

3 Gesta, ap. Coll. Aoell. r, 3. ed. cit., p. z: 'habetis Liberium qui qualis a vobis
profectus est, melior revertetur'. Sozomen, H.8.4, tSr 24, suggests that the plan
had been proposed at the council of Sirmium held in Constantius'presence, 358,
and had perhaps originated with Basil of Ancyra. It is, however, possible that the
imputation is false and that Basil had simply approved of Liberius' retufit without
being aware of the problem resulting from the consecration of Felix II.

a Theodoret, ibid.
5 Gesta, ibid., ed. cit., p. z. There is a remarkable similarity betrreen this ex-

pression of the convictions of the Roman populus and the cry which the confessor-
presbyters had uttered almost exactly a century before in support of Cornelius
against Novatian, Ep. Cornel., ap. Cyprian. Epp. 49, z. ed. cit., p. 6o9: 'nec enim
ignoramus unum Deum esse et unum Christum esse . . . unum sanctum spiritum,
unrrm episcopum in catholica esse debere'. Cf . Ep, Cornel., ap. Eus. H.E. 6, 43, rr.
ed. cit., vol. ii, pt. z,p.618. The Roman laity was neither dumb nor ill-instructed.

6 Iibu pont. ed. cit., vol. i, p. 2o7. By confusing Felix II with a local Portuensian
martyr of the same name, the compiler succeeded in representing him as an in-
nocent Catholic victim of an Arian persecution engineered by Constantius and
encouraged by Liberius. The date assigned to his'martyrdom'(Iuly e9) is properly
tlne natale of his namesake, see oll. cit., voL. i, p. zog, n. 13. The correct date of
Felix' death is supplied by Gesta, ibid., 4. ed. cit., p. 2, namely November zz, g6g.
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suspicious attitude of several of his former allies,l the fact that the
now important see of Milan was occupied by Auxentius, a bishop of
the court party who had little use for any policy or doctrine which
was in disfavour with the Emperor, meant that the Italian episcopate
was now seriously divided. Moreover the loss of prestige suffered
by the Roman see became only too evident at the new council of
Ariminum, especially as the advocates of the Nicene formula as the
best solution of the wearisome controversy were not Roman legates,
for none was present,z but Restitutus of Carthage and Phoebadius of
Agen.3 Ultimately, however, the will of the majority at Ariminum
was arbitrarily overruled by the Emperor, and the official standard of
orthodoxy became the creed of Nice, proclaiming the Son to be
'equal to the Father as the divine Scriptures say'.4 Thus once again
the newparadosis replaced the old. The faith of the apostles had been
supplanted by the faith of Caesar.

But for the Persians Constantius might still have reigned long
enough to enjoy for some years the fruits of this highly satisfactory
achievement. As it was, however, the rigours of two winter cam-
paigns undermined his failing strength and his death followed on
November 3, 36r.5 His successor Julian regarded Christianity with
distaste or even contempt, and in a spirit of fantastic idealism set to
work to provide an astonished or indifferent Empire with ardchauff| of
Christianized paganism as its state religion.o

His predecessor's punitive measures against the recalcitrant
advocates of the Nicene symbol were revoked,T and as a consequence
Athanasius among others managed to return to his see. He had been
absent for rather more than six years.s

Those years had been anything but peaceful at Alexandria. Follow-
ing his flight early in 356, steps had been taken by the government to
prepare for the installation of its nominee George of Cappadocia,

I Especially Eusebius of Vercelli and Lucifer of Caliaris.
s The absence of Roman legates was perhaps due to the divided state of the local

Roman church.
3 Kidd. ii, 166. For the letter of the majority to Constantius, see Hilar74, Coll.

Antiar. Par. Ser . A VI I I . ed. cit., p. 93 f., and for the definition reaffi rming the1.{icene
creed, op. cit., ix, r ff. ed. cit., p. 95 f.

a Athan. De syn.3o, M.P.G.26,748. Socrates, H.E.2,4r. ed. cit., p. nB f.
E M.G.H. Chron. min., vol. i, p. z4o ; Socrates, opt. cit., 2, 47, 4 i 3, r, t.
6 julian, Ep. 46, ed. Bidez, J., Paris, 1924, p. 65; Hist. ac4th. ro. ed. Turner in

Eccl. occi.d. mon, Torn.I, p. 666.
7 Hist. aceph,9. ed. cit.,ibhl.
E Since Feb. 9, 356. Larsow, @. cit., p. 35 ; Hist, aceph; 5, ed. cit., p. 665.
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whom Athanasius describes in the terms of somewhat vulgar abuse
customarily applied to his opponents.t It is possible that if he had had
a free hand George might have made a good bishop, but the repressive
measures used by the imperial officials against the supporters of
Athanasius, who were both numerous and sufficiently active to give
a considerable arnount of trouble, never really gave him a chance.
After some months' absence at the councils of 359 and the following
year, he was misguided enough to attempt the reoccupation of his
see shortly after the death of Constantius, only to meet a cruel
and perhaps undeserved fate at the hands of the Alexandrine mob.z

Athanasius marked his return to power by " sparsely attended
council, at which were present Egyptians and representatives of the
Eustathian party in Antioch and Syria,s where Lucifer of Caliaris had
beguiled the idleness of his exile in creating a new schism, by con-
secrating its leader Paulinus as bishop.l The new council agreed to
treat the less distinguished members of the opposition on the same

terms as Nicaea had allowed to the Egyptian Meletians,E and effected
a suitable compromise on the use of the term Snhoraocs (usually
rendered in the West in dogmatic statements by the term pmsona).

It also agreed to give to the temerarious opinions of Apollinaris of
Laodicaea the benefit of the doubt.'Where it failed was in its attempt
to reconcile Paulinus with a section of his opponents at Antioch. The
schism continued, md presently, as is the habit of schisms in need of
justifying their existence, or rather the existence of their promoters,
took a turn in a rigorist direction.o This was shown most clearly by
the intolerant behaviour of Lucifer on his return to the West. Not
content with disowning all those who had in any way accepted the
compromise of Liberius, he and his former colleague Hilary the
deacon, legate at the council of Milan,T denounced all who were now
prepared to offer reasonable terms to those willing to accept the
Nicene symbol. As a result the task of the Roman see in attempting

t Hist. aceph.6. ed. cit. Tom. I, p. 665. Cf. Athan. Hist, arian, 5r,75. M.P.G.
z6.753,78a. Epiph. Panar.76, r. ed. cit., vol. iii, p.34o.

2 Hist. aceph. 7 f.. ed. cit., p. 665 f..
3 Athan. Tom. ad Antioch., r, ro. M,P.G.26,796,8o8; Socrates, H.E.9,7.
a Socrates, opt. cit.r 3, 9. Cf. Jerome, Clvonicon. ed. cit., P. 242, and above,

p. zz6, n. t.
5 According to Liberius (see p, 235,n. 3, below) the council followed a previous

decision of the Roman see on this point.
0 Jerome, DiaI. c. Luci.f .6,26. M.P.L,23, 168, r89.
? Hilary, Coll. Antiar, Par. Ser. A VII, 6. ed. cit., p. 93.
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to rally the supporters of the 6y,ootior,oy in the West was rendered

considerably more difficult.
To this period of reconciliation belong a letter addressed by the

Roman see to the bishops of northern Italyt and a further letter from
them to the bishops of lllyricum.2 From the former of these we gather

that the Roman see had formally endorsed the Nicene symbol,3 in
spite of its supposed defects,a as a fitting summary of the 'apostolic

and catholic faith',6 and was prePared to overlook the fault of those

who had accepted the decisions taken at Ariminum in ignorance of
their true implications, on condition of their repudiation of their error

and the acceptance of the Nicene standard. The letter of the north
Italians,which probably represents the standpoint of thosewho looked

to Aquileia rather than to Milan as their ecclesiastical centre' was

even more outspoken regarding the adoption of Nicaea as a basis of
orthodoxy, md the need of repudiating the recent council of Arimi-
num.6 It also went further than Liberius in specifying Ursacius and

Valens as among the supporters of Arian doctrine who could expect no

pardon.T
It seems that the Emperor Julian was highly indignant when he

learned of Athanasius' return and issued an order for his immediate

arrest and deportation.s With an almost athletic adroitness, creditable

in a much younger man, but perhaps not surprising in one who not

without some success had managed to defy three Roman Emperors

in succession, the indefatigable old bishop once more eluded capture.e

Thanks to Julian's premature death, however, his enforced absence

1 Hilary, CoIt. Antiar. Par. Ser. B IV, i. ed. cit., p. 156 f.

' Id., i.bid.,Ser. B IV, z.ed. cit., p. r58 f.
u Id., ibid.rSer. B IV, r. ed. cit., p. 156 f.: 'quod iam ex apostolica auctoritate

munitum est de pietate.' It seems thai the supposed legend of a confirmation by the
Roman see of the decisions of Nicaea has some foundation in fact after all; see

above, p.2r4, n. 5. But it is significant that such confirmation as may be implied
here was somewhat belated.

I lbid., $ z,'etiamsi quibusdam leve et remissum videtur'.
6 lbid,,;fidei apostolicae et catholicae usque ad Nichenae synodi conventum'.
6 lbid:, Ser. B IY, z. They mention that copies of the Nicene and Ariminian

decisions were being enclosed. Had Hilary of Poitiers or Eusebius or Liberius
brought back copier of th" Nicene creed and canons with them from the East?

7 lbid.,Ser. B IV, r, 2.'si aliquis . . . venenum virusque noxium sese vindicare
crediderit, et ratione vincetur et auctori perfidiae perdite deputatus ecclesiae

catholicae spiritali vigore plectetur'. The claim that a sentence of the Roman see is

of universaf application could not well be more clearly expressed.
B Hist. ace1h. ro, rr. ed. cit., p. 666 f.
e Socrates, H,E, g, t4.
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was comparatively brief, and with the new Emperor Jovian his

relations became almost cordial.l
The reaction in favour of the Nicene faith now began to gather

strength, and late in 363 a council held at Antioch under the presidency

of bishop Meletius accepted its creed as a statement of belief.2 This
process, however, was temporarily checked by the policy of the

Emperor Valens, brother and colleague of Valentinian I, successor

of Jovian, under whom the earlier division of the Empire into eastern

and western spheres of administration had been revived.s Valentinian
maintained an attitude of somewhat contemptuous indifference to
ecclesiastical controversy, while his younger brother resolved' an

inferiority complex by supporting the ecclesiastical standpoint of the

bishops of Constantinople. At the synod of Lampsacus held in
September,364, under the presidency of Hypatian, metropolitan of
Heraclea,4 of which the see of Constantinople was still at this time
properly a suffragan, the 6y,or,or3ocol was approved in effect and

Eudoxius of Constantinople deposed.s This rash but probably in-
evitable measure was a signal for a fresh outbreak of edicts of banish-

ment issued from the imperial chancery. The victims of further acts

of aggression on the part of the Constantinopolitan see resolved to

I M.G.H. Chrom. min. vol. i, p. z4o; Larsow, op. cit.,p. 40. For his return, see

Hist. ac4h. r3. ed. cit., p. 667. Lucius, the rival bishop of Alexandria, received little
support. Cf. Athan. (?) Ep. ad lorsianum, Pet. g. M.P.G. z6,8zo f .

2 Socrates, o0. cit.r3125, 14. The suspicion of ip,ootiorov as a Sabellianizing term
is still evident. Cf. Hilary, De synodis,Tt. M.P.L. ro,527.

8 This took place at Sirmium. Cf. Ammian. Marc. Lib.26,5,4.
a Sozomen, H.E. 61 7,8.
5 Eudoxius, who had played an important part among the opponents of

Athanasius and in support of Eusebius, his predecessor in the see of Constantinople,
on the deposition of Eustathius of Antioch, had acquired the see of Germanicia in the
province Euphratensi.s. As such he had attended the council of Antioch in 34r and
of Sardica, where he collaborated with the dminority' (Hilary, Coll. Anti'ar. Par.
Ser. A IV, 3, ed. cit., p. Z5). Neither Socrates H.E. z, 37, ta, nor Sozomen, H.E.
4, 12,3 f., appears to have known precisely how he obtained the see of Antioch. On
the deposition of Macedonius in 36o he received the see of Constantinople
(Socrates, op. cit., z, 43t rz), which he held till his death ten years later. He belongs
to the group of careerist prelates, characteristic of the history of the eastern Church
in this period. His opponents included, besides the supporters of his rival Mace-
donius, various outstanding bishops of Asia, such as Euethius of Ephesus, Eus-
tathius of Sebaste, metropolitan of Arrnmia prtma, and Silvanus of Tarsus,
metropolitan of. Cilicia prima, all of whom may well have become apprehensive at
the growing power of the see of Constantinople. It was probably with the object
of acquiring a spurious prestige that its bishop procured on June r, 356, the relics
of St. Timothy and on March 3 of the fo llowing year those of SS. Andrew and Luke
(M.G,H., Clron. min,,vol. i, p. zg8 f.).
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appeal against the Emperor to his elder brother in the West.l In
accordance with the relevant provisions of Sardica,2 the eastern
legates presented themselves to Pope Liberius on the way. Addressing
him as 'Lord, brother and fellow-bishop's they professed their
readiness to accept the Nicene symbola and contrasted their own
orthodoxy with the heterodox attitude of a recent council of Con-
stantinople.E It was on condition of this acceptance that Liberius
agreed to admit them to communion. But in order to checkmate any
attempt on the part of the see of Constantinople to adjudicate in the
matter, the eastern legates consented to sign an undertaking that, if
any charge should be made against them, they would present them-
selves to judges to be appointed by the Roman see, thus apparently
accepting the applicability of the Sardican canon in their case.6

1 Thus following the example of Athanasius, see above, pp. 2r3, zz3. For this
appeal to Valentinian f, see Socrates, op. cit.r 4t l2. ed. cit., p. r8z.

2 Canon 6, ed. cit. Tom. I, p. 465 ff. It is improbable, as Kidd, History, vol. ii,
p.23o, suggests, apparently relying on Socrates,ibid., that they seriously expected
to find the Emperor in Rome, since, as we learn from his edicts, he had resided
since the beginning of his reign entirely in north Italy or in Gaul. Cf. Seeck, O.,
Regestm, pp. zr6e,z8. The legates could not have left the East till after the synods
of Smyrna and of other provinces in Asia Minor which followed the council of
Lampsacus, and thus probably arrived in Rome not earlier than the beginning of
366. Cf. Batiffol, Le siAge apostolique, p. 9.

8 Ep. Orimt. ap. Socr. op. cit,, ibid.,'KuptE d6€lCO xol oullerrot)pyQ AtBep!,E'.
It must not be forgotten that in this period the bishop was still pre-eminently, if
no longer exclusively, the '),etroupy6g'.

a The Nicene symbol is identified as 'rizd tpr,atcooiav Eiro roi Sxrdt irtox*naw
Bepata0etoa', and is here first so described. The mystic number of 'three hundred
and eighteen' (Gen. xrv; 14) is adopted three years or so later by Athanasius,
Ep. ad Afros, z. M.P.G. 26, ro3z, and from then on becomes traditional as part of
the Nicene'legend'. It is certain that the actual number was nearer two than three
hundred. Cf. Turner, Eccl. occi.d. mon.Tom.I, p. 90. In any case Athanasius' later
figure appears tobe inconsistentwith his original estimate, Hist. Arian.66. M.P.G.
zS,77z.'rpr,ot<6or,ot n\€ov fi E\atov'.If he was ignorant of the exact number in 356,
how did he come to be better informed three years later?

5 It had accepted the creed of Nice in Thrace. See above, p. 223.
6 It is not clear whether or not the final sentence beginning: 'Ei 6€ ns p,erd, rfiv

ixrefletoov nap' fip6v nlonv . . .' is in fact part of the original letter, or whether
it is an appendix added possibly at Liberius' suggestion. But in either event, it
proves the acceptance and hence knowledge of the Sardican provision, Canon 3b,
ed. cit. Tom. i, p.36o f. Batiffol, oD. cit., p. rr, appears to be inaccurate when he
writes: 'Cette disposition rappelle celle du concile du Sardique sur les appels I
Rome; elle.la depasse m€me, puisque l'6v6que de Rome ici a mission de ddsigner
les juges de premi0re instance, et non les juges d'appel seulement'. In the case of the
legates and of those whom they represented, the court of first instarrce which had
pronounced against them had been in effect that of Eudoxius. Liberius had examined
their case and 'ignored the bill'. But, he implies, if their innocence should be called
in question, Canon 3b would immediately come into operation.
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VI
Before further news of developments in the East amived, Liberius

was dead. It was September 2{t 366. Nine months before this his
rival Felix II had preceded him to the grave.l

In spite of the generous treatment by Liberius of those clerics who
had deserted him during his period of exile and had opposed his
return, a group of them who had supported Felix made up their
minds to secure the succession for one of their own number.z But in
putting this project into execution they found much to their surprise
that they had been forestalled. Liberius had scarcely breathed his
last when three of his loyal deacons and a handful of presbyters
hurried off to the Trast.rrir., and after hastily electing one of them-
selves, the deacon Ursinus, in the Julian basilica, had him con-
secrated on the spot by the bishop of Tibur, apparently the only one
procurable at the time. The Felicians, however, who seem to have
included at least a majority of the clergy, were by no means in a mood
to accept a fait accompli, and having stormed the basilica rather after
the fashion of reducing a strongpoint on the battlefield, proceeded
further to take violent possession of the Lateran palace. Here on the
following Sunday, October r, they elected the deacon Damasus, who
was thereupon duly ordained by the traditional consecrator of Roman
bishops, the bishop of Ostia,s thus giving to their proceedings an
unmistakable impression of regularity, in which the conduct of their
opponents appeared to be lacking. In strategy no less than tactics
they were evidently more than a match for their rivals, for by this
time they had succeeded in winning the support of the civil authori-
ties, a most important asset in a disputed papal election. So with help
of the prefect, Damasus managed to procure a sentence of banish-
ment from the city against Ursinus and his two deacon-adherents.
But when he attempted to get rid by similar means of the seven

opposing presbyters, the Roman laity intervened, and after rescuing
its clergy from the police, found asylum for them in the Liberian
basilica. The scene which followed rivalled in horror and tragedy
that which, as we learn from Thucydides, took place at Corcyra,

L So Gesta in Coll. Aoell., r, 4. ed. cit., p. z. It should be remembered that the
Gestawere compiled by the party favourable to LJrsinus.

2 lbid.,5. For this purpose they held a preliminary election in the basilica of St.
Laurence in Lucina.

3 Kidd, History, vol. ii, p. 23r.
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when an indignant demos took sanguinary vengeance on its defeated

political opponents.l
The tale of this unhappy schism, which in all dragged on for

nearly twenty years, is one of a series of appeals to the Emperor by
either side; but almost from the beginning the Damasines had the

upper hand, and a final rescript of banishment against Ursinus was

published early in 368.2 So it was not till the second anniversary of his

consecration that Damasus felt sufficiently secure to hold the cus-

tomary synod of the Roman church on that d"y.t Its principal work
was concerned with the problem created by the survival of centres of
resistance to Nicene orthodoxy (now, as we have seen, accepted by
the Roman see as the final standard of correct belief), such as still
remained at Milan and in certain parts of Illyricum. It seems that both
in Gaul and Venetia (probably at Aquileia) synods had decreed the

deposition of Auxentius of Milan. In view, however, of the measure

of protection which that bishop enjoyed from Valentinian as holding
the see of the imperial capital, Damasus probably held it to be

impolitic to risk offending the Emperor by openly endorsing their
verdict; instead, in a letter addressed to the bishops of Illyricum,
his synod preferred to emphasize the finality of the Nicene symbol,

which it justified by calling attention to the presence of Roman

legates at that council, while repudiating afresh the decisions taken

at Ariminum, on the express ground that'they had not been approved
by the Roman see.4

Information about the action taken by the Roman synod of 368
was in due course received at Alexandria. In his letter to the Africans,

t Histoiaer 4, 48.I It evidently demanded a good deal of effort and perhaps intrigue on the part of
Damasus to make good his case with Valentinian. Probably LJrsinus could count
on a considerable measure of local support, cf. Gesta, ap. ColI. Auell. r, 9-rr'
ed. cit., p. 3 f., which shows that the Roman laity who upheld his cause did not
hesitate to co*pate his rival with Antiochus Epiphanes. For the rescript of Ursinus'
banishment, sie Coll. Aoell.5, ed. cit., p. 48. Even after this Damasus needed the
Emperor's help in order to recover possession of the Liberian basilica (Sicinii), iDid.,

6, to get rid of his opponent's supporters, ibid., 7, ed. cit., p. 49 f., and to prohibit
dissident assembfieJ within a twCnty-mile radius of the city, ibid.,8 and 9. ed.

cit., p. 5o f.. Gesta, rz. ed. cit., p. 4, mentions liturgical gatherings at St. Agnes,

whicl had been Liberiu s' pied d terre onhisreturn from exile (see above, p. z3o, n. 5),

" consisting of laity only without ministers of any sort (sine clericis).
8 Gesta, 13. ed. cit., p. 4.
a Damasus , EF. r ,!K zSz, Confi.dimus quiden..The author of the Gesta,ibid., rg f .,

remarks that ttre synod firmly declined to give a verdict against Ursinus in his
absence: 'nos ad natale convenimusr non ut inauditum damnemus'.
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Athanasius referred to its decisions and expressed some astonishment

. that no explicit condemnation of Auxentius of Milan had been pub-
lished.l He intimated that an Egyptian synod had already written
to the Roman see strongly urging this course.2 The chief interest of
his letter lies in the view *tri.tt it expresses about the council of
Nicaea, asserting that its purpose was to prevent local synods being
held in the future under pretext of solving a problem regarding the
faith, and adding that, if numbers were compared, the Nicene
council was as much greater than all the rest, as the whole was greater
than a part.3

It is about the same time that a new and somewhat attractive
character comes to the forefront of the eastern stage in the person
of Basil, elected bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, September r,
370.4 Recent experience had evidently convinced him of the hopeless-

ness of attempting to restore peace among the eastern churches
without the co-operation of the West, and in particular of the Roman
see. One of his earliest surviving letters,E addressed to Athanasius,
conveyed an explicit proposal that the western bishops should be
invited to adjudicate between the disputants, and in particular to
solve the problem created by the Antiochene schism. This meant in
fact that the Roman see should be persuaded to adopt Basil's own
solution, namely the recognition of Meletius to the exclusion of his
rival Paulinus.o Apparently he was unaware that Athanasius had
already committed himself to communion with Paulinus, and when
all his appeals to Alexandria for help in carrying out this plan met
with a cold reception, he evinced quite unreasonable signs of dis-
appointment.

Meanwhile the long drawn out contest between Damasus and his

I EI,. ad Afros (i.e. the see of Carthage), rc. M.P.G. 26, to45.
2 lbicl. Athanasius states that it was attended by about ninety Libyan bishops as

well as all those of Egypt.
? Ibid., z. He does not mention any confirmation by the Roman see. But in

addition to a reference to the solution of the Paschal controversy as one of its
primary objectives, he states that all subsequent synods were aimed solely at
invalidating the decisions of Nicaea. It is from such material that the Nicene
'legend' has been fashioned.

a Gregory Naz., Orat. t8,56. M.P.G. 35, ro33.
s Ep. 66. ed. Paris, 1839, vol. iii, p. zz7 fr.. But his emphasis on the importance ,

of the see of Antioch ($ z), and his description of it as refdf in relation to the rest
of the (? eastern) Church (odp,o) must have been somewhat distasteful to a bishop
of Alexandria. See .Ep. 6g. ed. cit., vol. iii, p. z3r ff. and Ep.68, p. zgo f.

o See aboverp.234.
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opponents at Rome, which had lain dormant for more than two

y."rr, suddenly sprang to life again, with a development which

narrowly missed eliminating him from the scene. The sanguinary

conflict resulting from the attempt to expel the Ursinians from the

Liberian basilica recoiled on the head of the person likely to gain

most from their eviction, who now found himself arraigned, before

the civit court of an unsympathetic oicarius urbis on the plain and

unpleasing charge of inciting to murder.l For plaintiff Ursinus and

his party had found a useful cat's-paw in Isaac the converted Jew.2

Details are scant5r, but from the evidence at our disposal it seems

probable that the defendant was found guiltya and the case' as

befitting one in which a pefsonage of senatorial rank was invoh'ed,

referred to the Emperor for sentence.

That Damasus owed his eventual acquittal by Valentinian in part

at least to the influence of the Antiochene presbyter Evagrius,4 who

had thrown in his lot with bishop Paulinus and at the time was

carrying out a special mission to Eusebius of Vercelli, becomes

almost certain, if we take into account the Pope's subsequent

attitude towards the Antiochene question, to which we must now

return.
Undismayed by Athanasius' unsympathetic attitude, Basil had

made a second and even a third attempt to gain his favour. In the

former of theses he recommended that Damasus should be invited to

send legates to assist in adjudicating disputed cases; in the lattero he

pointed out afresh that the only way to peace lay in a general recog-

ttitiott of Meletius, a step which he urged on the explicit though

actually false ground that he had already been acknowledged by the

1 The oicarius urbis was Maximin, Coll. Aoell. tz. ed. cit., p. 53 f. The rescript

to Ampelius, praefectus urbi., in Coll. AaelL, r r. ed. cit., P. 5z f., shows that Maximin
had been given special authority to deal with disturbances arising out of the schism.

In view oi Gesta,9, ed. cit., p. 3 f., 'a sede Petri homicidas foras' there can be little
doubt as to the nature of the charge against Damasus, cf.ibid., rzr'ipsum auctorem

scelerum et homicidam Damasum'.
z Ambrose, Ep. tr, z. M.P.L. 16, 985, holds that Ursinus was the real promoter

of the case. Foilsaac, see Ep. syn. Rom. 378, Et hoc gloriae oestrae, S. M.P,L. rg,
5 /5.-' 6 It the course of the examination, with characteristic rigour though with strict
legality, Maximin subjected members of the clergy to torture, ibi.d.,3, to.

-rJsrome, Ef.r, 15. C.,S..E.L.voL.liv,p.groursoleauthorityforthe facqhad
every opportunity of knowing what took place through hi-s friendship with the Pgee'

u Ep.-6g, ed. cit., vol. iii, P. "gr 
ff, On the order of these letters, see Caspar,

op. cit., vol. i, p. 595.
6 Ep.68, ed. cit., p, zzgf..
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Roman see.l All was in vain. It took more than a Basil to change the
mind of an Athanasius.

Yet on receiving a copy of the Roman synodical letter of 368
addressed to lllyricuffi2, the bishop of Caesarea was emboldened to
begin afresh. This time he indicated to Meletius that he should make
a direct approach to the Roman see.3 Meanwhile he busied himself
with the composition of a letter to Damasus himself.a Meletius was
evidently secure of the support of at least a small section of the
eastern episcopate, since he managed to assemble a synod of some
thirty bishops, who agreed to inform the Roman see that they
assented to the doctrinal position of the recent letter to Illyricum.
This letter,6 together with others addressed to outstanding western
bishops, such as Valerian of Aquileia,T were taken by the Milanese
deacon Sabinus on his way home. It was the year (SZi of Athana-
sius' death. Previous to that event the bishop of Alexandria had taken
the very suitable precaution of consecrating his own successor,

Peter II, who presently found his position so intolerable that he
quickly made good his escape to Rome.8 But when at long last a
letter arrived from Damasuse it was not addressed 1s $6i1, and

1 Basil appears to have supposed that Liberius' recognition of Eustathius of
Sebaste and his supporters (see above, p.29il included Meletius. Admittedly they
and Mgletius were in communion, but Meletius' name does not appear in the
Pope's letter.

2 See above, p. 239.

" Ef ,89, ed. cit., p. 258 f.
n Ep. 7o. ed. cit., p. 233 ff. Even if, as is usually held, the letter was never actually

despatched, it is remarkable not only for its allusion to the contact between the
sees of Rome and Caesarea at least since the time of Pope Dionysius (see above,
p. r?8 f.), but for its evidently high estimate of the value of the Pope's intervention
(16+A) i'ro$rav p,tav rpooe}orcrtoapev \$ow rlv rffs 6p,er€pas eionAayyvtas irrioxetlw'.
In any case it is difficult to avoid the impression created by this letter and by Ep..
69, t, that, like Eustathius of Sebaste, Basil was not wholly unaware of the pro-
visions of Sardica (see above, p. 47).

u Ep. r.lK 42.
6 Inter Basi.I. Epp., No. gz. ed. cit., p. z6z fr.. There appears to be an allusion to

a supposed privilege of the Roman see, i.e. Matt. xvl, r9, in the concluding
sentence z 'rd rfi 6p,.erlpg |eooepeig yaprofltv rapd' roA Koptou, rd p,'2v xiB}qLov drd roA
}orciltou xoi xa|d.pou 6caxpl,vetv, zr1, Ei riv nardpav zrtonv iiveu rtvds inooroLffs w1p$ooecu'.

? Of these only the letter to Valerian, 80. gr, ed. cit., p. z6t f., has been preserved.
8 Hist. aceph. zo. ed. cit. Tom. I,p.,67t; Larsow, of. cit.,p.46. For Peter's

escape, see Sozomen, H.8.4, r9i Theodoret, H.E.4. zo. ed. cit., p. 246. The
scenes at Alexandria which had occurred atfairlyregular intervals during Athanasius'
episcopate were renewed on the restoration of the anti-bishop Lucius.

e The letter itself has not survived. Its contents can be inferred from Basil,
Epp. 156, ed. cit., p. 3S4 ff.; r38, p. 33r fr.; r4o, p. 335 ff. In the last of these he
insists that the Nicene symbol alone is sufficient.
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briefly indicated that those Easterns who desired recognition by the
Roman see must first sign the doctrinal statement enclosed, and then
send legates to negotiate terms of reconciliation.

In spite of his disappointment and evident disapproval of Damasus'
methods, Basil would not even now abandon his object. Western aid
was so urgently needed that this time he contemplated invoking the
help of Valentinian.t Once more it was Damasus who answered.2 Yet
if his attitude had still remained at all ambiguous, the fact that
shortly afterwards a further letter was addressed directly to Paulinusg
now left no room for doubt. Basil remained unmoved, and in a

letter to Meletius showed that no dictation from Rome would make
him change his allegiance.a As proof of this he refused his support to
a further effort to obtain western aid.r

By this time, however, a new dogmatic dispute about the com-
pleteness of our Lord's human nature was on its way,6 and it was
uneasiness on this score which led Basil to abandon the part of
Diomede and this time to approach Peter of Alexandna,T who was

still a fugitive at Rome. Nothing could have been more to Damasus'
liking. Thus it came about that in the Romansynodof 3788 the threads
of the Ursinian and of the eastern lplots' were united.

In spite of his acquittal by the Emperor, Pope Damasus found that
the memory of the unhappy inauguration of his pontificate persisted
and even led to some measure of insubordination among his suf-
fragans.e He appears to have decided that his best course of action was

' Ep. 243, ed. cit., p. S39 fi., dated 324 (sc. Schwartz., Nachr. d. Gdtt. Ges. d.
Wi.ss. tgo4, p. 968). Basil mentions the possibility of a direct legation to Milan.

2 A fragment only of this letter, Ea gratia, survives. On the date of this and other
fragments derived from the Sylloge of Theodosius diaconus, see Turner, Eccl.
occid. mon. Tom. l, p. 625 ff., and Schwartz, op, cit., p. 36r fr..; Zei.tschr, f , N.T.
Wiss., vol. xxv., 19z6, p. 4zf .

3 Damasus, E;0. z,JK zf S. Jaff6's dates here are misleading.
a Ep. zr4, ed. cit., p. +6+fr. 6 Ep. rzg,3. ed. cit., p. 319.
6 lbid., r, p. 318, concerning the teaching of Apollinaris of Laodicaea. It is pro-

bable that the Damasine fragment lllud sane miramur belongs to this period.
1 Ep.266, ed. cit., p. 596 tr. Cf. Ep. z69, p. 586, in which he seeks to clear himself

of a charge of Apollinarianism, and invites a western opinion on the orthodoxy of
his colleagues and himself.

8 The dates of the Damasine synods present some difficulties. For the view
adopted here, see Schwartz, op. cit., p. 37+.It is highly improbable owing to the
Iocal situation that synods were held in Rome between 368 and 378.

0 The synodical letter .Ot hoc gloriae oestrae,5 (see below, p.249 mentions that
the bishop of Parma and Florentius of Puteoli, the latter in spite of the Emperor's
refusal to hear his appeal, continued to retain their sees in the teeth of a papal
condemnation.
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to obtain a verdict of moral blamelessness from the Roman synod,r so
that when the sufiragan bishopsz and Roman presbyters met on
October t, 378,3 they found a full and perhaps unusually interesting
agenda awaiting them.

In reply to the appeal of Basil and the Easterns, the synod endorsed
a doctrinal statement, sometimes known as the 'Tome of Damasus',4
which beginning with a Latin version of the Nicene symbol added a
series of anathemas against Sabellians,d Arius, Eunomius,O Mace-
donians,? Photinus,s those who assert belief in two Sons,e those who
deny that the Word of God took a rational and intelligent anirna,ro and
finally those who argue that the same Word is a temporary extension
or contraction of the Godhead.ll To this there appears to have been
added a canon directed against episcopal translations, probably
aimed at Meletius.l2 That the synod pronounced in favour of
Damasus' innocence is not open to doubt.ts But it did more than this.
It determined to prevent if possible the continuance of episcopal in-

I Et lnc glmiae oestrae, ro.
2 lbiil.,'severioribus se dedit iudiciis sacerdotum'. This probably means that

suffragan bishops were present, since the use of 'sacerdos' to denote a presbyte.r
was still rare at this time.

8 The fact that the rescript Otdinarioram sententias, CoIl. Azsell., 13, ed. cit.,
p. 54 ff., is written in the names of Gratian and Valentinian, and mentions neither
Valens, whose death occurred on August 9, 378, Seeck, Regestm, p. 25r, nor
Theodosius, elevated January 19,379, decisively fixes it in the later months of 378.
This gives the same year as the most probable date for this synod, to the letter of
which the rescript was the imperial reply. Cf. Seeck, o?. cit., p. r5z, l. 3o.

a Turner, Eccl. occi.d. mon. iur. ant., Torr;.. I, p. z8r ff. See also Caspar, opt. cit.,
vol. i, p. 596.

5 On the earlier attitude of the Roman see towards Sabellianism, see above, p. r a9 f .
6 Eunomius represented the neo-Arianism of the 'Anomoean' school.
7 No explicit heresy is here attributed to Macedonius, though he was later asso-

ciated with denial of the Godhead of the Holy Ghost.
8 Photinus (of Sirmium) held a doctrine similar to that of Marcellus of Ancyra,

but denied any pre-existence to the Son.
e The doctrine of which Diodore of Tarsus was held to be a notable representative.
10 Apollinaris the younger of Laodicaea.
11 lViarcellus of Ancyru', r"" above, p. zt3, n. z,
12 For decisions of Nicaea and Sardica on episcopal translations, see above,

pp. 2o5, n.2, 23o, n. r. This canon, which appears in some Latin texts in a different
position, or is headed 'Dilectissimo fratri Paulino Damasus', or is omitted (see
Turner, op. ci.t., p. 387), is evidently distinct from the preceding matter. Cf.
Schwartz, Zeitschr.f.N.T.Wiss., vol. xxv, tgz6,p.65, r. r. In any case thesub-
sequent anathemas are a later addition, see Duchesne, Histoire, vol. ii, p. 4ro, n. z.
It is probable that the Damasine fragment Noz nobis quicquam, M.P.L. r3r 353r
should also be assigned to this synod, since it stresses the Godhead of the Holy
Ghost as well as the completeness of our Lord's two natures, divine and human
It is perhaps a reply to Basil, Ep. 2fu. See p. 243, n. 7.

18 Rufinus, H.E. tt, ro. ed. cit., p. ror8.
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subordination and the recurrence of a situation which must have
appeared in the highest degree anomalous, the subjection of the
supreme ecclesiastical judge to the jurisdiction of an ordinary civil
court. Two proposals were addressed to the Sovereigns.l

First, in regard to the authority of the Roman see in relation to
other bishops, it was recomulended that if a bishop had been con-
demned either by the Pope or by the Roman synod, he should be
banished from his city by the civil power. If, however, he had de-
clined to obey a summons to Rome for trial, the same power, i.e.
the prefect of Italy or the aicarius urbis, should compel his attendance;
yet if he belonged to a more remote province he should be tried by
the metropolitan. Should the accused however be himself a metro-
politan, he should betake himself to Rome forthwith, or else to judges
appointed by that see. fn the former instance, if there were grounds
for suspecting the impartiality of the metropolitan, the accused could
either appeal to have his case heard by the Roman see, or by a synod
of at least fifteen neighbouring bishops.2 Secondly, as to the relation

I Et hoc gloriae, g. M.P.L. ,3, S7S. In $ r the petitioners appealed to a law
published soon after the elevation of Gratian to the purple (August 24, 367), of
which only a short quotation has been preserved by Ambrose, Ep. zr, z. M.P.L. 16,
ro45.'in causa fidei vel ecclesiastici alicuius ordinis eum iudicare debere, qui nec
munere impar sit, nec iure dissimilis (haec enim verba rescripti sunt), hoc est,
sacerdotes de sacerdotibus voluit iudicare. quin etiam si alias quisque argueretur
episcopus, et morum esset examinanda causa, etiam haec voluit ad episcopale
iudicium pertinere'. It is probable that this rescript owed its origin to a petition
presented to Constantius by the council of Sardica. See Oratio syn. Sard. r, r. ap.
Hilary, Coll. Antiar. Par. C.S.E.L. vol. lxv, p. r8r: 'iudices . . . a religiosa se
observantia abstineant neque posthac praesumant . . . se causas cognoscere
clericorum'. Thus in virtue of exemption from all civil burdens and obligations,
Cod. Theod. XVI, ii, t,2,3, md the privileges already granted by Constantine, Cod.
Theod. XVI, uvii, r (dated by Seeck, O., op. cit., pp.57, l66, June 23,3r8),
explicitly designating bishops as judges in cases involving questions of Christian
faith and discipline, without right of appeal to a civil court, Const. Sirmond, No. r,
actually provides that in a civil action between Christians, either party might
demand, even if the case were already sub iudice before a civil court, to be heard
in the bishop's court (although this concession was subsequently withdrawn,Cod.
Yust. T,4, of February 7, +Sz). Thus the courts of the Church were gradually
acquiring rights equal to those of the State.

It may be observed that here for the first time the title 'pontifex' is applied to
the Roman bishop. The title 'pontifex maximus'had been formally laid aside by
Gratian in 375, Zosimus, Hist. nov. 4,36, ed. Mendelssohn, L., p. r93, where the
story of the indignation expressed by pagans'provides an unconscious prophecy of
its later assumption by the Roman bishops.

2 lbid., ro : 'quibus etsi aequalis est munere, praerogativa tamen apostolicae sedis
excellit'. Here again is the earliest known exrmple of one of the characteristic
designations of the Papacy. Damasus himself used it later in a letter addressed to
Antioch, see Ep, Z, JK zg4, and below, p. zg4.

r7
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of the Roman bishop to the State, it was proposed that he should enjoy
the same exemption from normal secular jurisdiction as was already
possessed by other bishops, since, in the view of the petitioners,
'though he is their equal in office, in virtue of the prerogative of the
apostolic see he is their superior' ; and in the event of the case being
outside the competence of his own synod, he should be entitled
to plead before the Emperor's court. Thus it was hoped that all
opportumty for mere calumniation would be excluded.l

How far were the Sovereigns prepared to go in the direction of
meeting the demands of their petitioners? The synodical letter was

received by the young Emperor Gratianz and the yet more youthful
Valentinian II,3 the former strongly influenced by the august per-
sonality of Ambrose, bishop of Milan since 374,a the latter still under
the tutelage of his mother, the Empress Justina, second wife of
Valentinian I. Since the defeat and death of Valens at Adrianople in
the previous August,s Gratian, not yet in his twentieth year, had

been sole effective Emperor. Even so he refrained from granting all
that was asked of him. In his rescript Ordinariorum smtmtiasg he

conceded the request touching the trial and appeal of bishops and
the jurisdiction of the Roman see;7 but in regard to proposals for the
examination of charges against the Roman bishop he appeared to show
some hesitation. He does not conceal his contempt for merely

slanderous accusation, but regarding the actual question whether the
Pope is to be exempt from the normal process of the law he slides

off into edifying generalities on the natural sense of justice enjoyed
by Emperors.s Possibly he meant it to be understood that he was

1 On the privileges of bishops, e.g. in the case of Priscillian, see Sulpicius Sev.
Chron.z,4g.C.S.E Z.vol.i,p. roz. Fortherightsof senators,Cod,Theod,IX,i, r3;
ii, z 1 xl, ro, dated g65, 966, 37o, cf . Mommsen, Th., Rdrnisches Strafrecht, p. 4o6 f.
The synodical letter also implored stronger measures against the Roman Donatists

$ Z), and called attention ($ 6) to the failure of Restitutus of Carthage to answer a
surunons, issued by the Emperors, to justify himself before the Roman synod. He
had accepted the final decision of Ariminum, and in the eyes of the Roman see

was in need of purgation.
8 He had been Augustus since g67,and became sole colleague of Valens on the

death of his father Valentinian I, November t7,375. See M.G.H. Chron. min,,
vol. i, p.242.

s ffe was raised to the principate on Novembet zz of the same year. M.G.H.iUd.
a Elected in the place of Constantius' nominee Auxentius. See Paulints, Tita, g.
6 M.G.H. Chron, min.,vol.i,p.243. 8 CoIl. Aoell, 13. ed. cit., p. 54ff.
7 lbid., rr. The mention of the'five'or'seven' episcopal assessors should be

noted. They appear to be the prototypes of the Cardinal bishops.
s lbid., 14. Probably Gratian felt it would be dangerous to detract in any way

from the competenc€ of the normal legal authority.
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prepared to adopt the petitioners' proposal, but if so, he certainly
avoided being too precise in his use of language.

It cannot be denied that this earliest formal expression of imperial
support for the jurisdiction exercised by the Roman see must
have added something at least to its prestige. Whether it did more
than recognize a situation which ecclesiastically speaking was
already at any rate de facto in Italy, may be disputed. It is, however,
undeniable that from this time on the Roman bishops repeatedly
exercise the authority here assigned to them, at first generally in
the West and later occasionally also in the East, as in fact they
had already exercised it, at least in part, before the issue of the
rescript.l

As compared with the powers granted, or perhaps we should
rather say recognized, by the council of Sardica, however, those
mentioned in the rescript mark some advance. According to the
resolutions of that council, all that was provided was that in the
event of a suit between two bishops, either the judges or the bishops
of a neighbouring province might appeal to the Roman see to examine
the matter and to appoint fresh judges if it thought fit. It was also
allowed, in the event of a bishop already deposed filing an appeal,
that the Roman bishop might, if he so judged, either refer the case
to a neighbouring province, or else, on the request of the appellant,
send legates to take part in a fresh hearing.2 The rescript, on the other
hand, created the Roman see a court of first instance for all metro-
politans, and for all other bishops a final court of appeal, with pro-
vision for overriding metropolitical jurisdiction, if circumstances
appeared to warrant such action. Such necessary circumstances, it
may be imagined, would not be difficult to discover when the need
arose' 

u,I
The ecclesiastical scene changed with surprising rapidity as the

eighth decade of the century drew to its close. A new colleague in the
principate was provided in Theodosius,s and the event soon showed

1 See above, p.2r3. s For reff., see above, p. ztg f.
s M.G,H.Chron.rti.n,,vol,i,pp.243,zg7;vol.ii,p.6o.Hiselevationtookplace

on January rg, 3zg. Theodosius was a spaniard by birth, and this goes far to
account for the 'western'bias of his first theological edict (see below, p. z+g). Later
after his entry into Constantinople, his edicts undergo a change and have a markedly
'eastern' tone. Nevertheless his partiality for Nicene theology is perhaps to bL
explained, in part at least, by his western origin.
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that the Empire had acquired in him a ruler worthy of description as

the last great successor of Augustus. In consequence of an edict of
general toleration published by Gratian,l Peter of Alexandria,
Meletius of Antioch and other fugitive and exiled bishops returned
to their sees. The stage was thus set for a fresh attempt to obtain
general consent to an acknowledged standard of faith.

The year 329 was one of considerable importance for the future
of Church and State. Beset by a war on two fronts, in the Balkans as

well as on the Rhine, Gratian decided to entrust his colleague Theo-
dosius with a larger measure of responsibility, and made over the

'dioceses' of Dacia and Macedonia to the eastern sphere of adminis-
tration, out of which Theodosius thereupon constituted a new
prefecture of (eastern) Illyricum.2 He at once made the prosperbus
city of Thessalonica his headquarters,s and by a singular combination
of diplomacy with strategy secured the Danubian frontier. This task
accomplished, he began to turn his attention to the more delicate
work of pacifying the Church.

The return of Meletius to Antiocha marked the beginning of
renewed effort to restore unity within the eastern church on a

liberal or neo-Nicene basis,6 and incidentally to heal the local
schism between his supporters and the strict Nicenes headed by
Paulinus. His ability to assemble later in the same year at Antioch a
council attended by more than one hundred and fifty bishops gave

some promise of success in the former undertaking, and suggested
that he was already assured of imperial support,o As for the latter, in
spite of a very reasonable proposal that on the death of either of the
two competing bishops his adherents should be accepted and in their

1 Cod. Theod. XVI, v, 5, of August 18 (?) 378, excepting only Eunomians,
Photinians and Manichaeans from its scope. Cf. Socrates, H.E. S, z. lt was a
political measure intended to rally the forces of the Empire in a moment of crisis,
and was subsequently limited, when the immediate danger was past, by a less
generous edict published at Milan on August 3, 379. Cod. Theod., ibid,,'Omnes
vetitae.'

2 Sozomen, H.8.7,4. For the formation of the new prefecture, aimed at safe-
guarding the northern frontier, see Gibbon, Decl:i.nered. Bury, J.8., vol. ii, rgzg,
p. 588.

s Hence the later ecclesiastical importance of this see.
a Described in glowing language by John Chrysostom, Hom. in S. Meletium, z.

M.P.G.50,5r7.
6 That objection to the &y,ootlo,ov was still strong at this time was shown by the

supporters of Macedonius of Constantinople. Cf. Socrates, H.E. 5,4.
0 Turner, oF. cit., Tom. i, p. 625; Schwartz, E., in Nachr. d. Gfitt. Ges. d, Wi.ss.

r9o4, p. 362 tr.; and in Zeitschr, f , N.T. Wiss,, vol. xxv, 19z6, p; 4z f .
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turn acknowledge the survivor, the die-hard rigorism of Paulinus
reasserted itself and the plan unhappily came to nothing.l

Meanwhile divisions within the church of Constantinople itself
were engaging the Emperor's attention. It was probably chiefly in
order to remedy these that he issued his famous edict Cunctos
popuhsrz in which the view now noffnal in the West on the source
of the genuine Christian paradosis was formally proclaimed.

'It is our will,' he writes, in the name of his colleagues and himself,
'that all peoples subject to our gracious governance shall conform to
the same religious obligations, which are affirmed to have been
taught to the Romans by Peter the Apostle of God, and have been
handed down by him even to our own time, being followed by the
pontiff Damasus and by Peter, bishop of Alexandria . . . namely
that according to apostolic instruction and the teaching of the Gospel,
we should believe that there is one Godhead of the Father, of the Son
and of the Holy Ghost, in equal majesty and undivided Trinity'.s

The passage is noteworthy as illustrating the temporary recovery
of a more primitive standpoint in the East. But the maxim of
Constantius still remained tJre ruling factor in the situation,a and
in Theodosius' later edicts the appeal to the apostolic parad.osis

disappears. Its disappearance showed his adoption of the usual
eastem standpoint, that the will of Caesar, and it alone, remained
decisive.

On November 44, Theodosius made a triumphal and spectacular
entry into Constantinople.6 Without a moment's delay the provisions
of the recent edict were put into force, and Demophilus, who had

reigned as bishop for the past ten years, being unwilling to accept its
terms, found himself an exile and his supporters deprived of church
property.0 This action was further enforced by edict early in the
following year,1 in which it was prescribed that heretical gatherings
within cities were to cease and that buildings were to be handed over

1 Theodoret, H.E. S, 3, 14, ed. cit., p. z8r, describes some abortive negotia-
tions between Meletius and Paulinus. That something of the kind took place
is confirmed by Socrates, H.8.5,5, and by the council of Aquileia (g8r).Ambrose,
Ep, tz (cf. Cavallera, F., Le schisme d'Antioche, rgo5), himself proposed the adoption
of a plan of this kind. It is evident that neither side trusted the other.

2 Cod. Theod. XVI, i, z;ii,25.
3 lbid., r. I See above, p. zz8.
6 Socrates, H.E. 5,6,6; Chron. Pasch. ad ann. gZ8. M.P.G. gz,76t.
6 Socrates, H.E. S, 7, ro. Cf. M.G.H. Chron. min, vol.ii, p. 6r.
1 Cod. Theod. XVI, v, 6, publ. January ro, 38r.
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to those who accepted the faith of Nicaea, here formally identified
with the Catholic Church.

The see of Constantinople, the importance of which in eastern
ecclesiastical politics now becomes difficult to exaggerate, was
definitely vacant. At once intrigues began in various quarters to
secure the election of an acceptable candidate. Attempts were set on
foot both by Timothy of Alexandria and by Meletius of Antioch to
obtain the success of a man of his own choice, but from one cause or
another in the end neither had his way.l The capital was already
thronged with bishops from various parts of the East,2 each with his
own suit before the new master of the Empire, and it seems to have
occurred to Theodosius that an excellent opportunity was thus pro-
vided for settling a number of disputed questions. Possibly he had
already made up his mind that the old struggle on the part of Alex-
andria, and the more recent though less obvious one on the part of
Antioch, each to obtain a primacy in the East to the exclusion of the
other, must cease now and for ever.

Yet that he seriously intended a council modelled on Constantine's
plan for Nicaea is in the highest degree improbable. If he did so

intend, his purpose hopelessly.miscarried, since those bishops who
actually took part in the proceedings were almost without exception
drawn from the prefecture of the East.8 Even so the 'diocese' of
Egypt was represented only by Timothy of Alexandria and a single
suffragan, ffid these appear to have arrived merely in time to make
trouble in the matter of the electiona and then subsequently to have

r Timothy's candidate was the notorious Maximus, see Greg. Naz. Cartn. rt,
25off. M.P.G.37, roSr ff. He succeeded in imposingon Gregoryand later even
on Ambrose, Ep. 13, 3, 4. M.P.L. t6, ggr f., but not on Acholius of Thessalonica
and his fellow-bishops of Illyricum, who duly reported what was on foot to Pope
Damasus. The latter expressed his emphatic disapproval of the impostor in Epp.
5 and 6, JK 237,238, and in regard to the forthcoming councilof Constantinople,
of which he had heard, urged Acholius to take steps to see that 'de caetero catholicus
constituatur, cum quo nobis deo propitio possit pax perpetua perdurare'. ln Epp.
5, 4, he hinted very clearly that he disapproved of the candidate supported by
Meletius, namely Gregory of Nazianzus, on the ground that his election would
contravene Conc. Nic. canon r5 ; cf. Conc. Sard. canon 8, ed. cit., p. 474.

2 Many citations were issued; none has been preserved.
3 This is shown by the Nomina episcoporum, ap. Turner, Eccl. occid. mon. iur. ant.,

Tom. II, p. 433 ff. Western editors observing the absence of Roman legates adopted
the convenient though unconvincing expedient of borrowing three from the lists
of the council of Chalcedon, ibid., p. 43+.

4 Cf. Id., ibi.d. Soqates, I{..8. 5, 8, states that the election was one of the chief
objects of holding the council. For the part played by Timothy, see Gregory Naz.
Carrn. rr, r8o2. M.P.G.37, rr55.
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absented themselves.l Acholius of Thessalonica was the only bishop
who could in any sense be accounted a Western, though as he now
belonged to the part of the Empire which was being administered at
Constantinople, and was in all probability personally summoned by
Theodosius as his ecclesiastical adviser, he can scarcely count as such.z
Thus it would seem that what we may call the 'legend' of Nicaea has

been equalled if not outstripped by the 'legend' of Constantinople as

an essay in imaginative history.
The proceedings of the councils fall into two distinct, though con-

nected stages; a preliminary one, concerned solely with the election
of a new bishop of Constantinople, including the death of Meletius
with the election of Flavian to the see of Antioch,a and culminating
in the withdrawal of Gregory and the election of the unbaptized
Nectarius;6 and a later in which certain doctrinal and disciplinary
resolutions were adopted. These resolutions probably included a

dogmatic statement, or 'Tome',6 and the endorsement of the Nicene
symbol, an action which served only to give ecclesiastical sanction to
the religious policy of Theodosius. The creed ascribed to it by the
council of Chalcedon and appended to its Latin Acta was almost
certainly a formula of belief produced by Flavian and probably used

by Nectarius as a profession of faith at the time of his baptism.? More
significant were the disciplinary decisions.s These were evidently

1To be inferred from Theodoret, H,E. 5,8,4. ed. cit., p. z87.The absence of
Timothy would account for the acceptance of canon z, which appears to coffect
Conc. Nrc. canon 6 by the omission of Libya and Pentapolis.

3 He had baptized Theodosius late in the previous year, see Socrates, H.E. 5,6.
His advice, which corresponded to the opinion expressed by Damasus, may perhaps
have been a deciding factor in the exclusion of Gregory.

s The exact date of its opening is not certainly known. According to Socrates,
H.E. 5,8, it began in May.

a Socrates, of . cit.r 5, 9. It was later represented rid.,iMd., r5, that the supporters
of Meletius had been guilty of a breach of promise, but perhaps with injustice
(see above, p, 248 f.). For Flavian as an Antiochene presbyter, see Turner, @. cit,,
Tom. II, p. 44r.

5 Nectarius was praetor and evidently popular, according to Socrates, o1t. cit.,

5, 8. The council which had been summoned to confirm the faith of Nicaea showed
itself singularly disrespectful to its canons, esp. canon z. Cf. Conc. Sard.. canon 8

ed. cit. Tom. l, p. 472fr.
6 Theodoret, H,E.5, 9, ed. cit., p. z8gfr..i Ep. Conc. CP. ap. Mansi, Concili.a,

vol. iii, col. 557. An Arabic version (German transl.) in Riedel, W., Die Kirchen-
rechtsquellm des Patrtarchats Aleccmdim, rgoo, p. 3o3 ff. Cf. Turner, oP. cit.,
Tom. I, pp. 284 fr.., and Grumel, V., Regates des Actes du Patriarchat de CP",

1932, vol. i, p, z f .
? Grumel, oP, cit., p. r.'
8 Grumel, oP. cit., p. z.
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intended mainly to,restrict tlre influence of the see of Alexandria,l
while safeguarding the privileges of the see of Antioch, and to set the
keystone to the constructive work initiated by Eusebius of Nicomedia
over half a century ago. It was resolved that 'according to the canons
the bishop of Alexandria should administer the affairs of Egypt only,
and the bishops of the East the East only, saving to the church of
Antioch the privileges in the canons of Nicaea'. Similar restrictions
were placed on the'dioceses' of Asia, Pontus, and Thrace. Bishops
were prohibited from intervening in the business of other (civil)
'dioceses' and the 'provincial synod is to order the affairs of each
province . . .'2

' Bg1'-211d here is the supreme crux-' the bishop of Constantinople
is to have the privilege of precedence after the bishop of Rome,

because it is new Rome'.8
This ingenious provision, later known generally as the 'third

canon', accomplished three remarkable feats. It finally set aside those
claims to an eastern primacy, which had long been pressed with some

vigour by the see of Alexandria, and more recently with less vigour,
though probably with more scruple, by the see of Antioch; it testified,
even if indirectly, to the traditional primacy of the Roman see; and
it permanently canonized the oriental, and later almost universal
principle, thai ecclesiastical dignity ought to correspond to clvil
importance.a

Theodosius lost no time in complying with the council's request
for a confirmation of its proceedings.6 In an edict issued on July 3o0

1 So Caspar, opt. cit., vol. i, p.43 f,
2 Conc. Const., canon z. The re-emphasis of the competence of the provincial

synod was probqbly directed against the practice of recent origin of settling disputes
by means of synods drawn from more than one province. It represents a reaction in
favour of Conc. Nic. canons 5 and 6, though tacitly amending its provision as to
the extent of Alexandrine jurisdiction.

8 The expression 'rd, npeopeia tffs rtp,ffs' means a good deal more than 'honorary
privileges' and perhaps less than 'primatial privileges'.'rr.I^o)' could denote at this
time 'office' no less than the 'honour' attaching to 'office'. Strictly speaking the
cranon did not contravene Conc. Nec. canon 6, which had nothing to say on the
subject of precedence but was concerned solely with the definition of areas of
jurisdiction. (See above, p. aor ff.)

{ The council was not recognized by the Roman see at the earliest (and so by
the West generally) until the time of Pope Hormisdas f 523, as is shown by the
amended form of tllre DeuetumGelasianumred, Dobschiitz, E. v., Texte u. Untus.,
vol. :rxxviii, p. 35, perhaps not till John II, lK 88a. Yet even so late as Gregory I
its validity appears to have been open to doubt. See JE 1477, Reg. vii,3r.

6 Mansi, o?. cit., vol. iii, col. 557. Grumel, op. ci.t,, No. 4.
6 Cod. Theod. XVI, i, 3.
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he enumerated the bishops who were authorized to settle doctrinal
questions throughout the East. At their head stood significantly the
name of Nectarius of Constantinople.

Unconnected with this council, though in some respects its
western counterpart, was the council of Aquileia,r assembled there
nominally under the presidency of Valerian, though actuallyunder the
control of Ambrose,z the purpose of which was to settle a number of
problems affecting the order of the Church in western Illyricum.
Its interest for us lies chiefly in its attitude towards the two bishopst
Paulinus and Maximus, who had appealed to its jurisdiction.s

After suggesting the same solution of the Antiochene problem as

that which had already been proposed by Meletiu3, though not
carried into effect,4 the council listened favourably to the representa-
tions of Maximus against the recent council of Constantinople,d and

after receiving him into communion, possibly in ignorance of Pope

Damasus' instructions to Acholius on the subject,6 it addressed an

emphatic letter of protest to TheodosiusT-a refreshing sign of
western independence of imperial control. The outcome of this pro-
test was joint action between the two Sovereigns, in consequence of
which complementary councils were held in the following year in
Rome and Constantinople.

The bishops of the East having already dismissed the case of
Maximuss in the previous council made"no further direct reference

to it on this occasion (382). But they took the opportunity of passing

1 It had been formally summoned by Gratia n, Gesta Aquileiae , 3 , ap , Ambrosii Op.
M.P.L. 16, 955 f. Damasus excused his absence. See also KauffmannrF., Aus du
Schule des Wulfila. in Texte u. Unters. z, altgerman. Religiansgesch., r8gg, vol. i'
pp.3r-63. For its date in May previous to the council of CP. 38r, see Homes
Dudden, F., St. Ambrose, 1935, vol. irp. zot n. z.

a It appears that since the time of Auxentius the see of Milan had exercised
metropolitan jurisdiction in northern ltaly. It is possible that on the deposition of
Dionysius, peculiar authority had been assigned to it by Constantius as an offset to
the Roman primacy. See CasparrB.roP. cit.rvol.irp, z37rn. z.' s The latter in person, Ambrose, E0, t3, 3, 4. M,P.L. 16,99r f.; the former
through the presbyter Evagrius, Gesta Aqiil., M.P.L. 16,979.

a Ambrose , Ep. rz,4-6. M.P.L. 16, 988 f. ; cf. ED. t3, z. See also above, p.248 f..
6 Id., Ep. 13, 4,If the council was still in session in June, this would be quite

possible.
6 See above, p.25o, n. r.
t Id., Ef . t3,3, 4. Theodosius appears to have been somewhat indignant to

receive such a letter from bishops. Cf. Ep. l,4. M.P.L, 16, gg4 f .
8 Conc. Cutst., canon 4, which not only declared Maximus deposed but in-

validated his episcopal 4cts,
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twofurther canons,l in the first of which they referred to the'Tome of
Damasus',Z and in the second limited a right of appeal from the
provincial synod to a council composed of bishops summoned from
the same civil 'diocese,' thus giving a measure of practical effect to
the famous Constantinopolitan canon of the previous year. By the
same canon appeals addressed to the Sovereigns or to an oecumenical
council were expressly excluded.

Finally they addressed a courteous but distinctly firm communica-
tion to Pope Damasus and the western bishops, emphasizing their
allegiance to the Nicene symbol, for the interpretation of which they
referred the Westerns to the 'Tome of Antioch' as well as to their
own definition issued at the previous council,s and represented with
doubtful ingenuousness that the ordinations of Nectarius, Flavian of
Antioch and Cyril of Jerusalema had been in strict conformity with
the canon of Nicaea.s

The council of Rome was held somewhat later, since legates from
the recent council at Constantinople were present, as well as Paulinus
of Antioch and Epiphanius of Salamis,o not to mention the presbyter

Jerome,who evidentlystood high in the confidence of Pope Damasus.?
Besides these, imperial officials had arrived bringing an official noti-
fication of Nectarius' election. The council made no difficulty about
recognition in his case, but so far as Flavian's claim to the see of
Antioch was concerned, the fact that Paulinus was admitted to

1 Grumel, of . cit.rNo. S.
2 See above, p.244.
3 The council of 382 refers to its predecessor as 'rfs olxoulnwxfis . . . ow66ov',

see Theodorct, H.8.5, 9, 15. ed. cit., p.2g3.It should be realized that fi otrcoup,evorcf

was used to denote the Empire, hence the civilized as opposed to the barbarian
world. Its application to the council of 38r was thus a veiled slight on the Westerns,
at which, as we have seen, they were unrepresented.

a The fact that both he and his metropolitan, Gelasius of Caesarea (see Theodoret,
H.E. 5,8, but cf. Turner, e. cit., Tom. II, p. 436), seem to have been present in
Constantinople suggests that theywere there to refer some dispute about jurisdiction
to the Emperor's decision. Socrates, H.E. 5,8, implies that Cyril had only recently
accepted the 6p,oo$orcv.

6 Conc. -lVic., canon z, in spite of its prohibition of the election of neophytes.
6 Epiphanius of Salamis had come as a supporter of Paulinus, but perhaps

also in the hope of throwing off the jurisdiction of the see of Antioch, and
of making the church of Cyprus autocephalous. Cf. ]erome, Ep, to8,6. ed. cit.,
p. 3ro f.

? Jerom€, Ep. t27,7. M.P.L.22, rogr. Damasus addressed to him some personal
letters on Scriptural questions, two of which, Epp. 8 and 9, IK zSgt 253, fntet
Epp. Hioonld, Nos. 19 and zr, C.S,E,L, vol. liv., pp. ro3 f.,265 f., have been
preserved.
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take part in the deliberations showed clearly enough that it was
disallowed.r

To this council, as is coming to be believed, a document of singular
interest belongs which here claims our attention. It has actually come
down to us in a collection, preserved in two editions, the later
published during or just after the time of Pope Hormisdas, the
earlier in the pontificate of Gelasius I. Hence its usual title Decretum
Gelasiarrum.z Yet the contents and general character of the whole
collection show that it is not in its present form an oficial compila-
tion, such as might have been made at the instigation of Gelasius
himself, but one of purely private and unofficial origin.s On the other
hand, we are not bound to exclude the possibility that the compiler has
made use of some official material. Moreover, it is usually accepted that
the first three chapters of this collection are in fact quite distinct in
origin from those which follow.a That they cannot be later than the
middle of the fourth century is proved by the quotation from the
third chapter which appears in the preface to the so-called'Isidorian'
version of the Nicene canons.6 On the other hand, there is internal evi-
dencewhich points to theircomposition in the time of PopeDamasus.o
Thus not only is the influence of Jerome, who, as we have seen, was
himself present at the Roman council, apparently traceable in the
second chapter,T but in the third an argument is used which appears

1 Sozomen , H.8.7, rrr 3.
2 Critically edited by Dobschiia, E. von., in Texte u. Untus,, vol. :rxxviii,

rgra, who argues that in its primitive form the Detetun included cc. r-5, and
hence could not be Damasine.

3 See Chapman, ]., in Reoue binid., vol. xxx, r9r3r pp. r87 ff, 3r5 ff., who
calls attention to an inconsistency between cc. 3 and 4, and thus supports Dobschiitz,
oD. cit., p. 343 ff. in his argammtum e silentio against its attribution to Gelasius.
Cf. Caspar, Geschichte, vol. ii, p. Z7g.

a See Caspat, Geschichte,vol. i, p. 598.
6 Turner, opt. cit., Tom. lrp. z74, expresses the view that the codices which con-

tain the 'Isidorian' version of the Nicene canons, first used by Maassen, and de-
noted M by Turner, go back to an archetype of Roman origin dated 4zo-44o. The
preface to the canons already appears in this collection and comparison of it with
the Decretufltt c.3t shows that it is dependent on the Deuetum. See the two docu-
ments printed side by side in Turner, o?. cit., Tom. I, p. r55 ff.

6 The only argument against the unity of cc. r-3 is based on the idea of the
'double procession'of the Holy Ghost, c. r,3, which Dobschiitz, opt. cit.,p,23,
regards as an interpolation from Augustine, Tract. in Joh., g, 7.

7 Decr. Gel,,2,4. ed. cit., p. 28, where the second and third Johannine epistles
are described as 'alterius Johannis presbyteri'. Similarly the phrase used with
reference to the Lamentations,ibid,,zrz. ed. cit., p. 25,'cum Cinoth id lamentationi-
bus suis' seems to be Hieronymian, since it is found word for word in Prologus
Galeatus, Cf. Turner, in J,T.S., vol. i, r9oo, p. 554.
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to be an indirect rejoinder to the letter brought to that council by the

Constantinopolitan legates. I

We seem therefore to be in the presence of an authority of first-
class historical value, the date of which cannot well be other than 384.
Here we are concerned only with the third chapter, the argument of
which may be summarized as follows:

The Roman church possesses a primacy over all other churches in
virtue, not of conciliar decisions, but of the Dominical promise to
St. Peter, i.e. the Tu es Petrus, and for its foundation both he and St.

Paul were together responsible.z It proceeds:3

'The first see of Peter the Apostle belongs to the Roman church,4

"having no spot nor wrinkle nor any such thing".6 And the

second see was consecrated at Alexandria in the name of blessed

Peter by Mark his disciple and evangelist, and he after being

sent forth by Peter the Apostle to Egypt, preached the word of
truth and accomplished a glorious mar1ryrdom.6 Moreover the

third see of the most blessed Apostle Peter at Antioch is held in
honour because he dwelt there before he came to Rome, and there

1 Dect.GeI.,3,3.ed.cit.,p.33. Ct.Ep.concitiiE. bgz)ap Theodoret,H.E.5, g,

ed. cit., p.289. In this letter the order of the'greater churches'is Constantinople,
Antioch, Jerusalem, the last of which is described as'p'rppds dztaohv rttv Exx)rr1or'6tv',

see p. 294.
z-Ihid.,3, r. ed. cit., p. zg.It should be noticed that the words 'non diverso (sc.

tempore), sicut heresei garriunt' ,ibid., P. 3I, are lacking in the 'Isidorian' preface,

ed. Lit. Tom. I, p. r5Z, and so are probably an addition by the compiler, cf. also

Turner, of . cit.,fom. I,p.244ff. The o.l.'nonnullis'for'nullis" ibi.d.3, r. ed. cit.,
p. 30, may have arisen from the belief that the councils of Nicaea and Sardica had

itt f""t'pieferred'the Roman church to other churches. Turner, 4, cit., Tom. I,
p. 156, and Dobschitz, opt. cit,ribid., both accept'nullis'as the correct reading.
if tttey are right, the expression is further proof that cc. r-3 of the document

"uttttoi 
be later than the first quarter of the fifth century. Cf. Boniface l, Ep. 14, t,

JK g6+.
? Ibid.,3, 3. ed. cit., p. 32 f.i Turner, ott. cit.' Tor4. I, p. r57 f.
a Turnei, ibid., rcads'Romanae ecclesiae', which in spite of Dobschiitz' argu-

ment, of . cit.rp. 258, n. a, is the reading of the 'Isidorian' preface, Turner, opt. cit,,
p. r58.- 

6 bph. v,27.This quotation 'non habens . . .' does not really support Dobschiitz'
reading, 'Romana ecclesia', since, as it is not specially attributed to the Roman
church as distinct from the Church generally till Hormisdas, see Ep. 26,4. ed.

Thiel, A., p. 7g5 and. cf.. Iti.b. Carolini, r,6. M.P.L. 98, rozr, it would seem to be a

gloss introduced by the editor. It is lacking in the'Isidorian' preface. See Turner,
o?.cit., Tom. I, p. r58.- 0 The earliest witnesses to this tradition are Eus. H.E. zr 16, I, ed. cit., P. I4o,
and Jerome , De vir.inl.8, ed. cit., p. 12, Cf. Epiphanius, Panat, 5r, 6, ro. ed. cit.,
vol. ii, p. 256 and Dobschiitz, E. v., oD. cit., p. z5g.
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first of all the name of the new-born race of Christians had its
origin'.1

The significance of this pronouncement is fairly evident. It is

nothing less than the Roman answer to the post-Constantinian theory
of ecclesiastical authority in doctrine and discipline, at this time
widely, though perhaps nevef universally, accepted by Easterns, yet

certainly by those who looked on the sacred person of Caesar as the

medium and interpreter of Christian tradition, and who had adopted

a purely secular principle as a basis for the mutual relation between

churches. In the place of this novel conception, the council re-
asserts the 'potior principalitas' of the Roman see arising from the

fact of its twin apostolic source, and justifies the status of the sees of
Alexandria and Antioch as second and third in rank on the exPress

ground of their supposedly Petrine origin. At the same time it
repudiates by implication the claim made by the third canon of

38r for the see of Constantinople, as one which depends, not on

apostolic foundation, still less on Dominical institution, but on a

conciliar resolution. It therefore represents a gallant, though seem-

ingly forlorn attempt to safeguard the primitive conception of an

apostolic paradosis against the alien theory that for its faith and

practice Christianity must depend solely on Caesar's will.
In spite, however, of all that Caesar could do, doctrinal con-

troversy in the East persisted, as is shown by further edicts against

heretics, following an abortive council at Constantinople in 383.2
Evidently there still remained some in the East, as we have sug-

gested, who were not satisfied with faith based on an imperial Diktat.
Among these appear to have been the presbyters of the church of

l The compiler here appears to accept the tradition of the Pseudo-Clementine
literature (and not that of Gal. rr, rz ff.,which seems to describe no more than a

passing visit), although elsewhere the Dectetufl, c. 5, z, ed. cit., p. 49, excludes such
iiterature as apocryphal. Was it because he was aware of the untrustworthiness of
his authority that he went on to invoke Acts xrrz6, as a more substantial support?
Cf. Eus. H.E. 2,3, 3. ed. cit., vol. ii, pt. i, p. r 13 f. ; Ammonius, .Iz Acta App, xi, z6
in Cramer's Catena, 1838, vol. iii, p. r99; Innocent f, EPp. zz, JK gog ', 24, r.
JK 3ro; Celestine l,8P.22,?.lK +Sz; Leo I, Serm.8z. M.P.L,54,425. For the
number of the principal sees, see Walafrid Strabo, De reb. eccl, gr, M.P.L. rr4,
s6s f ; Nilus Doxopatris, Notit. patr. M.P.G. rgz, ro93, who recognize only three.
For their order, see Ep. Aureki Cartlug. inter Epp. Bonifaci.i /, No. z. M.P.L-
zo,7Sr; Boniface I, Ep.I5, 5, JK S6S. The order in the 'Donationof Constantine'
is Antioch, Alexandria, Constantinople, Jerusalem. Cf. Mirbt, Quellerts, No. za8, r r.

r Grumel, otrr. cit., No.7. Cf. Soc. H.E. 5, ro. For the relevant edicts, see Cod.
Theod. XVI, v, r r ; XVI, 5, rz i and in the following year ihd., XVI, 5, 13. For
Theodosius' intervention in questions of jurisdiction, see Const. Sirrnnd.3.
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Berytus, who were no doubt extremely gratified that their bishop
Timothy,l a prominent supporter of Apollinaris, had been deposed
by imperial mandate, yet felt the need of a more canonical form of
discipline, and in consequence applied to Damasus with a view to
obtaining their bishop's formal excommunication. His reply calls only
for brief notice. In the first place it should be realized that to send
a reply of any kind in this case constituted an open challenge to the
validity of the 'second canon' of Constantinople. Appeals to the
Roman see from the East were already becoming more exceptional.
Hence Damasus wasted no time before pointing out the significance of
his appellant's action.z

'In paying affectionately that respect which is due to the apostolic
see' he begins, 'you offer it specially to us, most honoured sons. Yet
if it belongs to us to guide the helm entrusted to us more particularly
in that holy church, where the holy Apostle had his see and taught,
we nevertheless acknowledge ourselves to be insufficient for such an
office'.3

Damasus is under no illusion about the dignig of his position as
successor of St. Peter. Nor does he scruple, even in addressing
members of a church which was a sufiragan of the 'apostolic see' of
Antioch, to describe his own as 'the apostolic see' without any quali-
fication.a We may note too that after insisting on the sufficilncy of
the Nicene symbol as a statement of the apostolic faith, he goes on to
refer to the purpose of the formula recently set forth by the Roman
see as being to serye as a safeguard of the apostolic paradosis.E

1 He had been present at the council of eF. 38r (see Turner, o0. cit,, Tom II,
p. +gg) and according to Leontius Byz., Ado. fraud. Apoll. M.P.G. 86, ii, rg75,
had been on friendly terms with Athanasius. Subsequently, according to Damasus,
Ep. T,IK 44, cf. Leont. Byz., ibid., he was condemned at Rome in the presence of
Athanasiue' successor Peter. Some of his works have survived, see Lietzmann, If;,
Apollinais u.s. Schule, r9o4, vol. i, p. 277 fr.

' EP.7,IK zS+.It has survived only in a Greek version preserved by Theodoret,
H.E. S, ro. ed. cit., p. e95, who evidentlymisunderstood it when he described it:
'roAro rcis riv'EQov l,iluvoiow drrcrcinos 8d, ypa\#d,nr.rz Se8ri)arrev'. That it was
actually addressed to bishops is rendered highly improbable by the twice repeated
phrase, ai.oi d.yatnFoi. So Batifiol, P., ,Sedge apostolique, rg24, p. ro6. In other
respects the Greek version betrays errors and obscurities.

s IUd.It rnay be observed that Damasus once more emphasizes the claim of the
Roman see to have preserved intact the apostolic paradosis.

a Cf. the letter of the Roman council of 378, Et hac gloriae oestrae, on which see
above, p.245 f. Also Batiffol, P., Papa, sedes apostolica, apostolatus, rgz5.

u Ep.7.JK zS+.'ixeivo . . . &tep rapdrfiv dtoor6lo,w ro.pe660r1,. The allusion
to the twin souree of Roman apostolic tradition is noteworthy and may be compared
with Decretum Gel.3, 3, see above, p. z5S ff.
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It is necessary, however, to call attention to the absence of perfect
agreement even in the West at this time as to the actual character of
the Roman primacy. The anonymous author, described since the
days of Erasmus as Ambrosiaster, thought it desirable to remind
his readers that the New Testament was acquainted with a primacy of
St. Paul as well as of St. Peter.l What may have been the real purpose
of the writer can only be conjectured and no definite answer can
easily be given so long as his identity and place of origin remain
undecided. Possibly Damasus' exercise of authority had been so far
in keeping with what is known of the inaugural days of his pontificate
as to call forth some protest against a seemingly excessive use of
autocratic power. Equally the deposed Arian Palladiusz was con-
strained to revive the later Cyprianic theory of the common pos-
session of the cathedra Petri by the whole episcopate,s and not by the
bishop of Rome only to the exclusion of the rest. In particular he
protested strongly against Damasus' behaviour as princeps epis-

copatus in excusing the absence both of himself and others from the
council of Aquileia,a and thus, as Palladius argued, showing his un-
willingness to take counsel as an equal with his fellow-bishops.

In actual fact, however, his criticisms possess indirectly a con-
siderable measure of positive value. It is clear from Ambrose's report
that the condemnation of their author and of his ally Secundianus at
Aquileia had been simply a foregone conclusion.E All that remained
for the council to do was to apply to them a sentence already pro-
nounced by Damasus' predecessor against the supporters of Ari-
minum.6 Naturally Palladius himself makes this one of the grounds of
his case against Ambrose, but he bears unwilling witness to the fact

t M.P,L. t7, 45 fr.
2 Dissertatio Matcinfui c, Ambros., ed. Kauffmann, F. in Aus dbr Sclrule des

Wulfi.la, 1899, pp. 67-go. The passage occurs in the third part, ed. sit. p. 86 f.
which Zeiller, oP. cit., p, 487, shows to be the work of Palladius of Ratiaria, who
had been deposed as an Arian at the council of Aquileia, and is entitled by him,
o1t. cit., p. 489, 'Palladii c. Ambrosi.um oratio' . See also Batiffol, P., Silge apostohque,
p.27 fr.

3 All that Palladius succeeded in doing was to show that if the Cyprianic theory
of Church Order was cumbersome under the pre-Constantinian'parochial'system,
under the new'oecumenical'conditions it was quite unworkable.

a The 'others' were the bishops subject to the metropolitical jurisdiction of the
Roman see. See Kauffmann, op. cit.rp.87.

5 Gesta Concil. Aqil. M.P.L. 16, 955 ff. The proceedings are described briefly
by Homes Dudden, F., Afe and Times of St. Ambrose, 1935, vol' i, p. zoo ff.

6 See above, p. 235.
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that even in a situation where the influence of Ambrose was pre-
dominant, the judgmer\t of the Roman see on a question of doctrine
was regarded as decisive. Moreover his alhlsion tp the'prerogative
of the see of Peter', as well as his neo-Cyprianic theory, points

clearly to a marked revival of interest in the Tu es Petrus, of which
the Decreturn Gelasianum alreadY mentioned supplies confirmatory
evidence.t It is reasonably probable that this revival was a direct
consequence of an effort on the part of the Church to find a solid basis

for a new machinery of oecumenical action, such as the menacing

situation created by the adoption of Christianity by Constantine

had shown to be urgently needed, to replace the old, haphazard,

'parochial' methods of pre-Nicene days. Yet if Palladius was actually
trying to bolster up a theory which was already out of date, he was at

the same time sufficient of a realist to recognize that some alternative

to the practical consequences of the Roman primacy had to be found.
It was therefore in fact nothing less than sheer force of logic which
extorted from him the amazingproposal that the controversy between

the Nicenes and the supporters of Ariminum would be best settled

by its submission to the Roman Senate.z On his own admission such

a proposal would lead to the preposterous situation of pagans and

Jews acting as judges of the Christian faith; yet even so he declined

to accept the only logical alternative apparent.
In contrast to the critical attitude represented by the two authors

just mentioned we turn to the more positive views of Ambrose. Here

again we find evidence that attention was being given afresh to the
meaning and value of the Tu es Petrus, Commenting on this text, the
great bishop of Milan does not hesitate to identify the 'rock' with St.

Peter, as for example when in answer to critics he replies: 'Could not
Christ, who by His own authority confided the kingdom to Peter,

have strengthened the faith of one whom He called the rock thereby

declaring him to be the foundation of the Church?'3 Or again

elsewhere:
'This is that Peter to whom Christ said, Thou art Peter and upon

this rock I will build my Church. Wherefore, where Peter is, there

is the Church, where the Church, there is no death, but life eternal'.4
I Det.Gel.3,3. Seeabove, p.25S ff.
2 Dhs. Max. ed. cit., p. 90. Cf.. Zeiller, oD. cit., p. 49o.
s Ambrose, De Fide, 4, 56. M.P,L, 16, 653. Cf. Id., De Spi.ritu, z, t56. M.P.L,

16, 8o8.
I Id., In ps. 4o enarr, 3o. M.P,L, t+, rt34. Cf. Cyprian,8P,66, 8. ed. cit.; p.733.
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To meet the argument that it was against St. Peter's own person,
that it was promised the gates of hell should not prevail, Ambrose
pointed out that the allusion was to his confession of faith, 'which
has shut out more than one heresy'.r

There is a similar emphasis, in spite of some confusion of meta-
phors, on the importance of that faith in a passage where he says:

'To His disciple also He denied not the grace of this name (i.e. the
rock), that he also should be Peter, because from the Rock (i.e.
Christ Himself) he has the solidity of stedfastness, the firmness of
faith. Do thou too strive to be a rock. Seek thou the rock, not without
thee but within thee. Thy rock is faith; the foundation of the Church
is faith. If thou art a rock, thou wilt be in the Church, for the Church
is on the rock; if thou art in the Church, the gates of hell shall not
prevail against thee'.2

Of a primacy bestowed on St. Peter personally Ambrose had no
doubt. Moreover he associated its bestowal with the occasions

described in John xxl, 15 ff. and in Luke xxlr, 3r f.,3 being thus the
first to call attention to the significance of these texts. Yet though he

speaks of St. Peter as 'being preferred to all' and 'governing the
perfect',a he appears to qualify thip by saying elsewhere,'Peter .

took on himself a primacy of confession not of office, a primacy of
faith not of rank', thereby reviving the earlier sense of prirnann.a

And mindful of the dignity of his see, he reverts to the view put for-
ward by Cyprian in his later edition of the De Unitate, thatjudicial
authority, being conferred on all the Apostles as well as on St. Peter,
belongs immediately to all Catholic bishops.o In speaking of the
Roman church he emphasizes his belief that it has preserved un-
impaired the faith of the ApostlesT and that to be in communion with
that church is a guarantee of correct faith.e Similarly he urges that
matters in dispute regarding faith or discipline should be referred to
it for arbitration.e Still more striking are the phrases which he uses

1 Ambrose, De Incarn. g f. M.P,L. 16,862.
2Id., Exp. eo. Luc. 6, 97 f. M,P.L. r5, r78r. Ct, Ep. 43r 9. M.P.L. 16, tl8o,

where Christ is identified with the'rock' (r Cor. x,4).
a Id. In ps. 43 enarr. 4o. M,P.L. 14,.1169.
n Id., oD. cit., to, t7S f. M.P.L. 15, 1942.
6[d.rDe Incarn, Zz. M.P.L. 16, 86r. For the meaning of 'primatus'see above,

p.165.
6 Id., In 2s. g8 enatr. gl. M.P.L.14, rro7.
? Id., Ep.42, S. M.P.L. 16, n74.
8 Td.., De errcessu Sat. r,47. M.P.L. 16, tg6z.
e Id., Ep. 56,7. M.P.L. 16, rz2z. Ct. Ep. 13,7, M.P.L. 16, 993.
r8
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to describe the relation of the Roman see to other churches as, for
example, when he writes on behalf of the council of Aquileia to the
Emperor, saying:

'Your Grace must be besought not to permit any disturbance of
the Roman church, the head of the whole Roman world, and of that
most holy faith of the Apostles, for from thence flow out to all man-
kind the privileges of sacred communion'.r

The association of ideas in this passage-the Roman church-
head of the world-apostolic faith-sacred communion is very
striking and certainly significant. It must mean much more than a
mere primacy of honour, even more than a primacy of faith. To
some it may appear to imply not less than that primacy of arbitra-
tionn of which we have already seen evidence in an earlier period.

fn one respect at least the Roman see was left permanently in
Ambrose's debt. None was more ready than he to assert the

spiritual independence. of the Church in its relation to the State.z

But it was his literary genius which expressed this principle in the
words:

'How can greater honour be paid to the Emperor than that he

should be called a son of the Church ? . . . Since the Emperor is in
the Church, not over the Church, a good Emperor seeks the aid of
the Church and refuses it not'.fl

The weapons of the papal cause in its struggle with the later
Empire were thus already forged. In the hands of a Gelasius, a
Nicholas and a Gregory they were soon to be tempered, sharpened

and wielded in the vindication of sacerdotal authority against the

secular power.a
That egregious contemporary of Ambrose, Jerome the Roman

presbyter, represents the more middle-class outlook as contrasted

with the former's aristocratic standpoint. But for that reason, though
often crude in utterance and seldom profound in thought, he was

specially qualified to express the opinions of the western'man in the

street' towards the end of the fourth century. Two characteristic

observations of his may serye to illustrate his ideas. On the Antiochene
1 Ambrose, Ep, rr, 4. M,P.L, 16, 986. See however for a further explanation'

p. 18, n.3.
2 SeeBatiffol, oy.cit.,pp.5r,8z,andCarlyle,R.W. andA. l.,Historyof tnediaanl

political theory in the West, tgo3 vol., pp. r8o-r9o.
3 Ambrose, Sertn. c. Auxent, 36.I It should be realized that before they reached Gelasius they had been hammered

on the anvil by the administrative genius of Leo I.
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schism his frequently repeated remark was: 'If he's joined to Peter's
see, he's my man'.I Or in writing to his friend Pope Damasus:

'I am speaking to the successor of the fisherman and the disciple
of the Cross . . . by communion I am allied with your beatitude,
that is to the see of Peter. I know the Church was.built on that rock.
Whoever eats a lamb outside this house is a Gentile. Anyone who
is not in Noah's ark when the flood comes will drown . . the man
who gathers not with thee scatters, f mean, he who is not Christ's is

Antichrist's'.2
It is at least to Damasus' credit, in spite of his evident defects,

that finding in jerome a scholar of some ability and inexhaustible
industry he chose him for the monumental task of preparing a new
Latin version of Holy Scripture. He certainly lived long enough to see

the first edition of Jerome's version of the Gospels, though he may

also have glanced through the rest of his friend's New Testament
and his hasty text-revision of the Psalter. The old Pope's eighty years'

nearly twenty of which had been spent in assiduous though by no

means undisturbed rule of the Roman church, closed on December
rr, 384. Of his archaeological and literary achievements we have no
need to speak, but they are of sufficient importance in themselves to
have left historians and epigraphists permanently in his debt.

The century which we have reviewed is'one of crucial importance
in the history of every aspect of the Church's life. It witnessed a

change, the like of which has not been seen till almost within our
own time, when reversing the 'most favoured religion' policy of
Constantine I, the State in some parts of the world has resumed

the task of suppressing or at any rate discouraging Christianity in
the supposed interests of social welfare.

It cannot be too often emphasized that the Constantinian revolution
found the Church largely unprepared. Hence it is not altogether

surprising to discover that when the first wave of reaction to the

change, so significantly expressed by the fulsome adulation of
Eusebius, had passed, for the time being at least it was at the mercy

of any ambitious adventurer who choose to win the Emperor's
favour. Slowly it began to be appreciated, in consequence of the

1 Jerome, Ep. fi, z. ed. cit., p. 69. It is important to consider the significance of
his words in the light of the local situation at Antioch. No one can be surprised
that a visiting presbyter of the Roman church would naturally prefer as bishop of
Antioch one who was in visible communion with his own bishop.

2 Id., Ep.r r5, r. ed. cit., p. 6S f.
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ceaseless controversies resulting frorn State intervention in the
sphere of 'religion, that some universal umpire or referee was indis-
pensable, and the principle that such a referee was to be found in
the Roman See,: already established in 'the West, b"g* ' to make
headway in the East. The check to this development presented'by the
policy of the Emperor, who ,by the end of.the century wa.s claiming
to determine questions of doctrine as well ;as disciptine, led to a

western re-exarrination of the basis on which the arbiter's authority
rested, the results of which were to remain almost unchallenged in
the West for over a thousand years.



V

The Papacy and the Later Roman Empire

o. ,J*;l'li*:';lTi.'T"?#;us then
By wisdom; as thy empire must extend,
So ret extend *r **,o"r.{,'f:,:;:}o;*"ined, 

t. zzo.

Ezekiel fir, 17. 'son of man, I have made thee a watchman unto
the house of Israel; therefore hear the word at my molth, and give
them warning from me'.

It was perhaps a matter of some significance for the future of
church and state alike, within the framework of the Impuiurn
Romanurn, that in the course of a principate of some sixteen years'
duration Theodosius the Great spent at least eleven in the city of
Constantinople. Not even Constantine himself had kept so long a
residence in the capital of his own choice, and of his immediate
successors none had remained there for more tjran a few months at a
time. It is therefore not unreasonable to hold that it was to Theo-
dosius I more than to any other Emperor of the fourth century that
the eastern sphere of imperial administration, and its centre in par-
ticular, owed the earliest impress of at least some of those peculiarly
'Byzantine' characteristics by which it came to be distinguished from
the Empire in the West. During those eleven years there took place a
rapid process of transformation, so rapid in fact that by the time his
degenerate sons Arcadius and Honorius found themselves, perhaps
to their dismay, joint masters of the Roman world, the rift between
East and West, which had been imperceptibly widening in the course
of the century, had already become an almost impassable gulf. The
effete orientalized despotism of Arcadius and Theodosius II, both
in its resemblance and in its contrast to the irresponsible rule of
Honorius and Valentinian III, only serves to confirm the general
impression created by the closing years of the fourth century, that
almost all that had survived of Augustan imperialism was to be
found in Rome on the Tiber, and that the new Rome on the Bosporus
had been largely absorbed by a semi-Asiatic Byzantium.

Nor is the contrast less marked between the eastern and western
churches. That obitq dictum of Constantius II, to which we have

z6s
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already alluded,l uttered in the heat of passion some thirty years

before, has by now become a normative principle. Henceforward in
the East, with but an occasional exception, the nature of which we

shall do well to note, it is Caesar's will which is the chief determining
factor in questions of doctrine and discipline alike. No doubt a

similar outlook had frequently conditioned the attitude of Con-

stantius' father to ecclesiastical problems, but under Theodosius I
it became a well-established principle. Henceforth the history of the

eastern churches is the record of the gradual elimination of primitive
ecclesiastical autono*y, and its replacement by a'Caesaro-papism', in
which the imperator-sacerdos becomes the sole fount of disciplinary
and dogmatic authority alike. At the same time it is the record of a
series of pathetic attempts at resistance in one quarter or another

against the intrusion of this sub-Christian concept, with its tragic
consequences in the disruption of the Church's visible unity.

So far as the East was concerned the process began after Con-

stantine's defeat of Licinius, but except for a brief period towards the

end of the reign of his son Constantius, it had failed until now to make

any serious headway in the West. This was due in part at least to
limitations of a purely geographical nature. Yet not entirely so.

Racial temperament had made western Christians largely indifferent
to theological problems of a speculative character, such as have always

fascinated the eastern world, Instead they devoted their attention to
questions in which the chief interest was ethical and practical. Thus
it was but seldom in the period which preceded the great Christo-
logical controversies of the mid-fifth century that the Papacy came

into direct contact with problems involved in the formulation of
doctrine ; its chief concern lay far more in the direction of determining
disputed points of a disciplinary or administrative nature. So real in
fact was the cleavage between East and West that when at length
the great dogmatic contfoversies came within the papal orbit, we

cannot always feel sure that the real issue was clearly apprehended in
the West. Yet this at least can be said with confidence, that in each

case, as it arose, the Roman see tended as a rule to adopt a mediating
standpoint, which, while contributing but little to a satisfactory

solution of the problem in hand, nevertheless helped to secure so far

as was possible that both sides had a fair hearing, and' most important
of all, sometimes proved successful by this means in safeguarding the

1 See above, p. zz8.
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unity of the Church. Again and again the unprejudiced and dis-
interested in either party to a controversy displayed evident satis-
faction when they became aware of the attitude adopted by the
Roman see. Thus the history of the period is something more than the
dismal story of a rearguard action on the part of the Church against
Caesaro-papism. It is also in some measure the record of an unremit-
ting struggle on the part of the Papacy to preserve the coherence of
the Church. Here as so often in the annals of that great institution we
can trace unmistakable marks of a reversion to type. As at Jerusalem
and Antioch of old, it remains largely true even now that 'all could
rally round the name of Peter'.1

I
ft seems that at the time of his death, December rr, 384, Pope

Damasus I, whose pontificate had been inaugurated, as we have seen,

with scenes of violence and even tragedy, was able to bequeath to his
successor a comparatively peaceful and united church. Even so, there
are signs of some renewal of inner conflict, and it was probably not
till he had received news of Theodosius' confirmation of his election,z
the first of its kind, that the new Pope Siricius felt reasonably secure.
At any rate the Emperor's letter must have ministered the coup de

grdce to any hopes still cherished by the presbyter Jerome of succeed-
ing his old friend. But it may well be imagined that his successful
rival breathed a fresh sigh of relief on hearing that the accomplished
ascetic, well known as a merciless opponent, had now decisively
shaken off the worldly dust of Rome from his feet, and betaken him-
self to the more exotic and perhaps more spiritual environment of
Jerusalem.

The pontificate of Siricius is chiefly remarkable for the emergence

of a new phase in papal policy. For the Roman see to adjudicate the
orthodoxy of teachers, to hear appeals and to give rulings on questions
which vitally affected the life of the Church as a whole, was, to judge
from what we have already seen, in no sense fresh. There is unmis-
takable evidence that it had at any rate done some of these things at

least as early as the second century. Moreover, it had addressed letters
of a pastoral or admonitory character to other churches, with evident

1 Streeter, B. H., The Four Gospelsrp.SrS; cf, above, p'51 f.
2 Coll. Avell. a. C.S.E.L. vol. ixxv, p. 47 f.
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consciousness of a certain responsibility for the welfare of the Church
as a whole.

Siricius continued this tradition. But actually he did more. With
him we can observe the beginning of a tendency to take the initiative,
showing that the Roman see was now disposed to interpret its
rgsponsibility, not only as concerned with the redress of existing

evils and grievances, but also with their prevention. Those few of his

letters which have survived are better preserved than the fragmentary

and confused remains of his predecessors' correspondence, and owe

their preservation largely to incorporation in some of the earliest
western collections of Canon Law.r It is significant that a formal
pronouncement of the Roman see first acquires the technical descrip-

tion of Deuetal in this pontificate.
We may reasonably regard this new instrument of papal ad-

ministration as an immediate product of the situation created by
the Sardican legislation and by the rescript Ordinarimurn sententias

of 378.2 The decretal is simply the particular form which the content

of the papal offi.ce as that of a universal referee assumes in response

to the demand created by a Christianized Imprium for oecumenical
machinery at the disposal of the Church.s As such it incorporates
elements old and new side by side. Like the letters of his pre-
decessors, the decretals of Siricius.make frequent use of Scriptural
quotations and allusions, as for example when he writes, speaking

of clerical irregularities in his letter to Himerius of Tarraco:
'How deeply we are smitten with grief when we are forced to

bewail the misdeeds of those who share our own status, above all of
those on whom there rests without intermission, according to the

words of blessed Paul, daily anxiety and the care of all the churches'.4
1 See Silva Tarouca, K. Bei*dge zur Uberlieferungsgeschichte der Ptipsthriefe

des 4. S.u. 6. Jalahunderts in Zeitschr. f. hath. Theol. vol. xliii, r9r9, PP. 467-48r;
6SZ-6g2. (The promised continuation has not yet appeared.) Cf. Turner, in j. ?.S.
vol. xxx, 1929, p. zz5 fr. on the Corbi.e MS. Pafis lat. rzog7.

2 See above, p. 246 f..
a It may be remarked that the decretal is in effect a papal adaptation of the

imperial rescript, that is to say, an authoritative answer to an inquiry which becomes a

legal precedent and so a general law. Yet Siricius himself appears to be unconscious
of any change, and appeals to the 'general decrees' of his predecessor Liberius.

' EP. t,6 (Z). JK zSS. Cf.. z Cor.xr,28. The phrase 'praecipue' . . . is ambiguous.
Only if 'praecipue' be taken to qualify 'deplorare' against the natural order of the
words, is it possible to relate 'quibus' to 'nos'. If on the other hand, as seems more
consistent with the structure of the sentence, 'praecipue' qualifies the relative
clause, the latter seemg to refer not to the Roman see but to the episcopate as con-
trasted with those whoee responsrbility is less onerous.
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His language is not less traditional when he recalls in
descriptive of an almost mystical identity the perpetuation
Petrine primacy in the Roman episcopal succession:

'We bear the burdens of all who are heavy laden; nay more, the
blessed Apostle Peter bears them in us, he who, as we hope, protects
and guards us as the sole heirs of his office'.r

The composite diverse character of the decretals is shown by their
incorporation of the legal phraseology of civil law, side by side
with a style characteristic of recent synodical decisions, and in the
alignment of 'the canons' with prohibitions of Roman origin,2 or
in the juxtaposition of the 'decisions of the apostolic see and the
sacrosanct canonical definitions'.3

Here is something unmistakably new. Yet even so the transition
from old to new is barely perceptible. For if his letter to his suf-
fragansa and his reply to the inquiries addressed to him by the
bishops of Gaul6 appear to be'rescripts' issued on his own authority,
a third letter to the Africanso communicating the decisions of a recent
Roman synod is confessedly written on behalf of his synod. It is
clear that no real difference is felt to exist between the personal
authority of the Pope and that of the Roman Curia.

Perhaps the most striking 'contrast between the decretals and
the earlier papal documents is to be found in the replacement of the
old language of 'appeal' by a new phraseology of 'menace'. Thus we
read in the letter to Gaul:

'Therefore let the offenders put the matter right in synod, and
remove those on whom the (clerical) status has unfittingly been
conferred; else let us be informed of their names, that we may know
from whom we must withhold communion'.?

' 80,, r (r). This idea, which approximates to belief in a kind of reincarnation
of the Apostle in every successive holder of his office, appears to originate with
Siricius, but recurs perpetually in later papal documents. See the present writer's
Life and Times of St. Leo,p.7r f. Such a belief goes far to explain the 'impersonality'
of the Papacy.

2 IUd., rS (rq).
s Ibicl., rS (ao). Cf. Caspar, Geschichte, vol. i, p..z6z.
o EP, 6, JK z$. That the letter was actually addressed to bishops of the Roman

province is Batiffol's view in Silge apostolique, p._r59.
5 It has come down to us anonymously as 'Canones Romani concilii ad Gallos

episcopos'. M.P.L. 13,rrSS.

' 80. S, JK a58. It is probable that, hke 8p.6., this letter was originally addressed
to the Roman province. See Duchesne, L., Histoire, vol. iii, p. r8S.

7 M.P.L. r3, rrSS.

phrases
of the
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In addition we shall do well to notice carefully the frequent use of
technical and legal terminology which from now on becomes a

characteristic feature of documents emanating from the papal

chancery. A typical example is the use of the verb 'report' (refure),
an expression borrowed from the technical language of civil admini-
stration, to describe a communication addressed by a diocesan bishop

to the Roman see. Thus once again from the letter to Himerius:
'We have furnished sufficient answers, I think, to each of the

questions, which . . you have referred to us, as to the head of
your order'.I

If this letter can be compared to an imperial rescript, the one

addressed to the suffragans of the Roman see already mentioned

resembles an imperial edict. This earliest known tnotu proprio opens

with the clarion note of a modern encyclical.
'As we meditate in fear on the Judgment of God, beloved brethren,

and on the doom which everyman shall receive after this life accord-

ing to his works, we dare not keep silence when a scandal arises; in
fact, necessity itself compels us to speak. For the prophet sa)rs'

"Lift up thy voice like a trumpet". Were I to demur, to whom belongs

the care of all the churches, I should hear the Lord saying, "Ye reject

the commandment of God, that ye may establish your own tradi-
tions"'.2

The implicit claim of the Roman see to make decisions of
universal application in the sphere of doctrine and discipline alike,

of which we have already noticed some early examples, now becomes

explicit. Siricius openly proclaims its doctrine and practice as

normative for all other churches.s

We should considerably underestimate the significance of these

documents were we to regard them as no more than the individual
utterances of a vigorous and dominant personality. When Siricius
described himself as the 'heir of St. Peter's office', he gave expression

to an idea of far-reaching importance, the impersonality of the
Papacy. Attention has been called to this characteristic by a recent

historian when he writes: 'Uber den einzelnen Piipsten steht die

t JK 255, rS (zo). It seems more likely that'corpus' here referr to the episcopate

than to the whole Church.
z lK 263, The quotation from Isaiah LVttr, r, becomes from nowon a frequently

cited Scriptural phrase in papal letters. For the second quotation, see Mark vu, 9;
and cf. Ep, r,8 (ra) JK aSS.

I See &'p. ro, 3 (5), g (8), a (g).
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Institution, das Pa2tsttum. als der historische Organismus, welcher
der eigentliche Inhalt und Gegenstand der Papstgeschichte ist'.r

It is in this strange semi-mystical identification of the living Pope
with the survival of Peter that we touch one of the secrets of papal
influence, and find at least one explanation of its enduring auctoritas.

If, however, we regard Siricius in detachment from his office as

'heir of St. Peter' and compare him with his great contemporary
Ambrose, we cannot fail to be impressed by the superiority of the
bishop of Milan. Yet it was Rome and not Milan which became the
chief centre of oecumenical Christendom. For a time even after the
close of the fourth century the see of Ambrose enjoyed a prestige
almost greater than that of Rome itself.z But its day was short, and
before the fifth century had run a quarter of its course no one was
seriously concerned to court its favour or be assured of its support.
Moreover, even at the zenith of its influence its auctoritas was con-
fined within the limits of western administration.

The following appears to illustrate the difference in the attitude of
Easterns towards Milan and Rome respectively. A synod held at
Caesarea in Palestine about this time to determine the wearisome
schism in the church of Antioch, wrote to,Theodosius and mentioned
two letters addressed to the East in the compilation of which Ambrose
must have had an important part. But it was evidently to a further
letter from Siricius that the eastern bishops attached major
importance.

'With joy therefore', they writ€,3 'we have received the accurate
teaching of bishop Siricius concerning the church canons, and,
following this letter, we have decreed that these things be ratified:
in that we have given legal and just votes, to the effect that
we know one bishop of Antioch only, the religious lord bishop
Flavian'.4

It may, of course, be said that a touch of irony lies behind this
oriental courtesy, but it is at least noteworthy that when the Roman

1 Caspar, opt. cit., p. 266. 2 See above, p. zS3.
3 This letter is known to us from its inclusion in the works of Severus of Antioch.

See The $xthbookof the selcct letters of Saserus, ed. Brooks, tgo3rp. 224.
a The allusion is to Conc, Nrc. canon 4, forbidding consecration of bishops by a

single consecrator, md so excluding Evagrius, a recent claimant to the see of
Antioch. The same canon is in view in canon z of the Roman synod of 386, see

Siricius, Ep. S, JK 258. The difference in the attitude of the East towards the see

of Rome and towards tlre see of Milan seems to show at least in some measure that
political status alone will not sufficiently accornt for the prestige of the former.
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see drew attention to a principle of Canon Law, it was believed to be
deserving of serious notice.

II
For further evid.ence about the relations of the Papacy with the East

at this time we must observe in particular Siricius' connexion with the
churches of eastern Illyricum. These serve to throw some light on
the attitude of the Roman see to the problems which had acquired
fresh importance as a result of Theodosius' policy of making Con-
stantinople the effective capital of the Impnium Romanurn Damasus I
had already established close relations with the see of Thessalonica at
the time of the council of Constantinople (38r), which under Siricius
became a close bond of alliance. It was essentially defensive in
character, and although the potential aggressor was never, so far as

we know, explicitly mentioned in papal correspondence, both parties
knew well enough the quarter from which aggression was threatened.
Unhappily only two Roman lettersl have survived from Siricius'time
to show of what character these negotiations were and what was their
result. As to the latter there is at least no doubt.

It is probable that at the end of the fourth century provincial
organization of local churches, such as had existed, for example, in
Asia for at least the past fifty years, remained as yet undeveloped in the
more backward provinces of the Balkan peninsula. Once more it was
the policy of Theodosius which not only made its creation urgently
necessary, but also in this case suppljsd the means. Thessalonica had
been used by him as an earlier focus of administration in the short
period which intervened between his elevation to the rank of
Augustus and his formal entry into Constantinople. The distinction
thus acquired, as well as its importance as a commercial centre,
marked it out as the obvious see for a bishop of metropolitan status.
But above all, it had a good claim to possess a church of apostolic
origin.2 It was thus well qualified to act as a salutary check on the
growing ambitions of the trpstart see of Constantinople.s It was
no doubt partly with such an intention, but chiefly perhaps to put
an end to flagrant disregard of the requirements for a canonical
episcopal election, that Siricius took it upon himself to nominate its
bishop Anysius as metropolitan, assigning to him the whole of the

' E?.4, JK zSq i Ep.g,JKz6r.
2 Strangely enough, little if any notice appears to have been taken of this fact in

the correqlondence now under review. I See above, p. e5o ff.
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new prefecture of Illyricum as his sphere of ju?isdiction, with the
special duty of securing the election of fit candidates to the Iltyrian
episcopate.r From later correspondence we learn that these powers
were in some sense confirmed by Anastasius I, Siricius' immediate
successor, but it is not till we turn to the letters of fnnocent I that we
can form any precise notion regarding their scope.

It will be convenient at this stage to survey the whole course of papal
relations with the churches of this debatable territory between the
eastern and western spheres of the Empire. In this way it will be
possible to form a coherent picture of the seriousness of the new
menace to the visible unity of the Church and of the nature of the
papal reaction towards it.

The growing importance of Illyrian affairs in the eyes of the
Roman see at the opening of the fifth century appears to be
illustrated by the fact that the earliest surviving letter of Pope
rnnocent I is addressed to the see of Thessalonica, by which the- 
authority already assigned to its occupant Anysius Ly his pre-
decessors is explicitly confirmed.z

The next letter known to us is some ten years later in date.3 In the
interval Anysius had been replaced by Rufus, ild something like
normal provincial otganizatron of the Illyrian churches had come into
being. Citing Mosaic and apostolic precedents, rnnocent enjoins the
new bishop to exercise authority on his behalf (nostra oice) as 'the
first among primates' (i.e. metropolitans)l throughout the prefecture
of Illyricum. He is to act as a means of communication between them
and the Roman see, and in relation to the Illyrian episcopate as a
local arbiter, it being left to his judgment whether or not to refer any
particular question to Rome for final decision. We may surmise that
Rufus had been disposed to keep matters too much in his own hands,
and had given occasion for complaint against decisions made in
defiance or in ignorance of Canon Law. Yet in calling his 'vicar' to
account fnnocent does not lose his sense of reality. His decision is

1 See JK z1g, z6r.
' EP, t, JK 285. No letters addressed to Illyricum by Anastasius I have been

preserved.

' Ep. ,3, JK 3oo.
a It should be understood that 'primas' is a synonym for 'metropolitanus' in

this period. Cf. Siricius, JK 286, r; JK e58, z, catt, r; Conc. Taur. canon r, r;
fConc. Cmth. (ggZ) z.Z. ed. Bruns, H. T., Canoncs apost. et concil. aet. sel., rSgql;
Breo. Hippon. S. ogt. cit., p. 136;lCod. eccl. afr. 17,86, ed. cit,, pp. 16z, r78]. The
references in brackets are to 'prima $edes'.
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that technical irregularities in recent episcopal elections may be

overlooked, but must not occur in the future.r
We may not pass on to the consideration of his successors' attitude

to this sphere of jurisdiction without mentioning, for the sake of the
light which it sheds on Innocent's conception of the responsibility
entrusted to the see of Thessalonica, an important contribution made

by him to the whole practice of papal administration. Its nature is

most clearly illustrated in a decretal addressed to Victricius,2 bishop
of Rouen (Rotomagus), one of the principal sees in northern Gaul.
There it is required that if at a local synod a maior causa, a precise

definition of which is not supplied, should arise, the verdict is to be

referred to the Roman see for confirmation or amendment.s It is

probable that the justificaiion for this precept is to be found in the
principles underlying the enactments of the council of Sardica, as

confirmed or enlarged by the imperial rescript Ordinariorum
sentmtias, to which we have already referred.a The council of Nicaea
had found it necessary to provide some safeguard against 'prelacy',
and by the middle of the fourth century a similar check on 'pro-
vincialism' was urgently in demand, so now once again the principle
of the Roman see as the 'universal referee' was invoked. Those who
interpret Innocent's ruling as a sign of papal aggressiveness must
either ignore the realities of the situation or else disregard the earlier
evidence in support of the principle which underlies it.

To resume our account of the felations of the Roman see with
eastern lllyricum, the next batch of evidence to claim our attention
concerns an appeal to that see by the metropolitan church of Corinth
against a decision of Rufus, bishop of Thessalonica. Boniface I,
who was now Pope, saw fit to support the case of the petitioners, and

to overrule the action of his 'vicar', in spite of the fact that the latter
could claim that a Nicene canon was on his side. Nevertheless while
confirming the election of Perigenes to the see of Corinth, he ex-
plicitly renewed the special authority of the see of Thessalonica.d

t Ep.t7,3, JK 3o4. Cf. EP. 16, JK gog. t
2 E1t. z, JK 286. " hil., g (S and 6).
a It should be observed, however, that tlne prirna facie justification provided by

Innocent I himself is derived from Exodus xvIII' zz. See p. z+6 f.
u Epp.4 and 5, JK 35o,35r. It should be noticed that the concluding sections

of these two letters have been interchanged in error. Cf. Caspar, op. cit., vol. i,
p. 373 f, n. g. The fact that Boniface could support his petitioners against Canon
Law seems to point to some lack of consistency in papal policy, when it came to
dealing with this 'debatable' territory.
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If we ask how such direct papal intervention in the affairs of
Illyricum was regarded in Constantinople, we can find the answer in
a rescript issued at this time by the young Emperor Theodosius II,l
who had succeeded his fatherArcadius some thirteen years previously.
This provided that disputed questions arising among the churches of
the Illyrian prefecture were to be referred to the episcopal synod of
the eastern capital, on the explicit ground that the city 'enjoys the
privileges of ancient Rome'.2 It is important to observe the progress
made by the claims of this see since the days of the famous 'third
canon'.3 In 381 ecclesiastical inferiority to the see of Rome was
acknowledged: now we find a clear assumption of nothing less than
equality. In spite of the attempt made by Boniface through the
Emperor Honorius to obtain the withdrawal of this provisiona and
Theodosius' professed willingness to make amends, the law itself
was left undisturbed, and ultimately found a place in the Codex
Theodosianus.6 There can be no doubt that it provided one of the
most fertile seeds of future schism.

No doubt it was knowledge of the existence of such a law which
encouraged renewed resistance to the papal decision in regard to a
disputed election to the metropolitan see of Corinth. Boniface's
reattion was responsible for one bf tn" outstanding papal documents
of this period.6 It is a clear and uncompromising restatement of the
grounds on which the peculiar authority of the Roman see was
believed to rest, namely the Dominical commission of Matt. xvl, 18.
At the same time it includes a thinly veiled protest, not unmixed with
threats, against presumptuous interference on the part of the see of
Constantinople. Its most characteristic passage is the following:

'Since the occasion demands it, if you will please examine Canon
Law, you will find what is the second see after the Roman church
and what is the third. This group (of sees) has been canonically set
apart, so that the bishops of other churches, though sharing one and
the same episcopal status, may realize that there are those to whom
they ought to be obedient in a bond of love for the sake of ecclesias-

I Cod. Theod.XVI, ii, 45.
2 lbid.,'quae (sc. urbs F.) Romae veteris praerogativa laetatur'.
3 See abovet p.2Sz.
n Ep. 7, JK a5a, and Ep. Honorii irnp. inter Bon. Epp. No. ro. M.P.L. zo, 769.

Ct. Ep. Theod. imp., ibid., No. rr.
6 The original law was issued in 4zr, the Codex published in 438.
u Ep. tS, JK g6S.
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tical discipline . . None has ever been so rash as to oppose the

apostolic primady, the judgment of which may not be revised; none

rebels againSt it, unless he would be judged in his turn'.I
In his letter to Rufus Boniface is even more outspoken, and does

not hesitate to refer 'to the activities of those who are inspired by 
"

desire for innovation and a lust for importance which is not their
due'.2 Even the most casual reader of his words could have no

possible doubt as to the identity of the object of this censure. In yet

a further admonition, this time addressed to the bishops of Thessaly,

he lays stress once again on the consequences of the Petrine primacy.

Thus, to quote only the opening words, he writes:
'The universal ordering of the Church at its birth took its origin

from the office of blessed Peter, in which is found both its directing
power and its supreme authority. From him as from a source' at the

time when our religion was in the stage of growth, all churches

received their common order. This much is shown by the injunctions

of the council of Nicaea, since it did not venture to make a decree in
his regard, recognizing that nothing could be added to his dignity:
in fact it knew that all had been assigned to him by the word of the

Lord. So it is clear that this church is to all churches throughout the

world as the head is to the members, and that whoever separates

himself from it becomes an exile from the Christian religion, since

he ceases to belong to its fellowship'.a
Later, with further allusion to the aspirations of the see of Con-

stantinople, the same letter reads:

'Let there cease all newfangled presumption. Let none cherish

unlawful hopes. Let no man strive to violate the decisions of the

ancients, decisions of long-standing observance. Let everyone who

holds himself to be a bishop conform to our directions. Let none

presume to ordain bishops anywhere in Illyricum without the consent

of our fellow-bishop Rufus'.a
A further letter bearing on the situation in Illyricum, usually

ascribed to Celestine I, Boniface's successor, but recently shown by

Schwartz to belong to Boniface himself,has a special pointof interest.5

Speaking generally of ecclesiastical discipline the Pope writes:

' 8P.,5. There is evidently allusion to Conc-.lVzc., canon 6, here.

' Eb. 13, r, JK 363. " Ep. t4, r, JK 364. a lbid', 4'
u Glesiine, Ep. 3, JK s66, on which see Schwartz, E., Festsch'r. f. Reitzenstein,

r93r, p. 146.
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'We in particular are under obligation to be responsiile for all,
to whom Christ assigned the duty of universal stewardship in the
holy Apostle Peter, when He gave to him the keys of opening and
closing, and discriminated among His Apostles, not so that one
should be inferior to another, but that he should be the first. Law
should govern us, not we the law; if we are to uphold canonical
principles, let us be obedient to the canons ourselves'.

As to the authority of the see of Thessalonica, it is explicitly stated
not only that its confirmation is to be obtained for all episcopal
elections, but that even metropolitans are not to assume jurisdiction
without its knowledge and approval. It is dso to act as a channel for
all communications addressed to the Roman see.

Under Xystus III a further change in the political situation took
place, in consequence of which, by arrangement between Theodosius
II and Valentinian III, the eastern portion of western Illyricum was
assigned to the political jurisdiction of Constantinopler, with the
natural result that scope for Constantinopolitan 'aggression' was
definitely increased. fn consequence of renewed difficulties between
Perigenes of Corinth and Anastasius, the new bishop of Thessalonica,
Xystus endorsed once more the privileges of the latter see, and pointed
out that obedience was due to it no less from the bishop of Corinth
than from other metropolitans.z

It is significant that Xystus actually found it necessary to warn
the bishops of Thessaly against availing themselves of a right of
appeal to Constantinople, recently upheld by 

^ 
synod of that see.

He insisted that all suits between bishops were to be settled by
Anastasius, now bishop of Thessalonica, or else referred to himself.e

Under the master hand of Leo I, that indefatigable champion of
ecclesiastical unity and canonical discipline, the privileges of Anas-
tasius were explicitly renewed with special reference to episcopal
consecrations. We may note too a significant indication of the growing
tension in the relations between the sees of Rome and Constantinople
in his injunction to Anastasius 'to man the out-post'.a Numerous
other points of interest must be passed over here, but it may be
remarked that it is to the longest of Leo's surviving letters in the
Codex Thessalonicansis that we owe that phrase which so frequently
reappears in the later history of the Papacy.

1 See the present writer's Life and Timcs of St. Leo, p. 2or, n. r r r. ' Ep.7,JK gqg

' 8P.8, JK gg+. Cf. Grumel, o1t. cit., No. 84.
r9
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'We have entrusted you, beloved, with our t'vicariate'!, in such

wise that you have been called to share in our responsibility' n9t to

possess the fulness of power (ut in partem sh z:ocatus sollicitudfuis,

non in plmituilinmr, potestarrft )'. 
t

It is also noteworthy that he interprets the famous sixth canon of
Nicaeaz to imply that even the measure of authority assigned by it to
the sees of Alixandria and Antioch does not make them any the less

subject to the one see of Peter. Under Leo the concept of primacy

noticed in our last lecture has already undergone some modification.

By remaining silent about the supposedly Pe6ine origin of the other

two sees, he points to its exclusive attribution to the see of Rome.

Yet in tpit. of the vigilance of successive Popes, Byzantine

imperialisrn- gradually established its control over the Church, first

in ihe East and later also in the West. No bulwark which the Papacy

mighd contrive to raise was proof for long against its oPen or secret

ptogt tt. But before describing its advance and its unhappy effect on

ifr. .tnity of Christendom, we must turn back to review the evidence

as to thl attitude towards the Roman see of those churches which

as yet remained immune from its disintegrating influence.

III
The history of the churches of north Africa in this period is

deserving of particularly close attention in this respect, because it
has frequently been believgd that their relation to the Papacy was

marked by an attitude of supposedly primitive independence such

as other western churches had neVer shown or else had long since

abandoned. In the course of the fourth century African church

organization had lost its primitive extempore character and had

be-co*e assimilated to the provincial system generally adopted

throughout the Empire. Local differences persisted, however, the

most notable of which was the peculiar status assigned by custom

to the bishop of Carthage, which in certain respects appeared to

entitle him to treat with the bishop of Rome as his peer' scarcely as

his inferior, and in virtue of which he was accorded the presidency

over the annual plenary African synod.

The closing years of the fourth century witnessed yet further

attempts to t"itli the fratricidal Donatist schism, that unhappy legacy

of fourth-century rigorism, more recently aggravated and embittered

t Ep; t4, r, JK 4rr. a See above' p. ?or ff., and below, p. 3o8 ff.
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by the blatantly political expedients adopted by Constantine I and
his successors.l Diffident about the propriety of certain proposed
measures of tolerance towards repentant schismatics, the African
synod of 4or sought the advice of 'Anastasius, bishop of the apostolic
see; and Venerius, bishop of Milan'.z What opinion Venerius ex-
pressed we are not told. All we know is that Anastasius f appears
to have been unfavourable to the African proposals. The synod, how-
ever, contented itself with a polite acknowledgment of the Pope's

reply, and decided to allow an independence of action to individual
bishops such as Cyprian in his time had stressed with such elaborate
emphasis. Yet in spite of every effort to reach a modus aiomd:i on the
part of the Catholics, the Donatists remained unmoved, and, con-
temptuous of any form of compromise, persisted in schism. One may
perhaps be pardoned for supposing that at least on this occasion
Anastasius had formed a correct judgment.

Typical of that attitude of cordial respect towards the Roman see,

which is found in Cyprian's earlier edition of the De Unitate, the
work of Optatus of Milevis merits careful notice. His book 'on the
Donatist Schism', published in its later form under Pope Siricius,
contains the following testimony to the belief of Africans of this time,
apparently held by Donatists and Catholics alike :

'So you cannot denyr'he writes, 'that you are aware that an epis-
copal see in the city of Rome was conferred on Peter first of all, in
which Peter sat as head of all the Apostles, whence too he was called
Cephas, and that in that one see unity was preserved by all, lest the
rest of the Apostles should each claim a see for himself-on the con-
trary, he who would establish another in opposition to the one see

would be evidently a schismatic and a sinner. So a single see, which
is the first of the (Church's) endowments, was occupied by Peter, to
whom there succeeded . . . Siricius, who is to-day our ally; with
whom in our case the whole world is in harmony by interchange of
Ietters in a single social fellowship. Therefore produce the origin of
your see, who wish to claim the holy Church for yourselves'.3

Though Optatus' words have an frenaean ring, it is dfficult to

1 See above, p. r79.
2 See Bruns, H. T., Canones apost. et concil. aet. sel., 1839, vol. i, p. 168 f. For an

earlier request for advice addressed alike to Rome and Milan, see Brea. Hippon.
c. 37t op- cit., p. r33.

3 De schism. Don. z, z, 3. C.S.E.L., vol. xxvi, p. g6. The passage includes a
papal list from Peter to Siricius, on which see above, pp. 84, gz.
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believe that Irenaeus would have fully endorsed his exclusively
Petrine doctrine. Nevertheless they show that in the face of the
acute difficulties, created by the persistence of a rigorist schism,
those who valued the apostolic tradition had perforce to appeal to a
centre of unity outside their own immediate organization, from which
at least since Tertullian's time it had been believed that that tradition
had been derived.l

During the first decade of the fifth century we know little of any
contact between the African churches and the Roman see. Its
resumption seems at least in part to have been due to the political
catastrophes which marked the beginning of that century. Before ten
years had passed Italy lay at the feet of Alaric the Goth, and even
Rome itself had experienced not only the hardships of an intermittent
siege but the ignominy of actual capture and sack at the hands of a
barbarian foe. It was in order to escape the dangers and privations
arising from the presence of a hostile force of uncertain temper,
which the Roman imperial government, relying perhaps on the
comparative security of its retreat behind the marshes of Ravenna,
seemed impotent or perhaps unwilling to challenge, that a consider-
able proportion of the urban population sought peaceful asylum in
the transmarine provinces of north Africa.

Among these ernigrds was Pelagius, a monk, as it appears, of British
origin, and Celestius, a Roman layman. The former, since his arrival
in Rome in the time of Pope Anastasius I, had already acquired a

considerable reputation no less for piety than for learning. An even
greater popularity now rewarded their activities in Carthage, with
the result that they rapidly found themselves the acknowledged
Ieaders of a group of like-minded Christians in that city, in whorn
their stoic appeal to human self-confidence evidently awakened a

response. Pelagius' stay was but brief, and it was left for Celestius to
continue the spread of his teaching, and so before long to become the
object of a determined attack by Paulinus, deacon of Milan and dis-
ciple of the great Ambrose. His condemnation by the local church
and his appeal to the Roman seez had no immediate sequel, since
like Pelagius he chose to seek in the East a less critical milieu for
the propagation of his ideas.

1 See above, p. r47. There is reason to believe that at this time Catholics in
Africa were far fewer in number than the Donatists.

2 Facundus, Def. III Cap. Lib. Z,3. M.P.L. (Inter Opp. Aug., vol. x), 45, 1723.
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Perhaps nothing more would have been heard of the two in Africa,
if it had not been for the insatiable curiosity of a certain Orosius, who
had undertaken a journey to the mother Church of Christendom and
had accidentally encountered Pelagius. After consultation with the
old Roman presbyter Jerome, who for the past twenty-five years
had made his home in Jerusalem and seldom rested from con-
troversial activity, the too inquisitive Spaniard believed himself tp be
on the trail of a dangerous heresy, and therefore felt it his duty to
challenge the influence already gained by Pelagius over John the local
bishop.

Presently, at a synod of the church of Jerusalem, Orosius delivered
a vigorous attack against which even John himself seemed powerless
to defend his proteg6. In the end it was agreed, to judge from Orosius'
own words, 'that brethren and letters should be sent to blessed
fnnocent, Pope of Rome, and that all should follow what he should
decide'.r The charge against Pelagius was subsequently renewed by
two exiled Gaulish bishops at the synod of the province held at
Diospolis. This time it seems that the tables were turned and that
the accused succeeded in obtaining formal absolution from heresy.
But if fnnocent ever received the original letter no record of his
reply has been preserved.

Orosius returned to Africa in 416, and in the summer of the same
year, roughly five years after the original condemnation of Celestius,
it was decided by the provincial synods of. Africa proconsularis and
of Numidia to condemn his teaching afresh, together with that of his
ally Pelagius. Both synods moreover were evidently aware of two
serious objections to their action : first, that they were condemning the
accused in their absence, and secondly'that the sentence of the eastern
provincial synod just mentioned might easily be taken to represent
the verdict of the most ancient of all Churches. It therefore seemed
highly desirable to have recourse to the Roman church on account
of its potior principalitas. For if Pelagius' teaching had been declared
to be in line with the paradoses of Jerusalem, how could mere African
verdicts avail against such an authority ? Probably no one in Africa
was more alive to the dangers of the situation than Augustine him-
self, as may be judged from the personal letter sent by him and four
other African bishops to Pope fnnocent, to provide a covering notez

L Libet apologeticas, 6, 5, C.S.E.L., vol. v, p. 6rr.
' Inter Innocent, Epp. No. 28. M.P,L. zo, S7t.
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to the two synodical letters,r inviting the opinion of the Roman see on

the matter in hand.
'We have heard it said', writes Augustine, 'that there are people in

Rome, where that man (sc. Pelagius) has spent much of his lifetime,

who are favourably disposed towards him on various grounds, while

in the East, where he is living now, resolutions of the Church have

been drawn up, in virtue of which he is regarded as vindicated'.2

Later on he says:

'If they (sc. Pelagius' supporters) were to understand that the book,

which they think or know to be his, has been anathematized and

condemned by himself on the authority of Catholic bishops, and

especially that of your holiness, which we do not doubt will be of
considerable weight with him, we think they will not dare further

, . . to perplex faithful and simple Christian hearts'.3

It has been said that the African churches of this period upheld

'the old Conciliar Constitution of the Church'.a We must how-

ever at the same time take account of certain signs of a conviction,

in some measure shared by the Africans with the rest of the

Church, that if a local decision (in this case on a point of doctrine)

was to possess universal validity, it must in some way be supported

by a verdict of the Roman see.

It is difficult, therefore, to admit the fairness of thme who have

alleged that in his reply Innocent deliberately distorted these letters

by interpreting them as appeals to the doctrinal magisteriwn of his

see.5

'fn searching out the things of God', he writes to Carthage, 'which
the bishops must judge with every care, particularly by means of a
really impartial general council, you are following the precedents of

ancient tradition and are mindful of the custom of the Church by

restoring in very deed the vitality of your faittr, not only in making

your recent declaration, but in your present consultation. You decided

th"t yorrt verdict should be referred to our judgment, with the know-

ledge of your duty to the apostolic see, since all of us who are placed

in this position desire to follow none other than the Apostle, who is

the source both of our episcopate and of the prestige of our name'.6

When he says later on that the Africans requested that'a decision
t Inter Innocent..E'22. Nos. z6 and 27. M.P.L. zo, 564fr.
2 lbid., No. 28, z. M.P.L.2c., 572. d Kidd, Histmy, vol. iii' r7r'
s lbid., No. 28, 4. M.P.L. 

"o,us]i.."n, lrJrlrCaspar, 
op. cit., vol. i, p. 333'
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rnay be given which will profit all at the same time throughout the

churches of the whole world',r he expressed precisely their need.

Against a purely African decree there might always lie an appeal to

sorne other council.z fnnocent, it seems, was invoked precisely in
order that the matter might be settled once and for all (om'n:ikts una).

If space permitted, it might be possible further to illustrate the point
with othir relevant quotations from this correspondence.s Instead

we must turn to inquire how far the views expressed by Augustine

himself on the place of papal authority within the Church coincide

with those which appear to be implied by the African handling of the

Pelagian controversy.
Much has often been made, or perhaps it might be said made

out, of a phrase which occurs in a sermon of his delivered shortly

after Pope fnnocent's reply had been received. Let us look at it in
its actual context:

'What was said of the Jews, ls wholly appropriate to them (sc.

the Pelagians). They have a zeal for God. "I bear them record, that

tlrey have azeal for God but not according to knowledgt". What does

it mean, "not according to knowledg." ? "For they being ignorant of

God's righteousness, and going about to establish their own' have

not submitted themselves to the righteousness of God". My brethren,

be my partners. When you find such people, do not conceal the fact,

have nJ misplaced pity: I repeat, when you find them, do not conceal

the fact. Convince those who contradict yqu or else bring along to us

those who remain obdurate. For by now two synodical letters have

been sent on this dispute to the apostolic see; from that see in turn
replies have cour-e. The dispute is at an end: would that the error too

might end at last. So we urge them to take note, we warn them to be

instructed, we implore them to change their minds'.4

It is, of course, from this passage that the famous but apocryphal

paradigmr'Romrz locuta est, causa fi,nita est', has been coined, of

which no more than the last three words are authentically Augus-

tinian. To help us to interpret the thought underlying his genuine

words, Iet us inquire what view he takes of the Petrine office. We may

' EP., z. --'

2 C'f.'Augustine's view on the authority of councils, De baptismo, 2, I-3 Q-d;
g, g (r+). C.S.E.L. vol. li, pp. 174-8, r9o.-' i Eee.30, 3r, lKgzz, :ri; G"iq Aie. Epp. Nos. r8a, :,33. Coll. Aoell. No' 4r)'
C.S.E,L, vol. xnxv, p, gz,

{ Serrn. r3r, 9 $a), M.P,L. 38,734.
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note first that in writing to the layman Generosus, contemplating
conversion to Donatism, he insists that the promise given to St.
Peter presupposed his primacy among the disciples. Its actual con-
tent in Augustine's view was none other than his endowment as the
representative of the Church, with the 'power of the keys'.I Yet
although at one time he identifies St. Peter himself with the 'rock',2
later he interprets it rather of Christ, arguing that'Peter, receiving his
name from this "Rock", represents the Church now to be built upon
it. For it was not said to him, "Thou art the rock", but "Thou art
Peter". The Rock in fact was Christ'.3 Elsewhere, it may be noted, he
expressly rejects the view that 'the power of the keys' was entrusted
to Peter alone, and argues that his primacy wrls simply a personal
privilege, not one of office.a 'It was not a single individual', he writes,

'but the one body of the Church which received these keys. It is for
this reason that the pre-eminence of Peter is declared, because when
it was said to him, "to thee I deliver" that which was delivered to all,
he provided in himself a symbol of the actual fellowship and unity
of the Church'.6 In another passage Augustine calls particular
attention to this representative role of St. Peter, who showed in his
conduct failure as well as success, weakness as well as strength, and
was thus a type of the Church, which, unlike the Donatist sect,
included in its membership strong and weak alike.o We may now ask

how far he regarded the teaching and discipline of the Roman see as

normative for the rest of the Church. So far as discipline is concerned,
admittedly at least one passage of hiS may be found in which, in a case

where no serious principle was involved, namely the practice of
fasting on Saturday, he explicitly repudiates any obligation to con-
form to Roman custom.T On the other hand, his theory of authority in
such matters emerges quite clearly in his arguments against the
rejection of schismatic baptism, where after repudiating the validity
of an appeal to Cyprian, he insists that the verdict of Holy Scripture
alone can be regarded as final and beyond discussion. At the same

time it should be noticed that he qualifies this by asserting that Pope

Stephen's ruli.ng represented a custom 'derived from the apostolic

' Ep. 53, z. C.S.E.L. vol. xxxiv, p. r53. The passage is of particular interest in
that it contains Augustine's papal list. See above, pp.84, 92.

2 In ps.xxx. encnr. 3r Si Inps. lxix. enalr. 4.
fi Renact. t,2t, r.
' Tract in eo. Joh. tz4, S.

6 Serm. z9S, z. M.P.L.38, 1349.
E Serm.76, 3, M,P.L.38, 48o., 8p.36, z (+),
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tradition, since many customs, which do not appear in the apostolic
letters nor in the synods of those who came after them, because they
are observed throughout the whole church, are nevertheless held to
have been handed down and commended by the Apostles'.l Where
then did he believe the norm in matters of doctrine was to be found?
Attention has sometimes been called to a supposed difference between

the answer of his earlier writings and that of his later ones to this
question, since in the former it is the finality of conciliar decisions,

while in the latter that of Rornan verdicts which appears to be

emphasized. This difference has led some to speak of a development
under pressure of logic, and others of an anomalous inconsistency.
Perhaps the truest explanation is that more importance has been

attached tohis views on authority thanhe would have assigned to them
himself. Rather than as a carefully thought out theory it is possible to
regard them as little more than a series of. obiter dicta based on per-
sonal experience of ecclesiastical practice in north Africa. Had he

intended to formulate a clear-cut theory, it is inconceivable that his
speculative genius would not have compelled him to inquire whence

a plenary council derives its authority,l who is to determine whether
or not its resolutions are in accord with the supposedly absolute

doctrinal standard of the scriptural tradition, and finally how they
are to be enforced. The eastern churches, as we shall see presently,
had already found an answer to most if not all of these questions,

but it is likety that to one so convinced of the need for the Church's
spiritual independence it would have savoured too much of total
subordination to the State to give any permanent satisfaction. It
may be added that if only the promoters of the fifteenth century
conciliar movement had set themselves to answer these and like
questions, before launching their well-meant but mishandled attempt
to restore the'unity and purity of the Church, more immediate and

more lasting benefit might have followed.
For a more complete picture of the attitude of Augustine and of the

African churches towards,the doctrinal primacy of the Roman see'

it is necessary to trace very briefly the subsequent fate of Pelagianism

under Innocent I's successor.

fnnocent was succeeded on his death, March tzr 4t7, by Zosimus.

In spite of all that may be said against him it may be doubted whether
this unfortunate Pope has received sufficiently fair treatment at the

1 Cf. above, p. zBg n. z.
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hands of historians. Thus even Duchesne has written 'Zosime, lui,
reprdsente une vdritable anomalie. De son court pontificat I'impres-

sion qui rdsulte est celle d'une sirie d'entreprises peu sages et

d'efforts manquis'.I That may well be true, but there is perhaps

another side. There is no need to speak here of his choice of the

intruder Patroclus of Arles as a suitable recipient of exceptional

authority in the provinces of southern Gaul, an obvious enough error

of judgment which had an unfortunate aftermath in the unhappy

relations between Hilary and Leo I.2 Less well founded, as we shall

see, is the charge that he was guilty of hasty and ill-considered action

in the Pelagian controversy so as to give occasion, as it has been

supposed, for the African churches to asseft their independence of
the doctrinal authority of his see.

Let us carefully examine the facts. Zosimus had no sooner been

elected than the irrepressible Celestius made his reappearance in
Rome. Without any hesitation he revived the question of his appeal

made seven years previously, but which he had apparently thought
better to withdraw.g It is unfortunate that we are solely dependent

on Zosimus' own account4 for evidence as to the proceedings of the

Roman synod at which Celestius was heard, and that both the

appellant's Ebellus and his confession of faith have perished. Yet it is
a mistake to suppose that he received a clear verdict of acquittal. All
thatwas done was to allow two months'grace to his accusens to present

their case. And in view of his profession of willingness to correct
Twhatever that (sc. the \,oman) see should condemn', he was given

the benefit of the doubt for the moment. At the same time it should

be noticed that the existing sentence of excommunication against him
was not removed.d Therefore it is not true to say that Zosimus gave

formal approval of Pelagian doctrine on this occasion. As Chapman

has pointed out, his most serious mistake lay in putting too great

reliance on Celestius' sincerity.o
But shortly after this the Pope received two relevant documents,

a letter from Praylius,? the new bishop of |erusalem, and a libellw

I Histoire, vol. iii, p. zz8.
2 See the present *riter's Life and Ti,mes of St. Leo, Dp. r r3-r48, 159-164.
8 See above, p. z8o.

' Ep.z.IK szg. Colt. Aoelt No. 45, ed, cit., p. 99 ff.
6 Augustine, De pecc. orrg. 7. C.S.E.L. vol. xlii, p. r7o f.
u Sudies on tlu Earty Papacy, rgz8, p. 16r ff.
? See Zosimus, Ep. 3, JK 3go. CoU. Asell, No. 46, ed. cit., p; ro! ff.
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from the hand of Pelagius,l in which the latter, like Celestius,
acknowledged his readiness to be corrected by him'who holds both
the faith and the see of Peter'. Professions of this kind might well
deceive the good-natured Zosimus. Not so the watchful Atricans, who
probably received the Pope's two letters together with a copy of
Pelagius' libellus by the hand of the same messenger. An immediate
reply from Aurelius of Carthage was sent, requesting a prolongation
of the prescribed interval of two months.z Shortly afterwards, about
the turn of the year 4r7 fr8, a large, but not plenary, African council
was assembled, which reaffirmed the sentence of Pope Innocent,'
and urged that the bona fides of Celestius and Pelagius ought not
to be trusted.s To the same date belongs the I'ibellus of Paulinus
the Milanese deacon, which is of interest as bearing independent
and important testimony to the doctrinal primacy of the Roman
see.4

But unfortunately for the Pelagians, the African letter just men-

tioned contained an embarrassing document-now unhappily lost-
no other than the Acta of the original synod of,4rr at which Celestius

had been condemned.6 The disclosure had for its immediate and

dramatic sequel the sudden disappearance of Celestius from Rome.

This final proof of guilt evidently convinced Zosimus that his patience

had been unrewarded, and an encyclical letter was thereupon issued

in which the condemnation of Celestius and Pelagius was formally
renewed.0 The matter need be pursued no further. Sufficient has

been said to show, first, that in spite of Zosimus' over-generous
treatment of Celestius and Pelagius he had not in fact, as is often

represented, delivered a hasty judgment and subsequently been

obliged to withdraw; secondly, that the African churches, in spite

of their impatience with the Pope's method, in no way repudiated

their former deference to the Roman see.

At this stage we can imagine that it might be said: 'Granted that

' App. opelum Augusti'ni, M.P,L. 45, qr6.
2 See Zosimus,.Ep. rz, JK 342. Coll. Avell. No. 5o, ed. cit., p. rr5 ff.
3 Augustine, C. duas Epp. Pel.2, 3 (5). C.S.E.L. vol. LX, p. 46g; De pecc. orig.

8 (g). C.S.E.L. vol. xlii, p. qr f.; Prosper, C. Coll. 5, 53. M.P.L. 5r, zz6 ft.
I Coll. Aaell, 47, ed. cit., p. ro8 ff. 'Quod iam diutius latere non potuit, sed

manifestius publicatum spiritali per tuarn beatitudinem gladio resecatur, ne

amplius ferinis dentibus grex domini secetur in partes, quem pastor bonus sollicita
et pervigili cautela custodis'.

t See above, p. z8o.
0 M^P:L.56,49o.Cf. Seeck, Regesten, p.338
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a case may be made for a concession by the African churches to the
see of Rome of some sort of doctrinal primacy, at least it must be

admitted that there is nothing to show that they allowed to it any
primacy of jurisdiction'. Once more let us try to form, so far as is
possible, a strictly objective view of the evidence. It begins with the
record of an appeal addressed to the Roman see in the last month or
so of Zosimus' pontificate by a bishop of the province of Byzaciunt
against the verdict of his provincial synod, which aPpears in the
course of its proceedings to have called in the aid of secular officials
as assessors. We have no information about the details of this affair
beyond that which can be inferred from Zosimus' own highly
indignant letter to the synod.l In this particular case it may be that
the African bishops had good reason, not known to Zosimus, to
summon secular advice in a situation in which financial interests

appear to have been involved. On the other hand there is no evidence

that the Pope's intervention evoked any immediate protest, such as

might have been expected, if his action had been held to be

:

The cause cehbre of Apiarius, which next claims our attention, takes

us back to the beginning of, Zosimus' last year (+18). In attempting
to evaluate the evidence, let us constantly bear in mind the fact that
our documents are scarcely adequate as a basis for a complete
reconstruction of the affair. On the Roman side there is actually

nothing beyond the fragments of a cotwnonitarium delivered by
Zosimus to his legates and a short letter of Boniface I to the same;

while on the side of the Africans, besides some local canons of
uncertain date, we have to make what we can of the corrupt and

incomplete acts of the plenary Afiican council of May 25' 4rg, its
synodical letter to Pope Boniface, letters to Carthage from Cyril of
Alexandria and Atticus of Constantinople, and finally a synodical

Ietter to Celestine I of uncertain date.2 Such is not the material out of
which it is easy to construct a wholly satisfactory account. Let us set

down briefly the assured facts. First, it is clear that in accepting the

appeal of Apiarius and in demanding amends on the part of his

bishop, Zosimus represented that his action had been justified by
canons which he alleged to be Nicene. That the canons cited were

I Ep. r6,JK f+6.
2 Turner, Eccl. occi.d. mon. iur. mtt.Tom.I, p. 56r ff. Note carefully what is said,

op. cit., Tom. I., p. 624 ad fin. See also his article in j.?.S. vol. xxx, 1949, p. 338.
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not among those actually adopted at Nicaea was subsequently

proved by the Africans in the light of the copies of the original Nicene

canons sent at their request from Alexandria and Constantinople.

Nevertheless there can be little doubt that Zosimus was quite
unaware of his mistake. Admittedly he showed lack of needful

finesse, but it is difficult to imagine that anyone in his position
could conceivably have been so foolish as to suppose that he could
impose upon the Africans by a simple fraud. In actual fact the case

against him rests chiefly on a quite groundless afisumption; namely

that by the year 4r8 no one had any right to be ignorant as to which
canons were Nicene and which were not. Let us look into this question

for a moment.
' The ninth century Chieti MS. (Vatic. Regin . ry97), also known as

the Codex Ingilrami, our earliest existing source for Roman Canon

Law, contains besides other canonical matter the Nicene canons

numbered I-XXVIII, and then without a break and with consecutive

numbering the Sardican canons XXUIII-XLVI, followed by the

Nicene subscriptions.l Yet the fact that the existing titles are no part
of the original version, but are borrowed from the later one in the

Quesnel Collection,z makes it quite possible that at least as late

as the sixth century (the date of the exemplar from which out Cofux

derives) the text was still in a very primitive state, and even at that
time lacked any precise division into separate canons. A further
question arises about the date and provenance of the archetype. We

have already seen that it was not apparently till after the council of
Sardica that any serious importance began to be attached to matter
of Nicene origin, whether symbol or canons. It may be'regarded
as highly probable that a copy of these canons found its way to
Rome by the hands of the Roman legates to Sardica. Nor does it
seem unlikely that to the document which they brought with them

were appended the minutes of Sardica. Has any trace of this primitive
document survived? Careful investigation has shown that the

latinity of the Nicene-sardican section of the Codex Ingilrami can'
not well be later than the fourth century,3 and we are thus presented

with a very strong probability that it represents the most rudimentary
stage in the development of Roman Canon Law,and that this collection,

lTurner, op. cit., Tom I, pp. ro5, rr3-r4r tpp,+52-486; Id. in].?.^S., vol.
XXXI, r93o, p. rS.

2 Id., Eccl. occid, mon,, Torn. \ p, 274. r Op. cit., Tom. I, p. ro3.
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or something very similar, was accepted as authoritative at Rome for
at least the first twenty years of the fifth century and perhaps later.

But the question naturally arises, in view of the known presence of
Gratus of Carthage at Sardica,l how it came about that the African
council of 4rg appeared to be unaware of its provisions. No one would
presumably wish to accuse the African bishops of a deliberate
suppressio oui, nor can we ignore the fact that at least one African
canon,z certainly in existence before {r9, bears so striking a resem-
blance to a Sardican canon (numbered VI in Turner's collection),3
that it can scarcely be dismissed as accidental. On the other hand, it is
known that Augustine, believing our Sardican council to have been

an Arian assembly, discounted its validity.l We may suppose that an

opinion of this kind was widely shared among his contemporaries, the
prevalence of which may explain the general ignorance or neglect of
the Sardican canons.

Let us now look more closely at the local African canon law. In
view of wide differences of opinion on this subject, it is impossible
here to do more than call attention to some questions which have been

raised. Contrasted with the more generous appellate legislation of
Nicaea, the earlier African canons are surprisingly severe. Is it pos-

sible, as Chapman has suggested,d that the provision for appeals

was made as a direct result of Apiarius' case ? It is usually believed
that the African canons against clerical 'transmarine' journeys were
intended to prevent bishops and others having recourse to the Roman
see. Yet can we altogether exclude the possibility that the original
purpose of these canons was not to prevent reference to the Roman
see so much as to discourage the practice, already habitual with the
Donatists, of making appeals 'to the court' (ad comitatum) ?0 At any

L Conc. Cartiag. (f+8), can. 5. Mansi, Concilia, vol. iii, r43. The council is
notable for the fact that by canon r it reversed Cyprian's policy of rejecting
schismatic baptism.

2 Cod. can. eccl. canon, rc6. M,P.L.67, z16.
3 Eccl, occid. mon, Tom. I, p. +65 ff.
{ Augustine, C. Cresc. g, g+ (g8). C.S.E.L. vol. lii, p, 445 f. ; cf. Ep. ++, Z 6).

M.P.L.33, t76. C.S.E.L. vol. xsiv, p. r13 f.
6 Op. cit., p. 186.
0 The relevant canons are Conc. Carthag. (1gil, canon 28, ed. Bruns, opt, cit.,

p. rzj; Breo. Hipp. canon 27. ld., of. cit., p. r38 : Cod. Eccl. Afric. canons z3t 94,
ro6. Id. op. cit., pp. 163, r83, r87. The reference in canon 94 'Recitatae sunt literae
papae Innocentii: ut episcopi ad transmarina pergere facile non debeant'seems to
confirm the view that the 'transmarine' appeals which it was sought to exclude by
means of these canons were those addressed to the imperial couft.
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bate it is clear that even if canons w€re actually passed after the

Apiarian afiair, intended to prevent bishops from appealing to the
Roman see against the decisions of the African plenary or provincial
councils, they must have been ill-supported by public opinion, since

as late as 423 we find cases of appeals, with which Augustine at any

rate appears to have found no fault in principle.l Even the fanious
letter Optarmtusz is content to express the desire, reasonable enough

in itself, that Celestine will not admit to communion those bishops

whom the Africans have excommunicated, and that he will not send

his clergy as exactors of dues or penalties (exsecutores) such as the

ill.mannered Faustinus. It is clear that this letter was meant as a

firm though courteous remonstrance, but it is too much to say that
it explicitly, and in so many words, repudiated the appellate juris-
diction of the Roman see. It seems, however, that it had a salutary

efiect, so that when a quaiter of a century later an appeal was

addressed to Leo I, he had the wisdom to remit the case for re-
examination by the provincial council.s But if we are to be convinced

that the African churches refused absolutely at least the status of
an occasional referee to the Roman bishop, we seem to be in need of
more decisive evidence than has hitherto been produced.

w
We have already considered evidence of the indirect relations of the

Roman see during this period with the see of Constantinople, in
connexion with its delegation of peculiar powers to the see of
Thessalonica. It is now time to see what tight is cast by the history
of this period on relations of a more direct nature. That Nectarius,
Theodosius f's nominee to the see of Constantinople in 38r, was

somewhat overshadowed by the forceful personality of Theophilus
of Alexandria is shown by the issue of the Constantinopolitan synod

of 394,4 at which the part played by the bishop of the imperial
capital was evidently quite secondary. At the same time it is relevant

to remark that the intervention of the see of Alexandria was due largely

to the commission given to him by Pope Siricius, to whom in the

original instance the question at issue had actually been referred.6
Four yeaffi later the election of John as bishop of Constantinople,

I Ep. zog,8. C.S.E.Z. vol.lvii, p. 35r. s EIt. rz, tz,lK 4ro (c. 446).
2 Turner, otrt. cit., Tom. I, p. 614. a Grumel, op. cit., No. ro.

5 Duchesne, Histoirg, vol. ii, p, 6zl f.
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and his assumption of his great name-sake's role in virtue of his

denunciation of the rnorals of the eastern Court, gave Theophilus a

further opportunity to assert the primacy of his see. Meanwhile he

had already been given further proof of the solidarity of relations

existing between himself and the Papacy in the letters of Anastasius f,
supporting the Alexandrine condemnation of certain aspects of
Origen's teaching. It may well be true that the Roman synod was

content to accept without serious discussion the view of Origenism

presented to it by Theophilus, but it is equally clear that even the

all-powerful bishop of Alexandria felt more assured of the success of
his policy when he was able to show that his verdict had been

endorsed by the Roman see.l

Summoned to Constantinople as a defendant, Theophilus soon

found opportunity to assume the position of judge, and in alliance

with the court succeeded in procuring John's banishment. The
earliest information on the subject to be received by Pope fnnocent
came from Theophilus; it was quickly followed by other letters, this
time from John himself and his supporterq. Similar letters were also

addressed to the sees of Milan and Aquileia.2 It lhould be realized,

however, that the basis of John's appeal was not the provisions of
Sardica but the second canon of 38r.e The Pope's reply to Theophilus
calls for some comment. John's finai deposition, it appears, had been

justified on the ground that in resuming possession of his see, in
spite of the verdict of Theophilus' synod of 'the Oak', he had violated

the fourth canon of Antioch.a To this Innocent answers:
'If you are confident in your verdict, appeal to a council held

according to the mind of Christ, and there plead your case with the

canons of Nicaea as witnesses, for the church of the Romans acknow-

ledges no other; thus you will render your position proof against

attack'.6
The Pope's advice is highly significant. It shows that the Roman

see at this time (+o+) knew no Canon Law other than the canons of

' EF. z, lK 276; JK z8r (see Jaff6, Rigesta, vol. ii, p. 69r, and Gheyn. vd. in
Reoue d'hist. et de litt. riligieuses, vol. iv, 1899, p. S);JK z&zinA.ctaconcilimum
occummicmum, ed. Schwartz, 8., tgz4-6. Tom. I, vol. v, Pt. r, P. 3. Coll. Palnt
No. r, the first'two addressed to the see of Milan, the last to John of Jerusalem.

2 Palladius, Vita Chrys. r-3. M.P.G.47, 5fr,
3 Mirbt, Quellm6, No. r37.
I Mansi, Concilia, vol. ii, col. r3o9. Cf. canon rz,ibid., r3r3. On these canons,

see Hefele-Leclercq, Concilesr l, ii, 7o6 and absve p. 2r?.
, Ep.S, JK 288.
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Nicaea, i.e. presumably the collection of fourth century origin from
which our Codex Ingilrami was ultimately derived.l Innocent
reiterated his insistence on the unique validity of these canons in a

letter addressed to the supporters of John in the following year,z and
still more explicitly condemned those of heretical provenance.
Petitions and appeals continued to pour in from the 'Johannites', in
consequence of which, at the suggestion of the Pope and a synod of
Italian bishops, a request was sent by the Emperor Honorius to his
brother at Constantinople by the hands of'a papal legation, that a

council of the Easterns be assembled at Thessalonica with a view to
the restoration of peace. The Emperor Arcadius, however, or perhaps
we should say his powerful minister the eunuch Eutropius, had
already been satisfied. John had been deposed and Atticus reigned
in his stead. So in pursuance of a technique soon to become normal
in the eastern golr"tnrttent's treatment of those who resisted its
ecclesiastical policy, the papal legation had its post bag confiscated on
its arrival, and was immediately put aboard the next ship sailing for
Italy. fnnocent apparently swallowed the insult suffered in the per-
sons of his representatives and contented himself with declaring his
communion with the exiled John.s Yet even if he had chosen a more
demonstrative mode of protest, it is unlikely that Arcadius and his
ministers would have given it any serious attention. The debt of the
see of Constantinople to Theodosius I was steadily being repaid with
compound interest.

John died in the following year, a martyr to the prestige of his
see and to the moral primacy of the Christian Church.a His memory
had already been proscribed by the exclusion of his name from the
diptycha of Alexandria, Antioch, and Constantinople. A schism
between Rome and the three greater eastern churches was therefore
now in being.

1 I.e. a collection which included the canons of Sardica as well as those of
Nicaea proper, the whole being commonly believed in Rome at this time to be
'Nicene'. On the Codex Ingilrami, see above and below, pp.z8g f.,3o9.

' E!. 7,lK zg+. M.P.L. zo, 5or.I Ep. n. JK. zg8, preserved in a Greek version.
r Nothing has been said here about John's 'Fetrine' doctrine. Of his readiness to

make use of the see of Rome as a court of appeal there is no room for doubt. On the
other hand, it may reasonably be held that his interest in the prerogatives of St.
Peter arises not so much from his enthusiasm for papal jurisdiction as his concern
for the primacy of his native see of Antioch, of which the Apostle was believed to
have been the founder. For a difierent view, see Scott, S. H., Eastern Chwches and
tlrc Papacy, rgz8, pp. rz5-r35.

20
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The means by which this schism was gradually resolved are
deserving of brief mention as they are not without significance. Five
years had already elapsed by the time the first move was made by the
see of Antioch, through the restoration of John's name to the diptycha
by the newly elected bishop Alexander. The Pope on being acquainted
with this decisive step towards reunion did not hesitate to express his
heartfelt satisfaction. 1

In a subsequent letter, also to Alexander,z Innocent set forth his
view about the appropriate relations between the Roman see and the
greater churches of the East, more particularly the see of Antioch,
which he allowed to be second only to the see of Rome because it was

the temporary as distinct from the final meeting-place of the Apostles.
Referring to the sixth canon of Nicaea, he interpreted it to mean that
to the see of Antioch was assigned authority over the whole 'diocese
of the East', not because of its civil importance but chiefly because

it was 'the first see of the first Apostle'. As to its bishop's jurisdiction,
the Pope directed that all episcopal elections within the 'diocese'
were to be subject to Alexander's confirmation, and, while the con-
secration of bishops would normally belong to the appropriate metro-
politan, in the case of sees in the neighbourhood of Antioch
Alexander might perform the rite himself.s

That fnnocent was quite adamant about the necessity for a full
i:ehabilitation of the martyr John i'b shown byhis reply to the sugges-
tion of a Macedonian bishop that he should resume communion with
Atticus of Constantinople.e Yet in spite of the rupture between that
see and Rome, Boniface, papal apocrisiary, who so far as we know was

the first to hold such an office, continued to reside in the eastern

capital. It was not, however, till after fnnocent's death, and perhaps

as a consequence of Atticus' signature of Zosimus' anti-Pelagian
encyclical,d that normal relations were resumed. Twenty years later
still, under the auspices of the civil government, the relics of John,
surnamed 'Chrysostom', were translated in state to the capital. It
was a belated act of reparation and must have reminded the devout
no less than the cynical of the saying about'the tombs of the pqophets'.

I See Epp. tg; zo; zr. JK 3o5-3o2. ' Ep.z4. JK 3ro.
E It is important to notice the implication of these instructions. Innocent

evidently assumed that he had the same right to order ecclesiastical affairs in the
'diocese of the East' as Siricius had claimed over the prefecture of lllyricum.

4 Ep. zz, JK 3o8.
E Acta conc. oecu.rn, ed. cit., Tom. I, vol. v, pt. r, p. 68. Coll. Palet No. 36.
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To sum up, the chief interest of the whole afrak from our point of
view lies mainly in the fact that it shows the readiness of the Papacy

in the person of Innocent to treat one of the primary sees of the East

as a subordinate agent for the execution of papal policy.

V

We are now approaching the question regarding the attitude of the
eastern churches towards the Roman see during the great Christo-
logical controversies of the fifth century. The religious situation in
the East had not changed to any marked extent since the days of
Nicaea. Then, as now, the see of Alexandria was on the point of
acquiring a dominant position in ecclesiastical affairs; then, as now,
the last word lay with the imperator-sacudos. Such differences as

there were can be found chiefly in the fact that imperial autocracy had

become in the meantime if anything more bureaucratic and the
methods of the Alexandrine episcopate distinctly less scrupulous.

If one of the commonest motifs of tragedy is the punishment of
EBpt s by a vengeful deity, the use of the word as a keynote of the career

of Nestorius, elected to the see of Constantinople in 428, is highly
apposite. From the beginning of his episcopate he showed himself
supremely conscious of his position as bishop of the eastern capital,
and made his special task the eradication of heresy. It was in con-

nexion with this undertaking that shortly after his election he

attempted to learn the opinion of Pope Celestine I regarding the
numerous agents of Pelagianism who had sought asylum in the East,

mentioning in passing a growing eagerness to predicate @eorircos

(God-bearer) of the Blessed Virgin. At least two letters on the subject
were despatched;l if any replies were sent, none has been preserved.

Usually the Roman see showed some readiness to answer its corre-
spondents. fs it possible that Celestine had momentarily forgotten his

duty, or was carelessly neglecting his role as 'universal referee'? Or
was it because the occasional faux pas of, Zosimus, the memory of
which must have been still fresh, had made the Papacy more than

usually wary? Yet if Celestine's silence was due to the innate con-

servatism of the Roman see, he was evidently not unwilling to use the

advantage of up-to-date methods, as is shown by the Presence
of a secret agent in the eastern capital in the Person of Marius

l Schwartz, op. cit., Tom. I, vol. ii,pp. tz-t4. Coll. Veron No. 3 iid., ibi.d., p. 14f-
Coll. Veron No. 4. Latin versions only have survived.
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Mercator, a convinced opponent of Pelagianism, who ensured that the
Pope was kept well informed regarding Nestorius' personal attitude
on the matter about which he desired Roman advice. A later letter of
sympathy to Celestius seems to suggest that what Nestorius really
wanted was not advice but support, in this case against the all-
powerful influence of the court.r Subsequent events, moreover, were
to show that Celestine's caution was amply justified.

Meanwhile the stage was being set for a spectacular trial of strength
between the sees of Constantinople and Alexandria. Cyril, who now
presided over the Egyptian churches, if lacking some of the merits
of his predecessor and uncle Theophilus, was not a whit behind him
in whole-hearted devotion to the cause of his see. Throughout he
seems to have been kept not less well informed than Celestine about
the trend of events, and particularly of any movements of public
opinion in Constantinople. Fishing in troubled waters had long been a

favourite amusement of Alexandrine bishops, and Cyril was not one
to let an opportunity for so acceptable a diversion pass him by. It
was about the same time that Nestorius, who must have been by no
means unaware of intrigue behind the scenes, in writing to Cyril in
criticism of his Christology; thanked him for his lively interest in
Constantinopolitan affairs.z Doubtless we can assume that much
depended in the last resort in regard to the issue of the impending
struggle on the success of one or the other of the two prospective
combatants in gaining the favour of the court. Yet it is equally clear
that both sides recognized the importance of another factor, the
significance of which had certainly not diminished with the passage

of time. What would Celestine have to say ? We know that he had by
him some sermons of Nestorius, probably supplied by the obliging
Marius, to help him to make up his mind,3 and to these was now added
a very suitable letter from Cyril.a Let Celestine give the word and
communion with Constantinople would be suspended forthwith.
Otherwise let him beware; Nestorius was on the point of claiming a

doctrinal primacy. It is perhaps significant that Cyril for his part
preferred to remain silent about a possible candidate for a primacy of
jurisdiction.

l Schwartz, op, cit., Tom. I, vol. v, p. 65. Coll, Palat No. gS. Also a Latin
*Tlt 

op. cit.,Tom. I, vol. i, pt. r, pp. zg-32. Coll. Vatic. *". ,.
u Ep. t3, JK SZ+.Id., op. cit.,Tom.I, vol. ii, p. 9. Coll. Veron No. z.
a Inter Celestini Epp.No. 8. M.P.L.50,448.
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A Roman synod pronounced decisively in favour of the orthodoxy
of @eorircos (God-bearer) as applied to the Blessed Virgin, at which
Celestine himself delivered a simple exposition of the western
paradosis, and in his letter to Cyril readily accepted the more elaborate
Alexandrine theory of the relation between the divine and human in
Christ.r But with characteristic pastoral zeal the Pope urged the
reclamation of the misbeliever. These documents in due course
reached Alexandria. ft is difficult to believe that Cyril was at all
disposed to lend any support to such a laudable programme; at
the same time he must have felt considerable satisfaction to read
that the Pope had appointed him to act on behalf of the Roman
see in the matter. Several other letters were despatched at the same

time from the papal chancery, among them one to Nestorius himself,
and in addition, one to the clergy and people of Constantinople
itself.2

By this time the controversial temperature in the East had risen
considerably, and the unhappy Theodosius II, whom nature appears
to have better qualified to play the part of sacerdos than of, imperator,
endeavoured to assume the dual role by summoning an imperial
council to meet on Whitsunday in the following year (43r) at Ephesus.
The 'sacred' missives summoning the bishops spoke vaguely of dis-
sensions, but gave little or no hint of the tremendous issues at stake.
It is likely that the Emperor himself conceived of nothing more
ambitious than a representative assembly to restore peace to the local
church of Constantinople.

That Cyril himself welcomed the plan is highly improbable. But
the duty already entrusted to him by Celestine provided his hand
with a trump card which if played early enough in the game might
well ensure the discomfiture of his less skilled opponents. On the
other hand, Nestorius evidently regarded it as giving real hope of a
satisfactory result, and to this end made a further effort to win
Celestine's support, inviting official Roman approval of his own term
d.vIpanordrcos (Man-bearer) tothe final exclusion of its rival @eorircos.3

His manoeuvre received indirect help from the letters addressed,
perhaps at his instigation, by John of Antioch and his coterie to the

t Ep. ,r, JK 372. Schwartz, op, cit., Torn. I, vol. ii, p. 5. Coll. Veron No. r.
2 Ep. rz, JK fZg. Id., opt. cit.,Torr.I, vol. ii, p. er. CoA. Veron ltro. 6; ED. t3,

IK tl+. Id., op. cit., Totn. I, vol. ii, p. 7. Coll. Veron No. z i Ef. t4, JK g7S,
Id,, op, cit.,Tom.I, vol. ii, p. 15. Coll. Veron No. 5.

s Inter Celestini Epp. No. 15. M.P.L. So,499.
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principal western churches.r The attitude of the Roman see towards

this and also towards the counter-move represented by Cyril's
twelve anti-Nestorian anathemas shows clearly that it was once more

following the traditional oia media so characteristic of its standpoint
in doctrinal controversies.

When the earlier arrivals at Ephesus had assembled, they were

confronted with at least two surprises: Cyril, whom everyone

except his own supporters expected to be treated as the defendant,

was found to have taken the double part of prosecutor and judge;

on the other hand, there was as yet no sign of the representatives of
Celestine, bishops Projecfirs and Arcadius with the presbyter Philip'
who were said to be still on their way. Thus in spite of a successful

issue from Cyril's standpoint of the hurried proceedings of the first
session, it became necessary to start practically de nwo on the arrival

of the Roman legation nearly a month later. It was on this occasion

that the recital of Celestine's letter2 was greeted by the assembly with
great acclamation: 'A just verdict', they shouted, 'Hail Celestine, the

modern Paul ! Hail Cyril, the modern Paul ! Hail Celestine, defender

of the faith, Celestine, who is at one with the council'.3 These

encouraging and doubtless sincere marks of approval gave Philip' the

most astute member of the Roman legation, two incomparable oppor-

tunities for proclaiming the Roman primacy.a

On the latter of these occasions he addressed the council as follows:
'No one has any doubt, on the contrary it has been recognized in

all ages, that the holy and most blessed Peter, chief and head of the

Apostles, pillar of the faith, foundation of the Catholic Church,

reieived from our Lord Jesus Christ, the Saviour and Redeemer of
the human race, the keys of the kingdom, and that to him has been

given power for the binding and loosing of sins: it is he who unto

this day and without intermission both lives and judges in his

successors'.6
1 Schwartz, op. cit., Tom. I, vol. i, Pt 3, p. 4r. Acta gracca No. 97.
2 Ep. ;.8. JK gZq. S-chwartz, o0. cit., Tom. I, vol. ii, p. zz, CoIl. Veron No. 7.
z Id., op. cit.,Tom.I, vol. i, Pt. 3, p, 57. Actagraaca, No. ro6, r9. Bardenhewer,

Gesch. d.- attkircht. Lit. vol. iv, p. 615, n. r., holds that these words referred to
Ep. tS (see p. z96, n.3 above), announcing the condemnation of Nestorius, but as

Caspar, 8., Gerchichte d. Papstf. vol. i, P. 4o9, n. 4, points out, the council's
attiiude was to ignore previous action and to treat the whole question afresh. It is
significant that among the letters of Celestine cited by Firmus of Caesarea (Schwartz,
op, cit,, Acta graecct, No. ro6, ar), no mention was made of Ep. tg.

{ Schwartz, op. ci.t. Acta graeca, Nos. ro6, z3 and 3r.
5 Td., ibid., Acta graeca, No. ro6, 3 r.
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Here is the famous passage cited in the Vatican Constitution,
Pastor aeterruts of r87o.l It is interesting to see that its emphasis is on

a primacy of jurisdiction rather than of doctrine, and that the
Tu es Petrus is interpreted decisively as a power of absolution, rather
than of arbitration.

We may notice further the succeeding context of Philip's words,

since it illustrates once again the pre-occupation of the Roman see

with the safeguarding of the apostolic pmadosis.
, 'His (i.e. St. Peter's) successor and rightful representative, our
most blessed Pope, bishop Celestine, has sent us to this council, the

assembly of which has been ordered by the most Christian Emperors,

as substitutes for his appearance in person, in that he is ever mindful
of the Catholic faith, and in preserving it safeguards the doctrines of
the Apostles, as they have come down from your fathers and forbears'.2

Thus the sentence against Nestorius was confirmed by the verdict
of the legates. Meanwhile what was the attitude of the eastern

government? Consistent with its original conception of the purpose

of the council, it decided to act with a Proper impartiality, and to
enforce not only the recent decision against Nestorius, but in addition
the one pronounced by the supporters of Nestorius against Cyril,
thus bringing the conciliar proceedings to a paradoxical and some-

what undignified conclusion. The Cyrilline bishops, however, duly
reported their action in an official letter to Celestine,s and even the
Emperor showed suitable deference to him by agreeing, though
possibly with reluctancen at the request of Philip to the withdrawal of
his edict against Cyril. The Roman legation, after taking part in the

election of Maximian to fill the place of the deposed Nestorius, set

off for Rome in company with two representatives of his electors.

Once they had returned, Celestine was not slow to fulfil his assumed

responsibility for the peace of the eastern churches, and by various
1 It should be noticed that the compilers of the Constitution find it necessary

to insert 'praesidet' (Coll. Lac., vol. vii, eol. a83). It has already been remarked
that accuiacy in quotation from patristic authors is not a strong point of this
document, see above, P. 18, n. 3.

2Id., ibid. Scott, S. H., Eastern Clrurches and the Papacy, tgz8, p. r53, argues

from the absence of any mention of protest on the part of the bishops against these

utterances that the doctrine which theycontainedwas accepted intoto by the council.
It is difficult to feel that such a^ argutnentunt. e silentio ought to be accepted in the
face of the record of the conciliar procedure which presupposes independence of
action throughout. It should be noticed, however, that Philip does not find it
objectionable that the council has been summoned by the Emperors.

1 Sch*artr, op. cit., Tom. I, vol. i, Pt. 3, p. 5. Acta glaeca, No. 82.
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letters sought to secure acceptance of the recent decisions and to
effect the reconciliation of the see of Antioch.l

Yet by the time peace was actually restored, Celestine was dead,
and his place filled by the Roman presbyter Xystus, the third of that
name. Following the reunion of Cyril and John of Antioch by means
of the 'Formula of 433,' 

2 in the composition of which it is probable
that Proclus, soon to be elected to the see of Constantinople, had a
considerable share, John wrote appreciatively of the new Pope in a

letter addressed to the Roman see:

'It is for the well-being of the whole world, as we believe, that you
have attained to the apostolic see. The churches of Christ throughout
the whole earth now will have a beaconlight, one which lightens not
only the West but the farthest ends of the world'.3

A similar testimony to the central position of the Papacy in relation
to eastern controversies came frorn the metropolitan bishops of
Cappadocia secunda and Cilicia prima,awho in a letter to Pope Xystus,
after comparing him to Moses as victor over the Egyptian heretics
and deliverer of the orthodox Israelites, presented this earnest
appeal:

'We beg you therefore to arise without delay, and with burning
zeal to raise a great trophy of victory against the forces of our
opponents, having before your eyes both the care and concern of the
Good Shepherd for a single wandering sheep. Do not suppose that
neglectful treatment of so many shepherds and sheep is without
danger; seeing that while the sheep are wandering, the shepherds
suffer the violence of a tyrant'.6

We do not know whether Xystus answered this letter directly, or
whether he considered his communication to John of Antiocho a

sufficient reply. In the latter the author laid marked emphasis on
the character of the apostolic paradosis. :

'We wish', he writes, 'that your holiness would proclaim what you
have written. You have learnt by the outcome of this affair what it
means to be like-minded with us. The blessed Apostle Peter has

t Epp.lK 385-8. Schwartz, otrt. cit. tt 2tpp.98, 88, 90, 9r. Coll. Veron Nos. 26,
23,24r 25.

2 Schwartz , op. cit., Tom. I, vol. i, pt. 4, p. 33. Acta graeca. No. r3o.
s Id., op. cit., ibid., pt. 7, p. r58 f. CoIl. Athen No. rzr.
a Eutherius of Tyana and Helladius of Tarsus.
6 Schwartz, op, cit., Tom. I, vol. iv, p. r48. Coll. Casin. pt, z. No. zo5, 8.

'8p.6. JK ggz. Schwartz, opt. ci.t., Tom. I, vol. ii, p. ro8 i. ColL Veron. No. 3r.
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handed down in his successors that which he received. Who would
wish to be parted from the doctrine of that Apostle, whom the Master
Himself instructed first before the rest ? It was not hearsay nor speech
committed to writing which taught him ; he was trained with the others
at the lips of the Teacher. He had not to search among writings and
writers; he received the original and direct faith which can admit of
no dispute. On that faith we must meditate and in it abide always,
if we would be worthy to be reckoned among the disciples of the
Apostles, by following them with a pure understanding.'t

Yet side by side with this encomium of the apostolic faith a new
element in papal letters makes its appearance. It is no other than
ecstatic praise of the orthodoxy of the Sovereigns.z To what.extent
words of this kind were justified history shows reason to doubt. It is
difficult to deny that by using such language Xystus was taking
the first steps along a road which could only lead in the end to
abdication by the Papacy of its doctrinal primacy and its surrender to
Caesar. Thus it seems that the fascination of a semi-divinised
Emperor, which had already hypnotized the eastern churches, was
on the way to lure even the Roman see within reach of its seductive
charm. The event would show that in time only the more vigorous
personalities among the successors of St. Peter would prove strong
enough to resist its overpowering magic.

For the present, however, the relations of that see, both with the
eastern Emperor and the Constantinopolitan bishop, remained
cordial. Even an apped against a decision given by Proclus, the new
occupant of the see of Constantinople, in favour of Iddua of Smyrna,
a case involving jurisdiction within the province of Asia, was dis-
allowed, and that in spite of the complete lack of any canonical
justification for Proclus' intervention. Here again Xystus was treading
a slippery path. Had he been less conciliatory the pain caused by his
successor's rejection of the famous twenty-eighth canon of Chalcedong
might perhaps have been avoided.

VI
In Xystus' successor, Leo I, the Roman see found at once a stal-

wart upholder of its traditions and a master builder of its future
power. Leo was not so much a creator as a mason. The material lay

1 Schwartz., oP. cit., Tom. I, vol. ii, p. ro9.
2 Id., op, cit,, ibid. 3 See below, p. 3ro.
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ready to his hand, but it was due to his genius that the Papacy emerged

from the trials of his pontificate stronger and, if it be possible to say

so, more impregnable than ever before. The careful student of the

abundant Leonine literature, no less than ninety-six seffnons and

more than one hundred and sixty letters, which the grateful homage

of later generations has preserved, will find evidence that in him, his

activities, and particularly in his conception of his office, all the

separate strands of papal tradition coalesce to form a single cord,

which not even the periodical disasters, material and moral, to befall
the world in succeeding centuries, were able to break. The credit for
this achievement belongs largely, though no doubt not exclusively, to
his august personality.

Was it part of our Lord's intention to form a perrnanent ircrcAlota

of His disciples? Leo answers,'The birthof Christ is the beginning
of the Christian people, and the birthday of the Head is the birthday
of the Body'.r What was the place of St. Peter in it? 'He was appointed

before the others for this reason, that we might understand by the

mystical sense of his titles . . . when he is established as porter of
the kingdom of heaven, and is set up as judge of things to be bound
and loosed, of what sort is his association with Christ'.2 Or again:

'He (sc. the Lord) originally assigned it (sc. the responsibility of the

episcopate) to the most blessed Peter, the head of all the Apostles;
and intends that from him, as from the head, His gifts shall be con-

veyed to the whole body, so that whoever dares to secede from the

foundation of Peter may know that he is excluded from communion
with God (mystrii . . . dioini)"t Did St' Peter come to Rome to

teach and die there ? Leo replies, 'When the regions of the earth were

apportioned among them (sc. the twelve Apostles) the most blessed

Peter, chief of the apostolic band, was sent to the citadel of the Roman

Empire; that thus the tight of Tnrth, which was being made known

for the salvation of all nations, might shine forth with greater

efficacy throughout the whole world from the very capital itself'.4
Did other churches consult the Roman see as a universal referee ? He

answers: 'Men resort to the see of the blessed Apostle Peter from the

whole world,and require at our hands that generalcare for the Church
which was entrusted to that see by the Lord'.6 Has the Roman see a

L Serm. 26, z. M.P.L. 54, zr3.
2 Serm. g, z. M.P.L. 54. 146.

s Ep. ro, r. JK 4o8.I Serm.8z, 3. M.P.L. 54, 424.
a Serm, 5, z. M.P,L. 54, r53.
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primacy of doctrine ? 'That which the Catholic Church everywhere
believes and teaches on the mystery of the Lord's fncarnation, is
contained in the letter (sc. The Tome), which I am sending to my
brother and fellow-bishop, Flavian'.l Has it also a primacy of
jurisdiction? Leo reminds the bishop of Thessalonica, 'We have

entrusted you . . . with our legatine office, in such wise that you

have been called to share our responsibility, not to possess the fulness

of power'.2 On what scriptural basis does the claim to such authority
rest? Leo's fourth'anniversary'sermon8 supplies the answer. Notonly
does the familiar Tu es Petnn text reappear there (this sermon is the

source from which the Vatican Constitution Pastor Aetqnus derives

some of its more impressive phrases), but side by side with it are

ranged the Lucan and Johannine texts, in virtue of which he believes

that a peculiar privilege was conferred on St. Peter by our Lord
Himself.

fn view of the important part played by Leo in the co-ordination
and epitomization of the ideas and contributions made by successive

Popes before his time, he has been regarded in some sense as the

personification of the Papacy. This view, however, needs some quali-
fication. In spite of his greatness as a ruler, administrator and not
Ieast as a diplomatist, his world was essentially the lrnperium
Ronanum as it had existed since the days of Augustus. Far-seeing as

his policy may have been in many respects, it remains doubtful to
what extent he visualized the needs and conditions of a society in
which the landmarks of the old Graeco-Roman world would be

almost submerged in a welter of Germanic princedoms, the monarchs

of which resembled barbaric counterfeits of the Roman Princep.s.a

Yet it can scarcely be doubted that when he laid down the office

which he had adorned, he left it immeasurably stronger in relation
not only to the Church but to society in general, so much so that
for almost half a millenium, as the amazing extent of his literary
remains serye to show, when men recalled the old order which had

perished, it was not the Roman Emperors but the name of Leo which
they remembered; when they contemplated the former majesty of
Rome, it was his commanding presence which stood before them;
when they were moved with gratitude for the legacy of law and

culture bequeathed to them from a vanished Empire, it was to Leo

' Ep. zg.IK +z+. ' trl1. t4, r. JK 4rr. 8 Serrn. 4. M.P.L.54, r48 ff.
a Theodoric the Great is perhaps the most typical.
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more than to any other of the heirs of St. Peter that they believed
the real credit for this achievement was due.

If such has been the verdict of posterity on this remarkable figure,

to whom almost alone among the successors of the Apostles the

. epithet 'great' has been bestowed, what was the estirnate of his con-
temporaries ? Even if we ignore the glowing appreciations handed
down to us by his intimate friend, Prosper Tiro,l we are still left
with ample material in the actual history of his pontificate. It must
be evident, however, that in so comprehensive a survey of the
relation of the Church to the Papacy as the present, no more than
the barest outlines of this important epoch can be sketched.

Something may be said here of Leo's relations with the Roman

State. There can be little doubt that the grandeur of his genius enabled

him to treat with the government of that degenerate scion of the
Theodosian house, Valentinian III, on more than equal terms.
Testimony of his ascendancy even over those who were his immediate
Sovereigns is supplied by letters of theirs which have been preserved

arnong the Leonine corpus. Opinion may indeed differ widely as to
whether the use which he made of such power as the enfeebled

secular arm could lend to his aid, was in fact in the best interests of
the Church. But that his spiritual authority was willingly conceded

by " decadent monarchy can scarcely be doubted if Valentinian's
own words with reference to the Pope's suppression of supposed

irregularities committed by Hilary of Arles are remembered:

'That (sc. papal) verdict itself would have been valid throughout
Gaul even without imperial enforcement. For what limits can there

be to the authority of a bishop so great as he ?'2

Only one representative example, and that from a letter addressed

to him by bishops of the province of Arles itself, can be given here

to illustrate the attitude of the western churches to the see of Rome

in this period:
'Through the most blessed Peter, chief of the Apostles, the holy

Roman Church holds the principate over all the churches of the

whole world'.3

r Ch.ronicon in M.G.H. Clron. min. vol. i.
2 Intsr Leon. Epp. No. 8. M.P.L. 54,622ff.
s fntur Leon. Epp, No. 65. M.P.L. S+, 879. M.G.H, Epp. vol. iii, p. 17.
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WI
We may now resume our study of the attitude of the eastern

churches, where alone as yet the sub-Christian theory of the imperator
sacerdos had succeeded in gaining tfte mastery.

It is scarcely likely that so vigorous a defender of the primacy of
his see as Cyril of Alexandria could view with satisfaction the extent
to which his rival in the see of Constantinople had managed during
the intervening years to repair the damage suffered by its prestige in
consequence of the disaster at the recent council of Ephesus. It was

fortunate that for the propagation of Alexandrine doctrine in the
capital of the Empire, which by reason of its traditional connexion
with the see of Antioch was naturally more disposed to favour a rival
theology, he could count on the support of a vigorous and not wholly
scrupulous monastic element. It was left, however, to his successor

Dioscorus to reap the benefit or the misfortune of plans which
had already been set in train.

The story of the events by which the see of Alexandria and its
theology of 'one incarnate nature of the Word' gained a temporary
or perrnanent ascendancy need not be retold.l It is only necessary to
call attention to the fact that once more the Roman see was called in as

arbiter, this time by Eutyches, the Constantinopolitan advocate of the
more extreme elements in Cyril's teaching, and that it was to Leo
that the archimandrite presented his libellus, humbly professing his
willingness to amend should his ideas be found amiss.2

The sequence of the synod of Constantinople (++8), at which
under the presidency of Flavian, lately elected to the see of Con-
stantinople, the'monophysite' doctrine of Eutyches was condemned,
and the second council of Ephesus, surnamed by Leo himself, per-
haps not without justice, the 'robber-band' (latrocittium),2 which saw

the triumph of Eutyches and his powerful ally Dioscorus, bears a

striking and highly sinister resemblance to the events which had

involved the abdication of Gregory of Nazianzus and the martyrdom
of Chrysostom.s Two facts, however, stand out with remarkable

t E.g. in EP. r ad Succenvum, M.P.G. 77, 23z,. 'ptav $$o,'v rcA A6you oeoapxap.lvqv' .

Ottley, Doctrine of Incarnationi, rgrg, p. 416, says: 'Cyril thought it enough
to state the paradox (e.g. the Son of God ilro06s Era|ev), and to lay stress on its
incomprehensibleness, without contributing in any appreciable degree to the
solution of the problem . . the work of Chalcedon was not less essential than
that of Ephesus to the preservation of the Christian Faith'.

' Ep. gS, z.IK +ZS.
3 See aboverp.2g3.
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clearness. First, that the supporters of Eutyches at the second

council of Ephesus displayed an amazing and certainly signfficant
anxiety, lest the Roman legates, one of whom was the deacon Hilary,
Leo's successor in the papal throne, should encompass the recitation
of the Pope's letter to the council';1 and secondly, that to the victims
of Dioscorus' aggressive policy, supported by a pliant and this time
wholly prejudiced government, Flavian, Eusebius of Dorylaeum'
and Theodoret of Cyrrhus, doyen of the Antiochene, that is to say

'dyophysite,' theological school, the one means by which the authentic

tradition of the Church could be rescued, and indeed their own per-
sonal safety secured, seemed to lie in an appeal to the judgment of the
West, and in particular to the impartial verdict of him, 'to whom', as

Theodoret wrote, 'for every reason the primacy belongs', and to
whose decision the same writer no less than his opponent Eutyches,

freely acknowledged himself ready to submit.z
The execution of the papal decision and the deliverance of the

eastern churches from the tyranny of the see of Alexandria was

unhappily achieved only at the price of their submitting even more

completely than before to the principle that the last word on all
ecclesiastical questions belonged to the Emperor, md that it was for
him to restore a superficial appearance of unity by imperial edict.
As a result little scope was left for the programme which Leo himself
had so earnestly desired to put into effect, namely of procuring the
conversion rather than the suppression of the dissidents.

'fhe council of Chalcedon itself sheds some valuable light on the

attitude of the East towards the Papacy in this period. On the

accession of Pulcheria and Marcian to the eastern throne, following
the death of Theodosius II, July z8 45o, Leo did his utmost to urge

that for the appeasement of the disorder created by the intervention
of Dioscorus of Alexandria in the affairs of the see of Constantinople
nothing more was necessary than to re-establish unity on the basis of
acceptance of his Tome. Such a policy was unacceptable, however, to

t Ep. 33,IK +zZ. That it was this letter and not the 'Tome'. Ep. z8,lK 423,
is shown in the present writer's Life and Times of St. Leo, p.238 ff. The Acta of
this council are incorporated in the Actaof Chalcedon, see Schwartz, op. cit.rTom.
II, vol. i, pt. r, p.6Z fr.

2 Libell. Appell. Flaviani, in Schwartz,E. Actaconc.oec. Tom. II, vol. ii, pt. r,
p. j?fr. CgU. Novar. No. rr; Libell. Appell, . ' , Eusebii, ibid., p.72!._CoA.
Nwor. No. rz; Libell. AppeL. Thcodoreti., Inter Lcon. EW. No. 52, M.P.L, 54,
846, see esp. c. 6.
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the new Sovereigns, who insisted that nothing short of a dogmatic
decision approved by a genuinely representative council could achieve
the desired end. It was significant, however, of the extent to which
they felt themselves to be dependent on the support of the Roman see

that they found it necessary in making known their project to ascribe
somewhat disingenuously the initiative to Leo himself, whom they
described 'as having the oversight and leadership in the divine faith'.t

The proceedings of the council at Chalcedon show clearly the un-
willingness of the episcopal'chorus', as distinct from the protagonists
in the drama, to commit themselves to any new statement of dogma,
and its evident relief at the publication of Leo's Tome,2 which with its
carefully balanced dyophysitism seemed to fulfil the need of 'a plain
man's guide to the doctrine of the Incarnation'.3 Their well-known
acclamation was a sufficient demonstration of their feelings:

'That is the faith of the fathers, the faith of the Apostles. We all
believe thus, the orthodox believe so ! . Peter has thus spoken
through Leo! The Apostles taught so! . . . Leo and Cyril taught
the same doctrine ! . . . Why was that letter not read at Ephesus ?

It is the letter which Dioscorus concealed'!a
The question 'Why was that letter not read at Ephesus ?' could

have only been rhetorical, for all those who had been present on
that occasion must have known the real answer.6 Now, however, the
possibility of peace seemed already in sight. That it failed of attain-
ment was probably due to two causes which may well be regarded as

different aspects of a single factor, namely the desire of the eastern
government to obtain for the see of Constantinople a primacy of
doctrine and of jurisdiction in the East, equal if not superior to the
one already claimed by the Roman see in relation to the whole
Church. Marcian's insistence on the council's duty to evolve a dog-
matic definition was probably due far less to a desire for the vindica-
tion of the truth than to the fear lest the adoption of Leo's Tome
without qualification should seem to ascribe too great an importance

t Inter Leon Epp. No. 7g. M.P.L.54, 89o. ' . . . dtrorcone$ovoav xol d,pyovoav tfis
0el,as nlstears'.

2 Schwartz, op. cit., Tom. II, vol. i,pt. z, p. 93. See for the Tome, id., op. cit.,
Tom. II, vol. ii, pt. r, p,24fr. Coll. Nooar.No. 5.

3"For a discussion of some modern criticism of Leo's Christology, see the present
writer's op, cit., p. 4gz fr.r Schwartz, opt, cit., '.fom. II, vol. i, pt. z, p. 8t lzZl7. Acta graeca No. 23.

5 It is doubtful, however, whether the question of reading Leo's Tome at
Ephesus (44g) ever actually arose. See above, p.3o6, n. r.
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to the verdict of Old Rome, and thus overshadow the upstart
prestige of the see of his own capital. Not less important in this con-
nexion was the introduction during the sixteenth session of the
council of a canon, usually reckoned as the twenty-eighth, accepted,
be it remembered, by not more than one hundred and eighty-four
bishops out of a total membership of certainly not less than frve
hundred,l which assigned to the see of Constantinople the ordination
of metropolitans throughout the 'dioceses' of Pontus,'Asia, and
Thrace. Professing to be no more than a reinterpretation of the
famous 'third canon' of Constantinople (g8t), it explained itself as

conferring on the Constantinopolitan see the same ecclesiastical
privileges as those enjoyed by the Roman see itself. Whether or not
this legislation was brought forward at the instigation of the Emperor
(it was in any case passed in the absence of the imperial commission
which had presided over the previous sessions of the council and
may therefore have been taken by surprise), there was evidently a

feeling that in spite of protests he was bound to support a measure
promoted by the local bishop. In the case of the Roman legates, on
the other hand, surprise was quickly followed by deep indignation
at so direct a challenge to the unique prerogatives of the apostolic
see. Their protest took the form of an appeal to the sixth canon
of Nicaea, which according to the view current in Rome, probably
since the time of Pope Damasus f, was meant to prescribe the order
of precedence among the 'greater churches'. The canon as recited
by Paschasinus of Lilybaeum, principal member of the Roman
legation, reads thus:

'The sixth canon of the three hundred and eighteen holy fathers:
"The Roman church has always had . a primacy. Let Egypt also
retain one, such ttrat the bishop of Alexandria may have authority
over all, since this is a custorn also in the case of the Roman bishop.
In like manner also he who is established (as bishop) in Antioch;
and in the rest of the provinces let churches of other cities have
primacies. . ." '2

The quotation raises a number of acute problems. In the first place,
supposing that these words accurately represent what Paschasinus

t Schwartz, op. cit., Tom. II, vol. i, pt. 3, p. q+ [+SS] . Acta graeca, Actio XVII,
No. g. Scott, op. cit., p. r93, says '84'. The 'canon' is probably a,lfi$ot.

2 Id., op. cit.,Tom.II, vol. i, pt. 3, p. qS [+S+]. Acta graeca, Actio XVII, No. r6.
See for version of Rusticus, id,., op. cit.,Torn.II, vol. iii, pt. 3, p. ro9 [S+8] ; Turner
Eccl. occid. man. iur. ant., Tom. I, p. r48. See also above, p. ?or ff.
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actually said, whence did he obtain this text? Comparison with earlier
Latin collections of Canon Law of Roman or Italian origin suggests
that he derived that part of the canon which we have quoted from the
fourth century version contained in the collection represented by
our Codex Ingilrarni (or of Chieti).t At the same time it should be
noticed that what follows forsakes that text and follows fairly closely
instead the so-called 'Isidorian' version, which in its original form
is held to have been in use c. 425.2 We may perhaps infer from this
that the official book of Roman Canon Law current in Leo's time
was a conflation of the two earlier versions, 'fngilram' and 'fsidore'.
Yet how can we account for the origin of the opening phrase? In spite
of a generally accepted view it is most unlikely that it had been
devised by some Roman scribe to justify a universal primacy. For
after all primatus, in its fourth-century sense, denoted no more
than the office of a metropolitan bishop. A possible motive for its
introduction may have been supplied, however, by the loss of
prestige suffered by the Roman see under Liberius and during the
first ten years or so of the pontificate of Damasus. Bearing in mind the
increasing importance of the see of Milan at this time, and the absence
of any metropolitic al organization in Italy, it is by no means improbable
that there were some who felt the need of reasserting the customary
but quite undefined metropolitical authority of the Roman see within
the Italian peninsula and entered a marginal note to that effect. The
publication of the earliest Latin version of the Nicene-Sardican
canons, which probably remained the official Canon Law of the
Roman church till at least 4r8, provided an obvious opportunity for
a reassertion of this claim.s Thus it is reasonable to suggest that the
phrase may in origin have been no more than an explanatory gloss
on the phrase regarding 'the custom in the case of the Roman
bishop' (Romarn episcopo . . . consuetudo).

The reply of the officials of the church of Constantinople to this
dimarche on the part of the Roman legates was to cite the third
canon of Constantinople 38r (that they actually quoted first the Greek
text of the sixth canon of Nicaea is open to considerable doubt).l

1 See above. Cf. Turner, op. cit.rp. r5r, para. z.
2 Tumer in j.?.,S., vol. n:rx, rgzg. p. gSg; Eccl. occid. mon. Tom, T, p. 274.
8 Turner, ibid.; op. cit.,Torn.I, p.3zg.
{ The sixth canon of Nicaea in its original form was a witness rather against than

for the primacy of Constantinople and hence was quite irrelevant. Though it is given
in the Greek Acta,it is in Caspar's view,Geschichtervol.irp, s23, a later insertion.

2t
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It was nbw the turn of the legates to protest. Such a canon, they said,

formed no part of the genuine Canon Law. This was, of cou'lse' per-
fectly true so far as the Roman'church was concefned, the official
corpus of which did not include the canons of the Constantinopolitan
council. The presidents overruled the objection, however, and the

new canon was endorsed by acclamation. The legates, being thus

successfully checkniated, insisted that their protest should be

entered in the official Acta so that it might be clear that their resist-

ance had been due not to jealousy but to anxieQr for the maintenance

of canonical principles.l
Even befoie the return of the legates news of ihis decision of the

council reached the ears of Leo. His earliest letters on the subject, in
spite of his satisfaction at the acceptance of his verdict on Eutyches

and at the incorporation of his dogmatic teaching in the conciliar
definition, showed quite clearly his determination to resist the adop-

tion of the objectionable canon. Thus in writing to the Empress

Pulcheria he says:

'Resolutions of bishops which are repugnant to the rules of the

holy canons defined at Nicaea . we rescind and utterly annul by
the authority of the blessed Apostle Peter, since in all ecclesiastical

questions we defer to those laws which the Holy Ghost laid down

throrrgh the three hundred and eighteen prelates, with a view to
their peaceable observance by all bisbops'.z

This was in 452. Two years later, under pressure as it seerns from
the Emperor, Anatolius, bishop of Constantinople, presented his

apology to Leo.3 The latter graciously accepted the gesture, on the

supposition that it implied willingness to withdraw the twenty-
eigllttt canon. Yet whether or not Anatolius' intentions were sincere,

the canon remained in force.
There can be little doubt that Leo was by no means alone in his

attitude of protest. Suspicion and mistrust of decisions reached at

Chalcedon were widespread, and persisted in spite of all the devices

of imperial policy alternating between suppression and cajolery of
the opposition. Resistance was shown in various parts of the East, but
nowhere with greater determination than in Egypt. Alexandria once

again witnessed scenes of violent disorder, which on the death of

. 1 Schwart z, o\t. cit.Tom. I, vol. i, Pt. 3, p. 99. Ac:ta gracca, Actio XVII, No. +5.
2 Ep. ro5. JK 482.

" Inter Leon.Epp. No. 42. M.P.L. 54, ro8a.
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Marcian culminated in the assassination of the bishop Proterius,
solely on the ground of his Chalcedonian sympathies. It is clear that
the growing nationalism of the Copts had discovered a convenient

focus in Cyril's more extreme theological utterances,l and from this
time on Egyptian 'Monophysitism'began to be clearly distinguishable

from the official theology of the Empire. It may well be true that in this
case dogma was the chief cause of difference. But some responsibility
for the embittered relations between Alexandria and Constantinople

must surely be assigned to the twenty-eighth canon, and to its generally

unhappy effect on the corporate unity of the eastern churches.

Marcian's successor, the Emperor Leo I, faced with unrest at

home in addition to a constant threat to his frontiers, did his utmost
to secure the restoration of peace. A project of holding a new council
to revise the decisions of Chalcedon was mooted and preparations for
it were already in hand. The chief opposition to this procedure came

from Pope Leo, who showed obvious signs of disapproval and urged

that, white all possible measures should be taken to reconcile the

dissidents, no step was justifiable which might endanger the dogmatic

settlement already reached. No doubt the see of Constantinople had

its own reasons for fearing what such a new council might bring
forth, and may have had good cause to be apprehensive of the growing
influence of Timothy, surnamed Aelurus, recently.elected by the

monophysite majority in Egypt to the see of Alexandria. Ultimately
the expedient of a kind of plebiscite by provinces was adopted.z Each

provincial synod was required by the Emperor to answer two

questions: 'Ought the council of Chalcedon to be upheld?' and

'Ought Timothy to continue as bishop of Alexandria?' Of the

fifty-six or so possible answers not more than twenty-two are known,

and we may hesitate between suspicion of governmental integrity
and admiration of its skill, when we learn that with one exception all

were favourable, so far as can be known, to the first, and quite

unanimous about the second. Whatever the truth, the effect of these

manoeuvres was that at the time of Pope Leo's death Egypt was all

but lost to the unity of the Church, while signs were not lacking that

other provinces too were on the point of breaking away.

Before closing our review of this important pontificate something

I Particularly Cyril's XII Anathernas.
2 }ee Encyclia ap. Evagrium, H.E.;,9, ro. ed. Bidez, J., and Parmentier, L.

r898, p, 59 ff. Cf. Cassiodorus, Dioin. et Saec, inst,litt, tt. M,P.L. 70, tt23.
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must be said about an outstanditrg feature of his administration.
Again and again we encounter in his letters the theme of 'unity and
order by obedience to Canon Law'. As to what Leo meant by Canon
Law, we can see from his frequent allusions to the subject that he
believed it to embrace the authentic Nicene canons with the addition
of those of Sardica, which at this time were still treated by the Roman
see as Nicene in origin. It has been argued that those who held such
a view in the middle of the fifth century cannot well be absolved of
consciously accepting a fraud. Yet no one who has carefully followed
the spasmodic, even erratic development of Canon Law in the West
could possibly allow such a charge to go unchallenged. Supposing
that the standard Roman Canon Law of the time was the earlier
form of the 'Isidorian' Collection, conflated (at least so far as the
sixth canon of Nicaea was concerned) with the text represented by
our Codex Ingilrami,l in which the Nicene and Sardican canons form
a single group, no one in the Rome of Leo's time could be said to liave
been guilty of dishonesty if he represented that the canons governing
appeals were actually Nicene. Even the later'Isidorian' Collection,
though grouping the canons of Nicaea and sardica (in epitome)
separately, continues to describe the latter with the title:

'Here begins the Nicene council of twenty bishops: the things
which are not contained in the Greek but are found in the Latin as
follows . . .'2

And if it be asked why the Roman church failed to correct this
historical error, after the unhappy results of Zosimus' misquotation,
it may be replied that it is by no means certain that Pope Boniface
ever obtained the original canons of Nicaea as he was requested to
do by the Africans, or that the discovery that the disputed canons
were absent from the Greek text necessarily satisfied the Roman
church about their non-Nicene origin. On the contrary the heading
in the later 'Isidorian' Collection (M) seems to show the opposite.
Western Canon Law, it must be remembered, only emerged out of
its primitive stage under the skilful hand of Dionysius Exiguus.

Before calling attention to the significance of, his attitude one
further point in Leo's conception of what was included in Canon Law
must be remarked. He is the first Pope explicitly to insist on the need
of obedience to the decretals of his predecessors, which thus begin
to take their place as part of the Canon Law of the western church.

1 Turner, Eccl,occ,mon,iur.ant,Tom,I, p. r5r. z ld. op,cit,,Tom.I,.p.54o.
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Even before the beginning of his pontificate a collection of these
documentsfrom Siricius to Celestine had already come into existence,
intended primarily for local use.l Collections of his own letters were
soon to form an important addition to this papal corpus, and thus
found their way into the archetypes of the fifth and later centuries.

Though T eo himself never uses the phrase, it may reasonably be
said that his whole administration was moulded according to his
predecessor's dictum: 'Law should govern us; not we the law. Let
us who uphold canonical principles be obedient to the canons our-
selves'.Z Thus the fifth-century Papacy was still content to remain
the custodian of the Church's legislation; the time had not yet come
when it would claim to be its arbiter.

The arts of sculpture and painting have each left us a memorial of
this great Pope. The colossal bronze figure of the Apostle in St.
Peter's has been widely believed, though no doubt mistakenly, to
have been modelled at Leo's order from the molten material of the
colossal statue of Jupiter Capitolinus. Though the tradition may
itself be false, as an image of his pontificate, embodying, as we have
seen, every aspect of the great papal heritage, nothing could be
more appropriate. Equally expressive of its significance, not only as a
Iandmark in the life of the Church, but as a turning point in world
history, is the Raphaelite wall-painting in the Stanze della Segnatura
of the Vatican, in which the serene majesty of the pope and his
attendant Cardinals confronts the barbarous might of Attila. Thrice
in his lifetime Leo had seen the Eternal City prostrate before the
barbarian; twice he had himself interceded in person for its pre-
servation with Hun and with Vandal. Authors of legend may have
exaggerated Leo's part in Attila's discomfiture, and the hand of a
master painter minimized it by introduction of the miraculous. But
each through his own medium has expressed the truth that much
that was best in the old tradition was saved from the wreck consequent
upon Germanic invasions chiefly through the immovable stead-
fastness of the Roman see.

1 Turner, in C.Med.I/. vol. i, p. r8z.
2 See above, p. 268, n. r. Leo's preoccupation with the due observance of Canon

Law may be illustrated by the following references: Ep. r, r. JK 398, 'auctoritatem
canonum decretorumque nostrorwn' ; ibid., r,6.; Ep. 4,2. JK 4oz; ibid. g(? Conc. Nic.
canon q);ibid.5, 'omnia decretalia constituta, tam beatae recordationis Innocentii,
quam omnium decessorum nostrorum' ; Ep. to,4. JK 4o7 i Ep. t2, S, 9, ro. JK 4ro ;
Ep, ry, r.lK 4r7; Ep. rc4, S.JK 48r; Ep. 16z, 3. JK SSq.
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VIII
Most of what is known of the seven-year pontificate of his successor

Hilary is derived from a few surviving letters concerning that Pope's

relations with southern Gaul.l It is remarkable that in spite of the

fact that an independent Gothic kingdom had been established in

the former province Narbonmsis, the Roman see did not cease to

regulate the affairs of the Catholic Church in that area. More im-
portant were Hilary's relations with Spain, now also in Germanic

occupation. It was with reference to the appeals of Ascanius, metro-

politan of Tarragona,2 that the Roman synod of 465 was held, the

special interest of which is that it is the first of which exact minutes

of the proceedings have been preserved, including a complete

record of the Pope's allocution. It is significant for the history of
Canon Law that we find him once again stressing the need of
obedience to the precepts of the divine law and the constitutions of
the Nicene canons, and adding 'that only at the peril of his status

can anyone violate either the divine constitutions or the decrees of
the apostolic see'.3 That Hilary probatly followed his predecessors

in recognizing the dogmatic decrees of other councils in addition to

that of Ni.u"" is suggested by an entry in the Libu pontificalis,which

reads:
'This Pope composed a decretal and published it throughout all

the East,, together with letters concerning the Catholic Faith, con-

firming the three councils gf Nicaea, Ephesus and Chalcedon, with
the Tome of the holy bishoP Leo'.4

Even if the details of this entry are untrustworthy, it is of interest

to note that no mention is made of the council of Constantinople of

ttijrrd., 
Simplicius, elected on Febru ary 25,468, dificulties with

the Fast began afresh. The accession of Acacius to the see of Con-

stantinople in 472, and the violent assumptio3 by Zeno of sole

imperial authority there two years later gave some impetus to an

increasingly general reaction against the council of Chalcedon.

Egypt, as we have seen, was already in revolt, and with the help of

the usurper Basiliscus, Peter Fullo, a firm ally of the veteran mono-

1 The best edition of papal letters from Hilary I to Pelagius II is that of Thiel, A.,
Epistolae Romanorum Pontificam, 1868 (one volume only. published).

2 Thiel, p. I55, No. 13. t Id., P. I59, No. r5. t Lib. pont. ed. cit., p. z4z'
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physite Timothy Aelurus, regained possession of the see of Antioch.
Thus two at least of the 'greater eastern churches' were in the hands

of determined opponents of the council. During the two years or so

of Basiliscus' usurpation of the eastern throne, Acacius had to suffer

many indignities caused by the presence of Timothy in the capital,

who obtained from the 'tyrant' an imperial encyclical, formally
condemning Leo's Tome and the decrees of Chalcedon, and giving
imperial recognition to Nicaea and the first council of Ephesus with
the significani addition of the so-called latrocinium.r It was indicative
of the untrustworthiness of the eastern episcopate that when con-

fronted with this declaration of the imperial paradoris most of the

five hundred who now assented'to the edict had only a few years

previously expressed precisely the opposite opinion.z

Acacius, who had already unsuccessfully endeavoured to obtain

Pope Simplicius' confirmation of the twenty-eighth canon of Chal-

cedon, believed that the eastern primacy of Constantinople was in
danger, and not content with obtaining what he wanted from the

usurper, first procured his deposition ; then shortly after he extracted

confirmation of the canon from the restored Empetot Zeno. Among

the evident signs of the growing importance of his see in relation

to other eastern churches is the charge later prefemed against him by

Pope Felix III:
'I know not after what fashion you claim that you are the princeps

of the whole church'.3
It has been conjectured with considerable probability that Felix

was alluding to Acacius' employment of the title 'oecumenical
patriarch'.4If this is correct, he was the first of the Constantinopolitan
bishops to use it, and thus anticipated Gregory I's famous protest

' by more than a century.d In this connexion, however, it should be

realwedthat the term'oecumenical'properly speaking did not mean

'world wide', as the protesting Latins appear to have understood it,
but simply 'imperial', and that an identical title had already been

assigned to the Popes, and in that sense, bY Alexandrine deacons.o

fts use, therefore, in any pefiod has no direct relevance to questions

regarding the Roman primacy.
1 Evagrius, H.8.31 4. ed. cit., p. ror ff.
2 Caspar, Geschichu, vol" ii, p. 15. a Caspar, oF. cit,, vol. ii, p.747 f.

" IK Sgz,8. Thiel, p. 232. 5 See below, P.355.
3 Schwartz, opt cit.,Tom. ltrvol. i, Pt.3, pp. 15 [zrr], q fa4l. Acta graeca

Actio II, Nos. 47t Sr,
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Before the first lear of Zeno's restored principate had elapsed, an
event took place in the West, the historical significance of which has
perhaps been exaggerated, but which at least deserves mention.l On
August 23, 476, the Ostrogoth commander Odoacer assumed the
title of 'king' and after occupying Ravenna, as the anonymous
chronicler records :

'He deposed Augustulus from the kingdom. Having pity on his
tender years and because the youth was fair, he granted him his life
and awarded him an income of six thousand solidi and sent him to
dwell in freedom with his family in Campania'.2

We need not linger further over the pathetic demise of the western
principate, except to remark that its disappearance in no sense
affected the theory of the Imperiurn Rornanum, which remained, as
it always had been, a single unity. So little indeed did it change the
practice of the surviving impnaton who reigned as before in Con-
stantinople, that the event might have been passed over in silence
were it not for the effect on the life of the Church of the final trans-
ference of the seat of Empire from Rome to the capital of the East,
to which the craven petition addressed to Zeno by the Roman
Senate bore perhaps unwilling witness. That prince affected to
ignore the defacto nile of Odoacer and to uphold the legitimist claims
of his deposed western colleague. But he must have found it difficult
to believe that there still remained any hope of effectively restoring
Roman rule in Italy.

It is likely that uncertainty about the political situation goes some
way to account for the absence of any positive element in Simplicius'
eastern policy. The surety of touch with which Leo I had handled the
kaleidoscopic variations in eastern affairs seemed momentarily
to have been lost. A keener sense of opportunity might have made
better use of the appeals of Acacius to support the failing cause of
Chalcedon, and a better appreciation of the delicate poise of eastern
politics prevented the blunder of giving qualified support to ]ohn
Talaia, a candidate for the see of Alexandria who was in no sense a

1 As Bury, J. 8., History of the Later Roman Empire, vol. i, p. 4o8, points out,
it is 'inaccurate and unfortunate' to describe this event as marking rhe 'Fall of the
Western Empire'. Romulus Augustulus' title to the principate in any case was
doubtfully legitimate, and Julius Nepos, who had reigned for just over a year, and
had perhaps the better claim, survived till May 48o.r Seeck" Regesten d. K. u. Pllpste, p. +"2,
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persona grata at the court of Z,eno.t Instead the initiative was allowed
imperceptibly to pass into the hands of Acacius. Disappointed at the
comparative impotence of the Roman see, he had probably come to
believe that the only means of restoring ecclesiastical unity in the
East lay in asserting the primacy of Constantinople in the sphere of
dostrine. To this end he had recourse to the familiar expedient of an
imperial dogmatic statement, which was believed to be sufficiently
monophysite to satisfy Peter Mongus, the new bishop of Alexandria,
yet not so evidently outspoken against the council of Chalcedon as to
cause undue alarm to its adherents. This was the famous Henoticon,z
which Schwartz has described as 'ein rein politisches, auf dog-
matische Prinzipientreue verzichtendes Dokument'.3 Like every
other attempt at effecting Christian reunion by means of a deliberate
or accidental disregard of principle it proved a failure. Its sole
achievement was the creation of a new schism at Alexandria.

Felix III, who succeeded Simplicius in the year (+81) following
the publication of this document, had the satisfaction at an early date
in his pontificate of receiving as a suppliant that John whom we
have already noticed as the unsuccessful Chalcedonian candidate for
the see of Alexandria. It may be remarked that his was the first
papal election in which direct intervention on the part of the secular
power is known. The secular power in this case was, of course,
Odoacer, who at the request of Simplicius had instructed the
praetorian prefect Basil to see that the normal procedure was carried
out without any disturbance of public order. That Felix traced
his origin to the old Roman aristocrsclr whose descendants, while
recognizing the Gothic regime as a fait accompli, continued to treat
the eastern imperator as their only lawful sovereign, may help to
explain his extreme deference to the Constantinopolitan govern-
ment, in spite of his continued intransigence towards Acacius.

It was probably to John of Alexandria that the Roman see owed
its earliest direct acquaintance with the contents of Zeno's Hmoticon.
We may gather something of the effect produced from the fact that
in the announcement of his election to the Emperor, Felix included
an intimation of the despatch of a Roman legation to Constantinople.
Speaking in the character of Peter, 'prince of the Apostles', the Pope

I Coll. Aoell.68, ed. cit., p. r5r ff.
2 Evagrius, H.8.3, 14, ed. cit., p. rrr ff.
E Quoted by Caspar, op. cit, vol. ii, p. 

"",
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besought him not to permit the seamless robe of Christ to be torn
asunder.l With studied caution he passed over the Hmoticon in
silence, while he praised the council of Chalcedon as 'via, ut scriptum

est, regia mediaque' .2 A further letter in the form of an appeal, but
with a menacing undertone, was addressed to Acacius.s The legates

had scarcely left Italy when, in the course of an investigation of
John's appeal, Felix realized the extent to which Acacius had con-

ceded the abandonment of Chalcedon. A third letter followed there-

fore, citing ths,patriarch to give evidence in the case of John.l Yet
just as the Pope seemed to model his action on Julius I's treatment of
Athanasius, so the reception of the Roman legates at the hands of the
eastern government recalled that of their predecessors in the time
of John Chrysostom. On this occasion, however' the government used

far greater circumspection and succeeded in persuading the legates to
acknowledge the orthodoxy of Acacius and Peter Mongus, an act

which was tantamount to the acceptance of the Henoticon.

It is with no surprise that we learn how on their return the legates

were at once surnmoned before a Roman synod, to which they
presented an evasive apologyfrom theEmperor and a defiant rejoinder
from the patriarch. At once a sentence of deposition against Acacius

was pronounced and duly notified both to Zeno and to the ofiending
bishop.s

It is noteworthy that, while among the grounds for Acacius' con-

demnation mention was made of his traffic with acknowledged
heretics, the chief emphasis was laid on his contravention of Canon

Law by usurping the privileges of others.6 This significant thrust may

be supposed to have been provoked by the knowledge that, doubtless

as part of the price for the share which he had taken in procuring
Zeno's restoration, the Emperor had agreed to confirm the twenty-
eighth canon of Chalcedon. The formal sentence, in accordance with
the verdict of the synod and pronounced by Felix in person with all
the majesty of his office, then followed:

'Since Acacius, after being warned by us a second time, has not
ceased to show contempt for beneficial canons (statutorum salu'
brium), and supposed that I in the person of my (legates) ought to
be imprisoned, by 

" 
judgment pronounced from heaven God has

t JK S9r. Thiel, p. z2z. n JK Sgg. Thiel, p. 239.
2 With allusion to Num. xxt, 22, 5 JK 6or, JK Sgg. Thiel, PP.217,243.
t JK sga. Thiel, p.z3z. t JK sgp. Thiel, p, 243.
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banished him from the episcopate. Wherefore if any bishop, clerk,
monL or layman shall have communion with him after this sentence,
let him be anathema, as the Holy Ghost declares. . . . Know that
thou art thrust forth from the episcopate, as well as from Catholic
comrnunion and the number of the faithful, condemned by the judg-
ment of the Holy Ghost and by our apostolic authority, and never
at any time to be loosed from the bonds of the anathema'.I

Felix evidently had made the most of his opportunity. His action
meant, of course, nothing less than a declaration of open war between
those who believed in the Church as an independent spiritual society
and those who were prepared to acquiesce in its identification with
the State. The custodians of tfre apostolic paradosis and the subjects
or upholders of Caesaropapism were now face to face in open con-
flict.

Not less significant is the Pope's letter addressed to the Emperor,z
the style of which seems to betray the authorship of Gelasius, pre-
sently to succeed Felix in the papal throne. Signs of the state of
belligerency now prevailing are to be seen in the almost studied
avoidance of the usual terms of courtesy characteristic of such

correspondence. With brutal directness of expression the Pope

called the Emperor's attention to the essential issue; a choice between
communion with Peter the Apostle and Peter Mongus.

'Of a certainty', he writes, 'it redounds to the prosperity of your
affairs if, when the matter in hand concerns the things of God, you
exert yourself according to His commandment to submit your
imperial will to the bishops of Christ and not to assume leadership,
to learn sacred matters from those who are set over them, not to
teach them, to follow the prescription (fonna) of the Church and not
to prescribe to it laws to be followed after the fashion of men, nor to
tyrannize over its ordinances, since it is in very deed God's will
that you should bow yourself in humble obediencet.s

It might have been supposed that Gregory VII or Innocent III
was speaking. Instead it is the Papacy of the late fifth century. Yet
these words do not belong to an isolated episode, such as the conflict
between Ambrose and Valentinian II. On the contrary they mark
the opening of centuries of struggle between the Papacy and the
Empire, between clericalism and laicism, between Church and
State.

THE PAPACY AND THE LATER ROMAN EMPIRE

I JK 6oo. a JK 6or. Thiel, p. 247. t lbid.
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If it be asked whether it was necessary for the Papacy to force the
issue in this w?y, we may reply that properly speaking it had no
alternative. Hitherto Emperors had been content to enforce their
ecclesiastical policies by means of councils. This time Zeno had
presumed to use an imperialmotu proprio to undermine the authority
of Chalcedon. Thus Caesaropapism openly declared itself. 'Das',
is the comment of a modern historian of the Papacy, 'ist der entschei-
dende Punkt, an welchem das kaiserliche Reichskirchenregiment in
'lCd.saropapismus" i.iberging.'r As to the reaction to the sentence of
excommunication, it is noteworthy that, in spite of the apparent
indifference of the Constantinopolitan authorities to the thunder of
the papal anathema, remarkable ingenuity seems to have been shown
to prevent echoes of it from reaching the Church at large.

Two further incidents of Felix' pontificate bearing on our subject
deserve mention. At the Roman synod of the following year (485),

apart from the condemnation of the legates who had communicated
with Acacius during their visit, a resolution was published declaring
its 'acknowledgment of the venerable councils of Nicaea and the
first of Ephesus together with that of Chalcedon, against Nestorius
and the most impious Eutyches'.2 It is worth remarking that the
same synod reaffirmed the primapy of the Roman see as the repre-
sentative of the whole Italian episcopate, citing the Tu es Petrus, on
the strength of which it was asserted that the Nicene fathers had
conferred on the Roman church the right to confirm and approve
decisions. It may be supposed that the allusion here was to the
Sardican legislation, and we may perhaps infer from this that the
belief that the Sardican canons belonged to Nicaea remained even

at this date the official view in Rome.8
The same pontificate also sheds a brief ray of light on the attitude of

Africa. Those churches, which some seventy years previously had

not hesitated to challenge a papal opinion on Canon Law, for nearly
half a century had lain at the mercy of the Arian Vandals. The
attempt of Eugenius of Carthage at this time to insist that non-
African churches, 'especially the Roman church, which is the head

of all churches',a should be invited to take part in a joint conference
1 Caspar, op. cit,, vol. ii, p. 35.
2 Coll. Aaell., 7o, 8. ed. cit., p. rS8 ; cf, Dect. Gel,; g. Note the omission of

Constantinople (38r).
3 For earlier references to this belief, see above, pp. 288 f ,r 3rz,
{ Victor Vitensis, z, 43,In C.S.E.Z. vol, vii, p. 4r.
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of Arian and Catholic bishops only provoked further reprisals against
Catholics. In vain the rhetorical appeal of Victor Vitensis: 'Blessed
Peter, why dost thou keep silence in the affairs of those sheep and
Iambs which in His wide protective providence have been entrusted
to thee by our co,mmon Lord ?' The renaissance of Catholicism in
Africa was not yet. All that Felix could do to bring aid to his appellants
was to invite the Emperor's cautious intervention.l

IX
To return now to the relations of the Papacy with the East.
The breach between the Rornan see 

"nd 
th. supporters of the

Hmoticon, Acacius, Peter Mongus of Alexandria and Peter Fullo of
Antioch, was complete. The Roman synod had declared them
deposed, and Acacius in his turn had struck the name of Felix out of
the diptycha of the church of Constantinople. The polemical writing
of Gelasius occasioned by the schism continued duiing the last years
of Felix, and is chiefly represented by his two earlier Tractates. The
former of these is a brief compendium of,the history of heresy from
Nestorius to his own time (+89), and shows such marked differences
in style frpm his acknowledged writings as to call in question its
ascription to his authorship. An attempt, however, to make it
dependent on Liberatus' Brqsiarium and certain papal letters has
only served to prove the contrary.z The second of these Tractates,
belonging to the same year, though composed after the death of
Acacius, is a collection of testimonia from the time of Pope Simplicius
and directed chiefly against Peter Mongus.s Acacius' successor
Fravitas, in his letter of enthronization, addressed Felix as'the suc-
cessor of Peter, prince of the Apostles, the rock of faith and steward
of the heavenly mysteries by the authority of the keys'. It was all in
vain. For Fravitas, as formerly for Acacius, the choice still lay, as

Gelasius pointed out afresh, between communion with an Apostle and
with a 'stammerer'. A fresh approach on the part of his successor
Euphemius met with a similar answer.4 It is clear, however, that a
reaction was already on foot at Constantinople which might have
brought the schism to an end, if it had not received a severe check by

1 Caspar, op. cit,, vol. ii, p. 40.
2 Coll. Aaell., 99. ed. cit., p. 44o fr. Cf. Bardenhewer, op. cit., vol. iv, p. 627;

Caspar, op. cit., vol. ii, p.7Sr.
i JE 66g.Thi"t, p. 524. Cf. Bardenhewer, op. cit., vol. iv, p. 628.
a JK 613. Thiel, p..266,
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the elevation of the 'sacristan' Emperor Anastasius f. Moreover, the
election of the uncompromising Gelasius to the Roman see on March
r, 492, rendered any hope of arapprochemenf from that quarter out
of the question. Reunion was not yet even in sight.

The brief but important pontificate of Gelasius f constitutes a

definite landmark in the history of the Roman see. Like Victor I an

Africanl by birth, he appears to have lacked neither Victor's zeal for
discipline nor his tenacity of purpose. No Pope before or after him
more consistently upheld the Roman principle ' Nil 'innovetur, n'isi

quod traditum esf', even though in his case traditionalism meant

"fti.Ry 
the irretractability of the decrees of Nicaea and Chalcedon.

Thus his guiding principle may be summed up in the words:
'Let us maintain invlolate the rules which the Church has received

from the Fathers and there will be peace'.z

Not less typical of his outlook is his attitude towards the Acacian

schism, which we find clearly expressed in his second Tractate:

'The matter is clear: the sole cause in fact of the cleavage in unity
and the disturbance of harmony, is that so long as the names of
the transgressors are not excluded from the Church, they prevent

the restoration of the bond of peace. For if it is permissible to recite

in church the names of the successors and partners of Eutyches (since

Peter was his successor and Acacius.his partner), why should not the

same be allowed in the case of the successors and partners of Arius
or of other heretics ? Or is it supposed that Eutyches was less godless

and misbelieving than Arius ? No one of sound intelligence would

dare to claim that. If then their godlessness is equal, so must they be

equally avoided; otherwise, if once such freedom is granted, for the

future anything will be allowed to any one, and, God forbid, such

confusion and disorder will result that, as the prophet'says, '1J1t.t"
is no longer difference between the clean and the unclean". It is not

the business of our humility to pass sentence on the schism affecting

the whole world; but it is our duty to take care for our own salvation,

since each of us will have to give account before the judgment seat

of the EverlastinB King'.s
It has been suggested that desire for a tapproehemcnt, which pre-

sently began to show itself afresh in the East, sprang solely from the

t See Lib. Pont., ed. cit., vol. i, p.256 f. and n. r.
'zJK 6rr, 19. Thiel,p.287 f..
s Tract. z, 5 f. Thiel, p. 526 f. cit. Ezek. nrii, 26.
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desire of the imperial government to reach an understanding with
the sorely threatened western provinces. But some allowance ought
to be made as well for an underlying conviction, by no means extinct
in the East, that communion with the Roman see was indispensable to
real unity,r and equally for no less a sincere longing on the part of the
Westerns for a restoration of order and harmony within the Catholic
Church.

Of the considerable extent of Gelasius' literary remains (at least
r r4 letters or parts of letters of his have been preserved) by no means
the whole directly concerns us here. We may therefore confine our
attention to tlose documents which throw light on his conception of
papal jurisdiction, and of the relations of the Christian Church to the
Christian State.

As to papal jurisdiction, his doctrine is to be found most clearly
set forth in his letter to the bishops of Dardania,2 reflecting the
difficult situation which had arisen in Illyricum, in consequence of
the continuing schism. We may infer from the Pope's letter that a
determined attempt was being made by the see of Constantinople to
win over the Illyrians to the Hmot'icon, and that already Andrew of
Thessalonica had given way. In spite, however, of an assurance on
the part of the Dardanian episcopate of loyalty to the Roman see

and their request for a Roman legation, Gelasius found it necessary
to put forward an elaborate apology for the Roman attitude.3

It may be inferred from Gelasius' argument that the eastern
'ofiensive'took the following form. It was contended that Acacius had
been improperly condemned, in that, despite his peculiar status as
bishop of the imperial city, he had not been deposed by an extra-
ordinary synod; moreover, it was said that the sentence of deposition
uttered by Pope Felix had not been signified to the eastern episcopate
in writing.a These and several other objections the Pope met in a
spirit of impatience or contempt. Only on occasion did he condescend
to attack his critics on their own ground. As an example of such
argument we may cite his thrust at the canonical status of Acacius' see :

1 Some allowance also must be made for the belief that the suppression of
Monophysitism would serve to check 'fifth column' activities such as later were to
open the doors of Syria and Egypt to the Saracen invaders.

a JK 664. Thiel, pp. 3gz, 4r4. Coll. Aaell.,95. ed. cit., p. :6g ff. Cf. ed. cit., No.
166, p.617.

" Op. cit., ror. ed. cit., p. +6+ ff.
1 lbid., r and 8. Thiel., pp,3gz ff.,4o3 f.
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'Yet we do not hesitate to mention that which is known to the
universal Church, namely that, as the see of blessed Peter the
Apostle has the right to loose what has been bound by the judgments
of any bishops whatsoever, and since it has jurisdiction over every
church, so that no one may pass judgment on its verdict, the canons
providing that an appeal should lie to it from any part of the world,
no one is permitted to appeal against its judgment. Therefore it is

clear that Acacius had no episcopal authority to cancel a judgment
of the apostolic see without its knowledge. Let them answer these
questions: in what synod did he assume this right, which in any case

would have been unlawful apart from the apostolic see ? Of what see

is he the bishop ? Of what metropolitan city is he the prelate ? Does

he not himself belong to the province of the church of Heraclea ? If
in fact it was lawful for him without a synod to rescind a judgment of
the apostolic see without inviting its opinion, was it not equally
Iawful for the first see, appropriately executing the decisions of the
Chalcedonian council, to thrust out a miscreant such as him by its
own authority?'t

Acacius himself, it was, urged, had acknowledged the Roman
primacy of jurisdiction by acting as its agent in pronouncing the
original sentence against the Monophysites. And if the Easterns

objected that notice of his deposition had not been sent to them,
Gelasius replied that it had not been reported to the Roman see when
the Emperor had deposed and restored bishops without a synod. Nor
could it be argued that'any further synod was necessarf, for to hold
one such as the Easterns demanded would have contradicted the
principle that an irreformable decision against a heresy (i... of
Chalcedon) was sufficient by itself.

Gelasius pointed out further that the Roman see above all others
was bound to carry out the decrees of all councils which had been

approved by the universal Church, 'since it ratifies each council by
its authority, and safeguards it by its ceaseless oversight, in virtue of
its leadership (princapatu), which the blessed Apostle Peter received
by the word of the Lord, and which by common agreement of the
Church he has always possessed and still retains'.2 :

Here he plainly acknowledged that the Roman see, as the ratifier,

1K664,5.Thiel,p.399f. Coll. Aoell.,gS,S27,ed.cit.,p.328; cf.$ar,ed.cit,
p.376.

z lbid,, g. ColL Aoell.,95, ro. ed,. cit.,1t. 37a.
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guardian and protector of conciliar decisiohs on matters of faith, was
itself bound to their observance. Does this involve an admission that
the Rorran primacy of jurisdiction was also subject to conciliar
authority? Gelasius supplies the answer:

'The apostolic see has frequently had occasion, as it has been said,
by ancient custom, even without any previous council, both of
absolving those whom a council had unfairly condemned and of
condemning without the presence of a council those whom it ought
to condemn'.r

No doubt by a 'council' Gelasius meant a 'general' or, as we should
say, 'oecumenical' council. But could he rightly claim that the
restoration of bishops condemned by the latrociniutn was accom-
plished bythe Roman see, and not by the council of Chalcedon?z
The objection presented no difficulty, for in his view not only did the
Roman see alone annul the decisions of the former council, but
alone was responsible for the summoning of the latter.s No doubt
lack of an exact knowledge of the actual history of those councils
prevented him from being conscious that his version seriously mis-
represented the facts. Yet it is clear that from such an argument in
favour of the papal primacy of jurisdiction there followed logically
negative as well as positive consequences. Negatively it implied that
the Roman see could not be cited before any court, whether civil
or ecclesiastical. In fact Gelasius himself affirmed as much in his
letter to Faustus when he said:.

'The canons . . ordered it (sc. the Roman see) to give judg-
ments relative to the whole Church,,but itself to have recourse to the
judgment of none'.4

Yet the disturbing fact that the sees of Antioch and Alexandria had
both been rendered vacant as a result of the recent conviction of their
Chalcedonian occupants on supposedly criminal rather than ecclesias-
tical charges inevitably led to some reconsideration by Gelasius of
the relations between Church and State.

The three chief sources for his doctrine on this subject, the refuta-
tion of the eastern case.in favour of Acacius,d the letter of 4g4 to

L JK 664, 5. Cotl. Aaell., 95, 28. ed. cit., p. 3:7g.
.2 See the present writer's Life and Times of St. Leo, p. zgo f,

, 8 This is an excellent example of what Caspar, op. cit., vol. i, p. 3oa, calls
'Meisterung der Geschichte durch die Doktrin'.

a lK 6zz, 5. M.P.L.56, 63o. Thiel, p. 3++.
5 JK 6rr. Thiel, p. 282.
22
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Anastasius Il and the so-Called fourth Tradafe, generally known as

the 'Tome of Gelasius',2 represent roughly three successive stages in
the development of his thought. We have already called attention to
the warning addressed by him to the Emp eror Zeno in the name of
Felix III, that it befitted an Emperor 'to learn sacred matters . . .

not to teach them'. Writing later as PoPe, he took a definite step

forward by calling attention to the implications of the Emperor's
position as fi.lius ecclesiae. In the same letter he proceeds :

'It is his (sc. the Emperor's) business to learn what is the content

of religion, not to teach it. He has received the privileges of his

power in civil affairs from God, and so he should be thankful for
benefits received, and not claim anything contrary to God's order. It
is God's purpose that bishops should be responsible for the admini-

stration of the Church, not the secular powers; the latter, if they are

Christian, according to His will ought to be subject to the Church

and to the bishops'.3
This was written in 489. Five yeaf,s later, from delimiting their

respective jurisdictions he turned to comparing and contrasting the

spiritual and secular powers themselves. In the course of his famous

letter to Anastasius I he evolved a description of their distinctive
features and mutual relations, which, afterwards known as the

'doctrine of the Two Powers', provided one of the primary sources

used by canonists and other writers in their treatment of the problem

of Church ar.rd State in Europe for almost a thousand years.

'There are in fact two', he wrote, 'Emperor Augusttrs, bY whom

this world is originally (princtpaliter) governed: the consecrated

authority of bishops (arctoritas sacrata pontifw.nl and the royal

power (regalis potestas). Of these, the responsibility of the bishops is

the more weighty, since even for the rulers of men they will have to

give account at the judgment seat of God. For you know' most

gracious son, that, though in your office you preside over the human

race, yet you bow your head in devout humility before those who

govern the things of God and await from them the rneans of your

salvation; you realize that in the use and fitting administration of the

heavenly sacraments you ought to submit to Christian order, not to
be its master, and that in these matters you ought to be subject to

their judgment, md not to desire that they should be subordinated

L lK 632. Thiel, p. 349.
I JK 7or. Thiel, p. S57.

! ]K 6rr, ro. Thiel, p. 2gg.
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to your will. For if within the limits of the order of civil government
Christian bishops appreciate that sovereignty has been conferred
on you by the disposition of heaven, and themselves obey your laws,
so as to prevent their seeming to resist a judgment supreme in human
afiairs, how greatly it befits you in your turn eagerly to give obedience
to those to whom have been assigned the privileges of the sacred
mysteries. Moreover, as a serious risk has been incurred by bishops
in having remained silent through respect for the Sacred Majesty,
as was fitting, so a grave danger, which God forbid, threatens those
who, when they should obey, behave with contempt. If it is right
that the minds of the faithful should be subject to all bishops every-
where, who dispose the things of God aright, how much more ought
support to be given to the prelate of that see, whom the supreme
Divine Majesty has willed to be preferred above all bishops, and
whom the Church has obediently honoured with universal and
unfailing loyalty'.t

We can scarcely do justice to the importance of this passage in
a general survey of this kind. It is possible, however, to call attention
to one or two salient points. In the first place it should be realized that
its description as the 'doctrine of the Two Powers' is not strictly
accurate. Gelasius does not equate the two authorities; on the
conffary he discriminates clearly between what is 'imperial' and
what is 'episcopal.' To the former he assigns potestas; to the latter
auctoritas. Here lies a distinction, familiar to students of Roman
constitutional law. Auctoritas belonged to the ideal and moral
sphere, and just because its force was derived from tradition or from
public opinion, it was strictly an ethical concept, as in the case of the
Roman Senate, and so differed from the physical poteslas endowed
with executive irnpuiutn, which in the republican period belonged to
the populus and was entrusted to the magistrates only for the period
of their office. There was therefore a clear though undefined sense

in which auctoritas if compared withpotestas could be regarded as the
higher of the two, just as moral influence is superior to physical
force.

That'Gelasius should have been willing to draw this distinction is
all the more remarkable in view of the fact that Christian bishops,
among whom he himself was no exception, had claimed at least
since the days of Cyprian potestas as well as auctoritas, not only for

L JK 69z, on whieh see Caspar, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 6+ fi.
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the Church but also for themselves. If, however, we ask what he

actually meant by auctoritas sacrata pontificum, there can be little
doubt that he was alluding to the potestas of binding and loosing, or
in other words, to episcopal jurisdiction as understood in the fifth
century. Yet it must not be supposed that Gelasius here propounds
any final solution of the problem of the relation between Church and

State. His purpose was not so much to solve the problem as to provide
a rational ground for the belief that in the spiritual sphere the
authority of the Church could have no superior.

Enough has probably been said to account for the dominant place

taken in mediaeval thought by Gelasian ideas. But there is perhaps

yet a further and more subtle reason to be mentioned. It is to be

found in his apparently deliberate use of paradox and'ambiguity. As

an example of the former we may cite his use of the predicate sacvata.

By current imperial usage the word sacer was normally employed to
qualify that which belonged to or emanated from the Sovereign. Yet
here its cognate participle is applied not to the regal:is potestas but to
the m.ctoritas pontifimm.DidGelasius then, by his prophetic anticipa-
tion of later papal usage, intend to imply a correction of current
imperial practice? Again, in insisting that the Emperor himself was

subject to the judgment of bishops (er illorum te pmdre iud.icio),

he was using a current judicial phrase in a metaphorical sense to
describe the Emperor's subordination to the episcopate in the

purely spiritual sphere, but in such a \May as to leave open the

interpretation that in the administration of civil justice the courts of
the Church were superior to those of the State. Perhaps it-is not too

much to say that it was the use of phraseology of this sort which was

responsible for a new phase in the evolution of the Papacy; one

in which the canonist and the lawyer were to play a far more pro-
minent part than the theologian and the historian.

What further light on his views of this question can be derived

from the third of his works already mentioned, the fourth Tractate,

the Gelasian authorship of which is no longer seriously disputed?l
Perhaps its most significant feature is to be found in his characteriza,-

tion of Christ as the only true Priest-King' who' as he writes:
'Mindful of human frailty, by an august disposition appointed

what was fitting for the salvation of His own. In this way He dis-
tinguished the respective duties of each power by its appropriate

I JK 7or. Thiel, p, 552,
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functions and distinctive offi.ce, intending that His own should be
saved by the healing of humility, instead of being cut off once more
byhuman pride. Thus it was provided that Christian Emperorswould
be in need of bishops for the sake of eternal life, and bishops for the
sake of the good order of this temporal world would observe imperial
ordinances'.r

It is unquestionable that Gelasius here, as in other places, shows
considerable indebtedness to Augustine. Originality lies chiefly in his
derivation of regnutn and sacerdotium from Christ's immediate
institution and the comparison and contrast between the functions of
the 'Two Powers'. Not less pregnant was his already familiar dis-
tinction between discere and docere as further expanded in his letter to
Faustus:

'As to the religious aspect of the question',.he says, 'the final stage
in the whole procedure belongs, according to Canon Law, only to the
apostolic see. As to its secular aspect, he (the Emperor) ought to
ascertain from bishops, and especially from the Vicar of blessed Peter,
that which belongs to God, and not judge the aforesaid matters
himself'.2

Gelasius is one of those prodigies of history whose ideas were so
far in advance of their time that not years but centuries were needed
for their full appreciation. No doubt in his case there were, at the
time, serious hindrances which considerably impeded the process.
But the mere fact of their survival and persistence in the face of the
most formidable opposition is surely proof of their essential value
in the eyes of the more reflective of his contemporaries.

Through Nicholas I, the first Pope seriously to face the challenge
of the Byzantine principate, and once again to deny his competence in
the sphere of religion, through Gregory VII and Innocent III, we
can trace the working out of the principles which their great pre-
decessor had already supplied. Thus it may be said that the
hierarchical claim of the later Papacy to have not one but 'two
swords' at its disposal was the inevitable and logical outcome of
Gelasius' thought within the framework of mediaeval society. If
any deserves the title of forerunner of the mediaeval Papacy it is
surely he.

rJK 7or, rr. Thiel, p. 567. z JK 622,9. Thiel, p. 34r.
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x
Before considering the later course and ultimate settlement of the

Acacian schism we may glance for a moment at the situation of the
Roman see in the West. In 489 thg comparatively benevolent rule
of Odoacer had been violently overthrown by Theodoric, whose

savage temperament was adorned but not transmuted by a genuine

respect for Roman culture. With him and his Arian faith even

Geiasius could not do other than make terms, and it is sometimes

forgotten that since tlle days of the Gothic'emperor-maker' Ricimer,
Rome possessed at least one church assigned by the master race to
the Arian cultus. Thus it is remarkable and perhaps not without
significance that the pontificate of one of the most uncompromising
exponents of papal authority should have fallen within a period during
which Roman Catholicism was in some sense at least a'disestablished'
religion.

His successor Anastasius II enjoys a singular title to fame in that
he is thought by many to be the Pope intended by Dante, when that
poet describes the huge tomb in the sixth circle of the Infemo:

Anastasio PaPa gumdo,
h qual trasse Fotin della via dritta.l

Whether or not we believe that he was in fact deserving of this un-
h"ppy reputation must depend on the view taken of his eirenic policy
towards the Acacian schism. No.doubt his aristocratic origin dis-
posed him to regard even a monophysite Emperor like his namesake

at Constantinoplewith greater respect than theArian king at Ravenna.

On the other hand, it is to be remembered that at least one of his
more important surviving letters is unequivocally'Chalcedonian' in
phraseology,z even if he showed himself willing to discuss ambiguities
in a Greek version of the Tome of Leo I. Yet it is a fact that his
legates entered into relations with the monophysite Egyptians at

Constantinople by receiving at their hands a dogmatic statement
(commonitmimn). Among them was the Thessalonian deacon

Photinus, commemorated by the Florentine poet, who with his

colleagues went so far as to endorse the monophysite document,
perhaps because it acknowledged the papal primacy, but otherwise

differed little from the Hmoticon. By the time they had returned
t Inferno, xi, g.

' lK Z+6. Thiel, p. 6z+, See Caspar, o?. cit., vol. ii, p. 8+.
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Anastasius was dead, and the Roman church in the throes of a

disputed election. It is hard to attach any real responsibility to the
departed Pontiff for their action, unless it might be said that he
should have briefed his emissaries more carefully before their depar-
ture. It may be remarked that it was not the first time nor the last
that papal legates were hoodwinked at Constantinople, mainly as a
consequence of inadequate preparation.

The philo-Byzantine policy of Pope Anastasius, which evidently
had aroused serious misgivings among the rank and file of the Roman
church, could at least count on the support of the Roman aristocracy
and particularly of the Senate, which at this time, no doubt as a con-
sequence of the disappearance of the western principate and the
assumption of authority by the Gothic kings, provided a rallying point
for an interesting renaissance of Graeco-Roman cultural consciousness.

Sharply opposed to this tendency was the outlook of the lower
strata in Roman society, the loyalty of which turned to Ravenna rather
than to Constantinople. The importance of this divergence for the
history of the Church and Papacy can scarcely be exaggerated, since
it marks the earliest phase in the emergence of an Italian nationalism
born not of Graeco-Roman culture, but of a fusion of Latin and
Germanic racial characteristics, and at the same time the widening
of the gulf already in evidence between the eastern and western
conceptions of Christian faith and order.

The tension between these rival loyalties led to open conflict on
the death of Anastasius II, and was manifested in sharp divisions of
opinion among tlre Roman clergy and the city populace. The choice
of the majority of the former was the deacon Symmachus, Sardinian
by birth, baptized, in Rome late in life; of the latter the Roman born
arch-presbyter Laurence. The outlook was by no means promising.
Charges of bribery were being freely made by either side and street
riots were beginning. Happily more moderate counsels prevailed
and both sides had recourse to the decision of Ravenna. Theodoric,
who had forcibly displaced Odoacer, was naturally inclined to favour
the 'Italian' party, but succeeded in giving the impression of being
strictly impartial by deciding that the candidate of the majority
should prevail. Symmachus was therefore accorded general recog-
nition by the clerqy, and at his first synod, of March 499, at which
seventy-two bishops, seventy-four presbyters, and seven deacons
were present, a resolution against 'lobbying' before elections was
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adopted. A further decision prescribed that in any case where the
Pope had not designated his successor (presumably referring to the
almost unbroken tradition in favour of the election of the arch-
deacon in office), and in the event of a divided vote, the choice of the
majority should be final.

It soon became clear, however, that the supporters of Laurence
had by no means accepted defeat. In defiance of the Alexandrine
date of April zz for Easter in the year 5or, Symmachus had pre-
scribed according to the pre-Victorian Paschal cycle, March 25,
and the resultant controversy became so acute that they were success-

ful in procuring his summons to Ravenna. To a charge of creating
disorder they were careful to add others more seriously damaging to
his reputation.

In the end a general synod of the Italian episcopate was assembled
at Rome in the church of S. Maria in Trastevere, at which Laurence
of Milan presided. Symmachus appeared in person, and though
protesting against the intrusion of his opponents into the Roman
churches committed the tactical mistake of giving the proceedings
his approval. It soon becarne clear that even the bishops could not
make up their minds how to handle such a highly unprecedented
situation. Two sessions were held without any decisive result.
Meanwhile the Pope sought asylum at St. Peter's as the only
ecclesiastical property which had not been seized by his opponents,
and thus, we may note, provided a precedent for the transfer of the
papal familia from its original home at the Laterzin to the com-
parative security of the Vatican. In desperation the synod attempted
to shift on to the shoulders of Theodoric the invidious responsibility
of condemning a Roman bishop. That he was an Arian by faith only
seryes to enhance the extent of their embarrassment. Finally, as

Symmachus declined to appear and Theodoric to intenrene, the
synod at its fourth session decided to extricate itself from the impasse
by passing a vote of acquittal.

Yet before long it was made evident, as was only to be expected,
that the verdict was far from giving general satisfaction. For one
thing, there had been numerous and significant abstentions,in the
voting. Inevitably tongues began to wag, and some even went so

far as to draw the cynical inference that the privileges of the apostolic
see must include a general licence to commit sin.l

I Fragm. Laur.ap. Lib, Pont,ed. cit., vol. I,p.4+ff I Caspar, op. cit.rvol, ii, p. rq f.
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Yet in spite of the Pope's pathetic situation, enthusiastic champions
of the Roman see made a timely appearance in the persons of
Ennodius of Milan and Avitus of Vienne. The latter may well have
expressed the view of the Italian episcopate as well as that of Gaul
when he wrote: 'If the position of the chief (princeps) is shaken by
accusation, we feel the position of everyone of us to be weakened'.l
The work of Ennodius on the other hand, as a reply to the Pope's
enemies, though characterized by clever evasions, violent abuse and a
marked dependence on irrelevant quotations of Holy Scripture, has

a special interest as the product of a church which at sne time,seemed
likely to overshadow even Rome itself as the primatial see of ltaly.z
In him we find the earliest explicit assertion that a distinction is to
be drawn between the Pope as an individual and the Pope as the
holder of the Papacy. As an individual he will receive just judgment
on the Last D"y; as Pope he cannot be guilty of anything demanding
judicial punishment. It is not difficult to imagine that such a view
would have been highly acceptable to one such as Gregory VII,
under whose inspiration the Ennodian principle was embodied
in the Dictatus Papae.

Not less remarkable was the abundance of pseudonymous and
apocryphal literature which may rightly be regarded as a by-product
of this anomalous situation. The chief object of these writings was to
make good some of the very obvious defects in the papal structure
which recent events had laid bare. They included, besides other
suppositious conciliar Acta such as the Gesta Libnii, the Gesta

Xystiand Gesta Polychronii, the proceedings of an apocryphal'synod
of Sinuessa' at which the unhappy Marcellinus was supposed to have
been arraigned.s Encouraged to judge himself, the Pope was repre-
sented as having declared himself guilty, whereupon Miltiades,
apparently elected and consecrated on the spot, is said to have
remarked, "Rightly has he been condemned out of his own mouth,
for no one has ever judged the Pope, since the first see can be judged
by no man." A similar principle emerges in the contemporary sup-
plement to the Silvestrian saga depicting another imaginary Roman
synod, which besides condemning the author of the Paschal cycle,
rejected by Symmachus, some hundred years or so before his birth,

, Ep. g+in M.G.H. Auct. mt., vol. vi, pt. 2, p.64.
' Ep. +g in M.G.H. Auct. ant. vol. vii, p. 49. Cf. Thiel, p. 7gS, No. 6.
8 See above, p. 2r4, n. S.
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passed a series of candns of which the last significantly read: 'No man

shall judge the first see'.I
It is evident from these strange essays in imaginative history that

the ideas of Gelasius were already showing themselves prolific, but
it would be unjust to Symmachus to attribute to him direct respon-

sibility for the offspring. History as a science is comparatively

modern, and even to-day signs are not lacking that in some parts of
Christendom the connexion between history and religion is not yet

regarded as vital. A tendency to exaggerate the place of the 'mystical,'
or to adopt a facile pragmatism, and colrespondingly to depreciate

the 'historical,' was almost certainly not less characteristic of a genera-

tion which had grown up in Rome amid the new Italo-Germanic
environment. It was from sources such as the Symmachian forgeries

that the mediaeval Papacy furnished a considerable part of its con-

troversial armoury. Unfortunately, by the time the poor quality of
the material so employed was discovered, the weapons had already

been forged and could only have been refashioned at considerable

risk, even if the will to undertake so hazardous a labour had been

present.
To return now to the situation of Pope Symmachus. Some twelve

months aftet his ambiguous acquittal he felt sufficiently confident
of his position to reassemble the Italian synod; yet that he should

have been able to do so at all provides some testirnony of his re-
habilitation in public opinion. A resolution on the subject of church
property was submitted at the suggestion of the Senate to Theodoric,
who in turn referred it back to be passed in accordance with ancient

constittrtional practice by a Senatus consaltum. This interesting
example of the survival of senatorial procedure not only reflects

Theodoric's almost scrupulous regard for constitutional'correctness,
but serves to illustrate the extent to which by now even the Senate

was turning away from the Greek centre of the Emplre at Byzantium
and towards the nationalist Italo-Gerrnan monarchy at Ravenna.

By this means the process of Symmachus'rehabilitation was hastened,

even if it was not till 5o6 that it could be considered complete.

l For the Symmachian forgeries, see M.P.L. 6, r-r9, and 8, 8zz-84o. Cf.
Liber pont. ed. cit. Intro. pp. c.:orii, oorvi, cnoriii'ff.
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As to Symmachus' relations with the East, we may take as typical
his letter to Anastasius Il replying to various complaints by the
Emperor, who was no doubt much disturbed by the recent anti-
Byzantine developments in the West. It combined singular lack of
good taste with a feeble plagiarism of the work of his great pre-
decessor, particularly his doctrine of the 'Two Powers'. No doubt
it was tr.ue that so long as the Emperor persisted in upholding the
name of Acacius, he could not expect the Roman see to remain
indifferent, and Symmachus'mistake lay not so much in what he said
as in the way he said it. However, a stroke of military good fortune
enabled the Emperor to leave the West to its own devices, and to
address himself with renewed ardour to the fulfilment of his ambition,
namely, the establishment of Monophysitism as the religion of the
Empire.

It was about this time that the patriarch Macedonius, elected
(+gS) in the place of Euphemius to ih. see of Constantinople, was
presented with a peremptory demand from the Emperor that he
should issue an official repudiation of the council of Chalcedon. In
spite of the certainty that on refusal he would incur immediate
deposition, he did not lack the courage to declare that apaft from
a general council under the presidency of the Roman bishop tto
such repudiation was possible.2 His sentence followed within the
hour (St r).

By the following year the three 'greater churches' of the East were
in the hands of Monophysitism, which being now in the ascendant
began to show the usual-fissiparous tenden.V of a successful schis-
matic movement. It is therefore with some sense of relief that we
take up a letter addressed to the apostolic see, illustrating the attitude
of the victims of Caesaropapistic tyranny while it bewails the tragic
issue of the Acacian afrair. Reminding the, Pope that he enjoys the
power to loose as well as to bind, his petitioners plead:

'Of a truth you are possessed of the Spirit of Christ, who are
daily instr.ucted by your holy teacher Peter how to tend the flock
of Christ, which has been entrusted to you over all the earth and
obeys you not by constraint but willingly; who call to us your sub-
jects with the Apostle Paul and say, "'We have not dominion over

I JK 76r.
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you regarding the faith, but are helpers of your joy." . . . All of us,

both those in communion with them (sc. Monophysites) and those

who decline it, await next to God the light of your visitation and

admission to favour. Wherefore hasten to help the East, whence the

Redeemer Himself sent forth two great luminaries Peter and Paul to
give light to the whole world'.I

What answer, if any, Symmachus returned to this pathetic appeal

is unknown. All that remains of his eastern correspondqnce is a

letter to the Illyrian episcopate urging them to take warning from
the fate of the eastern churches :

'For those, who believed they could disregard the admonition of
the apostolic see, have deservedly suffered what is bound to befall
those who forsake their duty'.2

His pontificate is remarkable for a revival of close relations between

the sees of Rome and Arles in the person of its bishop Caesarius, who
has the distinction of being the first recorded recipient of authority to
use the Pallium.s Symmachus' choice of Caesarius rather than his

rival Avitus of Vienne as papal vicar of Gaul is deserving of some

credit as an act of diplomacy, since, while Vienne formed part of the

dominions of the Catholic Burgundians, it was the Arian Theodoric
who at this time controlled Arles and its immediate environs. The
Church generally would have causd to thank him in days to come

for his timely intervention in the affairs of southern Gaul, even if
at the time his choice seemed to betray an excessive eagerness to
conciliate an Arian and therefore potentially hostile government.

The election of Symmachus' archdeacon Hormisdas to succeed

him on July zo, 5I4, was evidently a foregone conclusion. He has

been called one of the great peacemakers of his line, a title which his

generous treatment of the surviving adherents of the anti-pope
Laurence alone might justify, but which is confirmed by his part
in the settlement of the eastern schism. There is, however, room for
some doubt, whether the means by which it was achieved was

altogether to the advantage of the Roman see or in fact to the ultimate
peace and unity of the Church as a whole.

We *"y ,roi always be justified in tracing ecclesiastical events to

political causes, but in this case it can scarcely be denied that the

1 Thiel, p. 7ro f., No. !2,2.
'lK 16g. Thiel, p. 7zz. ColI. AaelL r ro4, 16. ed. cit., p. 492 f.
3 Caspar, op. cit., vol. ii, p. rz1, n. ro
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outbreak of revolutisr in Byzantium disposed the Emperor to look
far more favourably than before on the possibility of a rapproche-
ment with Rome. His new Magister militum Vitalian, the leader of a
successful revolt, had the satisfaction of inviting the new Pope
together with his suffragans to attend a projected council at Heraclea.
It is not without significance that the imperial letter spoke of the
archbishop and patriarch' of Rome as the appropriate mediator in a
doctrinal controversy.l

With deliberate circumspection, and not without the express
approval of Ravenna, Hormisdas made his preparations. Profiting by
the experience or rather neglect of his predecessors, he took care to
provide his legates with most thorough and precise instructions about
conditions of reunion. These were: first, recognition of the council
of Chalcedon and of the Tome of Leo by means of an imperial
encyclical to all bishops; next, formal assent of all bishops in the
presence of their churches to the said council, to Leo's letters and
to the condemnation of the monophysite leaders by name, besides
which the bishops were to sign in presence of witnesses a l:ibellus
drawn up by the papal notaries; then the reference of the cases of all
exiled bishops to the apostolic see with a view to a fresh examination;
and finally; reservation to papal judgment of all cases of bishops
charged with the persecution of Catholics.2

In the libellus just mentioned we encounter for the first time the
celebrated'Formula of Hormisdas'. Not less than six variant editions
of this document have come down to us from antiquity, to which the
latest text included in the Vatican Constitution Pastor Aeterrrus, pro-
fessedly though not accurately citing it in the form accepted by the
fourth general council of Constantinople (869-7o), has added yet
another.s

Though sometimes described as a regula fidei, it is far more a
definition of the logical consequences of accepting the Roman
primacy of doctrine and jurisdiction than an actual statement of
faith. Moreover, owing to the comparatively uncertain state of the
text, it is by no means easy to be sure of its original argument. Its
most authentic form is probably the one which was appended to a

t Coll. Aoell., ro7. ed. cit., p. 4gg f,; Thiel, p.74zt No. z.
2 Coll. Aaell., 116 b. ed. cit., p. Szo ff.
3 The following phrases are omitted: 'et a constitutis patrirm nullatenus deviare'

. . . 'et patrun sequentes in omnibus constituta'. Caspar, otr, cit,, vol. ii, F. r34,
n. 3, calls attention to the significance of these omissions.
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letter addressed by the Pope to the Spanish bishops,l since it pro-
fesses to have been derived directly from the Vatican archives,

though in certain cases the readings of the Codex Berclinensis are

probably to be preferred.2 We give here only those passages which
bear directly on the prirnacy. Its opening sentence reads as follows:

'The first requisite for salvation is to give heed to the formula of
the correct faith and to err in no way from the decrees of the fathers,

becauses we cannot ignore the declaration of our Lord Jesus Christ,

when He said: "Thou art Peter and upon this rock I will build my

Church". Moreover, the truth of His words is shown by- actual

fulfilment, since in the apostolic see the Catholic religion has always

been preserved "without spot". So, as it is our aim to be parted in
no way from that faith and hope, we anathematize all heresies . . .'
(here follows a list beginning with Nestorius and including Acacius

and the monophysite leaders by name, together with an explicit
declaration of acceptance of the council of Chalcedon, on the express

ground 'that in conformity with the Nicene council it proclaimed

the apostolic faith'. fn addition mention is made of the 'catholic'
letters of Pope Leo I.) It concludes thus:

'Wherefore I hope that I may deserve to be with you in or€ cort-
munion, such as is defined by the apostolic see, where the per-

manence of the Christian religion is intact and genuine'.

Thus once more the plan was being tried of solving the difficulties

of the eastern churches by offering for their acceptance, after the

example of Leo I, a formula of Roman origin. But in this case

Hormisdas expressed his willingness to do what Leo had refused:

namely to appear at the projected council in person.a For some reason'

however, it seems that at the last moment he changed his mind, so

that the legates left Rome without him, only to return a few months

later with a polite letter f,rom the Emperor having effected precisely

nothing. During the next three years letters and legations passed

backwards and forwards. The deadlock remained

At last the death of Anastasius I in July 5r'8 gave promise of an

improvement, and this was quickly made good by the action of the

new Emperor Justin I, who at once brought Pressure to bear on the

1 JK 788. Thiel p. 7g3. See Caspar's additional note, op. cit., vol. ii, p. Z6+ fr'
2 Coti. Aoell. in C.S.E.L., vol. roc(v, Pt. 2, P,8oo ff.
s Omitting'et'with Cod. Berol
I Coll. Aiett., rr5, 4. ed. cit., p: grr. The change is highly significaot of the

subservience of the Roman see to the Byzantine Gourt.
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patriarch John II to declare publicly his acceptance of the council
of Chalcedon. In addition the restoration of the names of the deposed
patriarchs, Euphemius and Macedonius, together with that of Pope
Leo, to the diptycha of the Constantinopolitan church gave striking
testimony of good will. Among the many other unmistakable
symptoms of a changed outlook in the eastern government was the
letter addressed by John to Hormisdas,l which, besides a formal
request for restoration to communion with the Roman see, included a
profession of faith in the teaching of the councils. It should be
noticed, however, that besides Chalcedon the letter included the
council of 38r. Mention was made of the insertion of the names of
Leo and Hormisdas in the diptycha of Constantinople, and the writer
concluded with a request that the Pope would send legates 'to give
and receive our satisfaction'.

To a Constantinopolitan legate lately arrived frorn Justin to
Theodoric the Pope gave letters on his return for the Emperor and

John II. Apparently Hormisdas had not thought it necessary to
answer immediately a communication from the Emperor's nephew

Justinian,2 nor did he pause to comment on the mention of 'four
councils'. In spite of previous disappointments preparations for a

new papal legation were set on foot. Its members, as before, were
carefully briefed with secret instructions, including a provision that
they might, if necessity arose, express themselves as satisfied with
the omission of the names of Acacius' successors from the diptycha,
waiving the Pope's requirement of explicit condemnation. It is
important, however, to notice that the sine qua non was to be the
public acceptance in some fashion of the Roman l,ibellus.

After some hesitation John subscribed. At first he appears to have
put forward a statement of belief composed by himself, but in the end
had to be satisfied with the 'face-saving' effect of a Constantino-
politan preface to the Roman formula, besides some significant altera-
tions.s It must have surprised more acute observers in Rome to find
that an addition treated the council of 38ra as possessing the same

validity as Nicaea, and to notice that John appeared to regard the
sees of Rome and Constantinople as twin manifestations of a single

t Coll, Azsell., 146. ed. cit., p. 59r f. Grumel. op. cit.,No. aro.
2 Though he answered it later with JK 8o4. .

8 Coll. Aaell., r59. ed. cit., p. 6o7 fr. Grumel, o0. cit., No. zrz.
'a'This council was not officially recognized by the Roman see till the pontificate

of John II, in JK 885, M.P.L.66, ag (SS+). ,
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episcopate. They must also have remarked a striking omission from
the libellus in that the words 'condemned by the apostolic see'

following the name of Acacius were discreetly excluded.

On paper the capitulation of the see of Constantinople seemed a

notable achievement. Once again it appearea that the bishop of the

eastern capital had acknowledged the Roman primacy of doctrine.

But was this all? Everyone in the East knew that in the background

of these negotiations there stood the grim old cavalry colonel Justin,
now Successor of Augustus, and, what was more, the astute per-

sonality of his theologically-minded nephew Justinian. Meanwhile a

new controversy had arisen on the subject of a doctrinal formula

originally sponsored by Peter Fullo and introduced by him into the

liturgy of the Antiochene church, the burden of which was: 'One
of the Trinity . . . was crucified'. By u strange paradox this formula

was now being eagerly taken uP by a group of monks of Scythian

origin, who appeared to be quite unaware of its heterodox pro-
venance. After evading the vigilance of Justinian's secret police, to

Hormisdas' considerable embarrassment these monastic theologians

had arrived in Rome with the intention of submitting their 'theo-
paschite' formula to his arbitration. But worse was to come. Ecclesias-

tical and political events in Illyricum showed only too clearly that

the initiative lay with the Emperor, and that for evident reasons he

was not prepared to accept a Roman primacy of jurisdiction in these

regions. Thus, as we see from the general tone of Hormisdas' later

correspondence, the Pope was inevitably obliged to adopt a role

which was largely passive. Nevertheless the evident eagerness with
which Justinian pressed for a decision in the matter of the Theo-

paschites showed that, like Marcian before him, not even the effective

master of the East felt able wholly to dispense with the opinion of the

Roman see in a controversy involving doctrine. When the Pope's

decision was given, it was found to contain neither approval nor con-

demnation of the new formula; its only positive statement was that

the definitions of Chalcedon and of Leo I were decisive and fully
sufficient as a safeguard against heresy.r But by this time the eastern

government had decided itself ,to sponsor the phrase, in the suP-

position that it would clear those who supported its policy of accord-

ittg t"cognition to Chalcedon and the Leonine letters of any sus-

picion ofNestorianism. Thus we seem to see how gradually but quite
t JK 852, z. Thiel, p. 960. Coll, Ave\L,236,6. ed. cit., p. 7r8.
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surely even the primacy of doctrine was being wrested from the
papal grasp.

Hormisdas has been charged with weakness of character and an

absence of resolute determination in the execution of his designs.

But the question must remain whether given the existing political
situation he could well have acted otherwise, No one could have

been more insistent than he on the attitude of the Roman see regard-
ing the essential point at issue, namely, the repudiation of Acacius.
His offer to travel to the East in order to preside in person over the
work of reconciliation has been ascribed to Roman vanity. Yet the
possibility of a simpler explanation such as eagerness to do anything
to restore the unity of the Church cannot be excluded. We shall see

that Byzantium was willing enough to welcome the Pope as a sup-
pliant, or even as an agent of imperial policy. But for a Pope as the
supreme judge in relation to the immediate subjects of the irnperator
sacerdos it could find no room. If Hormisdas failed for the time being,
it was chiefly because the eastern churches had been misled into a
confusion of the things of Caesar with the things of God. Yet time
would show that his eirenic labours had not been in vain.

XII
The project of a papal visit to Constantinople was actually

realized under his successor, John I, though he came rather as the
humble emissary of Ravenna to protest against the closing of Arian
churches in the eastern capital than as an arbiter of questions
touching Christian faith and order. In fact the chief significance of
his pontificate is that it appears to mark a new widening'of the rift
between ltalo-Gerrnanic nationalism and Byzantine imperialism, and

the beginning of that period which has been called the'Byzantine
captivity', in which the Papacy was often to find itself the pawn of
one or other of the two opposed tendencies.

After summoning Pope John to Ravenna, Theodoric required him to
obtain from the Emperor, not only restoration of the Arian churches,
but also the reversion of Arians recently converted to Catholicism.
To the .performance of the former task he consented; the latter, in
spite of his evident helplessness, he courageously declined. Thus a

pathetic tragedy was enacted, in the course of which the magnificence
of John's reception at Constantinople only served to enhance the

23
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irony of his position, and the rnost optimistic supporters of the Roman
see could not deny that even the recoronation of an eastern Emperor
was scarcelya sufficient compensation for the serious damage incurred
by papal prestige. As to the outcome of his mission, the unfavourable
reaction of Theodoric on his return appears to suggest that nothing
was achieved. Responsibility for his sudden end, which quickly
followed, was reasonably and not unnaturally ascribed by gossip to
the king.t John was not the only Pope to die a martyr for papal

independence of action.
The pontificates of his immediate successors call for no special

notice except to remark that it is to Boniface II's intervention in
Illyricum that we owe the survival of that valuable collection of
early papal and other documents known as the Codex Thessalonicmsisz

and that to John II must be assigned the first explicit recognition by
the Papacy of the council of Constantinople (l8t)t as of oecumenical

rank. The brief reign of Agapetus I marks one of the few brighter
intervals in the gathering gloom of the Byzantine tyranny over the

Church. As an advocate of Gothic claims Agapetus, like John I,
travelled to Constantinople in person. The situation there must have

seemed anything but reassuring. A fresh agitation against Chalcedon

relying on the support of the Empress Theodora was evidently on

foot, and already the new patriarch Anthimus had declared himself in
communion with the monophysite leaders, Theodosius of Alexandria
and Severus of Antioch. Agapetus on arrival declined communion
with him, and on his resignation had the satisfaction of ordaining
Menas as his successor.a More than this, the Pope received at the

hands of Justinian I, Emperor since 527, and also of Menas separate

acts of subscription to the formula of Hormisdas, which included
an explicit recognition of the 'four councils' and a detailed exposition
of the dyophysite or Chalcedonian doctrine.E This served in some

respects to counterbalance the acceptance of the formula'one of the

Trinity became man and was crucified', which Justinian had at

1 Caspar, oQ. cit,, vol. ii, p. r89.
2 See Hefele-Leclercq , Coneihs, r9o8, Tome ii, p. r r 19. The most recent edition

is by Silva Tarouca, K,, in Texhts et Documenta Ser. Tlwol. 23, t937. Besides the
Acta of the Roman synod of 53r, it eontains twenty-seven letters, preserved in
whole or in part. Two letters, Leo, Epp. too and r3a, are included in Schwartz, E.,
Acta conc. Torn. II, vol. iv, p. 167 fr,

s See aboverp. zst f.t lK8g1.M.P.L.66,48.. Coll. Aoell.,89 and 90. ed. cit,, pp. 338 ff- 34o ff.
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long last managed to extract from John II, and seemed, to suggest
that after all Caesaropapism was on the point of acknowledgin a
higher authority. Preparations were in hand for an imperial councii to
examine various outstanding questions when by an unfortunate
coincidence Agapetus died (April zz, 96).

In spite of this serious loss the projected council met and con-
ducted the business which had been proposed for it.r A remarkable
proportion of its membership was western, and thus, though this
point has not always been noticed, it has a good claim to be treated
in some real sense as oecumenical. With impressive unanimity the
synod endorsed the sentence already pronounced against Anthimus
by Pope Agapetus, and received among its Actathe letters addressed
by the Roman see to the syrian bishopsz and to Epiphanius of
Constantinople.s It also formally condemned the principal mono-
physite bishops, including severus of Antioch and peter of
Apamea.

In this way it seemed that the philo-monophysite policy of the
Empress Theodora had been successfully circumvented by means of
the valuable support of the Roman see. Unhappily the premature
death of Agapetus during his residence in the eastern capital unex-
pectedly deprived the Emperor of a valuable ally. The Empress had
already procured the venal support of the Roman deacon- Vigilius,
and, it seems, was taking steps to ensure his prompt election io the
utmost limit of her purse. Yet all the speed that her candidate could
make on his return journey to Rome did not succeed in anticipating
the election of Silverius on the nomination of the Gothic kittg
Theodahad. It was not to be the last time that the unfortunate and
not too scrupulous Vigilius would find himself overtaken by the
rapid march of events.

on this occasion, however, fortune or the undiplomatic behaviour
of his rival played into his hands. The Byzantine invasion of Italy
under the command of Belisarius appears to have taken the Goths
by surprise and not least Silverius, who after compromising himself in
what appeared to be a treasonable conspiracy against the imperial
restoration, was arrested, deposed and eventually handed over to the
tender mercy of the disappointed Vigilius.

That Theodora's favourite would quickly make himself master

rK 8oo. trff;T:'r?::*' vo' viii' 
'ltt[*t:.?*",, p. ezo.
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of the situation and procure his own election was of course only to be
expected. Yet throughout the unhappy years of his pontificate the
ghost of the unfortunate Silverius seems always to have been at his
side, and his subsequent tergiversations may perhaps be partly
explicable by an uneasy consciousness of its accusing presence.

Of Vigilius' relations with the West little need be said except to
call attention to two points which clearly reflect his complete
dependence on the current imperial policy. In writing to Auxanius
of Arles he pointed out that the renewal of the papal vicariate assigned
by his predecessors to that see, as well as the grant of the coveted
palliumrmust be regarded as dependent on the Emperor's approval.l
A later letter, addressed by Vigilius from Constantinople to Auxanius'
successor Aurelian,z requesting hirn to solicit the Frankish king
Childebert to safeguard the interests of the Roman church agairist
the Gothic 'usurper' Totila, showed only too clearly the disadvan-
tages sufiered by the Papacy through having hitched the waggon of
its fortunes to the star of imperial restoration.

That Justinian now proposed to exploit his favourable position in
relation to the Roman see to the full was mad,e clear by his insistent
demand that Vigilius should endorse explicitly the decrees of the
recent Constantinopolitan synod, together with the relevant imperial
edict. In complying with this command Vigilius meekly excused
his omission with the plea that he had supposed no further repetition
of a sentence already pronounced,to be necessary and mentioned
significantly his satisfaction that 'the Lord in His mercy has been
pleased to grant you episcopal as well as impuialwisdom'.3

Sentiments of this kind only serve to betray the extent to which the
Papacy had come to acquiesce in the principle of government of the
Church by an imperator sacerdos. Nor was this all. Vigilius went so
far as to promise that if Menas of Constantinople, or any other, pro-
nounced a condemnation, he would readily confirm the sentence.
This was of course tantamount to giving a blank cheque to his fellow-
patriarch and very much like an acknowledgment of the equal status
of the Roman and Constantinopolitan sees.4

1 JK 9rz. M.G.H. Epp. vol.iii, p. 58, No. 39. For the need of obtaining imperial
sanctionasaconditionofgrantingthisprivilege,seealsoJE r49r,GregoryI,Reg.8,49.

2 JK 9r8. A[.G.H. Epp.vol. iii, p. 64, No 44.I JK 9ro. ColI. Aoell.,92,2. ed. cit., p. 348 f.
a We should be guilty of ingratitude if we did not recall that it is to this act of

submiwion on the part of the unfortunate Vigiliur that we owe indirectly one of the
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Meanwhile the Emperor was setting in motion a new process

intended to satisfy the scruples of the Monophysites regarding the
Chalcedonian settlement. The primary question arose concerning
the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia, whose responsibility for
the Christological doctrine, now known as Nestorianism, had already
been suspected at the time of the theopaschite controversy. A
similar suspicion also attached to, the anti-Cyrilline writings of
Theodoret of Cyrrhus. It seemed therefore to the official party that
if these causes of offence could be removed, the'way to reconciliation
with monophysitism might lie open. The chief difficulty remaining
was how to overcome the uncomfortable fact that not only had
Theodore never formally been condemned, but that Theodoret and
his Antiochene partner Ibas of Edessa (whose letter to the persian
Maris against Cyril made up an anti-monophysite trilogy) had been
in some sense recognized as orthodox at Chalcedon.

Justinian evidently believed at first that the simple and expeditious
method of an imperial dogmatic edict on the lines of the Henoticon
would solve the problem. The same means had already been success-
ful in effecting a posthumous condemnation of Origen. How natural
that a similar ukase against the great Antiochenes should be provided
to adjust the balance. Yet even if the Roman see had never shown any
marked eagerness to defend the famous Alexandrine theologian's
memory, from its point of view to attack Theodoret and Ibas was
surely to insult Chalcedon and even Pope Leo himselt. Little wonder
then that the publication of the edict produced dismay, followed
by alarm and even indignation in Roman quarters. With characteristic
skill Vigilius, it seems, decided upon a policy of masterly inaction.

once more the resourceful Empress intervened, and by a remark-
able exercise of/orce rnajeure managed to procure the Pope's removal
from Rome. After many delays and much procrastination, including
at least six months spent at Catania in Sicily, the sorely tried Vigilius
reached Constantinople. Here he found himself between two fires.
on one side were Justinian and his Empress; on the other the
influential Roman deacon Pelagius. The last-rnrrr€d had already
ascertained prevailing opinion in the West on the question of the day,
and could see clearly that if the matter were pressed in accordance

earliest and most complete collections of the Leonine letters, the Codcx Monacenis,
formerly at Ratisbon, the archetype of which was probably derived from the papal
archives. See the present writer's Life and Times,of St, Leo,.p. So7.
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with the Emperor's programme a serious situation might rapidly
develop there. In particular he was assured of the support of the
learned Ferrandus, deacon of Carthage. That distinguished writer
belonged to the brief renaissance of the African church in this period
before its final submergence beneath the maelstront, of Islam, and
is characterized by an insistence on the doctrinal primacy of the
decisions of those oecumenical councils which had been approved
by the Roman church, as second only to the authority of Holy
Scripture itself.t Vigilius, however, preferred to ignore these evident
tokens of future resistance, and after saving his face by means of
an ad hoc synod published his Jud.icaturn, in which the 'Three
Chapters', as the incriminated authors came to be known, were
formally condemned, while the council of Chalcedon was explicitly
upheld.z This took place on Holy Saturday (April rr), 548. But as

was to be expected, it only succeeded in creating disappointment
or distress. The Monophysites, such as Theodore Askidas, bishop
of Caesarea in Cappadocia, were indignant to find that it presumed
to defend the infamous council, while on the other hand the Westerns
were shocked that any word should be spoken against those whom
Chalcedon had rehabilitated. Facundus, bishop of Hermiane in
north Africa, who was present in the capital at the time, did not
hesitate to show the courage of his convictions by declining Vigilius'
communion. Soon signs of revolt began to appear within the papal

entourage itself, and before long protests were being echoed in
Illyricum and particularly in north Africa, where a plenary council
went so far as to declare the Pope excommunicate, until the offending
document should be withdrawn.s Simultaneously Facundus pub-
lished his lengthy Pro defmsione trium capitulorum,which though quite
uncompromising on the point at issue, contrived to shift the main
responsibility for recent action on to the shoulders of the Emperor.4

Probably no one was more surprised at the stir which his ilt-
timed expression of opinion had caused than Vigilius himself. On
the other hand, it is clear from the evidence that he had seriously
hoped to be able to play off one party against the other. At the same

time he probably guessed that, in spite of the Emperor's autocratic
handling of the situation, any final settlement which affected to

1 Fulgentius Ferrandus, 8P,6,7. M.P.L.67, gzr.
2 lK gzz. Cf. Facundus, Pro defensione trium cap. praef. M.P.L. 67, 527.
3 Victor Tunnun. Cltron. ad ann. 549. M.G,H. Auct. ant., vol. xi, p. zoa.
1 Op. cit., n. M.P.L. 67,84r f.
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disregard the papal attitude was recognized even in Constantinople
to be out of the question. He therefore proposed that the whole
question should be shelved, until a council representative of the
Empire as a whole could be assembled.l

Preparations for such a council were already on foot when
Theodore Askidas broke the truce. It is difficult to believe that he
did so without the Emperor's knowledge and approval, but in any
case the only effect of his action was firmly to re-unite the Pope with
the rest of the western bishops. Yet their sentence of deposition pro-
nounced against Theodore, in which they included excommunica-
tions of Menas and his suffragans, finally served to convince Justinian
that in a case where the usual means of imperial diplomacy had
evidently failed, a more crude alternative must be employed.z

A tragi-comic scene took place in the church of St. Peter rz
Hormisda, whither the western bishops had fled for sanctuary. The
police were sent with orders to effect the Pope's removal. Yet in the
face of a hostile mob, who unlike the Fmperor had some feelings of
respect for the person of St. Peter's successor, they had to make an

undignified retreat.s Naturally such action had the effect of trans-
ferring a considerable weight of moral support to the side of Vigiliusl
A more subtle policy of attrition followed, in the course of which no
device of detraction, petty annoyance and open violence known to a
sadistic and somewhat unscrupulous oriental autocracy was left
untried.

Although Vigilius had bynow returned under an imperial guarantee

to the palace of Placidia, in which he had originally been housed, he

must have already made up his mind to escape from the city at the
earliest opportunity. He had by now spent nearly five years in Con-
stantinople, and the affair seemed no nearer final settlement than
when he arrived. But whither was he to go ? No asylum could be

found in the East, free from the unwelcome attentions of the
imperial police; to return to Rome, with the city once more in the

hands of the Gothic 'rebel', was out of the question. But an oPpor-
tunity provided by the coincidence of a moonless night and the ofier
of a friendly boatman was not to be lightly declined. So when the
Emperor awoke next day, he must have been somewhat disturbed to

I Mentioned in JK 93o.
2 lb;d.

s These events are described in a letter of the Italian clergy, Mansi, Concilfu,
vol. ix, col. 44o.
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learn that the elusive Pope had tactfully installed himself in the

Chalcedonian sanctuary of St. Euphemia, the authorities of which by

their timely intervention showed that they were quite undeserving

of the aspersion cast by the oracle uPon the perspicacity of their
ancestors. Here Vigitius was presently joined by the rest of the

Westerns. Further use of force on the part of the Emperor seemed

henceforth impracticable.
It was now Vigilius' turn to take the offensive. After publishing

sentences of deposition and excommunication against his opponents,

he issued an encyclical on the lines of the formula of Hormisdas,

the purpose of which must have been to reassure western opinion.t

The effect of this'action on the capital was electric. The excommuni-

cated bishops united in producing a declaration of complete assent to

the 'four councils' and a profession of readiness 'to respect and

accept as orthodox therein all that had been said to be such by

common consent with the legates and representatives of the apostolic

seet.2

Vigilius presently returned to Constantinople, and on the death

of Minas had the satisfaction of receiving a solemn profession of faith

from his successor, Eutychius, in which the new bishop acknow-

ledged the 'four councils', the letters of Leo and other Popes, and

supported the project of a new council under Vigilius' presidency.s

Foiobvious reasons the Pope endeavoured to postpone its assembly

and proposed that it be held in the West. But Justinian naturally

would have none of this, nor would he entertain any longer the alter-

native of a round-table conference, still less the proposal of Pelagius

that the decision on the question of the 'Three Chapters' should be

left to the Roman see.

The council, consisting of no more than one hundred and forty-five

bishops, assembled on M"y 5, 553.4 At the first session the new

imperlal conception of the Church's constitution came to the fore.

It was the theory of 'the five Patriarchates' which henceforward re-

mained dominant in eastern ecclesiastical circles for many centuries,

but which could only claim the support of antiquity by a highly

tendentious reading of its history.d Nor can it very well be forgotten

t JK ggS. CoII. AoelL, 83, 3-9. ed. cit., p.4r !. -, iO;a.,-1. s Grumel, op. cit,,No,244. t Mansi, Concilia, vol. ix, col. r78.
6 The theory is elaboratJa io fustinian's letter to the council, Mansi, oltt cit.,

ibiil, lts efiect was to reduce the western church to a minority of one in rqlation

to the four eastern patriarchates.
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in this connexion that by the middle of the sixth century 'Egypt was

wholly monophysite, and the Catholic Patriarch of Alexandria had

sca.rcely a flock. Antioch was sacked by the Persians, and rebuilt by

Justinian; it was in danger of the €o€rrlr and riddled by heresy'.r
On the other hand the tacit recognition by the Roman see of the third
canon of Constantinople (g8t) waS not merely a belated concession

to Caesaropapism. It was just plain and straightforward realism, and

as such in sharp contrast to the artificial archaism of Justinian's
theory of the Church's constitution, which though formally embodied
in eastern Canon Law and in the Codex Justinianru, remained largely
out of correspondence with the de facfo situation.

The business of the first session of the council was largely taken

up with the reading of the Emperor's letter and a discussion of means

to be adopted. for obtaining the Pope's support. Ultimately it was

decided to allow him twenty days in which to produce a considered
opinion. The Constitutun of Vigiliusz was actually conveyed to the
authorities two dty* in advance, and in it he professed his readiness

to condemn certain propositions of Theodore of Mopsuestia, but
passed over the other two 'chapters' in silence. It was signed by
sixteen western bishops.

Justinian now attempted to show that Vigilius had contradicted
himself and had also broken an undertaking to condemn the 'Three
Chapters,'which he was alleged to have made shortly after his arrival
in the capital.a He ordered the exclusion of the Pope's name from
the diptycha of. Constantinople, but insisted at the same time that
he intended to presenre unity with the apostolic see.a To this strange

but significant proposition the council assented. In its eighth and

last session it solemnly endorsed the condemnation of the ''Three
Chapters,' in accordance with the edict published in 554.6

A sentence of exile, already pronounced against numerous
Westerns, including the stalwart deacons Rusticus.and Liberatus,
now hung over Vigilius himself. Some comprornise seemed inevitable.
In a letter to Eutychius the Pope pointed out that though he did not
condemn their persons, he was now willing to add to his previous

I Chapman , op. cit., p. 2+,
, JK ggs. Coft. eoifL, No. 83. ed. cit., p. a3o f.
e It has been suggested that the declaration was a forged one. See Chapman,

op. cit., p. 234, but contrast Caspar, op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 253, z6z, and 278.
d Mansi, Concilia, vol. ix, col. 366.
6 lbid., 375 fr.
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rejection of the works of Theodore the anti-Cyrilline writings of
Theodoret and the letter of Ibas.l

The Emperor, however, would be satisfied with nothing short of
complete conformity. This was finally given in a subsequent Con-

stitutum which, while explicitly upholding the authority of Chalcedon
and of Leo's Tome, and assenting in full to the conciliar decisions,

disingenuously explained away the Roman legates' acceptance of
Ibas' letter at Chalcedon by arguing that the incriminated document
was a forgery.2 The competent Roman deacon Pelagius, who had
openly disowned this abject capitulation to Caesaropapism, was by
this time already interned. During his 'protective' custody he

employed his leisure in composing In defmsionem trium capitahrum,s
a work which shows considerable dependence on Facundus and dis-
plays little or no concern to gloss over the defects in Vigilius'
character.

The Pope, by a singular display of ingenuity, had apparently suc-

ceeded in satisfying Justinian without actuflly confirming the council.
He took home with him a 'Pragmatic Sanction' containing prescrip-
tions for the administration of the Italian province.a But Rome never

saw its absentee Pope again alive. He died on the way at Syracuse

on June T, SSS, and received burial not in St. Peter's, but in S.

Silvestro on the Via Salaria.
Vigilius is undoubtedly one of those occupants of the papal

throne, who provide a comparatively easy target for censure. That,
compared with some of the great figures who have held the same

office, he was weak, impulsive perhaps, possibly even venal and, what
was more serious, lacking in respect for an undertaking, seems

difficult, if not impossible of denial. But there are other aspects of his

character which ought not to be overlooked. Faced with the choice

between imperial adulation in ease and luxufYr oo doubt a consider-

able temptation to one like himself, a man of advanced age and

wracked by the chronic assaults of a painful infirmity, and, on the

other hand, the interests and reputation of his see, not to mention

1 JK gg6, only preserved in a Greek version.

' JK gS7. Schwartz, opt. cit. Tom. IV, vol. ii, p. r38 ff. It is clear from Pelagius,
Indefensionctrium cap.5. ed. Devreesse, instud:ietesti,vol.lvii, 1934, p.55,tha;he,
one of Vigilius' deacons at the time of the council, regarded the idea as false and
absurd.

s See note above.

' CorP. iur. cia., Nou, ed. Kroll, G., r88o, vol. iii, app. vii, pp. 7gg fr.
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the welfare of the Church as a whole and the inviolability of the
decrees of Chalcedon, at the cost of untold suffering, physical and
mental alike, he deliberately put the latter in the first place. Soon
after the premature and impulsive expression of opinion contained
in his early fudicatum, he must have appreciated that if ]ustinian were
allowed to pursue his programme without the salutary check pro-
vided by well-informed criticism, the only result must be not the
reconciliation of heresy, as the Emperor appeared to suppose, but a

new schism. His expectation, as we shall see, was mofe than justified
by the event. If in the end he gave his allegiance to the imperial
policy, it must have been because he believed that further resistance
would only harm his friends. Had he considered only himself, he
could have easily obtained his release at a much earlier stage in the
controversy.

Justinian I has rightly earned the gratitude of posterity for his
legacy in the sphere of jurisprudence and for his share in providing
for the wonder and inspiration of future generations one of the
grandest monuments of the Byzantine age. His purely political aims
and achievements fall outside the scope of our discussion, though we
must not fail to give due credit to his ideal of restoration of real unity
to the Empire, even by force of arms, and to the remarkable military
success of his western campaigns, which his less gifted successors
were unwilling or else unable to exploit. In his ecclesiastical policy
it seems possible to trace two phases. There is an earlier one belong-
ing to the reign of his uncle and to the opening years of his own
principate marked by 

" 
more generous and tolerant outlook, which

reaped its reward in the happy relations between East and West
under Popes Hormisdas, John II and particularly Agapetus, and
culminated in the harmonious issue of the synod of 536. After this
point we begin to trace signs of a progressive deterioration, and it
is noteworthy that they coincide with indications of an ever-increasing
interference in ecclesiastical affairs of the ex-ballet dancer, the
Empress Theodora. It is perhaps on her more than any other that
the real responsibility for the perpetuation of the eastern schisms
must lie. Unhappily her evil influence on her husband outlived her
years, and at the last Justinian the 'apthartodocetic' Monophysite
seemed little more than a monstrous reincarnation of her cruel and
imperious spirit.

Few Popes have ever ascended the throne of St. Peter in less
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enviable circumstances than Pelagius I, who had found himself
constrained to procure his preferment at the price of an acknowledg-
ment of the recent council. It is easy, probably too easy, to accuse

him of an ambitious venality, or even of a wholly unprincipled change

of mind. Yet it is hard not to feel some suspicion regarding the purity
of his motives in making so startling a change of front. His pontificate
is marked by the beginning of a tradition, in virtue of which every

Pope as a condition of the confi.rmation of his election by the
Emperor or his representative at Ravenna, was compelled to submit
to the humiliation of presenting a formal profession of faith.t And
it is not without significance that this odious reminder of former
subservience to imperial control was first contemptuously cast aside

by that stalwart custodian of the Church's spiritual primacy Gregory
VII, though the eastern Emperor's claim to a right of confirmation
had been disowned some three centuries before.2

In his declaration of faith Pelagius took up afresh the attitude of
Vigilius in his earlier Constitutum, arrd affirmed the essential ortho-
doxy of Theodoret and Ibas. But this by no means sufficed to dispel
very deep anxiety and resentment, signs of which were everywhere
apparent in the West, not only in Africa, but in north Italy and even

within the area of his own metropolitan jurisdiction. In Ravenna his
name was being omitted frorn the diptycha, and Paulinus of Aquileia
felt strong enough in his resistance to assume on his own authority
the title of patriarch. The weakness of the Pope's position, even in
relation to the Frankish kingdom, was betrayed further by his
compliance with the request of Childebert I to submit a profession
of faith.s

The reigns of John III (56r-574) and of Benedict I (575-579) are

among those of which history has almost the least to tell us in the
whole course of the papal succession. The latter is only remarkable.

for its coincidence with the beginning of the Lombardic invasion, one

of those periodical incursions of Germanic hordes irito the Italian
peninsula, which continuing at varying intervals down to our own
time, have left such a deep impression on European'history and not
least on the character of the Papacy itself. :

t JK gs8. M.G.H. Epp. vol. iii, p. 8r, No. 56.
2 See below, p. g7z.

" IK g+2. M.G.H. Epp, vol. iii, p. 7o, No. 48.
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XIII
Before summarizing the pontificates of Pelagius II and Gregory I,

which will conclude this part of our subject by bringing us ro the
very threshold of the mediaeval Papacy, it will help us better to
appreciate the position of the Roman see in its relation to the Church
generally, more particularly to the eastern churches, if we turn back
to notice the almost indescribable humiliations of which the former
capital of the Empire had recently been the victim.

If Justinian had been content like his predecessor to treat the
Gothic kingdom with watchful though on the whole benevolent don-
sideration, it might have been possible for the gradual fusion of
Germanic and Latin culture in Italy, which under Theodoric had
already made considerable headway, to pursue its peaceful course, and
perhaps in the end to have adapted itself to the new conditionsarising
from the centralization'of imperial government at Byzantium. Un-
happily the decline of the Gothic monarchy provided the eastern
despot with a most seductive opportunity for putting into execution
his grandiose plans for imperial restoration. Apart from the tragic
outcome of this policy in relation to the affairs of the Church, the
nature of which we have already foreshadowed, its effect in the sphere
of social economy was more disastrous than can be imagined.

For no less than eighteen years central Italy had been a prey to
the merciless havoc of war. Four times at least during that period
Rome itself was taken and retaken by besieging armies, Byzantine and
Gothic in turn. The aqueducts which provided both the water supply
and the power of the large number of corn mills in the city, master-
pieces of the structural skill of the imperial age, Iay in ruins. The
wharves of Portus were empty and deserted, on all sides devastation,
pestilence and famine. After the terrible siege of 546, when Totila and
his Goths had taken captive an almost defenceless city, it was once
more the Church, this time in the person of the deacon Pelagius, which
intervened. Bearing in his hands the sacred volume of the Gospels
he went to meet the Gothic king on the steps of St. Peter's, and
extorted from him a promise of security for the hapless citizens.
But the conqueror was not thereby deterred from undertaking an
almost complete evacuation of the desolated city. The historian
Procopius records that Totila 'took with him the Roman senators,
and despatched the remaining citizens with their wives and children
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to the villages of Campania; not a person was to remain behind in
Rome, so that he left it altogether without inhabitant'.I

Even if we allow for a measure of rhetorical exaggeration on the
part of the writer, it is evident that in this period the once proud
capital was brought down to the very depths of humiliation. It is

easy to understand the urge which srany must have felt at such a
time to escape from the miseries of their temporal condition, and to
give themselves up to a life such as the rule of the great Benedict
seemed to promise, where the worldly anxieties of this life would be

transcended by the spiritual consolations of the monastic ideal.
Moreover the prevalence of these conditions helps to provide
explanation of that strain of self-mortification and repression which
so evidently forms part of the attitude towards life of Gregory I,
in some respects a unique figure among the holders of the papal

office, but who is nothing if not a man of his own time
It is important that we should bear in mind the complete loss of

civil importance by the Eternal City in connexion with the theory that
the Papacy owed its ecclesiastical pre-eminence largely, if not wholly,
to Rome's secular greatness. Can it be wholly without significance
that even when that greatness had diminished to vanishing point, not
the West only but the East as well,.in spite of the tyranny of Caesaro-

papism, continued to regard 'the Roman Pope' not merely as the

'first of all bishops',z but as in some sense indispensable to the main-
tenance of the Church's stability in doctrine and discipline?

Gregory I, the scion of a noble Roman family, began to play a

prominent part on the stage of history in the important admini-
strative office of. pracfectus urbi. With his extensive patrimony he

not only founded six monastic houses on his paternal estates in
Sicily, but actually made one out of the palace in Rome which he had
inherited. Ordained deacon and given charge of one of the city
regions under Benedict I, or possibly under his successor Pelagius II,
he was quickly promoted to the responsible position,of papal

apocrisiary in Constantinople.a
With the invasion of the Lombards social and economic conditions

in Italy reached their lowest ebb. So general was the famine in Rome

that even Benedict I succumbed to its effects. Pelagius ff, con-

t De bello Goth., 3, 22. ed. Teubner, p. gg7 f..
r Justinian, Ncrit, t3t, ?. Corp. iw. cio. ed. Kroll, 9, vol. iii, p. 6S5.
3 JE rg68.
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secrated without waiting for the customary imperial confirmation,
at once besought Childebert II of Austrasia and the Emperor
Tiberius II to deliver rtaly from the invader.l Neither Franks nor
Byzantines were able to win a decisive victory, and in the end the
exarch of Ravenna, Smaragdus, was constrained to agree to an
armistice, thus leaving the country, in an unhappy state of political
instability.

That relatioris between Gregory as papal apocrisiary and the new
patriarch of Constantinople John IV, surnamed the 'Faster', were
highly cordial is shown by their close association in literary work.
The bonds of friendship were even strong enough not to be broken
by the controversy which broke out between them soon after
Gregory's return to Rome, regarding the ascription to the bishop of
Constantinople of the title 'oecumenical patriarch'. This had been
used by Gregory, orthodox patriarch of Antioch, at a synod before
which he had been summoned to answer certain charges apparently
trumped up by monophysite influence. On Gregory's acquittal the
Acta of the synod were forwarded to Rome, presumably to obtain
confirmation. Pelagius' indignant replyz annulling its proceedings,
on the sole ground that a proud and pernicious title had been used,
must have caused considerable surprise, followed by not unjustifiable
resentment. Unhappily Pelagius' actual letter has not been preserved,
but we may suppose that his objection was based on the supposition
that narytd,p2lo oircoup,evwds was to be rendered patriarcha uruioq-
salis, Actually, as we have already seen, the proper rendering of
oixoup,evr,rds was not unhtnsalis brfi. imperialis, and that the title
had not only been used in all probability by Acacius, but since the
middle of the fifth century had been applied from time to time also
to the Pope.3

More serious, however, from the papal standpoint was the con-
tinuance of the western schism over the 'Three Chapters' controversy.
In a letter to Elias of Aquileia, Pelagius, in citing Luke )nilr, 3r f.,
defended the Roman primacy of doctrine, and while acknowledging
the 'four councilsr passed over the fifth in silence.a A carefully

1 To be inferred from a letter addressed to Aunachar, bishop of Auxerre. JE
ro48 M.G.H. Epp. vol. iii, p. 4+8, No. 9.2 Mentionpd in a tretter of Gregory I, JE 1683.

s See above, p.3r5.
'JK ro54. Schwartz, op. cit., Tom. IV, vol. ii, p. ro5 fr. M.G.H, Epp. vol. ii,

app. iii, p. #zf.
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documented reply from the'schismaticsr evoked a more outspoken

declaration insisting that the 'fathers' had only confirmed the

dogmatic sessions of Chalcedon, i.e. up to the sixth inclusive, ffid
that their confirmation had not applied to the later sessions in which

the cases of Theodore, Theodoret and Ibas had been discussed. In
conclusion he quoted the 'Primacy' text of Cyprian's De Udtate, f'or

whieh his lettei provides our earliest authority.r His third letter dis-

plays a significant change of tone. It strikes a note of gentle per-

*n"rit.tt.ss and of friendly discussion, one not always prominent in
episcopal argument with opponents. 'Holy Church attaches more

u"Lr. to the goodness of faithful hearts than to the strict use of words'.

'It is the content rather than the words which matters'. There can be

little doubt that here is the hand of Gregory.z
Pelagius died of the plague in Februarf, $!or and it seems that the

delay in Gregory's consecration till the following September was due

sol"iy to his-refusal to accept office without first obtaining imperial

apprtval. It is more than an understatement to say that his pontificate

is unique in papal history-to affirm that he is almost the only Pope

in the first six centuries whom we feel that we know as a man'

as a distinct and very human personality, rather than merely as the

heir of a tradition or the possessor of a privilege, is scarcely *
exaggeration. We may hold him. narrow in outlook, superficial,

"t"Jolorrs, 
even superstitious, but we can never call him intolerant,

impatient, overbeaiittg ot self-seeking. He can be generous as Well as

firm, sympathetic while remaining discreet. His style is turgid,

laboured and often full of affectation, but there is an underlying

moral sincerity which seems to compensate for the lack of that

terseness and simplicity, that austere economy of language already

remarked in more than one of his predecessors.

A few only of his more characteristic acts as Supreme Pontiff can

be noticed. After the failure of Pelagius II to convince the north

Italian bishops and to persuade them to accept the Roman assent

to the fifth council,s the Greek exarch entered the lists.'Forcible
methods against the patriarch Severus and three bishops by compel-

ling them io accept communion with John III of Ravenna only made

matters worse.4 Ultimately their case was referred by the Emperor
I JK ro55. Id.., op. cit.,ibid,,p. ro8 ff. See above, p. 16r ff'
t ir ro!6. 1d.,, ip. cit., ibi.cl., p. trz ff. s See above, P' 355'
{ The Istrian 

.bishops'upp""i"d 
against the erarch to the Empelor- M.G.H.

Epp. vol.i,p. 17, Res)\, 16 a; Paulu, diu"oo,r., Hht. Lang'3,26' M'P'L' 95' 52?'
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Maurice to Gregory, and though they declined to acknowledge his
jurisdiction as being a party to the case, their resistance sensibly
diminished.l The eventual disappearance of the schism was probably
accelerated by their judge's magnanimous patience.

Yet if the Istrian 'schismatics' appeared to prefer imperial to papal
jurisdiction, the same preference was not invariably shown by the
Illyrian bishops. In eastern Illyricum the change which had taken
place in the relations of Church and State was the more evident, since
even as late as the Acacian schism the Illyrian episcopate was by no
means prepared as a whole to accept the authority of Constantinople,
whether of Emperor or patriarch. By now, however, the vicariate of
Thessalonica had practically ceased to exist, and it was left to the
Roman see to deal with the Illyrian churches as best it could. That it
was still possible for the Pope to intervene effectively in Illyrian
affairs is proved by his successful protest against an attempt on the
part of the Emperor Maurice to depose the primate of prima
Justiniana solely on the ground of advanced age. In spite of the
imperial intention, the primate remained in the possession of his see
and even outlived his Sovereigtt.t Much the same is true of the case
of Adrian of Thebes, whose act in deposing two of his deacons was
at first referred by the Emperor to John, metropolitan bishop of
Larissa. Adrian himself appealed to Constantinople in his turn and
at a hearing of his case, at which the papal apocrisiary was present
as an assessor, obtained a reversal of the metropolitan's judgment.
Later, however, an imperial mandate was given to John, primate of
Justiniana, to investigate the matter afresh. Finally Adrian appealed
to the Roman see. Gregory seems to have examined the mattei with
scrupulous care, and, on the ground that the church of Thebes
was neither a suffragan see of Larissa nor subject to the jurisdiction
of Justiniana, rehabilitated Adrian with the provision that any further
representations against him should be made to the papal apocrisiary.s

That the word of the Roman see still counted for much in the East,
in spite of the predominant position of the Emperor, is shown by his
successful advocacy of the claim of the deposed Anastasius to the
see of Antioch.l To assert a primacy of jurisdiction over the see of

r See foregoing note. Schwartz, op. cit., Tom. IV, pt. 
", 

p. t3z.
2 To be inferred from JE 186o-r. Reg. XII, ro, rr.
3 JE rzre-r. Reg. TII,6,7.
, 
!q.G.H.Epp.v9l. i,p.lrgS; JE rgSS. Reg.y, 42. Cf. also JE 4gg, Reg. VIII, e.

M.G.H. Egry. vol. ii, p. a ff.
2+
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Constantinople itself was besgt with difficulty. Yet even John IV
yielded in the matter of an appeal by two of his presbyters to the
judgment of the Pope, which Gregory justified on supposedly

canonical grounds. It is worth mentioning that the case of one of the

presbyters, John of Chalcedon, showed only too clearly the need of
an impartial court of appeal, such as ideally the Roman see could

provide, since it turned out that the nature of the heresy of which

John was accused was imperfectly understood even by his accusers.l

A more serious clash arose between Gregory and John IV, as a

result of the reappearance of the title to which Gregory's predecessor

had taken such strong exception, namely, the designation of the

Constantinopolitan bishop as 'oecumenical patriarch'.z The Pope

renewed Pelagius II's protest and insisted that 'all bishops of the

Church are as the stars in the firmament, the rain clouds in the sky

to the Church; whoever exalts himself above them loses the grace

of parity with them and true blessedness'.3 His letter shows a remark-

abie blend of winning gentleness and outspoken reproof. Yet under-

lying it there was a fi"ity of purpose which even the Emperor's sup-

porf of his patriarch failed to move. Gregory persisted in saying that a

continued use of the title would disturb the peace of the Church,

and urged that even St. Peter himself was not called the 'universal'

Apostle.a Even if Chalcedon had applied it to the Roman see' no

further use had been made of it'in that quarter. With disarming

humility Gregory declared 'Cunctorum sacerdotutn serous sum'.5

No doubt it may be said that Gregory was incorrect about his facts,

more particularly in his assertion that the use of the title was a recent

innovation on the part of its present holder; in any case the patriarch

of Constantinople had not applied it to himself, but had merely

been so designated in certain synodical Acta.

The controversy did not cease with John's death. Gregory repeated

his protest to the new patriarch Cyriacus, who reacted less favourably

than his predecessor to Gregory's rebukes, with the result that the
pope felt obliged to instruct his apocrisiary to refuse the patriarch's

"oir*.rttion.6 
Yet not only did the see of Constantinople retain the

title, but even Gregory suffered the outrage of having it applied to

himself by Eulogius of Alexandria.T Hence it could have been little
t JE 1394, 5.
2 See above, p.355.
I JE rgSZ. Reg.Y,44.

a JE 136o, Reg. Y, 97.
6 lbid.
a lE t476, Rag. VII, 3o.

? JE 1518, Reg.YIII" zg.
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satisfaction to the Pope to read in an edict of the Emperor Phocas,
that the see of the Apostle Peter was the 'head of all the Churches',
while the Constantinopolitan Church described itself as the 'first
of all the churches'.l Such an outcome of the 'battle of the title'
could at best be described as 'pyrrhic'. Yet by a strange paradox
another Gregory would one day reverse the attitude of his humbler
predecessor by claiming its exclusive application to the Roman see.

His memory is not undeserving of the special honour which has

been paid to it in our country. In his mission to the Anglo-Saxons
we see the true pastor at work, unhindered by the limitations imposed
upon him by the Byzantine yoke, or by the constraints arising from
the hostility of the Lombardic invaders and the self-possession of the
Frankish kingdom. Gregory himself records that he gave instructions
for Angle boys of sixteen to eighteen to be bought in Gaul with the
Frankish money received from papal estates there, and for them to be
trained in monasteries for the worship of God.z The Anglo-Saxon
mission he made his personal care. Yet if conversion of the heathen
English was his primary object, he certainly did not neglect the d.tty
of rousing the zeal of the neighbouring bishops. Moreover, an
indirect result of the Gregorian plan was to create an important
outpost of papal influence on the very flank of the Germanic world
and thus in some degree to counterbalance the eccentric tendencies
of lrish-Scottish Christianity.

To say as Gibbon has done that 'the conquest of Britain reflects
less glory on the name of Caesar than on that of Gregory the First'3
may well be true. No doubt like Caesar's, Gregory's 'conquest' was
very limited in extent. Nevertheless it is to him that at least the
credit for taking the initiative must be given. That he deserves to be
called the 'Apostle of the English' may be fittingly acknowledged by
the Church of England, which affirms her primate to be the successor
of St. Augustine; that he merits his place among the canonized Saints
of the Catholic Church will not be denied by those who recognize in
his life the genuine tokens of a Sqous Suaorum Dei, reflecting,
perhaps, more clearly than any other of the Popes, the traits of Him
who said : Quiatmque aoluqit in oobis primas esse, erit ornnium sen)us.

t Liber Pont. ed. cit., vol. i, p. 316.

'zJE 1386.
e Ed. cit. (tgzg), vol. v, p. 38.



.VI

The Papacy and Med:iaeoal Ch.ristmd.om

Tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento
(Hae tibi erunt artes), pacisque imponere morem,
Parcere subjectis et debellare superbos. Aeneid, vi, 85r.

Luke xxII, 36, 38. 'Then said Jesus unto them, But now, he that
hath a purse let him take it, and likewise his scrip: and he that hath
no sword, let him sell his garment and buy one . . And they said,
Lord, behold here are two swo[ds. And he said unto them, It is
enough'.

When we speak of a thing as 'changingf, we mean that it is in the
process of acquiring new or additional qualities or characteristics,
and perhaps also of losing some at least of those which it formerly
possessed. No doubt there is a sense in which this definition may
apply to the whole history of the Papacy, considered as the life
history of an'organism'. At.one period there is gain, at another loss.

Yet in the period which we have examined hitherto 'change' has

been almost entirely in the direction of gain. It may appear to some,

as we have suggested, that the source of this gain is to be found in a

growing rcalization on the part of the Church as a whole of the real
implications of what appears to have been part of its original tradition,
crystallized in the Dominical logia addressed to St. Peter, and not
simply in some factor, in itself external to Christianity, such as the
civil grandeur of the city of Rome in relation to the ancient world.
Yet whether this be true or not, it remains a fact that in spite of the
diminution of the city's purelysecular importanceand the transference
of the capital of imperial adrninistration to the East, the Roman see

continues to a greater or less extent to be the centre of reference, even

when the influence of Caesaropapism, whether in its eastern or its
western form, was at its height. i

Yet it can scarcely be denied that gain in spiritual authority and
in prestige was accompanied by some degree of loss, for as we look
back to the pontificate of Vigilius and compare it with that of
fnnocent I or Leo the Great, it is difficult not to feel that a certain
diminution in moral stature has taken place. On the other hand,
comparisons of this sort are so evidently subject to the limitations

36o
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imposed by the nature and source of the historical evidence at our
disposal, at best fragmentary and usually far from impartial, that to
some it might seem best to refrain from anything of the nature of a
decisive judgment in the matter.

So to revert to our definition, 'change', if it is not to be 'trans-
mutation', must not affect essential identity. Plus ga change, plus c'est
la mdme chose. Of no historical 'phenomenon' is this more true than
of the Papacy. That there has been 'change' even in the course of the
period which has already been under review is of course undeniable.
In some sense it may be said to have been inevitable, since'change' is
to every living organism, such as the Church and the Papacy itself,
a necessary and ineluctable condition of remaining alive. Yet what
purely secular institution can show more unmistakable proofs of an
identity, not only essential but even in a considerable measure
'accidental' as well, at least within the limits of the first six centuries ?

In fact it might almost be said that it is only when we reach the
pontificate of Gregory I that the outlook of the Roman see begins
to show clear signs of having been affected by the changes in its
political environment which had been taking place during the two
previous centuries

In no respect is the change more evident than in the relations of
the Papacy with the Empire. In consequence of the concentration of
imperial authority and administration at Byzantium, and the ever
present menace of Lombardic invasion and aggression, it was in-
evitable that to a steadily increasing extent the Popes would look to
the 'Roman Emperor' for moral bnd even material support, and
would constantly find themselves obliged to make concessions to
Caesaropapism, such as, given a greater measure of independence,
they would almost certainly have refused. What is much more
remarkable is that the princes and patriarchs of the East should have
continued to feel it to be in any way worth while to consult, still less

on occasion to defer to the opinions and judgments of the bishop
of what had by now become a third-rate plague-infested provincial
town.

Thus the importance attached by so autocratic a sovereign as

Justinian I to success in obtaining a decision in support of his doc-
trinal policy from the humiliated Vigilius seems quite unintelligible,
if it does not mean that even sixth-century Caesaropapism itself felt
unable to act in the teeth of the moral opposition of the Papacy. It
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will be seen that what appears to be true of the sixth century continues

to hold good of its two immediate successors, and that in the mono-
thelete and iconoclastic controversies which now claim our attention,
a situation in many respects closely analogous to the one already

described does not cease to prevail.

I
The efforts made by Justinian I and his predecessors to restore

ecclesiastical unity in the East by making the greatest possible con-

cessions to monophysite susceptibilities were continued under his

successors with varying degrees of enthusiasm, but with little if any

greater success. It might even be said that Chalcedonian orthodoxy

was in worse case than ever, for by the time Heraclius ascended the

Byzantine throne, none of the great sees, possession of which had

been hitherto contested by the orthodox against the Monophysites,

had even an orthodox claimant. Yet the westward and southward

progress of the Persians, together with the constant menace of the

Slavs and Avars to the northern and western frontiers of the shrunken

Byzantine Empire, supplied an ovenvhelmingly strong argument in
favour of arriving at the earliest possible solution of those theological

differences which had already weakened imperial unity for more

than a century and a half.
The first attemptr to reach unanimity with the less recalcitrant dis-

sidents was made by means of a definition to the effect that the God-
head and Manhood in Christ shared a single 'mode of activity'
(iv€pyeca). It failed mainly owing to the opposition of Sophronius of

Jerusalem, who insisted that only the acknowledgment of trro 'modes

of activity' acting in co-operation could possibly be consistent with
loyalty to Chalcedon. By this time, however, its author Sergius of
Constantinople had reached the conclusion that the dangers involved
in either expression, the former seeming to do violence to the doctrine
of the Two Natures, the latter to involve belief in two faculties of
volition, rendered it necessary to avoid both alike and to insist only

on the unity of the Agent. Heraclius fell in with the suggestion but,
warned by the unfortunate experience of, Zeno in the promulgation
of the Henoticon, evidently hesitated to act decisively in the matter

without previous consultation of the Roman see.

1 Grumel, op. cit', No. 285.
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The reply of Pope Honorius Ir came to achieve an unenviable

notoriety in later history, in virtue of the support which it was

believed by Easterns and others to lend to the doctrine of a 'single
wilf in the Incarnate Christ. It is probable, however, that the writer
of the letter, in which the Pope's opinion was expressed, who later
succeeded Honorius as John IV, was quite unaware of the true nature
of the problem which faced the Emperor and his patriarch, and was

concerned only to emphasize the absolute sinlessness of our Lord's
human life.2 Hence, while he readily agreed that all definitions about

'modes of activity' were vain and lacked support of scriptural or
synodical authority, he was equally insistent that the predication of
Christ Incarnate with more than one purpose was out of the question,
for the simple reason that His human nature was wholly immune
from sin.

A little reflection might have shown the Easterns that Honorius
(or rather his secretary) had touched upon a far more subtle aspect of
the problem than those which they themselves appear to have con-
sidered. All that mattered to them was that a doctrine of 'one
power of volition' in Christ could now be published to the Empire
as possessing the irnprimatur of the Roman see. Even if they observed

that the Pope was actually discussing a psychological problem, while
they themselves were concerned with metaphysics, they preferred to
ignore the difference.

If Honorius was to blame, it was not so much for his supposed

'monotheletism', which stated no more than was held by all who
believed in the reality of our Lord's human experience, but rather
for his too ready acquiescence in the dogmatic prompting of Sergius

and for his failure to examine the matter with sufficient thoroughness.
In fact, it was on the latter ground that he was censured by his
successor Leo II, when the new Pope justified Honorius' con-

demnation together with that of other Easterns by saying, 'So far
from quenching the flames of heretical doctrine, as befitted apostolic
authority, he actually fed them by sheer negligence'.3

The interval between the death of Honorius and the final pro-
scription of his memory by the sixth oecumenical council was

1 JE zor8.
2 Cf. Maximus Conf. Disput. c. Pynho. M.P.G. gr, gz7 ft.
s ]E zrr9. Note, however, that in JE ztzo he wrote 'qui immaculatam apos'

tolicae traditionis regulam, quam a praedecessoribus suis accepit, maculari con.
sensit'.
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marked by an unmistakable reaction on the part of the Roman see
against an attitude of too ready compliance with the outlook of
Constantinople. In the conduct of Pope Martin r, however, doctrinal
opposition was combined with political revolt. His consecration
without awaiting the customary imperial confirmationr and the
immediate summoning of a council to meet at the Lateran on
October 5, 649, unite to give the impression that the Roman see
was resolved to declare open war on eastern attempts at dogmatic
compromise. Meanwhile, at Constantinople, the new definition sup-
ported by the Ecthesis of Heraclius and the Type of Constans II was
being actively promoted by 

" 
succession of monothelete patriarchs,

who, while professing adherence to the doctrine of Honorius, r€-
mained indifferent to the changed attitude of his successors. The
Typt was in fact an edict strictly on the Theodosian model, which
aimed at procuring conformity by prescribing severe penalties for
dissent. It is a significant indication of a new attitude of independence
on the part of the Roman see that the Lateran council just mentioned
is the first of which the minutes have been recorded in full both in
Latin and Greek, and of which the Acta include a collection of
relevant authorities, thus following the normal model of the records
of an oecumenical council.z It is reasonably certain that the literary
ability and familiarity with the methods of synodical procedure on
the partof those Greekmonks who, including Maximus the Confessor,
happened to be in Rome at the time, was chiefly responsible for this
interesting departure. Yet we should miss the real significance of
this document, were we not to recognize in it the rising of the day-
star heralding the complete deliverance of the Papacy from its
almost self-imposed thraldom to the ecclesiastical suzerainty of
Constantinople.

Pope Martin's triumph, if spectacular, was at best short lived.
Convicted, not perhaps without some show of justice, of treasonable
relations with a western usurper named Olympius, and subjected to
untold humiliations and sufierings in Constantinopolitan dungeons,
he died almost forgotten in exile. We need not seriously dispute his
title to a martyr's crown, though it is doubtful whether even Con-
stans II would have felt justified in inflicting on his unhappy victim

1 Caspar, o\t. cit., vol. ii, p. SS4. It was perhaps due in part to the coincidence
that no exarch was in residence at Ravenna at the time.

I Mansi, Concilia, vol. x, col. 863 ff.
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such a refinement of vengeance if he had not been convinced, even
on slender evidence, of the Pope's implication in a conspiracy against
his throne. Maximus the Confessor was equally subjected to rigorous
examination, but was convicted of nothing more serious than refusal
to assent to the dogmatic position of the Typt, and thus of unwilling-
ness to lend his hand to a doctrinal compromise.

It is not till we reach the pontificate of Agatho that we find once
more a personality on the throne of St. Peter possibly worthy to rank
among the majestic figures of the fifth century. The new Emperor
Constantine IV was evidently convinced that as the conquests of
Islam had now made the recovery of Egypt and the East an impos-
sibility, no obstacle to a full understanding with the Roman see should
be permitted to remain. He therefore invited the Pope to send legates
to Constantinople with a view to bringing about a complete recon-
ciliation. Agatho, however, who had evidently profited by the unfor-
tunate experience of Vigilius, took steps to assure himself of the
largest possible measure of western support before undertaking
negotiations with the Easterns.l No doubt there was more than one
good reason for the Roman see of this time to re-echo the sentiment:

timeo Danaos et dona fumtes.
So it was not till the later part of 68o that the Roman legates finally
set off. We may regard it as significant of the chastened mood pre-
vailing in Constantinople that though the Emperor presided in
person at the council, which by then had been called into being, the
legates occupied the first place after him. They had brought with them
letters to the eastern Sovereigns of special interest. In them we appear
to trace for the first time the setting forth of a new principle of unity
under the changed conditions of a new world, where in the West
independent Germanic kingdoms had replaced the centralized
organization of the Impnium Romanuru while in the East the
Imperiurn itself had shrunk to pathetically insignificant proportions.
Here it was declared :

'The Roman church has by God's grace never erred from the
pathway of the apostolic paradosis, nor has it lapsed into heretical
novelties, but from the very beginning of the Christian faith has
preserved unimpaired that which it received from its founders the
princes of the Apostles'.2

1 At a Roman council, March a5, 68o. Mansi, op. cit.rvol. xi, col. a85 fi. JE zr ro.
r JE aio9, cf. JE arro.
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The same letter sets forth the orthodox belief in 'two wills', and

contrasts in almost frenaean fashion the variety and inconsistency of
heretical teaching. Then cautiously abandoning the independent

policy of the 'rebellious' Roman synod of 649, and acting as it would

seem on Sardican principles, it leaves the decision on the treatment

to be given to the memory of those Constantinopolitan patriarchs

who had rashly supported Monotheletism to the present imperial

council.
It is impossible not to notice the striking 'traditionalism' of these

documents, which illustrates that strange, almost mystical continuity
persisting throughout papal history. Even if, when contrasted with
ihe self-confident i4dependence of the Torne of Leo I, they betray

alike their indebtedness to Greek theological acuteness' as repre-

sented by Maximus the Confessor, and their scarcely concealed

deference to imperial susceptibilities, they deserve attention as

marking in a sense the dawn of full self-consciousness on the part

of the Papacy, as the long night of the 'Byzantine captivity' was

giving place to a new daybreak with which it would illumine the

education of the adolescent nations of Europe.
We need not discuss further the reasons which led to the inclusion

of the name of Pope Honorius among the list of supporters of
Monotheletism condemned by the council, though in view of what

has already been said we may feel that there is reason to doubt its
justice. It must, however, be mentioned that in its final session, over

which the Emperor presided in person, the council formally sub-

mitted Agatho's letter to the signature of all present, to which the

Emperor solemnly appended his own. Then in an effusive panegyric

the council declared:
'On our side fought the majestic prince of the Apostles, for his type

and successor in his see anointed us and revealed to us the mystery

of God's providence. Rome, the ancient city, presented to thee,

O Emperor, a confession of faith written by the hand of God, and

so brought to us from the West the bright daylight of true doctrine.

Here *tt. but ink and paper, yet the voice of Agatho was the voice of
Peter'.r

At first sight such an acclamation might aPpear to denote a signal

triumph forihe Roman primacy of doctrine. But there is another side

to th; picture. First, we must not forget that, such as it was, the
1 Mansi, oP. cit.,vol. xi, col. 657 ff.
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triumph had been bought at an alarmingly high price, that is to salr
nothing less than assent by future popes to the condemnation of a
Roman bishop on the express ground of unorthodoxy. It is probable
that hesitation on the part of the clergy of the Roman church to
accept such a bargain goes far to account for the unconscionable
delay of eighteen months which ensued after the death of Agatho,
before it was found possible to procure a suitably compliant candidate
for the vacant see. That Leo II had spent his earlier ministry in the
service of the Sicilian church, and appears to have had no previous
connexion with Rome, makes it easier to explain how he came to
lend his approval to an act which in the eyes of a native Roman must
have seemed a sad but inevitable humiliation.l

But such was the generally supine attitude of the Roman church in
the latter half of the seventh century towards the Empire that, unlike
its predecessor, the sixth oecumenical council evoked no audible
protest. Thus in the original formulae of the Liber Diurrrus, compiled,
as it seems, for the instruction of junior clerks in the papal chancery,
the new council takes its place side by side with Nicaea, Constanti-
nople and the rest. What is more, in the very formulae in which the
Popes-elect were required to profess their orthodoxy, both before
and after consecration, a custom which none of them before Gregory
VII had the wit or perhaps the courage to abolish, the name of
Honorius finds a dishonourable place side by side with the notorious
heresiarchs of the East.2

Among the measures taken by the Emperor Justinian II for the
safeguarding of the Church, of whose faith he declared himself to be
the divinely appointed protector, an important place is to be assigned
to the collection of one hundred and two canons issued by the
Quini-sext council of 69z. The purpose of the collection was to lend
oecumenical sanction to the local discipline of the Constantinopolitan
church and to render it the norm for the rest of the Empire. Not only
was express recognition given to those canons of earlier councils,
including the famous twenty-eighth canon of Chalcedon, which, as

we have seen, had assigned peculiar privileges to the Constanti-
nopolitan see and in theory had always been repudiated at Rome,
but in one'case, namely the cohabitation of deacons and presbyters

1 Caspar, op. cit..,vol. ii, p. 6ro.
2 Libq Diurnus, ed. Sickel, Th. v., r88g, Form.E4, p. roo. See Caspar, oP. cit.,

vol. ii, pp. 619 and 782 ff.
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with their wives, the new legislation explicitly sanctioned what
western Canon Law had forbidden.l

While Pope Sergius I openly declared the new Canon Law
invalid,z his successor John VII adopted ,a less hostile attitude.
Whether Constantine I, the last of the Popes to make that journey to
the eastern capital which had already proved so tragic for three
of his predecessors, actually persuaded the Emperor not to insist on
its recognition in the West remains obscure. All we know certainly
is that he had the satisfaction of receiving the submission of a

Constantinopolitan patriarch, who as a matter of expediency had
temporarily compromised himself with a monothelete reaction.

II
From now on, however, we begin to notice marks of increasing

papal independence. The growth of an embryonic Italian nationalism,
which we have already observed under Theodoric the Great, though
temporarily checked by a revival of imperialism under ]ustinian I
and by the presence of the Lombardic menace, became at this
stage more pronounced, and was directly or indirectly responsible for
preventing Pope Sergius I and his successor from meeting at the
hands of the Byzantine Emperor a fate similar to that which had
overtaken Martin I. The period of violence and revolution at
Constantinople which followed the assassination of Justinian II
further weakened the loyalty of Italy towards the Byzantine govern-
ment, and with the almost contemporary elevation of Leo III to
the principate and of Gregory II to the Papacy, it may be said that a

new era in the history of both institutions had begun.
For the first time, as we learn fiom the Liber Pontifualis,s a Pope

had been found who was courageous enough firmly to oppose the
payment of taxes by that area of the imperial. domains in central
it"ty now known as the Roman duchy, aird it is"clear that resistance

of this kind was only possible because Lombards and Romans were

Iearning to make common cause against the imperial administration.
Yet to suppose that Gregory II deliberately fostered an Italian

I Conc. Quinisext. Canon 13. Cf. Conc, Agath. (5o6), Canon 9. Kirch, Ench.
Fontium, Nos. 963 ff., ro93.

2 Libq Pont. ed. cit., vol. i, p. 372.I Ed. cit., p. 4o3.
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revolution is to disregard the clear evidence that he was still prepared
to do all that lay in his power to maintain the imperial connexion.

The inherent traditionalism of the Papacy always had been and
was to remain a serious obstacle to the acquisition of a realistic
political outlook. We have already observed that so astute a diplo-
matist as Leo I showed little awareness of the signs of imminent
dissolution of the Imperium Romanum as it had existed for the past
four and a half centuries. It is therefore scarcely surprising that
Gregory II, in spite of the manifest indications of change and
revolution on all sides, not least in Italy itself, gives the impression
that to him the maintenance of the fiction of imperial unity was of
paramount importance, while the possibility of the Papacy adapting
its policy to the evident march of eventS does not seem to have entered
into his calculations.

Yet side by side with an apparent lack of realism, Gregory, and

to a still greater extent his immediate successors, showed themselves

by no means incapable of making the best use of their opportunities
in the interests of freeing the Roman church from its galling sub-
jection to Constantinople. The process of deliverance was, however,
somewhat hastened on the imperial side by the religious and social

policy of the Emperor Leo III. Known generally as the iconoctastic
controversy, the real character of the struggle, to which the new
policy gave rise, has been very variously interpreted. To call it a

movement of oppression of the artisan and unlettered classes by the
aristocratic and educated sections of opinion in the Empire, is to
ignore its religious character, which, if not essential, was at least

accidental. On the other hand, though the imperial prohibitions of
image worship cut at the very roots of popular religious practice, the
extent to which they were actually directed against those who stood
to gain most from the perpetuation of the existing state of affairs,
namely the monastic element, must not be left out of account. That
the deliberate purpose of the"iconoclastic measures was to meet the
susceptibilities of Judaism and Islam finds few modern supporters;
instead, preference is more usually shown for a view which regards

them as a reaction of the Asiatic spirit against Hellenic dominance in
eastern religion, life and culture. Finally, and perhaps chief in
importance, account must be taken of the possibility that Iconoclasm
was traceable to monophysite influence. Those to whom the reality
of our Lord's manhood was meaningless, would naturally be ex-
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pected to disapprove of what to them seemed to aim at erpressing the
incomprehensible Godhead in the finite terms of a material image.
Whichever of these theories best meets the evidence, it is necessary
to distinguish two distinct phases in the conflict: an earlier stage, in
which the government was content to order the concealment or
removal of images and seems to have deliberately avoided violent
measures against its opponents; and a later one, in which the destruc-
tion and profanation of objects of religious and artistic valu'e, in
addition to the active persecution of monks and other advocates of
image worship, undeniably played a considerable part. There is no
occasion here to describe either of these phases in detail. In fact, the
whole controversy was to so great an extent a domestic affair of the
church of Constantinople and its immediate dependencies, that apart
from the importance of its influence on the relation of the Papacy,
not only with the eastern church but with the State in East and West
alike, it would scarcely have demanded notice.

The first imperial edict against the images issued in 726 arrived
in Italy the following year. Its publication was followed by a remark-
able uprising of Italian sentiment. On all sides there were revolts
followed by the murder or expulsion of imperial officials. It is pro-
bable that but for the pacific intervention of Gregory II, who
acquired possession of the city of Sutri as a gift to the Roman see

by the king of the Lombards, either in reward for his pains, or more
likely as a bribe for his support, an open breach with the Empire
would have followed on the spot.l It may be remarked with reference
to the seemingly insignificant gift just mentioned that, contrastod
with the spectacular inauguration described by the imaginative skill
of pseudo-historians, the historical beginning of the Temporal Power
looks singularly unromantic and commonplace.z

The day of Byzantine rule in central and north-eastern Italy was
now drawing to a close, and under Gregory's successor, the third of
that name, a Roman council explicitly condemned the imperial
iconoclastic policy.s The attitude of the new Gregory was, in fac!

I It may be remarked that Caspar, E., in 'Gregor II und der Bilderstreit' in
Zei*cb. f . KG. vol. lii, 1933, p. 66 fr., is a recent advocate of the genuineness of
Gregory's letters JE zr8o, ar8r, in their original uninterpolated form.

2 The next stage was the acquisition by the Roman see of the Roman 'ducatus'.
See Caspar, op. cit., vol. ii, p.7zZ f.

8 Lib. pont. ed. cit., vol. i, p, 4t6. Note the mention of 'nobilibus etiam con-
sulibus et reliquis Christianis plebibus' bs present.
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anything but conciliatory, so much so that he marked his growing
independence of imperial authority, which in its turn went so far
as to assign southern Italy, Sicily and Illyria to the Constanti-
nopolitan patriatchate, by being the first Pope to assert sovereign

rights by the issue of a papal coinage.l
It seemed for the moment, however, that with the renaissance

of the Lombardic kingdom under its great ruler Luitprand, the
Papacy had after all only exchanged king Log for king Stork. By
singular astuteness the last Greek Pope Zacharias succeeded in
obtaining confirmation of Roman authority over a large area in
central Italy and the restoration of the Church's patrimony in the
north. It was a sign, however, that traces of the subordination of the
Papacy to the imperial government at Constantinople still remained,
that Pope Stephen IIz felt obliged to undertake the task of ambas-

sador on behalf of the Byzantine Emperor Constantine V to the
Frankish court. Yet actually it was a h"ppy misfortune. The king who
received him was Pepin I, to be distinguished from his grandfather,
Pepin of Heristal, and his great-grandfather, Pepin of Landen, neither
of whom was actually king of the Franks. Not many years previously
he had received a favourable reply from Zachanas on the rightfulness
of a revolutionary proposal, namely, to depose his legitimate sovereign

Childeric III and reign in his stead. Pepin had profited by the
decision. Now he assured Stephen that all the Pope's wishes would
be performed, and in return received the crown of France at the
Pope's hands. Then at the diet of Quierzy by the historic (and

historical) donation of Pepin the foundation of the Temporal Power
was decisively laid,a and after the defeat of Aistulf the Lombard by
the arms of the Franks, Stephen II reigned as a sovereign prince.
The political connexion between Rome and Byzantium was now
broken for ever, and it was no doubt only as a result of the Emperor's
ultimate acquiescence in a fait anompli that political severance did
not lead to a lasting ecclesiastical schism at the same time.

1 Martin, 8.1., History of the lconoclastic Controoersy, P. 78, n. 2, who points out
that the coinage in question consisted of square bronze tessaae, and adds that if
these were more properly tokens, the earliest papal coins are the silver denarii of
Adrian I.

I 'Confusion in the numbering of the Stephens is explained by the fact that a
Stephen who was elected to succeed Zachafias died before his consecration'.
Martin, oF. cil., p.79, n. r. Cf. |aff6, Regesta, vol. i, p. 27o.

3 See C.M.H.vol. ii, p. 588, where the possibility that the document is a forgery
is eramined and rejected.
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Zachafias had been the last Pope to send off the customary letter
announcing his election to the Byzantine Emperor (Constantine V),
and to the Constantinopolitan patriarch.l Hence there could be no

more significant indication of the changed conditions than that the
election of Stephen III's successor Paul I was announced not to
Constantine but to Pepin. Meanwhile the attack on the images and

their advocates at Constantinople had been proceeding with spas-

modic enthusiasm, roughly in proportion to the extent of imperial
support. In the end, to set the seal of ecclesiastical approval on his

victory over the opponents of Iconoclasm, the Emperor summoned

an ecclesiastical assembly intended to be an 'oecumenical' council.s

But so far as our evidence goes, no invitations were sent either to the

Pope or to any of the four other patriarchs (the see of Constantinople

was.in any case vacant).. Nevertheless a moderate Iconoclasm was

endorsed as the oficial policy. Following the council, Constantine

now realized,thatif his plans were to succeed, the monasteries, which
had from the first been the chief centre of resistance, must be finally

rooted out. Among the victims of this phase of the struggle was the

patriarch Constantine, though it is likely that his unhappy fate was

due less to his enthusiasm for images than to his open detestation of
the Emperor's inhumane conduct.d

It was, however, not till 769, in the year following the election of
Stephen III and the death of Pepin, that the image controversy

was once more brought formally to the notice of the Roman church.

At a Roman synod held in that year,6 remarkable for the fact that it
included representatives of the Frankish church, a conservative

decision in favour of the veneration of images was reached, which

did little more than endorse the standpoint adopted by the previous

synod on this question thirty-eight years before.T

Following the rather dingy record of the mid-eighth century
pontificates, the rule of Adrian I, elected soon after Charles (usually

known as Charlemagne) had become sovereign of the whole of his

I Lib. pont. voI. i, P. 432. Ct.IE z++8.
z JE igS6.It is noteworthy that mention of 'cardinals' first appears tn the Liber

ponfficalis of this time.
s iylartin, op. cit., p. 45 ff. It lasted from February Io to August 8' 753.
a It is somitimes believed that the Pope was summoned, but declined to attend.
r Martin, o2t. cit,, p. 65. Some allowance for exaggeration of imperial inhumanity

by political and ecclesiastical oppqnents ought perhaps to be made.
t Id., oP. cit., p,82.
? See aboverP.37o.
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father's Frankish dominions, shines with a lustre now somewhat
untamiliar. If it is dim compared with the brilliance of the Inno-
centian and Leonine reigns, it is at least sufficient to mark him out
as a figure of serenity and dignity in a period of Italian history dis-
tinguished by neither of those qualities. Following the collapse of
the Lombardic kingdom,l most cordial relations were established

, between Adrian and Charles, issuing in a renewal by the king of the
Donation of Pepin, that is to say, a recognition of papal sovereignty
within the duchy of Rome and the exarchate of Ravenna. Although
the Libu Pontifrcalis suggests that a large area in northern Italy was
included, other contemporary evidence makes this highly impro-
bable.z The most likely explanation of its datum is that the author
has confused recognition of sovereigttty with restoration of title to
pontifical estates or patrimony. The statement is, however, certainly
not without interest, since it testifies to the existence at this date
of a current of ideas favourable to the creation of a document such
as was provided in the forged 'Donation of Constantine'. The date
of the'Donation'has been much disputed. Yet to judge from internal
evidence it seems-unlikely that it was devised after 8oo or earlier
than the historical Donation of Pepin. The situation into which it
fits most naturally is one in which papal territorial claims are in need
of documentary support. That such a need arose in the period
78o-7go is beyond doubt, and in consequence that decade or a few
y€ars earlier or later gives a date to which its composition may be
assigned with considerable probability. That its place of origin was
Rome scarcely admits of serious dispute.s

Nevertheless, in spite of Adrian's favourable position in relation
to Charles as shown by the confirmation of Pepin's Donation, there
was never any doubt which of the two was actually the master.
Nowhere is this to be seen more clearly than in the difference between
the respective attitudes of Pope and king towards the second council
of Nicaea, at which was decreed the restoration of the images to the
churches and their veneration by the faithful.a After the strictly

r By the abdication of Desiderius h 77+. C.M.H. vol. ii, p. 7o2.
2 C.M.H. ibid., p. Sgg f.; Jaff6, Regesta, vol. i, p. 2gr f.; D.T.C. vol. i, col. 44g.3 For the text, see Mirbt, Quellen$, No. zz8. The document is described utrd itt

date discussed in_c.M.r/. vol ii, p. 586 f., where it is pointed out (p. 59o, note),
with reference to IE 4zS, that'it is by no means improbable that it was penned by
the same hand as the Donation of Constantine'.

I Martin, op. cit,, p. 8g ff. For the oonciliar definition, see p. ro3 f.
25
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limited success of the iconoclastic policy of Leo III and his son

already mentioned, the inevitable reaction had followed under Irene

and Constantine VI, who in taking measures to undo the work of
their predecessors showed marked deference towards the Roman

see. Not only was the Pope invited to send legates to the new council
which assembled September zlr 787, but on their arrival they were

treated with signs of the utmost respect and seem actually to have

presided at the council.l A possible cause of disharmony between

ih" Pupucy and the East, namely the mention of the standing papal

grievance about the use by the bishop of Constantinople of the title
'oecumenical patriarch', was cleverly evaded by the simple expedient

of omitting the offending passage from Pope Adrian's letter2 in the

course of its public recital. The council's decisions, according to a

tradition now generally normative in the East, amounted to little more

than A formal endorsement of the current imperial policy, which on

this occasion happened to coincide with the papal attitude. However,

signs were not lacking of a growing impatience on the part of certain

sections of the eastern church, particularly among the monks, as

represented by Plato of Sakkudium and Theodore of Studium, to-
w"rds the oppressive dominance of the State. We must therefore

take note of the revival of a more independent outlook and of a

movement which, turning to the Papacy for support, was to exercise

considerable influence in the next generation.s

The Latin translation of the conciliar resolutions, brought back

by the Roman legates and presently forwarded to Charles' was unfor-
tunate in its choice of words. No care, for example, appears to have

been taken to avoid the undesirable implications of adoratio as a

rendering of npoorc$vqow (reverential salutation)' nor to rnake it
clear that this was distinct from the larpeia (worship) paid solely

to God and to Him alone, As a result, in spite of the papal approval

given to the document, Charles and his Franks, pardonably unpre-

pared for such subtle distinctions, drew up a formal rejoinder to the

lastern council in the Libri Carol,ini, and seven years later at Frank-

fort solemnly repudiated its decisions.a

l Mansi, op. cit., vol. xii, 999. Some three hundred and fifty were present, of
which afairlroportion were abbots. Martin, oP,c;t., p.93, observes'it was they

who supplied the bishops with brains'.
2 lE 2448,2449.

" C.M.H. voi.'in, p. zr.Cf.. Theodore of Studium, Gatdner, A., r9o5r P. tz5 f .

a On the Libri Carolini, see Martin, op, cit., p. zz8 fr-
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Happily, however, for the peace of the Church, Adrian was states-

rnan enough not to press these differences and contented himself
with allowing time to do its work. If it be said that in so doing he

was preferring the temporal advantages of his see to loyalty to con-

science, it must in fairness be admitted that a policy of tolerance in
such a question may well have seemed to a western mind the only
reasonable course.

When Adrian died in the following year (2g9, his successor Leo
III was elected and consecrated with such precipitation that we can

only infer that he owed his elevation to some sort of party intrigue.
The fact that he was not like his predecessor a scion of the Roman

nobility suggests that he was the candidate of the pro-Italian' as

opposed to the pro-Frankish element in the church. In any case, to
secure his position in relation to Charles he found it necessary to
make almost abject profession of loyalty,I of which the king evidently
took advantage to increase the measure of undefined control over the

Roman see which he already enjoyed in virtue of his status as

'Patrician'.
The outrage on Leo's person which followed a few years later, and

for which his disappointed rivals were almost certainly rqsponsible,

only served to make him still more beholden to the Frankish Sovereign

than before, by whose support alone, after a lapse of nearly twelve

months, he was reinstated in his see.

The dramatic coronation of Charles as Augustus by the Pope on

Christmas day, 8oo, has been the subject of much controversy among

historians. On the one hand, it has been treated by mediaeval sup-

porters of the temporal authority of the Papacy as a signal proof that

a ruler who might be called one of the greatest monarchs of history,
and who was in any case one of the creators of mediaeval Europe,

thereby ac*nowledged that he owed his temporal authority to the

Roman see, that the spiritual power was supreme even within the

temporal sphere, and, most significant of all, that what the Papacy

had conferred the Papacy could take away. On the other, non-papal

historians generally have been disposed to lay stress on the reasons

which, as the king himself admitted, had brought him to Rome,

namely to investigate charges against the Pope, details of which had

no doubt reached him from Leo's enemies during the months which
had elapsed since the Pope's restoration. At the synod summoned by

I JE z4gz. D.T.C. vol. ix, col. 3o5.
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Charles reference was made to the famous principle, Apostolica
sedes a nemine htd:icatur, and it was decided on the Symmachian
precedent to allow the Pope to purge himself by taking an oath of
innocence, which, in the event of the survival of the accused, was

held in a credulous age to be equivalent to acquittal by the verdict
of God.\ Hence it has appeared to some that the true significance
of the king's act in receiving the crown at the hands of an incri-
minated Pope was that it was meant to set aside all doubts regarding

the royal belief in his innocence.
Against this view, however, it has been pointed out that Leo had

in any case resumed his functions twelve months previouslY, and

that actually there is evidence that to Charles the coronation came as

a somewhat distasteful surprise. We can perhaps dismiss the latter
as a form of biographical tendentiousness, and may suggest that even

if it is true that Leo had performed pontifical acts since his return
it does not follow from this that his position was really secure.Z

On the whole the best explanation of the event may be the one

which holds it to be the result of a suggestion on the part of Leo
himself, in which Charles' pride may well have acquiesced not
unreadily, little rcalizing that one day it would provide a formidable
weapon in the papal armoury against his successors. At the same time
it should not be forgotten that papal recognition of Charles as

Augustus gave him a real justification for repudiating the authority
of. Byzantium, now subject to the female government of the Empress

Irene, which from the Frankish standpoint was illicit. After all, what
the Papacy needed most was the defence of a powerful protector, not
only as a safeguard against Lombardic and Greek elements in Italy,
but to repress insubordination and disorder in the city of Rome itself.
That Charles' successors failed in this respect was certainly not the
fault of the Papacy, though indirectly their weakness materially aided

the growth of its power.
We must now give some account of a much misunderstood com-

pilation which about this time first makes its appearance on the
stage of history, the collection of papal letters and a few other
related documents usually known as the False Decretals.g This has

I Liber pont. vol. ii, p. 7. Cf. above, and Caspar, Geschicht;e des Papsttunn,
vol. ii, p. rro.

2 See documents quoted in Mirbt, op. cit.,No. z4o ff.
3 The standard edition is Hinschius,P., Dee.retales pseudo-Isidorianae et Capitula

Angilramni, t863.
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been the cause of a considerable amount of anti-papal prejudice, so

much so that many have supposed that it constitutes the chief
support of what have been described as the papal claims. Hence in
the interests of historical accuracy it is well that we should under-
stand its real character. This may well lead to a very different
estimate of its part in the development of papal authority.

The collection has come down to us as the supposed work of
Isidore of Seville, to whom the chief responsibility for the 'Isidorian'
collection of Canon Law (also called Hispana) compiled at the end
of the seventh century, was commonly assigned. It is in fact an
amplification and interpolation, by means of spurious decretals,
of a canonical collection in use by the church of Spain in the eighth
century, all the documents of which are indubitably authentic.
'Pseudo-Isidore' is divided into three parts. The first, entireiy
spurious, consisting of papal letters up to but not including Silvester I.
Except for two pseudonymous letters of Clement, they appear to be
the work of the compiler. The second part is a collection of conciliar
material derived directly from the HiEana, to which a few spurious
pieces have been added, including the 'Donation of Constantine'.
Finally, the third part contains a large number of genuine letters
from Siricius onwards to Gregory I (with some letters of Gregory II).
These are preceded, however, by forgeries assigned mainly to the
intervening pontificates between Silvester and Damasus f, but with
the addition of others attributed to those Popes whose genuine letters
are included. The author's sources, in addition to the Liber
Pontifrcalis which enjoyed a wide circulation at this time, are ecclesias-
tical writers generally and also later ecclesiastical discipline which it
is his practice to antedate so far as is possible.l

As to the date of its compilation, a citation in the statutes pro-
mulgated by Hincmar of Rheims in 852 supplies us with a terrninus
ad qtem. A, trminus a quo is less easy to fix. But it is generally agreed
that the work is indebted to the pseudo-capitularies of Benedictus
Levita not earlier than 847. Thus the year 85o may be taken as

approximately correct.2
Those who have supposed that its primary purpose was to extend

by fraudulent means the authority of the Roman see have seriously
misunderstood its rsison d'6tre. Careful study of the forgeries which
it includes shows that they are almost entirely concerned to emphasize

L See D.T,C. vol. iv, col. zrz.
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such points as the limitations which ought to govern the preferment

of a charge against an ecclesiastical superior, the necessity for con-

fining charges against the clergy to an ecclesiastical court, the

conditions under-which a bishop may be tried, and the right of a
bishop to appeal to the papal 

"oritt. 
A further general characteristic

is its 
-*"tkid 

eagerness to check the authority of the metropolitan

bishop. Thus tlere are grounds for saying that it is episcopal far

*or"ihrn papal prerogatives which the author designs to uphold.

As to its place of origin, France rather than Rome or Spain, as was

formerly supposed, is now the most widely accepted, and the situation

known 
-to 

huu" been prevailing at this time in the province of

Tours perhaps most nearlycorresponds tothe features just mentioned.

The collection was quoted by numerous non-Roman authors in the

ninth and tenth ceniuries. Though possible allusions to it occur in

the letters of Nicholas I,l his successor Adrian II was the first Pope

actually to make use of it. Throughout the tenth centurlr however,

the papal chancery observed a remarkable hesitation in its regard

and lt lr ttot till the pontificate of Leo IX in the following century

that it played any considerable part in papal documents. Even then

some restraint continued which was not finally abandoned till the

time of Gregory VII. In fact, as we shall see presently, the real

creator of the Papacy, as it was to be known for the next six centuries'

was not, as has so*etimes been thought, the elusive'Pseudo-Isidore',

but the genuine historical Nicholas I.

III
Before recording the chief characteristics of that great pontificate

it is necessary to resume the history of the controversy on images'

since in its later stages it reflects some light on the attitude of certain

Easterns towards the see of Rome, once they had shaken off the

fetters of CaesaroPaPism.

Following the rather indecisive policy of the successors of Irene,

the depositi,on of Michael I (8r3) led to the elevation of Leo V,

surnamed the Armenian. His success against the Bulgars enabled

him to range himself openly on the side of the still numerous

iconoclastic party. But the struggle of the previous century had

taught the image-worshippers some important lessons, the most

1 JE zZ8S. Mirbt, Qucllens, No. z5a.
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important of which were that their case needed a good deal of
strengthening if it was to win the day, and that they must cease

to count on the fickle support of the imperial government, but rely
rather on its own merits. At the first clash with their monastic pro-
tagonist, Theodore of Studium, the Emperor was bluntly told that
'Church matters are the province of priests and doctors: the admini-
stration of secular things belongs to the Emperor'.I This was tanta-
mount to an enunciation of the thesis of Gelasius f, but this time the
spokesman was not a Pope but an eastern abbot. For the time being
Leo appears to have been deterred from creating an open breach
with the Studites. Later, however, he summoned a council, which
restored the situation as it had existed after 753.

For the first time, so far as we can see, since the days of Con-
stantine I the more vigorous elements in the Byzantine church now
resolved to win complete freedom from the State, and in order to
secure their independence appealed immediately to the authority of
the Roman see against the Emperor. Meanwhile strong measures
were being taken by the imperial government, particularly as before,
against the monks.

Theodore, who had by this time been driven into exile, addressed
urgent and pathetic appeals to Pope Paschal I, of which the following
words are typical:

'Listen to us', he writes, 'O Apostolic Head, charged by God with
the guidance of Christ's sheep, porter of the heavenly kingdom, rock
of the faith on which is built the Catholic Church, for you are Peter,
you are the successor of Peter, whose throne you honourably fill'.z

Paschal's intervention, however well intentioned, had little effect.

Relief to the orthodox came not from the Papacy, to whose voice
Leo and his supporters remained deaf, but from a palace revolt in
which Leo was struck down and Michael II raised to supreme power.
Under his more tolerant rule, the result rather of indifference than
of favour to the orthodox, the exiles, including Theodore' were

recalled. Banishment had done nothing to break down the old abbot's
fidelity to his principles.

'There is no question here', he said, addressing Michael, 'of
human and temporal things, which kings have the power to judge,

but of divine and heavenly dogmas, which have been entrusted to

L C.M.H.,vol. iv, p..30.
2 Op. cit., vol. iv, p.32.
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those only to whom God has said: "Whatsoever thou shalt bind on
earth shall be bound also in heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt
loose on earth shall be loosed also in heaven". Who are they who have

received this power? The Apostles and their successors. As to
Emperors and sovereigns, their part is to lend their support and
approbation to what has been decreed. No power has been granted
them by God over the divine dogmas, and if they exercise such, it
will not be lasting'.t

Later Michael appears to have arrived at the conviction that
image-worship would disappear if the Pope's support were with-
drawn. He therefore wrote to the Emperof of the West, Louis the
Pious, urging him to exercise pressure on the Papacy to procure
its abolition. Little satisfied with such methods, his succ€ssor

Theophilus resolved on sterner action. Yet although the records of
this reign are full of stories of the barbarities inflicted by him on

the recalcitrants, by the end of 842 it was becoming evident that
repression had failed of its object and that the Empire was growing
weary of an interminable and seemingly fruitless stnrggle.

Under the regency of his widow Theodora during the minority of
her son Michael III, after some preliminary hesitation it was decided
by substituting the monk Methodius for John VII in the office of
patriarch to reverse the late Emperor's policy and restore image-

worship. The action of the Emprdss-regent was confirmed by the

council of 843 and the restoration of images was solemnly celebrated

on the first Sunday of Lent, a day still observed in the Byzantine
church as the festival of Orthodoxy. Yet although tiberty to worship
images had been vindicated, we must not overlook the price at which
it was bought. The opponents of Iconoclasm had with one voice,
from Gregory II and John Damaseene to the council of 787 and
Theodore of Studium, contested the Emperor's right 'nepl ntoreas
)tdyov noretoflac' (to have his say concerning faith), yet in the triumph
of 843 it was not so much the Church as the Sovereign who was

victorious. Moreover, the evil legacy of Constantine I's successor

quickly showed itself in a sanguinary persecution let loose against

the Paulician sect in Asia Minor, in which it is said one hundred
thousand persons lost their lives.

1 Note that he does not confine the authority transmitted in virtue of Matt. nrr,
18, to the Papacy, but like Ambrose and Augustine (see above pp, z6t, 284)
regards it as conferred upon the whole episcopate (ibicl,, p. 33). See Epp. Lib. i, 33
and 34, M.P.G.99, cols. r+t, ror7, ror8. See C.M.H., vol. iv, p. 33.
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Yet in estimating the true character of Michael's government we

must make some allowance for a deliberate attempt on the part of
the Macedonian dynasty to discredit its predecessor, and in any case

it must be allowed that his uncle the Caesar Bardas, who was the
effective ruler, by a genuine devotion to duty succeeded to a remark-
able degree in restoring the prestige of the Empire.

But conscientious administration was by no means Bardas' only
claim to distinction. To his practical ability there was added an un-
common interest in education and scientific research, and it was a

desire to promote these objects which led him to procure the removal
of the ascetic Ignatius from the patriarchal throne, and to install in
his place the more worldly and certainly more liberally minded
Photius, whose scholarship and brilliance in intellectual attainment
marks him out as one of the brightest stars in the Byzantine
ecclesiastical firmament. I

It soon became evident that the abrupt transference of the chief
bishopric in the eastern church from the lineal successors of the
conservative image-worshippers to the less rigid and, more tolerant
liberals would not be accepted without opposition. The discon-
tented element called attention to the fact that Photius was only a

layman at the time of his nomination, and represented that the sole
cause of Ignatius' removal had been his too outspoken criticism of
the all powerful Caesar's morals. In spite of evidence that his resigna-
tion was voluntary, it was being alleged that he remained the only
legitimate holder of the patriarchate. These and other means of
creating prejudice against Photius were freely used later in the course
of the controversy now on the point of breaking out.

It must be remembered that the breach in unity created by the
image-controversy had never been completely healed, md thus the
resignation of Ignatius was used by the monastic party of Studium
as a means of creating alarm that orthodoxy was once more in danger.
Hence it was not long before adverse reports on Photius began to
anive in Rome, on the strength of which Pope Nicholas I felt bound
to investigate the new patriarch's claim to the see of Constantinople

I Of his industry as a writer there is no possible room for doubt. For what
follows, see the recent studies of Dvornik, F., such aS 'Le premier schisme de
Photios'in Bull. de l'inst. archeol.bulgare, vol. ix, rg35, pp. 3or-325;'Le second
schisme de Photios. Une mystification historique' in Byzantion, vol. viii, 1933,
pp.4zS-474; 'L'oecumenicitd du huitibme concile (869-87o),' n Bull. de Ia claxe
des lettres (Acad. roy. de Belgique), vol. xxiv, 1938, No. ro.
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before formally accepting his synodicon or letter of enthronization.r
However, at a synod held in the eastern capital (861), at which

Nicholas' legates were present, it was decided to declare Ignatius

deposed.2

Nicholas, on the other hand, remained unconvinced. He therefore

declined to accept the decision of his legates and persisted in the

view that Ignatius remained the true patriarch. Meanwhile a further
source of disagreement between the sees of Rome and Constantinople

had arisen on the question of the provision of a hierarchy for the

kingdom of Bulgaria. King Boris had at first applied to Photius, but
on finding that the new patriarch was intending to treat his kingdom
purely as a subject province of the Constantinopolitan patriarchate,

Le had changed his mind and was now inviting Nicholas to supply

his demands. The Pope who had already claimed the right to regulate

the ecclesiastical affairs of Bulgaria in virtue of his ancient authority

over the Illyrian vicariate,s eagerly grasped the opportunity of
asserting a prescriptive right of the Roman see. It was in this con-

nexion that he drew uphis famous Ad consulta Bulgarorumr{ of which

the principal characteristic was a marked insistence on the diver-
gences between western and eastern usages and on the rightfulness

of the former to the exclusion of the latter. In particular, it was

insisted that the patriarchal sees in order of precedence were ex-

clusively Rome, Alexandria and Antioch; if Constantinople and

Jerusalem were accounted patriarchal, there was no precedent for
their being so reckoned.

It was not to be expected that Photius would readily accept this
position. Letters were therefore addressed to the western Emperor

Louis II and to certain bishops of his dominions who had good reason

to be dissatisfied with Nicholas, urging the Pope's deposition.d In
addition to this on learning of the arrival of Roman legates in
Bulgaria, Photius issued a formal condemnation of western customs,

in which he specially censured the uncanonical introduction into the

creed of the 'double procession' of the Holy Ghost.6

t 7E 2682. See also Grumel, op. cit., No. 464.
z brumel, op. cit., No. 464. The synod took the view that Ignatius had uncanoni-

cally acquired the patriarchate.
r lE 2682.
t JE z8n. M.G.H. Script. vol. i, p. 568 ff. Mirbt, Quelhn6, No. 253.
6 C.M.H. vol. iv, p.249.
o Grumel, oP. cit., No. 48o f.
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Everything now pointed to a decisive rupture. The final breach

came when following the murder of Bardas and the elevation of
Basil the Macedonian in 867, Photius formally excommunicated
Nicholas at a Constantinopolitan synod held in the autumn of that
year, and again urged Louis II to procure his removal.r

The patriarch was probably well informed about the situation in
the West and particularly of the indignation aroused by the attitude
of the Papacy to the Frankish kings. Thus Nicholas' predecessor

Gregory IV, acting with the support of the Frankish bishops, had

not hesitated to refer to Lothar I as his subordinate:2
'Why speak to me', he wrote, 'of the orders of the Emperor? Are

not the orders of the Pope of equal weight ? And is not the authority
over souls which belongs to the Pope above the imperial rule which
is of this world ?' 3

Nicholas I. had found himself confronted with a formidable
situation arising from the support given to Lothar II by the arch-

bishops of Cologne and TrBves in decreeing the annulment of his

marriage. Yet without hesitation he had declared the archbishops

deposed and remained adamant, undeterred even by the arrival in
Rome of the Emperor Louis II in defence of his brother at the head

of an armed force. Thus the advantage remained with Nicholas, and

the Papacy came out of the struggle with undiminished prestige.a

So now in his attitude towards Michael III, Nicholas showed that
he regarded all kings and emperors as accountable to him for their
actions and thus subject to his spiritual jurisdiction. fn this sense at

least he may be said to have contributed materially to the formulation
of a papal potestas directa in temporal matterc ratione peccati, though
he never actually made use of the phrase himself. Some would even

hold that, in one of his letters referring to the case of Lothar II,6
he adumbrates the doctrine of the 'two swords', to which we shall

refer presently, assigning to the Papacy absolute control over spiritual
and temporal affairs alike. At least it must be allowed that, if he did
not actually quote the text, he certainly upheld the idea which it was

subsequently used to justify. The importance of his pontificate is

that it rnarks the foundation of a number of those principles which
largely conditioned the relation of the Papacy to the Church during

t C.M.H. vol. iv, p.25o; Grumel, ogt. cit., Nos.48z-5.
2 C.M.H. vol. iii, p. 448 ff. s JE 2578. M.P.L, to4, 

"97,1C.M.H. vol. iii, p.45o; Iaff6, oP, cit,, vol. i, p. 35r.
5 IE zl8Z.
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the later centuries of the Middle Ages. Thus he argues that every

grade in the ecclesiastical hierarchy is essentially subordinate to
the see of Rome; archbishops enjoy the exercise of their metro-
politan jurisdiction only in virtue of the possession of the palku'ru

received at the Pope's hand; bishops can only be judged by him or
under his authority; councils and synods derive their validity only
from papal approbation.r

The belief that Nicholas made use of the Fake Decretals to justify
his claims, once widely held, has now been generally abandoned,z

and it is usually admitted that, as in the case of many of his pre-

decessors, material for the formulation of his theory was already in
existence before his time. Perhaps his greatest claim to historical
significance is that he made a notable contribution'to the extension

of a conception of Christendom which recognized in the see of
Peter its inevitable centre of unity or rallying point, and an authortity
holding sway over every department of human life.

Returning now to the relations of the Papacy with Photius, the

revolutionary elevation of Basil I and the downfall of Michael III
proved a serious menace to the patriarch's position. On his rival's
refusal to communicate with the new sovereign Ignatius was hastily
reinstated. By this time Nicholas I was dead. His successor Adrian II,
in consequence of a Roman synod which condemned Photius afresh,

requested the Emperor to summon a council at Constantinople in
order to endorse the Roman decisions.s

When this council opened on October 9, 869, shortly after the

arrival of the four Roman legates, it began by styling itself 'oecu-
menical,'a in spite of the fact that it was in no sense representative

of the universal Church, since the highest number of bishops
present at any one session (9th) was sixty-five, while at the earlier

sessions scarcely more than half that figure was reached. However, it
soon became clear that there was a wide gulf between the point of
view of the Emperor and that of the legates. Basil desired the council
to restore peace; the legates, as in the days of Celestine I and Leo I
at the councils of Ephesus and Chalcedon,E simply required the

acceptance of Pope Adrian's judgment. Yet in spite of unwillingness
I C.M.H. vol. iii, p.453. ! See above, P.378. 3 C.M.H. vol. iv, p. 25r.
a There was nothing abnormal in the use of this style, which simply meant

'imperial'. Councils had been in the habit of using it since the days of the council
of Constantinople 382. See above, p. 254, n. 3.

6 See above, pp. zg8r 3o7.
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on the part of the Emperor and the council to condemn Photius un-
heard, they eventually agreed to accept the legates' view that the
conciliar act of deposition was no more than the publication of a
judgment already pronounced. At the same time taking advantage of
their presence, an attempt was made to persuade them to recognize
Constantinopolitan jurisdiction over Bulgaria. When this failed
Ignatius decided to act in spite of the Roman see, and consecrated
a Greek hierarchy for the Bulgarian kingdom. In this way it was
made clear that in a question involving the extent of Byzantine
jurisdiction, it mattered little who happened to be patriarch.

Meanwhile by one of those swift changes of opinion, so common
in the history of the eastern church, Photius was once more restored
to favour, and later on the death of Ignatius was reinstalled in the
patriarchate. By this time the Roman legates, after a perilous journey
in the course of which their copy of'the Acta of 86917o was stolen,
had returned to Rome. The missing information, however, was
conveniently supplied in an abbreviated version of the recent pro-
ceedings (as appears from comparison with the Greek Acta) compiled
by Anastasius Bibliothecarius, who had been present at the council
as the representative of the Emperor Louis II.

As was to be expected, Adrian II's successor John VIII, nominated
in87z, showed great indignation at Ignatius' conduct in the matter of
Bulgaria. After pointing out in a letter to king Borisl that Ignatius
had presumed to do what even PhotiuS had shunned, the Pope
subsequently wrote to the patriarch himself to the efiect that unless
he withdrew the Greek bishops from Bulgaria within thirty days he
would be deposed.z Shortly afterwards he despatched two legates to
Constantinople,s to see that his orders were caried out.

Yet, in view of the political situation in the West and the menace

of the Saracen invasions, and in spite of the questionable advantages
gained by the successive coronations of Charles the Balda and Charles
the Fat,5 the Papacy was once more showing signs of being ready to
turn to Constantinople for support, and appeared to be willing to do
the utmost possible to reach an understanding with Photius. We are

therefore not surprised to find that while the Roman legates con-
tented themselves with a somewhat non-committal attitude towards

I lE z96z. Cf.lE zgs6. 2 JE 3r3o.
a 1afr6, opt. cit,, vol. i, p. 386. December 25,8ZS.
6 Id., op, ci,t., vol, i, p. 4r?. February 9, 88r.

t JE grgs.
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the new situation, in Rome the imperial legates were successful in
obtaining his almost unconditional recognition. Thus in a letter to
Photius himself John formally stated: 'We have annulled . . . the

council held there (sc. in Constantinople) against you . . . because

our predecessor Adrian did not subscribe to it'.r
We now come to the final act in this strange drama, the Photian

synod of 879/88o. Any doubt concerning the authenticlty of the Acta

of this assembly has been finally removed by the recent researches

of a well-known Byzantine scholar; even the sixth and seventh

sessions; which were still regarded as spurious even by those who

had accepted his conclusions regarding the others, have now been

proved genuine.z The same author is convinced that the peculiar

features of these last two sessions, notably the fact that they were

held in the imperial palace, are sufficiently explained by the cir-

cumstance that the Emperor Basil was at the time in mourning for
the death of his heir. In one respect at least this synod presents a

remarkable contrast to its predecessor of ten years before. It was

attended by not less than three hundred and fifty bishops.s As to its

decisions, all that need be said here is that it completely rehabilitated

Photius and annulled the Ignatian council of 869/87o.

The legates returned to Rome in August, 88o, and John VIII duly

confirmed the Acta of the recent. council, with the exception of
that which the legates had done contrary to the apostolic injunction.a

That John himself at no time withdrew from this attitude is proved

from various later allusions to him made by Photius. The question

remains, however, whether, as has been generally supposed, the

patriarch was subsequently excommunicated by the Roman see.

That Marinus I sent him no letter of enthronization two years

later is to be explained by his personal hostility to Basil I. On the

other hand, not only is it certain that Adrian III sent such a letter,6

but it is equally clear that although Photius was finally deposed by
Basil's successor Leo VI, it was on purely personal grounds, and

there can be no doubt that Pope Stephen V recognized him as

legitimate patriarch at the time of his deposition.o The interesting
t M.P.L. tz6, 874. Ct. D.T.C. vol. viii, col. 6o5.
2 Dvornik's latest'study of this subject has not yet appeared. The view stated in

the text rests on his verbal assurance on this point-
3 A striking and no doubt significant contrast to the numbers present at the

Ignatian council of 86g17o.
n JE 3zzz f. M.G.H. Scriptores, vol. vii, pp. zz7-8. Cf. D.T.C. ibid., col. 6o8'
u JL s$9. u JL z+sz.
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conclusion to be derived from this evidence is that Photius appears
to have died in communion with the Roman see.

There can be no doubt that he was a vigorous defender of the
privileges of the Constantinopolitan see and of the legitimacy of
eastern customs against the attempt of Nicholas I to impose Roman
practice on the Bulgarian church. That he rejected the Roman
primacy of doctrine and jurisdiction is proved to be untrue by his
own attitude in submitting to papal judgments.l As to his protest
against Nicholas it is clear that it was directed not against the Papacy
but against what he regarded as a misuse of papal authority-in a

word against what is now known as Papalism.
His story, however, has a strange epilogue. In view of the facts

just mentioned, it is surprising to find that the Photian synod of
87gl8o was subsequently forgotten in the West, while the Ignatian
assembly of 869l7o was accorded the rank of the eighth oecumenical
council. How is this singular inversion to be explained?z

First of all it is to be remarked that the belief that the council of
86917o should be reckoned as oecumenical is referred to first by
Hincmar of Rheims. That Hincmar himself did not so reckon it is
proved by the fact that with the majority of the Frankish episcopate
he accepted only six such councils, and excluded the second council
of Nicaea. After him very few western authors up to the middle
of the eleventh century paid much attention to their number, but
none described this council as oecumenical. Equally in Rome itself,
even as late as the profession of faith sent by Leo IX to Peter of
Antioch, an official papal declaration, seven councils and seven

only are mentioned. Similarly Cardinal Humbert in pronounc-
ing sentence against Michael Caerularius, an occasion on which
he had every reason to give prominence to earlier condemnations
of a patriarch of Constantinople by the Roman see, mentions seven

councils and no more. Five years later Peter Damian evidently holds
the same view. If further proof of the official attitude of the Roman
church at this time is wanted, it is contained in the Liber Diurnus,
which, as we learn from Cardinal Deusdedit, was modified during
the eleventh century and appeared in a new edition in ro59.e Here too
the papal profession of faith still contents itself with the mention of

l Dvornik, L'affaire dc Photius, p. 86.
2 For the view stated here, see Dvornik, L'oecumdnici.ti du lrui.ti4rne concih,

p. 447 fr.
3 Id., op. cit., p. 459.
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seVen councils alone. The same is true of the episcopal profession of
faith which it contains, and which certainly belongs to this revision.

In any case it is certain that the seventh council was not added

officially to the oecumenical list at Rome till after 88o.t Who then

was responsible for the inclusion of the eighth? The way was pre-

pared by Anselm of Lucca who, in his collection of Canon Law,

introduced the eighteenth, twenty-first, and twenty-second canons

of the Ignatian council under the heading univrsa octazta rynodus,
borrowing from th e Acta themselves the epithe t unizt ers a (oi rcou p,ev rKril.

Deusdedit in his turn makes use of its canons but shows a certain

hesitation about its oecumenicity. Yet inevitably the eleventh century

reformers, in their anxiety to check lay investiture, were attracted

by the canons of this council, which provided them with the desired

authority. The first canonist explicitly to range it with the seven

councils is in fact Ivo of Chartres, whose source was Possibly the

collection named Britannica, containing a corrected extract from the

collection of Deusdedit in which the professio fidei enumerates not

seven only but eight. Thus the process of the inclusion of the

Ignatian council was begun.,,Yet even so late as the fifteenth cenfirry

iiwas possible so far to ignore its stafirs as in a Latin version of the

Acta o? the council of Florence to describe the latter, and not the

council of 86917o, as the eighth oecumenical council.

IV
In the latter half of the ninth century there oPens a period of

spiritualand political decline in the historyof the Roman see. Control

over kings passed out of papal hands, and so far from increasing

their po*"i the Popes found themselves driven to adopt a policy

of alrnost desperate self-defence. Besides this, the Papacy became for

the time being little more than a secular ptize, falling by turns to the

stronger of the contestants, the imperial house of Spoleto and the

local Roman aristocracy. In the end the despairing appeal of the

unhappy Formosus to Arnulf,"king of Germany, bore fruit, and in

the peison of Otto I, following the deposition of the profligate youth

Pope John XII, the German Emperors began to exercise a pre-

ponderating influence in the direction of papal policy which was to

iast for over a century. Side by side with the degradation of the

I Dvornik, opt. cit., p. 467.
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Papacy there is to be remarked in addition a growing loss of authority
on the part of the local episcopate, with an ever increasing dependence
on the will of kings and particularly of feudal lords, only counter-
balanced by th" fact that many of the bishops, especially in Germany,
became lords themselves, in whom temporal interests tended more
and more to extinguish any real sense of spiritual responsibility.

It is no doubt highly probable that otto the Great conceived thar
as a result of his coronation by John XII in 96z he was actually
reviving the Empire of Charlemagne. But whereas Charlemagne
had been the effective sovereign of the lands which formed his
dominions, Otto remained in fact no more than a German prince,
whose possession of the imperial crown endowed him with a certain
undefined prestige in western Christendom as its defender against
foreign invaders and as the guardian of justice and peace. His
authority in spiritual matters suffered from a similar lack of precision,
for while Charlemagne had exercised unlimited sovereignty over the
Church, Otto was regarded as no more than its benevolent protector.r
Even if the Papacywas obliged to recognize his temporal overlordship,
it remained a fact that it was the Pope and not the Emperor who was
held without question to be the spiritual head of Christendom.
Otto's control over ftaly, though more effective than that of his
successors, was at best the rule of a foreigner, which inevitably
aroused deep resentment among the less submissive Romans. That
such a suzerainty would cease to be anything more than nominal
once the Papacy had succeeded in recovering its strength, was there-
fore only to be expected. Yet it must not be forgotten that the Romarr
see remained indebted to Otto for having checked its degradation
at a critical point in its history

The progress of its recovery can already be traced in its earlier
stages in the pontificate of Silvester II, the firstrPope of French
blood, wbo in 999 succeeded Gregory V, said to have been the first
German successor of St. Peter.2 Otto III, grandson of the re-
founder of the Empire, who was Silvester's contemporary, as a
mler showed some strange characteristics, but there can be little
doubt that in the nicely balanced relations between Papacy and
Empire during his reign, the ideal described at a later date by St.
Bernard or by Dante came nearest to fulfilment. If relations between

I C.M.H. vol. iii, p.t64.
t John XIV was a Lombard and the first to take a papal nAme (g8g).

z6
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the two powers were not less cordial under the Emperors Henry II
and Henry III, it cannot be said that the same equilibrium remained.

The pontificate of Silvester II was also remarkable for the fact

that he was one of the earliest popes to show any real sympathy

with that great movement for reform, which, indebted perhaps in
some measure to the foundation of Cluny at the beginning of the

tenth centurf, had been steadily gaining ground since that time, at

first in Lorraine and then later in Germany.r Starting as a revolt

against the prevalence of secularism in various forms, it gradually

developed into an attempt to release the western Church as a whole

from ihe stranglehold of feudalism. If under Gregory VII the

clamour for the removal of lay patronage and lay control and the

cerrtralization of the Church under papal leadership can already be

recognized as inevitable consequences of the whole programme'

*" "i. reminded by a modern historian that 'the early stages of the

process are all dictated by the desire to effect the reform of the
-Church, 

which still remains the first object even with Pope Gregory

VII'.2 Doubtless one of the more important of the clues to a right

und.erstanding of the period is to be found in the recognition of the

fact that'the pontificate of Gregory VII marked the final rejection

by the official Church of the old attitude of mistrust towards the

world',3 which itself was not incompatible with the idea of its bon-

version 'by the action of a divinely instituted kingship' working

through a strictly subordinate clergy. But the conversion of the world

throulh a clerical hierarchy centralized under the Pope was a policy

which was bound to involve a direct and ineluctable challenge to the

concept of a monarchy responsible only to God.

However attractive some may have found that explanation of

Gregory's activities which regards them as aimed primarily and

ultimatl$ at the establishment of an absolute papal dominion over

Church and State, it is becoming clear that such a simplification of

history is only possible if a number of relevant factors is ignored.

In the first place it has to be rcalized that the evils which every

reformer deplored and sought to remedy, chiefly those of simony

and incontinence in the clergy, were not merely the consequence of a

1 It should be appreciated that modern historians such as Tellenbach, G. (!r.

Bennett, R. F.), Chinch, State and Christian Society, are disposed to regard the

extent oi this influence as far less than was formerly supposed.
2 Brooke, Z. N., English Chrch and the Papacy, r93r, p' z8'
3 Tellenbach, oP. ar., P. xi f.
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generally debased moral standard. They were also to a great extent
the direct result of the proprietary church system, the so-called
Eigenkirchenrecht, which had grown up in the West and particularly
in Germany as part of the process of the conversion of the Teutonic
nations to Christianity.t Such a system was the product of an attempt
to christiarize society from within, in which the laity acquired
something more than a merely passive role in the Church's life. Thus
the founder of an Eigmkirche himself appointed its priests, prescribed
their rule if they were monks, and generally exercised control over
their manner of life. As a result, episcopal authority became subject
to severe limitations by reason of the fact that large areas of their
dioceses were withdrawn from their direct supervision. Yet it must
not be supposed that the Eigmkirchenrecht existed in spite of the
hierarchy. Bishops and Popes alike availed themselves of theprivileges
which it conferred, and though at times a serious obstacle it might
also on occasion be a powerful asset in the promotion of reform.

V
This proprietary church system gave rise indirectly to a develop-

ment destined to have far-reaching effects on the administration of
the Church and in particular on the progress of its centralization
under the Papacy. This took the form of a revived interest in Canon
Law and especially in its application to the practical administration
of a diocese. The need of some convenient collection of the laws of
the Church, arranged not in groups of chronologically related matter,
such as conciliar law, decretal law and so onn but under subject
headings, had been fulfilled in some measure by the anonymous com-
piler of the Collectio Anselrno dicata and by Regino of Prum. But
by the beginning of the eleventh century their work was in need of
being brought up to date, and there was a special demand for its
application to the peculiar conditions of the Church in the Rhineland.
This fresh need was now supplied (rorz-rozi by Burchard of
Worms, in his Deuetum or Collectarium. The character of his work is
highly significant of the dominant ecclesiastical ideas of his time in
this borderland between France and Germany. For if he evidently
accepts 'the divine institution of the Papacy and its headship of the
Church', 'employs Papal decretals as his chief authority' and regards
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them as the sole source of jurisdiction as well as the final court of
appeal in all major cases and for all bishops, yet to him the Papacy is

not so much sovereign as'the hinge on which all Christendom turns'.
On the other hand, much stress is laid on 'the importance of the
bishop and of episcopal authority'. As yet it is the bishop rather
than the Pope who is to be agent of the much needed reform; the
Pope is only'the final arbiter to whom the most difficult cases are to
be referred'.l The defects of such a collection from the point of view
of those who saw in the Papacy and the Roman church a sovereign

power, of which bishops \Irere only the subordinates, are so obvious
as to need no emphasis, and it was inevitable that before long a new
code would be in demand.

The importance of Canon Law from the eleventh to the sixteenth
centuries for our purpose lies not only in the fact that it serves to
illustrate the extent to which the western church acknowledged the
principle that the Pope is universal arbiter and supreme judge; that
principle had already been long established and was accepted without
question. It also shows that the Pope was coming to be regarded like
the princeps in the Constantinian autocracy as the sole legislator,
whose decretals, apart from the canonical decisions of occasional so-

called oecumenical councils, wholly under papal control, were now
the chief source of new law.z More than this, the new development
of Canon Law serves to illustrate the process by which the Papacy

from being regarded as universal referee in the Church comes to be

regarded as absolute sovereign over the Church. In view of this it
will give coherence and unity to this aspect of our subject if the
whole march of the evolution of ecclesiastical legislation is surveyed

together at this point, leaving on one side for the moment a final
estimate of the significance of the great reform movement of which
it may be accounted one of the more enduring results.

The earliest collection to put the authority of the Papacy and the
reform programme in the very centre of the picture appeared under
Leo IX about a quarter of a century after Burchard. Known as the
Collection in 74 Titles, it used almost exclusively the Fake Deuetals
and the works of Gregory I as its sources. It is important, however,

1 Brooke, op. cit., pp. 33, 85 ff.
2 It should be remembered that Canon and Civil Law were studied side by side

at Bologna, where, as in other centres of North Italy, the tradition of Roman civil
law had survived from classical times. This fact goes a long way to explain the ease

with which the papal monarchy was assimilated to the former imperial autocracy.
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not for its completeness, for judged froni this standpoint it was
seriously lacking, but for its basic principles which are traceable in
all later collections.

of the collections dating from the pontificate of Gregory vII,
namely those of otto, Anselm of Lucca and Deusdedit, neither the
first nor the last was of much use to the average bishop and his
lawyers who had to apply the law, being arranged either as a whole
or in part on a chronological plan. Anselm's work, however, was of
greater practical convenience, for although like the others it assigned
an important place to matter bearing on papal authority and the
reform, it also admitted as much non-Roman matter as was judged to
be conformable to Roman tradition. Moreover, it was strictly
systematic. It is therefore the first of those canonical collections
which lead up to Gratian.

After Anselm, under the influence of Bologna, the study of canon
Law became more objective, and under the same influence at the end
of the eleventh century the first comprehensive collection under
subject headings compiled by Ivo of Chartres made its appearance.
His Decretum, and more especially his Pannorrnia, exercised a con-
siderable influencefar outside Italy and was onlygradually superseded
by the work of Gratian. The famous Deuetum, orto give it its full title
Concordantia discordantium canonurn, marks the beginning of the e'rzs

noaurn. It followed the plan, not of stating the law, thus differing
markedly from its predecessors, but of laying down legal theses and
then proving them by quotations. Among its proofs it includes
documents, conciliar canons, papal decretals, and even civil laws.
One of its chief aims was to remove discrepancies. In arrangement,
comprehensiveness and convenience the work marked a greater
advance on its predecessors, and as .such it soon came to enjoy
recognition as the universal text-book of Canon Law in the West.
Yet it must be remembered that it was in fact a manual rather than
a strictly official code or Corpus.

Gratian's material reached down to rr39. During the following
century, in the course of which papal authority in relation to civil
government attained its zenith, much additional matter became
current, and under the hand of Raymund of Pennafort was eventually
published by Gregory IX in n34 as his Decretales, which possessed
the character of an official code, while Gratian's Decretum, as we have
seen, remained merely a legal hand-book. Apart from the canons
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issued at the third and fourth Lateran councils, the work included

only papal material, and from the fact that it was no more than a

rnppi.*"nt to Gratian's Decretum was often quoted as 'extra' or

*o* briefly as 'X'. Although the matter was arranged in chronological

order, the decretals were not given in full, and as this meant that

it was often necessary for a proPer understanding of Raymund's text

to refer to the original documents, in later editions the full text of

the decretals was supplied.
To the five bookr of Ct"gory IX, Boniface VIII added a Liber

Sextus which embraced, besides papal documents of the thirteenth

century, the canons of the first and second councils of Lyons.

Finally, Pope Clement V, after his withdrawal to Avignon, formed

the project of publishing his own Constitutions with the decrees of
the council of Vienne, intending to call it Libu SEtimas, but died

before the work was complete. .It was afterwards issued under his

successor John XXII, but as it contained only Clementine material

it became known as the Constitutiones Clemmtinae.

These four collections, constituting the so-called Corpus iuris

canonici clausam, to which later two appendices called Extraoagantes

were added, reached their final form in r5o3, though they were not

officially added to the Corpus till a century later. By such means the

imposing structure of mediaeval Canon Law came to be built, the

importance of which in schooling the mind of western Christendom

to the fact of papal sovereignty is perhaps difficult to exaggerate.

VI
To return now to the reform movement of the tenth century. With

the accession of Henry III to the imperial throne, the Papacy was

confronted by an Emperor who was wholly devoted to the programme

of reform, so that following the installation of Clement II in the

place of Gregory VI, deposed by Henry at Sutri, the reformers could

.lui* that ailast the movement had secured at least a footing in the

capital of Christendom itself. But it was not till Leq IX received the

Airathat it was clear the see of St. Peter had been occupied by one

of its advocates. The credit for the appointment of this great man is

to be given solely to Henry, yet in making the choice' as it has been

said, ire raised up the power that was to cast down his son and

destroy the Empire'.I
I C.M.H, vol. iii, P. 3o8.
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With Leo the movement tended to take on more definitely the
character of a revolt against lay control, a factor which often appeared
to be among the chief obstacles to its progress. Yet in spite of all
that he could do by his journeys and active encouragement of
synodical action to make the world outside the Roman patrimony
familiar with his august person and with papal authority in general,
the Roman see continued to be subject to the undefined suzerainty of
the Empire, so long as Henry III remained alive. Hence it'was not
till after the Emperor's death that it began to be possible to shake off
imperial tutelage. Yet an early sign of fuflrre independence is to be
seen in the Election Decree of ro59, issued by the Lateran council
held under Nicholas II, by which a preponderating voice in a papal
election was given to the Cardinal bishops, in co-operation with the
clergy and laity of the Roman church, while leaving to the Emperor
rights which in practice were little more than honorary.l

In this intermediate stage of the reform we can still see the two
influences, described by Tellenbach as the 'mystical' and the
'organizational', at work; the former represented by the archdeacon
Peter Damian, the latter by Cardinal Humbert. Peter, who later
became Cardinal bishop of Ostia, favoured a policy of co-operation
between the spiritual and secular powers. It is true that he asserted
that Christ had conferred upon St. Peter tqrmi si.mul et caelestis

i?nperii iura,z but this phrase, originally intended solely as a com-
mentary on the universality of the spiritual authority conferred on
the Apostle in Matt. xvr, r7-r9, was subsequently misinterpreted as

a declaration of the plenitude of spiritual and secular power claimed
by the later Papacy. If he anticipated the later doctrine of the 'two
swords', it is not less clear that he restricted the Papacy to the use

of the 'sword of the spirit'.s On the other hand, Humbert's analogy
of the relation of the soul to the body,a as illustrating the primacy of
the spiritual power, provided a basis for a completely theocratic
outlook which would not be content with the perfectly balanced
harmony of relationship between the two powers, but would aim at
the concentration in the hands of the Papacy of all manifestations of
authority, spiritual and secular alike.

1 Mirbt, Quelleni, No. z7o. A right of confirming the election was given per-
sonally to Henry III, in consideration of his services to the Roman see, though not
as a matter of course to his successors. See C.M.H. vol. v, p. 37 f.

s See Rivi0re, J., Le problilme de l'Eglise et de l'Etat, tgz6, pp. g87-gg3.
8 Mirbt, Quellens, No. z7?. 4 M.G.H. Lib. de lite, i, p. z2S.
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With the election of the archdeacon Hildebrand as Gregory VII,I
the Papacy as it was to be known down to the beginning of the four-
teenth century comes into existence. Since the death of Humbert
he had been the leading figure in the Roman Curia. As such he had

inherited not only Humbert's position but his ideas as well. 'Gr6goire '

VII', writes one of the best-known authorities on this period, 'sera le

disciple de Humbert, tout en ddpassant de beaucoup son maitre'.2
The details of his struggle with Henry IV are well known and call
for no detailed description. It will be sufficient for our purpose to
call attention to the extent to which the idea of the Papacy underwent
modification in consequence of his policy and teaching.

What were the sources of his principles. The literary material of
which he made use in his conflictwith the Emperor included of course

Holy Scripture, yet it has been said that'though quotations from the

New Testament are more numerous, it is the spirit of the Old
Testament that prevails'. s In addition, he shows an intimate knowledge

of the collections of decretals current in his time, and if he made

extensive use of the False Decretals it is fair to assume that he used

them in good faith. He was dependent to a marked extent on

Gregory f, on whom he relied for his knowledge of Augustine and

especially of the Cizsitas Dei. Finally, he was particularly indebted

to the work of his immediate predecessors, who, by their reorganiza-
tion of the papal chancery on the lines of the bureaucracy which
served the Emperors, provided the necessary machinery for elaborat-
ing the theories on which his claims were built.

It is noteworthy that the same consciousness of the papal'office
as d mystical reincarnation of St. Peter, of which examples have

recurred from the end of the fourth century onwards, now springs to
life afresh in the guise of an absolute imperialism. Thus it was in
virtue of his possession of St. Peter's office that Gregory believed in
an unlimited power of excommunication and of absolution which
knows of no human superior. Yet just because he held himself to be

responsible to God alone, he recognized that his authority must be

exercised in accordance with strict justice. For him as for many of
his predecessors, duty was mainly concerned with securing the

proper observance of Canon Law, and it was a natural consequence

1 By popular acclamation in despite of the recent Election Decree.
2 Fliche, A., La rdlormc grCgoimnq vol. i, p. 3o5.t C M.H. vol. v, p. 54.
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of this standpoint that his decrees were rather interpretations of
existing law than new legal definitions.

During the earlier year's of his pontificate it is clear that he remained
content with the Gelasian view on the dual supremacy of the two
powers each within its own sphere. Thus he compared the sacer-
dotium and the irnpnium to the eyes of the Churchrs body, the end of
both being alike spiritual. Yet after his clash with the Emperor he
was forced to recognize that this dualism was no longer tenable, and
that the demands of Justitia required the absolute primacy of the
spiritual power. Thus he reached the conviction that the dominical
appointment of St. Peter and his successors had committed the final
judgment of human conduct, including the conduct of kings, to the
Papacy and to it alone. As in the Dictatus Papae,r which at least owes
much to his inspiration, the absolute supremacy of the Roman see

within the spiritual sphere is affirmed, so Gregory's letter Quod ad
perfnendos declares its absolute sovereignty within the secular. Driven
by the force of his own logic he came to affirm the diabolical origin of
temporal authority, and to declare that " if kings are to be judged by
bishops for their sins, with how much greater show of justice ought
they to be judged by the Roman Pontiff.'s At the same time we must
note at least one argument in this letter which is new, and to be
regarded as a typical product of the reforming influence, namely his
strong emphasis on the moral superiority of the Papacy as compared
with the Empire. It is therefot. 

" 
dit""t consequ.n.. oi hit argument

that he insisted more than once on the moral holiness of the Pope for
the time being, as indeed he was bound to do, if papal authority, no
less in the moral than in the legal sphere, was the one power sans

pareil.
To summarize what has been said. Within the twelve years of his

pontificate (ro73-ro85) Gregory came to believe that for the attain-
ment of his goal-the establishment of righteousness upon earth-
the mediaeval theory of two equal and independent, yet not self-
sufficient powers was impracticable. He had tried to realize his ideal
with the aid of a temporal ruler in strict subordination to the
Papacy; and on the failure of this experiment he had turned to another

-the attempt to achieve his end against the Emperor's will. In this
too he seemed to fail. Yet his failure was in fact a moral triumph on
the basis of which it would one day be possible for a successor to

r Mirbt, Quellcni, No. 278. ' ld,, op. clf., No. 297t p. r57, l. 5 f.
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assume the diadem of a sacerdas imperator.Thus his defeat inaugurated

the apotheosis of the mediaeval Papacy. Yet at the same time the

subsequent victory contained paradoxically the seeds of fuflrre
disaster, in that it was only achieved by the destruction of the very
means which had rendered its achievement possible.

No attempt has been made within the limits of our space to
examine afresh the varied aspects of Gregory's struggle for moral
righteousness alike in Church and State. Nor have we considered
how far his part was strictly disinterested, though perhaps sufficient
has been said to show that, even if he believed from the first that
only by the triumph of the Papacy and the establishment of its
universal sovereignty could an ideal human society be attained,

it was the victory of the Roman see rather than of Hildebrand which
was his chief ambition. Nor, again, is there opportunity to estimate

the extent to which there was an element of genuinely conscientious
resistance on the part of his opponents whether spiritual or secular.,

Both sides, it must be remembered, could make out a good case on

their own premises. But of the two, Gregory's was by far the more

impregnable, since even if it could be argued that temporal power

was a divine ordinance, it was not less true that the primacy of the

spiritual was an essential Christian principle. It only remained to
be seen how far, once the supreme power in both spheres had become

for a brief space united in a single office, the primacy of the spiritual
could be upheld without becoming in its turn subordinated to purely
secular ends'r 

vII
In one respect at least Gregory, the Papacy and the Church as

a whole had undoubtedly been robbed of the full fruit of his

achievement. In his lifetime, though before he had become eminent

in the counsels of the Roman see, a fresh estrangement between the

Papacy and the Byzantine Church had come into being. Since the
days of Nicholas I the perennial grievance against the West about the

unilateral addition of the Filioque to the doctrine of the Holy Ghost,
as contained in the Constantinopolitan-western creed, had flared up
intermittently; on the western side there was the perpetual sore of
Byzantine ecclesiastical jurisdiction in southern Italy established in

1 The fact of Gregory's own dependence on Norman military power cannot be
ignored, and illustrates the danger mentioned here as already appearing. To gain
its support he had to acquiesce in Robert Guiscard's attack on the eastern Empire.
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the pontificate of Gregory II; on the eastern side again the offence
created by the claim of the kings of Germany to be the true heirs of
Augustus in disregard of those put forward by the 'Emperors of the
Greeks'.r Moreover, if the reputation of the Papacy in the West
could be restored by the happy alliance of German Emperors and
German Popes, there was no equally ready instrument for its
rehabilitation in the East. By the beginning of the eleventh century
the breach had already widened sufficiently for the name of the
reigning Pope to be erased from the Byzantine diptycha, at the very
time when the area of the oecumenical patriarch's jurisdiction had
acquired a phenomenal expansion by the acceptance of a Greek
hierarchy in Russia. Some twenty years later the patriarch Eustathius
endeavoured to obtain from John XXI a declaration'that the church
of Constantinople is universal in its sphere, just as the church of
Rome is in the universe'.2 ft was one of those concessions to Greek
subtlety of distinction which, as John himself appears to have
thought, the Papary might readily have granted without any sacrifice
of essential principle; at least it could be said that it left the Roman
primacy unimpaired. Unhappily, so soon as the reform party had
heard of it, they protested at Romb with such vigour that John was
driven to refuse the concession. Even so he was able to show his
generosity and eagerness to promote an understanding by acknow-
ledging the jurisdiction of the Greek metropolitan of Bari with his
twelve suffragans. It would seem, therefore, that papal 'absolutism'
was not solely responsible for the enlargement of the breach between
East and West.

Everything goes to show that there was no desire on the part of
the eastern church as a whole, or such of it as remained in com-
munion with the see of Constantinople, for a breach with the Papacy.
But lack of charity between the respective advocates of eastern and
of western usages had done its disruptive work, and it was an unfor-
tunate historical accident that the pontificate of a strong willed
reformer in the person of Leo IX happened to coincide with the
patriarchate of the ambitious, ungenerous and inflexible Michael
Caerularius.

The immediate cause of a reopening of the conflict between the
eastern and western Churches arose from papal intervention in

I C.M.H. vol. iv, p. z6r.
2 Grumel, @. cit., No. 8281,,C.M.H. ibid., p. a6z.
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southern ltaly, now in the power of the Normans. Yet from the
first the patriarch Michael adopted a keenly hostile attitude towards
any proposals for an alliance with the West; insults directed against

the Roman see and indignities inflicted on Christians of the Latin
rite in Byzantium were multiplied with Michael's active encourage-
ment, and if at any time he made oveftures of conciliation, there is

every probability that he did so only under political pressure.
To arrange the desired alliance Leo IX despatched three legates,

among whom by what was perhaps an unfortunate choice he included
the ardent papalist and reformer Cardinal Humbert. If Michael is to
be blamed for arrogance, the legates certainly displayed a signal
absence of tact, perhaps of ordinary courtesy. Then to an already
strained situation further tension was added by the evident hope

expressed by the Pope in his letter to Constantine IX that the
Emperor would bring his fractious patriarch to obedience. After a

good deal of mutual recrimination, during which Constantine did
his utmost to preserve peace and safeguard recognition of the Roman
primacy, news was received in the early summer of ro54 of the death

of Leo IX.l From this point onwards it became clear that Michael
was determined to engineer a schism by any means possible. The
legates waited for some months at Constantinople, but as no further
instructions were received from Rbme (Leo's successor Victor II
was not elected till a year had elapsed) they decided to act on their
own initiative. In the course of the liturgy in the great Church of
St. Sophia they entered and laid on the altar a bull of excommunica-
tion against Michael.

The only immediate effect of this act was to bring over public
opinion in the capital wholly to the side of the patriarch, so much so

ihat the Emperor himself was obliged to give way and permit a

solemn anathema to be published against the Roman see.z His act
proved in the end far more disastrous to Byzantium than to the

lapacy. It lost southern Italy for the Byzantine obedience; it finally
disunited East and West politically and ecclesiastically; and by
creating a permanent breach in culture, policy and religion prepared
the way for the final disappearance of the eastern Empire. Strangely
enough, however, on the Roman side, the excommunication of

1 Symonds, H. E., The Church Uni.oqsal and the See of Rome, t939, p,2Sg.
2 C.M.H. vol. iv, p. z7z. It should be observed that the patriarch of Antioch

showed no great eagerness to follow the lead of the see of Constantinople in breaking
with the West. Cf. Fortescue, A., Orthodotc Eastern Clwrch, pp. r88 ff.
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Michael and his associates remained a legatine act; and, though the
fact is often forgotten, it has never at any time received formal papal
ratification.

VIII
We must now pursue a little further the course of the last stage

of the reform movement not only for its importance as providing a
link between the great pontificate of Gregory VII and the august
reigns of the thirteenth century Popes, but for the light which it
reflects on the process by which the new conception of papal
authority came to be acknowledged by the church in these
islands.

The setback suffered by papal prestige at the end of Gregory
VII's reign in the temporal sphere was gradually repaired. The
diplomacy and graciousness of Urban II did their work unobtru-
sively, until at Clermont the Pope found himself generally acclaimed
as the leader of Christendom in the undertaking of the Crusades, a

series of military enterprises directed to an end which was spiritual in
little more than name. If Urban's attitude towards the problems
created by the reform movement and the struggle with Henry IV
showed signs of temporising, he at least left it open to his successors
to find a solution by more generous concessions. The last stage of
that movement, which took the form of the Investiture controversy,
found in Paschal II one whose'monastic training and outlook scarcely
qualified him to deal with the feudal technicalities involved. At
the same time it is likely that he had sufficient perspicacity to
realize that the choice lay between a disendowed Church and one
subject to the interference of the State in virtue of feudal responsi-
bilities. His proposal in r r r r that the Church should secure full
freedom by surrendering her temporal possessions is one of the most
interesting phenomena in mediaeval Church history. Its fate is not
without significance; it was defeated by the combined clamour of
ecclesiastics unwilling to return to apostolic poverty and of temporal
magnates fearing to lose their rights of'patronage.l

It is here that we may make some brief allusion to the relations of
the Papacy to the English church in this period. A highly important

1 Yet it must be realized that had the Pope's proposal been accepted, the whole
structure of mediaeval society would have been thrown into disorder owing to the
large part played by ecclesiastics in secular administration. See Brooke, Z. N.,
History of Europe from gtt-rrg8, 1938, p. z1z f .
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contribution to the study of this subject has suggested that the older
view that'the English Church legislated for itself in its Councils, and
in them selected only such canons of the Roman Church as it thought
fit to adopt',r is at least in need of some qualification. The author's
argument calls attention to the singular features in the collection
of Canon Law brought to England by Lanfranc, which though sub-
stantially different from the usual text of the False Decretals, does

not in fact differ from it in character-at least, so far as the papal
element in the collection is concerned, there remain'the important
assertions of papal authority intact'.2 It is this collection which
remained the Canon Law of the Church of England for the next
half or three-quarters of a century. But its standpoint was mentally
pre-Hildebrandine. Thus the quarrel between William II and
Henry I on the one side and Anselm on the other turned chiefly on
the question whether or not the Roman legislation of the reform
movement was to be accepted in England. Yet the effect of Anselm's
attitude was to create an ecclesiastical party favourable to the new
situation in the relations between the Church and the Papacy, so

that under Stephen it was chiefly responsible for the considerable
headway made by the new ideas of which the king's own appeal to
the judgment of fnnocent II may be taken as typical. As a result,
bishops became papal rather than royal officials, and thus the regime
created by the reforming Popes was unobtrusively established.

Under Archbishop Theobald at the latest, the twelfth century col-
lections were generally superseding the older collection of Lanfranc.
Hence the significance of Henry II's reign is best understood as an

attempt to revert to the position as it had existed under his grand-

father. Yet the march of events proved irresistible, and the death of
Thomas Becket wrung from him the concession that there should
be freedom of appeals to Rome. Thus in spite of the limitations
imposed by such of the Constitutions of Clarendon as the Pope

agreed to tolerate, it was evident that from now on the entire Roman
Canon Law was valid in the English Church. fn fact, the recognition
of the Papacy as arbiter and referee had become so noffnal in England
by the pontificate of Alexander III that of his 4oo decretals included
in the Detetum of Gregory IX more were addressed to this country
than to the whole of the rest of Europe put together.s In one respect,

1 Brooke, English Chuch and the Pafuacy, p. roo.
2 Id., op. cit., p, 6t. 3 ld., op. cit., p. ztz f.
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trowever, it must be admitted that a divergence persisted in spite of
Canon Law. By 

" 
concession of Paschal II, in spite of the decrees of

Urban II, it was permitted to an archbishop to consecrate to the
episcopate those who had previously done homage to the king for
their temporalities.l Though Paschal's ruling was intended perhaps
only as an experiment, Henry I had insisted on homage preceding
consecration, and then by the confirmation of the custom in
Henry II's Constitutions it became part of normal English practice.
Yet its comparative insignificance only serves to emphasize the
completeness of the sway of Roman Canon Law over the English
church in other respects up to the end of the twelfth century and
beyond.2

A renewal of the struggle of the Empire with the Papacy was
marked by the excommunication of Henry V by Gelasius II.s After
four years of indecisive skirmishing a treaty of peace was drawn up
by the twopowers in the Concordatof Worms. Although theEmperor
retained full control of elections in Germany, the Concordat was to
the advantage of the Papacy, for it marked the completion of the
first stage in the process by which the practical immunity of the
Italian episcopate from imperial intervention was secured.a

By now it had become clear that the reform movement had

launched the Popes on a course of temporal aggrandisement, from
which, even if they had wished, it would have been difficult to draw
back. Yet there were already some who recognized that the policy of
Gregory VII was leading to the enlarged spiritual and temporal
power of the Papacy being used for purely secular ends. Typical
on those who watched this development with considerable misgiving
was Bernard of Clairvaux. His De Consideratione addressed to the
Cistercian Pope Eugenius III, while yielding to none in its insistence
on the fulness of papal authority in the spiritual sphere, looked upon
the possibility of the Pope becoming a secular ruler with undisguised
horror. Though adrnitting that both swords belong to the Church,
Bernard insisted that the Pope should refuse himself to employ the
temporal 'sword', and that in spite of his affirmation elsewhere that

t JL 6z9o. M.P.L. 163,284.
s C.M.H. vol. v, p. 16r.

2 Brooke, opt. cit., p. rS4.

a It has been held that the Concordat took the shadow for the substance, and that
although it put an end to 'investiture', it allowed interference with elections to the
German episcopate to continue unabated. S ee Brooke, Z. N ., I no e s titur e. C ontr oo el I y.
Proc. of Brit. Acad. vol. nrv, tg3g, p.26.
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the Papacy exists'to preside over princes, to command bishops and
to order kingdoms and Empires'.l

The spiritual sovereignty of the Papacy had been developed apace

by the organizing ability of the eleventh century Popes. The system
of promulgating decrees at Roman synods, later published and
applied by local synods, established ever more and more firmly the
principle that the Pope was to be regarded as the universal legislator.
His legates, permanent and temporary, travelled everywhere, over-
riding local jurisdiction and enforcing conformity to Roman standards
of discipline. The demand that bishops and even archbishops should
obey frequent summonses to Rome, as well'as the provision that no
metropolitan could exercise his authority as such without first
obtaining the coveted pallium from the hand of the Pope himself,
tended to increase the subordination of the local episcopate, while
in addition by the creation of the office of primate, somewhat after
the fashion of the earlier papal vicariates, there was placed over the
metropolitans a regional prelate more directly subject to papal
control.2

All this and more is to be regarded as a direct consequence of the
adoption of the reform movement by the Roman see. The only
question which still awaited solution concerned temporal supremacy.
The Concordat of Worms, while solving the minor question of
investiture, had left the major one undetermined. After the reopening
of the conflict under Adrian IV, it soon became clear that the con-
test between Alexander III and Frederick I could only result in a

final triumph for the Papacy. The Empire had already suffered a

serious breach in its defences by the blows delivered against feudal
ideas by Alexander's predecessors. The fact that Alexander could
enlist on his side formidable support, Lombardy and Sicily, France
and Byzantium, enabled him to wear down Frederick's military
strength. By the Peace of Venice the ultimate temporal supremacy
of the Papacy was assured. Yet it had been bought at a price. The
nascent power of nationalism, which the Papacy had called into being
as its aliy, was one day to challenge not only its temporal authority
but its spiritual sovereignty as well.

The pontificate of Alexander III includes two specific points of
1 Nevertheless the passage from the De Codderatione was later used by Giles of

Rome in defence of the temporal supremacy of the Popes, and so passed into the
Unam Sanctan of Boniface VIII. .

2 e.M.H. vol. v, p. ro9.
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interest. It shows the Pope in alliance with the city states and local

communes, and thus marks one of the earlier stages in the estab-

lishment of a papal suzerainty in Italy. On the other hand, itwitnessed
a renewed repudiation of the claim that a council solemnly sum-
moned by an Emperor was competent to judge a Pope; and thus once

more the principle Prima sedes a nemine iudicatur was vindicated.l
As yet, however, ideas of representative and constitutional govern-
ment were but dimly conceived by either Church or State. It remained
to be seen whether, after they had made their influence felt upon the

Church, such a principle could be safely upheld.
The period which followed the death of Alexander in r18r included

a succession of short pontificates held by Popes already of advanced

age at the time of their election. It may perhaps be regarded, like
the years following the death of Gregory VII, as an interlude mainly
devoted to consolidation.

IX
With the election of Innocent III the Augustan age of the Papacy

begins. Long before the latter half of the twelfth century was com-
plete, the influence of the great collections of Canon Law, but
perhaps more particularly of Gratian's Decretum, had made itself felt,
and individual commentators were beginning to assert not only the
absolute supremacy of the Papacy over the Empire, but even went
so far as to suggest that the only real Emperor was in fact the Pope.

It was Innocent who, with a very considerable measure of success'

translated these semi-oficial ideas into practice, by welding them into
a coherent unity with the canonical doctrine regarding the character
of the papal office. For a text illustrative of his pontificate we may
well take one of his most characteristic utterances, which occurs in a
sermon preached on an anniversary of his consecration:

'Others were called to a share in responsibility, yet Peter alone was

admitted to the fulness of power. For a token of spiritual authority he

has bestowed on me the mitre, for a token of temporal authority he

has given me a crown; a mitre representing priesthood and a crown
symbolizing the kingdom, making me the Vicar of Him, who has on
His vesture and on His thigh a name written, "King of Kings and

Lord of Lords: a Priest for iver, after the order of Melchizedek".'2
In justification of this ideal, Innocent made full use of the ideas,

I C.ilI.H.vol. v, p. 433.
2 Sermo g, In conseci. io"t. M.P.L, zr7, 665.
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metaphors and analogies which for the last century or more had
formed part of the literary heritage of the Church. It was certainly
not without significance that on the occasion of his consecration he
chose as his text the familiar words of Jeremiah:

'See, I have this day set thee above the nations and over the
kingdoms, to pluck up and to break down, to destroy and to over-
throw, to build and to planl'.l

This text, though he was not the first to apply it to the use of
papal authority, is typical of his hierarchical interpretation of 'the

Old Testament. He insists on the twofold character of the office of
Melchizedek as a type of the Papacy, and repeats the analogy of the
sun and the moon already used by his predecessors to explain its
relation to the Empire. Naturally the metaphor of the ltwo swords'
recurs in his writings. What is perhaps most surprising is the lack
of novelty, for, as we have so often observed in previous ponti-
ficates, Innocent adds nothing strictly original to the basis on which
his claims to supreme power are made.

Although fnnocent argued that he was the superior of all earthly
monarchs and therefore their judge, no less had been maintained
at least in principle by Nicholas I. His most characteristic declaration
about the dependence of the Empire principaliter et finaliter (it
origin and ultimate purpose) itself only expressed the view implicitly
held by his predecessors about the significance of imperial coronation
at the Pope's hands. Yet it should be observed that in spite of his
repeated assertions that the Pope's spiritual power knows no bounds,
fnnocent allowed some limitation to the use of his temporal authority.
It was only normal and continuous within the limits of the papal
patrimony. Outside this area its exercise was occasional. Thus he
writes:

'For we do not propose to pass judgment on a fief, the jurisdiction
over which belongs to him (z'.e. Philip Augustus), unless some special
privilege or contrary custom limits the common law (of the relation-
ship between the feudal superior and his vassal), but to decide on a
question of sin, th6 censure of which is undoubtedly within our
province-a right which we are both competent and in duty bound to
exerciset.2

1 Jeremiah, i, ro.
' Reg. YlI, Epp. 42, ann. rzo4. The correct reading here is 'contrariaml, ss

Friedberg, @, cit., a43. 'Iuri communi' would seem to refer, not as usually in
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There is therefore ground for belief that with Innocent the
temporal authority of the Papacy, in spite of the considerable reper-
cussions likely from its use in the political sphere, remained essentially
religious in respect both of its supposed origin and of the conditions
of its exercise.

As a result of Innocent's influence the papal chancery underwent
considerable reorganization Rules for the conduct of business were
clearly defined, stereotyped formulae for different kinds of letters
were provided, and minute care taken to ensure the detection of
forgeries. Appeals to the papal court either might be referred to
judges delegate in the country of origin, in which case the Pope
reserved the right to pronounce sentence, or they might be settled in
Rome itself. When this happened the case was usually heard by u
Roman commission of auditores, though from time to time fnnocent
preferred to hear it in person. The case of Giraldus Cambrensis
shows clearly the normal course of procedure in appeals to Rome
of this period.t

It is beyond doubt that at this time the influence of the Roman
Curia, consisting as it did for the most part of men of culture and
education, was on the side of maintaining at a high level the finer
activities of the human spirit. But the mainspring of the whole
complex machinery was the master.mind of Innocent himself, the
nature of which is nowhere seen more clearly than in the decretals
which he issued, to be incorporated later in the Decretum of Gregory
IX. Among the additions to the general Canon Law of the Church
were the seventy canons issued by the fourth Lateran council.
Hitherto Lateran councils, even those held since the beginning of
the twelfth century which later came to be reckoned as oecu-
menical, were in fact only a somewhat enlarged form of the original
local synod of the Roman church, of which we have already noticed
a number of examples in the primitive period. On this occasion,
however, doubtless on the initiative of Innocent himself, a serious
attempt was made to assemble a body of bishops representative of
the whole of the western church. As a result some four hundred or
more bishops were gathered, thus constituting an assembly which
exceeded in numbers and perhaps also in decorum many of the earlier
decretals to the 'common law of the Church', but to feudal practices common to
the French rcgnum as a whole. The present writer owes this interpretation to the
courtesy of Professor Powicke.

I C.M.H. vol. vi, p.34.
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and more famous oecumenical councils. Its title to the epithet was

perhaps scarcely inferior to theirs. For if it was exclusively western,
the great Seven were without exception predominantly eastern in
composition. As to its results, it left an irnpress on the sacramental
life and discipline of the Church which remained for the most part
unchallenged till the authority underlying its enactments was itself
repudiated by the forces of reform.

In an outline sketch such as the present it is not easy to do justice
to an impressive personality like that of fnnocent III, still less to the
grandeur of his ideal of a Christian Europe united in common
allegiance to the throne of St. Peter. Yet enough has been said

perhaps to suggest that in him the Papacy reaches what rnay be

called without exaggeration the zenith of its influence. Under his
successors we become increasingly conscious that though the
semblance of power remains, it is after all only afagade behind which
there is taking place the slow but seemingly inevitable process of
disintegration and decay' This strange phenomenon, not altogether unfamiliar in the
history of purely secular institutions, has been well described by u
modern writer:

'During the first part of the thirteenth century the hold which
the Papacy had on Christendom was still increasing; whereas half-
way through the century the loss of that hold had become a foregone
conclusion, and the only question left was, How long would it take

for the crash to come l' I
In the year of Innocent III's election (r r98) the future Emperor

Frederic II, then a child of little more than three years, was crowned
as Sovereign of the mediaeval kingdom of Sicily. But in order to
possess his kingdorn he had to face a determined effort on the part of
the newly crowned Emperor Otto IV to unite Sicily to the Empire, as

in the days of Frederic's father Henry VI. From this very unpromising
situation Frederic owed his rescue to the timely intervention of the
Pope. The German princes responded to Innocent's invitation to
depose Otto and elect Frederic. Nevertheless, as it remained the
Pope's consistent policy to keep the ,Empire and Sicily disunited,
Innocent took good care to extract a declaration from Frederic to
this effect. Nowhere more clearly is that strange impersonality of the
Papacy seen than in the relentless perseverance of Innocent's suc-

1 Smith, A. L., Church and State, r9r3, p. 6.
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cessor, one who differed frpm him in almost every quality, in the
same attitude of hostility towards any furtherance of Frederic's
plans for unification. Yet what Honorius III resisted almost uncon-
sciously, and perhaps contrary to his own inclination, Gregory IX,
old man as he was, opposed with indomitable determination. It was
not long before Frederic was excommunicate, and peace was only
restored at the price of important concessions, as a result of which
his hold on Sicily if not broken was certainly weakened.

After a fresh breach Frederic was so far successful that he seemed
for the moment to have all Italy at his feet. In the midst of the
crisis Gregory died, and his successor Celestine IV followed him
to the grave after a pontificate of only seventeen days. That the papal
cause was ruined must have been the mistaken though not unreason-
able view of Frederic's more optimistic supporters. It was mistaken
only because it left out of account the remarkable capacity of the
Papacy, never better shown than in this dark hour, for being able to
rise phoenix-like from its ashes.

The election of Innocent IV, conducted by a handful of Cardinals
under most adverse conditions, proved disastrous for Frederic. The
new pontificate was marked, through a strange turn of fortune, by
a revival of the eighth-century policy of Gregory III of inviting help
to the papal cause from France, which was to prove disastrous to
Papacy and Empire alike.l All the fixity of purpose of Gregory
IX, more than the diplomacy of Alexander III, and some, though
perhaps not enough, of Innocent III's dignity, were reincarnate in
this Genoese successor of St. Peter, even if he was totally lacking in
the moral goodness of the third Honorius. It was he more than any
other who introduced into papal policy and administration a new
and sinister element, an almost unscrupulous subordination of the
spiritual to the secular, and displayed an adeptness in this direction,
often imitated but seldom exceeded by his successors. By ruining the
cause of the Hohenstaufen he wrecked the Empire; but the spirit
called to his aid and the material instruments which he employed
would themselves combine to ruin that very power which he himself
had sought to render proof against destruction. Thus it is scarcely
an exaggeration to say that in effect Innocent IV was the first Pope to
sacrifice spiritual primacy for temporal power, and it has been said

r Urban II had similarly called in France against the Empire. The policy had
become almost a tradition of the Roman see.
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tJrat Dante's verdict on Celestine V might well stand as a judgment

on the whole Papacy of the thirteenth centur|, when it bartered the

legacy of St. Peter for the fatal dowry of Constantine.
That Innocent carried the theories of his predecessors a stage

further in the direction of temporal as well as spiritual absolutism is

clearly shown in his declaration Eger, cui leaia, where he affirms:
'The Lord Jesus Christ . . . being a tru'e king and true priest

aftet the order of Melchizedek . . . established in the apostolic

see not only a pontifical monarchy but a kingly one as well'.I
Thus Innocent assigns a twofold sovereignty to the Papacy, for

which he finds an additional justification in the promise not merely

of a key, but of kryt. Appealing to the 'Donation of Constantine' he

argued that the Emperor performed his temporal functions only as

the delegate of the Papacy, asserting that both the temporal and the

spiritual sword belong de iure to St. Peter, for, even if the exercise

of the former was assigned explicitly to the Emperor, implicitly it
belonged to the Church; a power which was now actual in the Pope's

hands had always been potentially within the Church's control.
In complete consistency with this view he asserted that the Church
in pronouncing judgment on a temporal question acts indirectly;
even if it is through the direct action of the secular powef that her
judgment becomes effective. Moreover a judgment pronounced by
the Pope in person, as in the case of Frederic, was held to be equiva-

lent to the utterance of a verdict by God Himself.2
It is instructive to compare the doctrine of the Papacy as enunciated

by this Genoese Pope with the form in which it appears in the

writings of Thomas Aquinas. In contrast to the juridical formulae

of the canonists, scholasticism remained content with more

traditional theories, such as we have already found in Gelasius I
and Peter Damian. Thus he reproduces the saying of St. Bernard:

'It holds the spiritual (sword) alone with a view to its exercise;

yet it holds also the temporal one in being able to command its

uset.3

On the other hand, he did not argue that temporal power exercised

by the State is only legitimate when it is conceded or delegated by
the Papacy. On the contrary, he asserted that spiritual and secular

sovereignty are alike both of divine origin (as against Innocent IV,

1 Mirbt, No. 358, p. r97. 
-2 

M-irbtr-No. :s7.
e In ia Sentmi., Dist. xxxtii.. Q. a. Art. z; cf. Bernard, De Consid. 4t 3, 7.
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who treated all temporal sovereignty not delegated by the Papacy as

an abuse). ht fact, the secular power is only subject to the spiritual
in any case where the salvation of souls is at stake. Thus while he
admitted that Sovereigns who are excommunicated for heresy or for
other causes may be deposed, he insisted that since the spiritual
welfare of their subjects is involved, the infliction of such a punish-
ment has not a political but a religious character. Elsewhere in his
work, Opusculum contra errores Graecorum, he summarizes the
traditional doctrine as to the papal primacy, as for example, when he
declares that :

'The Vicar of Christ holds a universal prelacy over the whole
Church . . . he possesses in the Church the plenitude of power'.r

It may be remarked that these and other similar affirmations are
supported by quotations from forged Acta of Chalcedon and
spurious works of Cyril of Alexandria.

It is easy to see that there is a fundamental difference between the
conception of the papal office held by Innocent IV and the one
defended by St. Thomas. In the latter the only concession made to
the canonists is the assertion that the Pope may exercise his deposing
power for causes other than heresy, Such a concession, of course, pro-
vided a dangerous loophole for action springing from a motive far
more easily recognizable as political than as religious. But when all
is said, it remains true that the Thomist view has little in common
with the policy of Innocent, in which'everything spiritual,everything
religious, became a means to one political end'.2 If the doctrine of
the great Dominican had prevailed, it seems possible to say that the
Papacy might yet have been saved the humiliations of the next two
centuries, and the Church preserved from the disasters of schism.
Unhappily the forces released or created by the calculating Genoese
canonist proved far too powerful to be kept in check. After the
shattering of the grand imperial ideal a self-confident secular
nationalism rose to take its place. By that time the spiritual credit of
the Papacy had been so far mortgaged in favour of its secular power,
and its policy subordinated to such an extent to temporal gain, that
when its authority, first in the secular and then in the religious
sphere, came to be challenged, it was found to be spiritually bankrupt.
So when the need for creating fresh spiritual resources was realized,

l Mirbt, No. 36r.
s Smith, A. L., og. cit., p. zz8.
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irreparable disasters had befallen the Church, which even the healing

power of time has as yet only partly repaired.l

X

When Innocent IV died, the problem of finding a suitable candidate

for the Sicilian crown remained unsolved. Charles of Anjou had

declined the original offer, and Manfred who had accepted it proved

far from amenable to the papal will. It was Urban IV, son of a French

shoemaker, who revived the plan of finding a solution by means'of
French support. But his invitation to Charles, this time accepted,

marked the beginning of an orientation of papal policy which would

end in the subordination of the Roman see to the French crown. It
soon became clear that in Charles the Papacy had found a seryant

who was resolved to become its master. The final shattering of the

last hope of the Hohenstaufen in the pathetic death o{ the youth

Conradin, martyr to the dying ideal of the Empire and victim of the

relentless Innocentian vendetta, left Charles a predominant figure in
Italian politics.2 Gregory X, with a singular gift for make-believe,was

not unsuccessful in erecting at least ifagade of political and ecclesias-

tical unity at the council of Lyons. But it quickly crumbled in the

face of the Realpolitik of Anjou and Castile, and even if the more

enterprising and practical methods of Nicholas III managed to

restore a greater measure of papal independence, the gain secured

was soon lost by Martin IV, whose reign was distinguished by the

renewal of the Byzantine schism, which the recent council had

unsuccessfully attempted to heal

With the accession of Philip the Fair to the throne of France four
years later; a new and remarkable chapter opened in the history of
Loth that nation and of the Papacy. With the fading of the mediaeval

ideal of a European unity of peoples loosely federated under the

common suzerainty of the Empire, nationalist self-consciousness was

growing more and more apparent. Not only France, but England

1 The unhappy effect of the constantly increasing papal taxation necessitated by
the 'crusades' against Frederic II and others, and known to be such, must be

remembered. The attitude of one like Matthew Paris in England shows how it
harmed the prestige of the Papacy and caused its spirftual position to be irnder-
mined. Cf. Smith, opt. cit., p. $7 fr.

s The war of the 'sicilian Vespers' seriously injured the reputation of the Papacy

in Italy, where the overbearing conduct of its French allies was found intolerable.
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and Aragon as well, were becoming more aware of themselves as

independent sovereign states, the rulers of which reigning by divine
right were held to be responsible only to God.

After the drab and undistinguished rule of Nicholas IV the garish
colours of Boniface VIII's pontificate present a sudden arid almost
terrifying contrast.l It acquired great prominence in the later middle
ages, mainly owing to the contest with Philip the Fair, and to the
direct challenge to papal authoritywhich it involved. The remote cause

of this struggle with the new nationalism has already been indicated.
It arose, as we have seen, from the growth of nationalist consciousness
in France and an attitude of growing impatience towards the claims
of the Papacy, which, not content with an absolute spiritual primacy,
had come to assert a temporal sovereignty not less universal and
absolute in its turn. The actual form of the conflict was dictated
largely by circumstances of an economic nature. The breakdown of
the feudal military system had been brought about, at least in part,
by the widespread recognition of the possibility that obligations of
service could be discharged by means of monetary payment.2 Hence
there had resulted an ever-increasing system of taxation, levied by
one section of the community on another for the benefit of its
immediate superiors. Nominally at least all spiritualities enjoyed
exemption,s but in practice the distinction between spiritual and
temporal property of the Church was not easy to define; for example,
any revenue derived from land, even when it provided for a religious
house, was never able to escape taxation altogether. Yet this does not
mean that the clergy were not taxed in respect of spiritualia. Taxes
and dues of various kinds were levied by ecclesiastical superiors, and
by none more generally or more effectively than thq Papacy itself.
Their variety and oppressiveness were already considerable; in the
course of the next century or so they would become intolerable. So

too by the time Innocent IV was Pope, elaborate machinery involving
the employment of a whole host of collectors and officials had come
into existence. Yet if it was asked what became of the money so

I Yet another and scarcely less remarkable contrast was provided by the brief
pontificate of Celestine V, which itself is sufficient to illustrate the extent to which
the Papacy had become secularized. A saint could not remain Pope for more than
six months.

2 But also by the eventual recognition of its utter inefficiency when face to face,
as at Crdcy, with mercenaries skilled in the art of warfare.

3 Spiritualities meant little beyond fees for spiritual services. The bulk of
ecclesiastical property was temporality.
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collected, it was found that a formidable proportion of it was used to
finance the political allies of the reigning Pope. Thus it came about
that on occasion, as under Gregory X, sums collected from the
French clergy were placed at the disposal of the French kingdom
then acting in the papal interest,r while under Celestine V the last

disguise of providing for strictly ecclesiastical needs was abandoned.

The system was gradually extended in France, until by a general levy
on all properlry and the proposed reimposition of the'tenth', intended

to defray the cost of the war against England, the clergy were being
subjected by the State to a double tax, on spiritualia and temparal;ia

alike.
When Boniface VIII intenrened with his bull Clericis laicos it must

not be supposed that he was disinterestedly attempting to protect the

French clergy from injustice. There were at the end of the thirteenth
century considerable arrears in taxation owed by France to the
Papacy, and obviously if Philip had his way there would be neither
the inclination nor the means to defray them. The effect of the bull
was to prohibit any taxation of the clergy apart from papal approval,

and though it suffered some diminution in value as a bulwark against

royal exactions, in consequence of Etsi de staturbywhich such taxation

was allowed to be levied without first obtaining approval if the king
should judge it expedient, it remained the basis of papal policy.
The measure of later papal submission to the French monarchy
is to be judged by its repeal by Clement V.

The action of Boniface was in no sense an arbitrary improvisation,
but was a logical application of the principle of papal intervention in
temporal concerns, which had been acknowledged generally for the
last two centuries.z

The case of the bishop of Pamiers, the secret alliance between the
French court and the house of Colonna, together with news of fresh

I On the nominal excuse that it was to be used for crusading.
2 It should be realized that the Pope was actuated by a laudable desire to stop

the war then threatening between Edward I of England and Philip by cutting off
supplies on both sides. We have here the earliest example in history of the applica-
tion of economic sanctions, as usual a total failure. A further remarkable feature of
his bull is the assumption implied by its opening words, that clergy and laity are
two separate and hostile bodies. The extent to which the idea of the Church as the
corpus Clristi had broken down is significantly illustrated by the contemporary
English use of 'gens de seinte Eglise'as the usual legal designation of a clergyman.
The claim to immunity from taxation for clerics is to a great entent a logical develop-
ment from the prioilegiun fori, which had been the chief matter of contention
between Thomas Becket and Henry II.
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exactions from the clergy, combined to convince Boniface that no
understanding or compromise was possible. His bull Ausculta fili,
addressed to Philip in person, was an ultimatum, and following the
defeat of France at Courtrai the Pope felt strong enough to summon
the French bishops to a council at Rome. It is remarkable that in
spite of Philip's prohibition, thirty-six out of a total of seventy-eight
summoned were present.l The council was followed by the publica-
tion (possibly on November 18, 4oz) of the famous bull Unam
Sanctarn, a document which has been described as 'the most
absolute proclamation of theocratic doctrine ever formulated in the
Middle Ages'.2

The bull is in effect a theological statement of the nature of the
Church and its mission. This forms the framework of doctrine into
which a definitionof the functions of its head, the Sovereign Pontiff, is
inserted. It contains the following propositions. First, that there is
One Church, outside which there can be neither salvation nor the
forgiveness of sins. Next, that as the Church is but a single body it
can only have One Head, with which Christ, Christ's Vicar Peter,
and the successor of Peter are identified. Thirdly, that the Church
possesses and has authority over'two swords', the spiritual and the
temporal. Yet while the former belongs to the bishop, the latter is to
be used by the hand of kings and soldiers, according to the will and
by permission of the bishop. For in any event the temporal power is
subordinate to the spiritual. From this it must follow that the
temporal power, since it is established by the spiritual, may be judged
by it. So too a lesser spiritual power is to be judged by its superior,
but the highest can be judged by God alone, not by man. The
authority of this supreme power, the bull declares, is in fact divine,
hence to resist the spiritual power is to resist the ordinance of God.

'Wherefore', it concludes, 'we declare, affi.rm, define and pronounce
that for every human creature it is an indispensable condition of
salvation that he should be subject to the Roman Pontiff'.3

There is here, as we have so frequently remarked before in papal
documents, strikingly little that is actually original.a The first pro-
position can be found already in third-cenhrry writers. The mystical

1 Boase, T. S. R., Boniface VIII, rgg3, p. 316.
2 C.M.H. vol. vii, p. 313. Mirbt, op. cit., No. 372.
3 Mirbt, ibid., p, ztr.
a In any case the immediate source of its argument is to be found in the De

ecclesiastica potestate of Giles of Rome, then recently published.
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identification of Peter with Christ and the reigning Pontiff with Peter
is in Leo I. The theory of the 'two swords' may be as early as

Nicholas I, but is certainly in St. Bernard, though the form in which
it is quoted here differs in that it leaves no initiative whatever to
the temporal power. Yet nothing is said about the authority of the
spiritual power in strictly temporal matters. Instead, the bull is
content to insist on the right of the former to judge the latter, and
on the very principle Prirna sedes a nemine iudicatur, which, as we
have seen, goes back to the beginning of the sixth century. Its
significance lies chiefly in the fact that its logical issue is to reduce
the State to no more than a function of the Church, and the Church
to little more than an instrument of the Papacy. If opposition to its
temporal claims was immediate and violent, it is not less remarkable
that scarcely twenty years passed before its spiritual claim was
challenged as well; remarkable, yet not surprising, if we recall the
extent to which during the last half century the political outlook
of the Papacy had tended to subordinate spiritual values to ends
directly temporal.

But the pontificate of Boniface served also to show that this sub-
ordination was not confined to the political sphere. If we may regard
the decision which assigned a higher rank in the hierarchy of festivals
to the feasts of the four Latin doctors, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine,
and Gregory, and imposed the change on the Latin church at large,
as possessing a purely religious character, the same is by no means
true of the institution of the jubilee in the year r3oo. Doubtless in
itself it was not strictly an innovation, since it was simply a develop-
ment of the primitive custom of making pilgrimage to Rome,
especially to the burial places of the Apostles, for the sake of the
spiritual benefits to be obtained. On the strength of this tradition
Boniface now assured to 'all who, being truly penitent, visit these
basilicas in this present year, and in each succeeding hundredth
year, not only a full and copious, but the most full pardon of all
their sins'.l Although nothing was said officially about a connexion
between merit and money, the inclination to reckon spiritual no less

than temporal obligations in terms of a monetary equivalent was too
strong not to predominate, and even if it had not been foreseen,
the Jubilee soon came to be regarded as a highly profitable method
of financing papal enterprises. Yet the popular view of indulgences,

1 Boase, op. cit., p. zg3.
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that is to say, official acts by which the remission of temporal penalty
due to sin was proclaimed by the hierarchy, guch as the Indulgence
of the Jubilee, tended to divorce moral sincerity from external
practice, and thus open the way to a quantitative assessment of
spiritual values in terms of a monetary tariff.l Whatever the tem-
porary advantages secured by such methods, there remained all the
dangerous possibilities of an inevitable reaction, not less harmful to
ecclesiastical authority because a century and a quarter was to elapse
before it actually took place.z

After Boniface's death it seemed at first by no means impossible
that by astute diplomacy, in spite of the intensity of feeling aroused
on the one side by the recent blunt assertion of papal privilege, and
on the other by the brutality inflicted on the person of St. peter's
successor at Anagni by the emissaries of French nationalism,
Benedict XI might be successful in satisfying at one and the same time
the rival claims of Italian sentiments and of French patriotism, the
latter determined to lose nothing of the fruits of its recent victory.3
But he was powerless to appease the strife between the Florentine
factions, and his premature death was believed to have been hastened
by those who preferred disorder to peace, and who saw in him a
potent influence on the side of reconciliation.

XII
The prompt election as Clement v of Bertrand de Got, arch-

bishop of Bordeaux,4 marks the beginning of the Avigonese papacy.

It is a mistake to suppose that in abandoning for seventy years their
traditional seat the Popes were carrying out a deliberate policy. The
choice of Avignon, an enclave within the Arelatine dominion of the
Sicilian kingdom, was originally dictated solely by the consideration
that it enabled the Popes to be near at hand in order to effect that

1 The idea goes back to the practice of commuting penances for other works
(e.g. by goittg on crusades) in the earlier Middle Ages. The feudal analogy of com-
mutation of personal service had no doubt some influence on its growth. 

-

I It is probable that Boniface himself hoped to stave off the growing hostility
of the temporal power by impressing pilgrims with his prestige seen at close range.
There is a story that he displayed himself to them wearlng the imperial insignia
and proclaiming'Ego sum Caesar; ego sum imperator'.

8 C.M.H. vol. vii, p. 17.
I As such he was a subject not of Phitip but of Edward I of England. France at

the time was not sufficiently united for it to be possible to speak of all its inhabitants
as Frenchmen. It is important to bear this fact in mind in thinking of the Popes of
Avignon, most of whom were Gascons, Provengals, Limousins and so on.
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programme of appeasement between the French and English king-
doms to which they had recently directed so much of their attention.
Nor was it ever contemplated that the 'Babylonish captivity'would
be more than a brief interlude.l Yet there was a natural inclination
among Popes and Cardinals of non-Italian origin to be indifferent to
Rome as a place of residence, and thus to prolong the anomaly of a
bishop of Rome directing the affairs of the Church from a centre

far removed from his own see.2

There can be little doubt that in the interests of anti-papal pro-
paganda in the fourteenth century, the evils of the Avignonese period
were considerably exaggerated, not least by Italians, like Petrarch,

who realized that lt"ly stood to lose much by the change.s It may

well be true that the standard of morality in the city of Avignon itself
left much to be desired, but if it was not higher, there is no evidence

to show that it was appreciably lower than that obtaining in most

mediaeval cities of the time. As to the allegation against the papal

court of unrestrained luxury and extravagance, it must not be for-
gotten that at least two of the Avignonese Popes; Benedict XII and

Innocent VI, made quite serious attempts to effect reform in general,

and especially to reduce expenditure.a And it was, at least to some

extent, the unpopularity of such measures within the Curia that
prevented their having any far-reaching or permanent effect.

The renewed struggle belonging to this period between Papacy and

Empire enacted by John XXII and Lewis of Bavaria was far more

like a stage parody of the classical conflicts of an earlier age than a
real contest. The collapse of feudal principles and the rise of
nationalism, together with the loss suffered by the Empire after the

fall of the Hohenstaufen of an effective role in European politics,
lent to the whole affair a strange air of unreality.6 Avignon might

1 Mollat, G., Les Papes d'Aoignon, tgzo' p.4oo f.
2 It should be realized that Italy itself was at the time in a highly disturbed con-

dition, and that the Popes were in any case naturally attached to the land of their
birth. This was even more true of the Cardinals, and the prevalent laxity as to
residence on the part of all bishops and dignitaries in this period prevented their
absence from Rome from being regarded as a scandal per se, except by such people

as Catherine of Siena, who were perhaps popularly regarded as 'cranks'. In any case

Avignon became a papal possession under John XXII; hence the Pope's residence

there was analogous to that of the archbishop of Canterbury living at Lambeth
or at some other of the archiepiscopal manors outside his diocese.

3 Mollat, op. cit., p.3o2; C.M.H. vol. vii, p. 288.
a Mollat, o!. cit., pp. 67, 98.
6 Flick, Decline of the Mediacoal Chwch, r93o, vol' i, p, zzo.
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shake with the thunder of papal anathemas, and Rome enjoy the
diversion of a papal election by plebiscite, but the attitude of Europe
remained one of indifference not unmingled with contempt.

But if the struggle itself, prolonged under Benedict XII and his
two successors, seemed almost unsubstantial, there was nothing unreal
in its literary products. The revolt of the mystical and other-worldly
outlook against the growth of secularism, already foreshadowed at the
end of the twelfth century in the writings of foachim of Flora, found
its rallying point in the attempt of the spiritual Franciscans to recap-
ture the spirit of their founder. This force now combined with the
literary ability of the supporters of the Emperor Lewis to present
a formidable challenge, no longer only to the temporal claims of the
Papacy, but even to the validity of its spiritual authority. Yet if
some like the Franciscan General, Michael of Cesena, were prepared
to call in question the very foundation of papal supremacy, its
primacy of doctrine, others scarcely less radical in principle concen-
trated their attack on the immunity claimed by the Popes from human
judgment, and insisted strongly on the absolute supremacy of a
general council. Some advocates of this latter view, such as that
distinguished member of oxford university, William of occam,
admitted that the Papacy was of the bme esse of the Church, while
arguing that the Gospel of Christ can alone be regarded as the final
source of faith. Others, again, like Marsilius of Padua, repudiated the
papal claim to depose sovereigns, attacked the supremacy of Canon
Law, and defended the creation of national churches.l On all sides
the declaration contained in Gratian's Decreturn, that a Pope may be
deposed for heresyr wss being quoted and quoted again.z rn some
quarters mention was made of the view of the canonist Rufinus that
schism and perhaps idolatry would provide sufficient cause,s and
there were doubtless a few who were prepared to cite the Summa of
Huguccio in defence of the position that the heresy incriminated
need not be notorious. The axe seemed therefore already to be laid
to the root of the tree.

1 In addition he repudiated the Petrine privileges and even doubted the residence
of St. Peter at Rome. His is the first real attack upon the Papacy on downright radical
lines.

2 Decretum, Yl, Dist. xl. ed. Friedberg, vol. i, p. 46. M.P.L. r87, zr5. Cf.
Rivibre, op. cit., p. rrr. This was of practical importance in view of the heresy
regarding the Beatific Vision preached by John X>ilI and his condemnation of
the doctrine of apostolic poverty.

8 C.M.H. vol. v, p.742.
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Yet the contest with the shadowy Empire died down, and after the
half-hearted attempt of Urban V, the Papacy finally returned to
reoccupy its ancient seat in the person of Gregory XI. Unfortunately,

however, for the future of Christendom and the unity of the Church,

a great deal of water had passed under the Pont d'Avignon during the

last seventy years, in consequence of which it proved impossible

for the Papacy to resume precisely the same position which it had

abandoned at the time of the election of Bertrand de Got.
Two factors, one affecting its relation to the Church, the other its

position in Italy, had meanwhile radically affected its status. In the

hrst place the unfortunate policy of territorial acquisition, developed

to such a formidable extent under Innocent IV, had left a legacy

which for seven centuries hung like a millstone round the papal

neck, till it was finally shattered by the entry of Cadorna into Rome.

One of the chief considerations which had detained the Pope and

Curia so long in Avignon was the instability of papal control over

its patrimnniurn and Italian possessions, a fact which is clearly

shown by the decision to riturn to Rome once the military exploits

of the soldierly Cardinals Albornoz and Robert of Geneva had

succeeded in winning for their master almost undisputed control of
the Papal States.l Out of this factor arose the other, namely, financial

embarrassment. The diminution of papal revenue from Italy, in
addition to the steadily rising cost of military campaigns and

bureaucratic centralization, made it urgently necessary for new

sources of revenue to be tapped. So to the varied expedients of
papal taxation, against which vigorous protests had already been

made both in England and in France, was added a new method of
exploiting the almost boundless wealth of the mediaeval Church.

The claim of certain extreme advocates of papal authority, that inl

virtue of its supposed sovereign rights over all civil governments all

temporalities were at its disposal, had already been expressed by
Clement IV in the spiritual sphere, by means of a claim that all

benefices and ecclesiastical property throughout Christendom were

papal donatives.z The possibilities of this as a source of gain, even

1 Mollat, oP. cit., pp. r59, 163.
2 No Pope, however, ventured to put fully into effect the claim of Giles of Rome,

that all ptop"rty, ecclesiastical and civil alike, belonged to the Pope. Nor was the
claim generally admitted. Bishop Pecock in England made himself very unpopular
with tf,e clergy for asserting it of ecclesiasticafproperty, and his misfortuneS and

irnprisor,unent were largely due to his advocacy of the papal case.
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if it might be argued in all seriousness that the Pope as their rightful
owner could not be guilty of simonyt ?ta not difficult to imagine,
yet the extensive use which was made of the supposed right by means
of reservations and expectancies, in addition to straightforward
presentations, utterly beggars the imagination. There can be no doubt
that financially the security of the Avignonese Papacy left much to
be desired, yet possible insolvency could scarcely justify the ruthless
exploitation of the Church's substance, not only then but for many
years to come.r

Thus the return of Gregory XI to Rome found the Papacy deeply
involved in two main preoccupations, either of which alone would
have been sufficiently serious to impair its primitive reputation for a
disinterested concern in the maintenance of a pure tradition and an
ordered discipline in other churches. Combined, they led to a radical
criticism of the whole theory of papal authority. The first of these,
which amounted to an attempt to solve the problem of providing
for the insistent demands of the papal exchequer by making generous
drafts on the Church's spiritual and material credit, inevitably pro-
voked the demand that the Church should itself undertake the task
of reform in'headand members', which the Papacy seemed powerless
to put into effect. The second, namely the. absorption of attention in
the maintenance of the integrity of the papal dominions in Italy,
tended to deprive the heirs of the great traditions of Leo and fnnocent
of their moral and spiritual ascendancy in Europe, and to reduce
them in the eyes of their contemporaries to the rank of petty Italian
despots, the ienure of whose temporal state depended on the main-
tenance of an ever-increasingly precarious balance of power.

XIII
Of the great schism in the West, and the vain attempt to remedy

the prevalent evils in the Church, by means of the ill-starred and
ill-organized conciliar movement, only so much needs to be said as

bears on the question of the position of the Papacy under the growing
influence of Humanism and the impact of the New Learning on
western Christendom.

The strange absence of realism in the outlook of the Roman see

1 Yet it should be borne in mind that papal provisions sometimes served as an
offset to the favouritism and nepotisrn of local ecclesiastical and secular patrons,
on which point see Barraclough, G., Papal Prooisi.ons, 1935, c. iv.

z8
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and its Curia following the collapse of the Empire may be regarded
as responsible in some measure, though by no means alone, for that
disastrous interlude in its history, during which anathemas and
counter-anathemas re-echoed across Europe, as the Popes of Avignon
and Rome mutually consigned one another to perdition. It was from
this uneasy nightmare of a two-headed monster that the Church of
the theologians, canonists and men of practical common sense woke
to new life in the high promise of the council of Pisa.

A new body of pamphleteers descended into the arena, and by the
pen of those like Henry of Langenstein, the radical ideas of Occam
and Marsilius found fresh if less revolutionary expression.l Never-
theless, in spite of Henry's light-hearted dismissal of canonical
impediments, it must have been difficult even for the promoters of
the conciliar method of ending the schism really to answer with
complete satisfaction either to themselves or to others, embarrassing
questions involving the right to summon a council, the office of
conciliar president and the legitimacy of its proceedings.z It was this
spectre of uncertainty which dogged the deliberations of the succes-
sive councils, and in the end led to the almost unconditional surrender
of the movement to Eugenius IV at Florence.s

As illustrations of the relation of the Church to the Papacy during
this period two documents seem to deserve special mention, The
first of these is the declaration contained in five articles subscribed at
the fifth session of the council of Constance. The first of these was
an affirmation that the existing council was legitimately assembled,
oecumenical in character, and that all persons of whatever rank, even
Popes, were bound to obey it in matters concerning the faith, the
extirpation of schism and the reformation of the Church in 'head and
members'. Next came the declaration that should the Pope (Iohtt
XXIID decline to obey its decisions he should be subjected to con-

1 It is important to notice how far less radical Henry of Langenbtein was than
his predecessors.

8 C.M.H. vol. vii, p.zg1.
3 The conciliar movement served to lay bare the real weakness of papal abso-

lutism as created by the canonists of the post-Hildebrandine period. With good
Popes it had worked well on the whole ; but given a corrupt holder of the ofrce, it
became an insurmountable obstacle to reform. The chief difficulty in the way of
the movement's success is to be found in the fact that its leaders had been brought
up in the papal system and, when it came to be called in question, were incapable of
proposing a workable alternative. Historical knowledge sufficient to make an appeal
to the primitive church order was lacking, nor was there any sign of an ability to
rediscover fully the organic conception of the Church as the corttus Cbisti.
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digtt legal penalty, and that neither he nor the Curia might leave
Constance without the council's permission. Lastly, it was asserted
that the Pope and all who had been invited to the council had enjoyed
full liberty.

The chief opposition to these articles had come from the Italian
members of the council, who had urggd the Emperor Sigismund to
prevent them from being accepted conciliariter. In spite of this
protest, however, the council gave them its full approval. When,
therefore, after John's deposition and the election of Martin V, the
future relation of the Pope to the council was discussed, inevitably
the further problem about the legitimacy of the decrees adopted by
the fifth session was raised, and particularly the question whether
or not they were confirmed by the Pope. It has often been argued
that his confirmation of the conciliar Acta by means of the bull
Inter cunctas and also given at the forty-fifth session, was conditioned
by the phrase in favorem fidti et ad salutem animarum. To argue that
such decrees did not involve questions of faith or salvation would
seem at first sight impossible. Hence it is usual nowadays to call
attention to the Pope's own words in the forty-fifth session: 'f
approve therefore and ratify all that has been done in conciliar
fashion (conciliariter) as to a matter of faith, but not (what was done)
otherwise or in any other wa5r'. Yet what is the real meaning of
conciliariter? If it is 'acting as a council', as opposed to nationaliter,
'acting by nations', then the fourth and fifth sessions are included
in the scope of Martin's confirmation, for if at other sessions the
council voted by nations, it certainly voted conciliaritn on that
occasion. The question therefore resolves itself simply into one of
circumstantial evidence. Did the fifth session behave conciliariter?
Obviously this is not easy to decide, but an impartial consideration
of its procedure might justify the view that its behaviour was not
less conciliais than that of many similar assemblies. We shall see

that in actual fact the influence of the decrees of the fifth session
did not disappear with their repudiation by Eugenius IV after the
council of Basle. Thus the whole controversy illustrates very clearly
the uncertainty obtaining at the time on the qualifications which
were needed for a council to be recognized as truly oecumenical.
Unhappily, Papalists and Conciliarists alikg were at the mercy of a
conception of church order and a standpoint regarding church
history which was very largely devoid of a real historical foundation,
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The conciliar theory widely acknowledged in the fifteenth century

was that for a council to be legitimately regarded as oecumenical it
must be summoned by the Pope, and that he or his legates should

preside; that it should be morally representative of the whole Church,
after a summons had been addressed to all the bishops, of whom a

sufficient number must be in aftendance; and,finally,that it should be

formally approved by the Pope. Papalists and Conciliarists agreed

that of these conditions the first two were certainly fulfilled both at

Constance and at Basle; only in regard to the fulfilment of the last

at Constance was there a difference of opinion, for if Eugenius IV
did in fact confirm the sixteen first sessions of Basle, the effect of
his subsequent acts was to reverse the decision.

Neither side was appafently aware of the real diffic.lty, namely'

that the early history of councils had been transformed into a lqgend-

Moreover, judged by these three standards, none of the first eight

oecumenical councils was deserving of the name' still less those

which had been held following the schism between the sees of Rome

and Byzantium; in fact, it seems possible to argue that the only

council completely to satisfy them all was the council of Florence.

It is hardly necessary to recall that all the first eight councils were

actually summoned not by 
" 

Pope but by a Roman Emperor; that

the gathering of bishops at these could scarcely be called even

'morally' representative of the whole Church, since they were all
overwhelmingly eastern in composition, while the eighth, if indeed

it has any right to be reckoned even by Roman Catholics as oecu-

menical, was frequented by a pathetic handful of the Catholic

episcopate; and finally, that even if Leo I independently confirmed
the dogmatic definition of Chalcedon, the later papal confirmations'
seem for the most part to have been accorded under pressure of
Caesaropapism, though it may be allowed that failure to annul a

conciliai decision was tantamount to its actual confirmation. Of
formal papal endorsement of the symbol and canons of Nicaea, as

distinct from their belated adoption by the Roman see, there is no

trace except in the realm of legend, nor of any of Constantinople I.
Only once, therefore, in the pre-Reformation period does the papal

conciliar theory seem to have been carried out in practice, and then

it was prevented by circumstances, mainly of a political nature'

from achieving any lasting results.
Nevertheless the council of Florence **"!.d to bequeath to
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posterity a historical monument of considerable importance in its
Decretum pro Graecis embodied in Eugenius IV's bull Laetentur caek.

Its significance lies in the fact that it expresses a view of the Papacy
which was actually accepted by representatives of the eastern as well
as of the western churches on the eve of the Reformation.

'We also define', it declares, 'that the holy apostolic see and the
Roman Pontiff holds a primacy over the whole world, and that the
Roman Pontiff himself is the successor of blessed Peter the prince
of the Apostles, and the true Vicar of Christ, and remains the head
of the Church and the father and teacher of all Christians; and that
to him in the person of blessed Peter has been delivered by our Lord
Jesus Christ the full power of nrling and governing the universal
Church; even as it is comprised also in the Acta of oecumenical
councils and in the holy canons'.I

The effort to prove the complete subordination of councils to the
Papacy as an historical experiment can scarcely be pronounced an
unmitigated success. On the other hand, the theory of conciliar
authority itself is even less proof against close investigation. History
has shown that it is far more the moral consensus subsequently given
to conciliar decisions (and nowhere is this more evident than in the
case of Nicaea I itself), than either the extent to which they were
truly representative or the fact of being due to papal initiative or
of enjoying papal approval, which endows them with such a degree
of auctoritar as they may be held to possess.

XW

The years which intervened between the council of Florence and
the death of Leo X were marked by , rapid deterioration in the
spiritual and moral prestige of the Papacy. The Church was already
beginning to experience the full impact of the Humanistic movement,
for which in the fifteenth century it seems to have been no better
prepared than it had been in thefourthfor the embarrassing patronage
of Roman imperialism. Yet in the earlier crisis it had revealed a

power of adaptation which now appeared to be conspicuously absent,
as a result of which there ensued a strange,-almost terrifying paralysis
of its nerve centres, which left it ill-fitted to grapple with the forces

1 Denzinger, Enchiridion,ta tgzz, No. 694. Mirbt. op. cit., No. 4oo.
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of disintegration soon to be released in all their fury on Christian
society.

The dying glory of the Middle Ages irradiating the otherwise dis-
mal years of the later fifteenth century shone out for a brief space in
the romantic enthusiasm of Pius II. Even if we may be disposed to
dismiss as a quixotic enterprise his courageous attempt to assume

once more the role of spiritual and temporal leader of Christendom
in a desperate attempt to rally Christian consciences to the rescue of
the prostrate torso of the Byzantine Empire, we must at least acknow-

ledge that even in the shadows of the approaching cataclysm the

Papacy was still capable of rising above the petty claims of nationalism

and of upholding with almost desperate loyalty that ideal of supra-

national unity which the Middle Ages had long dreamed of but
never effectively attained.

It was indicative of the coming determination of the Roman see

to make itself once more the indispensable centre of Christendom
that Pius II took the opportunity by means of his bull Exsectabilis of.

dealing a mortal blow to the theory of conciliar supremacy, and at the

same time to proclaim the finality and irreversibility of a papal

decision.l Strangely enough in doing so he asserted no more than

the Popes of the fifth century.
With the romanticism of his predecessor, the practical sagacity of

Paul II present a suiking, though by no means unfamilar contrast.

His was the ambition which made of the papal Curia the most

splendid court in Europe; his the pride of position as 'first citizpn' of
Rome, which sternly repressed disorder and gave attention to the

provision of social services to an extent exceptional in a mediaeval

prince. To him was due also the restoration of unity and authority
within the Petrine patrimony, so that by the year 1468, by u com-

bination of force and diplorrlzclr he had succeeded in bringing about

a general pacification of Italy.
The most spectacular if by no means the most important event of

his pontificate was the visit to Rome of the Emperor Frederic III,
when the utter humiliation of the once proud hnperium of the Saxon

and Franconian dynasts was dramatically and symbolically displayed.

Once again the fatal plan'of attempting to secure the interests of the

Church by fostering disunion between Christian princes and weaken-

ing a power which might have safeguarded eastern Europe against
1 Mirbt, oP. cit.' No. 4o6.
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the Turkish invader ensnared the Papacy in an embarrassing political
alliance. Yet Paul II has not always received sufficient credit for his
qualities as a ruler. In a later age, more appreciative of social welfare,
he would have been accounted a great benefactor. If his care was
more for the things of the body than of the spirit, it was because the
Papacy as an institution had itself almost learnt to believe that its
eminence was due more to its secular associations than to its spiritual
origin.

With Sixtus IV the Papacy became, but for the brief interlude of
Adrian VI, finally and decisively Italianized.'It was an age in which
movements in favour of democratic and representative institutions
had almost universally given way to absolutist monarchies. Thus,
amid the warring competition of Italian princes, the Papacy, if it was
not to be driven out of Rome or become subject to some petty tyrant,
was compelled to fight a grim struggle for existence. Sixtus realized
that it was no longer possible to rely on a balance of power, still less

on spiritual prestige, for his independence. The former had always
been precarious, and in the present disordered state of Italy was
entirely unstable; the latter, thanks to the unhappy results of the
schism, had been well-nigh destroyed. He was the first to adopt an
unashamed policy of nepotism, and to use it for the creation of a

strong unified political power in central Italy sufficient to stand alone
against all rivals, singly or in combination. The chief obstacle to his
ambition to a secular Italian primacy was to be found in the despotic.
government of the Medici in Florence, and it is difficult to discharge
him of some measure of complicity in the device for its violent over-
throw. Its partial success had ultimately led to a state of open war
between that city and the Roman see, bringing the Papacy into a

position of serious embarrassment, from which it was only extricated
by " strangely acrobatic and almost wholly unmoral diplomacy. So

if Sixtus left behind him a capital remodelled and in part at least
rebuilt, and deserved well of posterity by his recreation of the Sistine
chapel and the Vatican library, it remains to his eternal discredit
that it was he more than any other who made of an institution, the
potentialities of which for good were unlimited,a secular power which
only differed from its contemporaries in virtue of its historical
origin, spiritual now in little more than name. The real tragedy
lay in the coincidence of the resulting moral degradation of the
highest ecclesiastical power in Christendom with an age in which

THE PAPACY AND MEDIAEVAL CHRISTENDOM
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perhaps never more was the Christian faith in need of the support
which a higher moral tone in the lives of those meant to be its chief
advocates alone could have supplied.

It will be unprofitable for our purpose to pursue further the history
of the Renaissance Papacy. The pontificates of Innocent VIII,
Alexander VI and Julius II add much to the record of sordid
degeneration, but little to our knowledge'about the place occupied by
the Papacy within the life and history of the Church. And if with the
election of Leo X the Roman see passed out of the slough of vulgar
prostitution of spiritual grandeur into the more decorous state of
self-admiring complacency, its spiritual potency seemed to have
utterly vanished.

Politically, in its relation to the secular powers, Leo's pontificate
was marked by a return to the diplomacy of an earlier period, namely
in the extension of the system of concordats. These originated in
their modern form with the attempt on the part of Martin V to stave
off organic reform of the whole Church by buying off each nation
separately with a minimum of solid privileges. Such questions as

the conditions of episcopal election, rights of .patronage and appeals
to the Roman see were redefined and regulated. The countries
involved in these early concordats were first Germany, Poland,
Hungary and Scandinavia, next the Latin nations France, Italy,
and Spain, and finally England. Unfortunately the political instability
of the Papacy, in consequence of its unhappy position as only one
among a number of contending Italian princedoms, deprived them
of anything more than ephemeral value, a limitation which not even
the fresh agreement of 1448 between Nicholas V and Frederic III
was able to overcome. IJnder Leo X the conflict between the spirit of
French nationalism and papal authority, though concealed by the
Concordat of 1516, was made evident by the ,Pope's exercise of his
supreme power to cancel the Pragmatic Sanction of the previous
century (t+18)t on the one side, and on the other by Francis I's
promulgation of Leo's bull, thus implying the claim to be able to
adopt or to repudiate papal judgments. The 'dualism' of mediaeval
theory remained unresolved, yet the trend of events pointed to the
coming of a time when the relations to the Papacy of churches
already increasingly national in character worild be subject to the
nutus of their national sovereigns.

r Mirbt, op. c;t. No. gg8.
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It remained for the Roman see of the sixteenth century to show how
far it was capable of such.spiritual and moral rejuvenation as would
enable it to preserve the real values of the Petrine heritage, while
discarding all that was irrelevant or even inimical to the fulfilment
of its genuine mission. The question which will call for consideration
is not whether the work of the Counter Reformation was well done,
but rather whether it was done well enough. That it was possible at
all seems only to be attributable to a strange and to some perhaps
unaccountable intervention of Providence.

We have surveyed a vast period of history and a great variety of
changing conditions. But if there is any lesson to be learnt from the
march of events it is that in its struggle to attain some measure of an
ideal unity of thought and life humanity cannot dispense altogethrcr
with the power of the Spirit. The Papacy which gave promise in the
earlier Middle Ages of possessing the moral force necessary to create
and maintain that unity tailed because it essayed to achieve spiritual
ends by temporal means. Thus its true supernatural mission was
obscured, and men turned elsewhere to nationalism, secularism, md
even to an unashamed revival of neo-pagan ideals for the fulfilment of
their aspirations.

The history of the succeeding centuries is the record of the
parting asunder of those who still remained faithful to the mediaeval
ideal of the Papacy as the centre of Christian unity and the fount
of spiritual jurisdiction from those who sought the restoration of a
more primitive or less authoritarian type of Christianity, and of the
laborious efforts of men of good wiil boti within and without the papal
communion to repair the shattered fragments of God's ircdlqol'a,
which 'the gates of hell' might shake but could not utterly destroy.



VII

The Papacy and Modern Europe

Nunc patimur longae pacis mala, saevior armis
Luxuriaincubuitvictumqueulcis"tr"\::!,"#:*".

r Macc. lv, 6o, 6r. 'At that time also they builded up the mount
Sion with high walls and strong towers round about, lest the Gentiles
should come and tread it down, as they had done before. And they
set there a garrison to keep it, and fortified Bethsura to preserve it;
that the people might have a defence against Idumaea'.

How 'the kingdoms of this world' are to becoine 'the kingdoms
of our Lord and of his Christ' is a crucial problem which has con-
fronted the Church from the day of Pentecost until now. ft was
certainly not peculiar to the Middle Ages nor to the Papacy. Yet we
shall do less than justice to the policy of the mediaeval Popes if we
do not regard it on the whole as a sincere, even if unsuccessful,
attempt to achieve a solution. In accounting for its failure it is easy to
attach the greater part of the blame to their temporal power. Yet
other considerations such as the economic position of the Roman see

during the period have to be taken into account if we are to find
a wholly satisfactory explanation.

As the Middle Ages pass into the Renaissance, problems of secular
government loom increasingly large in the papal outlook, and par-
ticularly, once the danger that the Empire might become paramount
in Italy has been finally removed, the question how the Papacy
itself can be assured of a unchallengeable position among a multitude
of secular states and princedoms. The lack of any trustworthy power
outside Italy and the repeated failure in the past of the policy of
seeking to rely on the support of such a power seemed to have taught
the Popes that there was but one solution-to make the papal
dominions themselves militarily stronger than any of their immediate
neighbours. It is thus that we find the Popes of the Renaissance
appearing in the incongruous guise of military strategists and'com-
manders, and the establishment of an impregnable papal sovereignty
in central Italy regarded as almost the sole end of papal policy.

Hence although the temporal power of the Papacy would be con-
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demned by many as a serious evil, it may be held with some justice

that, given the political conditions at the opening of the sixteenth
century, it was in some respects necessary if much that was good in
the Italian Renaissance was to be saved for posterity.l

I
That the first of the Popes to direct their policy unresenredly to the

re-establishment of the temporal power were Sixtus IV and AIex-
ander VI will be generally acknowledged. Yet the task to which
Alexander set his hand and devoted so much of his care, in spite of
considerable success, remained unaccomplished at his death. And if
he had hoped that the outcome of his policy would be the creation
of a Borgia dynasty, sovereign in Rome, predominant in Italy, and
supported by the ready compliance of a fainianl occupant of the
throne of St. Peter, the election of the Cardinal della Rovere as

Julius II spelt disaster to his ambitions.
Unlike Alexander, of whom it ha$ been said that 'he did not know

what a principle was',2 Julius was not wholly devoid of an ideal even

if it was no more than to see the Papacy fulfil the part of a unifying
force in Italy. In consequence of his diplomacy, or perhaps rather of
his military conquests, the Papal States after the treaty of Noyon
(r5ro) became, perhaps for the first time, a consolidated entity.
Yet, for all his energ'y and undaunted courage, it can scarcely be

doubted that his achievement was aided by several strokes of un-
expected fortune, and that he was no more successful than his less

militant predecessors in being able to rid the Papacy of its unhappy
dependence on foreign support, a weakness which befoie long would
lead indirectly to the loss of the allegiance of a considerable part of
northern and north-western Europe.

Almost the only event of any ecclesiastical significance in this
pontificate wasthe summoning of the fifth Lateran council (l5lz)' the
primary purpose of which appears to have been not so much to take

any real step in the direction of the now much needed reformation,
for which the best minds in the Church had been pressing for so

long, as to serye as a counter-move to the schismatic council of
Pisa, the assembling of which had been brought about mainly by "
combination of French and Spanish influence. Those who responded

1 Creighton,M., History of the Patrtacy, r9r9, vol. v' p. r9r.
2 C. Mod. f;[., vol. i, p. z4z.
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to the summons to Rome were relatively few in number, in fact
almost without exception Italians, and in spite of a strong plea made
by Egidius of Viterbo in his opening sermonl for the serious under-
taking of reform, not least in the direction of the recovery of real
sanctity, it soon became evident that Julius II was indifferent if not
actually hostile to any such project. In fact, even the more pro-
gressive elements in the council seemed pathetically unaware of the
dangers now beginning to threaten the Church on all sides.

How real were those dangers had been rcalized almost half a

century before by Cardinal Cesarini, when he wrote to Pope
Eugenius IV in the following words:

'When the heresy of Bohemia is quenched, another still more
dangerous will arise . . who can fail to see that there is danger of
a total subversion ? Woe to the ecclesiastics, wherever they may be
found. . . . They will be declared incorrigible, decided as they are
to live in shameful depravity, cost what it may. . . . The minds of
men are full of what they are preparing against us. . They will
believe they are offering to God a pleasing sacrifice in despoiling and
killing priests. . They will cast the fault and the shame on the
Court of Rome, for in that court they will see the cause of all the ills
of Christendom. . . . The princes of Germany will rise up against
us. . . . I see it, the axe is at the root, the tree is leaning and instead
of supporting it so long as we can, we cause it to fall to the ground".z

Even if Julius II paused to notice the writing on the wall, it was

in any case meaningless to him, and his successor Leo X remained
deaf to its interpretation. It was scarcely to be expected that a

descendant of the Florentine Medici would welcome any measures
which, though beneficial to the Church as a whole, might involve
some curtailment of opportunity for outward display or luxurious
self-indulgence such as the papal office of the time provided. Nor did
it augur well for the prospects of reform that the new holder of that
offi.ce was talking openly about'enjoying'it.3

The Lateran council, which now resumed its labours, held four
further sessions and was brought to an undistinguished conclusion
in r5r5. Its claim to be reckoned among the series of oecumenical
councils is not impressive. fn fact, the best that can be said of it

1 Creighton, ogt. cit., vol. v, p. r7r,
2 Quoted by Sturzo n Chtrch and State, Eng. Transl., 1939, p. rg2.
s Creighton, o1t. cit,, vol. v, p. zo8.
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is that it testified to the prevalence of a 'feeling that the evils of the
present time were due to ecclesiastical lenity; but there was no
recognition of the fact that papal interference had broken down the
ecclesiastical system, and that the system could only be restored by
a readjustment between the relations of the Papacy and the episco-
pate'.r

In due course, and only after considerable delay, the council of
Trent was to turn its attention to the possibility of such a readjust-
ment, but by that time the evil resulting from the almost complete
secularization of the Papacy had permeated the whole Church. It is
in fact essential for a right understanding of the apparent impotence
of the Popes in the earlier half of the sixteenth century that we

should appreciate the extent to which their spiritual offi.ce had been
prostituted to the attainment of purely secular ends. The victory
of the Papacy over the Empire had been followed by u reassertion
of its supremacy over councils, and although the spirit of Gerson
and of the Pragmatic Sanction of 1438 continued to survive, it
lacked a means of expression sufficiently efiective to check the
unhappy consequences of papal absolutism.2 The claim to supremacy
over all temporal princes, at first asserted within the limits of the
spiritual sphere ratione peccati, had long since been expanded so as

to include the whole range of politics, and was now being used, no
longer for the high purpose of maintaining a Christian ethic, but
solely in accordance with the political expediency of the moment.
Not even the internal government of a nation was exempt from papal
intervention. The custom of sending legates, which the reforming
Popes of the eleventh century had considerably developed and
extended, had now been transformed into an established right, so

that few sovereign states were free from the galling presence of a

papal official, whose inquisitive behaviour might often seriously
endanger either unity or independence, evgn where it did not actually
threaten to infringe the royal prerogative.

The claim first made by the Avignonese Popes to enjoy unlimited
rights in the free disposal of all ecclesiastical benefices had become

the means of providing the Papacy with an assured and ever-
increasing source of revenue, and even if certain countries like Eng-
land and France had been successful in checking the drain on national

l Creighton, o0. cit., vol. v, p.233.
2 C. Mod. ff. vol. i, p. 653.
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and ecclesiastical resources arising from such a system, it persisted in
Spain down to the middle of the sixteenth century. Unhappily for
the Church, the only power competent to resist such encroachments
was a strong monarchy, such as'France possessed under Francis I,
with the result, not altogether satisfactorf, that rights regained from
the Pope were not restored to the Church, but usually, at least in
practice, remained vested in the Crown.

A not less serious distortion of the papal primacy of jurisdiction
wasto be found in the extent to which it had come to be invoked,
not only in defence of the so-called 'Benefit of Clergy', of which a
particularly scandalous abuse had occurred in the relations of Sixtus
IV with Florence,l but also for the protection of lay offenders against
the proper course of secular justice. It was Sixtus IV again who
exceeded the pretensions of all his predecessors in this connexion,
by asserting an appellate jurisdiction over all the criminal tribunals
of Christendorn, a claim which was developed a stage farther under
his successors, not only by releasing the purchasers of the indulgences
for the erection of the new St. Peter's from all spiritual penalty, but
by forbidding their prosecution in secular courts.

Added to this the papal right of arbitration founded on the apos-

tolic authority to bind and loose had itself been degraded into an

instrument of mere political expediency, so that it was being re-
peatedly used to evade obligations and to dissolve pacts, whether in
the interests of the Papacy itself as.a secular state, or of the states

which happened for the moment to be its allies. In view of this we

can scarcely be surprised that the Roman see gradually forfeited not
only the respect but even the trust of contemporaries, so that when
the army of the Catholic Empire forcibly entered the papal capital
in t527, scarcely a finger was seriously raised in its defence. Yet, if
selfishness was predominant in the outlook of sixteenth-century
Europe, it can always be said that the Popes had only their own
example to blame.

t C. Mod. H.,vol. i, p.66r f.
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In tragic contrast to the moral and spiritual bankruptcy of the
Papacy at this time stood the growing strength or inq secular
monarchies. The relative failure of the fifth Lateran council to
make any considerable progress in the direction of reform seemed
to mean that the only hope for the removal of inveterate abuses lay
in finding a leader who had the requisite gifts to head a movement
of revolt, which with the support or acquiescence of the secular
power would end by throwing down a challenge to the papal mono-
poly of ecclesiastical authority.

Such a leader now appeared in Martin Luther. It must not, how-
ever, be supposed that he was the sole originator of the movement
for reform in Germany. From the time that the New Learning had
first reached that country from Italy it had found its way into
educated circles. In Italy the old order had had little difficulty in
coming to terms with the newcomer and eventually in efiectirrg it,
absorption. In Germany, on the other hand, a spirit of criticismlnd
a fresh seriousness of outlook, in sharp contrast to Italian moral
indifference, had come into being. So early as the first quarter of the
fifteenth century Johann Wessel had expressed criticism of current
ideas regarding purgatory and indulgences,r and to such effect that
Luther himself wrote aftenuards: 'If I had read his works before,
my enemies might have thought that Luther had borrowed every-
thing from Wessel, so gre4t is the agreement between our spirits.'
Since that time Humanism, of which Wessel was one of ttre pre-
cursors, had made steady progress in the German universities and
towards the close of the century could boast of the favour of the
Emperor Maximilian.

The chief responsibility for forcing the German Renaissance into
direct conflict with the Papacy rests with Johann Reuchlin.z An
ardent philologist and a pioneeiin the study of H.br.w, he had been
led by his researches to doubt the validity of the exegetical methods
of St. Augustine and the literary accuracy of St. Jerome, complaining
in particular of the 'innumerable defects' in the Vulgate. Hir *otk
brought him into controversy with the fanaticism of a ionverted Jew,
who, finding an appeal to the Emperor Maximilian somewhat barren
of positive results, had recourse to the less progressive theological

1 Creighton, op, cit., vol. vi, p. 7. 2 Id., oD, cit., vol. vi, p. 36.
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faculty of Cologne. On the condemnation of one of his works
by that body, and with a prospect of being summoned before the
Inquisition at Mainz, Reuchlin directed an appeal to Leo X himself,
which was immediately followed by u counter-appeal from the
German Inquisitor-General. Although the papal commission re-
ported in Reuchlin's favour, Leo, who was probably far too much
engrossed in 'enjoying the Papacy' really to grasp the seriousness of
the case, insisted on final judgment being deferred. Its seriousness
lay not so much in the matter originally in dispute as in its notoriety,
which had by this time evoked the interest of Erasmus and other
outstanding advocates of the Humanist outlook. In the end the
Inquisition triumphed, and in t;zo Reuchlin was forrrtally con-
demned to silence.

At the time when the sentence on Reuchlin was issued, scarcely
three years had elapsed since a young Augustinian friar had issued a

challenge to debate to the purveyors of papal indulgences, then being
energetically hawked in southern and western Germany in the
interests of the rebuilding of St. Peter's. Contrary to popular belief,
however, it must be rcalized that his famous gesture in affixing
ninety-five theses to the church door at Wittenbergl had no more
significance for his contemporaries than the posting of a subject for
discussion by the Oxford Union would have to-day. The theses did
not repudiate the validity of indulgences or even their usefulness;
their sole aim was to guard against a current misunderstanding of
their tnre character as a means to the remission of penalties imposed
as a condition of satisfaction for sin. An interesting sidelight on
Luther's earlier attitude towards the Papacy is to be found in the
fact that he could actually express anxiety lest undue popularization
of the system of indulgences might expose the Roman see to ridicule.z

In sharp contrast to this attitude was the utter inability of the
Roman theologians to grasp the realities of the situation. This is to
be seen most clearly in their answer to Luther's invitation to an
academic discussion, in which they were content to observe that the
Popes were accustomed to grant indulgences and that, being a papal
custom, it had the force of ecclesiastical law. The time was rapidly
passing when a reply of this kind would be regarded as sufficient.

Yet, in spite of their highly unsympathetic attitude, Luther
pursued his study and in the following year issued a documented

1 Mirbt, op. cit., No. 4r5. 2 Creighton, ot. cit., vol. vi, p. Zg.
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restatement of his theses. His opponents, by declining his invitation
to debate and by appealing tout court to papal authority in order to
foreclose the argument, might well have provoked a direct refutation.
Instead, Luther was content to maintain an objective attitude and,
though he rejected the views of the schoolmen on the subject under
discussion, insisted that he believed in the uprightness and learning
of Leo X. 'I listen to the Pope as Pope', he said, 'that is, when he
speaks in the canons, or according to the canons, or determines with
a council'.I Yet it is to be noticed he denied that the Pope in him-
self had the power to make new articles of faith. If the greater part
of Christendom agreed with the Pope, said he, it would not be
heretical to dissent till the matter had been decided by " general
council. He persisted, however, in affirming that he was only seeking
to learn the truth and professed his absolute willingness to submit
to authority. The document in which these statements were em-
bodied was addressed to the head of his order, but it was followed
by " 

private letter to Leo, in the course of which, after describing
the scandals alleged to be created by the system of indulgences,
Luther declared with an almost engaging frankness and with what
might appear to some praiseworthy humility: 'I will acknowledge
your voice, the voice of Christ presiding and speaking in you'.2

At certain earlier junctures in the course of papal history other
seekers after truth had uttered words of this kind, and had received
considerate treatment at the hands of the Roman see. Had Leo now
behaved in like manner towards Luther, and not as a proud secular
prince apparently indifferent to all values except his own worldly
interests, much subsequent misfortune might have been spared not
only to his see but to the whole Church. For it must not be forgotten
that as yet the dogmatic aspect of indulgences had not been seriously
considered, and that consequently it was not an unreasonable request
on Luther's part that doubts and hesitations on the subject should
be examined. The real difficulty appears to have been that Leo and
the Curia were too much preoccupied with the amenities of their
office to give serious attention to the demands of reason and honest
investigation.

That the friar of Wittenberg had not yet abandoned loyalty to the
r A striking appeal to the primitive conception of the Papacy. Quoted by

Creighton, op, cit,, vol. vi, p. 89.
2 ld., op. cit., vol, vi, p. 8a. Cf. the appeals of Eutyches and Theodoret above,

29
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Roman see, as distinct from submission to the private opinions of
an individual Pope, is evident from the language used in his 'Reply
to Prierias', where he says: 'You call the Roman church the rule of
faith; I have always believed that the faith was the rule of the
Roman church. The Roman church has preserved the faith because

it has held by the Scriptures and the fathers of the Church'.I Yet
such words were pregnant of far-reaching possibilities. Luther now
acknowledged that he had always believed that the faith was the

rule of the Roman church. But might not this imply the dawning of a
conviction that it had already ceased to be so ?

It would have been in accordance with L'eo's temperament if he

had allowed the controversy to run its course, as a purely academic

discussion confined to Germany. No doubt his private inclination
lay in this direction, but there remained one very relevant fact which
in his official capacity he could not well ignore. Doubt cast upon the
justifiability of indulgences would inevitably affect their marketable

value with the alarming consequence of a diminution of papal

revenue. We may therefore suppose that considerations of this kind
were uppermost in his mind when he cited Luther to appear in Rome

to answer a charge of heresy. After some hesitation about procedure

the case was ultimately assigned to Cardinal Cajetan to be examined

at Augsburg. It was unfortunate that the legate's behaviour revealed

his almost complete unawareness of the real gravity of the position

and of the extent to which Luther actually represented public
opinion in Germany. Nor was this all. Amicable discussion of dis-
puted points was excluded from thd first by the Cardinal's attitude,
and negotiation appeared to take the form of a plain demand for
unconditional surrender

The proceedings, in spite of being somewhat protracted, remained

inconclusive, but it is remarkable that Luther still persisted in pro-

fessing his readiness to submit to the judgment of the Church and

in giving an assurance that he followed the Roman church in all
things.z It is possible that had the affair been left in the hands of
Cajetan, who at least was not altogether devoid of a sense of humour,
or of the papal commissioner Miltitz, who as a German was certainly
well aware of the strength of Luther's position, the situation even

at this eleventh hour might have been saved. In so momentous an

issue it is particularly lamentable that when the crisis came it was

1 Creighton, op. cit,, vol. vi, p. 86. z 1d.., o0. cit., vol. dr. p. 95.
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precipitated largely by the jealousy of an academic rival in the person

of Johann Eck.
Yet the tnal at Augsburg had at least one unfortunate result. In the

course of the argument the question of the grounds of papal autho-
rity had arisen, and this had led the incriminated Luther to re-
examine the decretals. His discovery that they contained not a little
that was apocryphal or at least open to doubt on historical grounds
must have contributed much to the formation of an opinion that the
Roman primacy itself could no longer be treated as common ground
between himself and his opponents.t It is not surprising, therefore,
that the fruitless outcome of the Leipzig Disputation soon made it
evident not only to Luther himself but to a considerable part of
Germany, that a final break with the Roman see was now only a
question of time. With the public burning of Leo's bull Exswge
Dorninez the revolt, culminating in Luther's assertion at the Diet of
Worms that he could accept the decision of neither Pope nor council,
had already begun. A Lutheran church, founded not upon the
objective authority of historic Christendom but on the subjective
doctrine of Justification by Faith, was now about to come into being.
Luther the academic disputant, Luther the reformer, driven by the
compelling forces of his own sincerity and his opponents' total lack
of comprehension coupled with an overbearing assertion of authority,
had become Luther the rebel. Given the conditions it may be said

that the outcome was inevitable. Yet the real tragedy lay in the fact
that a deep-rooted moral degeneration had largely deprived the
Church of the power to adapt itself to the changed conditions. The
spiritual prestige which had enabled it to absorb the vital energy of
Francis and Dominic in the thirteenth century had for the past,two
hundred and fifty years or so been squandered in the interests of
secular ambition. A treasury of merit had been liberally dispensed

but there was an alarming overdraft, and the coin now being dis-
bursed was at last recognized as counterfeit. But by the time it was

realized that the credit of the Church had been exhausted the situa-
tion was beyond remedy. Did Leo ever actually read Luther's last
appeal, it is difficult to believe that even a Medici was not moved by
some feelings of remorse for the sin which had brought such ruin
upon his heritage.

The utter impotence of the Roman see in the situation created
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by Luther's condemnation, as well by the Pope as by the new

Emperor Charles V at Worms, was brought into startling prominence
by the outspoken utterances of Leo's succ€sSori Adrian VI, the last
non-Italian Pope.I The possibility of having recourse to a general

council as a means of ending the troubles created by the unfortunate
policy of his predecessor was freely discussed, and among the voices

raised in favour of prosecuting an active programrne of reform was

once more that of Egidius of Viterbo. If views such as his had pre-
vailed earlier, Luther's revolt might well have never taken place.

Adrian showed himself most favourably disposed to his suggestions

and is said to have seriously contemplated makitg u beginning with
the reconsideration of the grounds on which dispensations were

being given in matrimonial cases. Significant of his desire that
reforms should begin in Rome itself was his curtailment of papal

and curial luxury, and the willingness with which he listened to the

advice of Aleander, urging that if the canons and institutes of the

fathers were duly observed the threatened evil might be averted.

Yet the dead weight of opposition to such measures proved too great,

and when Adrian died, after occupying the papal throne for little
more than a year and a half, he had barely touched the fringe of the

tremendous task now relinquished to his successors. It was pitiful
that one who so clearly saw,the need so conspicuously lacked the

qualities as well as the means necessary for its fulfilment. With the

election of Clement VII, a descendant of the Florentine Medici,
scion of that house which had already exercised so baneful an influ-
ence on papal forfirnes, once again wore the tiara. It was certainly an

unhappy augury of future events that the first five years of his ponti-
ficate, largely occupied with futile attempts to escape from the

unwelcome tutelage of the Emperor Charles V, led to the disastrous

sack of Rome,by German troops under the leadership of an imperial
general, and to the precipitate flight of Clement from a Rome now

completely under imperial domination. In such a political situation
it is easy to rcalize that the Papacy found itself deprived of any

effective liberty of action, and that under pressure of the urgent need

of securing his personal freedom Clement might well allow the
problem of the Church's reform to be indefinitely postponed.

2 Mirbt, olr. cit., No. 4zo.
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UI
It is against such a background that we must follow briefly the

course of 'the king of England's business' and note its unfortunate
outcome for the future unity of the Church. To learn of its origin
we have to retrace our steps to the beginning of the century. April z,
tso2, witnessed the untimely death of Arthur, eldest son of Henry
VII and heir apparent to the English throne. The event was no doubt
a cause of deep sorrow and disappointment to his father, but to
private grief was added the anxiety of public financial embarrass-
ment. only five and a half months had elapsed since Arthur's mar-
riage to Catherine, daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella of spain,
and niece of the Emperor. Up till now only a proportion of the
ample dowry promised by her father had been received by the
English treasury, and with the death of her husband Henry was
faced with the alarming prospect of a demand for repayment.t It
became, therefore, urgently necessary to prevent Catherine's return
to her native country, and it was eventually agreed that she should
be married to Arthur's younger brother, the future Henry VIII. In
d,ue course the necessary dispensation from the first degree of affinity
was obtained from Pope Julius II, the effect of which dated from
December 26, r5o3. It was given in the form of a brief addressed to
Isabella just before she died, and also in a bull subsequently issued
to Henry VII. The importance of the brief lies in its evidence that
the Pope had no doubt that the former marriage had been consum-
mated, and although some hesitation has been felt about its authen-
ticity, there is no serious ground for not supposing it to be genuine.2

In spite of the dispensation, the validity of which no one at the
time dreamed of calling into question, the young king's marriage
with Catherine did not take place till more than five years later. As
early as r5r4 rumours were current abroad that Henry intended to
emulate Louis XII of France and to obtain an annulment of his
marriage in order to contract an alliance with the daughter of the
Duke of Bourbon. Whatever truth there may have been in them, it
was not till sorne thirteen years later that the urgent question of
succession to the English Crown caused Henry to consider means
by which he could be provided with a male heir; and in this

1 constant, G., La RdJorme en Angleterre, I, Eng. Tr., The Reformation in Eng-
lend, p. 96.

2 Id., op. cit., pp.38, 64.
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connexion his infatuation for Anne Boleyn naturally played an

important part in leading him to desire an early annulment of his

marriage with Catherine
The first move was to endeavour to obtain a cancellation of the

original dispensation from Cardinal Wolsey, acting in the capacity

of papal legate.r Dispensations of that kind had been revoked before

and there seemed no reason that the process should not now be

repeated. Wolsey urged that Henry should have direct recourse to
the Pope but it was not till some three months later that this was

done. There are even grounds for believing that in the first instance

the king was seeking for a dlspensation to commit bigamy, a request

which argues a strangely large view of papal jurisdiction. fn the end,

however, Henry sought and obtained a dispensation from affintty

contracted by his earlier relations with Anne Boleyn's elder sister

Mury. It is remarkable that for the moment neither he nor Clement

seemed to have given attention to the one matter which alone could

render this dispensation operative. But Clement was much pre-

occupied at the time with the question of his own personal safety,

and Henry probably supposed that there would be little real difficulty
in obtaining an annulment of his marriage with Catherine.

When, htwever, shortly afterwards a petition for annulment was

coupled with the demand that Wolsey should be empowered to

settle the question finally without right of appeal, Clement suddenly

drew back before so obvious an infringement of the papal prerogative

by explicitly reserving to the Roman see the final verdict. Eventually,

after a month's haggling, he conceded the power of pronouncing a

decision to Wolsey and his legate Campeggio acting together, or if
need be severally. All the same, Wolsey, for his own security,

managed to procure secretly a decretal which laid down that certain

defects, such as had been adduced against the validity of Julius II's
dispensation, would suffice as grounds of nullity in regard to any bull
existing on the subject. Yet before Campeggio reached England it was

clear that under pressure from Charles V, who naturally supported

the cause of his aunt Catherine, Clement was doing everything
possible to delay the examination of the case.

Both Wolsey and the king, however, were determined that no

hindrance should stand in the way of a speedy decision. Unhappily
for them both Catherine proved most unwilling to aid their project,

1 Constant, G., oP. cit., P, 53, n. 65.
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and a rumour was already current that the cause would shortly be
cited to Rome. When the legates' court opened, therefore, there was
every reason for haste. It is remarkable that throughout the pro-
ceedings the legate Campeggio shows every sign of having en-
deavoured to act impartially and strictly in accordance with the prin-
ciples of Canon Law, but it is also clear that he committed a fatal
error of tact when in the presence of the king himself, on the tenuous
plea that Roman custom prescribed the beginning of a period of
vacation, he suspended the proceedings of the court.

By the end of the year the disgrace of Wolsey suggested that a
direct attack on papal authority was impending; in fact, there is
evidence that already in the November following Campeggio's un-
fortunate act of adjournment, Henry was being advised to consider
the possibility of cutting the Gordian knot by a complete repudia-
tion of all papal jurisdiction.

Not more than a few days after the closing of the legatine court a

priest, who held the post of private tutor to an Essex county family,
Thomas Cranmer by name, hinted to two of the king's intimate
advisers who happened to be staying in the house that it might be
advisable to ascertain the opinion of the English and Continental
universities on the 'king's matter'. The plan commended itself as

being of the nature of an appeal to a 'dispersed' council and was

immediately put into effect. The universities returned a verdict in
favour of the king and against the validity of the dispensation, with
gratifying though perhaps suspicious unanimity. But it must be
realized that the decision depended on the view that marriage with
a deceased husband's brother was forbidden by divine law, and
that such an impediment could not be removed even by papal
dispensation.

Yet we must not forget that this view about the divine origin of the
impediment was open to some doubt. Admittedly such marriages
had been forbidden by the council of Elvira (c. 3oo), and the prohibi-
tion had been subsequently upheld on the ground that it was based

on Leviticus xvrlr, 16 and xx, 20. But what of Deuteronomy )o(v, 5,
which not only permitted such a marriage but even enjoined it as a
positive obligation ? It had therefore come to be taught, e.g. by Duns
Scotus, that the impediment was not of divine but of human origin.
Earlier Popes who shared this view, such as MartiD V, had been
prepared to allow such a marriage, and Alexander VI had given a
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dispensation in the case of Catherine's elder sister Mtry in order
that she might marry Emmanuel of Portugal. In the face of these

important precedents, therefore, it was obviously most difficult for
Clement VII to declare the annulment of Henry's marriage. Never-
theless so late as r53o the king persisted in hoping for a papal decision

in his favour. As to the Pope's attitude, it is by no means fair to
allege, as is often done, that Clement withheld a favourable verdict
solely out of fear of consequences, more particularly having regard

to the relationship of the Emperor Charles to Catherine. The most

careful and painstaking researches (unusual perhaps in a Medici), for
the fact of which there is reliable evidence, had convinced him that
Canon Law would not permit Henry's marriage to be declared void.
The pity of it was that Henry preferred the satisfaction of his pleasure

and the security of his dynasty to the unity of the Church. Yet we

shall do less than justice to Clement if we refuse him the respect,

which he has not always received, for having throughout remained

unswervingly true to his convictions.
As yet, however, there was no open evidence of the coming breach;

even as late as June, r53o, Henry did everything possible secretly or
openly to persuade the Pope to give a decision in his favour.

In spite of the extreme difficulty of his position between the
Emperor on the one side and the kittg on the other, Clement, as we

have seen, appears to have made a real effort to arrive at a just view
of the case, but it is likely that he had already reached the conclusion
that he could not rightly declare Henry's marriage void. He there-
fore adopted measures which in plain fact amounted to a delaying
action. Of such a nature were his two admonitions and bulls of the
two following years, the chief object of which was to prevent Henry
marrying again, though the English Parliament succeeded in pre-
venting their publication. By now Henry's patience was exhausted.

Early in r53r an important measure aimed at limiting or destroy-
ing papal authority was passed by the Convocations of the English
church, declaring, though with evident signs of hesitation, that they

recognized the king's majesty as 'the only protector, unique and

supreme lord, and also, so far as the law of Christ allows, the supreme

head of the Anglican church and clergy'. It was followed by a Act of
Parliament abolishing annates, and by another withdrawing the
power from the Convocations to legislate without royal licence.

Other acts more decisive in character prohibited all appeals to the
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papal court, thus dealing a final blow against the recognition of a
papal primacy of jurisdiction in England. In the course of the next
three years further measures followed, one being tantamount to a
denial of the Pope's doctrinal primacy, but all aimed at removing
the last vestiges of papal authority in this country.l The royal
supremacy was now an accomplished fact. The Papacy was de-
throned and a specifically English form of Caesaropapism set up in
its stead. Yet the one thing which could not be said was that the
church in this country gained any increase of freedom in virtue of
its withdrawal from papal control. Doubtless this is not the place to
discuss the advantages or disadvantages of the change, yet the event
itself was sufficient to show that at least under the Tudors, if not
later, the Church of England had exchanged a vexatious suzerainty
for an oppressive tyranny.

Henry VIII thus possessed himself of spiritual authority such as

Philip the Fair never enjoyed and perhaps had never wished to
acquire. Yet it must be remembered that his 'ecclesiastical preroga-
tive was a personal aird not a parliamentary one.'s The rule of Parlia-
ment over the church in this country was yet to come.

w
We must now watch the steps by which the Papacy, disowned or

flouted in the greater part of Europe, began gradually to recover
something of its lost prestige and then slowly to re-establish its autho-
rity, not only over churches which had remained faithful to its alle-
giance, but even in territories where it had been temporarily
discarded.

If Paul III can be called the last Pope of the Renaissance, with
which he was associated by his worldliness and ngpotism, he is also
the first of the reforming Popes in virtue of his concern for the
restoration of discipline and morals. His task as the successor of
Clement VII was unenviable. Rome was in ruins, the Papal States
were reduced to penury. Yet, in spite of his advanced age, he shoul-
dered with singular courage and determination the heavy burdens
which he had inherited, and at his death Julius III might indeed

1 Constant, G., of . cit., p, ttg.
'Id., op, cit,, p. ra8. Many of the difficulties of the Church of England at the

present time arise from the fact that constitutional evolution has endowed Parlia-
ment with prerogatives originally vested personally in the Sovereign. See flenson,
H. H., The Clwch of England,pp. zbzz.
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complain that the papal treasury was heavily in debt, but he could

not reasonably say that its revenues had not been well or usefully
expended.

It has been alleged that Paul's main interest in promoting the

assembly of a general council was not reformative but dogmatic,

and that he conceived of it solely as an instrument for use in dealing

a mortal blow against the Lutheran heresy. His undoubted zeal fot
the establishment of Catholic orthodoxy must be acknowledged; at

the same time the view just mentioned seems to leave unexplained

his deliberate choosing for high office those who, besides favouring
a conciliatoryattitude towards the dissidents,were known to be whole-
heartedly in favour of a radical reformation of the Church, not even

excluding the Papacy itself. Evidence of the sincerity of this group

of progressives, under the active leadership of Cardinal Contarini,
soon appeared in its report published in 1538 under the title Con-

silfum . . . de emmdanda ecchsia, the most significant recommenda-

tion of which was that 'the Vicar of Christ should never consider

himself at liberty to use the power of the Keys for gain'.l Other Pro-
posals were that the evils of pluralism and non-residence should be

put down, and that greater care should be taken in the selection of
candidates for admission to clerical status.

Before considering the extent to which these hopes were realized

by the work of the council of Trent, we must call attention to two
other developments, each of which contributed materially both to
the purification of the Church and to the restoration of papal prestige.

The first of these was the foundation of a number of new religious

orders, no longer with the monastic ideal of achieving sanctification

by casting aside all contacts with a fallen world, but with a new and

more practical aim as befitting men in a more practical age, that is

to say, the sanctification of the world by peaceful or even forcible
penetration. Most notable among the new orders was the Society of

fesus, founded by Ignatius Loyola in r534.2 Its rule, consisting solely

of the three evangelical counsels of poverty, chastrty, and obedience,

but with this important difference that in the last named special

prominence was given to absolute obedience to the Roman see' was

approved by Paul III six years later. So phenomenal was its Progress

1 Mirbt, op. cit., No. 447. See also C. Mod. f/. vol. ii pp. 33,233,624fr.; Kidd,
8.I., TIB Cunur Reformation, 1933, p. ra ff.

8 Mirbt, op. cit., No. 43o.
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that within twenty years of its establishment it included thirteen
provinces exclusive of the Roman and fifteen hundred members,
while individual missionaries belonging to'the order, like Francis
Xavier, had travelled to the remotest parts of the earth.

The second development to be mentioned here is the establish-
ment of the Roman Inquisition $542).t The use of compulsion as a
means to the suppression of heterodoxy had been recommended,
though apparently not without reluctance, by Augustine of Hippo,
and had been adopted by Leo I; yet in both cases, it should be
remembered, only because it was believed that the heresy in question
if permitted to grow with impunity would undermine the social
fabric. It was not till the time of Innocent III that the possibility
of applying to the crime of heresy the death penalty inflicted by the
State was envisaged as part of normal procedure. Henceforth the
papal Inquisition entrusted to the Dominicans and Franciscans, and
working in co-operation with the local episcopal jurisdiction, acted
rather on the principle that heresy was the most serious of all crimes
and therefore merited the most severe punishment. The activities
of the Dominican Inquisition had declined, however, during the
succeeding centuries in all countries except Spain, where alone it
had acquired a fresh and perhaps unfortunate prominence through
the control over it exercised by a narrowly orthodox Spanish
monarchy.

Thus it is not without significance that the suggestion for its estab-
lishment at Rome came from Cardinal Carafra,who had himself been
trained in the Spanish institution. The principle on which the new
organization was based was, like that of the Jesuits, one of absolute
subordination to the Papacy, yet with the highly important additional
proviso that no one, whatever his rank in the hierarchy, should be
exempt from its authority. Thus if the Jesuits represented, so to
speak, an extension of the papal primacy of doctrine, the Inquisition
might be described as an analogous extension of his primacy of
jurisdiction.

It may be regarded as probable that Caraffa's influence was chiefly
responsible for a perceptible narrowing in Paul III's outlook during
the last seven years of his pontificate. At the same time, in spite of
every possible discouragement, the aged Pope adhered with dogged
persistence to his original plan of assembling a general council, in

1 Mirbt., op. cit., No. 429.
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the sincere hope, in which few of his contemporaries shared, that it
might procure the reunion of western Christendom.

Summoned at last by a bull of 1536 to assemble at Mantua, the
council was about to come into being. Unhappily the refusal of
Luther's adherents to meet on Italian soil and the advice of Charles V
combined to effect its transference to Trent, a city largely Italian in
character but actually within the Emperor's dominions. But if the
Papacy was now prepared for reform, the Church generally remained
indifferent.

It seems indicative of a widespread lack of enthusiasm for the
conciliar project or else perhaps of a general disregard for Papal

authority, that although from the side of the Pope preparations were
fully made, even to the extent of providing as president-legates men
of a progressive type known to be disposed towards conciliation, such

as Cardinals Parisio, Pole (subsequently archbishop of Canterbury)
and Morone, the actual number who responded to the Papal sum-
mons was so small that Paul's third successor, Pius IV, was obliged
to adjourn the proceedings.

Thus it was not till after an interval of some years that, being at

last confident of the support of the Emperor, the Papacy took up
the project anew and issued yet a third summons. It was unfortunate
that in the interval Roman opinion had hardened towards the
Lutherans to such an extent that of the original group of legates only
Pole was renominated; moreover, as we shall see, there is evidence

that meanwhile the papal attitude itself had also undergone a con-
siderable change. In spite of all these preparations, widespread luke-
warrrlness towards the Pope's wishes still prevailed and the number
of bishops who assembled at Trent on March 15, 1545, remained
pathetically and disquietingly small.

From the day on which the council actually began its work in
December of that year onwards, it was perfectly evident that the
effective handling of conciliar business was securely placed under the
control of the Roman see. This had been ensured partly by the rules
of procedure, partly by the adoption of a system of voting by
numerical majorities, rather than by nations, as at Constance and
Basle, thus tipping the scales in favour of Italian opinion with its
numerous and papally-dependent episcopate. In spite of tlre efforts

of the conservatives to give precedence to dogma and postpone
questions of reform, it was decided under pressure from the Emperor
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to deal with problems under either heading side by side. Naturally
the general effect of the dogmatic decrees was to restate traditional
doctrine, and this meant that no real concessions could be made to
the scruples of the Lutherans; in fact, the impossibility of bridging
the gulf between the Catholic and Protestant standpoints became

apparent at the very beginning, or at least so soon as discussion turned
on the indispensability of tradition for the interpretation of Scripture.
It was in the course of one of the earlier debates that even Pole

declared himself emphatically opposed to concession, and in so

doing set the standard followed generally by the council in its later
deliberations.

The council sat for just over twelve months, in the course of
which a number of dogmatic and disciplinary measures were adopted.

Most important for our purpose are those which bear on the question
of reform, the chief tendency of which was in the direction of in-
creased centralization and a consequent subordination of the episco-

pate to the Papacy,l a bias which becomes still more evident in the
decisions adopted by the council in its later stages. It is also worthy
of notice that in spite of the excellence of the measures taken with a

view to the removal of such abuses as pluralism and episcopal

neglect, the introduction of the excepting clause salzta senper in
omnibus sedis apostolicae auctoritateleft the papal power of dispensa-

tion unimpaired, with the unhappy consequence that possibility of
evasion remained alarmingly wide.2

The subsequent suspension of the council and its transference to
Bologna was a direct result of renewed hostility towards the Papacy

on the part of Charles V, who did his best to maintain the session at

Trent in being and even published on his own account under the
title of the Intuim, in complete disregard of papal authority, some

important measures bearing on reform.
Pope Julius III now took alarm at the evident eagerness of the

Emperor to compromise with Protestant demands and in 1552 made

a political pact with Herrry II of France. Henry in his turn effected

an alliance with disaffected elements in Germany, and the strong
anti-imperial combination thus resulting reduced the Emperor to
practical impotence. The council, which since the previous May had

resumed its deliberations in Trent, after sitting at intervals over a

period little short of seven years, was finally prorogued in April, t552.
1 Kidd, op, cit., p. 66. 2 ld., op. cit., p, 68.
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Very nearly ten years were now to elapse before a fresh assembly
would prove to be possible, and during the interval the already
existing situation naturally tended to become stabilized. If anything
the position of the Papacy in its general relation to Christendom
steadily deteriorated. Lutheranism was dominant in a considerable
part of Germany. England with the accession of Elizabeth once
again repudiated papal authority. Spain was subject to a Catholic
form of Caesaropapism under Philip II, and from Geneva Calvinism
was steadily extending its influence over France where, by means of
the Huguenot schism, it already held the balance of power. Thus the
Roman church itself was being steadily forced on to the defensive.
The election of Cardinal Cervini as Marcellus II gave brief but illu-
sory promise of a more liberal outlook. Although he had many of
the qualities of a peacemaker, and is said to have 'well understood
the maxim that on occasions more prudence and less piety was better
than more piety and less prudence',r his pontificate lasted no more
than three weeks, and with the accession of Paul IV the policy of
solving the problems of reform by means of papal authority alone
regardless of the co-operation of a council once more became
dominant.

It was due to Paul's initiative and foresight that the earliest plans
were laid for the forming of those Roman Congregations which to
this day continue to be the backbone of papal administration. But the
failure of his attempt to break the yoke of Spanish influence and the
unpopularity of his measures of reform, many of which, though long
overdue, seemed likely seriously to curtail the financial resources of
the Curia, led to a reaction. It was chiefly as a consequence of this
that his successor Pius IV found himself from the moment of his
election firmly committed to a policy of resuming the interrupted
council. Among other considerations which appear to have prompted
action of this kind was the not ill-founded belief that if nothing were
done the French church might follow the Church of England in
abandoning its allegiance to the Papacy.

When at last the council was reassembled its debates bore a

marked resemblance to the earlier proceedings. For in spite of the
presence of a representative body of French bishops under the
leadership of the Cardinal of Lorraine, Spanish influence, distin-
guished by " rigid conservatism, was more than ever apparent. Yet

t C. Mod..[/. vol. ii, p. 679.
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for all that a serious if unsuccessful attempt was made to find a
solution of the problem regarding the relation of the episcopate to
the Papacy. Nevertheless, it now became clear that the council was

no longer interested in the question of the European schism. The
only thing which still mattered was to set in order those churches
which remained faithful to the Roman see, lest further disaster should
befall a distracted Christendom.

As was to be expected the Catholic powers themselves were
divided. Germany and France were still hopeful for concessions

which might unite to the Church the moderate Protestants and dis-
affected Catholics, ffid consequently there was a strong desire that
the council should take up its work de noao as a distinct assembly.t
To this view Spain was strongly opposed. Though agreeing that a
thorough reform of the Curia and a diminution of papal authority
were urgently needed, the Spanish bishops were insistent that no
changes in the discipline and practice of the Church ought to be

made, and consequently held that the new assembly ought to be

regarded simply as a continuation of the previous sessions. As it
turned out, the question was allowed to remain open, but it was the
Spanish view which actually came to prevail.

We must naturally restrict our consideration of the work of this
phase of the council to the question of its attitude to the Roman
primacy. If all those who took part concurred in accepting the
primacy as a fact, there was by no means unanimity about its inter-
pretation. The battle cry of the supporters of the conciliar move-
ment, the superiority of a general council over the Papacy, had

never been effectively silenced. Thus, if it was pointed out that the
question had been finally settled in favour of the Papacy at Florence,
the supporters of the conciliar theory were always ready to reply
that the Florentine decree had been drawn up for the benefit of the
Byzantines and that in any case it was of doubtful oecumenical
validity.z In their efforts to limit papal authority the French bishops
could always count on some support from their Spanish colleagues,

yet because the latter were primarily concerned rather with definition
than with limitation, there remained a subtle difference quite suffi-
cient in such an assembly to be productive of serious disagreement

when proposals of a practical nature were under discussion.

The Spaniards, who had their own problems of Caesaropapism
2 D.T.C. vol. xiii, col.3r9.
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at home, were for their part supremely anxious to secure as a weapon
against the theory of the divine rights of kingship the divine right
of the episcopate. Closely connected with the establishment of this
principle was recognition of the divine origin of the obligation of
residence, scarcely as it would seem to us a matter for debate, yet
of supreme importance when a programme for reform had to fight
its way against a phalanx of vested interests and inherited abuses.
Inevitably also the question about the source of episcopal jurisdiction
came to be raised. Was such jurisdiction actually immediate, or only
mediate through the Papacy? And if it should be declared immediate,
might not this seem to challenge accepted views on the extent of
the Roman primacy, for which precedent could be found even so far
back as the fifth century? I

On the papal side weighty authority for a theory of derived juris-
diction was cited, and even the view that bishops could be called the
successors of the Apostles met with some objection. Nor were the
advocates of an extreme Papalism blind to the possibility that
the thorny question of residence, if settled in accordance with the
episcopalian standpoint, might by establishing a kind of episcopal
freehold give rise to a dangerous independence of papal authority.

General agreement, as might have been expected, on some form
of papal primacy, and even the papal right to confirm conciliar deci-
sions, was not difficult to obtain, but it was only after a heated debate
that the fathers consented to define the obligation of episcopal
residence in the following terms:

'It has been enjoined by divine precept on all to whom a cure of
souls has been committed that they should know their sheep and
offer sacrifice on their behalf and feed them 'fr/ith preaching of the
divine word and administration of the sacraments'.2
. As to the question of the divine right of the episcopate, it was laid
down that a hierarchy of successive orders exists under the Pope, to
which was added:

'Bishops who have- succeeded to the place of the Apostles belong
to this hierarchical order, and being established by the Holy Ghost,
as the (same) Apostle says, rule the Church of God'.s

When the relation of the episcopate with the Papacy had come up

1 See the present writer's Life and Times of Leo the Great, p. 6q f.
2 Mirbt, op. cit., No.466. See D.T.C. vol. ix, col, gzr.
s Id., of . a't., No. 465. .l
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for discussion, it is important to rcalize that but for the opposition
of the French bishops, who only arrived when the question was
already in the course of debate, a formula declaring at one and the
same time the divine origin of the episcopate and the derivative
nature of its jurisdiction, assigned by the Roman Pontiff in pmtem
sollicitudiruis, non mttem in plenitudinern potestafe}, would probably
have been included in the conciliar definitions. As it was, however,
the controversy about the divine origin of the episcopate became a

subject of acrimonious arguments, and one speaker even went so far
as to tax the supporters of such a view with heresy, so that in the
end agreement could only be reached on the basis of a formula
which evaded the real point in dispute.r

The surprising feature of the Tridentine definitions in their final
form is that if they fail to include any decisive assertion of the divine
institution of the episcopate, they are equally silent about the precise
nature and extent of the Roman primacy. It is probable that this
omission was due to the explicit instructions of Pius IV himself, who
wished at all costs to preserve the moral unanimity of the council.
If this is true, he appears to have set an example which might have
been followed to the advantage of the Church on a later occasion.

Considerable credit for steering the barque of Peter with success
through the shoals and reefs of this sea of controversy is often given
to the sincere and devout Charles Borromeo, papal Secretary of
State and archbishop of Milan. Yet it must be remembered that
Charles himself was not primarily a theologian. In such circum-
stances, without the prudent and diplomatic guidance of Pius himself,
sincerity alone could have achieved little.z

Of the practical results of the council undue prominence has
perhaps been given to the Index and the Profession of Faith.e The
latter, imposed on all recipients of benefices, greater or lesser, in the
form of an oath to be taken as an indispensable condition of admis-
sion, by anathematizing all recent as well as ancient heresies, finally
closed the door on any possibility of reconciliation between Roman
Catholicism and Protestantism; while the fcnmer had the unfortu-

I D.T.C.vol. ix, col.3z4.It is clear from the evidence set forth in Cross, F. L.,
Darwell Stone, r943t p.3o8 ff. Letter No. 76, that this ambiguity remains to some
exteflt unresolved to this day, in spite of the enlightened attempt of the scholarly
Pope Benedict XIV in his great treatise De synodo dioecesana to evaluate afresh the
place of the episcopate in the Church.

2 D.T.C. vol. xii, col. 1636.
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nate result of checking a free interchange of ideas and must be held
chiefly responsible for the comparative sterility of Italian culture in
later times. Great minds such as that of the learned Jesuit Canisius
freely recognized the unwisdom of slamming the door on reconcilia-
tion, though it might be said that given a situation such as prevailed
at Trent a doctrinal formula like the creed of Pius IV was probably
inevitable. More hopeful of positive achievement were the tasks

assigned by the council to the Papacy of revising the Missal and
Breviary, of publishing a Catechism and of undertaking the restoration
of the text of the Vulgate. Yet it must be admitted that a certain lack
of liturgical and historical knowledge, by no means peculiar to Italy,
inevitably limited the qualifications of those to whom the work was

committed.
The situation in Europe in 1563 as regards the Roman see has

been summarized by an eminent historian in the following words:
'At the time of the death of Paul IV, Seandinavia and Great Britain
had wholly gone ; Germany was predominantly Protestant; Bohemia,
Hungary, and Poland were in tumult; in France and the Netherlands
numbers were gathering under the banners of Geneva. Only Spain
and Italy stood firm to:the Papacy'.I

Thus, if the Roman see had succeeded in regaining in a consider-
able msasure its earlier prestige, the actual area within which its
authority was now recognized was seriously diminished.

While the later phases of the council .of Trent had the effect
of erecting an insuperable barrier between Roman Catholicism and

Protestantism, it also marked the beginning of that epoch in the
history of the Papacy which might be described by the term 'siege-
minded'. Just as in times of severe national crisis the Roman republic
had been in the habit of suspending the constitution and accepting
the rule of a dictator with absolute authority, so in the face of the

disintegrating forces of Protestantism the churches which still re-
mained in communion with the Papacy seemed now to be driven to
accept papal absolutism as a condition of their common survival.

The analogy between the condition of the Papacy in the Counter
Reformation period and that of a besieged city is remarkably com-
plete. Everything is there; the hasty reconstruction of dogmatic

fortifications, the imposition of a strong centralized discipline, even

the erection of formidable outworks and strong points by the creation
I Kidd, opt. cit., p. rr9.
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of the new religious orders, especially the Company of Jesus, which
from time to time would make determined and often effective sallies
into the enemy's territory, while gradually becoming the dominant
power in the fortress-citadel itself.

v
The Papacy under Pius V, in spite of the bitter experience of

Clement VII and Paul III, almost seemed to show, as it was said of
the Bourbons at alater date, that it had learnt nothing and forgotten
nothing. No doubt it is true that an almost puritanical austerity was
replacing the former worldiness, and the well-tried nepotism of the
Renaissance Popes could now be regarded as a thing of the past. Yet
in many respects, and those the more marked in the eyes of its in-
veterate opponents, the old claims remained unabated, and were
cheerfully and even fanatically reasserted.

The reversal of the pro-papal policy of her half-sister and pre-
decessor by the English Queen Elizabeth was unproductive of any
immediate reaction at Rome. Invitations were even sent to English
bishops for the Council then about to resume its sessions, and it
seems as though Pius IV continued to hope that a reconciliation
might yet be possible. His successor, however, had no such patience
or illusion. By launching his bull Regnans in ecccelsisl Pius V made
the breach between Canterbnry and Rome complete. For all her
abatement of the title 'Supreme Head' by 'Supreme Governor'
Elizabeth's control of the English church was not less effective than
her father's, while her practical expulsion of the Marian hierarchy,
and its replacement by one of Puritan or at least anti-papal sympa-
thies, made the later act of repudiation of papal authority far more
pronounced than the earlier. Pius V might flatter himself that he
had revived the policy of Hildebrand. But this time there was to be
no Canossa. In fact the only practical result of his action was to pro-
vide Philip II with a religious pretext for an enterprise, the chief
motive for which was far less the restoration of papal authority in
England than the removal of the stranglehold of English sea power
on Spanish commerce.

: Gregory XIII, though in some respects a contrast to his pre-
decessor, was the. first Pope since the sixth century to treat England
as a missionary country, and there are reasons for believing that, like

r Mirbt, op. cit., No. 49o.
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Sixtus IV in the previous century, for the furtherance of his project
he was prepared to regard'tyrannicide' as a virtuous act. But it was

Sixtus V who more than any other carried through to its logical con-
clusion the centralizing policy of the Counter Reformation Papacy.

Few Popes before or after him held so grandiose a conception of
their office, yet he was before all else a realist and had a fine sense of
the diplomatic adroitness necessary to preserve the balance of poli-
tical power in Europe. Moreover, it may even be said that the king-
dom of France owed its recovery and later ascendancy at least in
some measure to his favourable attitude towards the Protestant
Henry of Navarre. But he is chiefly to be remembered for the zeal

with which he carried through to completion the task of revising the
text of the Vulgate version of the Bible committed by the council of
Trent to his predecessors.l When at last the work was finished and
the fine Sixtine edition emerged from the Vatican press in r59o, it
was accompanied by the bull Aetunus ille, imposing the severest

possible ecclesiastical sanctions on any who should venture to tamper
with the restored text. But like all attempts to produce a revision of
Holy Scripture, including even the Vulgate version itself on its first
appearance, the.new edition encountered such a solid weight of
conservative opposition that on the advice of Robert Bellarmine
Clement VIII recalled all copies which could be traced, and a further
revision known as the 'Clementine' was put forth. Provided with a

preface by Bellarmine, which attempted to .evade the censures of
Aeternus ille by excusing the fresh edition as necessitated by the
abundance of printer's errors in its predecessor (though in actual fact
they were remarkably few), it serves to provide unique documentary
evidence of the possibility that even the Roman see can change its
mind. Yet the fact has subsequently been obscured, for when the
new edition appeared in rsgz it was boldly and somewhat disin-
genuously presented to the world as the 'Sixtine' Bible. If the name

of Clement was later introduced, it scarcely served to atone for a

strange feat of literary dishonesty, nor to conceal the truth that the
Roman see had so far yielded to popular clamour as to treat one of its
earlier decisions as reversible.

It is relevant to notice and perhaps not a little surprising that the
same writer who had been chiefly responsible for this revision, also

undertook a systematic restatement of the official doctrine of the
I H.D.B. vol. iv, p. 88ra.
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Papacy. Although his work covered almost the whole field of Catholic
dogma, it is this aspect in particular which has rendered Bellarmine's
name justifiably famous.

Starting from the fact of the Church, Bellarmine argued that it was
in essence a monarchy tempered by aristocracy. For although he
assigns the greatest possible importance to the papal primacy in
virtue of which the Pope is to be regarded as the Church's supreme
head and pastor, he affirms that the bishops are by divine right true
pastorc and princes in their own churches, and not merely vicars of
the Roman see.l

In his view the first drT of the Roman Pontifi is to teach. In his
capacity as universal teacher in proclaiming a doctrine regarding faith
or morals to be held by the whole Church, Bellarmine holds the Pope
to be incapable of error. To him all general councils are subordinate,
and his confirmation is indispensable if they are to acquire the
character of infallibility. Nevertheless, this quality, he says, does not
belong to papal decisions which affect plain questions of history as
distinct from questions of dogma. Still less does it belong to utter-
ances of the Pope speaking or writing as 4 private doctor.z

Bellarmine stoutly repudiated the contention that infallibility must
involve impeccability, nor would he allow that in making an infallible
pronouncement the Pope can be confident of a special revelation or
rely on his own unaided personal judgment. On the contrary, he was
dependent on the normal methods for attaining knowledge of the truth.

The Pope's second d.rty is to rule the Church. For the perforrnance
of this function he enjoys the plenitude of ecclesiastical jurisdiction.
The nature of his power differs from that of all other bishops both
in extent and in origin. His is immediate, theirs only mediate through
him. If the bishops are real judges of the faith, their judgment is
essentially subordinate to his. Nor is the Pope liable to judgment by
others; if the case of a Pope who has fallen into heresy constitutes
an exception to this principle, it is such in appearance only. For his
heresy would ipsofacto exclude him from the Church and the function
of a council would be no more than to certify the fact of his lapse.

Among the spiritual powers assigned to the Pope, Bellarmine in-
cludes the right to impose laws on all the faithful and to compel

L D.T.C.vol. ii, col. 589.t Mirbt, op. cit., No. 5oo ; D.T.C. vol. ii, col. 59o; Butler, Vatican Council, vol. i,
p. 36 ff.
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obedience even by means of the death penalty; the judgment of
greater causes, especially appeals; the summons of and right to pre-
side at councils; the election or confirmation of bishops; the canoniza-
tion of saints; the approbation of religious orders and the publication
of indulgences.

In regard to the authority of the Papacy in temporal matters, while
he held firmly to the primacy of the spiritual power' Bellarmine

denied that it belonged normally to the Pope as a matter of ordinary
jurisdiction to depose kings even for a just cause, as he might depose

bishops; to interfere in civil legislation or to judge temporal matters.

If he did so intenrene, it could only be in the interest of the salvation
of souls and within certain limitations. He might only transfer the

crown to a legitimate successor; and however severe a sentence he

might impose, the execution of the temporal punishment must
belong to others.

It was alleged by Barclay that Bellarmine was inconsistent, 'because

at one time he asserts, and at another denies, that secular and ecclesi-

astical societies are separate bodies'.r The charge of inconsistency is

perhaps less than justified, and due to a failure to appreciate the

significance of his insistence on the real subordination of the temporal
to the spiritual, as for example in his analogy of the relation of the

body to the soul. His chief contribution to thought lay in his theory
of the 'indirect power', which though far from limiting papal juris-
diction in temporal matters to a merely directive or advisory
authority, tacitly involves the abandonment of the claim to direct
sovereignty asserted by the mediaeval Papacy at the height of its
development. The civil power is not to him the consequence of the
evil in man's nature nor is it only a passive instrument in papal
hands: it possesses a real status and because it has God as its source

belongs to the realm of natural law. Yet its form, unlike the ecclesi-

astical monarchy which exists iure dioino, is a matter purely of human
convenience and concerns the nation, not the Church. In this respect,

as in some others, Bellarmine was notably in advance of his time.
Any one familiar with the subsequent development of Roman

Catholic thought and doctrine can scarcely fail to notice the extent
to which it has been anticipated by this author, so that it may
be agreed in the words of a Roman Catholic historian'that the defini-
tions of the Vatican Council on the Pope hardly go beyond Bellar-

r Quoted in C, Mod. .F/. vol. iii, p. 5o9.
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mine's formulation of the Ultramontane doctrine, and indeed are
practically the same as it; so that there has been, it may almost be
said, no advance in the three hundred ]€ars.'l

The words quoted seem to imply a startling admission, probably
quite unintended, yet not insignificant if it be remembered that those
three hundred years included a social and political upheaval affecting
not only the country of its origin but the whole fabric of the social,
political, and economic structure of Europe. For if it be true that in
the formulation of its more distinctive dogmas there was 'no advance'
in Roman Catholic thought in those three hundred years, we seem
to be faced with a very serious indictment of Roman Catholicism
itself.

VI
How a movement which seemed at first to promise some 'advance'

made headway only to be checked and then ultimately stifled, will be
seen if we turn from Bellarmine to consider the rise, development and
ultimate collapse of a rival theory of the relation between the Church
and the Papacy, loosely and inexactly described as 'Gallicanism'.

It is important to realiz,e that the term has been used to cover two
distinct, though interconnected sets of ideas, which may be distin-
guished by the terms ecclesiastical and political. The former denotes
what may be called a constitutional theory of the relation of the
Church to the Papacy and as such has a special claim on our atten-
tion. The latter, describing a conception of the relation between
Church and State, which may be characterized as a moderate Caesaro-
papism, will not immediately concern us here, though we shall have
occasion from time to time to notice its influence on the parallel
movement.

Ecclesiastical Gallicanism as a theory of church order is, of
course, not confined to the period which elapsed between the Triden-
tine and the Vatican councils, still less to France. Marked by 

"repudiation of papal absolutism, an attachment to synodical and
representative systems of church government and an emphasis on
the relative independence of the episcopate, its origins may be found
in the primitive ages of the Church. If its supporters were mistaken
in regarding the protest of Irenaeus against the supposed papalism of
Victor I as its earliest appearance, they were certainly right in finding
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ideas analogous to tleir own in the attitude of the African Church
towards Popes Zosimus and Boniface I in the golden age of Aurelius
and Augustine. Thus from the church of Africa in the fifth century,
through Caesarius of Arles, Hincmar of Rheims, Gerson, Pierre
d'Ailly, and the Cardinal of Lorraine it is possible to trace a clear,

almost continuous sequence of thought.l
We have now to see how this conception of church order came

into collision with papal absolutism as revived and restated in the
period following the council of Trent.

During a" considerable part of the sixteenth century French
Catholicism was engaged in a death struggle with Huguenotism, and

it was only with the establishment of a strong centralized national
government under Richelieu that a fresh assertion of its independence
in relation to the Papacy became once more possible. Although the
repudiation of the Tridentine decrees by the French government was

resisted by a considerable proportion of the French clergy, the move-
ment against papal centralization gathered force and, stimulated by
the laxist teaching of Jesuit moral theologians, found doctrinal
expression in the doctrines of Jansen and his following.2

For the immediate antecedents of Gallicanism in this form we
have to go back to Michel de Bay or Baius, doctor of Louvain univer-
sity.e Judged by a number of his works on human nature, his teaching
represented a pronounced reaction in favour of the determinism of
Augustine, with a marked bias in favour of belief in the total de-
pravity of the human will. Following the earlier condemnation of his
writings on these subjects by Pius V in t567,4 he turned his atten-
tion to questions regarding the relations of the Church and the
Papacy and, while insisting on the immediate and divine origin of
episcopal jurisdiction, denied the doctrinal infallibility of the Pope.

This led to a fresh condemnation pronounced by Gregory XIII in
t17g.Yet, although Baius openly professed his submission at the
time, the fact that eight years later the university of Louvain cen-
sured the teaching of Lessius, one of.his principal opponents, showed

that his teaching was far ffom having lost its influence.6
The link between Baius and Jansen was Du Vergier of Hauranne,

abbot of Saint Cyran. Together the trryo friends entered upon an

I D.T.C. vol. vi, col. rroe.
2 D.T.C. vol. xiii, col. 3e8.

8 D.T.C. vol. ii, col.4z.
a Denzinget, op. cit., No. roor.
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intensive study of Augustine's works with the deliberate object of
effecting a revival of Catholicism by substituting for scholasticism
patristic study, and above all by restoring a purer doctrine of grace. In
fi26 Saint Cyran delivered an open attack on the moral theology of
the Jesuits, and six years later published his Petrus Aurelius, in which
he defended the thesis that the Church is not a monarchy but an
aristocracy; and thus, in relation to the bishops who are his equals,
the Pope enjoys simply a primacy of honour.l The purpose of this
work was evidently to win as much episcopal support as possible
for the forthcoming rnagnum opus to which it was originally intended
to serve as a preface.

After striving in vain to win the help of that great apostle of the
poor, Vincent de Paul, Saint Cyran established his influence over
the celebrated convent of Port Royal, with its unique superior Mother
Angelica. The intensely religious clientdle which quickly gathered
round the convent and its much admired director adopted his
austere teaching with enthusiasm. Gradually they came to regard
themselves almost as an ecclesiola,confident in their possession of a
unique grace, to be jealously preserved by a life of rigorous penitence
as an indispensable condition for the attainment of ultimate salva-
tion. But it must have come as a rude shock to this haven of piety
to learn that Saint Cyran had been interned at Vincennes by order
of Richelieu himself, where he was to remain for the next five years
in a state of honourable captivity till after the death of the great
Minister of State.

Jansen himself had returned to Louvain in firy.It is some index
of the state of his mind at this period to learn that he read with
approval the De republica ecclesiastica of that egregious prelate Mark
Anthony de Dominis, in which vigorous episcopalianism and extreme
Protestantism were found to share an uneasy partnership. With tire-
less industry he persevered in the completion of the shrdy of Augus-
tine in spite of innumerable distractions. Among these the composi-
tion of his Mars Gallicus against the employment of French soldiery
in the service of the Protestant Prince of Orange must be accounted
one of the more important, as it constituted a direct attack on the
French monarchy and evoked considerable hostility among the
French clergy. His elevation to the see of Ypres in 1636 was short-
lived, and when he died eighteen months later, the Augustinus had

I D,T.C. vol. viii, cr:.l. 3zr,
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not yet appeared. Whatever there was to be said later against the

orthodoxy of the book, there can be no reasonable doubt that Jansen
himself died in the peace of the Church.

The Augustinus itself was published in 164o and at once acquired

a remarkable notoriety. The first part of the work was devoted to
the history of Pelagianism and Semi-pelagianism and was intended

to exhibit the essential affinity between these heresies and the teach-

ing of Molina, so strongly in favour with the Jesuits of that day. The
second and third parts embraced the system of orthodox doctrine
according to the principles of Augustine as interpreted by Jansen, of
which the chief characteristics are depreciation of human free will
and emphasis on the irresistibility of divine grace, leaving little if
any room for individual responsibility.

The Jesuits naturally gathered their forces to strangle the new-

born prodigy. Yet the day of their triumph was still far ahead, and

they must have found little cause for satisfaction in the bull .Iz
mtinenti of Urban VIII, which though condemning the Augustinus

imposed silence on their own propositions.
The work of Jansen was continued by Antoine Arnauld in his

Frdquente Communioz, which caused a considerable stir, not least on

account of its assertion that St. Peter shared the primitive oversight

of the Church of Rome with his co-apostle St. Paul, a view which
was considered sufficiently unconventional at the time to merit an

explicit condemnation by Innocent X.l However remarkable this
papal declaration may have been as an indication of seventeenth-
century Roman ignorance of history, it was completely over-
shadowed by the constitution Cum Occasione issued by the same

Pope in 1653, condemning five propositions believed to be discern-

able in the Augustirrus.It is said that Innocent made this pronounce-

ment against his personal inclination; if this is indeed a fact, it
certainly marks him out as among the more prudent holders of his

office.
The publication of the new constitution in France with the sup-

port of Mazafin was at first received with submission by all parties,

not excepting the Jansenists. But it soon became apparent that the
latter accepted it with a difference. They willingly condemned the
five propositions which the constitution repudiated, but denied that
these were to be found in the Augusti.nus according to the sense which

1 Mirbt, oP. cit., No. 5a8.
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the Pope appeared'to assign to them. This, of course, amounted to a
direct challenge to papal authority, as it called in question the cor-
rectness of the Pope's judgment on a question of fact, and the Sor-
bonne demonstrated its disapproval by formally censuring those who
upheld this distinction, including the redoubtable Arnauld himself.l

It was at this stage that Pascal, now an enthusiastic adherent of
Port Royal, entered the lists on the Jansenists' behalf, and in his
famous Lettres d un Proaincial delivered a vigorous attack on the
supposed Pelagianism of Jesuit moral theology.z A further bull of
Alexander VII endorsing the earlier decision had little effect,
although it was followed by " formula to be subscribed as a con-
dition of remaining in communion with the Church.

Hitherto the Papacy had been able to count on the support of the
French monarchy. Jesuit influence had been paramount in the
French court and ensured the total subordination of its nominees
in the French episcopate to the papal and royal wills. But the attitude
of four bishops in requiring only respectful silence in regard to
recent papal pronouncements marked the beginning of a new phase.3

It meant that the problem of papal infallibility, not only on matters
of fact but in regard to dogmatic truth, was beginning to be re-
examined. After some protracted negotiations the new Pope Clement
IX, who was evidently no friend of the Jesuits, agreed, on condition
of a formal condemnation of the five propositions, to acquiesce in
the distinction between fact and right.a Those who regarded the
'Peace of Clement' as something in the nature of a papal retracta-
tion were perhaps not far from the truth

By this time the influence of French nationalism had begun to
make itself felt in ecclesiastical affairs, as was shown by the Declara-
tion of the Sorbonne in 1663, that the Pope had no authority over
the king of France in temporal concerns, and in its denial that the
Pope was above a general council or was infallible without the
consent of the Church. During the 'Peace of Clement' Gallicanism
gathered fresh strength and it was in this period that the erudite
canonist and patristic scholar Pasquier Quesnel composed his
Rtflexions rnorales.

1 Nielsen, F., History oJ the Papacy in the XIXth Century, Eng. Tr., 19o6,
vol. i, p. 6.

2 D.T.C. vol. viii, col. 5o4.
s D.T.C. vol. iii, col. 89.

{ Neale, J. M., History of the so-called Jansenist Church, p.3zi D.T.C, vol. xiii,
col. r48o.
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To make matters worse for the Papacy in the struggle which
followed between Louis XIV and Innocent XI on the droit de rAgale,

namely, the right claimed by the French king during the vacancy of
a bishopric to receive its revenues and to nominate to the benefices

dependent on it, until the bishop-elect had made his oath of fidelity
to the Crown, the leading French Jesuits who saw in the royal claim
an opportunity for extending their influence against the Jansenists,
paradoxically were found on the side of the monarchy and against

the Pope. '

Innocent XI, previous to his assumption of the tiara, had shown
himself a competent administrator. As Pope he set his face against

every form of financial and moral corruption and laboured without
ceasing for the better religious education of youth.r Henge it was

natural that a Pontiff of his character would not refuse the appeal of
the bishops of Alet and Pamiers against the decisions of their respec-

tive rnetropolitans, pronounced against them for their hostile view of
the 'regalian' claims now being put forward.2 Although he refrained
from extreme measures, the Pope by his attitude sufficiently alarmed the
king to make him recognizethe desirability of assuring himself of the
support of the entire French clergy. Obedient to his wishes a meeting
of Gallican bishops under the presidency of Harlay de Champvallon,
archbishop of Paris, decided to request the king to summon a national
assembly to consist of two bishops and two priestsfrom each province.

When it met in Paris, October 3o, 168r, the assembly consisted of
thirty-six bishops and thirty-eight representatives of the inferior
clergy. They were divided into three pafties: a strongly anti-papal
group led by Harlay, a moderately pro-papal one represented by
Bossuet, and an intermediate section of whom the archbishop of
Rheims was the most outstanding.

In spite of appearances the assembly was by no means completely
subservient to the king's wishes. It obtained royal consent to a
modification of the droit de rCgale so as to prevent nomination to
benefices without the consultation of the ecclesiastical authorities
concerned. Unaware perhaps of the strength of Gallicanism in France

at this time the Pope nevertheless declined to accept the assembly's

request for approval of this act, and preserved an attitude of hostility
which played into the hands of the anti-papal groups.

L D.T.C. vol. vii, col. zoo6.
2 D,T.C. vol. iv, col. 186.
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Such, then, was the situation which led to the adoption by the
assembly on March tg, 1682, of the famous four Gallican articles.l
These may be briefly summarized as follows:

r. The power of the Papacy derived from God is limited to the
spiritual sphere. As a consequence kings are not subject to any
ecclesiastical power by God's ordinance, nor may the power of the
keys be exercised to depose them either directly or indirectly, nor to
release their subjects from their obedience.

z. The decrees of the fourth and fifth s'essions of the council of
Constance remain in force regarding the extent of the plena potestas

of the Papacy, and are not to be regarded as limited in their scope to
the period of the schism.

3. The use of papal authority is to be subject to the canons of the
Church, and the regulations adopted by the kingdom and the church
of France and with the consent of the apostolic see are to remain
intact.

4. In questions of faith, though the principal part in their settle-
ment belongs to the Supreme Pontiff and his decisions are applicable
to all churches, such decisions are not to be regarded as irreformable
unless the approval of the Church is given to them.

This statement, however much it might appear to commend itself
as in accord with reason and the evidence of history, was highly
unacceptable to the Ultramontane spirit then in the process of gaining
an ascendancy at Rome. For the moment, however, in France its
dominant ideas were triumphant and the Declaration was published
as a law of the State. France seemed unanimous and the only quarters
from which unfavourable reactions came were the universities of
Paris and Douai.

The policy adopted by Innocent, however, of refusing canonical
confirmation to candidates nominated by the king from among those
who had taken part in the assembly proved effective in quickly under-
mining the credit of the Declaration. By t687 there were no less than
thirty-three dioceses without bishops. Louis was thus being driven
to desperation, and at the time of Innocent's death the possibility of
an expedition against Rome coupled with an appeal to a general
council was being seriously considered.

After protracted negotiations which outlasted the short pontificate
of Alexander VIII, it was agreed by the king to suspend the observ-

I D.T.C..vol. iv, col. r95.
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ance of the Declaration, while each of the bishops nominated since

fi82 was obliged to present to Innocent XII a signed retractation.
Nevertheless, this withdrawal had a private and'unofficial' character
which scarcely sufficed to undo the impression created by the
publicity given to the Declaration itself.

Strangely enough the Jansenists, who had no particular interest in
the 'regalian' question, had for the most part supported the papal
side in the recent controversy. It was now their turn to be attacked

afresh. This time the king ensured himself of papal support and

procured a decisive condemnation of the heresy in the bull Vineam

Donini Sabaoth. The total dissolution of the convent Port Royal des

Champs followed immediately, but even before its buildings had

been destroyed and its cemetery desecrated, the Jesuit ascendancy

at Rome had secured a further victory by procuring a pronounce-
ment from Clement XI against Quesnel's Rifl.exions Morales.

The power behind these new attacks was the Jesuit Le Tellier,
now confessor to the king. The same person is believed to have been

the chief agent in obtaining the last and best-known denunciation of
the Gallican Quesnel's work in the bull Udgmitus published S.p-
tember 8, r7r3.l It is said that Clement only consented to issue the

bull with great reluctance and that he had himself been in the habit
of using the book for his own edification. If this is true, it shows that

Jesuit opinions were by no means so popular at Rome at this time
as one might be led to suppose.

This final condemnation of Jansenism aroused bitter opposition
all over France and drew a semi-ecfipse over the closing years of the
Roi Soleil. In fact with the adhesion of the Sorbonne to the appeal

of a group of dissentient bishops against the papal decision it even

seemed possible that something in the nature of a national schism

was impending.
At this stage we may turn aside for a mornent to notice the un-

h"ppy effect of ill-informed papal intervention in the affairs of the
Catholic church of Holland. In 1685, as a consequence of the revoca-

tion of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV, there occurred the last of
a series of persecutions directed against Catholics by the Protestant
government of the Dutch States-General. Archbishop John van

Neercassel, Vicar Apostolic, had only recently published his Amor
Pamitms, a work which was directed against the laxist morality of

1 Mirbt, of . cit., No. S4a.
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the Jesuits, but which received the approbation of a representative
number of French and Belgian bishops. The Jesuits had demanded
its immediate condemnation, but Innocent XI contented himself
with remarkingr so it is said, 'Il libro 6 buono e l'autore 6 un Santo'.1
Alexander VIII, however, was less tolerant and issued the requisite
condemnation just before Neercassel's death.

As a further consequence of Jesuit interference, papal confirma-
tion was refused to Van Heussen, whom the Utrecht chapters had
chosen to fill the vacant see. The electors then nominated three other
candidates without, however, withdrawing Van Heussen's name. Of
these, after some delay, the name of Peter Codde was approved and
he was consecrated Februar! 6, 1689. Yet even this act of submission
to papal authority did not satisfy the Jesuit 'underworld' and in the
end, in spite of an earlier acquittal, Codde was cited to Rome on
suspicion of having approved the Declaration of 168z and of Jansenist
leanings. Though a further acquittal followed, the archbishop was
arbitrarily suspended from his office, and it was only by the inter-
vention of the States-General that his return to Holland was pro-
cured, but in compliance with the Roman decision he never again
exercised episcopal functions.2

The tactless and overbearing conduct of the papal Internuncio at
Cologne caused the greatest indignation among the Dutch clergy,
who now flatly refused to accept his nominee to the vacant see. With
the support of the University of Louvain it was decided to continue
to resist all such unwarranted acts of aggression on the liberty of the
Dutch church, and in r7t9, after uniting with a group of Gallicans
in opposition to papal authority, the church of Utrecht appealed,
not only against the bull Unigenitus but against Roman injustice, to
a future council. By 

" 
strange series of accidents it became necessary

to invoke the aid of Varlet, coadutor bishop of Babylon, who had
himself been suspended on grounds which are said to have been
regarded even by some Ultramontane canonists as insufficient, and
it was eventually through his intervention that Cornelius Steenoven,
having be.en duly elected archbishop, was consecrated at Amsterdam
on October 15, t724.

Notice was duly sent to Pope Benedict XIII of his consecration, a
custom which was actually continued without interruption down to

1'Neale, o0. cit., p. r89.
tld., op. cit., p, zoj.
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the year 1853, and only ceased by the consunlmation of the schism
through Pius IX's action in introducing a fresh hierarchy into the
country. The only papal answer, however, was a declaration of the
nullity of the election and of the irregularity of the consecration.
Nevertheless the Old Catholic church of Holland continued to exist,
and remains to this day as a standing witness not so much against
the Papacy as 'Papalism', and as a protest against double dealing
in high places.

We must now go back to describe the ultimate collapse of Jansenism.
At the beginning of the new reign under the Duke Regent, Philip of
Orleans, there opened a regime of tolerance, with marked favour for
the Jansenists. The question regarding the orthodot y of Quesnel
once more gave place to the far more serious problem about the
doctrinal infallibility of the Papacy. If its attitude towards the bull
Unigmitu.r was any test, there could be no doubt in which direction
the opinion of the majority in the French church was now tending.
Alarmed, however, by the growing dissension, the Duke Regent
preferred the advice of Dubois to that of Saint Simon. Yet, after
receiving a strongly worded encyclical from Clement XI, in which
the doctrine of papal infallibility was plainly asserted, thus arousing
the most determined opposition from the Sorbonne and the French
Parlements, the Regent's policy onie more inclined in favour of the

Jesuits. In this why the Company quickly regained its ascendancy
over the Court and a thoroughly reactionary policy was adopted.
Before the first half of the century was out the victory of Unigenitus
seemed to be complete. The archbishop of Paris, the Sorbonne and
the University, all had acknowledged defeat. The Jesuits were to all
appearances supreme. Yet for the moment Gallicanism was sup-
pressed rather than destroyed. As for Jansenism, it was now fast
degenerating into the creed of those who were disposed to look for-
ward to the possibility of a revolution not only in the Church but in
the State as well. Thus to many there seemed no choice between
submission to Ultramontanism on the one side, and open avowal of
secularism on the other.

Of the prevalence of the latter, whether in the form of Montes-
quieu's philosophical scepticism or of Voltaire's polemical anti-
clericalism, by the tniddle of the century there was only too much
evidence. There were even those who hinted by implication, if they
did not say so openly, that it soon would not be so much a question
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whether a man ought to believe what the Pope said as whether he
could believe anything at all.

Meanwhile the work of the Encyclopaedists, the effect of whose
writings had been seriously to undermine the faith of a large section
of the French people in spite of all that the Government could do to
suppress their publication, continued to flourish. yet even when
confronted by the growing success of their activities, the Jesuits
preferred to concentrate their attention on the extermination of their
fellow Christian Jansenists and nearly anticipated the now imminent
revolution by prevailing on Louis XV to suspend the parlements, a
measure hastily taken which was almost as hastily withdrawn.

It was probably this action which, as much as any other on their
part, settled the fate of the Order in France. In other countries too,
such as Portugal, it had aroused the keenest resentment, and in the
end discontent and openly expressed indignation in most of the
Catholic countries of Europe determined Clement XIV to decree the
abolition of the Order.l

It was perhaps well for the prestige of the papacy at this juncture
that he did so, as the constitution Apostolicum pascendi delivered in
favour of the order by his predecessor Clement XIII had reduced
the general credit of the apostolic see in Europe to something like the
level which it had reached in the days of John XXIII or Clement VII.
Paradoxically, as it seemed, the sceptical philosophers were the most
outspoken in their sympathy with its downfall. yet actually it was
they who derived the greater benefit from the event, as they were
now able to extend their influence further into the French educational
system. Thus by a strange turn of fortune one of the most important
and unhappy results of the bull Doninus ac redemptor was to leave
the field of Continental education to an almost unchallenged
occupation by the apostles of the 'Enlightenment'.

WI
we must now consider the work of a contemporary writer who,

while the struggle for and against the bull Unigenitu.r was proceeding
in France, had himself evolved a 'constitutional' theory of papal
authority. This was Nicholas Hontheim, a disciple of Van Espen at
Louvain, and later coadjutor bishop of Trier. In his De statu praesmti

3I
1 Mirbt, op. cit., No. 548.
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ecclesiae published in q63 we find an enthusiastic, though not always
consistent defence of the rights of the episcopate, md of the inde-
pendence of the State in relation to the Papacy. Febronius, to give
the author his better-known pseudonym, believed that the future
prosperity of the Church depended on a fresh and unequivocal asser-
tion (such as had been evaded at the council of Trent) of the divine
origin of the episcopate.

Yet he was suffi.cient of a realist to expect that little serious atten-
tion would be given to his appeal for a speedy return to the state of
the Church in the first four centuries by the Papacy itself. As Galli-
canism had found its support in the claims of the French monarchy,
so now this German reformer looked to each territorial prince to
enforce his rights. By this means he proposed that,the papal auto-
cracy was to be destroyed and bounds finally set to its authority by
the Catholic rulers acting through a general council or at least in
national synods. In particular he urged that all papal claims based
on the False Denetals must be utterly abandoned.

The book at once achieved a remarkable popularity and in spite
of its condemnation by Clement XIII, who was evidently anxious
to avoid giving it too much publicity, quickly went through a number
of editions both in German and in other languages. We cannot, how
ever, regard the author as wholly disingenuous or even sincere, for
he not only denied his identity with Febronius but eventually, in
1778, issued a recantation. Yet as he was then of an advanced age his
contemporary Pius VI could scarcely congratulate himself on a very
remarkable triumph. For it was certainly true, as the author himself
is alleged to have remarked, that though his recantation might please
the Roman Curia it could not alter the fact that his book had been
widely read and approved.

Only five years after its appearance responsible people in Germany
were considering means by which Febronius' ideas might be given
practical expression, and though the Articles of Coblmz were dis-
creetly shelved by the Emperor Joseph II, they prepared the way
for concrete measures at a later date. In any case, and perhaps as an
immediate consequence of the suppression of the Jesuits, a serious
re-examination of the papal position in history, especially in relation
to the now almost defunct Holy Roman Empire, was widely under-
taken and the theory of an 'omnipotent state' began to be taught
publicly in Vienna.
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On the death of his mother Maria Theresa in r78o, Joseph initiated
various reforms of a liberal nature. In particular he endorsed a

decree which forbad the publication of papal bulls without the placet
of the government and ordered the removal of the bull Unigenitus
from the service books. To limit the subordination of the Austrian
episcopate to the Papacy he insisted that bishops should issue matri-
monial dispensations without obtaining the usual quinquennial
faculties from Rome, and imposed on them an oath of loyalty to him-
self to be taken before their oath of obedience to the Roman see.

Though Catholicism remained the dominant religion of the State,
Protestants and even Jews were given wide tolerance. Supposedly
redundant or indolent monastic establishments were dissolved, thus
reducing the total number of such institutions in the country by
about a third, while its economic stability was considerably improved
by " 

judicious paring of the considerable proportion of landed
property in the hands of the Church; But perhaps the most important
of his reforms in its effect on the internal life of the Church was the
Emperor's creation of national seminaries under tlre direct supenrision
of the State.

Naturally such action aroused the greatest possible indignation
and even alarm at Rome, so much so that it even seemed necessary
to attempt to check. further progress of the Josephist movement by
resorting to the expedient of a visit to Vienna by the Pope in person.
Not since the beginning of the Avignonese Papacy had the world seen
the successor of St. Peter on such an errand. Pius lost no opportunity
of a theatrical appeal to turn the situation to his own advantage but
the eccentric Emperor held his ground, and the only tangible result
of the Pope's visit was the grant of an empty imperial title to his
nephew.

joseph continued his reforms. If the pace was slower than before,
the thoroughness of his measures remained undiminished. At one
time it is said that he seriously contemplated a complete renunciation
of papal authority, but there are signs that towards the end of his
reign his attitude became more restrained.

His brother, the Grand Duke of Tuscany, who succeeded him as

Leopold II in r79o, had already done a good deal to introduce similar
reforms within his own domains and found an enthusiastic if some-
what reckless supporter of his programme in Scipione de Ricci,
bishop of Pistoia. Ricci's study of the New Testament and of Gallican
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Canon Law had led him to adopt Jansenism and Febronianism as
articles of his creed. He quickly roused a storm of opposition, both
among the Dominicans, who since the suppression of the Jesuits had
once more come into power, and also among the secular clergy. His
most startling success was achieved at his diocesan synod, where
approval was given to a considerable programme of Josephist reforms
as well as to the four Gallican articles, in addition to a definition of
the infallibility of the Church in a strictly limited sense.

Leopold now committed the false step of summoning a national
synod at Florence, which showed clearly that the majority of the
Tuscan episcopate was united in its opposition to the measures
proposed by the Grand Duke and his reforming bishop.

When Leopold succeeded to the imperial throne, Ricci's chief sup-
port was gone. The new Emperor's eagerness for reform quickly
abated and Ricci found himself deserted and alone. He resigned his
bishopric in the following year and when Pius VII was in Florence
on his retuf,n from Paris in r8o5 he presented a mild form of recanta-
tion. It was a pathetic anti-climax to a programme which obviously
needed a greater man than the bishop of Pistoia to carry it into
effect.

A further but even more abortive movement in favour of a 'con-
stitutional' Papacy developed from those Articles of Coblmz, which
we have already noticed, and arose from the papal proposal to estab-
lish a Nuncio at Munich. The archbishop of Salzburg, and the
electors of Mainz, Trier, and Cologne, feeling that such an appoint-
ment would impose a limit on their influence in Bavaria, agreed to
send representatives to a congress held in 1786 at Ems. The issue
of the congress was the publication of a series of points which fully
embodied the chief principles of Febronius, recognizing the papal
primacy but rejecting the powers supposed to have been acquired in
virtue of the False Decvetals. It was also decided to ask the Emperor
to make an immediate reform of ecclesiastical abuses possible and to
urge upon the Pope the acceptance of the 'points'. In the event of
his persistent refusal, the Emperor was advised to call a national
council to ensure their fulfilment.l

Unhappily for the success of this 'paper' reformation, the undeni-
able fact remained that among the principal ecclesiastical abuses
most deserving of reform was the secular status of the archbishop-

I Mirbt, o?. cit,rNo. SSg,
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electors themselves. Hence it was easy for the opponents of their
ideas to suggest that the real motive underlying their proposals was
not reform but the stabilization of their own secular authority. It was
not difficrrlt, therefore, for the newly appointed Nuncio not only to
win a considerable measure of support from the inferior bishops,
who as often before in history preferred the intangible authority of
a distant Pope to immediate overlordship of a local metropolitan.
Not unnaturally the congress of Ems was soon discredited, and with
the outbreak of the French revolution found itself consigned to the
limbo of good causes defended for wrong motives by insincere
advocates.

VIII
Although it may well be true that the French church in the latter

half of the eighteenth century was not the mass of corruption pic-
tured by some historians, we can scarcely deny that its condition was
such as to render it singularly ill-fitted to meet the storm which was
soon to burst upon it.t The economic condition of the country and
the fact that so much of the nation's wealth was locked .rp in ecclesi-
astical properry, which through the law of exemption was not liable
to taxation, made it inevitable that disendowment of the Church
should be regarded as a reasonable way of solving current financial
problems. But disendowment when it came was only the beginning.
Thus the cancellation of tithe and the confiscation of all ecclesiastical
property in r78g led immediately to the adoption of the Ciztil
Constitution of the Clergy in the following year.

Up to this time the Concordat of 1516 had remained in force, in
virtue of which the king was recognized as having the powgr to
nominate bishops, abbots, and priors, while the right of girrittg
canonical institution was strictly reserved to the Pope.z As a result
all through the centuries the royal power had acted in some degree
as a restraint on the avowed Gallicanism of the Parlements and the
legal profession. It was therefore only to be expected. that once the
power of the monarchy had been broken, parliamentary Gallicanism
would be triumphant. Thus the Civil Constitution may be viewed
rightly as a sign of its victory and the high water mark of its achieve-
ment.

1 Phillips, C. S., Chwchin France, p. r, to wbich the present writer is indebted
for much of the following summary of developments in the French church.

2 D,T,C. vol. iii, col. r537.
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By its provisions the organization of the church was to be com-
pletely reconstructed according to the new civil cir0umscriptions.l
Instead of twenty-four archbishoprics and one hundred and twenty-
four, bishoprics, which were either wholly or in part included in
French territory, there were to be ten metropolitan areas and eighty-
three sees. Some of the most ancient archbishoprics like Narbonne'
Sens, Tours, Embrun, and Vienne lost their metropolitical status;
the only see to acquire it was Rennes. Eight new sees were created

and sixty-one suppressed. In cathedral cities the bishop himself
became as a rule the curC of the cathedral church, which also was to
seffe as a parish church of the chief parish in the locality, assisted

by a staff of twelve to sixteen vicqires according to the population of
the place. A town parish normally comprised a population of not less

than six thousand. In addition, attached to each see there was to be

a diocesan seminary with a staff of four clergy. These together with
the vicaires of the cathedral church composed an episcqpal council,
which the bishop was bound to consult before performing any act

of jurisdiction. All capitular offices, canonries, chaplaincies and

other ecclesiastical titles were totally abolished. A right of appeal

against an episcopal verdict lay to the metropolitan synod. To the
metropolitan bishop belonged the right of confirming a bishop-elect,
which in the case of a metropolitan-elect was assigned to the senior
bishop of the 'province'. Although the constitution described the
Pope as the 'head of the universal Church', he was a head deprived
of any executive authority, with whom the new church of France
was associated only 'by unity of faith and communion'.

In line with ideas of democracy now dominant it was provided
that bishops were to be elected on the same lines as officials of the
civil administration, that is to say, by the whole electorate of the

departemmt concerned, without distinction of creed. Confirmation of
a bishop-elect was not to be sought from the Pope, who was simply
to be informed by letter of the fact of his election, but from the
metropolitan, or, if the metropolitical see itself was to be filled, from
the senior bishop. The only oath to be required of him was a Pro-
fession of the Catholic, apostolic and Roman religion. Should the
metropolitan refuse confirmation, an appeal was to lie to the civil
power. At the time of his consecration the bishop-elect was to swear

solemnly to guard with care the faithful of the diocese committed to
L D.T.C. col. 1552.
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him, to be faithful to the nationo the law and the king, and to main-
tain with all his power the Constitution decreed by the assembly and
accepted by the crown.

The election of the carCs was regulated on similar lines. If the
bishop should refuse institution, an appeal, as in the case of an
episcopal election, might be made to the civil authority.

The two remaining sections of the Constitution fixed the amount
of episcopal and clerical stipends and the law of residence, the latter
providing that no bishop or other cleric might be absent without
approval of the ecclesiastical and civil authorities for more than
fifteen days at a time.

The Civil Constitution no doubt had the merit of providing power-
ful safeguards against current abuses, but the fact that it was imposed
by civil authority without any form of consent on the part of the
Church was bound to make it unacceptable to a considerable pro-
portion of the clergy. Among the various criticisms which were made,
it was said that the civil authority ought not to assume the right to
change the boundaries of dioceses or to suppress episcopal sees with-
out reference to papal authority. To the claim that the new electoral
system was simply a reversion to the primitive practice of the Church,
it was replied that to assign the choice of bishops and curCs to the
whole civil electorate meant that in future schismatics and un-
believers would have the same rights in the selection of Catholic
pastors as the faithful themselves. The Church would thus be com-
pelled to receive its clergy at the hands of its inveterate enemies. It
was also objected that the Constitution was essentially presbyterian
in character; for not only had it raised the status of the curCs, but,
by subjecting him entirely to a majority vote of his council, actually
made the bishop no more than a chairman of his clergy without
rights of nomination or executive power. The supporters of the Con-
stitution endeavoured to cite patristic and even scriptural evidence in
its defence, but they could scarcely ignore the contradiction between
its terms and the Tridentine decrees. A more serious objection in the
eyes of some was its disregard of papal authority. Even among those
who were most ardent in its defence was felt the need of giving
some public reassurance on this point:

'We recognize the Pope', they said, 'as the visible head of the
Church, as the heir of the primacy of Peter, as the centre of unity
according to the saying of Bossuet, as the guardian of the canons . , .
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we believe with St. Jerome that ]esus Christ has established a head
to maintain the unity of faith, ut, capite constituto, schismatis tolleretur
occasio. That is why we have written to him as a testimony of com-
munion. We shall show him submission and deference each time we
render him this homage without doing violence to the canons, the
laws of the kingdo* *d the rights of the episcopate. We are there-
fore in no way schismatics. If schism comes about, which God for-
bid, it will be the Pope who separates himself, and we shall remain
always linked with the heart of the Catholic, apostolic and Roman
church'.r

The opponents of the Constitution naturally replied that the effect
of the proposed measure was to reduce the office of the Pope to an
empty title. The Church, on the contrary, assigned to him a primacy,
not merely of honour but of jurisdiction, and only those were to be
accounted Catholics who recognized his supreme authority. In favour
of their view the powers assigned to the Papacy by the Declaration
of 168z were cited together with the famous sermon of Bossuet on
the Unity of the Church. The Pope's jurisdiction, they said, was
exercised in two ways: by the canonical institution given to bishops
and the pronouncement of a final judgment on appeal. As, however,
by the Civil Constitution both these rights were taken awsl, the Pope
in their view would become no more than primus intu pares, and
thus no longer the effective head of the Church.

The most serious objection of the new measure, it was argued,
attached to its theory as to the source of jurisdiction. Whence were
the new diocesans supposed to have derived their rights ? Was it in
virtue of popular election ? Yet, if that was so, how could a civil
power give what it did not possess ? The Constitutional party replied
that jurisdiction was not given by the civil power but was received
from Jesus Christ, and went on to argue that the spiritual needs of
of the faithful were sufficient to validate the ministrations of the new
hierarchy.

To sum up, the Constitution was attacked, especially by the great
majority of the episcopate, as schismatic, because it separated France
from its legitimate bishops and from the Pope, and also as heretical,
because it denied in practice dogmas such as the papal primacy, the
.necessity that bishops should possess jurisdiction given by the
Church and distinct from the power of Order, the hierarchical

I D.T.C, vol. iii, col. 1568.
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superiority of a bishop to a priest, and fimlly the right of the Church
to govern itself.

The Constitution was adopted by the National Assembly on
July rz, r79o, and although Louis XVI did his best to persuade
Pius VI to give his assent before according the royal sanction, he
naturally failed. Pius promised to refer the question to a commission
of Cardinals, but before their report was received, the king found
himself unable to withhold his assent any longer.

By 
" 

further decree the Assembly imposed the oath required by
the Constitution on the whole of the French clergy under penalty of
deprivation for refusal. Once more after a feeble show of resistance
the king gave in.

The effect of this measure was practically to divide the church of
France into two parts, but, at least so far as the episcopate was con-
cerned, into two very unequal ones. Thus out of one hundred and
thirty diocesan bishops, not more than four were found who were
willing to take the oath, and these included the sceptic Lomenie
de Brienne and the renegade Talleyrand. In spite of some doubt on
the point, it seems generally agreed that the inferior clergy were
divided more equally; in country districts it is likely that a large
number accepted the oath without rcalizing fully its implications; in
towns, on the other hand, with the exception of Paris itself, non-
jurors were in the majority.

It was not till April 13 of the following year that in the brief
Charitas the Constitution was officially condemned by the Roman
see, which suspended all those who had taken the oath and declared
all elections which had taken place under it null and 'constitutional'
consecrations illicit. In spite of this the supporters of the Constitution
persisted in protesting that it was not their intention to abandon the
Papacy, and they protested that they held the Pope to be worthy of
all respect, short of actual obedience.

The schism between the two sections of the French church was
now complete. The non-jurors were naturally excluded from the
parish churches but continued their ministrations in spite of the law
in private chapels. This state of affairs continued till the Legislative
Assembly, after overriding the royal veto, imposed a modified form
of the oath, but made the penalties for non-compliance more strin-
gent. By the middle of ry93 further laws were being passed making
non-juring clergy who remained in the country punishable with
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death. Yet the end of the constitutional church was also already
in sight. By the last months of the year the Paris Commune had
virtually succeeded in securing its suppression, and the example
of the capital was being widely followed in the larger centres of
population.

As a result both the constitutional and non-juring clergy alike now
became victims of the most vexatious and persistent measures of
persecution. This lasted nearly two years. The year ryg1, however,
saw the beginning of a reaction in favour of toleration, and in the
course of the next few months many churches were being once more
used for public worship. So rapid was its progress that by the end of
the year it is probable that mass was again being said in 3o,ooo out
of the 4o,ooo French parishes. At the same time a tendency was
already observable among the constitutional clergy to desire recon-
ciliation with the Papacy, if only on the basis of the Gallican Declara-
tion of fi82.

Yet peace was not yet in sight. The Directory which now came in
power further antagonized Catholic opinion by adopting a policy of
reducing the number of church buildings. Under their inspiration
not less than one hundred parish churches in Paris and many famous
abbeys perished. At the same time a rival cult to Catholicism was de-
vised under the name of Theophilanthropism. We shall not be sur-
prised that, in spite of active support from the government, it made
little headway.

The first real beginning in the direction of Christian revival was
made by the National Council assembled two years later under the
leadership of a group of constitutional bishops. It adopted a decree
of pacification, which acknowledged the Pope as the visible head of
the Churchiure diaino,while insisting on the maintenance of Gallican
liberties. Naturally it evoked little sympathy from the non-jurors,
who disliked its Republicanism as much as its Gallican principles.
Peace was brought nearer by a further modification of the oath of
loyalty to the Constitution, following the coup d'itat of the lSth
Brumaire, so that it became possible for all but the more extreme
supporters of the ancim rCgime to co-operate in the restoration of the
Church. Meanwhile, the government had now undertaken the
formidable task of subduing the Papacy to its will.

We must now go back for a moment to trace the course of papal
history following the death of Clement XIV. With the election of
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Pius VI in q75 a reaction had set in in favour of the Jesuits, and
though the Pope was not able to act freely in the matter for fear of
disapproval on the part of France and Spain, he secretly fostered the
revival of the Order, while refraining from committing himself
openly to such a policy. Nevertheless, in defiance of the bull of
Clement XIV, the resumption of Jesuit work in Russia under
Catherine II r,vas being encouraged. Strangely enough there appeared
to be signs that the Papacy was disposed to take a favourable view of
the movement towards democracy. Nevertheless, the belief that this
was so and that its influence was behind certain liberal movements in
Tuscany and Belgium did not save it from the intervention of the
French Republic in the afiairs of the Papal States.

Tn qg6 General Bonaparte had occupied northern Italy as far as

Bologna, and by the middle of the year Pius was compelled to make
humiliating terms of peace with the invader. As a gesture of recon-
ciliation, however, he addressed a brief to French Catholics in which
he pointed out that it was the teaching of the Roman church that all
civil authority is derived from God. Although the address of the
brief made it doubtful whether it was directed also to those who had
taken the oath, it caused considerable satisfaction to them and some
uneasiness among their opponents. Consequently efforts were now
made to persuade the Pope to confirm the Civil Constitution and
negotiations were so far successful, as it seems, that the papal envoy
in Paris received definite instructions to get into touch with the
constitutional party.

Moreover, although counsels evidently remained much divided at
Rome, a serious attempt was made by the Spanish General of the
Dominicans to persuade Pius to withdraw all expressions in previous
bulls and briefs adverse to the Revolution. A period of negotiation
followed, but as soon as the Pope felt assured of a defensive alliance
with the kingdom of Naples he decided on resistance. ft was, of
course, utterly futile and only led to the imposition of more rigorous
terms of peace than before.

Yet, in spite of everything, a majority of the Cardinals persisted in
believing that intervention by Austria or Naples would save the situa-
tion. Their dreams were quickly shattered when the revolutionary
party in Rome gained control, and on February zo, t798, the Pope
and the whole Curia were expelled from the city. Pius was at first the
guest of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, but in the following year he
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was removed by French intervention to Valence in Dauphind, where
on August 29 he died.

His successor, who took the name of Pius vII, was elected under
singular conditions in the monastery of San Giorgio at Venice, ild
when the election was over arrangements were made through the
influence of the Austrian government for the new Pope to return to
Rome. Pius re-entered his capital on July 3, r8oo, and a month later
appointed Cardinal Consalvi as his Secretary of State. The choice was
a happy one. Consalvi had had a distinguished career in the service
of the Papacy and combined a realist outlook with remarkable gifts
of statesmanship. He was therefore particularly well fitted to be the
chief adviser of a Pontiff who, though by no means devoid of firmness
and persoqal courage, had had a monastic training and in some re-
spects was more at home in a cloister than in an audience chamber.r

When the Roman people greeted their new Sovereign with that
fickle enthusiasm which has characterized them throughout history,
barely three weeks had elapsed since Bonaparte had won his victory
over the Austrians at Marengo. His message to the Pope from Vercelli
was an open profession of hid intention to restore Catholicism in
France, and of his determination to suppress the constitutional
church. While he lent his zupport to a project for a clean sheet in
ecclesiastical affairs involving a reduction in the numbers of the
French episcopate in which there would be room for neither Gal-
licans nor reactionaries, he promised that the Pope should have free.
dom for the exercise of his spiritual jurisdiction, that his right of
giving bishops canonical institution should be recognized, and, what
is more, that his temporal power should be completely restored.

We see presently how far the Emperor Napoleon honoured Bona-
parte's undertaking. As to his latest attitude, there must have been at
least a few who remembered that scarcely three years had elapsed
since that distinguished personage had publicly classed religion
among the'prejudices'which the French nation must overcome. Nor
could it.be said that the 'deism'which he had acknowledged on more
than one occasion was easily reconcilable with the traditional theism
of the Church. The fact was, as his behaviour in Egypt showed
clearly enough, that he regarded the establishment of organized re-
ligion not so much as an end in itself as an indispensable part of his
policy. Thus it has been said: 'A national religion was to his mind a

1 Nielsen, op. cit,, vol. i, p. ao8.
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form of inoculation which might satisfy mankind's love of the miracu-
lous'.I Though he had once said that on the death of Pius VI the
election of a new Pope ought to be prevented, according to his later
words, 'If there had not been a Pope, it would have been necessary to
create one for this occasion'. In view, therefore, of his earlier religious
phases, it must have seemed puzzling to learn that the French
Catholicism which he now aimed to restore was not the Catholicism
of the constitutional Abb6 Gregoire but of Bossuet the moderate
Gallican.

Negotiations for the conclusion of a Concordat began late in r8oo.
There were three principal points on which it was difficult to recon-
cile the old and the new standpoints. These concerned the episcopate,
disendowment and the choice of a suitable formula to describe the
relation of Catholicism to the French State. As to the first, the com-
plete restoration of the royalist episcopate was unthinkable ; the hand-
ing back of endowments was by now utterly impossible and it was

widely felt that merely to describe Catholicism as the religion of the
majority savoured unpleasantly of fresh intolerance such as had pre-
vailed under the ancien rAgime,

In spite of the diplomatic finesse of Cardinal Consalvi, to whose
competent hands they had been entrusted, the negotiations proved
very protracted. More than once the First Consul threatened to cut
the knot by establishing a non-papal Catholicism, but in the end
Consalvi succeeded in obtaining the introduction of a qualifying
phrase into the final form of the Concordat which seemed a sufficient
safeguard against improper State interference with the Church's
domestic affairs. Ultimately the agreement was approved by both the
contracting parties.z As finally drawn up it provided first for the re-
distribution of episcopal sees, envisaging the possibility of the resigna-
tion of the existing episcopate, the nomination of a new episcopate
by the First Consul and its institution by the Pope, the taking of an
oath of allegiance to the Republic by'all bishops and priests, the
selection of parish priests by the bishops from men who were accept-
able to the government, the restoration of church buildings without
prejudice to the occupiers of confiscated ecclesiastical property, the
suitable payment of the clergy, and finally the assignment to the
First Consul of the same privileges as those which had been enjoyed
by the monarchs of the ancim rigime.

1 Nielsen, o1t, cit., vol. i, p. za6. 3 Mirbt, op, cit., No. 558.
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The only one of these provisions which may appear to involve a
surprising concession to papal authority is the one allowing for the
collective resignation of the French episcopate. But under the existing
circumstances such a measure was inevitable, and even if it involved
in practice an implicit recognition of Bellarmine's theories of papal
supremacy, there was some justice in the words uttered by Bonaparte
on the eve of the solemn publication of the Concordat: 'ft was to the
Pope that the example of centuries and reason, bade us go, to make
peace between divided opinions and to reconcile estranged hearts'.
Yet there were perhaps some grounds for believing that in the end the
Revolution had sold the French church into the hands of the Papacy.

Bonaparte, however, had his own way of safeguarding the indepen-
dence of a French institution. It was the bold if hardly disingenuous
method of appending to the Concordat after signature the notorious
Organic Articles.l These provided a number of guarantees against
papal and episcopal abuse of authority, and actually included the
provision that the Gallican Declaration of fi82 was to be taught in
seminaries. Such a measure was naturally highly offensive to the Pope,
though for the moment he could not do other than acquiesce in a
purely unilateral act. Yet by 

" 
singular paradox the very subordina-

tion of the parish clergy to the bishops which it encouraged was
itself responsible indirectly for assisting the progress of Ultramon-
tanism in France.

Bonaparte had laid the church of the French people at the feet of
the gentle Pius, and for the moment a torrent of expressions of good-
will and mutual esteem passed between Rome and Paris. But those
who knew recent history and had not forgotten the past were bound
to ask, 'How long will this kind of thing go on?' For it must have
been only too evident that the Altar was now uneasily balanced on
the Consular Throne.

The coronation of the Emperor in Paris, with its strange blending
of deference and insult to papal majesty, served as an occasion for
ineffectual requests on the part of Pius for a modification of the Con-
cordat and particularly of the Organic Articles. As such it marked the
beginning of the rupture which was to lead to a papal captivity, less
rigorous indeed than that of Liberius or of Martin I, but certainly
far more effective in winning Catholic sentiment to the support of
the Roman see.

1 Mirbt, op. cit., No. SSg.
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It is clear that after the coronation Napoleon had hoped to be able
to retain the Pope in France, and that so soon as it became evident
that Pius had made up his mind to return to Rome, the cordiality
which had hitherto marked their relations began to cool. The first
clash of interests arose in connexion with the papal refusal to sanction
the divorce of Jerome Bonaparte, and the event made it still pain-
fully obvious even to the most uncritical admirers of the Emperor
that 'religion, then as always, was to Napoleon only a weapon for
momentary use'.t

By the beginning of 18o6 Napoleon was openly complaining of the
Pope's unreasonableness and ingratitude, and showed that he was set
upon a plan of reducir-rg the Supreme Pontiff to be a mere bishop of
Rome. In an outspoken letter to Pius early in the same year he wrote
of the necessity that papal policy should conform to his own and
made it obvious that if Pius wished for peace he must get rid of
Consalvi. Clearly Napoleon was demanding nothing less than an open
recognition of himself as Roman Emperor.

Such a demand was firmly rejected. But as a gesture of friendship
to the French State Consalvi's resignation followed shortly after-
wards. By this time, however, Napoleon had gone too far for any
reconciliation to be possible, and more and more he began to assume
the position of an impuator sacqdos. True to type, he set about im-
posing religious uniformity in France in accordance with the Organic
Articles, of which the re-edited form of Bossuet's Catechism now
made obligatory throughout the French church was a significant
example.2

Then, following the passage with papal permission of General
Miolli's army through the Papal States, and the virtual occupation of
Rome, Pius took the courageous step of recalling his diplomatic
representative from Paris. The breach was now complete. The Pope
became a prisoner in the Quirinal with Cardinal Pacca as his sole
companion. The Curia was dispersed. It was not long before the
climax came with the publication of the bull Quam memoranda, by
which Pius declared the Emperor excommunicated. The arrest of the
Pope, his eventual internment at Savona following a strangely round-
about route passing through Genoa, Turin, Grenoble, Avignon, and

1 Nielsen, oP. cit., vol. i, p,284.It is instructive to compare the attitude of Italian
Fascism towards religion, see e.g. Binchy, D. A., Church and State in Fascist rtuly,
r94r, p. roo ff.

. Id., e. cit., vol. i, p. a8r fi.
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Nice, though suggesting that Napoleon himself was undecided about
the best means of disposing of his embarrassing captive, calls for no'
detailed description. Possibly it was the Emperor's intention to make
the fact of the Pope's humiliation widely known in France. If so, he
certainly succeeded, though whether it produced precisely the effect
which he had desired may be open to doubt.

How little Napoleon could have really understood the spiritual
power of the Roman see, and the impossibility of making it bend
before his absolutist claims, may be seen in his expectation that Pius
would be willing to bless his marriage with Marie Louise. The re-
moval first of the French and later of the Italian Cardinals to Paris
led to a further impressive demonstration of the Emperor's relative
impotence in the refusal of the 'thirteen' to be present at the wed-
ding. Napoleon's action in'decardinalizing' the recalcitrants showed
that in an incredibly short time he had believed himself to have suc-
ceeded in reducing Pius to the status of bishop of Rome, and was
now attempting to assume the role of Supreme Pontiff himself. It
was therefore a mere matter of detail that newly elected bishops
were being empowered to take over their dioceses without canonical
institution, in spite of the provisions of the Concordat.

Meanwhile the real Pope remained a prisoner at Savona, and in
spite of all the pressure. brought to bear upon him by means of every
form of outrage and petty persecution that absolutist ingenuity
could devise, remained impervious to threats and entreaties alike.
He did not even hesitate to declare Maury, whom the Emperor had
appointed archbishop of Paris, deprived of all authority. But if
Napoleon thought that Pius could be deposed by taking away from
him his Fisherman's Ring, his books and writing materials, the event
was to prove him mistaken.

Ultimately, however, the Pope''s resolution began to give way, and
in return for a promise of liberry and independence he assented to
some concessions in the matter of canonical institution of bishops.
Napoleon's plans for a non-papal church were now well in hand, and
it was clear that with the assembly of the council of Paris in r8rr he
hoped to carry through his programme without any regard for the
captive at Savona. In this, however, he encountered a formidable
opponent in his own uncle Cardinal Fesch, whose strangely diversi-
fied career had not deprived him of his conviction that spiritual
allegiance was still owed to the Roman see. All attempts to dragoon
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the council into independent action utterly failed, so that in the end

repudiation of the papal right of confirmation was only obtained by
means of taking a vote under imperial pressure.

It was now decided that in view of the forthcoming absence of the
Emperor during the campaign against Russia, it would be wise to
have the captive Pope in immediate proximity to the capital. He was

therefore brought to Fontainebleau. Napoleon's star was already be-

ginning to wane, yet this did not prevent him from making demands

even less temperate than before. A meeting between Pope and

Emperor led to the signing of a fresh Concordat in which new and

more stringent conditions were accepted. But the ink of the agree-

ment was scarcely dry when Pius, supported by the presence of his
Cardinals now released from internment, showed amazing boldness.

In spite of the evident consequences, a letter, composed under con-
ditions of the greatest difficulty, was sent to the Emperor formally
repudiating the new Concordat.

The significance of this courageous act was that it marked the
turning of the tide. By M"y 13, r8r3, the Pope had declared all
bishops recently installed to be intruders, and early in the following
year the Emperor confessed his defeat by giving orders for the Pope

to be taken back to Rome. He remained at Savona for nearly two
months more and finally, on M"y 24, t8r4, with something of the

nature of a triumph re-entered his ancient capipl. Whatever else the

captivity of the Pope at Savona and Fontainebleau had to teach him,
Napoleon must have learnt that in his endeavour to compel the

Papacy to be an instrument of his policy he was confronted by an

institution of a character very different from that of the thrones and

kingdoms which had crumbled to dust at his approach. It was the

Emperor himself who is reported to have said 'the power that rules

over souls has a greater sway than that which rules over bodies'.I
Pius survived his return by more than nine years. During that

period, partly as a consequence of the deep impression left upon the

romantic imagination of the period by the picture of a 'marQrr' Pope,

and partly by means of the statesmanlike diplomacy and government

of Consalvi, the Papacy regained in spiritual prestige far more than
it had lost in temporal authority. The only forces which actually

proved too strong for Pope and statesman alike were those of reaction.

An unmistakable sign of this defeat may perhaps be seen in the
1 Nielsen, oQ. cit,, vol. i, p. 339.
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submission of the Papacy to the demand for the complete rehabilita-
tion of the Jesuits. Certain steps, as we have seen, had already been
taken in the time of Pius VI in this direction. Now by the hr.:Jl Sollici-
tud.o omniuml the measures taken by Clement XIV were reversed,
and the Roman church found itself once more under the control of
a society whose methods in the past had seldom ministered to its
true welfare. There is reason to think that some like Consalvi, regard-
ing whose loyalty to the Papacy and desire to promote the well-being
of the Church there was no shadow of doubt, were seriously uneasy
about the wisdom of this step, not least because it involved the com-
plete reversal of an act solemnly and publicly carried out by a previous
occupant of the papal throne.

At once thefull tideof reactionbegan toset in. Socialimprovements
at Rome introduced by the French were banished. The Inquisition
and the fndex, intolerance and even anti-Semitism came into their
own again. Yet in spite of these unfortunate measures for which Car-
dinal Pacca's influence, to the exclusion of the prudent and temperate
Consalvi, must be held chiefly responsible, the former Secretary of
State obtained considerable success on the Pope's behalf at the Con-
gress of Vienna. Some of his ideas, such as the view that the Holy
Roman Empire ought to be restored, may well run the risk of being
regarded as chimerical and lacking in realism. But it could at least be
said that he was possessed of political vision conspicuously lacking in
the majority of statesmen of the time. In consequence of his work the
Papacy regained by far the greater part of its territory; in any case

most of what it lost, such as Avignon and Venaissin, it had no con-
ceivable chance of being able to hold in the face of public opinion.

The real and immediate problems which now confronted the
Roman see were chiefly financial. Reforms in administration were
being urgently demanded, but with a huge papal debt and diminish-
ing resources, they were utterly impossible of execution on anything
like adequate lines. Instead of Rome providing for the provinces, the
city was now economically dependent on them. It was not surprising
therefore that discontent rapidly took hold of the inhabitants of the
Papal States, and movements favouring independence of the Roman
see made perceptible and disquieting headway.

From the point of view of relations of the Roman see with the non-
Roman churches Pius quickly lost any. sympathy which his unhappy

1 Mirbt, ol. cit., No. 564.
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captivity may have won for him by his hostile attitude to the Bible
societies,l for which Jesuit influence seems to have been chiefly
responsible. Yet, even if such hostility may have been justified in
view of the tendentious or inaccurate character of certain vernacular
translations, it played into the hands of those who were eager to
show that the Papacy, in spite of its misfortunes, had reverted to the
support of a reactionary obscurantism.

IX
The period after r8r5 was marked by an attempt to resume a policy

of Concordats. On all sides, however, and not least in France under
Louis XVIII, the Papacy was confronted with serious opposition;
in Austria the persistence of Josephism actually prevented the con-
clusion of any agreement whatever. To make matters worse, when
the death of Pius VII came in r8z3 it was already clear that a fresh
period of political uncertainty was beginning. It was an additional
misfortune that Consalvi's influence, which had served to balance
the steadily increasing power of the Jesuits in papal counsels, now
came to an end, and for nearly a century the Roman Curia would
lack any statesman capable of offering any positive contribution to
the political problems of the time. For it was already increasingly
evident that, however much the forces of reaction at Rome and else-
where might desire to put the clock back and restore the conditions
of the eighteenth century, the existence of the secularized state could
only be ignored at the price of abandoning the Church's mission to
christianize human society. The tragedy lay in the absence of anyone
of influence in the Curia to whom this almost self-evident fact
seemed in any way apparent.

Before passing on to consider the nature of those developments
which took place under the immediate predecessors of Pius IX, we
must notice briefly a group of French writers of this period whose
work serves to illustrate a pronounced current of thought in the
Catholic world during the earlier half of the nineteenth century,
particularly strong in France.

Joseph de Maistre, the first of these who claim our attention, had
spent his earlier days in the service of the kingdom of Sardinia, and
it was not till the last four years of his life that he wrote the works

r Mirbt, op. cit., Nos. 568-9.
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for which his name has become famous.l His conception of human
nature is fundamentally pessimistic. All ideas of democracy and free-
dom are utterly abhorrent to him. Absolutism is divinely instituted
and must operate in the temporal and spiritual spheres alike. But the
sole true end of all human endeavour is unity, and for de Maistre this
is only capable of achievement by the complete subordination of the
temporal to the spiritual. Thus, if a temporal monarch abuses his
power, resistance can only be offered in the name of the higher
authority reposing with the Pope

De Maistre, however, was not primarily interested in theology but
in social reconstruction. He had no use for Gallicanism and no real

trust in the monarchist revival. For him the existence of the Pope

was so necessary that, like Napoleon in his earlier years, he was pre-
pared to say that if Christ had not instituted the Papacy, it would be

necessary to create it.2 But a Papacy which was open to criticism
could be no final authority. Therefore nothing less than an infallible
Papacy would suffice. In fact, it is scarcely too much to say that
de Maistre found in it a complete and sufficient anacephal'aeosis of
Christianity.

The second of this group of writers, Louis de Bonald, was wholly
in agreement with de Maistre about his views on sovereignty. Like
him he had no use for man's rights. He insisted on the necessity for
unity in religion as an indispensable condition of social order, though
it is doubtful whether he really believed in religion as an end in itself.
He differed chiefly from his contemporary in his attitude towards the

Papacy, which found a place in his scheme merely as an incidental

feature of Catholicism, itself the only safeguard against the in-
dividualism and anarchy of Protestant cults.

Lamennais, who shared the contempt of de Maistre and de Bonald

for the ideas of the Revolution, had been brought up in a very dif-
ferent social environment. His distaste for a commercial life led him
to embrace with enthusiasm the romantic ideals of his elder brother
who was a priest. Though frequently a victim of the deepest pessi-

mism and melancholy, he felt himself to be driven towards seeking

the priesthood. But even after his ordination he retained a morbid

outlook, and it was under its influence that he wrote his celebrated

Essai sur l'indifference.In this work he attacked three different views

of religious truth: that which treats it as useful in the interests of
1 Mirbt, op. cit., No. 576. 2 Cf. Butler, op. cit., vol. i, p. r43.
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public order; that which, while admitting its necessity, repudiates
revelation; and, finally, that which acknowledges revelation but
denies all but certain fundamentals. Thus he argues in turn against
Theophilanthropism, Deism and Protestantism. The Ess ai made
Lamennais' literary reputation and for a time he wrote eagerly in
defence of the monarchy as the chief means to the restoration of
religion. Gradually, however, he turned towards Ultramontanism, the
name now generally given to curialist views on papal authority, as

the only way to secure for religion its necessary freedom. He appealed
to the universal testimony of mankind and pointed to the Papacy as

the ultimate means of interpreting that testimony. It is dificult, how-
ever, not to feel that his impatience with rationalism had only led
him into the opposite extreme of irrationality.

His later writings, such as the Difmse de I'Essai and De la religion,
showed how far Ultramontane ideas had come to dominate his out-
look. It was the infallibility of the Pope which appeared to be the
only really secure basis for Christianity in the future. But the author
had already drifted far apart from his original supporters, and in
complete contradiction to his earlier principles now appealed to the
judgment of democracy in support of his thesis. With this end in
view the ill-starred adventure of the periodical L'Axmir began. Its
policy was an alliance between Pope and people, including the com-
plete severance of the bond between Church and State, openly de-
claring itself in favour of free education, liberty of the press and
freedom of association.

It was not surprising that Lamennais made enemies, not only of
the supporters of absolute monarchy but even of the Constitutionalists
who had dethroned Charles X. But by now two other prominent
figures in the French literary world of the day, the abb6 Lacordaire
and the layman Montalembert, had joined forces with him. Both
alike fell completely under the spell of Lamennais' galvanic person-
ality, and laboured ceaselessly to commend their programme to
French public opinion. But the world of Louis Philippe had little
use for unrestricted freedom, perhaps still less for a papal autocracy,
and the confiscation of L'Aoenir by order of the government showed
clearly that unless the literary triumvirate could manage to score an
overwhelming success quickly, they had little hope of uitimate
triumph. Faced with almost certain defeat it was decided to appeal
to the Pope for support. But an abject address to the shrewd Gregory
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XVI only met with a very chilly reception, which was followed by a
plain warning to keep silence. Undeterred by his rejection at the bar
of what he regarded as the supreme court of appeal, Lamennais per-
sisted. At long last the Vatican gave utterance and in the encyclical
Mirari aos of August 15, 1832, the chief ideas to the propagation of
which L'Atsmir had been dedicated \Mere formally condemned.

It was the parting of friends; much more, it was the parting of
Lamennais with Catholicism. His idol had failed him in refusing to
fulfil the role which he assigned to it, and though he gave in his sub-
mission his spirit rebelled, and in his Paroles d'un Croyont he de-
liberately broke t}e silence imposed upon him. An explicit condemna-
tion of his work was not slow in appearing. Lamennais was hence-

forth lost to the Church and the Papacy. Thus the most fervent
critic of individualists proved himself an avowed prophet of indi-
vidualism.

After the breach between Lamennais and his allies, Lacordaire
found an outlet for his talents in the famous confirencas which, begin-
ning with addresses to a limited audience in the Colldge Stanislas,

developed into the great sermons preached at Notre Dame before
immense audiences. Even so the great preacher encountered con-
siderable hostility and was more than once delated to Rome. But he

weathered the storm and contributed in a considerable measure to
the great religious revival in France which marked the middle
decades of the nineteenth century.

The conclave which issued in the election of della Genga as Leo
XII was a victory for the Zelanti.It was therefore also a victory for
the Jesuits. That this was so was clearly shown in the first encyclical
Ubi primartl which sweepingly condemned religious tolerance and

'indifferentismr' in terms amounting to a denunciation of liberty of
conscience and religious freedom, and also in the privileges now
showered upon that Order. The new Pope's rule was marked by a
peculiarly vexatious interference in the liberties of his political sub-
jects and certainly prepared the way for the movement aiming at
achieving union with the Italian kingdom. fn general he was unfor-
tunate in making a great many enemies, and much that had been

gained by the statesmanlike diplomacy of Consalvi was thus need-
lessly thrown away. The outstanding event of his pontificate was the

Jubilee of r8e5, but the number of pilgrims who visited Rome from
I Mirbt, op. cit., No. szz.
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countries other than It"ly during that period was disappointingly
small, and the moral tone of the celebrations in many Italian cities did
little to increase the public confidence of Europe in the Roman see.

His successor Pius VIII, who reigned for no more than twenty
months, owed his election chiefly to a desire on the part of the Con-
clave to conciliate French and Austrian opinion. His encyclical
Traditi humilitatir betrayed no sign of originality, being merely a

repetition of the now familiar condemnation of indifferentism' and
Bible societies. If on his death the Jesuits were in fact in a somewhat
stronger position than before, in other respects the general situation
remained unchanged.

In Gregory XVI the papal throne had an occupant whose early
training had been on strictly monastic lines, though its narrowness
had been modified by his experience as abbot of St. Gregory's on the
Caelian and later as prefect of the Propaganda. Nevertheless, it was
regrettable that a Pontiff with an outlook which could have but little
sympathy or understanding for the liberal movements of his day
should have been at the Church's helm, at the very time when a
more courageous policy might have made good use of such oppor-
tunities as lay to hand.

All Italy was in a ferment, and encouraged by the recent success

of revolution in France those who were impatient of traditional in-
stitutions such as the temporal power of the Papacy openly began
the attack, even in Rome itself, and took the opportunity of reminding
the Pope that, though Christ had indeed granted St. Peter the keys
of spiritual authority, He had nevertheless declared that His kingdom
was not of this world. That the Papal States could defend themselves
in such a situation was, of course, out of the question. An appeal for
help addressed to Austria, eager to establish itself wherever possible
on Italian soil, was readily answered. But it soon proved a mixed
blessing, and only led to the need for reforms long overdue but of an
embarrassing nature being insistently pressed upon the Pope's
attention.

With the advent of Lambruschini to power as Secretary of State,
Gregory XVI submitted to the control of an astute politician and a

determined reactionary, who, if he hated France, regarded Italian
nationalism with an implacable hostility. The whole apparatus of
petty interference with civil liberties, which had so seriously under-

I Mirbt, olt, cit,, No. 578.
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mined the popularity of the Papacy under Leo XII, was now re-
stored to the full. Social progress, science, and the improvements of
modern civilization were alike treated as subversive of authority, and
as if to fling down a challenge to critical investigation the canoniza-
tion of Alfonso dei Liguori was decreed. Perhaps it was not insignifi-
cant of the general trend of thought in Roman circles that the possi-
bility of defining the doctrine of the Irnmaculate Conception was
being openly discussed. A decision on the question, which in his
constitution Grave nirnisr Sixtus IV in the fifteenth century had
prudently declared to be not yet determined, was evidently near at
hand.

Meanwhile Italian nationalism was quickly gathering strength.
Yet it was clear that. Mazzini's anticlerical republicanism was still in
advance of his time, and in the neo-Guelph party of Gioberti public
opinion, which saw no future for Italy as a nation without the Pope,
was still strongly represented. At first federalist ideas prevailed, and
the ultimate goal of the most ardent Italian patriots of the day
seemed to be a union under the hegemony of the house of Savoy
with the friendly co-operation and blessing of the Church.

But by 1843 revolution was once more raising its head in the Papal
States and severe measures were immediately taken for its suppres-
sion. Sympathy with the rebels was widespread and found open ex-
pression in the writings of Capponi, who made the not unreasonable
proposal that while the Pope should remain head of the State, its
government should be in the hands of laymen. But it was not to be
imagined that an obstinate supporter of the Temporal Power like
Lambruschini would give his assent to such a plan, and there were
many Lambruschinis in mid-nineteenth century Rome.

When Gregory was dying, he had a deep foreboding of a greater
storm to come, and it is alleged that he expressed the wish to one who
had enjoyed his special confidence that after his death a history of the
secret societies in his time should one day be written. The wish was
never fulfilled. Had that history been written, the cause of truth,
perhaps of the Papacy and the Church itself, might have been seryed.

We have seen in the course of our survey of papal history from the
sixteenth to the nineteenth century the consummation of that revolt
against the spiritual authority of the Roman see, of which traces are
already to be found at least two centuries earlier. It has been possible

r Mirbt, op. cit., No. 4o7.
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to mark the consolidation of that authority by means of a process of
increasing centralization, beginning with the council of Trent and

continuing through the agency of the Jesuit Order down to the
elimination of Gallicanism in its various forms under the double
pressure of the forces of monarchical absolutism and social revolution.
But the march of events by replacing Caesaropapism by an 'indif-
ferent' secularism opened a new front against papal authority and

challenged not its spiritual might, which the new order despised or
ignored, but its temporal power.

The sovereignty of the bishop of Rome had come into existence in
the ninth century. Its survival in the nineteenth was widely and not
unreasonably felt to be an anachronism. Yet, if the Papacy were
deprived of its temporal inheritance, how could its sovereignty, essen-

tial as it was believed to be in Roman circles to its supranational
mission, be preserved? Such was the'Roman question'which, though
ostensibly solved by the Lateran Treaty of. rgzg, may seem to us now
still to be awaiting its final settlement.

More serious still was the questign about the future attitude of the
Roman see to intellectual progress. Could the Church of the nine-
teenth century make its own the critico-historical outlook of the time
without repudiating much of the past? Criticism was raising doubts
and uncertainty on all hands. As a result the need of an authority to
provide final and irreversible decisions on disputed points of faith
and morals was never more strongly felt. Could it be that in the
primacy of the Roman see, in doctrine and jurisdiction, such an

authority was to be found ?

It had long been held that the dogmatic decisions of the Church
were immune from all error. But the question whether council or
Pope had the last word in giving utterance to such decisions had

remained undetermined. No doubt it was widely believed that the
Pope in his official capacity as teacher of the whole Church was

specially endowed in delivering his dogmatic or moral verdict with
a certain infallibility. But could this be held to be actually a matter
of faith ?

It was left to Gregory's successor to bring this question to a head,
and as though in compensation for his territorial loss to enjoy the
credit, if such it was, for the establishment of the dogma of the In-
fallibility of the Roman Pontiff as part of the official creed of the
Roman Communion.



VIII

The Papacy in the Nineteenth Century

The dawn is overcast, the morning lowens,
And heavily in clouds brings on the day,
The great, the important day, big with the fate
of cato and of *"f;:;"r, 

Aoorsow, cafo.

Rom. xlv, 19. 'Let us therefore follow after the things which make
for peace and things wherewith one may edify another'.

In the course of our survey of nearly two thousand years of
history, we have traced the development of the Papacy from its
earliest origins down to the middle of the nineteenth century. Start-
ing as the episcopate of a small and obscure community in the
imperial city of ancient Rome, the Roman see grew in oecumenical
significance as it came to be recognized as a centre of reference and
appeal for the Christian world as a whole. Thus a primacy of 'honour
and leadership' was realized in a primacy of doctrine and juris-
diction. Following the impact of a semi-orientalized Caesaropapism
and the emergence of the grand though speedily abandoned ideal
of a Christian Empire, the Papacy had to stnrggle with every means
at its disposal to uphold the pre-eririnence of the spiritual over the
temporal. Unhappily it acquired in the process, as we have seen, a
preponderatingly secular character, which for z time at loast partially
obscured its true spiritual mission, so that even when at last a real
effort was made to recover as much as possible of its lost heritage,
the fatal entail of temporal sovereignty continued to impair its tnre
freedom.

The effect of the French Revolution and of the rise of nineteenth-
century liberalism had been to show the hopelessness and even the
folly of attempting to preserve the outworn categories of a vanished
social order. Yet in the person of Pius IX the Papacy was to cling
desperately to the remnants of its temporal authority, till in the end
all but a fragment of its territory was finally wrested from its grasp by
superior force.

The latest tragedy of its history seems to lie in this, that the vain
attempt to save what had long ceased to be valuable contributed to

+94
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its failure to appreciate the opportunity for fulfilling its world-wide
mission as a centre of unity and order for Christian society as a
whole under the changed conditions, and led only to a comparatively
sterile reassertion of its primatial status. In this way it may be said
that a temporal sovereignty was exchanged for a new form of
spiritual absolutism, and the occasion for defining afresh the proper
relation between the Papacy and the Church was neglected in the
interests of providing some compensation for the loss of a shadowy
Italian princedom. During the seventyyears orsowhich haveelapsed
since that time, there has been opportunity enough for both papal
and non-papal Christians to appreciate the unhappy effects of the pre-
cipitateactionof the Vatican council, and atthe same timeto recapture
a vision of the ideal of a reunited and reintegrated Christendom.
Is it too much to hope that both alike may use the occasion of the
present world catastrophe to review the problems of Christian
Reunion in a new light, and without abandoning conscientious con-
victions to'follow after the things which make for peace'?

I
When Giovanni Mastai was elected to the Roman see on June 16,

1846, the friends of liberalism, tolerance and social reform believed
they had secured a Pope after their own heart. Nor, at any rate at
first, did the attractive and popular Pius IX disappoint their ex-
pectations. Though there are grounds for believing him to have been
swayed by impulse and sentiment rather than principle, md to have
possessed few of the qualities which make either a great diplomatist
or a successful administrator,l there can be little doubt that he began
his pontificate with a sincere purpose of efiecting long overdue
reforms, particularly in the governmental affairs of the papal
dominions. If his attitude towards contemporary politics tended to
be erratic, it is to be credited at least in part to the fact that the
Papacy had scarcely as yet grown accustomed to treating with the
phenomenon of the 'laical' state, so familiar to-day, but at that time
of comparatively recent growth, though we must not ignore the
possibility that lack of consistency may have been due in his case to a
chronic physical ailment.

Petitions for administrative and judicial reforms began to pour
1 Cf. Nielsen, op. cit,, vol, ii, p. rz3; Binchy, op. cit., p. zr f,
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into Rome, and were rewarded by the first-fruits of the new regime
in the shape of a general amnesty to political offenders recommended
by the recently appointed Council of Supervision. Such action pro-
voked a remarkable outburst of popular enthusiasm, which was
noticeably increased by the knowledge that a member of the party of
conciliation in the person of Pasquale Gizzi was to be papal Secretary
of State.

All this was extremely agreeable to Pius. But he was soon to dis-
cover that popularity could scarcely survive a failure to translate
fair promises into concrete action. Before twelve months were out
there were not lacking signs of a chang6 of opinion among the fickle
Roman populace, and already the keen eyes of the Austrian Premier
Metternich were on the watch for any undue concessions to liberalism
or to Italian national sentiment. Nevertheless progress was being
made. The month of October, r8+7, saw the establishment of a
representative body, which marks the beginning of the first and last
attempt to give to the Papal States something resembling a cor-
stitutional government. But others, besides Metternich, were clear-
sighted enough to recognize that absolute monarchism, such as
the temporal rule of the Papacy necessarily presupposed, and free
representative institutions were difficult, if not impossible, of
reconciliation.

Meanwhile the republican doctrines of Mazziniwere making rapid
headway, not least in Rome itself. Everywhere, even in Naples,
liberal constitutions were being granted by the local Italian govern-
ments.'Pius at first showed his characteristic lack of decision, then
took the plunge. A papal constitution was in being. But an Upper
Chamber of papal nominees, with a Chamber of elected deputies,
dominated by the college of Cardinals (who possessed an absolute
power of veto), forbidden to discuss ecclesiastical or'mixed' questions
or indeed any measure which might be at variance with the law of the
Church, was after all no more than a paper constitution. Nor was
the situation really improved by the exclusion of the Jesuits from
Rome.

On the outbreak of war between Piedmont and Austria, the Pope
committed yet another of those indiscretions, soon to be so familiar,
by giving colour to a belief that he wished to pose as the leader of
Italian nationalism, and then promptly repudiating any such desire.
Yet if its effect on the stability of the new constitution was seriousn
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its repercussion on the Pope's position as Sovereign was even more so.

Separation of the spiritual and temporal power of the Papacy was
now being openly advocated even by its friends, such as Gioberti
and Rosmini, while the latter, besides stressing the need of a really
constitutional government, openlypointed tothe urgency of numerous
administrative and internal reforms in the Church itself, using as his
model the famow Consilium . . . de emendanda ecclesia of r538.t

Papal ministries fell, were reconstituted, and fell again with dis-
concerting rapidity, until at last, with the former French ambassador
Rossi responsible for the Home Office and the Treasury, it seemed

possible that an effectively stable government had been found.
Rossi saw perfectly clearly that Pius had only two alternatives; to
place himself firmly on the side of the national movement in Italy, or
to resign himself to the loss of his temporal sovereignty. But it was

not long before it was being said that the Papal States had exchanged
a constitution for a dictator, and, with the new minister's assassina-

tion at the hands of the Radical party, revolution was soon in full
possession of Rome. Within ten days Pius was in flight to Ga€ta
within Neapolitan territory. The days of the Temporal Power were
already numbered.

Meanwhile a Roman republic had been proclaimed, much to the
satisfaction, as it appears, of the former minister of finance, Cardinal
Antonelli, who saw in it an opportunity finally to destroy any liberal
intentions which the Pope may have continued to cherish, and at
the same time to render himself suprerne in the counsels of the
Papacy. By the middle of the following year (1849), Pius was openly
avowing himself an enemy of the constitution, and firmly repudiated
the efforts of the moderate constitutionalist Rosmini, to whom he

had forrnerly listened with eagerness, to turn him aside from a

policy which could only end in disaster.
After the defeat of the Sardinian army by Austria, the powers in

support of reaction lent their aid to Antonelli's plans in favour of an

unconditional restoration of the Pope. But in this they were fore-
stalled by France, which responding at long last to an invitation sent

by Pius as far back as June of the previous year, in accordance with
an almost traditional papal policy, landed at Civita Vecchia on
April 2,6, and after encountering some resistance occupied Rome.

This done, the city was handed over to a papal commission, and after

Mirbt, op. ci.t., No. 427. See above, p. 446.
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the Pope had published a revised constitution, even less liberal than
its predecessor, plans for his return were set on foot.

Pius seemed tohave discovered at leastonething duringhis absence:
his mistake in cutting himself loose from the influence of the Jesuits.
The resumption of his friendly relations with that powerful Order was
marked by the publication of the first number of the Cioiltd Cattolica,
which remains to this day the semi-official organ of Vatican opinion.

It was some further index of a change of policy that the same year
saw the re-establishment of a Roman Catholic hierarchy in England,
a measure which was soon followed by various others indicative of
future religious intolerance and repression in ltaly. In the Papal
States themselves the new constitution was flagrantly disregarded,
and all traces of popular representation obliterated. Meanwhile
Cardinal Antonelli lost no time in an attempt to stabilize papal
finances, and incidentally to improve his own.

As to the interested powers, Louis Napoleon was engaged in
establishing his position following the coup d'ctat of r85r, Austria was
on the point of accepting a remarkably reactionary concordat as the
price of papal support in the task of maintaining the semblance of
internal unity in its heterogenous empire, while the Piedmontese
government under the new kittg Victor Emmanuel II, who was
personally by no means ave.rse to an accommodation with the Papacy,
was preparing a number of liberal measures calculated to restrict the
privileges of the clergy.

A new turning point in the tortuous politics of the time was
reached, when, by an agreement between the Piedmontese Prime
Minister Cavour and Napoleon III, the support of France was
secured against Austria. In the peace following the battle of Solferino,
Napoleon gave proof of his new alignment by attempting to induce
Pius to accept reforms, and later again to efiect a regeneration of
Italy by forming an Italian federation with the Pope as its president.
For such proposals, however, Antonelli and Pius had no use whatever,
and even in France the prospect of the loss by the Papacy of its
sovereign independence gave rise to emphatic protest. Yet Napoleon
remained convinced, not without good reason, that any attempt to
restore papal sovereignty, as it had been re-established in r8r5,
would now be utterly futile.

Meanwhile Cavour continued to labour for the unification of Italy
with papal co-operation. To all suggestions and proposals, however,
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Pius remained obdurate, when suddenly a diversion was created by
the rising of Garibaldi. Rome was already in a ferment of military
preparations, but the initiative was taken by the Piedmontese army's
invasion of the Papal States from the north. The only outcome of the
Roman venture was that of the twenty provinces ruled by Pius IX
at the beginning of his reign there now remained only five. A more
serious situation arose from the fact that the lost territory included
the richest provinces in the papal dominions, so that the papal
finances, already in jeopardy, were now rapidly approaching the
danger point.

Cavour then outlined a new policy: Italian independence and
unity with Rome as the national capital. As a compensation for the
surrender of the temporal power, it was promised that the last
traces of Josephism were to be swept away from those provinces
where it still survived. To these proposals a considerable body of
moderate French opinion lent its support, with the addition of the
concrete plan that if Rour-e was to become the seat of the Italian
government, the Pope should remain sovereign of the Leonine dis-
trict of the city. Cavour's project was actively fostered by three out-
standing Italian clerics, Pappalettere, abbot of Monte Cassino, repre-
senting the Neapolitan kingdom, Cardinal Santucci, and Padre
Passaglia, who had the confidence of the Italian government. For a
time it seemed that Antonelli himself was ready to make terms,
though it afterwards emerged that his transient enthusiasm had been
derived from considerations mainly of a personal nature.

Yet once more the forces of intransigence triumphed. Pappalettere
was deposed, Santucci disgraced and Passaglia peremptorily ordered
to leave Rome at short notice. As the official mouthpiece of the
Zelanti, Antonelli made the bold but not really helpful declaration,
'We will never make a compact with robbers'. But behind all this,
the person actually responsible for slamming the door on any
attempt at conciliation was not far to seek.

It was unfortunate that at this stage Cavour, the advocate of the
most promising formula libqa chiesa in libuo stato, was removed by
death. With him the last real hope of terms between Turin and the
Papacy may be said to have died. Occasional attempts to revive
negotiations were made, but even their most fervent advocates can
scarcely have believed any longer in the possibility of ultimate
success. The only real barrier to the final achievement of Italian
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national ambition$ still remaining was to be found in the attitude of
France.

It was now the turn of that country to essay some sort of mediation,
and when this failed negotiations with representatives of the Italian
government led to the signing of the 'September Convention'. In
virtue of this agreement Italy engaged herself not to attack the
remainder of the Papal States, while France for her part promised
to withdraw her troops, with the further conditions that the Pope
should be permitted to organize an international force for his own
defence, and that the Italian government should make itself respon-
sible for a proportion of the papal debt.

The Convention was regarded by many in Italy as a betrayal,
and as involving far too generous a concession to French Catholic
opinion. To them, therefore, the news that the seat of government
was to be transferred to Florence brought'some relief and a renewal
of confidence. Still deeper feelings of satisfaction were experienced
when it was learnt that on Decembet 15, 1866, the last French
troops had evacuated Rome. But the unsettled state of southern Italy
in consequence of the revolutionary activities of Garibaldi and his
supporters soon provided a reason or a pretext for fresh intervention,
and within twelve months there was once again a French force in the
Papal States. Napoleon, it must be remembered, depended to a

considerable extent for the stability of his regime on the support of
the French clericals, and therefore had his own reasons for wishing
to bolster up papal sovereignty. At the same time, in the face of the
growing strength of Prussia in central Europe, he did not lack cause

io conciliate Italian opinion, all the more so because Prussia had

given it to be understood that it would not oppose an Italian
occupation of Rome.

Follerving the final withdrawal of the French, events began to move
to a climax. Yet in spite of strong pressure from the Left the Italian
government continued to hesitate. There is even evidence that up .

to the last moment, when the final decision to occupy Rome was

taken on September !, r87o, its stability remained in the balance.l

A formal announcement of its intentions joined with a final appeal

was delivered to Cardinal Antonelli three days later. The papal

answer simply amounted to the usual Non possumas. Every induce'
ment was used to persuade Pius to surrender without fighting, but

1 Nielsen, Q. cit., vol. ii, p. 3,85.
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it was only af'ter a breach had been made in the walls by the attacking

army that the order was given to the papal forces to open negotiations.
It was agreed that the whole of Rome with the exception of the

Leonine city should be handed over, and the papal troops disbanded.
Yet before long, following the withdrawal of this force, it became

evident that order could only be maintained in the papal quarter

by meags of an Italian occupation. Thus within a few days of the

capitulation nothing remained to the Pope but the Vatican and St.

Peter's. The Temporal Power, as it had existed for over a thousand
years, was at an end.

II
It has been necessary to describe in some detail the evenis of

Pius IX's pontificate which led up to this historic event, since it is
only against the background of contemporary secular history that
we can rightly appreciate the significance of the ecclesiastical develop-
ments which make the period so remarkable in papal annals. In fact,
it iS scarcely too much to say that the general ecclesiastical policy of
the Pian regime is best explained as a reaction to the prevailing
political situation.

There is some reason to believe that the humiliating experience

of his flight to Ga€ta, following the unsuccessful attempt to estab-

lish a constitutional government in the Papal States, convinced

the Pope of the paramount importance of winning supernatural
help for his cause. It was therefore with the definite intention of
issuing a final decision on the long delated problem regarding the
Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin, that is to say the

belief that she had been preserved from the time of her conception

from the blemish of original sin, that he circulated a letter early in
1849, to all Roman Catholic bishops, inquiring whether or not it was

desired that the belief should be recognized as a part of revealed

truth.r It is beyond doubt that the whole weight of Jesuit influence

was behind the plan, and no one who was aware of the extent of that
influence in nineteenth-century Roman Catholicism could seriously

doubt the possibility of its ultimate success.

No description need be given here of the spurious support brought
forward in the defence of the dogma in the later sixteenth century,

I In so far as there was any real demand for the dogma to be proclaimed there is
evidence that it came chiefly from Italy. See D.T.C. vol. vii, col. rr95.
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which had been plainly denounced as forgeries by two of pius IX's
predecessors. It was urged, however, that a serious difficulty in the
way of its proclamation lay in the absence of direct Scriptural
testimony. Yet to the Roman Catholic world, Iong habituated to
allegorical interpretation and to an uncritical outlook, such a
difficulty presented no real obstacle. More solid objections from the
Catholic standpoint lay in the fact of a divided tradition. Nevertheless
from all sides there came enthusiastic expressions of approval, and
such opposition as there was contented itself for the most part with
the general observation that dogmas ought not to be proclaimed
without real necessity.t

Pius, as was his wont, listened only to the chorus of approval, and
paid no serious attention to the objections. Yet even so they were not
immediately silenced, as was shown by the fact that of the theological
commission appointed for the express purpose of expressing an
opinion as to whether or not it was expedient to define the dogma,
at least three out of twenty gave a negative vote. After some deiay a
new commission was entrusted with the task of drawing up the bull of
definition. It was here that the difficulty regarding tradition was en-
countered, In the end all obstacles were removed by the expedient
of defining certain negative principles, among which it was stated
that neither the absence of Scriptural witness nor the lack of a con-
tinuous or unanimous tradition ought to offer any hindrance to a
definition of this kind. Among the more positive arguments the view
was put forward that any doctrine which had an undoubted con-
nexion with existing dogmas or which was evidently presupposed by
current practice, might reasonably be regarded as requiring definition,
the convenience of which under the circumstances was only too
apparent

The final stage was reached when in the latter half of November,
1854, the Pope assembled a group of forty bishops to hear the terms
in which the dogma was to be published. Some of those present
ventured to object'that many of the texts quoted from patristic or
other ecclesiastical writers had little if any bearing on the doctrine.
To this it was replied that, if they did not appty to it directly, at
least it could be said that they did so indirectly. But criticisrn was
at least successful in preventing the assertion that the belief had
been the constant teaching of the Church from the first, and by the

I D.T.C. vol. vii, col. rr98.
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same means the admission was obtained that revelation in this case
had been implicit rather than explicit. It is no part of our purpose
to examine the truth of the dogma, but it is scarcely possible to leave
the subject without calling attention to the fact that of all the argu-
ments adduced in its support, the greatest weight appears to have
been attached to one which in the last resort cannot well be more
than a matter of opinion, namely, its appropriateness to what has
otherwise been revealed of the relations between God and man.

The significance of the act of definition which took place on
December 8, r854,r is, for our purpose, overwhelming. For, as con-
temporaries were not slow to recognize, it could evidently have but
one logical issue, namely, the promulgation of the further dogma of
papal infallibility to the exclusion of any degree of dependence on
the decision of such a body as an oecumenical council.

III
Before describing the process leading to this further step it is

essential to give some account of the famous encyclical Quanta cura
and its accompanying Syllahus or'Collection of modern errors'.

There is evidence that, soon after the failure of the papal experi-
ment in constitutional government, a proposal was mooted by some
Italian bishops that Pius should issue a formal condemnation of
current errors regarding the Church, society and economics. At the
time of the proclamation of the dogma of the Immaculate Con-
ception a commission was entrusted with the task of drawing up a
list of erroneous opinions already reprobated by papal authority. Yet
for some years the project appears to have hung fire, and it might
perhaps have been abandoned but for the open defence of Liberal
Catholicism put forward by Montalembert at the Congress of Malines
in 1863. The theme of the Congress, Catholicism and liberry, was
itself significant, and the speeches of Montalembert, which quickly
acquired a remarkable notoriety, amounted to a direct appeal for an
accommodation of the outlook of the Church to the dominant ideas of
democracy.2 Only by means of such an accommodation, it was said,
could the progress of the Church be assured, and at the same time

1 Nielsen, op. cit., vol. ii, p. rg+ f, points out that between the promulgation
and the official publication of the dogma certain corrections were made in the text.
It is said that the Pope consoled himself with the thought that these tended to
show 'that the Jesuits were not absolute masters at Rome'.

I Phillips, C. S., Ch.wch in France, vol. ii, p. 116.
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democracy itself be saved from the evils then besetting it. In addition,
while upholding without hesitation the' claims of the Church in
the sphere of dogma, Montalembert urged that it was neither possible

nor right,to refuse liberty of conscience. If the Church demanded
freedom for its own members to practise their religion, it could not
in justice refuse to concede the same freedom to others. Thus, he

concluded, the Church can rightly come to terms with modern
civilization founded on freedom of conscience, and ought not to
insist that loyalty to the old order of things was alone consistent with
Catholic orthodoxy

There was, of course, an element of inconsistency in Montalem-
bert's exposition. He unhesitatingly expressed his personal preference
for the new order, and yet insisted that it was not his intention to
condemn the old. As a result, his utterances at Malines met with a

somewhat mixed reception. Nevertheless, while many Liberal
Catholics hailed them as a proclamation of Christian freedom,
Ultramontanes displayed an undisguised hostility.

Meanwhile the Roman commission had been pursuing its task
of drawing up an authoritative pronouncement on the relation of the
Church to the modern State. fts members had probably been stimu-
lated, if not assisted, by the appearance of a list of present-day errors
issued in 186o by an Ultramontane French bishop, Gerbet of Per-
pignan, from which there emerged a series of 'theses', presently
submitted to a gathering of bishops at Rome.

Opinions wqre by no means unanimous regarding the wisdom of
publishing such a document at this time. Dupanloup, bishop of
Orleans, for example, openly deprecated the, plan, and begged

Cardinal Antonelli to consider the unfortunate effect which it might
be expected to create. In fact, some very frank criticism both in
France and Italy caused its publication temporarily to be withheld.

It is possible that nothing more would have been heard of the
Syllabus but for Montalembert's speeches at the Congress of
Malines. At once that ardent Ultramontane, Monsignor Pie, bishop
of Poitiers, who was later to fulfil the role of leader of the Infallibilists
at the Vatican council, descended into' the lists, and urged the
Congregation of the Index to issue an unequivocal condemnation of
Montalembert's opinions, declaring that they were in direct coo:
tradiction to the official decisions of the Roman see. Pius IX showed

himself not unfavourable to the demand, and made it perfectly clear
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that he strongly supported the attitude in regard ts the question of
tolerance which Montalembert had declared to be unjust.l He
adinitted that he desired that there should be freedom of conscience
in states, such as Sweden and Russia, where Roman Catholicism was
in a minority, but only in order, as he said, that the truth might have
free course in those countries.2 On the other hand, he did not hesitate
to affirm that the Church could not allow it to be a good thing, or
right in principle, that errors should be permitted to be taught in
those states where a Catholic element was predominant. His view
represented the outlook which had prevailed since the Reformation.
It was precisely the same standpoint as the one adopted by Urban
VIII in his bull Coma Dorn'ini8 or by Innocent X in his repudiation
of the Peace of Westphalia.a

In the end Pius decided that the most politic course was to refrain
from condemning Montalembert openly. The denunciation naninatirn
of one who had adopted Cavour's maxim libqa chiesa in libero stato
as the title of his Malines speeches might have unfortunate reper-
cussions when published. A personal letter from Cardinal Antonelli
under the circumstances was therefore held to be sufficient. Nothing
further was necessary so far as Montalembert himself was concerned;
but so indirect a method of attack was scarcely calculated to satisfy
the now dominant Ultramontane party.

Thus, although it has been suggestedo that the September Con-
vention of 1863, was directly responsible for the publication of the
encyclical Quanta curag with its appended Syllabus in the following
year, it is much more probable that the immediate cause was the
Malines Congress. At the same time it may well be true that the
opportunity provided by the encyclical was taken to declare the
official papal attitude towards the principles underlying the Con-
vention.

After declaring that no compromise could be made with
'naturalism' as a principle of social order, in virtue of which it was
believed that civilized progress required the regulation of human
society without regard to the authority of religion and without dis-
tinction between one religion and another, the encyclical denounced
'liberty of conscience and worship', together \4'ith freedom of speech

1 But see Phillips, op. cit., p. rr9.
2 Nielsen, op. cit., vol. ii, p. z6S.
s Mirbt, op. a'f., No. 5r3.

a Id,., o1t. at., No. 5a9.
6 Phillips, o1t. cit., p. tzr.
o Eenzinger, op. cit,, No. r688.
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and of the Press, released from all restraints of ecclesiastical or civil
control. It pointed out that the present demand that the 'will of the
people' should be recognized as the highest arbiter of right and
wrong was tantamount to preaching " gospel of the fait accompli,
and after deploring the attacks of secularism on the religious orders,
it inveighed against any attempt being made to restrain Christian
almsgiving or to abolish official recognition of feast-days, as days
to be marked by freedom from servile work. Next it affirmed that
the effect of socialism and communism was to lead to the exclusion
of the Church from any part in education. Finally, it condemned
certain opinions specially characteristic of Liberal Catholicism, for
example the view that assent and obedience 'to those judgments
and decrees of the apostolic see, the object of which was declared
to pertain to the general good of the Church, and to its legal principles
and discipline, might be withheld without sin and without any
sacrifice of Catholic profession provided that they did not embody
dogmas of faith and morals'.r

Two documents were appended: first a chronological list of the
allocutions, encyclicals, and briefs of Pius IX, from which the
Syllnbus was derived, then the SyllaDzs itself. This latter document,
comprising eighty numbered paragraphs, covered a considerable
variety of subjects, ranging from pantheism and absolute rationalism
to the relations of Church and State and the value of the temporal
power of the Papacy. It concluded with a section directed against
'modern liberalism', in which the opinion was repudiated that 'at
the present day it is no longer expedient that the Catholic religion
should be regarded as the only religion of the State to the exclusion
of all other cults, and that consequently it is very properly provided
by law in certain areas'having the name of Catholic that persons who
immigrate there shall each enjoy the exercise of his own cult'.
Finally, it denied that 'the Roman Pontiff can and ought to reconcile
himself and make terms with progress, with liberalism and with
modern methods of government'.

The Syllabus naturally evoked a great deal of interest, though in
Catholic circles it was not unmixed with some measure of alarm.
For the latter the form of the document was no doubt in some degree
itself responsible. Dupanloup, who may be taken as representative
of its more moderate critics, published a pamphlet on the encyclical

1Denzinget, opt. cit., No. 1698.
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as a whole, in which he called attention to the need of interpreting
the language of the several views condemned in the light of their
proper context. But what many of its detraqtors failed to appreciate
was that the real object of the Pope's attack was not freedom but
licence, not reason but rationalism, not state sovereignty but secu-
larism. It is also not irrelevant to notice that the distinction made by
Dupanloup in the course of his exposition between thesis and lrypo-
the$s, between the ideal and the actual, was later formally endorsed
by Pius IX's successor Leo XIII.I And even if it is true that Dupan-
loup was less concerned to say what the encyclical was than what it
was not, it is at least noteworthy that Pius himself commended his
work. If the more deterrnined critics of the nineteenth-century
Papacy could have foreseen the present-day progress of secularism,
they might have bee.n more willing to recognize that the Syllabus, in
spite of its evident limitations, had as its purpose that characteristic
aim of Roman pronouncements, namely, the preservation of, a aia
media amid the conflicting claims of modern society, between
absolutism and anarchy, between theocracy and atheism. Indeed, it
is not difficult to find in this supposedly reactionary document a
few at least of the principles on which a modern enlightened demo-
cratic regime is based.z 

IV
Shortly before the appearance of Quanta cura Pius IX took the

opportunity of a meeting of the Congregation of Rites to inform
the Cardinals that he had been considering for some time the
possibility of assembling an oecumenical council.s When the project
was later submitted to certain representative bishops, they were
invited to suggest subjects for consideration. A wide range of topics
was proposed, including the request that current errors should be
examined and condemned; in addition suggestions were made that
a Catholic answer should be given to the problems created ,by the
growth of a critical attitude towards Holy Scripture. Some of the
bishops favoured a more positive policy, including a restatement of
theism and of the fundamental dogmatic basis of Christianity.
Others, again, urged that the idea of the Church should be re-
formulated, though significantly enough not more than eight of those

I D.T,C. vol. ix, col. 594. ! Phillips, op. cit., p. tzz.
8 Callcctio Lacensis, vol. vii, col. ror3.
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then consulted held that nothing less than an unequivocal definition
of papal infallibility would satisfy the needs of the time. Support was
also found for the proposal that the council should aim at the
recovery of separated Christians to the unity of the Church. Other
recommendations included some of a directly practical nature, such
as the revision of the Catechism, the revival of spiritual life among
clergy and laity and the reform of Canon Law.

A period of uncertainty and hesitation followed, occasioned at
least in part by the political situation, but also perhaps to be explained
by a division of counsels in Rome itself.l Hence it was not till June
26, 1867, that the Pope made a public announcement of the project
in his allocution of that date. If there had been already signs of
disagreement about its expediency, still clearer evidence of lack of
unanimity among the Catholic episcopate was revealed in the
difficulty of producing a reply in a form acceptable to all the five
hundred bishops present in Rome at the time. This in its turn
unmistakably pointed to the existence of divergent trends of opinion
which in the course of the council itself were to lead to a sharp
cleavage of policy. The significant feature of the address2 was that, in
spite of all that it had to say in favour of the papal prerogative, it
made no mention of infallibility, though much of its language
seemed logically to imply its acceptance.

There can be little room for doubt that in the selection of persons
to whom it was intended to assign positions of special responsibility
in connexion with work preparatory to the council, preference was
given to bishops of known Ultramontane sympathies. Yet it must be
acknowledged, on the other hand, that the chief part in the definition
of procedure was assigned to the great conciliar historian, Hefele,
bishop of Rottenburg, whose outlook was notoriously averse to any
definition of papal infallibility.

It was decided that in accordance with a principle held to be iure
divirc all diocesan bishops of the Roman communion should be
surrmoned, and that in addition all Cardinals, even those who were
not bishops, should be entitled to take part in the council and tovote.
Eventually, after some hesitation, it was agreed to invite all titular
bishops, whether exercising jurisdiction or not, and that they should
be given the privilege of voting like the rest. Finally, abbots with
independent jurisdiction, such as the abbot of Monte Cassino, and

r Butler, ot,. cit., vol. i, p. 8+. 2 Coll, Lac. vol, vii, col. ro33.
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the heads of monastic congregations and of religious orders were
included. Proctors of absentee bishops were to be admitted, but
without the right to vote.

In the hope that the council might lead to some measure of
reunion with separated Christian bodies, formal invitations were
sent.to all eastern churches not in communion with the Roman seel
and to the 'Jansenist' church of Holland, and a special brief was
addressed to' all Protestants and non-catholics'.2 Various Protestant
groups drew up replies; some even took the opportunity of calling
attention to certain outstanding causes of their separation from the
Roman communion,s but the eastern churches preferred to remain
silent.

The first clear indication of what the summoning of such a council
really portended was given by the Chiltd Cattolica early in r869.a
There the wish was openly expressed that papal infallibiliry would
be defined by acclamation. Butler in his history of the Vatican
council, readily admits that 'the idea . . . was surely a regrettable
adventure',6 a view with which even the most loyal supporters of
the dogma must concur, for the practical effect of openly expressing
such a hope was to give rise to a deeply felt sense of resentment, even
where it did not evoke the strongest expressions of indignation. Of
the latter feeling the book The Pope and the Council by 'Janus',6 in
spite of the evident parti pris confronting ths reader on almost every
page, was a striking and possibly significant expression. For although
it was anything but an essay in objective history, it senred to show
how deeply Catholic sentiment had been shocked at so gross an
attempt to prejudge the issue, particulatly by a semi-ofrcial organ of
Vatican opinion.

Of far greater weight and importance was the document issued
by the conference of the German bishops at Fulda, in which it was
affirmed that they'regard the present time as somewhat inopportune
for the definition of the infallibility of the Supreme Pontiff, so far
as it concerns the German State'.?

As the argument that a definition was inopportune was the one

3 The attitude towards the Roman see of the theologians of Groningen (op. cit.,
vol. vii, col. rtz4 ff, esp. rrz8) is of special interest.

a Nielsen, op.cit,, vol. ii, p.2gg; Butler, opt. cit.,vol. i, p. ro8.
5 Butler, o1t. cit., vol..ii, p. ro9.
? Coll, Lac. vol. vii, col. 1196.

t Eng. Transl., 1869.
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most frequently emphasized in the counse of the later conciliar
debates by tJre minority opposed to it, and by none mof,e persistently
than Dupanloup, bishop of Orleans, it will be as well at this stage
to take account of some words of his written more than twenty-five
years before.

'The mind of the Church is implied in a definition ex cathedra
which is always in conformity with it. The Pope recognizes it and
defines it. He is caput ecclcsiae'.t

It should be noticed that although this statement appearc to imply
an acknowledgment of papal infallibility, it is infallibility con-
ditioned by 'conformity with the mind of the Church', a condition
which the writer postulates will always of necessrty be present. We
shall appreciate the importance of this limitation at a later stage,
but we need to bear it in mind if we are to account both for Dupan-
loup's attitude of opposition and also for his subsequent assent to the
dogma.

Yet while allowing the sincerity of the greater body of the in-
opportunists, it must be admitted that the book Du Concile Gtnhal,
which had been published early in the previous year by one of their
number, Monsignor Maret, dean of the Sorbonne, was not content
to declare a definition 'inopporhrne'; but openly and unequivocally
affirmed, first, that it would be 'a novel opinion in the Church,
denied by the saints, unknown by the greatest among the doctors
for ten or more centuries; ignored and violated by all the oecumenical
councils' ; secondly, that it involved 'a radical and essential revolution
in the constitution of the Church'; and, thirdly, that it was 'contrary
to Holy Scripture, the fathers, the councils, the evidence of history,
in a word, to the universal tradition of the Church'.2

In sharp contrast to the scepticism of Maret, certain prominent
members of the French liberal school, such as Montalembert,
issued a statement which affirmed that they did not share the fears
of those who anticipated that the issue of the council would be the
imposition of an unmitigated absolutism on the Church. As to the
question of infallibility, though thry preferred that it should not be
defined, they were prepared to acknowledge that it must be found in
'a conciliar decision clothed with the pontifical assent, or a pontifical
utterance corroborated by the consent of the episcopate'ra or else

r Quoted by Butler, @. cit., vol. i, p. 116.
2 Coll. Lgc. vol. vii, col. 956. 8 Butler, o1t. cit., vol. i, p. r2l.
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nowhere at all. The outlook of this group, though entirely opposed to
the extreme Ultramontanism of Pie of Poitiers and Manning of
Westminster, remained unreservedly optimistic about the outcome of
the council.

A further declaration, also by Dupanloup, issued on the eve of the
council, calls for brief notice. Published under the title of Obserzta-

tions sur la controverse souleztie relatiztement d ta dCfinition de l'infaitli-
Ulitf au futur Concile, it enumerated a formidable series of reasons

against the opportuneness of any definition of infallibility, of which
perhaps the most penetrating was the argument that it was impos-
sible in practice to distinguish between those of the Pope's utterances
which were fallible and those which were infallible.r

Whatever subjects might have been included in the conciliar
agenda, it was perfectly clear long before the bishops actually
assembled at Rome that the definition of infallibility would be the
one which before all else would engage attention, not only within
the council but in the world outside.

Of the Ultramontane Majority the most outstanding bishops
were Dechamps of Malines and Manning of Westminster. Yet in
sayrng this it must not be supposed'that there was absolute unanimity
of view within that party. Manning was prominent among those who,
like Senestriy of Ratisbon, exerted every effort to secure a definition
of infallibility as comprehensive as could be got through the council.
Dechamps, on the other hand, could be classed as a supporter of a
more moderate Ultramontanism, which hoped to see the dogma
properly safeguarded against exaggerated use by means of restrictive
clauses, of which ex cathedra is certainly the most characteristic. His
point of view was, in fact, essentially the same as that of Bellarmine,z
No doubt there were also other differences, not least those which
distinguish aggressive intransigence from an uncontroversial and
conciliatory spirit. .

The chief strength of the Majority, however, lay not in scholarship
or even in perspicacity but in numbers, of which the Italian bishops
formed the largest proportion, and in estimating the extent to which
the ultimate decision of the council represented a free vote sorne

allowance must be made for the fact that out of the 744 bishops and
1 Butler, op. cit., vol. i, p. r24.
2 The author of the article Ex cathedra, D.T.C.' vol. v, col. r73r ff, states that

the expression is not used by Bellarmine, and mentions Melchior Cano, De locis
tluologicis (rS6g), VI, vii, as probably the first to use it in a technical sense.
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otlers who eventually assembled, perhaps not less than 3oo were
directly, personally and even financially dependent on the goodwill
of the Roman see.l It may therefore be said without unfairness that
once the personal wishes of Pius IX were generally known (and as

we shall see no considerable pains were taken to conceal them), the
policy corriesponding to them was certain of a substantial nucleus of
support.

Those who formed the 'inopportunist' Minority, on the other
hand, were almost without exception non-Italian in origin, and, as

we have previously pointed out, included the occupants of the most
important sees in Christendom, as well as some who like Hefele,
enjoyed an established reputation in the world of scholarship. Gifts
of this kind, to judge from the speeches made and the arguments
ptrt fonrard in all seriousness by the Majority were, as we have

already suggested, by no means conspicuous arnong the supporters
of infallibility. This was to say the least regrettable, for whatever may
be said as to a choice of 'the foolish things of the world to confound
the wise', the question at issue could scarcely be discussed with
intelligence by anyone possessing no more than an ordinary text-
book knowledge of ecclesiastical history, Like the Majority, the party
of the Minority revealed certain signs of inner cleavage. Several

bishops like Strossmayer tended to'speak more as free lances than
as members of a group, and if a few like Hefele stuck rigidly to
questions of principle, there were others, of whom Ketteler of
Mainzis typical, who appeared to be swayed chiefly by considerations
of expediency.

It is not possible, nor would it serve our purpose, to survey the
whole of the conciliar proceedings. We may therefore confine our
attention to the stage which was concerned with the Constitution
Pastor Aetnnus, irr-cluding the definition on the infallible magis'
tuium of the Roman Pontiff.

As we have already seen, the Ultramontane Majority secured an

initial success in the fact that the deputation de fide, to which, in
virhre of the papal brief Multiplicu intefi, all proposals in regard to
any scheme submitted to the council which involved questions of
doctrine were to be referred, was with a single exceptions (due, it is

r Nielsen, op. cit.rvol. ii, p. 324. 2 Coll. I-ac. vol.vii, col. t7 fr., zz f.
s Simor, primate of Hungary. Cf. Coll. Lac, ibid., col. rz96 ff., and see Phillips

oP. cit,rp. r47; Butler, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 3o6, n. r.
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said, to a misapprehension), made up entirely of members of that
party. There can be little doubt that the chief responsibility for the

'intrigue' which procured this result must be assigned to Manning.
Even so definite a supporter of infallibility as Pie of Poitiers had been

seriously disquieted by the use of methods which seemed to him
to savour of the 'caucus' devices of parliaments and municipal
goyernments.r Above all, Pius IX himself had openly expressed his

wish that representatives of the Minority, among whom he desired

the inclusion of Dupanloup, should have some places on the deputa-
tion.z Butler significantly comments on Manning's behaviour in this
respect:

'One cannot but think it regrettable that Manning's Ultramontane
principle, "sentire cum Papa", did not on this occasion make hirn
bow to the Pope's wish'.3

No doubt it is true that the Minority had a faft representation on
the remainder of the deputations, namely, those for Discipline, for
Regulars, and for the Eastern Churches and Missions, but this did
not alter the fact that its representatives were virtually excluded
from the most important one of the four. Yet the election served to
reveal that it was simply untrue to describe the opposition to infalli-
bility as'microscopic' and that a party which would muster as many
as 2oo supporters was certainly a force of which some account was

bound to be taken.a
It has been seriously argued that various circumstances con-

tributed to impair the full freedom of the council, and it is difficult
not to feel that there is some truth in the contention. Mention has

already been.made of the very real personal dependence of nearly
half the bishops on the Pope. This factor, perhaps, might not have

been of much importance if Pius' own attitude had been unmis-
takably neutral. fn actual fact, however, no one could have had

any reasonable doubt almost from the very first which of the two
parties corresponded to Pius' personal standpoint in tfrc great
question.

One of the earliest 'incidents' of tle council took place at a private
interview between the Pope and Ketteler, doym of the German
bishops and a pronounced inopportunist, in the course of which
Pius appears to have indicated that he regarded 'inopporhrnism'

1 Mourret, Concile &t Vatieanr p. r5a.
2 Id,, op. cit., p. r5o f.

u Op. cit., vol. i, p. t7+.
a Nielsen, op. cit., vol. ii, p.324.
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as a personal attack on himself. In spite of this Butler affirms that
'at first Pius took up a neutral attitude, sayrflg that he left the matter
to the council'.r But as we have already seen, consistency was not
one of his strong points. Hence it is with no surprise that we find
the same author making the following significant admission: 'That
at the final stages he exerted his personal influence to the utmost,
cannot be questioned, for it was quite open. Even though the charges
of direct intimidation and bribery, ncjt of course by money, but by
prospect of ecclesiastical promotion, red hats-be set aside, it might
with show of reason be held that many of the bishops were swayed
by what is known as a reverential fear towards a beloved Superior,
an old man, the object in a very unusual measure of the devotion
and affection of all'.z Moreover, he adds at alater point, 'There can
be no doubt that "as private theologian", Pius was a pronounced
neo-Ultramontane'.3

In this connexion it is not unreasonable to suggest that the con-
trast between the alleged liberal attitude of the Pope at the beginning
of the council and his subsequent whole-hearted partisanship of
infallibility finds an unmistakable parallel in the contradiction
between the constitutional policy adopted with such eager en-
thusiasm during the first two years of his reign and his subsequent
intransigence. The claims of Italian unification and the pleadings of
the inopportunists were in the end confronted alike with the same
obstinate Non possumil\ an attitude which rendered compromise and
conciliation utterly impracticable.

On the whole, it may be said that the Cardinal presidents appear
to have conducted thb debates with scrupulous fairness, though there
is reason to believe that the acoustic defects of the conciliar aula and
the unfamiliarity of.a large proportion of the assembled bishops with
the methods and procedurc of representative government, combined
to deprive the debates of any serious value. Yet it does seem possible
that the ever-increasing pressure exerted by high authority to
expedite the proceedings led to an appLication of the 'closure' in
debate, which effectively though perhaps unintentionally prevrnted

l Op. cit., vol. ii, p. r9g.
2 Op. cit., vol. ii, p. r98 f. Cf. Nielsen, opt. cit., vol. ii, p. gS7; Phillips, og. cit.,

p. r54.' 
"-Cip, cit., vol. ii, p. zoz. Gregorovius, F., Rornan Jaurnals, Eng. Transl., r9o7,

p. 35r, attributes to Pius the following:'In former times before I was Pope, I
believed in the Infallibility; now, however, I feel it'.
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sorne at least of the more weighty, if somewhat more verbose, in-
opportunist pronouncements from getting a faft hearing or even any
hearing at all.l

v
We have already described both the conciliar procedure and the

general character of the schema De Ecclesia Christi,z as well as the
protracted discussion which intervened between its first publication
on lanuary zr and its final adoption on July 18, and it would be
redundant to add anything here to what has already been said on that
score. We may, however, consider in greater detail the evolution of
those chapters which are directly concerned with the authority and
privileges of the Roman see.

In the schema as origirplly presented, two chapters only were
devoted to those subjects, namely xI and xII, and three, xIV-xvI,
of the appended canons.s chapter XI, entitled 'of the Primacy of
the Roman Pontiff', opens with the declaration that Christ instituted
in St. Peter a perpetual source and visible foundation of corporate
unity in His Church, by conferring on him a primacy of jurisdiction,
in support of which Tu es Petrus and the Johannine commission are
cited. Consequently views which do not. differentiate between the
primacy entrusted to St. Peter and the authority of the rest of the
Apostles, or which hold that he derived his special power only through
the Church as its minister, are to be rejected.

The necessity of providing for the abiding welfare of the Church
demands that what was given to St. Peter should be permanent, and
therefore whoever succeeds him in the Roman see must receive
the same primacy which was originally given to him. Consequently
the apostolic see and the Roman Pontiff hold a primacy in relation
to the whole world, and that he'is in fact the supreme father, teacher,

"n& .inage of all Christians'. Moreover, his po**, of jurisdiction is
'ordinary and immediate' over all local churches, so that'the Church
of Christ may be one flock under one supreme Shepherd'. Hence it
is denied that the privileges conferred on St. Peter were merely
personal, or that papal authority over local churches is applicable to
individual churches only and not to all as a whole, or that there lies
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an appeal against the judgments of the Roman Pontifis to a general
council.

In chapter XIII it is argued that for the proper exercise of his
primacy the Roman Pontiff requires such safeguards as correspond
to contemporary conditions and needs. Divine providence has ordained
that the Roman church should possess a temporal dominion, and it
is only by means of such sovereignty that thp Roman Pontiff can
exercise his influence for the profit of the whole Christian common-
wealth. Hence it is altogether false to say that it is contrary to the
Law of God that temporal sovereignty should be united to spiritual
power in the Roman Pontiffs, nor can the opinion be tolerated that
it is not the business of the Church to give an authoritative pro-
nouncement on this subject.

Such were the relev"nt .h"pters of the schema De Ecchia in its
original form. The controversial nature of its contents and the
improbability that it would be accepted without very considerable
modifications were shown by the fact that, by the time it had been
in the hands of the bishops for barely more than a month, the total
number of critical observations submitted to the deputation De Fide
reached the astonishing figure of six hundred. Certain groups of
bishops, notably the Germans under the leadership of Ketteler of
Mainz, were so thoroughly dissatisfied with it that in some cases they
went to the length of drawing up what was in effect a completely new
document. The extent of their industry serves to illustrate the urgent
need for a searching reconsideration of the doctrine of the Church,
and more especially of the theological basis of the Roman primacy.

Unhappily, as it now seems, their labour was largely in vain. By
this time those who had made up their minds that, come what D"y,
the council could not be allowed to come to an end without producing
the much desired definition of papal intallibility, had apparently
succeeded in convincing the authorities, from the Pope himself
downwards, that the chapters on the Roman primacy must be taken
out of order, while the rest of the schema might be postponed to the
more remote future. The congregation De Postulatis had been kept
busy since the beginning of the year in dealing with endless petitions
and counter-petitions, and the fact that the infallibilist Majority held
twenty-three'out of twenty-six seats ensured a decision in favour of
this change of tactics. It is only surprising that though this had

' Ob. ?t., ibid., col. g7z.
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already been reached on Februry 9, it was not till March 6 that it
was made public,l by the issue of an appendix to the schena in
which papal infallibility was defined in the following terms:

'The holy Roman church holds the supreme and complete
primacy and supremacy over the whole Catholic Church, which it
acknowledges truly and humbly that it has received with the fulness
of power from the Lord Himself in blessed Peter the chief of the
Apostles, whose successor is the Roman Pontiff. And, just as it is
bound before all others to defend the truth of the faith, so whatever
questions may arise regarding the faith ought to be defined by its
judgment. Moreover, since the saying of our Lord Jesus Christ may
not be passed over, namely, "Thou art Peter, etc.", the words spoken
are shown to be true by actual results, because in the apostolic see
the Catholic religion has always been preserved without blemish and
the holy doctrine has always been proclaimed; therefore, with the
approval of the holy council, we teach and define as a dogma of
faith that it is by means of divine aid that the Roman pontiff, to
whom in the person of blessed Peter it was said by the same our Lord
]esus christ, "I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not", cannot
err; when in performance of the office of supreme teacher of all
Christians he defines in virtue of his authority what is to be held by
the universal Church in rnatters of faith and morals, and that this
privilege of inerrancy or infallibility of the Roman pontiff reaches
to the same limit as that which marks the exrent of the infaltibility
of the Church. If, however, anyone shall presume to gainsay this
definition of ours (which may God forbid), let him knowthat he has
fallen away from the truth of the Catholic faith and from the unity of
the Church'.2

It will be observed that these words include two quotations, the
former from the profession of faith made by the representatives of
the eastern churches at the second council of Lyons (rz7+), and tlre
Iatter from the formula or libeltus of Hormisdas, as it was adopted
by the fourth council of Constantinople (86917o), with some r""*-
ingly unimportant alterations.s It should be noticed that apart
from the indirect support derived from these conciliar definitions,

1 Butler, op. cit.,vol. ii, p. 26. z Colt. Lac., ibid.,col. 64r.I From the former the expression 'sive vertice' is omitted; in ihe latter ,im-
maculata' is substituted for 'citra rfiaculam', and 'et sancta cilebrata doctrina' is
added. one can only speculate on the motive behind these changes.

34
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which are simply quoted without any mention of the councils to
which they belong, the sole independent Scriptual authority cited

is that of Luke )trII, 32. Further, although the scope of papal

infallibility is definitely limited to that of the Church, no mention

whatever is made of the means by which the Pope is believed to

acquire the knowledge necessary in order to define a doctrine to be

held by the universal Church, with the exception of the vague clause

'by means of divine aid' (pn dioinam assistentiam').

The new schemahad no sooner been distributed among the bishops

than the disquieting rumour began to revive that the dogma was to
be proclaimed by acclamation. Whatever Manning had to say later

to the effect that the promoters of infallibility had no thought of
such a thing, could not alter the fact that the Plan, as we have seen'

had been originally suggested by the Ck iltd Cattolica, a semi-official

and therefore presumably responsible journal. But its only effect

now was to stiffen the attitude of the opposition. Some went so far

as to say that if this were done they would leave the council at once'

and publish their reason for so doing.t
Eventually, on April zgritwas made known that as soon as it was

complete there would be introduced a new schmta, which would take

account of the comments already received by the deputation De Fide

on the original document. These were published on the following day.

Then at last, on May 8, when the workof redrafting had been finished,

the new schema together with the report of the deputation on the

bishops' comments made its appearance.

It is clear from the details set down in the diary of Senestt"y of
Ratisbonz that even the deputation itself, of which he was a member,

had not found it easy to reach unanimity regarding the form which

the new schem.a should take, and that both he and Manning would

have preferred either the original formula or else a statement which

did not limit infallibility to definitions de fide. Probably if these

advanced Ultramontanes had had their wsy, infallibility would have

been defined as embracing even the most unimportant papal obitq
d.ictum on religious matters. It was largely due to the common sense

of Cardinal Bilio the president and DechamPs of Malines that such

extravagant wishes ryere overruled.

The revised schenta, which was the product of these divided

opinions, showed clear evidence of the triumph of the moderate

l Butler, op. cit.rvol. ii, p. 34. 2 CoIl. Lac.rvol. vii, col' 1695 ff.
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party. It consisted of a prologue and four chapters, to which were
appended three canons. The crucial chapter, headed with the words
'Of the Infallibility of the Roman Pontiff', reads as follows:

'Moreover this holy see has always maintained, the unbroken
usage of the Church confirms, and the tradition of the oecumenical
councils themselves has proclaimed, that within the supreme power
of apostolic jurisdiction, which the Roman Pontiff holds as the
successor of Peter, the chief of the Apostles, in relation to the entire
Church, is included also a supreme power of magistriwn'.t

Then a passage from the formula of Hormisdas is quoted in the
same form as before,z followed by the same citation from the second
council of Lyons, but with the addition of a passage from the
dogmatic decree of the council of Florence.

Then comes the definition itself in these terms:
'Wherefore, with the approval of the holy council, we teach and

proclaim as a dogma of faith, that the Roman Pontiff, to whom in
the person of blessed Peter it was said by the same our Lord Jesus
Christ among other things: "f have prayed for thee, that thy faith
fail not, and do thou, when once converted, strengthen thy brethren",
by the power of divine aid promised to him, cannot err, when in
performing the office of supreme teacher of all Christians he defines
in virtue of his apostolic authority whatever in matters of faith and
morals is to be held as of faith or to be rejected as contrary to faith;
and that decrees or judgments of that kind, irreformable of them-
selves, are to be received and held with complete obedience of faith
by every Christian, once they have become. known to him. And since
infallibility is the same, whether it be considered as in the Roman
Pontiff as thg head of the Church, or in the entire Church teaching
in union with its head, we define further that this infallibility also
extends to precisely the same limit'.3 A minatory clause as before
concludes the chapter.

The following additions or changes are to be remarked. First, as

against Gallican teaching the absolute finality of papal decisions
is proclaimed ; secondly, the duty of the complete submission of the
individual to such decisions is categorically affirmed. But the most
important addition is to be found in the introductiori of the words
'as of faith', 'as contrary to faith'. These words were clearly intended
to impose a precise limit on the infallible magistuium, and to confine

I Coll.I-ac.rvol. ii, col. z7z. ! See above, p. 5rZ. t lb;d., col. 273.
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it to acts by which a particular belief or practice was declared to be
part of or in accordance with the cmpus of divine revelation or the
reverse. It is easy to see that such 'hedging in' of infallibility must
have been highly unacceptable to those who like Manning and
Senestriy were by no means content with a magistuium, the function
of which was simply to check the consistency of this or that new idea
with the original depositum, or (to use the primitive term) paradosis,

but desired an infallibility which in the manner of an oracle would
turn out an immediate answer to every new problem. The real
difficulty underlying the proposed definition was that, although every-
one took for granted the infallibility of the Church, there was by no
means general agreement about its lirnits. Hence the anticipation of
the chapters on the Roman primacy and the postponement of the rest
of the schema De Ecclesia had the unfortunate effect of leaving those
who were opposed to an'oracular' infallibility in the air. While not
themselves disbelieving in papal infallibility of some kind, they were
erridently not only unwilling but quite unable to conceive of it as

other than the already generally accepted infallibility of the Church.
Hence they recognized that only a definition of the former in such
terms as would show that it was co-extensive with the latter had any
hope of winning general acceptance by the council. Yet the difficulty
remained that the precise content of the common belief in the
infallibility of the Church had never been defined. It is easy to see,

therefore, why the extreme Ultremontanes greeted the new schuna
with dismay, since they believed that the acceptance of the formula
would involve the adoption of a minimizing view of infallibility,
whether of the Church or of the Pope, and that in this way Catholi-
cism would be defrauded of its proud claim to be in possession of an
'oracular' voice.l Hence they attempted by every means to procure
the restoration of the original formula, which by saying rnuch less

left a far wider loophole for a 'maximizing' interpretation.
The actual debate on the revised schema began on May 14 and

lasted until June 3. An examination in detail of the utterances of
some sixty-four speakers would add little to our understanding of the
significance of the new dogma-and may therefore be omitted. The
chief value of the debate lies in the extent of disagreement which it
reveals regarding not only the opportuneness of the definition, but
also its precise content. By the time some fifteen days had been spent

I Coll. Lac.,vol, ii, col. r7o4.
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on discussion, patience on both sides was well nigh exhausted and
little real progress in the direction of elucidating the real significance
of papal infallibility had been achieved. It is said that the demand
for the application of the 'closure' in accordance with the decree of
February 20 represented the wishes of a considerable section of the
Minority as well as of the Majoriry.I Whether this was so or not, it
certainly created a good deal of bitterness. But, as Butler points out,
the discussion which had taken place 'would surely be deemed a
very ample Second Reading debate in the House of Commons'.2

Three days later the committee stage was begun. Controversy
gathered chiefly round chapters III and IV of the schema, those
which defined respectively the primacy and the infallible magis-
triun of the Pope. The chief objections to chapter III arose in the
main from the absence of any allusion to the hierarchy or to the
episcopate, and among those who called for amendment in this
regard were not a few who belonged to the Majority. Similarly, the
description of papal jurisdiction as 'ordinary' (ordinariaar) evoked
lively criticism, and it was urged that the statement should be so
modified as to make it clear that the sense in which the term was used
did not mean 'normal' as opposed to 'abnormal', but 'original' as
opposed to'delegated'.

It was not till July 5 that the work of examining the seventy-two
amendments proposed was complete. In the end only four were
adopted and those by large majorities. Serious division of opinion,
however, was caused by the proposal made by the deputation to
interpolate a section on the plenary character of papal jurisdiction
into canon III. Although it had never been actually proposed as an
amendment, its advocates, such as Zinelli, attempted to argue that
it was only a modification of one which had been submitted. No
doubt it was true, as he said, that the interpolation was already
covered by the contents of the relevant chapter, but his justification
of the deputation's action is not very convincing.s There is reason,
however, to believe that the introduction had the support of very
high authority, and thus eventually, in spite of the irregularity
involved, the council agreed to its adoption.

By far the most important modifications. were those affecting
chapter IV, the debates on which had begun on June 15. Once more
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Cardinal Bilio's influence made itself frlt and it was probably his
formula which was formally proposed by Cullen of Dublin.r In fact,
it appears to have provided the material for the ultimate form of the
chapter, and thus was the source of the phrase 'enjoys that infalli-
bility with which the Redeemer willed that His Church should be
provided'. In view of the fact that the precise content of the infalli-
bility of the Church had not then and has not since been defined, the

expression was ambiguous enough to satisfy all parties. A good deal

of concern was shown to secure that the definition paid some regard

to the necessity for the Pope to take account of the expert opinion of
theologians, historians and canonists before issuing a decision which
was to be binding on the whole Church. Rauscher of Vienna, a
prominent member of the Minority, proposed to introduce a formula
to ensure this, derived from Antoninus of Florence, who had taken
a prominent part in the council held there in the fifteenth century.
Similar proposals were made by Guidi of Bologna, the object of
which was to exclude at all costs the doctrine of personal infallibility.
It was in the course of a subsequent interview with the speaker that
Pius made his famous retort 'Latradizione son' io'.z He was evidently
impatient of any restrictions, theoretical or practical.

The fact that absolutism was not without its advocates is shown
by the evidence that some support was found for including a state-

ment to the effect that the infallibility of the Church, so far from
conditioning that of the Pope, is itself derived from papal infallibility.
On the other hand, there were those who wished it to be affirmed
that papal infallibility was the same as that of oecumenical councils.s

As a way out of this conflict of opinion, Cullen's formula, already

mentioned, was found to be highly suitable, but not without at least

one important change, namely, the introduction of the pregnant
phrase 'when he speaks ex cathedrA', to which the clause 'in per-
forming the office of supreme teacher' was appended by way of an

explanation.a The intention of those who advocated the use of this
phrase was possibly to meet the objections of those who feared that,
apart from careful safeguards, an infallible m'agistuium might be

abused in the interest of arbitrary and even capricious definitions.
t Coll. Lac. ibid., col. 382, .No. 68; cols. r7ot, 1645. Butler, o?. cit,, vol. ii,

p.85.
I Quoted by Bury, J. 8., History of the Popaq in the XIXth Century, rg3o,

p, rz+. There is some doubt regarding the precise form of this saying.

' Coll, Lac. ibid., col. r69e. I lbicl,
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As to its meaning the comment of Gasser of Brixen is relevant. His
exposition, which as spokesman of the deputation De Fide he
delivered on fuly r r, stated that its object was to limit infallibility to
those definitions in which'the Pgp. speaks not as a private doctor,
nor as bishop of a diocese, but as exercising the office of supreme
pastor and teacher of all Christians', and that for the necessary
condition to be fulfilled the Pope must himself make it clear that he
is acting in that capacity.l

The Deputation began its work on the amendments on July 7. As a
result the title was modified so as to read 'The infallible magistnium
of the Roman Pontiff'. Further, to allay the apprehensions of the
Minority, a historical preamble was introduced, drafted by Martin of
Paderborn, in which it was explicitly stated that'the Holy Ghost was
not promised to the successors of Peter, that they might make known
by His revelation new doctrine, but that, by His aid, they might
dutifully safeguard the revelation handed down by the Apostles, or
the deposit of taith, and faithfully expound it',2 ,owhich it was added
that 'this see of St. Peter has always remained untarnished by any
error', a statement which was justified on the ground of the Lucan
promise to the Apostle (Luke xxII, 3e). Next the new and amended
form of the definition was adopted and finally the canon was put
under form of anathema like the rest,

We have now reached the stage in the council's proceedings
described in the first lecturer8 and there seems no need to repeat
what has already been said, beyond recalling the fact that although
the revised schema in its latest form (now become the Constitution
Pastor Aeternus) was passed by a substantial majority at the general
congregation held on July 13, and adopted all but unanimously at
the fourth public session on July 18, it remains a fact (to which
attention has already been called) that many of the more outstanding
personalities of the Roman Catholic episcopate in one way or
another refrained from voting irr its support. ft must, however, be
mentioned that after the suspension of the council by papal bull
on October zo, those who had resisted, for whatever reason, the
definition of the new dogma, eventually signified their adhesion,a
though it is perhaps not without significance that one of its most
formidable opponents, Hefele, the great historian, was not finally

1 Butler, op. cit., vol. ii, p. r34.
2 Coll. Lac. ibid., col. 387.

3 See above, gp, 2 f., 9 ff., 16 ff.
* Coll, Lac. ibid,, col. 995 ff.
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persuaded to do so till April z3 of the following year.l Butler speaks
in this connexion of 'silent pressure . . . by withholding dispensations

. in marriage cases', and adds no doubt quite accurately that
'there was a period of hesitation and interior struggle and conflict,
that had to be battled through, before Catholic principle came out
victorious over private judgment'.2

We began our study of the Church and the Papacy with some
discussion of the conversation between bishop Dupanloup and
archbishop Haynald on their return journey from Rome following
the crucial vote of the general congregation on July r3, and drew
particular attention to Haynald's words 'Nous avons fait une grande
faute', which we held to refer, not to the resistance of hirnself and
his companion, together with their supporters, to the definition of the
dogma, but to their failure to record a negative vote at .the final
session of the council.

In addition to the reasons already mentioned, which Haynald, as

a prominent member of the Minority, may have believed sufficient
tb justify an implacable opposition even in public to the adoption
of the Constitution Pastor Aeturru.s, two others may be mentioned at
this point. Following the decision of the general congregation, a

deputation from the Minority, which included Darboy of Paris,
Scherr of Munich and Ketteler of Mainz, obtained a special audience
of the Pope in the hope that something might be done to appease
their scruples and thus ensure unani*ity at the public session.
Three requests were made: first that the interpolation into the
third canon, which as we have pointed out had been irregularly
introduced, should be removed; second, that a phrase qualifying the
expression 'when performing the office of supreme teacher', such as

'relying on the testimony of the churches' (tutimani.o ecchsiarutn
innixus) or 'without the exclusion of the bishops' (non exclusis

episcopis), should be inserted; and finally that the description of the
power of jurisdiction assigned to the Pope, as 'genuinely episcopal'
(quae aere episcoPalis esl), should be removed, since it seemed to be
capable of an exclusive sense, and to imply that the jurisdiction of
other bishops was something less than 'genuinely episcopal'.3 Pius

L Coll. Lac. ibid., col. roo4. 2 Butler, otrr. cit., vol. ii, p. r8Z.
I The problem regarding the relation of the Pope to the bishops has never been

satisfactorily solved. See Cross, F. L., Darwell Stone, t943, p.3o8 ff., Letter No.
?6, where examples of divergent views among Roman Catholic theologians are
given.
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declined to intervene and contented himsetrf with pointing out that
the decision of such questions must rest with the council. Yet in
view of the known composition of the deputation De F'ide, this was
tantamount to a blank refusal.

So far from conciliating the Minority, the congregation held on
Saturday, July 16, introduced at the last moment a phrase qualifying
the final clause of chapter IV, so as to read 'wherefore decisions of
the Roman Pontiff of that sort (sc. ex cathedra) are irreformable of
themselves, and not as a consequence of the consent of the Church
(non autem erc consensu ecclesiae)'.1 This was doubtless the work of
the extreme Ultramontanes, who were determined to make the best
possible use of this last opportunity to deliver a mortal blow against
Gallicanism, and to exclude sq far as was possible any'minimizing'
of the conciliar decree.

That section of the Minority which had persisted in its opposition
up to and including the congregation of July 13 had every reason

therefore to share a deep sense of indignation at the disregard by the
Majority for their sincere convictions, so flagrant as almost to suggest

contempt. It therefore seems most probable that Haynald believed
that after all conduct of this kind ought not to have been allowed to
pass without formal protest. Hence it would appear all the more
Iikely, as we have already suggested, that it was to the failure of him-
self and of his companions in this respect that he was alluding when
he spoke of 'une grande faute'.

VI
Here then is a decision by which more than three hundred

million of our fellow-Christians have been committed, as it seems,

finally and irrevocably to the attribution to the Roman see of a

primacy of doctrine, believed to be capable, given certain conditions,
of delivering decisions on matters of faith and morals, which by their
very nature are incapable of restatement (irreformabiles), and of a

primacy of jurisdiction, which is not only coextensive with the
Church, but which is ordinary, direct, and immediate over-each and

every one of the faithful. As we look back on it, at a distance of some

seventy years from the events which we have been describingr we

may well ask in the interests of Christian unity, the need of which
has been seldom more apparent than at the present time, what sort

L Coll. Lac. ibid., col. 1695.
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of hope can exist that the ideal set forth by representatives of 'suc-

cessive Lambeth Conferences, in words already quoted in the first
lecture,l can ever be translated into reality.

There are indeed not lacking signs that liberal Protestantism is
coming to recognizethe barrenness of a purely ethical, non-dogmatic
interpretation of the Gospel, but the indications that the great
mass of non-papal Christians are ready to accept an authoritarianism
so absolute as that presupposed by the Constitution Pastar Aeternur
are few indeed.

In undertaking an examination of that document in order to
discover to what extent it appears to be open to criticism by those
who disclaim the Roman allegiance, wr shall naturally give par-
ticular attention to the Anglican standpoint. By this means we may
be able to discover how far any measure of, rapprochemcat towards
the papal position is possible, at least on the part of Anglicans, and in
what respects if any the ineluctable demands of history or reason, in
the light of the foregoing study of the relations between the Church
and the Papacy, appear to require its rejection. Some very familiar
controversial ground will be covered, but it may be hoped that
certain new points will emerge, sufficient at least to justify a more
positive attitude than has hitherto normally been recognized as
possible.

Beginning with the prologue to the Constitution, it is possible to
say that no Anglican could rightly t j".t those statemenrs in which
it is affirmed that it was our Lord's own intention to create (or per-
haps better, to recreate) one universal society of the people of God.
Equally, if we take careful account of its formularies, we have every
reason to hold that the Church of England endorses the belief that
the divine purpose included provision 'that there should ever be
pastors and teachers in His Church to the end of the world'. As to
the origin of the existing Catholic minisrry, the Constitution has
little to say except by implication, and this finds a parallel in the
Anglican reluctance categorically to assert the divine institution of
the episcopate. On the other hand, to the more positive affirmations
of the council of Trent on that subject, which even themselves,
as we have seen,2 fall short of downright assertion, we may adduce
as a parallel the statement prefaced to the Ordinal appended to the
Book of Common Prayer, which reads :

r See above, p. 6. 8 See abover p.453.
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'It is evident unto all men diligently reading holy Scripture and
ancient Authors, that frdm the Apostles' time there have been these
Orders of Ministers in Christ's Church; Bishops, Priests, and
Deacons'.

These words do not constitute in themselves an assertion of
'divine institution', but they can scarcely imply less than 'divine
providence'.

As to the stahrs of St. Peter, bearing in mind the relevant warning
of the late Professor Turner alreadymentioned,l even if the validityof
the interpretation of the New Testament evidence set forth in the
second lecture be regarded as open to doubt,2 we cannot in loyalty
to that evidence deny that Peter received at our Lord's hands a certain
preference (caeteris apostolis Faegonens), and that he was declared
by Christ to be meant in his own person, and not only in virtue of
his faith, to become the visible foundation of His Sxdtqola. Of belief
in some such 'preference' the Church of England seems to testify
when in the proper collect for the Communion assigned to June a9

mention is made of the Apostle's endowment with 'many excellent
gifts'.

The first chapter of the Constitution, which, as we pointed out
in tlre first lecture, is devoted to the Petrine primacy of jurisdiction,
makes use of the familiar texts Tu es Petrus and Pasce m;es mcas in
order to prove that'such a primacy in relation to the whole Church
was immediately and directly conferred by Christ the Lord on the
Apostle. . . .' It may be said that the Church of England provides
no 'official' interpretation of these texts, though it might be argued
that the words, also occurring in the collect just cited, 'commandedst
him (sc. St. Peter) earnestly to feed Thy flock,' appear to presuppose
that in virtueof Pasce ooes tneas St. Peter is held to have been endowed
with a special measure of responsibility for the ashole Church of God.
As to the canon with which this chapter concludes, it would seem

impossible to allow that so far as the evidence of the New Testament
carries us, St. Peter was usually acknowledged by his contemporaries
as possessed of more than a priority of judgment, to which they did
in fact normally defer. Speaking more generally, it may be said that
the chapter appears to share a defect common to the Constitution
as a whole, of interpreting the whole early history of the Church in
the juridical language of a much later period.

I See above, p. 53.
2 See aboverp.64.
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It is in the second chapter that we begin to find ourselves on more
controversial ground. Thus in the first place we should not find it
easy to concede the logic of the argurnent which infers the perpetuity
of the Petrine primacy from the promise of the keys of the heavenly
kingdom made to him as rnajor doma of the Dominical house-
hold. On the other hand, the evidence of the first three centuries
appears to show that in fact the Roman see was regarded as in some
sense a centre of reference, particul"tly in matters of doctrine, but
also on occasion in those which concerned discipline as well, and
that when the question began to be asked why this was so, non-
Roman as well as Roman Christians usually replied that it was due
to the connexion of that see with St. Peter as one of its co-founders.
It is perhaps unfortunate that the only example of this primitive
attitude towards the Roman Church cited by the Constitution is
the famous passage from St. Irenaeus, which is used by its compilers
to prove the 'moral' necessity for conformity with the Roman
church, for, as was pointed out in the third lecture,l in our view,
such an interpretation arises from a complete misunderstanding of
the author's argument.

As to the question raised by the accompanying canon, whether or
not St. Peter has perpetual successors in his primacy iure dioino
and that his successor is in fact the Roman Pontiff, it may be said
that Anglicanism has no 'official' doctrine on these points. That it
was believed that the Christian ministry of the sub-apostolic period
had succeeded to the authority of the Apostles iwe diaino was
demonstrably the belief of the author of the First Epistle of Clement.
His view was probably shared by Ignatius. In this way at least it
may be allowed that the episcopi of the primitive Roman Christian
community succeeded to St. Peter's position in Rome, as the episcopi
of the Corinthian community succeeded St. Paul in Corinth, and
thus at least it may reasonably be conceded that the succession
took place 'by divine providence'. If it be said that no evidence for
this can be found in Holy Scripture, we can well reply that such
evidence as we possess is at any rate secondary only to Scripture
itself, and ought to be regarded as a not less trustworthy witness to
beliefs current in the first and second generations of Christians.

The third chapter defines the scope and character of the papal
primacy. As to the definition of the council of Florence with which

- 1 See above, p. rr3, n. ?.
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it begins, its limitations as a statement of belief, really representative
of universal Christian tradition, should not be forgotten. For in
spite of the fact that it was approved at the time by the Emperor,
the patriarch, and other representatives of the Byzantinq church, it
loses some of its value as a witness to a really sincere conviction, if
the political situation prevailing at the time be born in mind. The
claim that the Roman church possesses a principatus over all other
churches, to be understood here no doubt in its later sense of
'supremacy', and that the juridical authority of the Roman bishop is

'immediate', seems at first sight entirely unacceptable to Anglicans.
Some allowance, however, should be made for the peculiarities of
patristic diction, which is liable to create an exaggerated impression,
if not correctly interpreted. As to the question of the direct authority
of the Pope over each and all of the faithful, one of the speakers at

the council endeavoured to show the propriety of acknowledging
such authority by asking whether any bishop would say that the
Pope would have to get his permission to preach, or hear confessions,
qr administer the sacraments in his diocese. The fact that it was

greeted with laughter seemed to show that such an idea was unthink-
able.l Yet the immediate jurisdiction of the Pope over all churches
and their faithful is not only not self-evident to Anglicans; it has

even been formally repudiated, though some would argue that such

repudiation applies only to civil and not to spiritual jurisdiction.z
There can be little doubt that any suggestion of domination by t

foreign power, even a spiritual one, is highly uncongenial to the
greater part of a nation which has long prided itself on the precious
possession of freedom from foreign intervention and on its national
independence. Nor is it easy to feel satisfied that the attribution of
such authority to the Papacy does not deprive episcopal jurisdiction
of almost all its reality. No doubt it is true, as we have seen, that at
least from the fifth century onwards individual Popes, such as

Leo I, intervened motu proprio in the affairs of local churches, but
it is natura! to share the wish expressed by Rauscher of Vienna

that the word used in the definition to qualify papal jurisdiction
might not have been 'ordinaianf , an epithet quite innocent in itself
yet which by its very ambiguity seems to imply that such interven-
tion was to be treated as 'normal' rather than as'exceptional'. It may

well be a fact that the modern Papacy has on the whole refrained
1 Butler, oP. cit,, vol. ii, p. 86. I See below, p. 53r.
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from an arbitrary exercise of its jurisdiction I nevertheless safeguards
seem necessary against arbitrariness no less of Popes than of bishops.

The fourth section of this chapter, dealing with the right of the
Roman Pontiff to communicate without hindrance with the pastors
and flocks of the whole Church, is the only part of the Constitution
which touches directly the relations of Church and State. Reference
to contemporary history makes it evident that it was the peculiar
relations prevailing at the time between the Roman see and the
Italian government which seemed to render such a declaration
necessary. But in relation to countries such as England, in which
Roman Catholicism had long enjoyed the same tolerance and recog-
nition as had come to be extended to all religious bodies, such a
declaration was largely irrelevant. ft therefore need not detain us here.

The assertion with which the third chapter concludes, that the
Roman Pontiff is the supreme judge of all Christians in ecclesiastical
causes, and that his decision is not open to reconsideration even by
an oecumenical council, simply formulates afresh a claim on the
part of the Roman see made in principle at least as early as the fifth
century. Yet even if the view that the Papacy constihrted a final court
of appeal in cases involving the judgment of bishops had been
generally conceded by that time, at any rate wherever the influence
of Caesaropapism had not made itself felt to any marked extent,
the same does not appear to be true of the absolute superiority of a
papal judgment to the authority of an oecumenical council. It was
certainly not accepted by those who took part in the second council
of Ephesus (+49), which styled itself oecumenical; even at Chalcedon,
the orthodo"y of which every Pope from Leo I onwards upheld'
with the utmost zeal, it is quite clear that the papal Tome was only
adopted after it had been very carefully examined, and then not
without a certain measure of opposition.l

Nevertheless, as we have seen, in the pre-Nicene period there are
signs that Roman judgments were regarded as possessing general
validity and a universal significance which not even the imposing
machinery of an oecumenical council could normally ignore. More-
over it needs to be borne in mind that it was never quite clear
whether such a council owed its authority to the fact that it expressed
the will of the Emperor for the time being, or that it was subsequently
confirmed by the Pope.

1 See the present writer's Life atd Thrcs ol St. I*n, pp. zgd, goofr.
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The Church of England has stated not only that general councils
have erred 'in things pertaining unto God', but also that local
churches, including the Church of Rome, have erred even 'in matters
of faith'.r It has also been declared that 'the bishop of Rome hath
no jurisdiction in this Realm of England'. ft has sometimes been
represented that these words applied solely to a usurped jurisdiction
in civil causes, on the ground that the title of the Article of Religion
in which it occurs (Article XXXVII) is 'Of the Civil Magistrates'.
But the text makes it clear that not civil jurisdiction alone is in
question by saying:

'The King's Majesty hath the chief power in this Realm of Eng-
land, and other his Dominions, unto whom the chief Government
of all Estates of this Realm, whether they be ecclesiastical or civil,
in all causes doth appertain, and is not, nor ought to be, subject to
any foreign jurisdiction'.

The same view is also afirmed in the language of the Bidding
Prayer, which speaks of :

'The King's most excellent majesty . . . over all persons, in all
causes, as well ecclesiastical as temporal, throughout his dominions
supreme'.

This repudiation of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Papacy

is further borne out by the rubric in the Edwardine Ordinal of
r55o, directing that the bishop:

lShall cause tle Oath of the King's Supremacy and against the
usurped power of the bishop of Rome to be ministered unto every
one of them that are to be ordered'.

The oath itself is as follows:
'I from henceforth shall utterly renounce, refute, relinquish, and

forsake the bishop of Rome, and his authority, pow€r, and juris-
diction. And I shall never consent nor agree that the bishop of Rome
shall practise, exercise, or have any manner of authority, jurisdiction,
or power within this realm or any other of the King's dominions,
but shall resist the same at all times to the uttermost of my
power'.

It may, however, be pointed out that there were Anglicans in tlre
seventeenth century like James I and archbishop Bramhall who did
not regard these formulas as inconsistent with recognition of the
Pope as the head of the Church, nor as excluding a distinction

r Articles XIX and.X)il.
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between the temporal and spiritual claims of the Papacy.l It may
also be said not only that, as the oath just mentioned is no longer
taken, it may be treated as obsolete, but that with the substitution of
assent to the Thirty-nine Articles for formal subscription, the
Anglican clergy have ceased to be bound by the same stringency in
their regard. Nevertheless one must admit that without sorre
positive act of repudiation the Church of England remains in some
sense committed to her own past. It is true that at the time of the
Reformation, as we have shown, the Papacy had come to be regarded
more as a political than as an ecclesiastical institution. In fact, its
political associations were so far bound up with its primacy that it
may well have seemed natural to reject both at the same time. On the
other hand, now that the dust of late mediaeval controversy has
settled, there is less hindrance to a more generous recognition of the
strictly spiritual functions of the Roman see.

But in what sense is such r.."#:"n possible? If, as here, we take
Pastot Aeternus as a representative and authoritative statement of
the papal position, we have not only to make terms with its definition
of a primacy of jurisdiction, a task which as we have seen is by no
means devoid of difficulties, but we must in addition formulate our
attitude towards the doctrinal primacy as defined in its fourth and
last chapter.

Here we read:
'That in the apostolic primacy, which the Roman Pontiff as the

successor of Peter the chief of the Apostles holds in relation ts the
whole Church, is included the highest power of magisterium, this
Holy See has always maintained, the unbroken custom of the Church
proves' and the oecumenical councils themselves, particularly those,
in which the East met together with the West in a union of faith and
charity, have proclaimed'.2

If the argument of our third lecture holds good, there is more
evidence for the general acceptance of such a primacy in the primitive
Church than has been generally recognized, at least by the majority
of Anglican historians, and even if it is true that frorn time to time

1 Rees, A. H., Thc Faith in England, p. 95 ff.
2 Coll. Lac. vol. vii, col. 485.
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in the post-Nicene period it had to face a serious challenge, yet this
challenge for the most part may be seen to coincide with those
periods in which some form of Caesaropapism was predominant.
If we cannot acknowledge that recognition of it amounts to an
unbroken tradition, we cannot fairly deny that it was remarkably
widespread. The appeal to the testimony of the oecumenical councils,
however, is not so easy to justify. In the case of the two first councils,
those of Nicaea and Constantinople (38r), we have nothing to show
that in their dogmatic decisions they were consciously accepting the
Roman primacy of doctrine, even if it were argued that they did so

in fact. Moreover, it is certainly unfortunate that the compilers of
the Constitution could find no conciliar statements more apposite
for their purpose than an extract from the formula of Hormisdas as

accepted by the fourth council of Constantinople, and the decrees

of the second council of Lyons and of Florence. As we have already
pointed out in the sixth lecture, it is evident that it was political
expediency rather than theological agreement which dictated the
short-lived reunions of the Greek and Latin churches which issued
from the two latter assemblies, while, so far as the first of the three
mentioned is concerned, recent historical research, to which we
have drawn attention, makes it reasonably probable that this council
only acquired oecumenical rank by a blunder of the eleventh-
century canonists, who were ignorant of its annulment by papal
authority, so that so far from desening to rank as an example of
one in which 'the East met together with the West in a union of
faith and charity', it rather testified to a widening of the already
existing cleavage between the sees of Rome and Constantinople.

The section in the fourth chapter which follows was introduced
into the original draft chiefly in order to reassure those who feared
that the declaration of papal infallibility would be equivalent to a

definition of the Pope's personal inerrancy, and would entitle him
to proclaim new dogmas to be accepted by the whole Church. That
such fears were by no means groundless may be readily discovered
by consulting such a work as Manning's Vatican Couneil and its
Definitions, in which infallibility is held to extend to dogmatic facts,
censures less than convictions of heresy, canonization of saints and
approbation of religious orders, in spite of the fact that the official
spokesman of the deputation De Fide had insisted that such matters
were not covered by the definition contained in the Constitution. If,

35
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however, \ile care to examine a pamphlet published by Fessler of
St. Polten, who had acted as General Secretary to the council, we
are met with a very different interpretation. Fessler insists that
infallibility is closely restricted to a definitive exercise of the papal
rnagistuiu,m and affi.rms :

'The Pope in his doctrinal utterances only speaks what he finds,
under the special divine assistance, to be already part of the truth,
revealed by God, necessary for salvation, which He has given in
trust to the Catholic Church (i.e. in the divine depositurnrt.dti)'.t

The same view was held by Bishop Ullathorne, who writes: .

'It is not "new doctrine" or any new revelation, but the "deposit
of faith delivered to the Apostles", which, not by inspiration, but
by the guiding assistance of the Holy Ghost, the Popes are able to
keep inviolable, and to expound without errof .2

It is also relevant to add that if one consults such a work as Butler's
Vatican Council or Dublanchy's important article in the Dictionnaire
de Thiologie Catholiqucs it is remarkable how very restricted and in
some respects indeterminate the modern interpretation of this
chapter of the Constitution has become. After pointing out that
'we are not so sensitive or so exacting in this matter of infallibility
as our forefathers were', Butler says:

'Nowadays Catholics have, for the most part, settled down into
a middle position, and are prepared to accept as right and true a
great body of teachings and judgments of the Popes, without. re:
quring to know that it is guaranteed infallible'.a

Later on he even goes so far as to admit:
'Rather does it (sc. the modern Catholic attitude) seem to give

point to Salmon's gibe-or was it Whateley's ?-that the Pope is
infallible so long as he defines nothing'.6

If this be true, it is indeed a strange commentary on the heart-
breaking struggles with conscience, of which we have been to some
extent the sympathetic witnesses in the course of our study of the
proceedings of the council at which the doctrine of papal infallibility
was solemnly proclaimed.

Yet definition of the conditions of infallibility is by no means the
only difficulty raised by this chapter. There is the further question

l Butler, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 2r5. s Vol. vii, col. 1638 ff.
z ld* op' cit',vol' ii, p. ertf.u 
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op. cit., vol. ii, p.227.
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about the relation of the Pope in the exercise of his magistniumtothe
witness of the Church. In spite of the fact that an attempt was made,
as we have seen, so to word the definition as to assert that the infalli-
bility of the Church is derived from and depends on that of the Pope,r

the formula actually adopted by the council appears deliberately to
avoid such a view, and to be content with the affirmation that such
infallibility as is assigned to papal decisions is co-extensive with that
of the Church (ea tnfall:ibilitate pollere, qua . . . Redemptor ecclesiam

suarn . . . instructam esse ool,uit). Another recent commentator even

asserts the precise contrary to the extreme Ultramontantist view
mentioned above by saying:

'Though Popes and General Councils may be looked upon as the
proximate principles or organs of the Church's infallibility, yet it is
true to say that in a certain sense infallibility resides primarily, not
so much in Popes or in General Councils, as in the Church'.2

In the face of these opinions it would seem therefore that if we

are rightly to understand the meaning of the final chapter of. Pastor
Aeterrrus we must first of all discover what is meant by the infallibility
of the Church. It is certain that at the time of the Vatican council no
one dreamed of questioning the latter, but perhaps only the more
theologically minded bishops had any very exact idea regarding its
meaning.s

It is often supposed that infallibility must mean the capacity to
deliver an immediately true answer to any given question, after the
manner of an oracle (hence the phrase 'oracular infallibility'). But in
view of what has already been said, we can be quite confident that,
however much certain of the more extreme section of the Ultra-
montanes may have desired a definition acknowledging such an

infallibility, the plain meaning of the chapter on the papal magis'

tqium altogether excludes anything of the kind.
Are we justified, therefore, in supposing that the word denotes no

more than 'immunity from error'? Those who are impatient of any

minimizing of the Church's authority will not readily accept so

negative a concept, and will insist that something more positive is

demanded if any belief in the finality and completeness of the

revelation of God and Man in Jesus Christ is to be maintained. To
the Church was committed the original revelation or paradosis; the

doctrines which form part of this revelation, together with certain
2 lbid., p. z3r. 3 lbid.; p. rz3.
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relevant and connected historical truths, such as the facts of the
rncarnate Life, constitute the depositurn fi.dei, which must necessarily
remain constant and thus be incapable of expansion or diminution.

But does not this mean that there can be no such thing as develop-
ment? So far as the dEositum rtdti itself and its histoiical setting,
there can etc hypothesi be none. But in every generation, and in fact
to every individual, both must be interpreted, and it is in the process
of interpretation or elucidation that error may arise. Moreovir, it is
necessary for the coherence and integrity of the Christian revelation
that truths shall be related to one another, and hence if distortion or
exaggeration is to be eliminated, systematizatton of some kind is
unavoidable. It is not that such interpretation constitutes an addition
to the d4tosinm; the content of the faith is there already; the in-
terpretation is no more than its exterior form. Hence belief in
the infallibility of the church seems to amount to this; it is the
conviction tJrat those interpretations to which the consensus of
the Church has been given will correctly mediate the original
d4totitum, and therefore cannot mislead. The essence of this belief
is that the consensus, of which we have just spoken, is a sufficient
guarantee that a particular interpretation or expression of doctrine
corresponds with the continuous, uninterrupted and general ex-
perience of the living society which is the christian church itseff.r

At first sight it would seem that the Vatican Constitution denies
the need for any such consensus, by affirming that .decisions of the
Roman Pontiff of that sort (sc. ex cathedra) are irreformable of them-
selves, and not as a consequence of the consent of the Church'. There
can be no doubt that this phrase was intended to exclude the view
that papal definitions acquired their finality only if the subsequent
consent of the church was forthcoming. on the other hand, 

"ott-siderable care was taken, as we have already pointed out, to introduce
a section into the earlier part of the same chapter, the object of
which was to call attention to the fact that the popes had always been
in the habit of ascertaining, by means of councits or other mlthods,
the nature of the Church's tradition, before actually issuing a decision
in its name on a point at issue. If, as was true, pius IX *h"r, about
to proclaim the doctrine of the Immacurate conception had taken

r on the infallibility--of lh" church, s_ee D.?.c. vol. iv, col. 2ry5ff.; Beevor, H.
and X,ees, A. H., tTfaUn{;W of thc Church, London, n.d.; Hooi , F., Autiority
and Freedotn, in Union of Christendon, rgg7.
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certain precautions to ascertain the existing mind of the Roman
Catholic episcopate, it might be reasonably expected that his suc-
cessors would do the same. Yet even if this insertion was intended to
provide a guarantee that what had been done in the past would
continue in the future, it is difficult to see that it could be regarded
as in the strictest sense binding on future Popes, since it was actually
no more than a statement of historical fact and did not itself form
part of the actual definition.

In spite of this, however, it remains true that the ultimate depen-
dence of the Roman see in issuing a definition of the consensus of
the Church, as judge of the consistencyor inconsistencyof a particular
dogma with the original depositum or parado$s of the Christian
revelation, is recognized in some sense even in the Vatican Con-
stitution, and that thus we are once more referred back to the pre-
condition of the infallibility of the Church. That such a conclusion
is possible appears to provide fresh justification for the view rhat
archbishop Haynald was right in saying that he and his sympathizers
among the minority at the Vatican council had in fact committed
'une grande faute' in not remaining and recording a plain Non
placet at the final Session. The crucial defect of the Constitution
Pastor Aetqnus lies in the fact that it attempted to define that the
Pope was the infallible organ of the Church's infallibility without
first re-examining the question of the precise sense in which such
a characteristic could rightly be ascribed to the Church.

We have already made some attempt to meet this problem. Yet it
is not difficult to see that whatever character may be assigned to
decisions or definitions which represent the consensus of the Church,
we have still to answer the question 'what is the Church?'

The familiar definition of Article XIX: 'The visible Church of
Christ is a congregation of faithful men, in which the pure Word of
God is preached, and the Sacraments be duly ministered according
to Christ's ordinance in all those things that are of necessity requisite
to the same', is evidently incomplete in itself and leaves agreatmany
questions unanswered. As a commentary on it the declaration of the
Lambeth Conference of rgzo is relevant:

'We acknowledge all those who believe in Our Lord Jesus Christ
and have been baptized into the name of the Holy Trinity, as sharing
with us membership in the universal Church of Christ which is His
Body'.
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With this affirmation we may compare the definition of the council
of Florence, which says:

'By baptism we are made members of Christ and of the body of the
Church'. 4

The difficulty in formulating any precise definition of membership,
however, was felt as early as the time of Robert Bellarmine, who,
though by no means a typical 'liberal', was sufficiently tolerant to
recognize some value in the Augustinian distinction between member-
ship of the 'body' and of the 'soul' of the Church. Yet it does not
need much reflexion to rcalize that such a distinction is in itself by no
means satisfactory.

Nor is it difficult to see that baptism alone cannot be a final test
of membership. For not only has there been widespread recognition
of the sufficiency of so-called 'baptism of desire' as supplying mem-
bership, but there must always remain the question how far those
who have actually been baptized and subsequently repudiate their
membership may be regarded as in some sense continuing to be
members in spite of themselves. Moreover, we must not forget the
case of those who by conscious and wilful sin forfeit exterior com-
munion with the Church, and yet on repentance are not treated as

non-members and rebaptized, but simply reconciled on the assump-
tion that membership, though no doubt impaired, has never actually
been destroyed.

In view of these and like considerations we may rightly endorse
some recent words of a Roman Catholic writer:

'There is something wrong with the facile assumption that the
distinction of Catholics from non-Catholics, of members of the
Church from non-members of the Church, is always a manifest
one. . . . Certainly the Church is visible, md visible by reason of
the visibility of her members and her organization. But the edges are

very blurred'.l
An admission of this kind is not only significant as proceedittg

from such a source, but has an important bearing on the whole
modern problem of Christian reunion, since those who accept such
a view cannot well approach its problems in a wholly exclusive
spirit. The obvious inference appears to be that it is impossible to
give any absolutely clear-cut answer to the question, 'Who are
members of the Church ?'

1 White, V.,'Membership of the Church' in Blackfriars, Septembe\ rg4t,p,4S7.
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Yet, it may be said, if this question cannot be answered absolutely,
at least it must be possible to distinguish between one Christian
community and another, as forming part of the Church or notr.
otherwise we shall be bound to abandon any belief in the Church's
visibility. The Roman Catholic test in this connexion is generally
believed to be quite decisive; -only those groups of Christians are
to be accounted part of the Church which are in communion with
the Roman see. Yet once again it is significant that a modern Roman
Catholic writer makes this striking admission:

'We cannot say that any dissident Christian body whatever is a
member of the Una Ecclesia. Nevertheless, it would seem to the
present writer that the various dissident Christian bodies, each in a

very varying degree, may be regarded in some fashion as elem.ents

of the Church'.I
Later the same writer adds:
'We may admit therefore, that while Protestant communities are

but "elements" of the Church . . . the Eastern Orthodox com-
munities have a true though incomplete ecclesiastical reality and can
be in a sense called Churches'.z

If we inquire into the precise ground for this distinction, we find
that it lies in the belief that the Orthodox churches possess real
sacraments and therefore also a real hierarchy. In fact, some Roman
Catholic theologians would go so far as to admit that those churches
*joy an effective though illegitimate jurisdiction.s

These admissions may be rare and exceptional, but they may at
least suggest that not even Roman Catholicism itself has succeeded
in establishing an absolute delimitation of the Church, any more
than an absolute distinction between membership and non-member-
ship.

Yet there is evidently common ground between the point of view
which finds reason to make possession or non-possession of a real
hierarchy a means of discrimination and that of an Anglican writer
who affirms:

'There are certain schism6 which can only be described, not as

schisms f** the Church, but as schisms within the Church in the
fullest sense of the word; that is to say, the parties on both sides of
the schism may be said to remain within the Catholic Church, not

1 Congar, M. J., Dirridcd Chr*tendom, Eng. Transl., tggg, p. z4z.
, ld., op, cit., p. z+5. t E.g. Congar, op, cit., p.244, n. t.
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merely in virtue of their baptism (the efiects of which are ireld to
persist even in spite of heresy), not merely in virtue of their orthodox
profession of faith, but in virtue of their continued communion with
a Catholic hierarchy'.r

These words occur in the course of an essay in which the author
argues that in spite of the breach between the sees of Rome and
Constantinople, neither side behaved as though it regarded the other
as altogether outside the Church. He produces a catmaof authorities,
eastern and western, showing that in the statements on the Roman
side there was much that is inconsistent with the point of view
that no body of Christians may be reckoned as part of the Church
which is not in communion with the Roman see. The natural
inference is, as the writer points out, that comrnunion with a real
hierarchy can alone be accounted a primary condition of membership.
A further consideration bearing on this view may now be mentioned.

In the course of our survey of papal history several examples of
schisms in the Papacy from the third century onwards have been
cited. In numerous cases no reasonable doubt can be held to have
existed as to which of the two or more claimants was the legitimate
occupant of the see, but at times his identity was by no means certain.
What is more, even if we believe that the Church was right in pre-
ferring Callistus to Hippolytus, Damasus to Ursinus, or Symmachus
to Laurence, the superiority of the title possessed by the ultimately
successful candidate does not seem always to have been universally
acknowledged at the time, and there must have been many cases
where groups of Christians believed themselves to be in communion
with the rightful bishop of Rome, when in actual fact, judged in the
light of the subsequent verdict of the Church, they were in com-
munion with a usurper or a schismatic. Perhaps the most striking
example of this anomalous and seemingly perplexing situation is to
be found in the division of allegiance between the Popes of Rome and
the Popes of Avignon in the Great Schism of the fourteenth century.
Yet neither in this case nor in any other is there clear and consistent
evidence that either side treated the other as in no sense part of the
Catholic Church. The explanation of this is clear. Communion with
the RomaR see might be in a state of suspense, owing to the support
grven to a bishop who was held by the other party to be no true
occupant of that see, yet communion with a real hierarchy remained,

1 Reer, A. H., TIu Cetholh Chtrch and Corporau Remion, r94o, p. 4 f.
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and when at length the schism in the Papacy was brought to an end
by the Church's intervention, the Church normally found no
difficulty in composing her internal differences without mutual
recrimination.

It would seem to follow from this that until the attainment of
corporate and organic reunion on a basis which includes a restoration
throughout the reunited Church of what is sometimes called 'the
historic episcopate', or as we should prefer to say, 'a real hierarchy',
some latitude must be allowed to exist regarding the Church's limits
and hence a considerable lack of precision in the question of member-
ship or non-membership must be conceded.

It is this inability to draw absolute distinctions in these questions
which appears to make it impossible to ascribe an absolute infallibility
to the Church as it is to-day. If, however, it be said that to make
infallibility of this sort depend on a perfect reconstitution of the
Christian ircrc)rrloto is equivalent to a denial of its attainability under
human conditions, we can only say that this may well be the right
answer. To some it may seem reasonable to hold that in a state in
which 'we walk by faith, not by sight', absolute infallibility is neither
possible nor even desirable. Hence it may well be true that such
infallibility is not that'with which the divine Redeemer willed that
His Church should be endowed'.

It has been the aim of the present writer throughout the study now
completed to maintain, so far as possible, a strictly objective stand-
point. At the same time it has been necessary, if our presentation of
the subject was not to consist of a mere catalogue of evidence and
historical data, in the manner of a collection of documents, to devote
some attention to the task of evolving a balanced interpretation of
the evidence. Here no doubt some departure from absolute objectivity
has been inevitable. We can only hope that it has not been so great
as to render the task of attaining the ultimate truth more difficult.
But if our aim is to be pursued to the end, it will be neither necessary
nor desirable to draw conclusions such as might sen/e a controversial
purpose. We have not sought to refute one interpretation and to
uphold another, but rather to examine the evidence afresh, and by
presenting it in a new guise to serve the cause of truth and in the
end, as we hope, that of Christian unity.

Yet it would seem impossible altogether to avoid the task of
attempting some kind of summary of what we believe to be reasonable
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inferences from the evidence surveyed, particularly from the stand-
point of, one who is not himself in communion with the Roman see.

In the first place it would appear that the majority of those
Christians, whom for the sake of convenience we may describe as
non-papal, have not usually given sufficient weight to the evidence
of Holy Scripture, in virtue of which it may be held that a some-
what exceptional place was assigned to the Apostle St. peter in the
divine scheme for the constitution of the Christian drcrclqoia. We do
not believe real justice to that scheme can be done, so long as it is
denied that both in teaching and in administration it was St. peter's
voice which was meant to possess a rcal auctmitas. That he was
princQs of the Church in the sense of being its absolute Sovereign,
or that he possessed or was believed to possess an unlimited authority
over its members as individuals does not appear to rest on any
scriptural testimony. That he was less than princeps in the sense of
being its chief mouthpiece and spokesman can scarcely be rejected
without doing violence to such knowledge as we possess.

That the Roman 4isco?te, whether in plurality or as successive
holders of a single office, were held to be and were in fact the heirs
of the authority of St. Peter and of his co-Apostle St. paul in the
Roman see seems to be suggested, if not guaranteed, even by such
limited evidence regarding the standpoint of the primitive Church as
we still possess, though it is equally clear that reflexion on the real
implications of the original data was needed before their full sig-
nificance was generally appreciated. The value of the papal office as
the primary centre of unity, as the highest court of appeal, as a cus-
todian of order and a corrector of aberrations from the original
d4tositum fidei-all this and much more emerges, as we hope to have
shown, only when the Church becomes aware of itself in a fuller
sense as a world-wide organization, and when a local and 'parochial'
consciousness gives place to an oecumenical outlook. Thus the papal
ideal, in spite of the occasional distortion and falsification which it
has undergone in the course of its long history, is to be viewed in
its perfection not as an instrument for the suppression of liberty, but
as a means under Providence for the safeguarding of the ordered
freedom of the 'sons of God'.

If it be true that 'absolute power corrupts absolutely' we cannot
deny that the Papacy, like other institutions which have acquired
such power, has not escaped the consequence of its acquisition. Yet
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in spite of the occasional failure of individual Popes to uphold a

morality consistent with the demands of their high ofiflcq it is a

strange form of historical blindness which is unable to perceive in
its long and remarkable history a supernatural grandeur which no
mere secular institution has ever attained in equal measure. Its
strange, almost mystical, faithfulness to Wpe, its marked degree of
changelessness, its steadfast clinging to tradition and precedent,
above all its burning zeal for order and Justitia compel us to acknow-
ledge that the Papacy must always defy a categorization which is
purely of this world.

Of the future it is not our purpose to speak. If our conclusions are

correct, the perfect integration of the idea of the Papacy with the
doctrine of the Church, more particularly with episcopacy, has yet
to be accomplished, and can be effected only in the light of a fuller
knowledge of God's purpose than we can claim to possess at the
present time.

Meanwhile it must remain the constant and ineluctable duty of all
Christians in their separate groups so to seek by the inspiration of
the Holy Ghost better to understand the outlook of others, that when
the day of reconciliation is at hand, no ignorance or ill-founded
prejudice may be found to hinder the fulfilment of the will of Hirn
who prayed'that they may be One'.
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Aurelius, bishop of Carthage,287.
Aurelius, Emperor, rz6.
Austria, Josephism ira, +7t, 487; and

the Papacy, 479, 48o, 4gr, 496, 4ggi
at war with Piedmont, 496, 4g7.

Autun, bishop of, assesso;-in Donatist
controversy, r93.

Auxanius, bishop of Arles, 344.
Auxentius, bishop of Milan, friend of

Emperor, 233; opponent of Nicaea,
zgg, 24o; also 253n.

Avignon, Popes at, 4t7-4tg, leave for
Rome, 42a, 42t; and the great
schism, 4?t,42?,54o; also 394.

Avitus, bishop of Vienne, gg3, 3g6.

Baius, 46o.
3ar Cochba, revolution of, 86n.
Bardas, instals Photius as Patriarch

38r; murdered, 383.
Bari, church at, and John XXI, 399.
Barnabas the apostle, 6o.
Basil, bishop of Ancyra, and the 'Long'

Sirmian cteed, 23on; presides over
Council of Ancyra, zgr iand Liberius,
23tr 232n.

Basil, bishop of Cappadocia, and
Antiocheneschism, z4o-a43 and note ;
appeals to Roman syhod,-i43, 244.

Basil I, Emperor, the Macedonian,
383-386.

Basil, Pseudo-, on Tu es Petrus, 97.
basilica Constantiniana, built by Con-

stantine, ao5.
basilica Libriana, zo8, z3gn.
basilica Sessoriana, given by Helen to

church at Rome, zo6.
Basilides, bishop of Leon-Astorga,

resigns, r7r; Cyprian and Stephen
disagree on restoration of-, r7z, r73.
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Basiliscus, 3r4, 3rS.
Basle, Council of (r43r), 423, 424, 448.
Batiffol, on text of De Udtate, ftz-i6+.
Belisarius, leads Byzantine invasion df

Italy,943.
Bellarmine, Robert, responsible for

issue of revised Vulgate, 456; re-
states official doctrine of Papacy,

, +56-459,482; also 5rr, 538.
Benedicg Abbot, 354.
Benedict I, Pope, 352,354.
Benedict XI, Pope, 4r7.
Benedict XII, Pope, 4t8, 4rg.
Benedict XIII, Pope, and consecration

of Steenhoven, 467, 468.
Benedict XIV, Pope, de synoda d:ioe-

cesana, 453.
Benson, Archbishop, St. Cygrian, 162.
Bernard of Clairvaux, on Pope as

temporal ruler, 4o3; his De Con-
sidqatione,4o3i 4o4n.

Beroea, Liberius exiled to, zzg.
Bertrand de Got, archbishop of Bor-

deaux, see Clement V.
Berytus, church of, 258.
B6venot, Father, on text of. De Unitate,

16g, t64.
Bilio, Cardinal, head of Deputation, De

Fide, t5, 5t8, 5zz.
Biterrae, synod at, 228.
Bithynia, Arius appeals to bishops of,

r97.
Bologna, study of Canon Law atr 329n,

393; occupied by Bonapafie, 47g.
Bonaparte, Napoleon, occupied Nor-

thern ltaly, 47g; Pope makes tems
with, 479; makes promises to Pius
VII, 48o; concordat, 48r, 482;
crowned Emperor, 48a; excommuni-
cated by Pope, +81; arrests and
exiles Pius VII, +8S-+8S.

Bonaparte, Jerome, 483.
Boniface I, Pope, his controversy with

Theodosius II over lllyricum, zt?tr,
zZ+-277; and African church, 288,
3ra 1 also zg4, 46o.

Boniface Il, Pope, 342.
Boniface VIII, Pope, and Canon Law,

394; his struggle with Philip the
F afu , 41 3-417 ; Unam Sanctam, 4o)4n,
4r5,416; Clericis laicos, 4r4; Aus-
adtafili,4rg.

Bramhall, Archbishop of Armaghr 53r.
Borgias. the, 43r
Boris, king of Bulgaria, 382, 385.
Borromeo, Charles, archbishop of Milan,

and Papal Secretary, 453.
Bossuet, 464,48t.
Bourbon, Duke of,44r.
fireaiary, revision of, decided by

Council of Trent, 454.



Bultmann,25.
Burchard-of-Worms, and Canon Law,

39rr 3,gz; his Dectefitm or Col-
lectaiwn,3gt.

Butler, his Vatican Council quoted, 458,
459, 5r3, 5t4, S2t, 524, 534, 535.

Byzacium, province of, 288.
Byzantium, zo6; see also Constanti-

nople.

Cadorna, enters Rome, 4ao.
Caecilian, bishop of Carthage, and

Donatist controversy, rgz-rg4.
Caerularius, Michael, Patriarch, 387,

399,4oo.
Caesarea, library at, roo, rr8; suc-

cession list of church dt, rr4n;
synod atr zTr; also 54, 57, gg.

Caesarea in Cappadocia, 176.
Caesarius, bishop of Arles, first to use

pallium, 336,46o.
Cajetan, Cardinal, in charge of trial of

Luther,438.
Calepodius, Callistus buried in cemetery

of, t27n, r33n.
Calipodius of Naples, zz2n.
Callistus I, Pope, rival of Hippolytus,

90, r2g-rgr, r4o, r58n; described
by Hippolytus, t24, rz5; buried in
cemetery of Calepodius, r21n, r33n;
disciplinary edict, r3r and note,
132 atd note, r33, tTtrai censured by
Tertullian, r4+, t41n, r48-r5o; also
t35, t73, S4o.

Campania, bishops of, addressed by
minority council of Sardica, 2zt,
225n.

Campeggio, papal legate, and Henry
VIII, 442, 443.

Canisius,454.
Canon Law, Roman, zt1, g8g, zgz,

293, 3o9, 3 ro, 3 tz-3 14, 388, 3gr-3g4,
396, 397, 4o2, 4o3, 4o1-4o7; African,
zgo, zgr; Eastern, 3r8, 367, 368;
English, 4oz, 4o3t Gallican, 472i
also a68, 222,273,275,44J, +44.

Cappadocia secunda, see of, and the
Papacy, 3oo.

Capponi,4gz.
Carafia, Cardinal, and the Roman

Inquisition, 447.
Carpophorus, owner of slave Callistus,

t24.
Carthage, bishops of, and Tertullian,

144, r+Sn, r49, r5o; status of, 278;
church of, and Decian persecution,
156-159 ; schismatics led by Novatus,
r59, 16o, 167; condemns Novatian,
16o; appeals to, r7e, r74; synods of,
16o, 16r, r77, r78; and Pelagius,

5+7

z8o, z8z; appeals to Rome, z8z, z83i
also rz3, t7gn,288.

Caspar, E., his work on succession lists,
89-9r.

Catalogus Felicianus, gz.
Catalogus Liberianus, 72, 74, 83, 8g-gz,

15r, 186, r87.
Catania, Vigilius stays at, 34S.
Catherine of Aragon, and Henry VIII,

44t-44+.
Catherine of Siena, 4r8n.
Catherine II of Russia, 479.
Cavour, Prime Minister of Piedmont,

4g8, +gg.
Celestine I, Pope, and African church,

288, z9r I Nestorius writes to, 2g1i
Cyril writes to, 296; and Council of
Ephesus, 2r5n, 

"g7-3oo; 
quoted in

Pastor Aeternus, 298; also 276, 3t3.
Celestine IV, Pope, 4o9.
Celestine V, Pope, 4ro,4t3n,4t4.
Celestius, African church condemns

his teaching, z8o, z8r, 
"87 

t and
Zosimus, 286, 287; also 296.

Centumcellae, Cornelius banished to,
r68.

Cerdo, ro8.
Cerdon, r3rn.
Cesarini, Cardinal, 432.
Chalcedon, Council of (45r), and Leo I,

r95n, zt1n,3ro; and Tome of Leo,
3o6n, 3o7; twenty-eighth canon of,
3o8-31o, 3r8, 358, 16Z; general
reaction against, 3tt, 3r4-gr7 ; Papal
support for, 3zo, 322, 32+, 337, 338,
424, 53o; Patriarchal support for,
3351 3ggi and the Monophysites,
342, 345,346, 35o, 356.

Chapman, J., on De Unitate, t6z-t64i
also z9o.

Charles of Anjou, 4rz.
Charles the Bald, Emperor, 385.
Charles the Fat, Emperor, 385.
Charles (Charlemagne), Emperorl r€-

lations with Adrian f, 322-g74t
relations with Leo III, 375, g76i
also 389.

Charles V, Emperor, and Clement
VII, 44o, 4+, 444; and Council of
Trent, 448,449.

Charles X, king of France, 489.
Childebert f, king of the Franks,

Vigilius appeals to, 344i Vigilius
submits profession of faith to, 3Sa.

Childebert II, king of dustrasia, Pela-
gius II appeals to, 355.

Childeric III, king of the Franks,
deposed by Pepin, 37r.

Chrestus, bishop of Syracuse, rg4n.
Chronicon, of Eusebius; see under

Eusebius.
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Chronicott, of Hippolytus, see under
Hippolyttrs.

alronicon, of lulius Africanus, see
under fulius Africanus.

Chrysopolis, battle of, tg7.
Chrysostom, see under |ohn Chrysostom
Church of England, 6, 359, 4oz, 526,

s3r-s32.
Cilicia oin of, 3oo.ctltcta prrfia, see ot, 3oo.
Chtil Constitutian of the Clergy, 473-479.
ChrihA Cafiolica. semi-official orsan ofChrihA Cattolica, organ of

Vatican opinion, 498; forecasts pur-
pose of Vatican Council, 5o9, 5r8.

Claudius, Emperor, 7o, Zzr 73n,
Clement of Alexandxia, 95, tg7.
Clement of Rome, in succession lists,

88, 9r, 94 93; also 7r, 7Z,8an, t46;
First Epistle of, 65, 77-80,83, 84, 88,
gg, toz, 528.

Clement IV, Poper 4zo.
Clement V, Pope, repeals bull clericis

bicos, +t4iat Avignon, 3gq, +r7,42o.
Clement VII, Pope, dominated by

Emperor, 44a, 442t 444; also 445,
455.

Clement VIII, Pope, issued revised
version of Vulgate, 456.

Clement IX, Pope, 463.
'Clement, the Peace ofr' 469.
Clement XI, Pope condemns work of

Quesnel, 466. Bull, Unigenitus, 466-
469,4?t.

Clement XIII, Pope, and ]esuits, 469;
condemns De staht praesmti ecclesiae
of Febronius, 4Zo; constitution Apos-
tolianm Pascmdi, 469.

Clement XIV, Pope, dectees abolition
of fesuits, 469, 479, +86; Bull,
Domim.s ac redempto4 469.

Cleick laicos, bull, 4r4.
Cletus, in succession lists, 9r-93, r4rn.
Cluny, 39o.
Cobl.enz, .llrticles of, 47o, 472.
Codde, Pete4 467.
Codex Albigenth, gz,
Codex Berolinmsis, 338.
Codex Coloniensis, 9", 93.
Codex Fuldmsis,95.
Codcx Ingihani, earliest source of

Roman Canon Law, zBg, ?93, 3o9,
3t2.

C od.ex Justinianus, 3+9.
Codex Monacensis, 34Sn.
Codex TheodosiaffiB, 

"7 
S.

Codex Thessalanicensis, 278, 342.
Coele-Syria, province of, zr7n.
Coenetqium Domitillae, rz7n.
Collectio Ansehno Dicata, 3gt.
Collection in 74 Titles, 392.
College of Cardinals, 496.
Colania Julia, ng.

C.ologne, bishop of, assessor in Donatist
controve$y, r93; archbishop of,
deposed by Nicholas I, 383; univer-
sity of, +:6.

Commodus, Emperor, tz4, tz6.
Concordats, Papal, with Bonaparte, rst,

48r, 482; znd,485; also 487.
Concordat of Worms, 4o3t 4o4.
Congregation of Rites, 5o7.
Conradin, 4ra.
Consalvi, Cardinal, Papal Secretary of

State, 48o; negotiates concordat
with Bonaparte, 48r; resignation
demanded by, 483; estimate of his
importance, 485-487, 4go.

Consilium . . . de etnendanda ecclesia,
446,497.

Constance, Council of, 4zz-424, +48.
Constans, Emperor, surunons council

at Sardica, zr8; also ?to, 223n, 224.
Constans II, Emperor, TXrye of, 364,

365.
Constantia, sister of Constantine I,

marries Licinius, t9r, r98n.
Constantia, daughter of Constantine I,

aids Liberius, 23rn.
Constantine, Patriarch, 372.
Constantine, Pope, 368.
Constantine I, Emperor, religious tolera-

tion of, 68, r87, r89-r9r, 245n, z63i
political career of, r88; and Paschal
observance, rr8, r98; and church
property, t9r, rgz, zo1, zo6; and
Donatist controversy, tgz-rg7; and
Council of Nicaea, rg8-zot, and note,
zog, z1o; choice of capital, zo6, zo7,
265; banishes Athanasius, 2ro, 2ttni
estimate of, zto; also r44, ztzr 226n,
z6o,266, g7g,

Constantine II, Emperor, 2ro, 2t3n.
Constantine IV, Emperor, 365.
Constantine V, Emperot, g7tr 37z.
Constantine IX, Emperor, 4oo.
Constantinople, city of, chosen by

Constantine, 2o7 i Theodosius at,
247n, z4g, z65; Papal visits to, 34r,
342, 344-350, 364, 965, 368; also
2ron.

Constantinople, see of, apostolic founda-
tion of, ztTrl-i divisions within, 249;
its relations with Rome, 2t3n, zsz,
275-277, 29t-295, 3or, 3ro, 3t4-
3r8, 3zr, 324, 33o, 33rt 339, 34o,
344, 355,358, 359, 364, 365, 38r-
387, 398; its relations vdth Alex-
andria, z96-3oo, 3o5, 3o6, 3rr; its
primacy in the East, 25o, z5z,256n,
257, 3o7, 3r5, 3r7, 359, 367i
dominated by the Emperor, 33S,
35o; slmods of, 3o5, 386, 448 ; final
break with Rome, gg8-4orr 4z4.



Council of (38r), 25e2,54, 257,258,
34, 533i272, 275, 3o9, 3ro, 3t4,

Tome of, z5r,254.
Council of (Sg6), 343,944.
Council of (SSg), 348, 349, 35o.
Council of (68o), 365167.
Council of (7SZ), g7z.
Council of. (28il, tZ+.
Council of, (869), 937, 384-386,

sr7.
Council of (8Zq), 38G388.

Constantius I, Emperor, r87-r89.
Constantius II, Emperor, political

legacy from Constantine I, zro I and
Arius, 2r?, zr87 and Athanasius,
2ro, zz3; his trial of strength with
the Church, 224-228, zgezgg; also
2o8n, z4g, z13n, z65.

Constitutio Dogmatica I de eccleia
Christi, see Pastor Aeternus.

C onstitutiones C letnentinae, 394.
Constitutiones ecclesiae Aegyptiacae,

r53n.
Constitutions of Clarendon, 4oz.
Contarini, Cardinal, 446.
Cornelius, Pope, election of, r59, 16o;

and Novation, r55n, r57, t6o-t6r,
t64-t66, 168, r75n, r8r, z3z.

Cmpus iuris canonici clausutn, 394.
Corinth, church of, 4o, 641 7o,77, ?8,

8e-84, 86, ro3, r.46,274,275.
Council of Supervision, 496.
Courtrai, French defeated at,4tS.
Cranmer, Thomas, 443.
Cullen of Dublin, 5aa.
Cum occasione, 462. l

Curia, Roman, t4, z69, 4o7, 4t8, 4zo,
4zz, 423, 426, 437, 4so, +sr, 47o,
479,483,487.

Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, on Peter
and Roman church, 66, 97, r4rn,
t5g, 164-167; t77; and the presby-
terium, t43, 164l elected bishop, r58;
on validity of schismatic baptism,
168-17o, r73-t76; and lapsed bis-
hops, r7r-r73; his martyrdom, t78i
his De catholi.cae ecclesiae unitate,
t6t-r66, r77, 26r, 279, 356.

Cyprus, church of, zg4n,
Cyran, Saint, 46o, +611' his Petnts

Aurelius, 46r.
Cyriacus, Patriarch, 358.

Daciardiocese of,248.
Damasus I, Pope, inscription to Hippo-

lytus, r34n, r35; and Ursinus, 238-
z4t; and Antiochene schism, z4r-
243; and Roman synod of (378),
*,44; and, Acholius of Thessaloniea,
z5on, zsr and note, 2S3; and dignity

36

5+9

of Papacy, 258, 259; and terome,
254,263, also 68, 92, 249,254,255,
267, z7zr 3o8, 3o9, 54o.

Damasus, Tome of, 244,254.
Darboy, archbishop of Paris, 524.
Dardania, Gelasius writes to bishopr

of,3zg.
de Angelis, Cardinal, 15.
De Baptismo, see under Tertu[ian.
de Bay, Michel, see under Baius.
de Bonald, Louis, 488.
De catlnlicae eccleciae unitate, see undef

Cyprian.
Dechamps of Malines, 5rr, 5r8.
Decius, Emperor, pe$ecution under,

r3rn, r53, r55, 168, r78, r84, r85;
death of, rSZ.

Deretals, Fake, Z7Gg78, 384, 3g",
396, 4oz, 47o, 472.

Decretals of fnnocent I, zzzn, 274.
Decvetals of Siricius, 268.
Deuetum Gelasianum, 2 5 5, z6o.
Decretutn pro Gtaecis, see under Euge-

nius IV.
Decretum of Burchard of Worms, 39r.
Decretum of Gratian, see under Gratian.
Denetum or Decretales of Gregory IX,

see under Gregory IX.
Decretum of Ivo of Chartres, 39j.
Declaration of the Sorbonne, 463.
Dedication Creed of Antioch, z3on.
De ecclesia Christi, schetna, see undef

Vatican Council.
della Genga, becomes Pope Leo XII,

490.
della Rovere, becomes Pope fulius II,

43t.
de Maistre, Joseph, +82, +88.
Demetrius of Alexandria, r33.
Demophilus, bishop of Constantinople,

249.
Depositi.o Mmtyrum, ot Jeri.ale ecclesiae

rornanae, 67r'zo6.
D4tositiones episcoporum, 168, 186, zo8
De Posul.afels, congregation, see under

Vatican Council.
De Praescriptione, see under Tertullian.
De Pudicitia, see under Tertullian.
Deputation, De Fid.e, see under Vatican

Council.
De synodo diocesana, 459.
De Tinitafe, see under Novatian.
Deusdedit, Cardinal, 387, 388, 393.
Dianius, bisbop of Caesarea, zr4a.
Diatessaron, see under Tatian.
Dibelius, Martin, 25.
Dictatus Papae, see under Gregory VII.
Diet of Worms, 439.
Diodore of Tarsus, 244ro.
Diocesis Orimtis, r97n, zot, 2to, ?r8n,

250,29+.
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Diocletian, Emperor, penecutes Chris-
tians, r83-r87; also r88.

Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, and
Roman church, r34.n, 16r, and note,
t78, t7g, r8r, ar6n.

Dionysius, bishop of Corinth, 66, r3rn.
Dionysius, bishop of Milan, zz8, 253n.
Dionysius Exiguus, 3ra.
Dionysius, Pope, delegates functions,

r54; and church of Alexandria,
r78, r7g; also z4zn.

Dioscorus of Alexandria, ally of Euty-
ches, 3o5-3o7.

Diospolis, synod of, z8r.
Donation of Constantine, zo7n, 257n,

373'377,4ro'
Donation of Pepin, 373.
Donatists, see Donatism in subject

index.
Donatus, rg3, rg4n, zzt.
Dublanchy, S3+.
Dubois,468.
Duchesne, L., 83, gz, rz6,286.
Du Concile Gdntral, see under Maret.
Duas Scotusr 443.
Dupanloup, Felix, bishop of Orleans,

r-3, 5o4-5O7, 5ro, 5r3, 524.
Du Vergier of Hauranne, see Cyran,

Saint.

Eck, johann,43g.
Edict of Milan, r89-r9r, r94n, 248.
Edict of Nantes, 466.
Edward I, king of Eaglandr 4t4nr 4rTn.
Egidius of Viterbo, 434 44o.
Egypt, church in, and Easter, rr8;

function of presbyterate in, r53n;
under bishop of Alexaadria, 2ot-zog,
zsz, 3o8; synod of, z4o and aote;
part of Diocesis Orientis, rg7n, 2ro;
danger of schism after Chalcedon,
3ro, 3r rt 3r4, 3rS, 3r7; also 234.

Egyptian Church Order, see under
Hippolytus.

Elagabalus, 89.
Elchasaites, r3zn.
Ehctian Dectee of ro5gr 395, 396n.
Elenchos, see under Hippolytus.
Eleutherus, Pope, in succession lists,

84, 87, 88, 9r, 92, r4r; formerly
archdeacon, 84, rz5; and absolution,
r3rn.

Elias of Aquileia, 355.
Elizabeth, Queen of England, 45o, 455.
Elvira, Council of, 443.
Emmanuel of Portugal, 444.
Enrr, Congress of,4721 479.
Encaeria, Council of, zr7n.
:Ennodius of Milan, 333.
Dngland, Church of, 6, g1g, 1oz, 5z6,

53r-532.

England, Roman Catholic hierarchy
re-established in, 498.

Ephesus, church at, 4o, 70, ?6, 98, to4,
rro, 146; synods at, tt6, tzt.

Ephesus, Council of (+lr), 17, 2t'a,
297-299,3o5, 314, 3r5, 32o.

Ephesus, Council of (++g), (latr*
cinium), 3o1-3o2, 3r5, 325, S3o.

Ephraem Syrus, 9+-96.
Epictetus of Centumcellae, 23on.
Epiphanius of Constantinople, 343.
Epiphanius of Salamis, on succession

lists, 84, 85, 87-89, 92, r4rn; on
Tu es Petrus, 95, 9j; also r43, 254.

Erasmus, z1gr 4g6,
Euarestus, bishop of Rome, 88.
Euaristus, Italian bishop, r6rn.
Eudoxius, bishop of Constantinople,

46 and note, zgjn.
Euelpestus, ro8.
Euetlrius of Ephesus, 236n.
Eugenius of Carthage, 32o.
Eugenius III, Pope, 4o3.
Eugenius, IV, Pope, +22-424, 432i

Laetenhtr caeh, embodying Decretsnt
pro Graecis, 425.

Eulogius, bishop of Alexandria, 358.
Eunomius, 244,248n.
Euphemius, Patriarch, 3?r, 335, 338.
Euplaatmsis, province, zg6n.
Eusebius of Dorylaeum, 3o6.
Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea, on early

Roman church history, 66, 67,7t,
72, 74,84-89, 93, r4on; on Paul,
g8; our debt to, roe-roa; hio
account of Quartodeciman @n-
troversy, ttFtzr; also r3rn, 16r,
eoo and note, zo6, z69.

Ecclesiastical History, 85, 89, rot,
rr4n, tr8, r9on, rgrn.

Chroniconr Tt, 72,89.
Eusebius, Pope, tz7n, t86, r87, r95n.
Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia, eup-

ports Arius, r98, zoz and note, 2o9n;
disregards canons of Nicaea, 2o5n'
zrr; Meletius appeals to, zo9 and
note; and Julius, 2t2-2t4, z16, zt7;
also 2?o, 236n, z5z.

Eusebius of Vercelli, 2?7t zz8, z3gn,
2+r.

Eustathius, bishop
zz6n,234, zg6n.

Eustathius, bishop
242n.

of Antioch, zr4.tr,

of Sebaste, zg6n,

Eustathius, Patriarch, 399.
Eutropius, a93.
Eutyches, 3o5, 3o6, 3to, gzor S22.
Eutychian, Pope, r8o.
Eutychius, Patriarch, 248, 34g.
Evagrius, presbyter of Antioch, 24r,

153n, 27tD.
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Execr&ilts, bull, see under Pius II.
Exmrge Domine, bull, see under Leo X.
Ecctraoagantss, 3g4.

Falian, Pope, rSr, r52, r55, r56.
Fabius of Antioch, r5r, r6i.
Facundus, bi."hop of Herrniane, 346i

his P/o defmsione trium capitulorum,
346.

False Decretals, see under Deuetals,
False.

Fausta, daughter of Maximian, r88,
2O5,2rO.

Faustinus, e9r.
Faustinus of Lyons, 169.
Faustus, Lefter of Gelasius I to, 3zg.
Febronius, Nicholas Hontheim,'b-is6op

of Trier, 469,47o, 472;his be staw
_lnaesenti eccle$ae, 469, 47o.
Felicissimus, r67n.
Felix I, Pope, r8o and note.
lelix II, Pope, zgezgz,238,
Felix III, Pope, and primacy of Con-

stantinople, 3r5 i and Acacius, 3rZ-
32t, gz3; also 3a6.

Felix, presbyter, r7a.
Felix of Aptonga, r94.
Ferrandus, deacon of Carthage, 346.
Ferdinand, king of Spain, ++7,- 

-'
Feriale ecclesiae romtrrnae, 4i, zo6.
Fesch, Cardinal,484.
Fessler, Secretary Genefal of Vatican

Council, ror 534.
Filoca-lus, Kglgndar of, 67, 90, r34n.
Firmilian of Caesares, r7o, t7r, t?+,

r75n, 176 and note.
Firmus of Caesarea, e98n.
Flacillus, bishop of Antioch, zr4n.
Flavian, bishop of Antioch, zjr and
_ note, 2541 27rr 3o3, 3O5, 3O6.
Flavian. bishop of Constantinoole. ao<f.
Florence, citybr, Italian governmlit "at,

500.
Florence, Council of, quoted in Pastor

Aetamts, 18, 2o, 5r9, 528, S3g; its
representative nature, 424, 425, 528,
529; also 388, 4az, 538.

Florentius, bishop of Puteoli, 243n.
Florinus, ro8, rzSn.
Fontainebleau, Pius VII prisoner at,

48s.
Formosus, Pope, eo5n, 388.
Formula of Hormisdas, see under

Hormisdas.
Formulas of Union, quoted by Pastor
_Aeternus, zo-, SrZ,519, 533.
!'oftunatus, 167.
Fragmentwn Maraktianum, and St.

Peter, 69, 66; and St. Paul, 99;
authorship ofr 66, r38, r39.

36*
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France, occupies Rome, 4g7 i at wat

with Austria, 4g8; second occupation
of Rome and final withdrawal,Joo.

France, Constitutional church of, +Zg-
478,48o.

Francis I, king of France, 428, 434.
Fravitas, bishop of Constantinople, 3zr.
Frederick I, Emperor, 4o4,
Frederick II, Emperor, Ctruggle with

the Papacn 4o8-4ro, 4r2n.
Frederick III, Emperor,4z6, 428.
French Revolution, 478, 47g, 4g4.
Fulda, German liitrb'pi idrifei at, 5o9.

Qagta, Pius IX escapes to, 4g7, Sot.
Qaius, presbyter, 67.
Qaius, bi.chop of Rome, rz7n, r8o.
Galatia, South, 4c., j6.
Galerius, Emperor, tzz, t84n, r88, r89,

tgrr ztt.
Gallican Decl.aration of fi82; the four

Gallican Articles ; 465-467, 482.
Qallienqs, Emperor, r79, rgon.
Gallus, Emperor, 168.
Gallus, husband of Constantia, zgtn.
Garibaldi, 499, 5oo.
Gaspari, Cardinal Deacon, ro.
Gasser of Brixen, 523.
Gaul, Church in, 169 and note, r99n,

2ro,, 2?3,269, and note, 274, 286,
3-36; synods of, r93 and note, 239;
also 237n.

Gelasius,_bishop of Caesarea, 254n.
Gelasius I, Pope, and papal jurisdiction,

323-gzs; and relations between
Church and State, 3zs-33o; first
Tractate, 32r; second, Traiiatet 3zr,
3zz; fourth Tractatc (Tome- of
Gelasius), gz6, 328, gzg; also 255,
2o2, 3t9r 333, 379.

Gelasius II, Pope,4o3.
Generosus, 284.
Geneva,45o.
George of Cappodocia, z3g, zg4.
Gerbet, bishop of Perpignan, 5o4.
Germanicia, see of, zg6n.
Germinius, bishop of Sirmium, z3tn.
Gerson, 433,46o.
Gesta Libnii, gg3.
Gesta Polychronii, 393.
Gesta Xysti, g3g.
Gibbon, tzz, SSg.
Giles of Rome, 4o4n,4r5n, 4oon; his
_ D,e ecclesiastica potestate, +t Sn.
Gioberti, 492, 497. '

Giovanni Mastai, see Pius IX.
Giraldus Cambrensis, 4o7.
Gnzi, Pasquale, 496.
Gnostics, the, see under Ctnosticism ia

the subject inder.
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Goudge, 96.
Gratian, f,rnperor, Roman synod of, gZ8

writes to, z&-246; his reply,
Ordinaiorum sententias, 2zt, 244tt,
246, 247, 268, 274; influenced by
Ambrose, 246 i and Council of
Aquileia, 18, zS3 and note; also a45n,
248.

Gratian, his Decvetum, ot Concordantia
discordantium canotnnn, 393, 394, 4oS,
4r9.

Gratus of Carthage, zgo.
Grave nimis, see Sixtus IV.
Gregoire, the Abb6, 48r.
Gregory, bishop of Cappodocia, later

bishop of Alexandria, zrz, 2rgn,
?zorr, zzr, 223 and note.

Gregory of Nazianzus, 25on, 2Sr, 3o5.
Gregory, Patriarch of Antioch, 355.
Gregory I, Pope, early careerr zs4,2SS;

his relations with fohn IV, 355-358;
his character, 356, 359; and England,
359 ; and church in Illyricum, 357 i
also 19, z1zn, 3rS, 353, 36r, gg2, 396.

Gregory II, Pope, 968-37o,38o, 399.
Gregory III, Pope, g7o, g7r,4og.
Gregory IV, Pope, 383.
Gregory V, Pope, 389.
Gregory VI, Pope, 394.
Gregory VII, Pope, modification of

ideas of Papacy due to,39o, 396-398,
4or, 4o3 ; abolishes pre-election papal
declaration of faith, 3Sz, 367 i
Dictatus Papae, 33g, gg7 ; his letter,
Quod ad perfercndos, gg7; also 3r9,
329, 378,393.

Gregory IX, Pope, Decvetales, 393;
Deoetum, +o2,4o7; also 4o9.

Gregory X, Pope, 4rz, 4r+.
Gregory XI, Pope, 4zo, 42t.
Gregory XIII, Pope, 455.
Gregory XVI, Pope, 489-493.
Guidi of Bologna, S2z.

Harlay de Champvallon, 464.
Harnack, on Tu cs Petrus, 9+-96; also

28,86, r5o.
Hatch, 29,30.
Haynald, Louis, archbishop of Kolocsa,

r-5, 524t 5"5, 537.
Hefele, bishop of Rottenburg, 5o8, 5rz,

523,524.
Hegesippus, his Hygomnenata, 84-87 ;

also 93, ro8.
Helena, wife of Constantius I, r87, zo6.
Helena, Constans killed at,2z4.
Henoticon, see under Zeno.
Henry I, king of England, 4oz, 4og.
Henry II, king of England, 4o2, 4og.
Henry VII, king of England,44r.
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Henry VIII, king of England, +4r-4p.5.
Henry II, Emperorr 39o.
Henry III, Emperor, 39o, 394, 395.
Henry IV, Emperor, 396, 4or.
Henry V, Emperor, 4o3.
Henry VI, Emperor, 4o8.
Henry II, king of France, 449.
Henry of Langenstein, 4zz.
Henry of Navarre, 456.
Heraclea, church of, z961 3z4; council

atr 337.
Heraclius, Emperor, Ecthesis of, 9,64;

also 362.
Heraclius, 186.
Hermas, the Shephad of, Szr rorn.
Herod Agrippa T,6+.
Hierax, ro8.
Hilary of Arles, 286, go4.
Hilary of Poitiers, on Tu es Petrus, 97;

and the Nicene Creed, 2rgn, zz7n,

"35^i 
exiled by Constantius II, zz8;

also z3on.
Hilary I, Pope, zg4, 9o6, gr4.
Hildebrand, see Gregory VII.
Himerius of Taraco, 268.
Hincmar of Rheims, 377, 387, 46o.
Hippolytus, anti-pope, his description

of Callistus I, re4, rz5, r3zn; his
controversy with Callistus'I, rz8-
r33; memorial to, r35, 136 and note,
r37li Chronicon of, 72, 74, 89, 9o,
tg? i Elenclns or Philosophumena,
t24n, t2S, tz6n, tz7r r33, r37n, r4r;
appreciation of, r3+-r+g; Apostolic
Tradition, r38-r4o, t4z, r13n; also
66, roo, ro1, r2+, r5o, r5r, r58n,
54o. See also Fragmentum Mura-
toianum.

Hippolytus, Canons o/, r3on.
Hispana, the, or the 'Isidorian' Col-

lection of Canon Law, 3o9, 3t2t 377.
Hobbesr 4T.
Holl, 87.
Honorius, Emperor, zrzrr,, 265, z7g,

293.
Honorius f, Pope, g69,966,967,
Honorius III, Pope, 4o9.
Hontheim, Nicholas, see und* Feb-

rontus.
Hormisdas, Formula of (or Libellus of),

quoted in Pastor Aetertnts, zot 337,
342, 5r7,519, 533.

Hormisdas, Pope, his efiorts for church
unig, 336-34r ; also z5an,2SS,2S6n.

Hosius, bishop of Cordova, ecclesiasti-
cal adviser to Constantine, r92n, r98,
eoo; and Council of Nicaea, r99 and
note, 2oo and note, zo3; loyal to
Athanasiusr.azS, z3r; also zrgn.

ftruguccio, Sunma of, 4r9.
Humbert, Cardinaln 987, ggS, 9961 4oo
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Hyginus, Pope, in succession listr, 88,
gz, t4on; and absolution, 13rn.

Hypatian, bishop of Heraclea, 236.
Hypomnentata, see Hegesippus.

Ibas of Edessa, 345, 3So, g1z, 356,
Iconium,64.
Iddua of Smyrna, 3or.
Ignatius of Antioch, his letter to the

Roman church, 65, ro3, ro5; his
letter to the church of Ephesus, ro4i
also, ror, to7, t4g, 528.

Ignatius Loyola,446.
Ignatius, Patriarch, 38r, 382, 384, 385.
Illyriatm, church of, Rome and Con-

stantinople struggle for jurisdiction
ovet, zrzn, 253, 272-277, 323, 34O,
342, 357; letters to, 235, 23g, 24a,
336; objects to Judicaturn, 346; also
2!o, zzzn, zzg, 248,25on, zg4n.

Index Catalogues, 83, 92,93, 186.
In defutsionetn trium capitulorum, see

under Pelagius I.
In eninenti, bull, see under Urban VIII.
Innocent I, Pope, and church of

Illyricum, 
"73, 

z74i ^ 
d Pelagian

controversy, z8t-285, a87; and the
Eastern church, 292-2gS; also r54n,
96o,4og,

Innocent II, Pope,4oz.
Innocent III, Pope, supremacy of

Papacy over Empire, 3zg, +o1-4o7 i
and Fourth Lateran Council, 4o7,
4o8; also 3r9,447.

Innocent IV, Pope, and temporal
power of Papacy, 4og-4t2, 4zo.

Innocent VI, Pope, 4r8.
Innocent VIII, Pope, 4a8.
Innocent X, Pope, constitution, Cum

Occasione, 462; repudiates Peace of
Westphata, 5o5.

Innocent XI, Pope, his struggle with
Louis XIV, 464, 465; also 467.

Innocent XII, Pope, and the Gallican
Declaration, 466; bull, Vineam
Domini Sabaoth,466.

Inopportunists, the, at the Vatican
Council, 3, 4, So9-5r2; virtually
excluded from Deputttion De Fide,
5r2,5r3.

Inquisition, Dominican, 447 i German,
436 ; Rorna^, 447, 486 ; Spanish, 447.

fnter canctdrs, see under Martin V.
Irenaeus, his Adoqsus Haqeses; quoted

in Pastor Aeternus, r8, 5r8; and
succession lists, 83, 84, 88-93, r4on;
on doctrinal authority of Roman see,
rog-r24; also 66, ro8, r3rn, 136,
t37, t4o, r45, e8o, 459.

Irene, Empress, 974, 376, 378.
Isabella of Spain, 44r.
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Isidore of Seville, 377.
Isidorian Collection of Canon Law, see

Histrtana.
Islam, 346, 365, 369.
Italy, pasim.
Ivo of Chartes, his Britannl'ca, 388, his

Decretum, 393, his Pannormia, 3g3.

James, the Lord's brother, martyrdom
of, 44,5r; importance of, in church
of Jerusalem, 6r and note, 6z and note

James St., 58, 6o, 6r.
James I, king of England, 53r.
Jansen, 46v462; his Mars Gallictts,

46r; his Augustimn, 46t, 462.
]anuarius of Beneventum, z,?zn.
Janus, lais'The Pope and the Council,'

509.
Jerome, presbyter, on succession lists,

92; on Tu es Petrus, 95, 97 i oa
Hippolytus, r35; at Council of
Rome, zS4, 2SS; and Roman see,
z6z, 263; lives at Jerusalem, 267,
a8r; and Vulgatc, 435,

Jerusalem, primitive church at,4o, +4,
St, SZ, 59-62,76, rto; false teaching
at, 85; apostolic Council of, 62, 64;
succession list of, rr4n, relative
importance of, 256n, 2s7ni also roo,
ro8, 267, zBt.

ferusalem, Council of (ggS), re-
habilitates Arius, 2rr and note.

Jesuits, the, see the Society of Jesue.
Joachim of Flora, 4r9.
John of Alerandria, gr7, 3r8.
John of Antioch, zg7, 3oo
John of Chalcedon, 358.
Iohn Chrysostom, bishop of Constanti-

nople, ot Ta es Petrus, 97; elected,
z9r ; deposed, 292,293; and Roman'
see, 2gz, 293n, 294; rehabilitated,
zg4; also 3o5, 318.

John Damascene, 38o.
John, bishop ofJerusalen, 28r.
John, bishop of Larissa, 357.
John trI, Patriarch, 339.
John IV; Patriarch, 355, 358.
John VII, Patriarch, 368.
John I, Pope, 34t,342.
fohn II, Pope, 342,343,35r.
John III, Pope, 352.
John IV, Pope, 363.
lohn VII, Pope, 368.
John VIII, Pope, 385, 386.
John XII, Pope, 388, 389.
John XIV, 389n.
John XXI, Pope, 399.
John XXII, Pope, 394, 4r8, and note,

419n.
John XXIII, Pope, +zz, 423, +69,.
John, primate of Justiniana, 357.
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]ohn III, of Ravenna, 356.
John St., 6o,6t, tto, t46, t47.
John Talaia, bishop of Alexandia, g16.
Joseph lI, Emperor, 4Zo, 47t.
fosephus, ro3.
Jovian, Emperor, 2.a6.
Judaea, 4o.
Judicatum, see under Vigilius.
fulian, Emperor, tg6, z3g, zg5.
Julius I, Pope, elected, 2o8 ; case against

Athanasius, ?rz-2r8; and primacy
of Roman see,2t3-zr7; and Council
of Sardica, zrgn, z?r, zz2 and note;
also zz4.

Julius II, Pope, and Fifth Laterarn
Council, 43r, 432; and marriage of
Catherine of Aragon, 44r, 442; also
428.

Julius III, Pope, 445,449.
Julius Africanus, his Cltronicon, Z4 and

note, 89, 90, r37.
Iulius Nepos, 3r6n.
Justin I, Emperor, 338, 34o.
justina, Empress, 246.
Justinian I, Emperor, 2o3, 339, 34o, 342.
Justinian II, Emperor, 967, 968.
Justin Martyr, 95, ror, ro8, ro9.

Kalmdar of Filocalus, see under Filo-
calus.

Ketteler, arehbp. of Mainz, 5r2, 5r3,
5t6,524.

Lacordaire, the Abb€, +89, 4go.
Lactantius, r87n, rgon, rgrn.
Laetenar caeli, see under Eugenius IV.
Lagrange, on Dupanloup and the

Vatican Council, 2,4, S.
Lambeth Conferences, 6, 526.
Lambruschini, 49r, 492.
Lamennais, Essai sur l'kdifr&tence, 488,

+8g; Defence de I'Essa'i, +8g; De la
religion, 489; L'Attenir, 489, 4go;
Pmoles d'un Croyant, 4go.

Lampsacus, synod of, 296, 237n.
Lanfranc, archbp. of Canterbvty, 4o2.
Lateran Councils, Fourth, 4o7-4o8;

Fifth, 43r-433, 435, 436. .

Lateran Palace, Papal residence, r93n,
zol i synod tt, l93D ; Felix II
installed in, z3o; Damasus con-
secrated in, 238; also 33e.

Lateran Treaty of tgzg,4g3.
Latrocinium, see Ephesus, Council of.
Laurence, anti-pope, ggt, 332, 396,
Laurence, archdeacon, r37, r?8.
Laurence of Milan, 332.
Laurence, St., in Lucina, basilica of,

238n.
Leipzig Disputation, th", 439.
Leo, Roman deacon at Sardica, zzzn
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Leo I, Pope, on Tu es Petrus, 98, 3oz,
3o3; and Roman primacy, 277, z78i
importance of, 3or-3o4, 3r3; re-
lations with Roman state, 3o4; and
latrociniurn, 3oS-3oT; and Council of
Chalcedon, r95n, zr1n, 306, 3ro,
345, 424, 53o; and Canon Law, gtz,
3r3 and note; letters of, 3o?, go4,
3ro, 3371 338, 34o, 348; also r79n,
z6zn, 286, 3n, 316, g3g, 36o1 369,
447, 529.

Leo I, Pope, the Tome of, as norm of
orthodoxy, 3o3, 3o7, 3r4, 33o, 337,
35o' 53o.

Leo II, Pope, 369,367.
Leo III, Pope, 375,376.
Leo IX, Pope, and reform movement,

392, 394, 395; and Michael Caeru-
larius, 3991 4oo; also 378, 387.

Leo X, Pope, low prestige of Papacy,
425, 428, 432. and system 9f con-
cordats, 428; and Martin Luther,
$6-4g9; his bull, Exsurge Domhte,
+39.

Leo XII, Pope, 49o, 492; Ubi Pimum,
490.

Leii XIII, Pope, 5oZ, encyclical, Satis
cogttihtmr S, zg, 24.

Leo III, Emperor, 368, 369,374.
Leo V, Emperor, 378,329.
Leo VI, Emperor, 386.
Leon-Astorga, church of, r68, t7t, t7z.
Leopold II, Emperor, 47r, 472,
Lessius,46o.
Le Tellier, 466.til;ffiptror, of Bavaria, 4r8, 4r9.
Liberatus, Breviarium of, 3ar.
Liberatus, deacon, 349.
Libq dfunws,367, 387.
Libr generationis primus, go.
Liberius, Pope, his struggle with Con-

stantius, 
"24-233 

i anid Nicme Symbol,
226n, 227, 232, 237 and note; also
235n, 238, 2+2o', z68n 3o9.

Libet Pontifi.calis, succession lists in,
83, gzi and organization of early
church, r52, r54; also rorn, r85, zo6,
Y4, 968,373'

Librt Carolitti, 374.
Libya, church in, and sixth canon of

Nicaea, zorr 2oz and note, z5rn; also
zt4nr zzon, z4o and note.

Libya Inferior, province of, zozn.
Lilrya Superior, province of, zo2n.
Licinius, and Edict of Milan, r89-r9r ;

defeated by Constantine, rg7, 2663
dso r88, r98n.

Lightfoot, 76,85-87.
Lincoln, bishop of, at Council of Arles,

r95n.
Linton, 39.
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Linus, Pope, 88r 9r, 93, rorn.
Loisy, zS,26.
Loadon, bishop of, at Council of Arles,

r95n.
Lorr, aine, the Cardinal of, 46o.
Lothar I, king of the Fran[s, 383.
lothar II, king of the Franks,-383.
Louis f, Emperor (Louis the Pio-us). :8o.
Louis II, Emperor, 382, :8s, s8s.--
Louis XII, king of FrancC, +4i.-
Louis XIV, king of France, 464, 466.
Louis XV, king of France, 469.
Louis XVIII, king of Franc'e, 487.
Louis Napoleon, 498, 5oo.
Louis Philippe, 498.
Louvain, University of, and the Jan-

senists, 46o, +6r; and liberry of
Dutch church, 467, +6s.

!,oyola, Ignatius, see under Ignatius.
Lucifer of Caliaris, 225, 226n,-28, zggn,

23+.
Lucius, rival bishop of Alexandria,

zg6n, z4zn.
Luitprand, king of the Lombards, 37r.Luther, Martin, 30, 43i1-44o; 

-his
'Reply to Prierias,' 438.

Lycopolis, r97.

Macarius Magnes, bris Uniganitus, 94.
Macaulay,48.
Macedonia, diocese of, 248.
Macedonius, bishop of Constantinople

deposed (S6o), 236n, 244n, 248n.-
Macedonius, bishop of Constantinople,

deposed (5rr), 335, 339.
Magnus, q3n.
Mainz, Inquisition at, 436.
Malines, Congress of, 5o3-5o5.
Manfred,4rz.
Manichaeans, 2orn, 248n.
Manning, Cardinal, at Vatican Council,

5rr, 5r3, Sr8, Szoi his Vatican
_ _Cou.ncil and iu Definitinns, 53g;also 24.
Mantua,448.
Manutius, r6a.
Marcellina, 87.
Marcellinus, Pope, tz7n, t85-t87, 333.
Marcellus I, Pope, and delegation 

-of
authority, r54; banished, 186, r87;
also rorn, tz7n,, tg1rr.

Marcellus II, Pope, 45o.
Marcellus of Ancyra, appeals to Pope,

zrg-zt7; and Council of SardiCa,
ztgr zztre; also 244n.

Marcellus, legate of Liberius, z21n.
Marcia, r2,+, r2S.
Marcian, Emperor, and Council of

Chalcedonr 306, 3o7; also 3rr, 34o.
Marcian, bishop of Arles, 169.
Marcionof Pontus, rol, ro8, togrrzgn,

r3ra, r43.
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Marcus, Pope, zo7, zo8.
Marengo, battle of, 48o.
Maret, dean of tbe Sorbonne, his' Du

Concile Gdniral, gro.
Maria Theresa, Empress, 47r.
Marie Louise, 484.
Marinus, bishop of Arles, rg5n.
Marinus I, Pope, 386.
Maris, 345.
Marius Mercator, 

"gS, 
296,

Mark St., rro.
Mark Anthony de Dominis, his De

Rqublica Ecclesiastica, 46r .
Marsilius of Padua, 4tg, 4zz.
Martial, bishop of Merida, t7t, t7z.
Martin Luther, see Luther, Martin.
Martin of Paderborn, Sz3.
Martin f, Pope, conflict with Emperor,

364, 365,368, 482.
Martin IV, Pope,4rz.
Martin V, Pope, and Council of Con-

stance, +zg; bull. Inter cunctas, 423,
and concordats, 428; also 443.

Martyrologium Hieronyni.anim, 6Zn.,
r86.

Mary, sister of Anne Boleyn, 442.
Mary, sister of Catherine of Aragon,

114.
Matthew St., 5r, rto.
Matthew Paris, +t2n.
Mauretania, r74.
Maurice, Emperor, 357.
Maury, .A,rchbishop of Paris, 484.
Maxerltius, t87, r88, r9on, r9r and

note, r92.
Maximian, bishop of Constantinople,

299.
Maximian, Emperor, r88.
Maximilian, Emperor, 435.
Maximin the Thracian, Empero\ r34,

t5r.
Maximin Daia, Emperor, r88, r89,

rgon, r92n.
Maximin, Vicarius Urbis, 2+rn.
Maximinian, r88.
Maximus, confessor-presbyter, r6on.
Maximus the Confessor, 365, 366.
Maximus, candidate for see of Con-

stantinople, 25on; appeals to Council
of Aquileia, zS3.

Maynard, his Vie de Mgr. Dupanloupt, z.
Mazatin,46z.
Mazzini,4gz, +96.
Medici, the, 427, 43et 44o.
Melchizedek, as type of Papacy, 4o6.
Meletius, bishop of Antioch, presides

at Council of Antioch, 236; and
Antiochene schism, 240-26, 248,
2+g, zS3; also z5o, a5r and note.

Meletius, bishop of Lycopolis, r97n,
2o4nr 2Og.
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Menas, bishop. of Constantinople, 342,
344,347,348'

Merida, church at, t68, r7t.
Mertel, Cardinal deacon, ro.
Methodius, Patriarch, 38o.
Metternich,496.
Michael I, Emperor, 378,
Michael II, Emperot, 379, 38o.
Michael III, Emperor, 38o, t8g, 384.
Michael, Caerularius, see Caerularius.
Michael of Cesena, 4r9. i

Milan, Council of,234.
Milan, Edict of, see Edict of Milan.
Milan, imperial residence, 2o+, 2o7 i

ConstantiuS at 224, za7; Liberius
brought to, 228, z3o; ecclesiastical
centre, 235, 239, z7t and note.

Milan, see of, local primacy of, zo4,
253n, 3o9; relations with Emperor,
233; appeals to, 279 and note ; also
a9z and note.

Miltiades, Pope, r"7n, r14n, r87, l9rn,
r93, r94,333'

Miltitz,438.
Miolli, General, occupies Rome, 483.
Mirai uos, encyclical, see Gregory XVI.
Missal, the, revision of, 454.
Molina,46z.
Mommsenr gz.
Modalists, see under Modalism in

subject index.
Montanists, see under Montanism in

subject index.
Montalembert, 489, 5o3-5o5, 5ro.
Monte Cassino, Abbot of, 5o8.
Montesquieu, 468.
Morone, Cardinal,448.
Moses, confessor-presbyter, r 6on.
Moses, r43.
Multiplices intr, see under Pius IX.
Muratorianum, see Fragmenturn Mura-

torianum.

Naples, kingdom of, 4791 496.
Napoleon, see Bonaparte.
Napoleon III,498, 5oo.
Narbonensis, province of, gt4.
National Council, and revival of

religion in France, 478.
Nectarius, bishop of Constantinople,

a5r and note, 253, 2S4r zgr.
Neercassel, John van, 466, 467 3 lus

Amor Paenitens, 466.
Nero, 7r,73.
Nestorius, bishop of Constantinople,

and christological controversy, 295-
zg7 i and. Council of Ephesus, 298,
2gg, 3zo; also 338.

Nicaea, council of, description of,
rg8-2oo.

Canons of, end, 25rn; 4thr zorr 2o2;

5th, zor, 2o3, 2S2i;6th, zot-2o4,
2\2, 252n, 276f,', Zg4, go8; 8th,
2o5n; r5th, zo5n, 2zon; also zr9n,
z8g, zgo, zgz;Boniface appeals to,
z'J6; Innocent I appeals to, zg2-
a94; Roman legates at Chalcedon
appeal to, 3o8, 3o9; Leo I appeals
to, 3ro; Hilary appeals to, 3r4;
Gelasius I appeals to,322.

reaction against, zo8-ztt, zt3, zr1rl,
2r7r 24on; 'confir:ned' by Roman
see, 2r4n, 23S,24orl; on episcopal
translation, 2r3tr, 244n,, and Coun-
cil of Constantinople, 25% z;r
and note; and Council of Sardica,
zrg and note, '3ra; and Roman
primacy of doctrine, 533 i also 8,
rr8, 22o, 223, zz1n, 234, 24a,
2,56ln, 3rS, 3zo, 339, 425.

Nicaea, oeed of, also Symbol or For-
mula, reaffirmed by Sardica, 2rg
and note; and Liberius 

"26n, 
z2Z;

endorsed by Rome, 235, 424; test
of orthodoxy, r99, 2oa, 237, zgg,
242n, 243t 244t 254; and Damasusl
also zoon, 233,234.

Nicaea, Second Council ot, 973, 387.
Nice, cteed of, 233, 237n.
Nicholas f, Pope, and Photius, 38r-

384, 387 ; his ad consulta Bulgarcrum,
382; also z6z, 998,4o6.

Nicholas II, Pope, 395.
Nicholas III, Pope, 4rz.
Nicholas IV, Pope,413.
Nicholas V, Pope,4z8.
Nicomedia, rgrn, r98n.
Nicostratus, confessor-presbyter, r6on.
Nisibis, zz4.
Noetus, t2g, t43n.
Novatian, anti-pope, his character, r55

and note, r57, 168; and Cornelius,
16o, 16r, t64, t65, r67n, r8r, zg2ni
supporters in Arles, 169; supporters
in the East, 16r, r7o and note; and
Stephen, r7o-r71; his De Trtnitate
rS7,2orn; also r34n, t7rn.

Novatus, presbyter, supports Novatian,
r59-16r; also r35, t67n.

Noyon; Treaty of, 43r.

Odoacer, deposes Augustulus, 3t6;
intervenes in election of Felix III'
3r7; overthrown by Theodoricr 33o,
33 r.

Oecumenical Councils, infallibility of,
2rr; see under name of Council for
individual Councils.

Olympiad, and episcopal lists, 7q,79.
Olympus, 364.
Optarernus, African letter to Celestine,

29r.
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Optatus of Milevis, succession lists, 84,
9z; quoted on the Roman see, r79,
z8o.

Opusatlum corttra errotes Graecorum,
see under Aquinas.

Ordinal, Anglican, of r55o, quoted, 53r.
Ordinal, Anglican, of 166r-1662,

quoted, 526,527.
Ordinariorum sentmtias, see under

Gratian.
Orgaaic Articles, 48a, 483.
Origen, on Peter, 67, g1-gj; his

influence on Hippolytus, ra8, rZ9;
condemnation of, 292, 345; also
r33, zoon.

Orosius, z8r.
Otto, canonist, 393.
Otto I, Emperor, 388, 389.
Otto III, Emperor, 389.
Otto IV, Emperor,4o8.

Pacca, Cardinal, 483, 486.
Palestine, 4o., zozn, 2t7nr 23on.
Palladius of Ratiaria, 259 and note, a6o.
Pamiers, bishop of, appeals to Inno-

cent XI, 464.
Pamphilus, 2oon.
Pmtnonia, 156.
Papal States, established, 43t; weak

condition of, 445; French intervene
h, 4j9, +83, 497-Soo; discontent in,
486, 4gr, 492 ; constitutional govern-
ment in, 496; end of, 5or.

Papias, 53.
Parisio, Cardinal, 448.
Parma, 243a.
Paschal, lnis Lettres d un Prooincial, 463,
Paschal I, Pope, 379.
Paschal II, Pope, 4or, 4o3.
Paschasinus of Lilybaeum, 3o8.
Passaglia, Padre,499.
Passio Callisti, r33n.
Patroclus of Arles, 486.
Paul St., and church at Rome, 29,98,

99r ,23; and the ixrlv1oio, 34; and
St. Peter's place in the primitive
church, Sg44; and Roman paradosis,
rro, rrr, r15; also r47, r65n.

Paul of Constantinople, zr3 and note.
Paul I, Pope,37z.
Paul II, Pope, 426,427.
Paul III, Pope, 445-4471 4SS.
Paul IV, Pope, 45o,454.
Paul of Samosata, r80,zoonr 2rrn.
Paulinus, bishop of Antioch, con-

secrated, 234; tival of Meletius, z4o,
z4t, 248, 249a,253 ; Damasus writes
to, 243; at Council of Rome, 254 arl.d
note.

Paulinus of Aquileia, 3Sz.
Paulinus, deacon of Milan, z8o,287,
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Paulinus of Tr0ves, zz5.
Paulinus of Tyre, zo2rn.
Peace of Venice, 4o4.
Fecock, Bishop, +zon.
Pelagius, z8vz&z, 286-288.
Pelagius I, Pope, 345, 348, 3So-3S3;

his .Iz defensionen rtum capitulorum,
350.

Pelagius II, Pope, 3Sz,354-356, 358.
Pentapolis, the, r79n, 2otr z1rln.
Pepin of Landen, 37t.
Pepin of Heristal,3jt.
Pepin I, king of the Franks, 37r, 372i

Donation of, 37r, 379.
Perigenes, bishop of Corinth, z74t 277.
Persians, zz4,293.
Pertinax, Emperor, rz6.
Peter St., in the New Testament, 47n9 i

and, trnsim
Peter I, bishop of Alexandna, tg7n.
Peter II, bishop of Alexandrta,242,243,

248, z4g.
Peter of Antioch, 987.
Peter of Apamea, 343,
Peter Damian, 387, 395.
Peter Fullo, gt4, 3zr, 34o.
Peter Mongus, bishop of "A,lexandria,

3r7-3r9, 32t.
Philip, Cardinal presbyter, t7, zg8, zgg.
Philip, Emperor, r5r and note.
Philip the Fair, king of France, 4r2,

++s.
Phitip of Orleans, 468.
Philip II, king of Spain, 4So, 455.
Philippi, church of, ro3, t46.
Philo, 37.
Philosoplumena, see under Hippolytus.
Philoxenus, zzzn,
Phocas, Emperor, 359.
Phoebadius of Agen, a33.
Phoenicia, 2r7tr.
Photinus, deacon of Thessalonica, 33o.
Photinus of Sirmium, zq+,248n.
Photius, Patriarch, g8r-187.
Phrygia, ro8.
Pie, bishop of Poitiers, 5o4, 5rr, 5r3.
Piedmont, at war with Austria, 496.
Pierre d'Ailly, 46o.
Pisa, schismatic council at, 43r.
Pistus, 2r2, zr3n, 2?oln.
Pius I, Pope,87, 88, rorn.
Pius II, Pope, 426; his bull Exsecrabills,

+26.
Pius IV, Pope, 448,45o, 453-455.
Pius V, Pope, 455, 46o. his bull

Regnans in Excelsis, 455.
Pius VI, Pope, and Febronius, 47o;

and Joseph II, 47t; and French
church, +7? i and fesuits, 4791,
expelled from Rome, 479; death of,
48o; also 48r, 486.
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Pius VII, Pope, elected at Venice, 48o;
crowns Bonaparte, 482; excommuni-
cates Bonaparte by bull Qrcm
metnoranda, 483; arrested and exiled,
483, +8+i repudiates new con-
cordat, 485; returns to Rome, 48S;
and Jesuits, 486, 487 i his bull
Sollicitudo omnium, 486.

Pius VIII, Pope, his encyclical Traditi
humilitati, 4gr.

Pius IX, Pope, introduces hierarchy
into Holland, 468; introduces hie-
rarchy into England, 498; and re-
forms, 495, +96 i and political
upheavals, 486-5or ; and Immaculate
Conception, 5or-So3, 536, $j I
attacks secularism by his encyclical,
Quanta dtra, 5o3; and Syllabus,
5o3r 5o5; his personal influence at
the Vatican Council, 5rz-5r4; his
brief, Multiplices inter, Sr"; and
Minority at Vatican Council, 3, 4,
Sz4, SzS; and Vatican Council, to-r7;
also a3, +82,494.

Placidia, Vigilius stays at palace of,347.
Plato of Sakkudium, 374.
Pliny, tzz.
Pole, Cardinal, 448, 449.
Polycarp, ro8, rr7, tztn, t46.
Polycrates, r16-r18.
Pontian, Poper go, r33-r3S, r5r.
Pontus, diocese of, tg7,252,3o8.
Porphyry, 9+-96.
Port Royal,46r,466.
Portus, estates of Felix II at, 233.
Pragrnatic Sanction, the, 428, 43g.
Praxeas, ro8.
Praylius, 286.
Prima Justiniana, 357,
Primus, bishop of Corinth, 84.
Prisca,7or 8o.
Priscillian, 246.
Proclus, bishop of Constantinople, 67,

ro8,3oo, 3or.
Procopius, 353.
Profesion of Faith, Tidentine, 45g.
Projectus, bishop, 298.
Proterius, bishop of Alexandria, 3rr.
Prosper Tiro, 3o4.
Pseudo-Clemcntines, 6r and note, gr.
Pseudo-Isidorc, 977.
Pseudo-Terhrllian, 84, 89 ;his Adoercus

Marcionent, gt, t+Zn.
Pulcheria, Empress, 3o6, 3ro.
Puteoli, 7Z;243n.

Quam memoranda, see under Pius VII.
Quanta atra, see under Pius IX.
Quartodecimans, the, see under Quarto-

decimanism in subject inder.

Quesnel, Pasquier, 469, +68; his R -
furions morala, +69, 466.

Quierzy, Diet of, 37r.
Quini-Sext Council, Canons of, 367.
Quirinal, Pius VII imprisoned in, 483.
Quod ad prfuendos, see under Gt"gory

VII.

Rauscher, bishop of Vienna, Szz, Szg.
Ravenna, imperial residence, zoj;

Odoacer at, 316; Theodoric at, 33o,
33t, 334, 34r ; also z8o, 373.

Raymund of Pennafort, 393, 394.
Regino of Prum, 39r.
Regnans in Excelsis, see under Pius V.
Renanr 47.
Restitutus of Carthaga, 233t 246n.
Reuchlin, Johann, 435, 436.
Rhodanius of Toulouse, zz8,
Rhodon, ro8.
Ricci, Scipione de, bishop of Pistoia,

47r,472.
Richelieu, 46o,46r.
Ricimer the Goth, 33o.
Robert of Geneva, Cardinal, 4ao.
Roman Church, Peter's connexion

with, 64-74; primitive organisation
of, 74-94; relations with rest of
Christendom before Diocletian, roe-
r8o; and throughout.

Roman Empire, fmperium Rotnanum,
and Christian ownership of property,
r27, t54, tgtrzos, zo6; and toleretion
of Christianity, tzr, rz2, tg3, t1g,
r89-r92, t94, r9S; and persecution
of Christianiq, r34, rS3, 156, rS9,
r78, r8o, r83-r87; political situation
at death of Constantius I, r87-r89;
and struggle with the churchz 2t!e
zr2, 224-293; and jurisdiction of
Roman see, 246, a47 i and divisions
within Church, 248, z4g, 253, 257 i
capital established at Constantinople,
z7z3 rn.d Leo I, 3o3, 3o4, 369; and
Gelasius and doctrine of Two Powers
gz3-gzg; and Iconoclastic contro-
vemy, g6y37z, 374, 379; eee also
Caesaropapism in subject index;
minor references passim.

Roman Senate, z6o, 3gt.
Rome, city of, throughout.
Rome, Councils of (383), 254; (t3o2r,

4r5.
Rome, synods of (Damasine)t 23gt

243 and note, 2t4, z46n; (+6S),
3r4; (48S)t 32oi (6+g), 966; (ZSt)
37o, 372; (Z6g), ZZz.

Rosmini,497.
Rossi,497.
Rotomagus, see Rouen.
Rouen,274.
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Rufinus, 86, 9r, r4tn, 2oonr 4r9.
Rufus, 279, z7+, 

"76.Russia, So4.
Rusticus, deacon, 349.

Sabellius, r29, r3o, r78; see also
Sabellianism.

Sabinus, bishop of Leon-Astorga, rZ2.
Sabinus, deacon of Milan, z4z.
Sabinus, praetorian prefect, rgzu.
Saoamentarium S er apionis, t 53n.
Saint Cyran, see Cyran.
Saint Simon, 468.
Samaria, ro8.
Santucci, Cardinal, 499.
Sardica, Majority Council of, and

Athanasius, 2t8, zrg i reaffirms
Nicene formula, ztg and note, 226n,
2"Zni on episcopal translations, 22o
and note, 224n ;jurisdiction assigned
to Roman see b5 zzo, zzt, z4Sn,
z4Z; synodical letters, 2?r ; on^Roman
primacy, 22t, 2z?, 256n, 268, 274;
Pope absent from, zzg; Canons of,
2r Sn, zr g and note, zzy2z3, 28g, 2go,
293, 3tz, 3,zo1' also 237, z1zn, zgz.

Sardica, Minority Council of, and
Athanasius, ar8 and note; synodical
letters, zar ; also 2rgn, zzsn, 236n.

Sardinia, Christians deported to, rz4i
Pontian prisoner at, r5r ; its army
defeated by Austria, 4gZ i also zz6.

Savona, Pius VII interned at, 483-485.
Sclwna de Ecclesia Christi, see under

Vatican Council.
Scherr, archbishop of Munich, 524.
Schmidt,39.
Scorpiace, see under Tertullian.
Secundianus, 259.
Secundas of Ptolemais, zo2n, 2r5n,
',zzon.

Seleucia, z3on.
Senestr6y, Ignatius, bishop of Ratisbon,

14, Srrr 5r8, 5ao.
'September Convention', 5oo, 5o5.
Serapion of Antioch, r8r.
Sergius of Constantinople, g6z, 969.
Sergius I, Pope, 368.
Severus, Alexander, see Alexander

Severus.
Severus of Antioch, 27rr;., 342, 343.
Severus, Patriarch, 356.
Severus, Septimius, Emperor, tz2, tz6.
Shqhad, tlu, see under Hermas.
'Sicilian Vespers', +r2n.
Sicily, zo6, 3541 4o8, 4og,4ta.
Sigismund, Emperor, 423.
Silvanus of Tarsus, 296n.
Silverius, 349,9#.
Silvester I, Pope, and Council of Arles,

r94 and note; and Council of Nicaea,
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rggn, zt4nt zrTi death of, zo7, zoil
and Constantine, zoTlni also 196,
tg7n,zos.

Simon Magus, 73.
Simplicius, Pope, 34-317.
Sinope, ro8.
Sinuessa, apocryphal synod, 333.
Siricius, Pope, and new phase in papal

policy, 267-270; and Ambrose, z7t I
and Antioch, z7r; and church of
Illyricum, 272, zTgt Decretals of,
268-z7o, zg+n,3r3; also 27g, zgr.

Sirmium, Council of, zzg and note, 23r,
2g2ni Blaspherny of,22gn, zgr; Long
Sirmian cteedr zzgn.

Sixtus IV, Pope, and policy of Nepo-
tism, 427, 43 r ; and 'Benefit of Clergy',
434 ; constitution, Graoe nimis, 4gz;
also 456.

Sixtus V, Pope, and revision of Vul-
gate, and brull Aetsnus ille, 456,

Smaragdus, 355.
Smyrna, ro8, tr7, !ztt!, r43n, 46i

synod of,237n.
Society of Jesus, its subordination to

the Papacy, 446, 447, 493; its teach-
ing attacked by the Jansenists, 46o-
463; regains ascendancy, 466-468';
and, Apostoliatm pascendi, of. Clement
XIII, 4goi excluded from Rome,
496; and Pius IX, 498; and dogma
of the Immaculate Conception, Sor;
also 49r.

Socrates, historian, zt1, 236n, 232n.
Sohm, z9r 30.
Solferino, battle of, +98.
SoUicitudo onmium, see under Pius VII.
Sopbronius of Jerusalern, g6z,
Soter, Pope, and Dionysius Cor., 66 ; in

succession lists, 84, 87, 88, 92; his
character, ro rn ; and Quartodecimans,
rzo; also r52n.

Sozomen, zt4,236n.
Spain, Paul in, 98, 99 and note; bishops

of, at Council of Trent, 4So, 4Sr i
also r7r, tggttr zro, zz8n.

Spoleto, Imperial house of, 388.
Steenoven, Cornelius, 467.
Stephen, king of England, 4oa.
Stephen I, Pope, and contrgversy with

Cyprian, 168-178; and apostate
bishops, r3zn, r7r, t7z and note ; also
r8z.

Stephen II, Pope, 37r and note.
Stephen V, Pope, 386.
Streeter, Srr Sz.
Strossmayer, bishop, 5rz.
Sutri, j7o,394.
Sweden, 5o4.
Syllabus, see Pius IX.
Sylvester II, Pope, 3891 39o.
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Symmachus, Pope, 33r-336, 54o;. Symmachian forgeries, 333, 334.
Syriar 40, ro3, to9, zoznr 234.

Tacitus, 73.
Targums,45.
Tatian, ro5, ro8 1 Diatessaron, of, 94*96.
Teaching of the Tweloe Apostles,75.
Telesphorus, Pope, 88, rorn, r4rn.
Tellenbach, 395.
Tertullian, on Peter, 66, 9r, gS, g?;

on penance, r3rn, r45n ; De Pudicitia,
r44, r48-r5t; De Praesniptione, t4S,
r.46; De Balttismo, r47n; Scorpiace,
r47ni also roo, rz3n, t64, t67r 2oon,
z8o.

Theobald, archbishop of Canterbury,
402.

Theodahad, king of the Goths, 343.
Theodora, Empress, 342, 343, 34S, 35r.
Theodora, Empress Regent, 38o.
Theodore Askidas, 346, 347.
Theodore of Mopsuestia, 345, 347, 3So,

3s6.
Theodore of Studium, 374, 379, 38o.
Theodoret of Cyrrhus, 228n, 258n,

306,3451 35o, 352, 356.
Theodoric the Great, Emperor, and

Gelasius, 33o; and Symmachus,
33r, 332, 934, 936; and fohn I;34t,
342; also, 3o3n, 339, 353, 368.

Theodosius the Great, Emperor, and
Nicene orthodoxy, 2z+, 241rn, z+9,
2So; at Thessalonica, 248 i and
church of Constantinople, z4g, 21oi
and Council of Constantinople, z5o-
2S3; '' residence at Constantinople,
265, z7z; and growth of Caesaro-
papism, 266. his edict, Cunctos
Poprulos, z4g i also 24414, 27 r, 2g7, 293.

Theodosius II, Emperor, and see of
Constantinople, 275, zZZ; summons
Council of Ephesus, zg7 ; chancter of,
265, zg7; death of, lo6.

Theodosius of Alexandria, 343.
Theodotus the Younget, tzg.
Theonas, 2aznr zzon.
Theophilus of Alexandria, 2gt, 2gz,

296.
Theophilus, bishop of Caesarea, rr4n.
Theophilus, Emperor, 38o.
Theophorus, see Ignatius of Antioch.
Thessalonica, church of, ro3; and Pope

Siricius, 2Zz-277.
Thessaly, 2j6,277.
Thomas Aquinas, see Aquinas, Thomas.
Thomas Becket, archbishop t 4oz.
Thrace, diocese of, tg7, r99n, ?ro, 2rr,

2r7n, zz8, 237n, z5z.
Tiber, 2o7,26+.
Tiberius II, Emperor, 3S5.
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Tibur, bishop of, consecrates Ursinus,
238.

Timothy Aelurus, bishop of Alexandria,
3rr,3r5.

Timothy, bishop of Berytus, 258 and
note.

Timothy of Alexandria, 25or 25rn, 258.
Totila, 344,353.
Tractates, see under Gelasius.
Traditi lumilitati, see under Pius VIII.
Trajan, rzz.
Trastevere, 69, z3z, zg8, 332.
Tres Tabernae,98.
Trent, Council of, summoned and

adjourned, 448 ; suspended and trans-
ferred to Bolognai 449 i returned to
Trent and prorogued, 449 i re-
assembled,45o; its attitude to Roman
primacy, 45r-453 ; and Protestantism,
453,454; on the episcopate, 41zt 4S3t
47o,5261 also rz, 433,4461 493.

Trbves, zo7, zto,983.
True Cross, relic of, zo6.
Turin,499.
Turner, zzrr 2zg.
Type, see under Constans II,
Tyie, Council of, deposes Athanasius,

2ror zrzn, ?t+r zr.Sn; also ztt, zz8.

Wi lrimum, see under Leo XII.
Ullathome, bishop, 534.
Unam sanctarn, see under Boniface

VIII.
Udgenitus, see under Clement XI.
Unigentus, see Macarius Magnes.
Urban I, Pope, r33.
Urban II, Pope, 1ot, +ogr 4o9n.
Urban IV, Pope,4rz.
Urban V, Pope 4zo.
Urban VIII, Pope, fn etninenti, 462;

Coena Domini, 5o5.
IJrsacius, 23rn, zZS.
Llrsinus, anti-pope, r8n, a38-24r, S4o.
IJtrecht, church of, 466, 467,

Valens, bishop; 23tn, 235.
Valens, Emperor, 236, 244n, 246 arrd

note.
Valentinian I, Ernperor, md Damasus,

239 and note, z4r; and Basil, 243;
and rescript Ordinariorum sententias,
z44ni also 436, 237n,246, and note.

Valentinian II, Emperot,246, grg.
Valentinian III, Emperor, 265, 277, 3o4.
Valentinus, ro8, ro9, r3rn.
Vallenziani, ro.
Valerian of Aquileia, 2+2, 2Sg.
Valerian, Emperor, persecutes Chris-

tians, 67, q8, t84.
Valerian, Pope, r53.
Van Espen,469.
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Van Heussen, archbishop-elect of
Utrecht, 467.

Yarlet,467.
Vatican, diplomatic representation at,

6; burial place of apostles, 67, rzTa;
Symmachus seeks asylum at, 332i
Iibrary of, 427; also 5or.

Vatican Constitution, see Pasnr Acter-
azs under Vatican Council.

Vatican Council, description of, r-2?,
5r r-525.

Inopportunist Minority at, 2'5, rt,
5og-514, szt-525,537.

Ultramontane Majority atr 2, tr, Srt'
5rz, gt6, szr, s23'525.

Schena de Ecclesia Christi, z, ,2, 13,
r5, 16, Sr5-523.

Pasior Aeternzs, Vatican Constitution,
Consrtutio Dogmetica I de Ecclesia
Cltristi, defines Papal infallibility,
rr, t2; its passage through Vatican
Council, 4r g, tc-t6r St2r Szg'SzSi
summarised and quotedi t6-zz;
quotes Philip, papal legate at
Ephesus, zg8, zgg; quotes Leo I,
3o3 ; quotes Formula of Hormisdas,
332; Anglican considerations of,
9z6, 527, 53r, 532; and Petrine
primacy of jurisdiction, 527; and
perpetuity of Petrine primacy,
528; and scope and character of
papal primacy, 528, Szgi and
infallibility of the church, 535, 537.

Conciliar procedure 9-r3 ; and Multi-
plices inter, rz-t4

Congregation, De Posulatis, rz, t4,
5r6.

Deputation, De Fide, 13-16, 512, Sr3,
516, 5r8, 5231 533.

Schena de Fide, 14.
Definition of Papal infallibility, 14,

5o4, 5re-sr3, 533-537.
Preparations for, 5o7-5rr.
Examination of decisions of, 526ff.

Venaissin, lost to Papacy, 486.
Venerius, bishop of Milan, 279.
Venetia, synod hr z39.
Via Appia,68.
Via Awelia, r27n.
Via Nomentanar z3rn.
Via Ostia, 67.
Via Saleriar 35o.
Via Tiburtina, r3S,
Vicariusltaliae, zo4.
Vicennalia, of Diocletian, 186; of Con-

stantine, zo7 7 of Constantius II, zz5.
Victor Emmanuel II, 498.
Victor l,Pope, and frenaeus and Quarto-

decimans, rt1-rzz, 459 ; and Latini-
ration of Western churchr' rz2, t?3i
also r24, r4o, t8z, 23o,322.
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Victor II, Pope, 4oo.
Victor Vitensis, 3ar.
Victricius, bishop of Rouen, 274.
Vienna, Pius VI visits, 4jo,47t.
Vienna, Congress of, 486.
Vimna Cor1rus, t6z, rg5, tg6.
Vigilius, Pope, and Silverius, 343, 344i

and the Emperor, 344; and Con-
stantinople, 3++148 ; his Judicatum,
346; and Council of Constantinople,
348-3So; first Constituumt 349, 352_i
iecond Constitutum, 35o i estimate of'
35or 35r; also, 36o, 36r, 365.

Vincentius, bishop of Capua, 222n,
zz5 and note.

Vineam Domini Sabaoth, see Innocent
XII.

Vitalian, 337.
Voltaire,468.
Von Hiigel, 26.
Vulgatc,95. 435, 454, 456.

Wessel, fohann, 435.
Westphalia, Peace of, repudiated bY

Innocent X, 5o5.
William of Occam, +rg,4zz.
William lI, king of England, 4o2.William lI, king of
Wittenbure. l;z6.Wittenburg, 43
Wolsey, Cat.linal, 442,443.
Wmms,.Concmdat of, 4o3, 4o4.'Worrns, Diet of, +:9.

Xavier, Francis, 447.
Xystus I, Pope, 88, rrg.
Xystus II, Pope, martyred, rorn' r53'

:r78; relations with Alexandria, r78,
r79; also 67, rS+.

Xystus III, Pope, and church of Thes-'salonica, 

"77; 
letter to fohn of

Antioch, 3oo, 3or.

York, Constantius I dies at, r87.
York, bishop of, at Council of Arles,

r95n.

Zacharius, Pope, 37r, 3j2.
Zelanti, the, 49o, 499
Zeno, Emperor, and Acacius, 3r5r 317,'3r8; and Council of Chalcedon,

3r4, 3r5, 3ao; and Felix III' 3r9;
Henoticut. of, 3,r.7,3r8, 3zr, 323, 33o,
345,362.

Zeptiyrinus, Pope, his statement of
faith, tzg, r3o; also rz4 and,note,
t2S, rz7 and note, rz8n, r33n.

Zetvs, r6rn.
Zorell, gg.
Zosirnus, Pope, and Pelagius, 286,287,

zg4; intewenes in African church,
288, z8g,46o; and canons of Nicaea,
a88, z8g,3ra; also 295.
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absolution, Church's power of, r3r and
note; and the presbyteriurn, r43, tS4,
r58, r59; and Tertullian, r45n, r48-
r5o; andthediaconate, r58, r59; and
Gregory VII, 396 ; also r5rn, t7r, t7S.

absolutism, papal, repudiated by Galli-
canism, 459,46o; De Maistre's con-
cept of, 488; Lamennais on, 488,
489; also 4S4,49S, Szz.

acolytes, r5r, r5z, r54.
Adoptionism, tz8, r2g.
agnosticism, a6,
almsgiving, so6.
Anglicanism, and reunion with Rome,

6 and note, Z, Sz6fr; also 48.
aDnates,444.
Anomeanism, zzgn, 244n.
anti-clericalism, 468, 492.
d.v0pcmot6xos, zgj.
apocryphal literature, 6r and note, gr,

99' 333,334.
Apollinarianism, r8o, zg4, zqgn.
apostasy, r3rn, 156-158, r7t, r72, rgz.
archdeacon, Roman, p altabilis, tzs, | 52,

332.
archi4thcoptzs, 8r and note.
Arianism, tg7, 2o1ln, 2rS, zr7, zrgn,

226nr 2271 232n, 244,2gO, 33oi 332,
336,34r.

aristocracy, the church as an, Bellar-
mine onr 457, Saint Cyran on, 46r.

atheism, 5o7.
atrctoritas, episcopal, 326, 327.
auctoitas, Roman, Tertullian on, 146,

r47 and note.
authority, conciliar, see under councils.
authority, papd, and Pasnr Aeternus,

tz, t$-zr, rS5-S2S; and Cornelius,
168; and Gregory lV, g8g; and
Luther, 439; and England, 444,44Si
and Council of Trent, 45r; and
Bellarmine, 457-+Sg; and Gallican
Articles, +6S; and Febronius, 469,
47o,472; and |oseph II, 47r,472i
and French Civil Cons.titution, 474,
47 S ; alnd Napoleonic Concordat, 48r,
482, 485; and Lamennais, 489; and
Church of England, 53rff; also 7,
492,493.

autocracy, papalr 489.

baptism, clinical, r43, t55 and note;
schismatic, 168-175, r77, rg4, 284;
and rnembership of the church, 537-
54o; also r5a

SUBJECTS

BaoAlco., 45.
basileus, rgz.
Benefit of. Clergy, 434.
Bible Societies, 487, 49r.
bishop, the office and functions of, see

Episcopate.
bishop, consbcration of, etc., see epis-

copal consecration, etc.
bishops, criminous, r3rn, r3?; lapsed,

t7r, t72, r93 and note.
Breaking Bread, see Eucharist.
'Byzantine captivity,' 34r, 342, 3S9,

.966,37o,37r.
Caesaropapism, and Constantius II,

zz8; and, Theodosius, z4g-"53, zS7,
264, zg3,3o6; and Zeno, 3r7-32o,
9z6; and Justinian, 335, S4r-944,
34f35r, 36r ; weakening of, 9641 365,
978, g7g; and Spain, 45r, 4Sz; and
political Gallicanism, 4S9t 493, 53o,
533; also 266, 267.

Canon of Scripture, Christian, r39 and
note.

Canon Law, see other index.
canonization, 4S8, 533.
cardinals, 3, 372n,47gr 496, 5o8.
catechumens, r5gn.
Catholicism, Roman, 453, 454, 458,

459, 5o5; French, 46o,478-48a, 5oo;
Dutch, a66-468; Liberal, 5o3-5o6,
5ro,5tr.

cemeteries, 671 68, r2S, t3sr r54, r78n,
2o5,466.

chnepiscoptts, 82.
Church the, nature of, 13, 4-+6; Loisy

on 25; also 5o7, 536.
organisation of, early, 74-97.
organisation under Fabian, r5r ; be-

fore Nicaea, t38, zo4.
organisation under Cornelius, r5r,

r52.
organisation in fourth century, r8r,

t8z.
organisation in France, 47 3-47j, 48r.
definition of, Anglican Article XIX,

s37.
definition of, Lambeth Conference,

s37.
definition of, Council of Florence,

s38.
definition of, Roman Catholic views,

538*540.
see also Eigenhirclwtrecht, and Infal-

libility of the church.
s6z
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clergy, and French Civil Constitution,
+7Si ffid Piedmont, 498; also see
episcopate, presbyterate, diaconate.

coinage, papal, 37r and note.
collegia tmuiorum, see funerary guilds.
collegium, diaconal, r52, r53.
communism,506.
conciliar, movement, the, 285, 4zt-425,

45r.
councils, oecumenical, decisions of, 285,

346, 493, 53r ; authority of, 295, 3zS,' 425, 5o3, $6, 597; their status and
that of Papacy, 384, 4tg, 422-425,
45t, 452, 457, 463,516, 53o, 53A,
533, 535, 536; number and qualifica-
tions of, s8+ and note, 387, 988,4o7,
4o8, 423, 4z4i and papal infallibility,
tg, 2o,5ro, Sr9, Szz; rnfallibility of,
zrt, s?2r 535ff.

Counter Reformation, the, preliminaries,
429, 43t-433; new religious orders,
M6, 447; and the Inquisition, 447;
and Council of Trent, 448-4SS; and
Sixtus V, 456; and Bellarmine, 456-
459.

Crusades, the, 4or.

damnatio tnentoiae, Marcellinus r85,
186; Maximin Daia and Licinius,
rgon.

deacons, see diaconate.
Deism,48o,489.
democracy, of Roman republic, zo7; of

reorganised French church, 474; and
Lamennais, 489; and Roman church,
503, 504.

dqosiun fidd, S3S, 536, S4z, see also
paradosis.

Determinism, 46o.
Diaconate, liturgical status of, 83, r53n,

r8z; functions of, t42, r43, r44 and
note, r5r, and note, r52; versus
presbyterate, r53 and note, 157-16o;
also 77,78.

EroEoXr), 84-87, rrz.
iltd,rovosr 76.
Discipline, church, and Callistus I, r48;

function of presbyterate, r54, r58-
16o, 166; and episcopate, q7n; and
traditio, 186, r87, rgz-rg7; and
Fourth Later,an Council, 4o8; and
Council of Trent, 45r; and Vatican
Council, 5r3; also 2St,276, 277.

Disendowment, church, 4or and note,
473,48r.

Dispensations, papal, 44t'444, 449,
524; episcopd, 47r.

Ditheism, rz9.
Divorce, 483.
Dominical Charge (Tu es Petrus . . .),

genuineness of, 4fr4; .Harnack's

AND suBJEcrS S6l
theory, 94-96; Tertullian on, r45-
r+gi Cyprian or, r6+-t66; and
Council of Rome, 256; and Ambrose,
z6o, z6r; and Boniface, z7S-277;
and Augustine, 284; and Leo I, 3o3 i
and Formula of Hormisdas, 338;
and Pastor Aeterffits, St7, Sz7; also
3zr 3Sr 48, zzan, gzo.

Donatism, and Miltiades, r93-195,
r97; also 246n,278-28o,284, zgo.

doorkeepers, r5r, r52.
Dtang nach Rom, in second century'

ro8, ro9.
droit de rdgale, a64-466.
Dyophysitism, 3o6, 37o, 342.

Easter observance, see Paschal obser-
vance.

'dbhCn, 96.
'edhAlr,37,45;
txdqoto, primary meaning of, 3z-g? i

significance in N.T., 37-46, 49, 52-
56; Leo I on, 3oa; also eS, Sg, 96,
429, 527, 54r, 542.

Eigmhhchenrecht, 3gr "
elect, the, 29.
Encyclopaedists, the, 469.
'Enlightenmentr' the, 469.
Episcopacy, 94.
episcopal college, 82.
episcopal consecrations, t38, z7rn, 276.
episcopal elections, z7j, 4o3a, 428, 458,

478,475.
episcopal jurisdiction, 22, t+4, 166, zog,

zo4, z7?,328, 38o and note, 3gr, 392t
452,46o,474,476, Sz9.

episcopal lists, see succession lists.
episcopal residence, +Sz, 475.
episcopal translation, zo1rt, zzo and

noter 244 and note.
episcopal trials, 22o, zzr, 223n, 245-

247,29o,29t,378, 384.
Episcopalianism, 94, 46r.
Episcopate, divine origin of, 17,78,453,

47o, 526, 5a7; relation to Papacy,
19,24, 4o4, 449,45r-453, 457,459,
46r, 47o, 47r, Szg; distinct order,
77, 78; succession, 79, r4e, 4Sz, also
see succession lists; liturgical status
and functions of, 8o, 8r, 89, t4t-t44,
r53, r82, 237u-1' versus presbyterate,
t64-ft6; and doctrine of Two
Powers, 326,327; also 389, 48r, 484,
see also polyepiscopacy, monepis-
copacy, magistnium.

'Episcopate, historicr' see hierarchy, real.
4riscolttt-s, 76, 77, 8o, r53.
itlororosr T6.
eschatology, 25-27, 3r.
Eucharist, the, 3a, 8o, r43, t44, rS4,

r8z.
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cx catludrar zt, Stor 5rr and note, S22,
525, 536.

Excommunication-
of Quartodecimans by Victor l, rzo,

tzt.
of Sabellius by Callistus, r3o.
of Novatian by Cornelius, 16r.
of Marcian by Stephen, 169.
of Marcellus of Ancyra by Council of

Antioch, zr7.
of Athanasius by Emperor, aa5.
of Athanasius by Liberius, ze9.
of Acacius by Felix, 3r8, 319.
of Vigilius by African synod, 346.
of Nicholas by Photius, 383.
of Caerularius by papal legates, 4oo,

401.
of Henry V by Gelasius II, 4o3.
of Frederic by Gregory IX' 4o9.
of Napoleon by Pius VII' 483.
Unliniited papal powers of, 3g6i

also t7t, t76n, 196, r98n, 2o,?
and note, aogr 2581 286.

Exorcists, r5r, r52.

Faith and Order, Christian, 7,33r.
fasting, 284.
Febrofiianism, 472; see also Febronius.
fammtum, r54 and note.
feudalism, ggo, 4or, 4o4, 4t3.
filioque,38z, 398.
Fivd patriarchites, Theory of the, 348

and note.
Form Criticism, 25-27.
Formg es chhhtliche school, z 5-27 .
freedom of conscience' 5o4' 5o5.
free will, 462.
funerary guilds, rz6.

Gallicanism, ecclesiastical, 45g-47o,
478, 48o, 488, 4931 5r9; Political,
459, 469-468; and reorganisation
of French church, 473-477.

Gnosticism, md Irenaeus, rogFrrr,
rr-5, r28, t45, t46; also ro7n.

grace, dbctrine of, 46r, 462. sacra-
mentzl, t4z.

Greek cuituie, rz3 and note, 33r, 369.
Greek language, tzgn, tg6.

haplography,92, tg6n'
heiesll ilin, r58, 4rr, 4r9 and note,

447,457,533, 54o'
hierarchy, real, 24, 539-54I.
hierarchv. Roman in Bulgaria, 38e;

Greeh'in Bulgaria, 385; Greek in
Russia, 3gg; Roman in Holland
+68; Roman in England' 498.

Holy Trinity, dogma of, 16.

AND SUBJECTS

homage, and English gonsocrations,
403.

6ptos oloies, z3z
$lno6ocov, zoo and aoter zgt, zg5, zg6.
house church, 4a, 8o, 8r.
Huguenotism, 46o.
Humanism, 42tr 4zS, 435, 436.
&trdmo,oog, zg4.

Iconoclastic Controve rcy, g6yg75, 378-
38r.

Immaculate . Conception, dogma of,
5or-5o3, 536.

Impeccability, papal, 497 .
Imperator-sacerdos, 8, 266 295, 297,

3o5, 34r, 34.4.,48gg see also Caesaro-
papism.

Imperialism, Byzantine, 278.
'impersonality,' of the Papacy, 8ee

under Papacy.
Incarnation of the Word, r38.
Incontinence of the clergy, 39o.
Indefectibility, of the Church, 13.
Independenc1 TT.
Indulgences, 416, 4r7n, 434-438, 458.
Infallibility, of the Church, t3,2r, 472,

493, 5r7, 52o, 5221 535-537, 54r.
Infallibilitv, papd, and Vatican Coun-

cil, z, 4, tt-t4, rg, 2t, 5o8-525,
533-S3Z; Bellarmine o:n, 457; Baius
on, 46o; also 463, 465, 468,488, 489,
493, 5o3.

Inopportunism, see Vatican Council.
Inttimsethik, 26,
Intolerance, papal religious, 498.
Islam, 369.
Investiture Controversy, 4or, 4o3 and

note, 4o4.

jansenism, 46e472, 5og.
|osephism, 47e487, +gg.
fudaism, zS, 69 and note, 7o and note,

89, ro6, to7, tz6, tgo, 9691 47t.
Jurisdiction, of Constantinople, over

Bulgaria, 385; over Italy, 368, 37o,
398,4oo.

Jurisdiction, of the church, 13.
|urisdiction, of the Episcopate, see

episcopal jurisdiction
Jurisdiction, papd, eee Primacy, Roman,

of jurisdiction.
|ustification by Faith, 439.

I(aliphate, at Jerusalem, 6r, 62.
kmEseth lrael, 45.
hmishta, 36, 45, 46, 49.
hcnishta' miishiydh J€slru'ah, 36.
hmfrshtii,36, 45.
HEPM,35t 49t 55t 57t 96 97.
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keys, the, 4g, 56 and note, 14$ r47,

r48r 4ro, 446, 528.
Kingdom, the, 25, 26, +3.

Last Suppet, 57.
Latin language, 136.
Latinization of Western Church, ,22,

t23.
Latinization, 374.
lay control, 39o, 395.
lay investiture, 388.
legislation, ecclesiastieal, see Canon

Law.
libera castodia,98.
liberalism, 495, 496, 5o6,
local churches, 9g-46,6r, 621 88, ror,

rro, r39n, rTzt r8r, r95 and note,
2O2rJ, 2O+, 272, 515, 529, 53r.

logia, 26, 27, 34, 35, 42-44, 48, 5o, 5r.
Logos Christology, r2g, t3o.
Lutheranism, 439, 448-4So.

maghtnium, episcopal, r4r.
mqg;strium, papal, tg, ar, Sr2, Sr9-

523, 532-535.
marriage, annulment of, 383, 44t-444;

clerical, t3?, 967, g68; Christian
and the State, r3rr r3z and note,
r45n.

Mass, Pope's, r54.
memorials to Hippolyttrs, r35, r36n.
ministry, charismatic, 28, 76, see also

episcopate, presbyterate, diaconate.
Missions, in England, Gregory I, 3S9;

Gregory XIII, 4SS,456; and Vatican
Council, 5r3.

Mithraism, ro6.
Modalism, r28-r3o.
mdEd,38n.
Mgnarchianism,, r 28-r 30.
Monarchy, the church as a, Bellarmine

on, 457; Saint Cyran on, 46r; also
489'

Monasticism, 354, 369, g7zr 37g.
Monepiscopacy, Z8n, 84, 89, rzg, t+o,

r83, 542.
Monophysitism, 306, 3rrr 3r5, 3r7t

323, 324t 33or 335-337, 342, 343,
345, 356, 359, 355, 962,369.

Monotheletism, 363, 366, 368.
Montanism, 76, r3rn, t4+-r49.
Moral theology, of the Jesuits, 46o-

469,466,467.

Nationalism, Coptic, 3rr; Italian, 33r,
968-97o, 4o4, 49r, 4gz,.4gF5oo;
Italo-German, 33r, 334i German,
g6S; French, 4r2, 4rg, 4t7, 428,
46o, 469, +82; English, 4rz, 5zgi
Aragonese, 4rz; also 4r8., 426, 4zg.

nepotism, papal, 427, 445, 455.

Nestorianism, zg14g8, 338, 34r., 345.
New Learning, the, 42rr 435.
Non-jurors, French, 477 .
non Placet, vote at Vatican Council, 3,Ir, 13.
nonpossurnas, Pope's, 5oo, 5r4.
normality, or via media, of Roman see,

5r, 6o, ro9, rr5, tz4, t?9,284,285,
zg8, 5o7.

Novatianism, rSZ-r78,

Oecumenical councils, see councils,
oecumenical.

Orders, differentiation of, 7G78; re-
signation of episcopal, t7r, r7z and
note, see also episcopate, presby-
terate, diaconate.

orders, religious, 3,4461 44j, 5o16, Sog,
S33; see also Society ofJesus.

Ordination, r38, t4zr r43, rSS.
Origenism, a9z.
Orthodoxy, md Athanasiust 224; and

Paul III,446; Festival of, 38o.
Orthodoxy, norm of-

Nicene symbol 8s, 2a7, 235-237,
2gg, 242n, 25O, 25r, 254, 258, 29?,,239, 242n, 25o, 25r, 254,
3ro; Creed of Nice as.3ro; Ureed ot l\,lrce as, 233r. 237i
letters of Leo I, 337,338, 34o, 348 i

as, 233r.237i
338, 34o,348i

Chalcedon.as, 3?2, 324, 332, 338,
35o, 36a, 53o.

oiota, zgt.

pallium, 336, 344, 384, 4o4.
pantheism, 5o6.
papabilis, see Archdeacon.
Papacy, importance in religious sphere,

7-gt Petrine perpetuity, 17,269,
528; universal referee, ro9, 2731 274,
z8z, 295,302, 3o5, 96o, ggz, 4oz,
494, Sz8; immunity from judgement,494, 52lJ; mmunlty tr
246, 376, 416, 4rg;246, 376, 416, 4r9; impersonality
and mystical reincarnation of Peter,and mystical reincarnation of Peter,
z6g-27t, 996, 4o8, 4r6i spiritual
degeneracy of, 388, g8g, 427-44o;
absolute sovereisntv of. 7,a2. ?o4.absolute sovereignty of, 392, 3g4,
395, 397,398, 4o4, 4o6, 4ro, 4r3,
42o, 4?a,4s3. 498. 5oo: centraliza-42o,433,493,496, SaOi
tion of church under. eo<

498, 500;
tion of church under, 39o, 39r, 456,
46o, 493 i Italianisation of, 427 i
and secular Italian primacy, 427,
433; Bellarmine's doctrine of, 456-
459; finances of, 498-5oo, see also
indulgences, taxation; relation to
councils, see councils; $ee also
Temporal Power of the Papacy, fn-
fallibility, papal, Primacy, of the
Roman see, and under Papal.

Papal administration, developments in,
and decretals, 267-27o, grz, 3r3;
and Innocent l, z7g, z7+; and Leo I,
3rz, gtg; and Council of Trent, 45o.
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of Antioch,Papal chancery, reorganisation, 396,
407.

lapul centralisation, see under Papacy.
Papal elections; secular interferenle in,

317, and_archdeacon, rz1, t1z, 3gz;and qrofession of faith, Siz,' 362;
imperial confirmation, 355;356, g6+,

_ 399.and note; also 33r, Siz,-4tg.
Papalism, 387.
Paradosis, apostolic, and Irenaeus, 88,

g_r, I I_o, I r r, I 15, r rgr tzz; and
tlippglyttrt r37t tgg, t4z; and
Cypn_aq, \6+; and Stephen, U6;
and Liberius, 224, zz6- and note,
228,, 7zg,233 ; and Theodosiu\ z49i
aqd Damasus, 2S8; of Jerusalem,
3_8r; and Celestine, zg7, 299; and
XygQs III, 3oo; and Felix III,3r9;
and Council of Constantinople, 365;
also ro7, t7g, tSzr zclo., ?t6, zt7r2{7,
52o' 535' 537.

parochialism, primitive, r8r-r83.
parousia, 26,
Paschal observance, rrhtzt, r98, r99,

2o4ar 24On.
Patronage, lay, 39o; rights of, 428,

433.
penance, 13r, r45n, r48, r54, rsg, r7r,

r7S; see also absolution.
Persecution of Christianity, modem, 7.

under Nero, 73.
under Maximin, r34.
uldrer Decius, r53, r55-r58, 168,

r84, r85.
under Valerian, 67, t78, t84.
under Gallus, 168.
under Diocletian, 183-186.
and lconoclastic- Coitroversy, 379,

38o; in France, 478; also t43, iii.
Petrine Commission, see Dominiial

Charge.
r€tpos,97.
n€rpd, 97.
plenapotestas, ofthe Pope, 18.
polyepiscopacy, 79-82, 93, rz3, 542.
potior pincipalitas, of the Roman see,

rrr-r15, r7gnr 224,257, Z8t.
presbyter, see presbyterate.
presbyter-qpiscopti, 7 S, 26.
presbyterate, as distinct order, 77,8e.,

r4z; function! of, t4z, r4g, r5r-r54;
r8z; versus diaconate, r53 and note,
t 57-16o; versus episcopate, ft4-t66 ;
also 75,76.

presbyterianism of the primitive church,
75,77n,83.

presbytdum, 8r-83, r43, r44, rS3, r54.
tpeoBrhcpos, 76, 7g.
Primacy, Eastern, of Alexandia, zoz,

2og,|2r2r 2SO,2521 2921 295, 3O5,
3o61 3o8,382.

o! Altioch, ZFo, zsz, 293, zg4, g8z.
ot uonstantrnople, 3o7-3o9, 3rs3r5r

3t7,382, ggg.-
of Jerusalem,38z.

Primacy, of James, 6tr 6z.
Primacy, Petrine, of honour, 17, 276.

of jurisdiction, 17, 18, 5r, 63, z6r,
276, z84,3or-3o3, 475, Sr$ 527,
5+2.

_ shared with Paul, 462.
Primacy of Roman see, Vatican Coun-

,cil on, z-4, 13, r5r't6, Sr5ff.of doctrine, ry, zz, to7-tog,qoctrnne, lgt 22t to7-tog, 2t7,
z6z, z8-g-28-8, zgg, 3o3, 337, 34o,
355' 366, 987, 4r9,44s, M7,4s?,.
-193,494, 525, 532, 533.

of honour, ro4, 262, g$z, 46t, 476,
494.

of jurisdiction, 2a, r2l,, 165, r83,
2o4r zt3, 246, 247,288, zgr, zg8,
299, 3o8, 323-325, 337, 3ST, 3SB,
367, 394 399,4o4, 434,494t 525,
529,53o,532,

of arbitration,.z62, ?gg2 4g41 see also
Papacy, universal referee.

Ignatius on, ro4; Tertullian on, 146-
r49; Council of Sardica, zztzzz,
32oi Council of Constantinople,
e5z; Ambrose on, z6z; La l-oni

355, 366, 387, 4lg, 44Sr 1./.;7r 4s7,

fI on,278, go4; Anastaiius II on, 33o i
Aquinas on, 4rr: Councif -of
Aguinas oD, 4rr;
Florence on, 425 i Couneil of Tr6nt
on,45r-453.

pimants, ro4 and note, 165 and note,
z6l' 3og.

Irincipalitn, r67n.
pincipalitasr rrzn, r67n.
Profesion of Foith, at Council of Trent,

453.
profession of faith, by Pope, see papal

elections.
property, church, 68, tz6, tz7, t5z and,

aote, t7g, r84, r9r and note, 2o5,
2o,6,3Z^o, +ot,42o and note, 47rr 471,,
478,48r.

ttpooxtivt1otg, 374.
Protestantism, 449, 4Sr, 4S3t 454, 46t,

47r, 488, 489, Sog; tiberal,: ja6,
539.

zdlcr rflDou, 55n.

qalnl,3j,4r, 45.
q'hal Yahweh, 93,46.
T'fub,45.
Quartodecimanism, r r6-rar.

ratio-nalism, 5o6, 5o7.
Readers, 15r, t52.
reform, church, in ten*r and eleventh



reforrn-cotttirud.
centuries, 389-404; and Avigaonese
Popes, 4r8; and Fifth Lateran
Co-uncil, 43r-433,435; and Paul III,
#s-#l; and Council of Trent,
4'p:$-+S+; and Innocent, XI,464; and
Pius IX, 4gS, 496; also 4.4o also eee
Counter Reformation.

teform, socialr 495.
Reformationt 532.
Regnum, gzg.
religious brders, see orders, religi,ous.
religious toleration, sec toleration.
Femnant,3r.
Renaissance, Gennan' 435ff.
Renaissance, Italian, 43 rff.
Republicanism, 478, 4gz.
Reuoion, Christian, 6 aod noter 7r 23,

495, 5o8, 533, 538-54r.
Revolution, French, +78, 494.
rigorism, t3t, rgz, r45n, rSTr r58, 16o,-t6r, t6gl rg7n, zog; see also Dona-

tism, Novatianism.
Rock, the, 52, SS, 62, 64, t45, z6o,

z6r, z69,284; see also Dominical
Charge.

fi'Ehr 49,

Sabelliaaismt r29, t3o, r7g, rg7, 2oo ,
2r3nr 244.

sacerdos-impcTatar, 398, 4o5.
sacqdotiumt t41t t8z, gzg,391.
salvation, 46r.
scepticism, 468.
scholasticism, 4ro, 4rtr 437, +6r,
schism, Hippolytean, rz&-r36t t44i

Novatian, ry7-q8; Antiochene, z4o,
z+t, 253, z6z, z69; Donatist, r94
tg7, 246n, z78*z&o and note, 284;
Acacian, get, 322, 33.o, 335, 337i
Three Chapters, 3SS-3S7; Bf"zan-
tine, 4oo, 4rt, 4r3; Great, in the
'West, 4zt, S4or 54r ; European, +5r ;
Dutch Catholic, +66-.+68; within
Freach church, 4761 472; also r75,
4rr,539,54o.

secret eocieties, 492.
Secularismr T, 39r, 4r8, 4zg, 468, 493,

5d.,5e7.
sdlil,96.
seminaries, national, 47r.
sh'6rlth,98.
ibbfrr, +5.
ibbfrra,45,
simony. t32n, 3go,4ar.
socialism, Ssr Sd.
Sol Invictus, cult of, ao8.
tot\ 43.
spiritualitiea, 4t3 and notc, 4r4.
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stste religion, in time of Deciug, 156;
Gallus, 168; Diocletiau, r8+-r87;
Julian, 233.

and Edict of 3rr e.n., r89-r9r.
etipends, clerical, Roman, r5z; French,

47s.
subdeacons, rSr, r52.
succession, t4o, t46; see also euccession

lists.
succession lists, 83-93, rte-rr4r r4o,

146, s4z.
oweyatyti, 33, 37 and note, 38, 45.
gur,96.
synoptic problem, So-52.

taxation, clerical, by Pope, 4tz-4r4 and
note,4zo; by state, 4r4r 4t5.

Temporal Power of the PapacY, in
modern politics, 5, 6; and the
Vatican Council, i3, 516; PaPal
sovereignty, 3io, 37tt 373, 395, 4o4,
+26, +i8-+26, 494, 495, 615; and
military support for: GermanY 388:
France, 4o4, 4o9, 497 ; Lombardn 4o4;
Sicily, 4o4; Byzantium, 4o4; Aus-
tria,- 4gi; also 43r; and system of
Concoidats, 4q; 428, +g9i and
Gregory VII, 4o3; and Innocent III,
4o1-+o7; and Unan Sanctam, 415,
+16; spiritual primacy sacrifiFed for
4og, 4to, +zG+28; Bellarmine on'
458; and Napoleon, 48o, 4gz, 4g3i
and Pius IX, 495-5or ; surrender o,f,

499t 5oo; and tbe SYllabus, soq;
i# itso doctrine of the T\ro Swordq
Papal Statee, property.

temporalitisr 4r3, 4r4, 42o.
texfiral criticiem, 4-27, g4n6, 16r-

164, 196.
theism,5o7.
theocracn 4zSr So7.
theopaschite controversy, 34p, 345.
theophilanthropism, +78, 489.
theosophn see Gnosticism.
fleo'z.dxog, z91r z97.
toleration, bf Christianity, under Neqo,

7r ; 
-Commodus, rz6; Alexan4gq

Sevenrs, r33; Constantine, 6E,
t87, tgr, - 1tr; Galerius, r89,
?lt.

in Francer 478.
traditio, r r r, t84, 186, tgz, tg3,
traditmes, see taditio.
Trinitarianismr ro7.
Two Natures, doctrine of.,362.
Two Powers, doctrine of, ga;f-l3ag,

335,397.
Trro-Swdrds, doctrinc of, 383, 395'

4o3, 46, 4ro, 4t5, 4t6.
tyrannicide, 456.
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